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Art. I.

—

An account of the Meteor which burst over Weston in
Connecticut, in December, 1807, and of the falling of stones

on that occasion; by Professors Silliman and Kixgsli:y. :;

On the 14th of December, 1807, about halfpast 6 o'clock, a.m.,
a meteor was seen moving through the atmosphere, with very
great velocity, and was heard to explode over the townof Weston,
in Connecticut, about 25 miles west of New Haven. Nathan
Wheeler, Esq., of Weston, one of the justices of the court of

common pleas for the county of Fairfield, a gentleman of great

respectability, and of undoubted veracity, who seems to have
been entirely uninfluenced by fear or imagination, wsu

at the time through an inclosure adjoining
an opportunity of witnessing the whole phenomenon. From him
the account of the appearance, progress, and explosion of the
meteor, is principally derived. The morning was somewhat
cloudy. The clouds were dispersed in unequal masses, being in

some places thick and opaque, and in others fleecy am

.

int. Numerous spots of unclouded sky were visible,

and along the northern part of the horizon a space of ten or

fifteen degrees was perfectly clear. The attention of Judge
Wheeler was first drawn by a sudden flash of lign

illuminated every object. Looking up he discovered in the

north a globe of fire, fust then passing behind the cloud, which
obscured, though it did not entirely hide the meteor. In this
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situation its appearance was distinct, and well defined, like that

of the sun seen through a mist. It rose from the north, and
proceeded in a direction nearly perpendicular to the horizon,

but inclining, by a very small angle, to the west, and devia-

ting a little from the plane of a great circle, but in pretty

large curves, sometimes on one side of the plane, and some-
times on the other, but never making an angle with it of more
than 4 or 5 degrees. Its apparent diameter was about one-

half or two-thirds the apparent diameter of the full moon.
It- pr igres8 was not so rapid as that of common meteors and
shooting stars. When it passed behind the thinner clouds, it

appeared brighter than before ; and when it passed the spots

i f cl i>r -k;. . i: il ished with a vivid light, yet not so intense as

the lightning in a thunder storm, but rather like what is com-
monly called heat lightning.

Where it was not too much obscured by thick clouds, a waving
< ai< 1

* rain of paler light was seen to attend it, in length about

10 or 12 diameters of the body. In the clear sky a brisi scin-

tillation was observed about the body of the meteor, like that

of a burmii ! against the wind.

It 'Ikq.p .r -I ah'Mit Y~> d-^rees short of the zenith, and about

the same number of degrees west of the meridian. It did not

vanish instantaneously, but gre\ fainter and
fainter, as a red hot cannon-ball would do, if cooling in the

dark, only with much more rapidity.

There was no peculiar smell in the atmosphere, nor were any
luminous masses seen to separate from the body. The whole
period between its first appearance and total extinction, was
estimated at about thirty seconds.

About thirty or forty seconds after this, three loud and dis-

tinct reports, like those of a four-pounder, near at hand, were
heard. They succeeded each other with as much rapidity as

was consistent with distinctness, and, altogether, did not occupy
three seconds. Then followed a rapid succession of reports

less loud, and running into each other, so as to produce a con-
tinued rumbling, like that of a cannon-ball rolling over a floor,

sometimes louder, and at other times fainter : some compared
it to the noise of a wagon, running rapidly down a long and
stony hill ; or, to a volley of musketry, protracted into what is

ued about as long as the body was in rising, and died away
apparently in the direction from which the meteor came.
The accounts of others corresponded substantially with this.

Time was differently estimated by different people. Some aug-
mented the number of loud reports, and terror and imagination
seem, in various instances, to have magnified every circumstance
of the phenomenon.
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The only thing which seemed of any importance beyond this

statement, was derived from Mr. Elihu Staples, who said, that

when the meteor disappeared, there were apparently three suc-

cessive efforts or leaps of the fire-hall, which grew more dim at

every throe, and disappeared with the last.

The meteor was seen as far south as New York ; and the

explosion was heard, and a tremulous motion of the earth per-

ceived, between forty and fifty miles north of Weston. From
the various accounts which we have received of the appearand

of this body at different places, we are inclin. d to believe, that

the time between the disappearance and report, as estimated

by Judge Wheeler, is too little, and that a minute is the least

time which could have intervened. Taking this, therefore, for

the time, and the apparent diameter of the body as only half

that of the full moon, its real diameter could not be much less

than 300 feet.*

We now proceed to detail the consequences which fol-

lowed the explosion and apparent extinction of this luminary.

We allude to the fall of a number of masses of stone in several

places, principally within the town of Weston. The places

which had been well ascertained at the period of our investiga-

tion were six. The most remote were about 9 or 10 miles dis-

tant from each other, in a line differing little from the course of

the meteor. It is therefore probable that the successive masses

der, the most northerly first, and the most southerly

last. We think we are able to point out thr.
< vAn v al plac s

where stones have fallen, corresponding with the three loucl can-

non-like reports, and with the three leaps of the meteor, obser-

3 circumstances common to

istance, immediately after

the explosions had ceased, a loud whizzing or roaring noise in

the air, observed at all the places, and so far as was as

at the moment of the fall. It excited in some the idea of a

tornado ; in Hli.-r-, <>f «i laiv ran non-shot i:i rapid motion, and

it filled all with astonishment and apprehension of some impend-

rophe. In every instance, immediat '
.- aft t r this, wa-

heard a sudden and abrupt noise, like that of a ponderous body
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Striking the ground in its fall. Excepting one, the stones were

more or less broken. The most important circumstances of the

jDarticular cases were as follows :

I. The most northerly fall was within the limits of Hunting-

ton, on the border of Weston, about 40 or 50 rods east of the

great road from Bridgeport to Newtown, in a cross road, and

contiguous to the house of Mr. Edwin Burr. Mr. Burr was

standing in the road, in front of his house, when the stone fell.

The noise produced by its collision with a rock of granite was

very loud. Mr. Burr was within 50 feet, and immediately
- arched for the body, but it being still dark, he did not find

till hali an li i alter. By the fall, some of it was reduced

to powder, and the rest of it was broken into very small frag-

ments, which were thrown around to the distance of 20 or 30

feet. The rock was stained at the place of contact with a deep

lead color. The largest fragment which remained did not

exceed the size of a goose egg, and this Mr. Burr found to be

still waim to his hand. There was reason to conclude from all

the circumstances, that this stone must have weighed about
twenty or twenty-five pounds.

Mr. Bun b ..- another stone fell in

tag field, and it was confidently believed that a large

i rag swamp, but neither of these

had been found. It is probable that the stone, whose fall has
now been described, together with any other masses, which may

u at the same time, was thrown from the meteor at the

first explosion.

II. The masses, projected at the second explosion, seem to

have fallen principally at and in the vicinity <
:

' Yiv. Wi !'
\

Ptince's in Weston, distant about five miles, in a southerly

direction, from Mr. Burr's. Mr. Prince and family were still in

bed, when they heard a noise like the fall of a very heavy body,
immediately after th e explosions. T hey f r

factory conj the. cause, nor did even a fresh
hole made ird, about 25 feet from
the house, lead to any conception of the real cause.

They had indeed formed a vague conjecture that the hole
might have been made by lightning, but would probably have
paid no further attention to fch< I they not
heard, in the course of the day, that stones had fallen that mor-
ning in other parts of the town. This indue* .1 them, t« wards
evening, to search the hole in the yard, where they found a
stone buried in the loose earth which had fallen in upon it. It
was two feet from the surface, the hole was about twelve inches
in diameter, and as the earth was soft and nearly free from
stones, the mass had sustained little injury, only a few small
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fragments having been detached by the shock. The weight of
this stone was about thirty-five pounds. From the d. script mm-
which we have heard, it must have been a noble specimen, and
men of science will not cease to deplore that so rare a treas-

ure should have been immediately broken in pieces. All that
remained unbroken of this mass, was a pice, of twelve pounds

with the liberal view of presenting it to some public insti-

Six days . -is discovered, half a mile north-
west from Mr. Prince's. The search was induced by the confi-

dent persuasion of the neighbors that they heard it fall near
the spot, where it was actually found buried in the earth, weigh-
ing from seven to ten pounds. It was found by Gideon Hall

and Isaac Fairchild. It was in sin 11 fra m-nts, having ialh i.

on a globular detached mass of gneiss rock, which it split in

two, and by which it v. i pieces.

The same men informed us, that they suspected another
stone had fallen in the vicinity, as the report had been dis-

tinctly heard, and could be referred to a particular region some-
what to the east. Keturning to the place after an excursion

of a few hours to another part of the town, we were
to find the conjecture i discovery of a mass
of thirteen pounds weight, which had fallen half a mile to the

northeast of Mr. Prince's. Having fallen in a ploughed field,

without coming into contact with a rock, it was broken only

into two principal pieces, one of U the char-

acters of the stone in a remarkable degree, we purchased ; for

it had now become an article of sale.

Two miles southeast from Mr. Prince's, at the foot of Ta-
showa Hill, a fifth mass fell. Its beard by

Mr. Ephra;; ' srithin forty rods

of the place, and in full view. They saw a smoke rise from the

spot, as they did also from the hill, where they arc positive

that another stone struck, as they heard i: listinetly. At the

time of the fall, having never heard of any such thing, they

supi osod that liu-hiuiug had struck the ground, but at

01 four days, hearing of the stones which had been found in

tin a \ ie'mity, they were induced to search, and the result was
the discovery of a "mass of stone in the road, at the place where

they supposed the lightning had struck. It penetrated the

ground to the depth of two feet in the deepest place ; the hole

was about twenty inches in diameter, and its margin was col-

ored blue from the powder of the stone, struck off in its fall.

It was broken into fragments of moderate size, and from the

best calculations might have weighed 20 or 25 pounds.
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The hole exhibited marks of much violence, the turf being

very much torn, and thrown about to some distance.

We searched several hours for the stone, which was beard to

fall on the hill, but without success. Since that time, however,

it has been discovered. It is unbroken, and » x:i V.y c< >vr.-s . \\t\>

iuappi aram v. Mi the other specimens. It weighs 3 (J i ;

It is probable that the five stones last described were all pro-

jected at the second explosion.

III. At tl i mass of stone far exceeding the

united weight of all we have hitherto described, fell in a field

Mr, Prince's. Mr. Elihu Staples lives on the hill, at the bottom
of which this body fell, and carefully observed the whole phe-

After the last explosion, he says, a rending noise like dun
of a whirlwind passed along to the east of his house and imme-
diately over his orchard, which is on the declivity of the hill.

At the same instant a streak of light passed over the orchard in

;i large curve, and -. m d m pierce the ground. A shock was
felt, and ;. . it of a heavy body falling to the

earth ; but no conception being entertained of the real cause
(for no one in this vicinity, with whom we have conversed,

appeared to have ever heard of the fall of stones from ,

it was supposed that lightning had struck the ground. Three
or four homs after the event, Mr. Seely went into his field to

look after his cattle. He found that some of them had leaped
into the adjoining inclosure, and all exhibited strong indica-

tions of terror. Passing on, he was struck with surprise at

seeing a spot of ground which he knew to have been recently

tinted over, all torn up, and the earth looking fresh, as if from
recent violence. Coming to the place, he found a great mass of
fragments of a strange looking stone, and immediately called for

his wife, who was second on the ground.
Here were exhibited the most striking proofs of violent collis-

ion. A ridge of micaceous sclii- en with the
.ground, and somewha; hill to the southeast,
was shivered r > pieces, to a certain extent, by the impulse of
the stone, which thus received a still more oblique direction,

and forced itself hit > the « arth to the d *pth of three feet, tear-

ing a hole of five feet in length and four and a half feet in
breadth, and throwing large masses of turf and fragments of

jen purchased hy

be denominated an iron ore ; i

more than an iuoh long.
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stone and earth to the distance of 50 and 100 feet. Had there
been no meteor, no explosions, and no witnesses of the light and
shock, it would have been impossible for any person contempla-
ting the scene to doubt, that a large and heavy body had ivally

fallen from the skies with tremendous momentum.
From the best information which we could obtain of the

quantity of fragments of this last stone, compared with its

specific gravity, we concluded that its weight could not hare
fallen much short of 200 pounds. All the stones, when first

found, were friable, being easily broken between the fingers
;

this was especially the case, where they had been buried in ihe

moist earth
; but by exposure to the air, they gradually har-

dened.

<

This stone was all in fragments, none of which exceeded the
size of a man's fist, and was rapidly dispersed by numerous
visitors, who carried it away at pleasure. Indeed we found it

difficult to obtain a sufficient supply of specimens of the va-
rious stones, an object, which was at length accomplished,
principally by importunity and purchase.

The specimens obtained from : I re perfectly

similar. The most superficial observer would instantly pro-

nounce them portions of a common mass. Few of the speci-

mens weigh one pound, most of them less than half a pound,
and from that to the fraction of an ounce.

The piece lately found on Tashowa Hill is the largest with
which we are acquainted. Mr. Bronson's is the next in size.

The largest specimen in our possession weighs six pounds, and
is very peri. '.

;ie mark-. Of smaller pieces

we have a good collection. They possess every variety of form,

which might be supposed to arise from fracture with violent

force. On many of them, and chiefly on the large specimens,
may be distinctly perceived portions of the external part of thfl

meteor. It is everywhere covered with a thin black crust, i [ s I i-

tute of splendor, and bounded by portions of the large irregular

curve, which seems to have enclosed the meteoric mass. This

curve is far from being uniform. It is sometimes depressed with

concavities, such as might be produced by pressing a soft and
yielding substance. The surface of the crust feels harsh, like

the prepared fish skin, or shagreen. It gives sparks with the

steel. There are certain portions of the stone covered with the

ttSt, which appear not to have formed a part of the out-

side of the meteor ; but to have received this coating in the

interior parts, in consequence of fissures or cracks, produced

probably by the intense heat, to which the body seems to have

been subjected. These portions are very uneven, being full of

little protuberances. The specific gravity of the stone is 3*6,
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water being one. The specific gravity of different pieces varies
a little ; this is the mean of three.

The color of the mass of the stone is mainly dark ash, or,

more properly, a leaden color. It is interspersed with distinct
mass i, from the size of a pin's head to the diameter of one or
two inches, which are almost white, resembling in many instan-
ce, the crystals of feldspar in some varieties of granite. The
texture of the stone is granular and coarse, resembling some
pieces of grit stone. It cannot be broken by the fingers, but
gives a rough and irregular fracture with the hammer, to which
i I r.m 1 ily 3 lelds. On inspecting the mass, five distinct kinds of
matter may be perceived by the eye.

1. The stone is thickly interspersed with black or grey glob-
ular masses, most of them spherical, but some are oblong.
Some of them are of the size of a pigeon shot, and even of a
pea, but generally they are much smaller. They can be de-
tached by any pointed iron instrument, and leave a concavity
in the stone. They are not attractable by the magnet, and can
be broken by the hammer. If any of them appear to be affected
by the magnet, it will be found to be owing to the adherence
of a portion of metallic iron.

2. Masses of yellow pyrites may be observed. Some of them
are of a brilli

. and are readily distinguishable
by the eye. Some are reddish and some are whitish. The

.oar most abundant in the light colored spots, where
bit very numerous and brilliant points, which are very

conspicuous through a lens.

3. The whole stone is interspersed with malleable iron, alloyed
with nickel. These masses of malleable iron are very various
in size, from mere points to the diameter of half an inch. They
may be made very conspicuous b\ di .\\ ivg a (He a mss the stone.

4. The lead-colored mass has been described already, and
constitutes by far the greater part of the stone. After 'being-

wet and exposed to the air, the stone becomes coven- 1 with
numerous reddish spots, u deli do not appear in a fresh frac-
ture, and arise manifestly from the rusting of the iron.

5. There are a few instances of matter dispersed invgularly
le stone, which are considered as intermediate between

pyrir < and malleable iron. They are sometimes in masses
apparently crystalline, but usually irregular. They are black
and commonly destitute of splendor, but exposed by a recent
fracture, they appear like a glossy superficial coating. They
are sometimes attractable by the magnet, and sometimes not.
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Akt. II.

—

On the distillation of dense Hydrocarbons at high
temperatures, technically termed " Cracking;" by S. F.
Peckham.

In the American reprint of the Chemical News, for June of
On Naphtha and Illu

Oil from heavy California Tar," by Prof. B. Silliman, copied
from the San Francisco Bulletin. In the September number

appears "On the Distillation of

Hydrocarbons," by Joseph Hirsch, Ph.D., in which the result*

obtained by Prof. S. are subjected !<> crifiyJMii. and certain

ts made in reference to the subject of a most extraor-
dinary character.

At the same time that Mr. Coining was engaged upon the
xperiinents, the results of which form the subject of Prof.

Jilliman's paper, I was engaged upon experiments of a similar

Cham-tor for the Geological Sun i Calif** . the results

of which have not yet been published.* These resull

somewhat from those obtained by Prof. S., as also the method
by which they were obtained. I shall, therefore, give a brief

summary, both of method and results, and compare the conclu-
sions to be derived from them with- the statements made by
Dr. Hirsch.

^
Those who first attempted the manufacture of commercial

oils from crude California materials, when operating with the

•rill in common use for the manufacture of Pennsyl-
vania oils, encountered an apparently insurmountable obstacle,

viz: a large proportion of the distillate was neither light nor
heavy, neither burning oil nor lubricating oil, but an oil inter-

mediate in density between the two, and therefore not mer-
chantable. The difficulty was so far overcome by enclosing the

y radiant heat, and
distilling very slowly, that the amount of heavy lubricating oil

ly increased, and the "middlings" correspondingly

I. The yield of illuminating oil, however, was very

slightly increased, and it was for the purpose of securing a

larger yield of that m-iViiul. that my experiments were under-
taken. I h L to subject them to Mr. Down-

process of slow distillation in a high, upright still, the top
of which was exposed to radiation. The small quantity
crude material at my command (5 gallons of each variety;

rendered this operation exceedingly difficult to conduct >ue-

* The volume of Keports of the Survey on '-Economical Geologj

failure of the last California Legislature in making the necessary appropriation.
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cessfully, and it was with extreme satisfaction that I saw at

the time, in the October number of the Chemical News for

1866, an announcement that Mr. Young of G-las'gow had ob-
tained a patent for the manufacture of illuminating oils from
heavy paraffine oils, by distillation under pressure. It was
necessary that I should operate on a small quantity at a time,

and also, that I should subject the four or five different sam-
ples which I had, to the same treatment, in order that I might
compare the results, and judge of their relative value. For
that purpose I contrived the apparatus described in the Sep-
tember number of this Journal for 1867, which, so far as I

know, has but one fault, viz : the chamber of the valve is too
small, and shoulo>be enlarged sufficiently to enable the pressure

fcead of by a spring,

With a pressure of between 30 and 40 pounds per squ
inch (the exact amount was not ascertained) the following
suits were obtained. See table, page 11.

No. I was an oil procured from one of the tunnels of the
Hayward Petroleum Company, of a specific gravity of '9023,

y distillation in a common still about 15 per cent of
light oil, of a specific gravity of -810, with about 40 to 50 per
cent of "middlings," and 20 per cent of light lubricating oil.

_
No. II came from the celebrated Pico Spring, yielding the

lightest oil of any natural" outcrop in southern California. Its

specific gravity was -8932, and it yielded to treatment by the
ordinary method only about 20 per cent of illuminating oil of
the proper density.

No. Ill was from the Canada Laga, of a specific gravity oi

•9184, and yielding by the ordinary process only 3 per cent of
illuminating oil.

No. IV was a sample of Maltha from the same spring as
that operated upon by Prof. Silliman. Its specific gravity was
•978, and it yielded about 2'5 per cent ol illuminating oil.

This table exhibits the results of actual experiment, not of
theory, and while they differ from those obtained by Prof.

r he difference is in degree and not in kind, and is

without doubt due to the superiority of the apparatus used by
myself, and to the higher degree of pressure employed. Both
series of experiments confirm each other, and alike prove, that
dense petroleums and a thick heavy tar—as thick as ordinary
molasses—which yield practically little or no ilium i-

illation under pressure are sub-
jected to what is technically termed " cracking," and made to
yield from 28 to 60 per cent of oil fit for burning, and rendered
thereby nearly as valuable as the crude oils of Pennsylvania
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Percentage results of Distillation under Pressure.

1st. Pressure Distillation of crude material,.

Coke and loss at do.,

5 Heavy Residue f>

yielded, by 2d Pre
2d. Fractionation

Total crude Illuminating Oil,. 54-25 626

Total yield of Refined Oil,
1

.?.'
."""'." .".".""".""." ."."."."."

51-25 60"7

Total crude Lubricating Oil, 31-85 20"S

Total Refined Lubricating 'oil! 1 1 II 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 ZIIZIZI 30 90 20-2

Yield of Refined Illuminating Oil, sp. gr. 43° B.,__ 5125 60-7

Yield of Refined Lubricating Oil, sp.gr. 23 -25°B., 30-90 20-2

Yield of Illuminating Oil by ordinary process, 15 00 2000 3-00 2-50

Dr. Hirscli criticises these experiments as not being executed
under circ; on a large

scale/' He then states, that during the distillation of hydro-
carbons on the large scale, "the process of 'cracking' always
takes place in some degree," as "all hydrocarbons of high
boiling poi h mixtures are, during distilla-

tion, exposed to varying degrees of temperature below their own
boiling point, as long as those hydrocarbons of lesser gi rity

and lower boiling point have not been removed by disl

He further states, that "it is this exposure to a lower decree

of heat than corresponds to the distilling point of an oil of

definite gravity, which comprises the operation of ' cracking.'
"

Again he states, that tation in the enormous
stills !ii,w 1.,-L'u- introduced, "cracking" takes place without

any "special efforts" to produce such a result, "while only a

small portion distills over as paraffine oil, that being due to

over-heating." He next states, that by rapid distillation of a

small quantity, the different hydrocarbons which make up the

petroleum come over unchanged, and that the difference be-

tween this last named be former, is the same
as the one between distilling coal for the production of illum-

8, and that for producing coal oil ; the former pro-

ducing a dense tar, being carried on in small low retorts, and
the latter, in revolving retorts of large capacity. " In these

the oily vapors are exposed to a cooler temperature than their

own with every revolution of the retort, and are in this manner

broken up into oils of lighter gravity."
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He then gives a number of rules, the result of his own expe-

raised, the greater is the quantity of light oil

obtained.

"2d. The gravity of distillate resulting from reduction of

temperature will be directly proportionate to said reduction.
» * * jn distillation, the temperature, therefore, should always

A to the boiling point of the oil of the gpecifi

desired.
" 3d. The difference between the temperatures of the two

'. ;-, viz: of the oil being subjected to e

and of the derived distillate, is in direct proportion to the

height of the still employed, or to the facility for cooling the

upper portions of the still.

"4th. The intensity of the process of 'cracking' is propor-

tionate to the suddenness with which the oil vapors are con-

densed before leaving the still.

"5th. T: ity between that of the oil dis-

tilled, and be, is in direct proportion to the

quantity of wa - process.
" These laws are the same with hydrocarbons distill

the ordinary atmospheric pressure, as with those distilled in a
vacuum, or under increased pressure."

It is very rarely that as many 1 within as

little space, and the entire discussion exhibits in a re

degree to what totally erroneou

a

alts of close

observation and experience may lead, when explained upon a
false hypothesis.

The operation -<x -'cracking," as conducted by Mr. Downer,
consists in a slow distillation of oils of high spec in

and high boiling point, in a still furnished with a high dome,
the outer surface of which is freely exposed to radiation. As
distillation proceeds, those oils which are condensed at the

ore at which the dome is maintained, instead of pass-
ing into the worm and thence into the receiver, collect in drops
upon the surface of the dome, and fall back upon the surface
of the oil beneath, which has meantime become heated above
their boiiing points. Mr. Young distills the oils under pressure,
thereby vaporizing them at a temperature above their normal
boiling points.

It is therefore obvious, that the primary and essential condi-
tion of " cracking" is simply to subject the oils to a tempera-
ture above their boiling points, or in other words, to super-heat
their vapors. It will be found that for oils of the same density,
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the higher the temperature to which they are raised, or at which

they are distilled, the lighter will be the product ; and that to

produce an oil of given density, the heavier oil must be raised

to a certain fixed temperature, the intensity of heat depending

on the lightness of the oil required.

Now it is evident that Prof. Silliman could not subject five

or ten gallons of Maltha to experiment strictly analogous to

Mr, Downers process, the two elements of time and large ca-

pacity of app
s>j small a quantity.

Yo:my> ii„<>^ »{,;<:>;,/. u^-- fi jn l'
1

i.. 1.")
i>
'Uh.U i-M-Hire

per square inch. My own results were obtained by using from

30 to 40 pounds pressure per square inch, and operating upon

only 1,500 cubic centimeters at a time.

Dr. Hirsch is correct in stating that during the distillation on

the large scale, this process always obtains action in some de-

gree, but his reasoning is utterly at fault. So, too, is his ex-

planation of the fact, that "cracking" takes place in large

stills without any special effort to secure such a result The

real explanation lies in the fact, that the upper portion of stills

i v use is generally exposed to atmospheric currents

ulon. With such an arrangement it is impossible,

upon Mr. Downer's plan, to prevent more or less condensation

upon the dome, and consequent " cracking," especially toward

the end of the operation, in stills of the enormous capacity

of 40,000 gallons, waei - essential to his pro-

cess are present. It was in stills set in this manner that the

heavy California oils were first distilled, and in which they were

" cracked " to an oil of medium density ; but when the sides

and domes of the stills were surrounded with brick-work, the

vapors were no longer condensed, and they passed unchanged

Dr. Hirsch is again in error, in supposing that paraffine oils

are produced by a high temperature. I am told that; Mr.

Downer has made illuminating oils, by "cracking

affine wax by means of his process. The
;

oils of commerce are now most successfully produced from

coals, by distilling the material in large kilns, in which com-

bustion takes place at the upper surface, and the draft is

conducted downward, insuring the expulsion of the volatile

products at z\ • very lowest n-mperatur. possible.

He is yet a«-ain in error, in the analogy which h

to exist between rapid and slow distillation of petroleum, and

the distillation of coals, in small retorts to produ

[ in revolving retorts to produce oil. I
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temperature to force the vapors from the still. Such has been

my experience repeatedly on both the large and small scale.

S'.w .:\t illation yields the hydrocarbons unchanged, provided

the vapors have ready egress from the still, because distillation

18 then carried on at the lowest temperature attainable. Small

retorts are used for the manufacture of gas, in order that the

coal may the sooner be raised to the red-heat, an.
I the invaiest

possible "cracking" effect be experienced, while revolving re-

torts are used in the manufacture of oil, not that the charge

may be repeatedly cooled, but in order that it may be uni-

formly heated, avoiding the .necessity of over-heating the por-

tion next the fire, in-order that the upper portion may be

heated sufficiently.

His first and second rules, when reduced to plain English,

assert that "cracking" may be produced by refrigeration.

Following their lead, in order to produce from paraffine wax
the lightest member of the naphtha series isolated by Prof.

Warren, and boiling at 0° C, the paraffine should be immersed

in melting ice. According to these rules, the best method of

producing illuminating gas from crude petroleum would be, to

subject the oils to the action of a refrigerating mixture of solid

carbonic acid and ether, instead of allowing them to drip upon
red-hot coke.

His third rule is correct, as the lower the temperature at

which the top of the still is maintained, the lower will be the

boiling point of the liquid resulting from the condensation of

the vapors that escape.

His fourth rule is too obscure in its signification to admit of

His fifth rule is of the most extraordinary character. Chem-
istry is not yet ready for the announcement of the transmuta-

tion of one element into another, and such transmutation must
certainly take place if water can be produced by distillation

hydrocarbons, with exclusion of oxygen. So, too,

is it almost equally difficult to imagine how any general laws

can be " the same" for two processes so diametrically opposed

as distillation in a vacuum and under pressure.

I desire in this connection to note a f

have occurred to me in reference to this subject. In the last

edition of Prof. Dana's Mineralogy (1868), he has classifii d the

results obtained by Profs. Warren and Storer, and arranged
the hydrocarbons isolated by them in three groups, viz : the
Naphtha and Beta-naphtha series, and the Pirtoleum group.
The first two are isomeric, the last contains more carbon in

proportion to its hydrogen. The members of the Pittoleum
group at present isolated are doubtless the lower members of a
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inu- group, the higher members of which have very hi.uli boil-

ing points ; or perhaps there is still another group containing
er proportion of carbon. As the different members

of these groups decrease in density, the proportion of hydrogen
increases, and. as they increase in density, the proportion of
carbon increases. The process of "cracking" Pennsylvania
oils, therefore, is simply subtraction of carbon ; and it appears
from the results of experiment and analysis, that c>.!i addi-

tional atom of carbon is held by a feebler affinity than the last,

consequently the stability of the members increases as the pro-

portion of carbon decreases. The lower the member is in the
series, the stronger is the affinity of the hydrogen for the car-

bon, and consequently, the higher is the temperature required
for the production of the member next below it. Thus it is

that over-heating dense paraffine oils produces medium or illu-

minating oils ; over-heating illuminating oils produces still

lower and more volatile liquids ; at a still higher temperature
the products become gaseous, and at an excessively high tem-
perature, light rather than heavy carburetted hydrogen gas is

produced.

In the absence of actual demonstration by fractionation, I

am led to believe from the behavior of California petroleums,

that they do not contain either the Naphtha or Beta-naph-
tha series in appreciable quantity ; nor do they contain the

members of the Pittoleum group yet isolated in large propor-

tion, but are doubtless made up of the higher members of that

group, or a still more highly carbonized and unstable group
not yet described, with which is mingled one or more nitro-

I 'His yet more easily decomposed. Be this fact or fancy,

ranee and physical properties of the refined pressure

to the opinion that it is made up
of the same members of which refined Pennsylvania petroleum

is composed. The lightest oils existing in crude California

petroleum change in a few weeks, after treatment, to a dirty

yellow color, even when tightly corked and exposed only to the

light. A bottle of refined pressure distillate in my possession

has now been prepared nearly two years, yet its color has

scarcely changed perceptibly.

By Prof. Warren's process of fractionation only a trace was

eliminated from any of my samples of crude California oil

under 150° C, yet in one instance, when my_valve acci

stuck so that "the pressure was very considerably increased

above 40 pounds, the vapors when they escaped passed through

the worm uncondensed at 8° C, and melted the lead pipe at its

point of connection with the retort
;
proving that as in the

case of the heavy paraffine oils, decrease in the density of the
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follows any considerable increase in the temperature

of distillation.

I hope at some future day to be able to fractionate both the

lifornia petroleums, and the products of their dis illa-

tion under pressure, and thus obtain some additional facts in

reference to this interesting question.

Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 9th, 18G8.

The extent of the power possessed by some of the hydrated

sesquioxyds, notably by the hydrate of chromium, to hold

magnesia and several other of the metallic protoxyds in insolu-

ble combination, appears never to have been distinctly recog-

nized by chemists. Fresenius, it is true, remarks • that sesqui-

oxyd of chromium cannot be separated (quantitatively) by
ammonia from the alkaline earths, since, even though carbonic

acid be completely excluded, portions of the alkaline earths are

thrown down in combination with the sesquioxyd of chromium.
But his statement is far less forcible than the facts in the case

demand.
Other chemists have fallen into the grave error of supposing

-ium can be separated from chromium, with suffi-

cient accuracy for the ordinary purposes of qualitative analy-

sis, by mere addition of ammonia-water to throw down hydrate

dam, after the solution to be analyzed has been mixed
with chlorid of ammonium. Gallowayf has developed a plan

for separating the hydrates of iron, aluminum and chromium as

a distinct group or class, by adding chlorid of ammonium and
ammonia to the boiled filtrate from the precipitate produced
by sulphuretted hydrogen in the ordinary course of an analy-

sis. According to Galloway, this ammonia precipitate is col-

lected by itself and examined for iron, aluminum and chro-

mium
; sulphid of ammonium is then added to the filtrate to

throw down cobalt, nickel, zinc and manganese; carbonate of

ammonium is next employed to precipitate barium, strontium
and calcium, while the magnesin fc, is finally

by means of phosphate of sodium in the usual way.

As will appear, however, from the following experiments, it

would be quite impossible in many cases to detect m
in this way in presence of chromium. From a solution con-

* Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 4th ed. London, 1865, p. 372.

J Manual
,
4th ed. London,' 1864, p. 84 et seq.
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taining any considerable proportion of sesquioxyd of chromium

as well as magnesium, the greater part or the whole of the

latter will be thrown down, together with the chromium, on

the addition of ammonia, even when the solution is highly

charged wit num.

Sulphid of ammonium, also, like ammonia, throws down from

mix. [ - lut us of elu mium a d magnesium a c mpoiiud

jnvcinitate well-nigh insoluble in water and saline solutions.

If no serious difficulty has been met wuth hitherto in detecting

magnesium in presence of chromium by the ordinary method
;.:. it is doubt! - >wing to the tut that,

in pursuing this me h d, - m irowudown

in combination with chromium will be encountered when the

pn si] ttate produced by sulphid of ammonium comes to be ox-

11 ii: d in . : .: course for (barium, strontium, calcium . n I)

magnesium, which may have fa 11 hon wm
phosphoric, boracic, oxalic, or silicic acid, or in the form of

tin oi'ids ; and this, even if nothing but chromium and magne-

sium are present.

As thrown down either by ammonia or by sulphid ot am-

monium, the compound nivcipi ate < f chromium and magne-

sium is nearly or quite insoluble in solutions of the fixed caus-

tic alkalies, and even when the precipitate is dissolved in

ehlorhydrie ion mixed with cold soda lye, all

the magnesium and most of the chromium is re-pi.

Since this behavior of the precipitate toward soda 1

clearly to the existence of chemical attraction or affinity be-

tween the magnesia and the chromic oxyd, I have devoted

p irti< ul tr att uti ai to the study of the precipitates thus pro-

duced by soda.

Equivai rome alum and Epson

weighed out and dissolved in wa
i-water in

slight excess. It was found to make no difference with regard

dissolved tc
amonium, or

separately, the chlorid of ammonium being added to the solu-

tion of sulphate of magnesium before mixing the two solutions.

After the addition of ammonia to the mixed solution of

chrome alum and sulphate of magnesium, an attempt was made

in each case to determine the amount of magnesium in the

filtrate by precipitation with phosphate of sodium. .v :a\ .

results were obtained for the most part in these trials, as will

be seen below.
. ,*

.

The precipitate thrown down by ammonia was dissolved in

Am. Joub. Sci.-Secom. Seui=s, Vol. XLVII, No. 1C9.-Jan., 1869.
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boiling dilute chlorhydric acid, the solution thoroughly cooled,

and then mixed with an excess of a cold aqueous solution of

cat ii ':: soda. The precipitate produced by the soda was filtered

as rapidly as possible, washed somewhat with water, dried,

ignited and weighed, while the filtrate was boiled to precipitate

any chromium which had dissolved. The hydrate of chromium
thrown down by boiling was collected on a filter, was washed,
dried, ignited and weighed by itself.

I. 25098 grm. of chrome alum and 0-5240 grm. of Epsom
salt were taken, so that the mixture contained 1*19 eq

of Cr
2 3 and 1 equivalent of MgO. No magnesium could be

detected in the filtrate from the precipitate produced by am-
monia in this mixture. The ammonia precipitate dissolved in

chlorhydric acid, and treated with caustic soda in excess, gave
up only 0-0103 grm. of Cr

a 3
to the soda, while 0*3753 grm.

of Cr„0
3
went down again with the magnesium.

An"analysis of the ignited soda precipitati gave the follow-

ing results :

—

Theory
Taken. Found. (MgO, Cr3 3 ).

n , MgO 0-0847 0-0881 18-J3 20'73
{•> Cr2 3

0-3843 0-3753 81-87 79'27

0-4690 0-4584 100-00 100*00

II. 2-4979 grm. of chrome alum and 0*6150 grm. of Epsom
salt were taken, so that the mixture contained 1 equivalent of

Cr 3 3
and 1 equivalent of MgO. Sulphid of ammonium was

used as the precipitant in this instance, and 0-0105 grm. of
MgO was found in the filtrate from it. When the

j

was dissolved in chlorhydric acid and treated with soda lye,

0-0181 grm. of Cr
2 :!

went into solution in the soda.

III. 2-469 grm. of chrome alum and 0'302 grm. of Epsom
salt were taken, so that the -mixture conl

of chromic oxydfor 1 equivalent of magnesia. No mi
could be detected in the filtrate from the ai

0-0400 grm. of Cr,0
3
was held di- .lv.-d by the sVi;i. a:i 1

0-3393 grm. of Cr
2 3 was thrown down again with the mag-

nesia when the precipitate, after solution in chlorhydric acid,

was treated with soda in excess.
An analysis of the ignited soda precipitate gave the follow-

ing results :

—

Taken. Found. (MgO, 2GrJ>a).

/ttt\ MgO 0-0488 0-0492 12-66 1156
v
111^ 2Cr2 3

0-3780 03393 87-34 88-44
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IV. 2-0244 grm. of chrome alum and 0-2500 grm. of Epsom
alt wi re taken, so that the mixture contained 2 equivalents of

chromic oxyd for 1 equivalent of magnesia. A trace of mag-
nesium was detected in the filtrate from the ammonia precipi-

tate, and 00337 grm. of MgO was obtained from the soda

. OIK;7 una. of Cra 3
was thrown down on boil-

ing the filtrate from the soda precipitate.

V. 23967 grm. of chrome alum and 0-3005 grm. of Epsom
salt were taken, so that the mixture contained 1-97 equivalent

of Cr
2 3

for 1 equivalent of MgO. No magnesium was de-

fche filtrate from the anm >nia
;

ipitate. 0-0250

grm. of Cr
2 3

was thrown down on boiling the filtrate from
the soda precipitate.

VI. 1-0120 grm. of chrome alum and 0-5000 grm. of Epsom
salt were taken, so that the magnesia >in :il ! i:i large cx<

of magnesia to chromic oxyd :

r. this case 1 ein„

)77 grm. of MgO was obtain. 1 in

from the ammonia precipitate, and 0-0765 grm. of MgO in the

soda precipitate. No chromium was found in the fil 1

1

the ammonia precipitate, while 01508 grm. was obtained from
the soda precipitate. The results may be tabulated as follows

:

The soda precipitates, after having been ignited and wi igh

were decomposed by fusion with carbonate of sodium and ni-

trate of potassium in the usual way.* The chromium irae

then determined as chromate of lead, and the magnesium in the

form of pyrophosphate.
It was found to be impossible, in this way, to convert all tl

chromium into a soluble compound in one operation. On treat-

ing the fused mass with water, there remained undissolved, • .:

every occasion, a certain quantity of a fine, whitish-yellow sub-

stance, which was so finely divided as to pass at first quite

readily through the filter ; it could be collected only by return-

ing the filtrate to the filter several times. A second fusion

with carbonate of sodium and nitrate of potassium was cons -

quently resorted to in each case, in order to complete the

decomposition. The yellow color of the fused mass an

solutions obtained after these second fiisi

enough that, whatever the real composition of the urn

powder may be, a certain proportion of chromium is always

* Fresenius. Quantitative Analysis, p. 372.
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contained in it. It should be stated that considerable diffi-

u!ty was encountered in filtering the chromite of magnesium

precipitated by caustic soda, especially in those cases where a
*

Bapan « >f chromium remained dissolved

i 3 i hi- r\v, Vol" >. .da, for hydrate of chromium is gradually de-

posited from such solutions even in the cold. Toward the

close of the filtration a certain portion of the chromium, which

was dissolved at first, is in this way precipitated upon the filter

I to the mass of chromite of magnesium.

The foregoing experiments were undertaken at the si

of Prof. F. H. Storer, by whom my attention was called to the

subject in the autumn of 1867.

Boston, May, 1868.

Art IV.

—

Notices of papers in Physiological Chemistry—
No. II ; by George F. Barker, M.D.

5. On the formation of Sugar in the liver.

(Continued from vol. xlvi, p. 390.)

(25.) On the 23d of March, 1857, Bernard announced to

the Academy* the isolation of the glycogenic matter. His

rogress was hindered for a long time by the false notion that

; nice was an albuminate; but at length he recognized

the fact that it was the albuminoid ferment, not the glycogenic

substance, which was altered by cooking, and that the latter

could be separated from the ferment by solution in hot water.

n is as follows : The liver from

which are thrown into water in active ebullition, to coagulate

the ferment. The mass is then bruised in a mortar, mixed

with a small quantity of water, and boiled for | of an hour.

dag and pressing out, an opaline liquid is obtained,

to wMch is "added 4 or 5 times its volume of strong alcohol;

an abundant flocculei it, - is thrown

down,whi« I >ua nitrogenous bodies,

- inipu r- < h i» oolk-i-t. d on a filter, washed with strong

alcohol, and dried ; it then forms a grayish, somewhat gummy
ride glycogenic matter. To purity it, it is boiled in

a concentrated solution of potassic hydrate for half an hour,

diluted, filtered, again precipitated by adding alcohol, collected

on a filter, washed with alcohol, re-dissolved in water, neutral-

again thrown down by alcohol,

collected and dried. As thus prepared, the glycogenic matter

* C. R, xliv, 578.
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resembles very closely hydrated starch ; it is neutral, is without

odor or taste, produces the sensation of starch on the tongue,

and diffuses itself in water, making it strongly opaline. It has

no characteristic appearance under tin- microscope. Iodine

produces with it a color, varying from a dark violet-blue to a

clear maroon-red. Heated with soda-lime, it gives, when pun .

no ammonia, thus proving she ansem-.- of nitrogen. It does

not reduce alkaline solutions of copper, sloes m>t ferment when

mixed with yeast, is entirely insoluble in strong alcohol, and
; ~

|

.-. cipitable from its solutions by basic plumbic acetate. It

is changed into dextrin and then into sugar, by all those agents

which convert ordinary starch into dextrin and sugar; pro-

longed ebullition with dilute min. ral acid-, and the action of

diastase an ! analogous ferments, such as exist in the pancre-

atic juice, the saliva, and the blood, effect this change < a-dy :

the opaline character of the solution disappears, it is no longer

colored by iodine, it redn vs alkalin solutions ot c u per. an 1

ferments with yeast, yielding alcohol and carbonic acid. The

diastasic ferments produce this change in a few minutes at the

temperature of the body. Torrefaction, and the partial action

of ferments or of dilute acids, change the glycogenic matter into

a substance which, like dextrin, is insoluble in strong alcohol,

is soluble in water giving a transparent solution, is not colored

by iodine, does not reduce copper-tests, does not ferment, and

rotates to the right the polarized ray. From the abo v

B n t d argu. - that the formation of sugar in animal-

be divided into two parts: the 1st— ntiivly vital, since it take-

place under the influence of lifl —c insists in the production of

the dvcogenic matter in the living hepatic tissue ;
the 2d, en-

tirely chemical, is the transformation of this into sugar by

means of a form ait. This ferment was at first supposed
'

belong to the liver, but finding

in a marked degree, Bernard referred it to this fluid During

ation is much more active, and the trans-

formation of th mce is correspondingly great

torpid animals like frogs, on the other hand, where the
:

eireu-

ion is slow, the sugar disappears from the liver, while the

substance remai 1 - arm- -l._ty'W-

...» i. -apiH us. and so on alternately. The condition

I
s the transformation of the gly-

cogenic matter. When the spinal cord is cut or worn,

the neck, below the origin of the phrenic
;••

• ,. '• '

:

there is no trace of sugar in the liver, though glycogenic matter

there. On wounding the cerebro-spmal axi^

fourth ventricle, the phenomena produced are precisely tne
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r verse; the abdominal circulation is accelerated, and the gly-

cogenic matter is so largely transformed that it appears in the
urine. The paper closes by comparing the liver to a seed

;

first, a vital action stores up starch in it; then a chemical one
changes this starch into sugar.

(26.) On the 1st of June, Sanson announced to the Acad-
emy * the discovery of glycogenic matter in the spl* n. the

lungs, and th< kidn- y*. \\< 1! a.-, in \ m u>. arr rial, and por-
tal blood.

(27.) At the next session, FiGiriERf communicated some
to prove thai washing the liver by Bernard's

method for i rry minutes did not deprive it of sugar. He
therefore pulped a liver and washed it until free from sugar;
none re-appeared after 24 hours standing. He then washed a
liver by Bernard's meth <d i' r L \ hours, and on dividing it into

two parts, found that one at once reduced 123 grams cuprous
oxyd, while after 24 hours, the other half only produced 102
grams. In a third experiment a horse's liver, proved to con-
tain sugar, was washed through the portal vein for 2\ hours;
on examination, no sugar was found in it, nor did it re-appear
after 24 hours. Two other experiments resulted similarly.

He expresses the opinion that Bernard's glycogenic matter is

only albuminose altered by boiling with potash.

(28.) Some experiments on the conversion of the glycogenic
into xyloidin, were presented to the Academy June 29,J

by Eug. Pelouze. One gram of the pure substance was mixed
with concentrated nitric acid ; in a few moments it dissolved,
and the whole was then poured into water to precipitate the
xyloidin. This, after drying, weighed 13 grams, the theoreti-

ity. It was very combustible, taking fire at 180° C.
When the glycogenic matter was treated with dilute nitric acid
and heated, it was converted into oxalic acid. On combus-
rinn. it yicid< '1 carl n '.)[) is. V, In io n 61, oxygen 541 = 100,
giving ili- formula <-','!, .<>. : while that of ordinary starch

and dried at 100° C, "has the
i a

, , H j.O,,. Pelouze had examined other organs

the liver. On treating Bernard's metlcd,
bich at first sight resembled it:

this substance, however, could not be changed into sugar and
was probably modified albumin. Sanson's results are therefore

(29.) In a paper presented at the same session,§ Sanson
it ptyalin converts the starch of I

which is absorbed by the abdominal venous system, carried

•C. R., xliv, 1159. fib., p. 1213. $ lb
, p. 1321 § lb., p. 1323.
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into the tissues by the general circulation, and converted into

glucose. Animals nourished on meat, therefore, get dextrin

i'r-m :li. "r \\ d. a i'-i
* \s 1 1 ! !i <-\\ !,-.ii> the contradictoiy state-

ments as to the existence of fermentable matter in the blood.

Sanson shows that the action of the blood-ferment on dextrin

produces sugar, by taking 500 grams arterial blood from the

carotid of a horse, defibrinating it at once by whipping, and
allowing it to stand 24 hours ; at the end of this time it con-

Ifly ferments. He maintains that the liver

Mini- i.. iih-r .Jvcogenic matter nor sugar, but simply uses

fit it eani< I to it in rh hit od; more sugar is found there than

elsewhere, because the circulation is slower.

(30.) Sanson was immediately \
". • lb. Hi . nam.' wis

asserted that this animal starch existed only in the liver. His

experiments show that when rabbits are fed on carrots a

glycogenic matter is found in the liver, but

none in any other organ. When the animal is fed on grain, the

case is more complicated, as soluble starch colorable by iodine

is then carried into the body. In a former memoir, it was

stated that starchy matters did not pass into the blood as dex-

trin
; but the process used was imperfect, and later rese aches

have proved the presence of dextrin in both blood and muscles.

Sanson has simply confirmed this fact. Two points were then

noticed : I. The formation of glycogenic matter in the liver is

constant, and is entirely independent of the external b

dextrin or sugar. The blood of a rabbit fed for 3 or 4 days on

wheat or oats contains dextrin ; but this is not true with an

animal fed on carrots. Moreover on changing the food of the

bit, the dextrin disappears. The glycogenic function, on

i.-rhan.l. i- i i !t- ! *
}

s
?
no matter

how the food varies. The production of dextrin in the blood

by certain aliments, is of course interesting; but only so as an

independent fact. The presence of dextrin in the organs of

!. on oats or other grain, has been confirmed at the

Ecole Imperiale at Alfort, in connection with M. Bouley; but

no conclusion as to the formation of sugar can be dr

i dental results. Nor has dextrin been det

case were it present. II. A second proof of this function is

the fact that it diminishes or disappears under the influence of

many morbid conditions. Hence, the livers of hosj

verscontaii H vers of executed crimii

be used for it* d< teeth n. The same fact is true of animal

starch; whenever the animal is sick, none is formed, even when

food is taken as usual. Experiments at the veterinary school
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above mentioned, upon horses who though diseased yet ate

well, showed no glycogenic matter in the liver, though sugar

formed from the food was found there. A comparative experi-

ment, witnessed by Prof. Schmidt of Dorpat, was made on two

vis: 'i-i iii< h.rs. - : .'m- wa> healthy, but was to be killed because

of an old paralysis of one fore leg, of traumatic origin: the

other had had an acute inflammation of the foot-joint for 3

y*-ar>. ;iki fnun an injury. Both were fed on hay and oats and

ate well, though the second animal had some fever. Three or

four hours after eating they were killed. On dissection, diges-

ted to have taken place perfectly; the lacteals were

full of chyle, and the urine was alkaline. The livers were re-

moved and at once examined ; that of the well horse furnished

a strongly opaline dir-»<-tiun very rich in glycogenic matter,

while that of the arthritic animal gave a limpid solution con-

taining not a trace. The flesh of both animals contained dex-

,r, from the food. It appears, therefore, that on

the one hand, the formation of e

takes place upon food entirely free from carbohydrates, and (

the other, that it ceases in the <li- ased hcvhivora, even with

food rich in these substances. Beside the febrile state, all

is, such as prolonged suffering, arrest this

production ; hence, healthy animals must be used for its dem-
onstration. The paper closes with a new method for the

preparation of the glycogenic matter. A filtered decoction of

the healthy liver is mixed with glacial aortic acid in excess;

a v hitish pi-, cipifate of almost pure animal starch falls, while

the albuminoid matters being soluble, remain dissolved. A
diseased liver gives no precipitate; nor does the solution from

any other organ. If a liver solution be divided into two parts,

led to one, a heavy precipitate falls; the

other, on the addition of a little saliva, becomes transparent

and gives no precipitate. In this way, therefore, the presence

of the glycogenic matter may be easily and rapidly rec

(31.) On the 27th of July, FigiTIer* asserted that the

sugar which is contained in portal blood is one of the non-
fermentable sugars. By a new process, he ;

from the jugular and femoral veins of a dog, identical with that

blood; it reduced the copper-tests, was not precipi-

tated by basic plumb; * fermentable unril

boiled with T i 5 of sulphuric acid. When thi* -u-.ii remains

for a time in the system, it becom - f- rim nt ii.l ; hence, kie-

stein-urine sugar, chyle sugar, and the sugar of eggs, are fer-

mentable. Bernard's sugar, therefore, has its origin in the

intestinal canal ; and Figuier detected there a sweet substance,
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ble.

copper-tests; 2d, that of the portal blood, which reduces
copper-tests, and is not directly fermentable, but becomes so
on liuilin- with acid; and 3d, that of the liver and chyle, which
reduces copper and ferments directly. He asserts that by the

action of a boiling solution of potash upon albumin, a sugar
capable of reducing the copper-test is formed. Since as in

animal fluids like milk, sugar and the albuminates occur
together, they may be mutually dependent.

(32.) A paper by Bonnet, confirming Bernard's results,

was road at the same session.-' Its eenelusior.s are ;
1st, there

is no sugar in the portal blood of animals fed on meat, though
the liver and hepatic blood contain it ; 2d, sugar is formed
in the liver posthumously ; 3d, there is no sugar in the- 'general

circulation of animals on a meat diet; 4th, on starchy food

stion is completed there is no sugar in portal blood
;

and 5th, if, as Figuier says, the liver actually converts the por-

tal substance into sugar, this is a true function.

(33.) In a third paper read at this session.f Sanson main-
tains that glycogenic matter, being intermediate between starch

ose, must vary in its properties according to rh • stage

of conversion
; and : h he obtained from

the riv-n- s was true glycogenic matter, as, under the influence

->>. it was converted into sugar, from the fermentation

of which he had obtained several specimens of alcohol. Ber-

nard has confirmed what Pelouze had denied, the exist, nee of

dextrin in the blood. If dextrin and salivary diastase both

exist in the blood, what more is needed for the production of

glucose ?

(34.) In another paper, read Sept. 7th,t he says (I) IVhmze's

conversion of the gl ':« does not

prove it to be starch, since dextrin maybe thus converted;

(2) his analysis fails of uq g fcha t

of glucose ; moreover, starch and dextrin 1m ing i-'>ni< ri . analy-

sis cannot decide between them
; (3) acetic acid pn

dextrin as well as sta'-h: (4) rh - /ly.-.^'iue matter of the

liver is ike that in the blood of other

organs
; (5) dextrin is found in the portal blood and in that of

the general circulation of animals fed exclusively^ on meat

;

(6) the dextrin in meat is spontaneously converted into sugar,

when the meat is cut fine, and exposed to the air for 48 hours

;

(7) no necessity exists for the assumption of a glyco-g

tion
; (8) Bernard's experiments with carrots are unfortunate,

* C. R., xlv, 139. f lb., p. UO. t !b-. P-
343 -
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dextrin which he found in the liver.

(35.) The following results of experiments by Coze were

read also at the session of Sept. 7th:* (A) Under physiological

conditions : 1st, the kind of death affects the quantity of sugar

in the liver ; the slower the death, the smaller being the

qua ttity; 2d, the proportion of sugar in arterial blood is to

that in the liver as 1 : 11. (B.) Under pathological conditions:

1st, under the action of morphine hydrochlorate
; («) the

sugar in the liver more than doubles, rising from 059 to 139

;

'&) the same is true of arterial blood, the amount increasing

"il
(?)
from 0-05 to (HI

;
(c) the proportion of liver sugar to arterial

sugar remains the same, 1 : 12, and hence pulmonary oxyda-

tion is not affected
;

(d) the increase of sugar under the influ-

ence of morphine is an argument against the employment of

opium in treating diabetes, and explains the want of success

met with in its use
;

(e) no sugar is found in the urine.

2d, under the action of tartar-emetic
;

(a) the liver sugar re-

mains unaltered
;

(b) it is doubled in arterial blood, being

0-10 instead of O05
;

(c) the proportion between them is 1 : 6

instead of 1 : 11 ; (d) the combustion of sugar in the lungs is

bin ler< d,—thus accounting for the efficacy of this substance in

pneumonia ;—(e) no sugar appears in the urine. The action

of tartar-emetic upon the production and the destruction of

glucose is }u\ :i* -1\ th r -verst of the action of morphine.

(36.) In a paper communicated to the Academy Oct. 19th,f

Bonnet contends that the liver has a true glycogenic function,

nothing analogous existing elsewhere in the animal economy
;

that the posthumous formation of sugar is establis

facts quoted to disprove it being inconclu

since a liver-hash is not the normal liver ; that the two sugars

I canal, the other in the portal

vein, have no existence ; that even if a non-fermentable sugar

be admitted to exist in the portal blood, the fact remains that

the liver in converting this into a fermentable sugar,

differently grouped molecule by molecule, under <

known influences, may yield glycogenic matter ; but that this

result, performed outside the body by chemical action, does not
represent a physiological fact ; that any substance serving as a

basis of Sanson's opinions may be in vain sought for in portal

blood ; that dextrin is transformed by fuming nitric acid di-

rectly into oxalic acid, without forming xyloidin ; that the

formula of ordinary starch is not that of dextrin, anhydrous

* C. E., xlv, 345.
f lb., p. 573.
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starch and dextrin being € |2 H, 8 9 , while glycogenic matter
is €' H 12O 6 ;

that the latter resembles hydrated starch rather
than dextrin, since like starch, it forms a paste with wai< r and
is colored blue by iodine, while dextrin does not form a paste
and is not colored by iodine ; that glycogenic matter when
isolated, does not resemble dextrin ; that Sanson is the only
chemist who has found dextrin in the blood of the carnivora

;

that he (Bonnet) has not found it himself, and does not believe
in its existence

; that dextrin, which is so easily transformed by
ptyalin, cannot be taken as food and enter the system without
change

; that chopped meat does not contain sugar after expo-
sure to the air ; that when food rich in sugar is taken, or when
sugar is formed from starchy food by the diastase of the intes-
tinal juices, it must be re-converted to dextrin, according to

Sanson ; that no substance capable of producing this change
is known; and that even admitting thai d* \ rin < xists in portal
blood, its conversion into sugar by the liver is a true glycogenic
function.

(37.) Moos published a paper in 1858,* in which he shows
that when the pneumogastric nerves of healthy dogs who ex-
crete 0-7 grams of liver sugar for each half kilogram of is dily

weight are cut, this amount of sugar constantly diminishes,

. even 0-1 gram, but never entirely disappears. In
rabbits, too, when this nerve is severed, the production of

ies partly to the im-
iminution in bodily weight and in all the secretions,

, the formation of sugar, which takes place on divid-

ing these nerves ; and partly to the diminished or altogether

suspended nutrition. Electrical irritation of the spinal cord
of frogs produces increased uiination with diabetes, in a very
short time. On ligating the vessels of the liver, though the

amount of urine comm . i r disappears. When
the spinal cord of thea I, the sugar formation
is entirely arrested in the course of fifteen to twenty hours.

(38.) In a paper published at the same time,t Kekulb
recommen, Is 3 as the most convenient one for

rom the liver. A half-hour's

boiling with strong potassic hydrate is sufficient to deprive it

entirely of nitrogen. The ash, which consists of lime-salts,

may be entirely removed by repeated solution either in strong
acetic or in with alco-

hol. Kekule confirms the views of Bernard, Hensen, and
Pelouze relative to the properties of glycogen. It is white,

and completely amorphous, and is colored violet or reddish-
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brown by iodine. Its aqueous solution is opalescent, but be-

comes rapidly clear on boiling with dilute sulphuric acidj

though prolonged boiling is necessary to convert it into sugar.

Hi8 an Jysis yielded the formula €
8
H, O

5
. The liver of dogs

contained on an average two per cent of glycogen.

(39.) In a communication by Poisseuille and J. Lefort to

the Academy,f they state that in some physiological researches

made by one of them, certain results were obtained, which were

inexplicable except upon the assumption that glucose is de-

stroyed in the lungs. But this is admitting the glycogenic

hypothesis ; and since the radical objections made to it are

enough to shake the strongest faith in it, theyhave under-

taken, before giving their assent to it, to re-examine the wholetaken, belore giving tneir

subject ah ovo, seeking for glucose not only in the liver, but

also in other organs of vertebrate animals. The livers of both

fresh and salt water fish afforded, in some instances, from

0-484 to 15 per cent of sugar ; but the intestines, spleens,

roes, ovaries and muscles yielded none. In other cases, no

su-ar \v:>> di-1.-<-ii-d iiny\vli"iv. The liver of frogs gave 0315
to 0-632 of sugar ; the viscera and muscles none. Birds gave

the same result as fishes ; the liver contained from to 2164
per cent of sugar, the viscera none. With mammals, the liver

of hares gave none, of roe-deer 1*092, of three rabbits 1 to

1-163, of three cats -807 to 2-305, of two dormice in the hy-

bernant state 0-624 per cent of sugar ; the other viscera and

the muscular tissue gave none. Since sugar is destroyed when

left in contact with decomposing animal matter, the authors

infer that when a liver affords no sugar, it is because of such a

change. They state that they have found sugar in the juice of

the horse-flesh upon which their dogs were fed, as also in

mutton, veal, beef and pork, though in minute quantify, a

few milligrams for 100 grams of meat. The following experi-

ments were made to ascertain the origin of this sugar:

(A.) Dog, weight 33 kilos, fasting for 60 hours ;
had been fed

for a month with 3 to 4 kilos, horse-meat daily. The liver

yielded 1*487 per cent glucose, the lymph of the thoracic duct

0-141, hepatic blood 0-821, portal, carotid, inferior vena caval

blood, small intestines, mesenteric ganglions, none ;
blood of

a ; of left ventricle, lungs, spleen, kidneys,

brain, urine, muscle, none. None of these fluids contained
dextrin ; the same is true of the organs, except the liver,—the

decoction of which was slightly reddened by iodine,—and the

muscles, in which the coloration was more decided. Without
much doubt tha portal blood, though it contains no sugar, yet

contains a substance which is transformed into sugar ; but it

C. R., xlvi, 565, March 22.
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is in the liver that this change is effected. The sugar found
in the lymph must come from the intestines or the liver ; but
since the former contain none, it evidently must be taken up
by the lymphatics from the liver-tissue. (D.) Horse in full

digestion; had eaten 10 liters of oats a day for the two
previous days, and on the day of the experiment the same
quantity at two different hours. The liver furnished 2*292,
hepatic blood 1-128, chyle 0*222, lymph (from the vessels of
the head and neck) '442, carotid l.lu^l '.Hit;'.!, jugular blood
above the ligature 0-050, portal blood above the ligature,
0-065, inferior vena cava below the ligature 0-057 per c< nt of

sugar ; mucus of the small intestine, the intestine itself, mus-
nie of the heart, locomotor muscles, traces

;
pancreas,

doubtful; mesenteric ganglions, spleen, kidneys, brain, lungs
and urine, none ; synovia from the knee joint 0* 142 per cent.

As before, sugar exists in the liver, in hepatic blood, and in

the contents of the thoracic duct, but now also in arterial and
portal blood, the intestinal walls, etc. Moreover, since the
quantity of sugar found in the lymph in these experiments is

0*166
;
er cent for the dog, and 0-442 for the horse, while the

' "ty found in a lymphatic of the mesentery of a cow by
glycogeny is only C """

inclusion is easily reached that it is the lymph and not the

hyle which furnishes the sugar, and hence, that this is not
luced in the intestine. To sum up, the liver of fishes,

reptiles, birds and mammals, examined immediately after

death, always contains sugar, while its presence in other or-

gans is accidental and temporary, due to special physiological

conditions
; consequently, " le foie seul forme du sucre."

(40.) In a subsequent paper,* these authors give some re-

sults,—obtained at Alfbrt,—of the examination of the intesti-

nal chyle and the lymph of other parts of the body, of a bull

die in full digestion. The chyle was collected from a
large mesenteric vessel coming from the intestine ; and 25
grams of lymph were obtained from a lymphatic vessel near

id artery ; from this artery itself 300 grams
of blood were taken. These liquids were prepared the same
day and examined on the next. In the arterial blood 0*073

per cent of sugar was found ; in the chyle from the intestinal

123; in lymph taken from the neck, 0266. The
lymph, therefore, contains more sugar than the chyle ; the re-

verse of this should be true, however, were glucose formed in
*^~

'ntestinal canal. It is clear, too, that during digest!
r

yielded by the 1"

i portion passes i
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all the organs of the body ; whence it is at length absorbed by

the lymphatics, and poured, partly into the right su

.

:
' directly, partly mto the left subclavian by means of the

thoracic duct. The lymphatics thus supply sugar to the

superior vena cava, as the hepatic veins do to the interior. In

the carnivora, this action is temporary, taking place only

•.luring digestion; in the herbivora, since they are always in

digestion, it is permanent.

(41.) In a report to the Paris Academy of Medicine upon
the formation of glycogen in the animal organism,* Poggiale
states as the result of his experiments, that the preparation of

glycogen—which in its properties stands between starch and

dextrin—by means of » to be preferred td

any other method. As contained in a concentrated decoction

of the liver, or in muscular juice, this substance, after gently

heating with saliva, passes readily into fermentation, with the

evolution of carbonic acid. With animals fed exclusively on

meat, glycogen is found only in the liver. It exists abund-

antly in the liver of the herbivora, but occurs in other organs

only when the food is rich in amylaceous matters.

(42.) Dr. F. W. Pavt, in a communication to the Royal

Society, June 17, 1858,f claims that the question under dis-

cussion is not whether sugar is found in the animal organism
independently of saccharine food ; for this he is ready to grant.

But it is whether the sugar thus found after death, is really

present during life, or is the result of a post-mortem change.

As early as Feb., 1854, he had noticed that scarcely a trace of

sugar existed in blood removed by catheterizing the right ven-

tricle during life. Sometime afterward, on repeating this

experiment, his attention was fixed upon this point, and an

investigation was undertaken to elucidate it. As the result of

more than 60 observations, he now asserts that the condition

of the blood after death cannot be taken as an indication of its

state in life. He finds that in blood drawn from the right

ventricle of an animal in a tranquil state, hardly a trace of

sugar can be detected ; while in blood collected from a fine

incision in this organ immediately after death, sugar is present.

In one experiment barely a trace existed in the blood during
life, but nearly 1 per cent was found in that collected after

death. It was natural to pass next to the organ in which, as

is alleged, sugar is produced. As Bernard has shown that a
substance readily convertible into sugar exists in the liver, it

was necessary first to search for some substance which, when
introduced into this organ, would check this post-mortem
transformation. Potassic hydrate was found to answer this

* J. pharm., Ill, xxxiv, 99 ; Jahresb., 1858, 569. f Proc. Roy. Soft, ix, 300.
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purpose and to exert no injurious effect ; instantly after death

therefore, a strong potash solution was injected into the liver

by the portal vein. In this liver no sugar was detected
;

though another liver not thus treated, gave in a short time the

•rdin.iry ^i-ar-reaction. If one portion of a liver be thus

injected, it shows no sugar, while a second portion not thus

treated is found to be saccharine. Abstraction of heat from
the liv< r, immc liat< ly aft< v death, yields the same result. In

one case, a dog was killed, a piece of the liver instantly sliced

off and thrown into a ireezing mixture of ice and salt ; the

absence of sugar in this portion was almost complete
;
while

the rest of the organs, which remained a short time in the

animal, afforded 2 -96 per cent of sugar. Division of the spinal

cord, as already noticed by Bernard, suspends the production

of sugar. This fact Pavy explains by showing that the body
is thus eooled down so low—to 70° F.—that the post-mortem

change does not go on with sufficient rapidity to afford sugar

enough for detection. After a longer time, however, the liver

becomes strongly saccharine. This view is sustained by the

fact that if the temperature of the animal after section of the

spinal cord, be artificially maintained, the ordinary amount of

md in the liver ;
and also by the farther fact that

with rabbits whose coats are oiled, so that on exposure to cold

their temperature falls, the same result takes place and sugar

is no longer found. With frogs, the amount of sugar in the

liver is dependent upon their temperature when killed ; a fact

noticed by both Pavy and Bernard about the same time. As
already stated, Bernard explains this fact by the diminished

activity of the abdominal circulation ; Pavy considers that no

I je the post-mortem change is prevented by

this diminution of temperature. Hence, Bernard's name,
" glycogenic matter," implies a conversion not physiologically

true
; Pavy proposes therefore to call this substance " Hepa-

tine." He shows that the amount of hepatine is greater on a

vegetable than an animal diet, that it increases when sugar is

mixed with the food, and that it causes the liver to vary in

relative weight. The liver of 11 dogs fed on meat weighed

s\ that of the animal, the percentage of hepatine being 6'97

;

that of five dogs on vegetable food, weighed T
'

x that of the

animal, and contained 17-23 per cent of hepatine ;
while that

of four dogs fed on meat and given } lb. cane sugar daily, was

& that of the animal, the hepatine being 14*5 per cent.

What the destination of hepatine is, and by what means it

resists transformation during life, are questions which the

author leaves for future researches to determine. Possibly

some analogy to the latter condition is found in the fact that

saliva, which readily converts neutral hepatine into sugar, is
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entirely without action if it be either acid or alkaline. The
trace of sugar (0-047 to 0-073 per cent) found in right ven-

tricular blood, is caused, as Pavy supposes, by the escape of a

small amount of hepatine from the liver ; since any disturb-

ance in the circulation, either by congestion or otherwise,

cans: -- this amount of sugar to increase. Moreover, on arti-

ficially intr ato the blood, this fluid becomes
saccharine ; and if sufficient be injected, strongly marked dia-

b :l urine is voided. If an animal be killed, and the circula-

tion be maintained by artificial respiration, the urine becomes
str.mwb mi eh irine by the sugar produced by the post-mortem

ition of hepatine.

(43.) On the 11th of July, 1859, Bernard presented to the

a letter from C. Schmidt of Dorpat communicating
the results of his examination of the portal and hepatic blood
of three dogs, two of which were digesting meat, the other had
fasted for two hours. The portal blood contained no sugar
in either case ; the hepatic nearly one per cent of the dry resi-

due, for the first two dogs, and about \ per cent for the third.

Or more exactly, 0-93 and 0"99 for the dogs in digestion, 0*51

per cent for the fasting animal ; thus confirming Lehmann's
results.

(44.) In a paper read on the 1st of August,f Berthelot and
de Luca give the results of a research to determine the nature
of the glucose yielded by the transformation of Bernard's gly-

cogenic matter. It has never been shown whether this sugar

is identical with any of the known varieties, such as grape-
sugar, malt-sugar, levulose, lactic glucose, etc., or whether it

is a new one. Their glucose was obtained by the action of

i c acid upon the glycogenic matter from the liver of

a rabbit. They obtained in a well crystallized form, the com-
pound of this glucose and sodic chlorid, and subjected it to a

systematic examination. The compound forms bulky crystals,

id colorless, capable of reducing the copper-test-, and
of fermenting with yeast. They are rhombohedrons of 78°, and
their solution rotates to the right +47°, this rotatory power
being considerably greater a few minutes after the crystals are

dissolved, than subsequently. On analysis they gave 8*3 per
cent chlorine, which corresponds to the formula (€

6
H, 6 ) 3H,0+ NaCl. They agree in all their properties with "those

of the compound of grape-sugar and sodic chlorid, as first

eur. It is therefore certain that
hepatic glucose is identical with the ordinary glucose of grapes
and of diabetes.
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Art. V.

—

Derivative Hypothesis of Life and Species; by
Professor Owen, F.R.S.*

§ 422. Biological Questions of 1830.—At the close of my
studies at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, in 1831, I returned

strongly moved to lines of research bearing upon the then

prevailing phases of thought on some general biological ques-

The great Master in whose dissecting-rooms, as veil as in th

public galleries of Comparative Anatomy, I was privileged to

that 'species were not perm n tit:' and taught this

great and fruitful truth, not d . i ly, l..u r,

as a fact est
' on a wide and well-laid basis

of observation, by which, indeed, among other acquisitions to

science, Comparative Osteology had been created. Camperf
and HunterJ suspected that species might be transitory; bur

Cuvier, in defining the characters of his Anoplotherium and

Palceotherium, &c., proved the fact.

In this truly scientific labor the law of I

the different organic characters to the condition of the whole

animal was first appreciated, clearly enunciated, and its

application shown to the reconstruction of lost spec

fragmentary remains. The importance of this r

may be paralleled with that of the principle of equivalents in

science. .

Of the relation of past to present species, and the conditions

jis for a de-

cided opinion. Observation of changes in the relative position

of land and sea suggested to him one condition of tl

of new species on an island or continent where old Bp

died out. This view he illustrates by a hypothetical case of

such succession,! but expressly states :—-J- ..-
_

pivr.-mU pi

qu'il ait fallu une creation nouvelle pour

aujourd'hui existantes, je dis settlement quJ

lies

pas dans les memes lieux, et qu'elles ont du y venir

Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, whose discuss!-

in the ' Academic des Sciences ' made its annals of 1830 memc-

* As there has been much discussion with regard to the retol

c Jouk. Sci.—Secokd SEKIE = ,
V. l. 5
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opposed to

Cuvier' s inductive treatment of the question the following ex-

pression of belief :—Je ne doute pas que les animaux vivants

aujourd'hui ne proviennent, par une suite de generations, ot

sans interruption, des animaux perdus du monde antediluvien/f

But with regard to the demonstration of the proposition, of

the truth of which he could not entertain a doubt, Geoffroy

< dnt-IIilain < xpr --!;- sf it< - :
—

' Je crois que les temps d'un

savoir veritablement satisfaisant en geologie ne sont pas encore

The main collateral questions argued in these debates, to

some of which I listened, and to all the reports and consequent

|
am] hleta relating thereto devoted intense attention, appeared

to me to be the following :

—

Unity of Plan or Final purpose, as a governing condition of

Extinction. julated?

Development, by epigenesis or evolution ?

Primary life, by miracle or secondary law ?

On returning home and resuming office with additional duties

at the Eoyal College of Surgeons, I was guided in all my work

with the hope or endeavor to gain inductive ground for conclu-

sions on these great questions.

§ 423. Homology or Teleology 1—Cuvier held the work of

igi nizat:< u t > be guided and governed by final purpose, or

rinciple under the terms ' condi-

tions of existence ' and 'correlations of structure.' Geoffroy

denied the evidence of ed against the deduc-

tion of a purpose as, e. g., from the <•<>< xistence of a valve with

a definite course of fluid : he contended for the principle which

he called ' unite de composition/ as the law of organization.

Most of his illustrations were open to the demonstration of

;.. the n futatii n which they

received from Cuvier in the debates in question : the logic, and,

as it seemed, the facts, wore on the side of teleology. The
language, moreover, in which contemporary anato-

mist.- had expr< ssed their views of a principle akin to Geoffroy's

Iculated to enlist supporters. The expressions by
which disciples of the school d ited, in the

animal structures, the transcendental idea of ' the repetition of

""

- .

--
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part/ operated disadvantageous^ to the
e prime question at issue. Tc

"

seemed little better than mystical jar;

Q inquiry ml I at issue. To Ci

ruage seemed little better than mystical jargon, and he
ded to it with transparent contempt.* When he did extend

•i the adaptatio:

structure to function, Cuvier wait imt beyond a recognition of
what I have since termed 'special homologies :'f and tin's

lowest degree of correspondence he explained <>n the ground of
the subserviency of such homologous parts to similar ends in
different animals ;$ viewing them, in fact, in that relation whieh
I express and contrast by the term analogies. '§ Witli Cuvier
answerable parts occurred in the zoological scale because they
had to

j .

;•!' r:n -i: jiiar functions.

Most of my fellow-students at the Garden of Plants, in 1830,
and some subsequent fellow-laborers, Johannes Midler, Bud.
Wagner, Milne-Edwards, Agassiz. implicitly accepted this ex-

planation of the fact of answerable bones and other parts oc-

curring in different species.

After the publication of the ' Memoir on the Pearly Nautilus/
and of those on Monotr ipial generation, which
subjects Cuvier had strongly recommended to my attention, the

question of the condition or law of special homologies pressed
itself upon me, more especially in connection with the task of

osteological part of the Hun-
I iseum>|| As my observations and comparisons accu-

mulated, with paripassu tests of observed phenomena of oste-

V y enforced a reconsideration of Cuvier's conclusions

to which I "had prevh usly yielded assent. To demonstrate the

evidence off at the arti-

fice of an archetype v tal as that

of the arch ey\ \] \ inlh ntdr i. in xpi ^ing anal-

ogous ideas ; and as the like referen :e to an i leal type 'must-

be to all who undertake to make intelligible the 'unity in va-
,;

t\ ' p -rvadiim an} jj >up or organic is. *[ From the demon-

-

' Ce n'est qu'un pi

-

'> .-..-;...; .-.'.;
; ;

..'"_ .-:. : -

:' apprehension in the ohjector. See cccxxn", p. 31.
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stration of this principle, which I then satisfied myself was
associated with and dominated by that of ' adaptation to pur-

pose/ the step was plain—to me inevitable—to the conception

of the operation of a secondary cause of the entire series of

species, whether of plnrm, •;• \.r: 1 'rates, or other groups of

. such cause being the servant of predetermining in-

telligent Will*
But, besides ' derivation ' or ' filiation/ another princijxle in-

fluencing organization became recognizable in the course of

studies and researches on Invertebrate animals. To this prin-

ciple, as more especially antagonistic to the theological idea, I

gave the name of c irrelative repetition ;' sometimes also, as it

most in plants and zoophytes, of 'vegetative repeti-

tion.'! The demonstrated constitution of the vertebrate endo-
ws a series of essentially similar segments, out of

which, as corollary, came the power of enunciating not only

'special' but 'general' and 'serial' homologies, appeared to

me to illustrate also the law of irrelative repetition. The re-

currence of similar segments in the spinal column and of simi-

lar elements in a vertebral segment, struck me as analogous to

the repetition of similar crystals as the result of polarizing force

in the growth of an inorganic body.J
Accordingly, these results of extensive, patient, and un-

biased inductive research—or, if there were a bias, it was
toward Cuvier—swayed with me in rejecting the principle of

direct or miraculous creation, and in recognizing a ' natural law
or secondary cause ' as operative in the production of species

' in orderly succession and progression.'g

§ 424. Succession of Species, broken or linked /—To the

hypothesis that existing are modifications of extinct species

Cuvier replied, that, in every mooted form of transmutation,

the species were made to alter by small degrees, and that, tame-

fore, traces of such gradual modifications were due from the

Id :
—

' You ought/ he said, ' to be able to show, e. g.,

the intermediate forms between the Palseotherium and existing

hoofed quadrupeds/
1

1

The progress of Paleontology since 1830 has brought to light

many missing links unknown to the founder of the science.

My own sjiare in the labor led me, after a few years' research,

* OXLI, (1849) p. 86.

f ccxlix, p. 641 (1843;) and vol. i, Preface, p. ix.

•
'•

"
' :

'•

' ..:
quelques formes intennediaires, et que jusqu'a present cela n'eat poi
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to discern what I believed, and still hold, to be a tendency to a

more generalized or less specialized, organization as species re-

cede in date of existence from the present time.* Even in-

stances which to some have appeared to oppose the rule, really

exemplify it Th
"

>re, e. g., of the Pftr-

beck beds, Plagiaulax (p. 294, fig. 234,) retained the typical

number of premolars (p. 1-A,) all of them being carnassials :

the more modified pliocene Thylacoleo had them reduced to

the last (p. 4, fig. 233.) So likewise In th lain r phicvntal Car-

nivora, the eocene form Hycenodon, fig. 20C had sis typical

number of teeth, the three true molars here showing the car-

' :

are reduced to, or concentrated in, a single molar. The oolitic

PhascolotJa,-:-< ,>. v,l-I. th.- ;\pical marsupial number of teeth,

shows less differentiation in their form than in modern Opos-

sums and Dasyures : the oolitic -

manifest an earlier and more generalized type of dentition in

the great number and similarity . f chara< t. r • f th. ir small

molars. Both Anoplotherium and Pateot?« ,

.

: wm, *

jority of eocene placental Mammals, had the type-dentition of

diphyodonts.f

The two notable examples of Cuvier's powers of

tion, viewed as Pachyderms, must have seemed widely different

from any of the existing species of the order, and were so

deemed. The AnoL
,
7 »Uy, among its singu-

lar peculiarities, unexpectedly exemplified one dental i

previously known only in the human subject. Th< -

anomalies, however, lost much of their import as evidence ot

insulated form, or special creation, when they came to be

viewed by the light of the law of the « more generalized char-

acter of extin :t ^}- eh -
' Su h law in its apj lie ition to Ano-

plotherium also exemplifies the analogy between t

species of a class and the earlier stages of a foetus. When,
for example, the divided metapodials, the persistent upper mci-

- >rs, and the hornless cranium of the Anoplothere w
nized as retentions of : fcetal peculiarities' of exist]

nants,^ that extinct species was seen to favor rather than

oppose the idea of organization by secondary law.

::

'V
•;.''. "•

' - :
'''•'

..." .".
-

: .;:. r
• .

-
. •

'

•

"'

•

- '

" "

-
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The discovery of the remains of the Hipparion-

one of the links required by Cuvier, between the Palceothe-

rium and the Horse of the present day, and it is still more sig-

nificant of the fact of filiation of species that the remains of

such three-toed horses are found only in deposits of

tiarv period which intervene between the older palasothenan

one"and the newer strata in which the modern Horse first ap-

pears to have lost its lateral hooflets. These relations I illus-

trated in my Lectures on Fossil Mammalia at the School of

Mines (1857) by the diagram, fig. 614.

Other evidences of gradation, in the case in question, have

been brought to light. The molar series of the Horsi

six large complex grinders, individually recognizable by develop-

mental characters as they are symbolized
_
in fig. 280, p. 352.

The representative of the \ir~- sl «oon sned *

Its homologue in Palcp.otherium is functionally developed and

retained, the type-dentition being adhered to.f In Hipparion,

tional, with inflected folds of enamel on the grinding surface,
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and permanent. It exemplifies a condition intermediate to that
in Palceotherium and Equus. It is not that the jaws of the
Horse are too short to hold the fail complement of grinders; on

in rh e Paheothere,
bang specially produced between the grinders and cutters:

i li-r might seem, indeed, to liave heen taken awav in

order to add to the space for the application of the 'bit.' The
transitory and >-iaguisrly -.mall ai d -

;,
,.|)le denticle, iig. 614.

jared with the large contiguous massive molar, m
,

.

i, exemplifies «the rudiment of an ancestral strne-

same degree as do the bootless ' splint-bones/ ib.,

: just as the spuri sis In ot's d tingling tin re from in

ipparion, ib. n, iv, are retain- <1 rudiments of the function-
ally developed lateral hoofs in the broader foot of Palceothe-

Other missing links of this series of species have been sup-

plied ; as, e. g., by the Paloplotherium* of the newer eocene of

Hordwell, Hants., by the Pal", from the

'molasse marine' of Orleans,f and by the Palceotherium hip-

po'ides of the lacustrine calcareous beds of Sansan. all which

deposits are miocene, or are transitional between eocene and
mioceue. In the first-cited example, the swollen termination

of the lobe of the molar, answering to c, m, fig. 268, remains

longer as a detached column, m, fig. 269. In the two other

Palreotherioids. tic- wind.- f>..t is longer and more slender, with

a longer and thicker middle toe, than in the older eocene type-

genus, whence th g. us ic na i ' 1> Hi <>•''' a] pin d to them
by von M.-yor.t It i< int-.wmg, abo, to rind that th transi-

ts- is fu th<s m rk 1 l>; (In smaller rehuiv. siz

of the first premolar, whereby .

'

'ues, as in

themodifieiti.il of the fe t,' between the Palceotherium and

Bipparum.
Thus amply and satisfactorily has been fulfilled Cuvier's

, i'' [s2i :— • Ivitiv 1,-
j

da.' -les-ium et l«-s ospi-ces

i'iiui Ton devrait decouvrir quelques formes interme-

diaries/ How, then. '" grada-

tions to be interpreted ? One may first remark, that as Palceo-

therium, Paloplotherium, Ancli til Mid Equus,

differ from each other i i a gr m ' gr luu 1 - the Horse,

Zebra, and Ass, the difficulty of interbreeding would be greater,

and the pr ity less, supposing those extinct

* Tnis mo lifloatio

- ntifique de France 1

i, also, in the ' mari
Genies. Languedoe.
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genera to have co-existed. One cannot doubt, also, that every
well-marked species of these genera paired within itself, and

exemplified respectively the character of a ' group of
individuals descended from common parents, or from such as

resembled them as closely as they resembled each other/ They
did not, however, exist as species, during the same periods of
time, fax less so « from the beginning of things/ The single-
hoofed Horse-family cannot be traced further back than the
pliocene tertiary period : the tridactyle equine species have not
been found in strata earlier than ;u - in the

upper eocene : the heavier-bodied shorter-legged species with
three functional hoofs to each foot belong to upper and middle
eocenes. Furthermore, in the oldest eocene (London clay,

''I' 1 - r -' "'i (' LL,lom i i - and Pi -
;

' clay at Meudon,
Paris,) we get evidence of Ungulates (Pliolophus, Eyracothe-

"«///, C<<i'?/i>/i»(I;,..) i:i whi.-h :h»'| .-riss -and a.rtio-dactyle char-
acters were less differentiated than in Palceotherium and Ano-

I significant evidence of progres-
' v '' dtp .iinr iViim generalized type. Thus, the succession in
time accords with the gradational modifications by which Palce-
otherium is linked on to Equus.
With this additional knowledge the question, 'whether

os may not be modifications of those ancient races
which are exemplified by fossil remains ?' presents itself under

:

r
'

:
"' d.s of c .'.

: ind the Academicians of 1830. If the
—species by miracle or by law ?—be applied to

ni, Anehitkerium, Hi
Equus, I accept the latter, without misgiving, and recognize
such law as continuously operative throughout tertiary time.

In respect to its mode of operation, we may suppose Lamarck
to say, « as the surface of the earth col
and more produced mid-hoof of the old three-toed Pachyderms
took a greater share in sustaining the animal's weight ; and,
more blood being required to meet the greater demand of the
more active middle-toe, it grew ; whilst the side-toes, losing
their share of nourishment and becoming more and more with-
drawn from us . s . ink

; ; nd so on, according to ihe harden-
ed only the hidden rudiments of metapo-
iC hoof became maximized for all the work

u, I conceive, would modify this, like other Lamarck-
lan instances, by saying that some individuals of Palceothe-

and with shorter and smaller side-toes, such variety was better

* Pourquoi les races actuelles. me dirait-on. ne seraient-elles pas des modifica-
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adapted to prevailing altered conditions of the earth's surface
than the parental form ; and so on, until finally the extreme
equine modifications of foot came to be ' naturally selected.'
But the hypotheses of appetency and volition, as of natural se-
lection, are less applicable, less intelligible, in connection with
the changes in the structure and proportion of the molar series
of teeth, which we have seen also to be gradational from Palce-
ut/u rliim to Equus, fig. 614.

Any modification of Geoffroy's ' ambient medium/ affecting
the density of the soil might so far relate to the t

limb-structure, as that a foot with a pair of small hoofs dang-
ling by the sides of the large one, like those behind the cloven
hoof of the ox, would cause the foot of the Hipparion, e. g.,
and a fortiori the broader based three-hoofed foot of the
Palreothere, to sink less deeply into swampy soil, and be more
easily withdrawn, than the more concentratively simplified and
specialized foot of the Horse.*

Rhinoceroses and Zebras, however, tread together the arid

plains of Africa in the present day : and the Horse has multi-
plied in that half of America where two or more kinds of Tapir
still exist. That the continents of the eocene or miocene
periods were less diversified in respect of swamp and sward,

pampas or desert, than those of the pliocene period, has no sup-
port from observation or analogy.

Assuming, then, that Palceoiherium did ultimately become
Equus, I gain no conception of the operation of the effective

force by personifying as ' Nature ' the aggregate of beings which
compose the universe, or the laws which govern these beings,

by giving to my personification an attribute which can properly
be predicated only of intelligence, and by saying, < Nature has

selected the mid-hoof and rejected the others.'

As some paragraphs in my ' Preface' have been miscon-
ceived^ I must further observe, to put my meaning beyond
doubt, that, to say that Palceotherium has graduat <1 into

Equus by < Natural Selection' is an explanation of tl

of the same kind and value as that which has been proffered of
tl mystery of { secretion.' For example, a particular mass of

matter in a living animal takes certain elements out of the

blood and rej< el* rli n a-
'> ; 1".' Attributes were given to the

liver which can only be predicated of the whole animal : the

appetency ' of the liver, it was said, was for the elements of

* xtii', p. 397.
e

spSbyNatura?S
f Vertebrates,'

} that Natural Selection may hav<

Mr. Darwin does not quote the
-'

•
•-

- • :
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bile, and 'biliosity' or the 'hepatic sensation' guided the

gland to their selection.*

Such figurative language, I need not say, explains absolutely

nothing of the nature of bilification. One's surprise is that
1 tropes ' and ' personified acts ' should not have died out, as

explanatory devices, with the ' archeus faber,' the ' nisus for-

mativus,' and other self-deceiving, world-beguiling simulacra

. with the last century ; and that a resuscitation

should have had any success in the present. It is of interest,

mainly, as illustrating the ' alternation of generations/

What, then, are the facts on w\ r Int eli-

gible conception may be formed of the mode of operation of

the derivative law exemplified in the series linking on Palceo-

therium to Equus ? A very significant one is the following :—
A modern horse occasionally comes into the world — "l

supplementary ancestral hoofs. From Valerius Maximus,|
who attributes the variety to Bucephalus, downward, such
' polydactyle ' horses have been noted as monsters and marvels.

In one of the latest examples,% the inner splint-bone, answering

to the second metacarpal of the pentadactyle foot, supported

phalanges and a terminal hoof, in position and proportion to the •

r '. resembling the corresponding one in Hipparion,

fig. 614, ii.

In relation to actual horses such specimens figure as 'mon-
stra per excessum ;'§ but, in relation to miocene horses, they

j

would be normal, and those of the present day would exemplify
' monstra per defectum.' The mother of a ' monstrous ' tridac-

tyle colt might repeat the anomaly and bring forth a tridactyle

'filly'; just as, at San Salvador, the parents of a family of six I

had two of the series born with defective brain and of dwarf

size : they were 'male' and 'female ;' and these strange little

idiots are exhibited as ' Aztecs.' The pairing of the horses

with the metapodials bearing, according to type, phalanges and

hoofs, might restore the race of hipparions.

Kow, the fact suggesting such possibility teaches that the

change would be sudden and considerable : it opposes the idea

that species are transmuted by minute and slow degrees. It

i, p. 268, and passim.

., &c. (De rebus mirificis.)'

occasionally bifid .

no support to the idea of the digit (iii) being he
:

.

" : ,. "
-:..:

to that of the partially double digit of the Dor
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also shows that a species might
I utly of the

operation of any external influence; that change of structure
would precede that of use and habit ; that appetency, impulse,
ambient medium, fortuitous fitness of surrounding circum-
stances, or a personified ' selecting Nature,' would have had
no share in the transmutative act.

There is, however, one relation which I cannot shut out, for

I hold it as strongly as when I explained it, and endeavored
to impress it upon the audience at my lectures of 1857 : it is

the fitness of the organization of the Horse and Ass for the
needs of mankind, and the coincidence of the origin of Ungu-
lates having equine modifications of the perissodactyle struc-

ture with the period immediately preceding, or coincident with,

the earliest evidence of the Human Eace.

Of all the quadrupedal servants of Man none have proved
of more value to him, in peace or war, than the horse : none

rated with the advanced races more infloentially in

itined mastery over the earth and its lower denizens.

In all the modifications of the oh I to this end,

the horse has acquired nobler proportions and higher faculties,

more strength, more- lity to bit. No one
can enter the ' saddling ground ' at Epsom, before the start

for the ' Derby,' without feeling that the glossy-coated, proud-

ly-stepping creatures led out before him are the must perfect

and beautiful of quadrupeds. As such, I believe the Horse to

have been predestined and prepared for Man. It may be weak-
ness

; but if so, it is a glorious one, to discern, b .v.
\ dii ily,

across our finite prison-wall, evidence of the ' Divinity that

shapes our ends/ abuse the means as we may.
Thus, at the acquisition of iacts ad. ipiate to t -t th<- moot

question of links between past and present species, as at the

close of that other series of researches proving the ' >kel t n of

all Vertebrates, and even of Man, to be the harmonized sum
of a series : segments,'* I have been led to

recognize species as ex nrinuous operation of

natural law, or secondary cause ; and that, not only successively,

hut progressively ; from the first embodiment of the Verte-

brate idea under its old Ichthyic vestment until it became ar-

rayed in the glorious garb of the Human form/f

Ed. 1366) might h

: :

^ ..•• • .. .
-
..--

•:...:.'. ..,..... : •

•'..:'[-•.•.::. - '.'. ...-..- .-.:.'

which Theology usually a; "' '
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The series of observations on the Ungulate group of Mam-
mals yields insight, as above explained, into the mode of ope-

ration of the secondary law ; and gives evidence of the amount

of geological time intervening between the introduction and

-.ace of generic and subgeneric modifications. Ac-

cording to the analogy of the mammalian Eipparion and

Equus, we may expect the corresponding precedent form of the

Papuan of the well-wooded and richly fruited islands repre-

senting a departed tropical or subtropical continent, to be ex-

emplified by fossils in formations not earlier than middle ter-

tiary. All species coexisting with the actual specific form oi

Homo will, with him, be immutable, or mutable only as he may
be. To name such species, after comparing and de

their specific characters, will continue to be the Zoologist's sta-

ple task as long as his own specific intellectual character re-

maiii unchanged (Pref., p. xxxvi). To suppose that <:<> ( xist-

i ntiations and specializations, such as Equus and

Rhinoceros, or either of these and Tapirus, which have di-

verged to generic distinctions from an antecedent common form,

to be transmutable one into another, would be as unscientific,

not to say absurd, as the idea, which has been bolstered up by

so many questionable illustrations, and foisted upon poor ' work-

ing men, of their derivation from a Gorilla !

§ 425. Extinction, cataclysmal or regulated?—If, in place of

recognizing the series of the above-cited Perissodactyles as evi-

dencing (preordained) departures from parental type, probably

mi ld< d and seemingly monstrous, but adapting the progeny in-

heriting such modifications to higher purposes, the theological

notion be retained, and the species of Paleeothere, Paloplothere,

Anchithere, Hipparion, and Horse, be severally deemed due to

remotely and successively repeated acts of direct creation, one

is concomitantly led to suppose the successive going out of such

species to have been as miraculous as their coming in. The
destruction of one creation is the logical preordinance to a re-

currence of ' genesis/ This nexus of ideas was too close not to ;

have swayed with Cuvier : accordingly, in his famous ' Discours

sur les Revolutions de la Surface du Globe/ we have a section

of ' Preuves que ces Bevolutions ont ete nombreuses/* and an-

other section of ' Preuves que ces Revolutions ont ete subites.'f
|

Continued observations of Geologists, while establishing the

fact of successive changes, have filled up the seeming chasms
between such supposed 'revolutions/ as the discoveries of f

Paleontologists have supplied the links between the species held I

to have perished by the cataclysms. Each successive parcel of

geological truth has tended to dissipate the belief in the un-

* CCCXX", p. 5.
t Fb., p. 8.
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I. n and vi< \vnt nature of the changes recogniz able

In the- earth's surface. In specially directing my attention to

this moot point, whilst engaged in investigations of fossil re-

mains, and in the reconstruction of the species to which they be-

longed, I was, at length, led to recognize one cause of extinc-

tion as being due to defeat in the 'contest which as a Living

organized w .<>!<., tin individual of each spirit's luuUo maintain

. surrounding agencies wlti li :..'. it militat< iv„ n'nst

its existence.' (Pref., p. xxxiv.) This principle has received

a large and most instructive accession of illustrations from the

extensive knowledge and devoted labors of Charles Darwin :

but he aims to apply it not only to the extinction but the ori-

gin of species.

Although I fail to recognize proof of the latter bearing of

the ' battle of life/ the concurrence of so much evidence in

favor of ' extinction by law ' is, in like measure, corrobora-

tive of the truth of the ascription of the origin of species to a

secondary cause.

§ 426. Sow works the Derivatir* L w/—Th jesses made
by those who have given the rein to the in:

attempts to explain the mode of operation of the derivative

law have mainly proved repellent to its study, and have raised

the chief obstacles to its acceptance, by affording the most

favorable opportunities of telling argument and caustic . rit:-

cism to opponents of any recognition of such law in the ab-

stract. Thus, De Maillet's conception of the conditions of

transmutar: - crashing exposition of its absur-

dity, which fell with the full weight of his great anatomical

. Lamarck gave occasion to many similar confuta-

tions, applied not always in good faith, and often by men with-

out any anatomical or physiological qualifications for such

criticism, to discredit veritable evidences of the operation of a

secondary creative law. Subjoined, for exa

i

sis of the origin of the human species,* which, with m
trations from the web-footed, hoofed, and long-necked r

1835, voL ii, p. 463.
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proceeds :

—

c It is for the Lauiarckians to explain how it hap-
pens

_
that these same savages of Borneo have not themselves

acquired, by dint of longing, for many generations, for the

power of climbing trees, the elongated arms of the orang, or

even the prehensile tails of some American monkeys. Instead
of being reduced to the necessity of subjugating stubborn and
untractable brutes, we should naturally have anticipated " that

their wants would have excited them to efforts, and that con-

tinued efforts would have given rise to new organs :" or. rather,

to the reacquisition of organs, which in a manner irreconcil-

able with the principle of the "progressive" system, have
grown obsolete in tribes of men which have such constant need
of them.'*

An anatomist and physiologist competent to judge of the

stable grounds of a derivative origin of species—unity of plan,

geological epochs, successive species therein,—truly set forth by
the great and philosophic naturalist, would Imv." ivl'"nvd to

him, bearing calmly and nobly an old age of blindness and
poverty, in a more worthy spirit. From one destitute of qual-
ifications for grappling with the difficulties of this profound
genetic problem in physiology, silence would have been blame-
less. Vituperative condemnation by such a one of a given
phase or an untenable ground of that problem is of no greater
value than his extravagant commendation, with as little capa-
city for comprehending its weakness, of a subsequent attempt
toward its solution.

Some of Lamarck's characteristic and assailable illustrations
have indeed been adopted and further developed :

—
' Ceux des

mammiferes aquatiques qui contracterent l'habitude de ne
jamais sortir des eaux, et seulement de venir respirer a leur sur-
face, donnerent probablement lieu aux differens Cetacees. En
effet, depuis l'enorme quantite de temps que ces animaux vi-

vent dans le sein des mers, ne se servant jamais de leurs pieds
posterieurs pour saisir les objets, ces pieds non employes out

ainsi que leurs os, et meme le bassin qui
leur servoit de soutien et d'attache.f As a fact, however, so i

much of
_
the pelvis has been preserved in Cetacea as serves to
in to certain muscles of the genitals : and, in the mys-

ticete whale, even a rudiment of the attached limb remains
(vol. ii, fig. 159, 63.66). But beside the influence of habitual
sojourn in water, Mr. Darwin adds another consideration to ac-
count for the enormous head in Cetacea :

—
' In North America

the black bear was seen by Hearne swimming for hours
with widely open mouth, thus catching, almost like a whale,
insects in the water.} I see no difficulty in a race of bears
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being rendered by Natural Selection, more and mole aquatic
in their structure and habits, with larger and larger mouths,
till a creature was produced as monstrous as a whale/
The idea which Mr. Darwin persuades himself that he orig-

inated in addition to Lamarck's 'influence des oir

8ur les actions et les habitudes des animaux et de celle des ac-
tions et des habitudes de ces corps vivans, comme causes qui
modifient leur organization et leurs parties' is most intelligihly

illustrated in the paper in which lie first communicated his
views to the Linnasan Society. It is by 'an imaginary exam-
ple t'n.m changes in progress on an island':—'Let the organi-

zation of a canine animal which preyed chiefly on rabbits, but
sometimes on hares, become slightly plastic ; let these same
changes cause the number of rabbits very slowly to decrease,

and the number of hares to increase : the effect of this would
be that the fox or dog would be driven to try to catch more hares;

zation, however, being slightly plastic, those iinlivid-

. and b Bt ey< sight,

let the differences be ever so small, would be slightly favored,

and would tend to live longer, and to survive during that time
of the year when food was scarcest ; they would also rear more
young, which would tend to inherit those slight peculiarities.

The less fleet ones would be rigidly destroyed. I can see no
more reason to doubt that these causes in a thousand genera-
tions would produce a marked effect, and adapt the form of
the fox or dog to the catching of hares instead of rabbits, than
that greyhounds can be improved by selection and careful

breeding.'-j- So Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire also wrote :
—

' Si ces

modifications amenent des effets nuisible^. les animaux qui
les eprouvent cessent d'exister, pour etre remplaces par d'au-
tres, av< c des formes tin peii changi es, et cl mg< s u la conve-
nance des nouvelles circonstances.'J

The modifications on which Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire laid chief

re those assumed to have affected the ambient me-
dium, the mode of operation of which in the origin of species

he thus exemplifies :
—

' Mon Memoire, traitant de Finfluence
des milieux ambians pour modifier les formes animales, montre
comment la quantite decroissante de l'oxygene, relativement
an* ftntres composans de l'atmosphere, a pu forcer les surfaces

des embryons, premier et principal siege des actes re-

spiratoires, a s'ouvrir davantage, a, gagner, dans une raison in-

verse ilu volume existant de l'oxygene, plus de profondeur,

au moyen de plus larges anfractuosite's dans le tissu cellulaire,
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et a acquerir, par un accroissement dans l'intensite des effets,

de plus eD plus, le caractere d'ampoules et decidement de tra-

cli <}es, jusqua' a ce qu'enfin survienne dans le thorax une con-

centration des sinus respiratoires, et des arrangements de struc-

ture pour l'isolement des poehes ou theatres cle respiration,

appeles, suivant leurs qualites conditionnelles, poumons ou

hrcruelties.'—ccxcvn", p. 82.

One should not "be dealing fairly with this exposition of trans*

mutative conditions if we were to take its terms in their lite-

ral or usual acceptation ; else, the obvious objection that em-
-hut out from the influence of the atmosphere until

their lungs are prepared for it, at once suggests itself. I as-

sume, therefore, that the term is used, metaphorically, to sig-

nify the low and early embryo-like forms of living things. But
it may then be remarked that if speculation be permitted on

possible changes in the constitution of the atmosphere of this

planet, during past geological aeons, it is more probable that

the proportion of the carbonic acid has been reduced than that

of the oxygen. The prevalence of remains of cold-blooded

slow-breathers in paheozoic and older mesozoic strata has more
than once suggested such relation to the 'ambient medium/
I repeat, however, that the sole consequence of vague gene-
ralities, or figurative impersonations, propounded to show how
transmutation may go on, has been to prejudice calm and
sound judgments against any acceptance of, or favor toward,
the grounds of a belief in secondary creational law. I have
elsewhere tested the ideas of Lamarck and Darwin as to the

mode of transmutation, by reference to the species Chiromys
Madagascariensis .** I will now apply them, together with
Geoffroy's, to another and lower degree of life.

_
What spectacle can be more beautiful, striking and sugges-

tive than that of the inhabitants of the calm expanse of water
of an atoll, encircled by its vast ring of coral rock ! Leaving
the bright-tinted Choetodonts, the Scari with adamasr
the Holothurians and other locomotive frequenters of the cal-

careous basin out of the question, and restricting the test to

the species cemented or otherwise confined to its area : we may
first ask :

—

_
Were the elements of the coriaceous and of the softer contrac-

tile and secreting tissues of the coral-polyp suddenly combined
and disposed so as to form the body-wall, inverted ga
produced I te laminaa, generative plaits, ves-
icles and threads, with outer folds in arrangement and num-
bers such as to secrete the laminate calcareous polyp cell ?

Was the creature, so miraculously constituted, at the same
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time endowed with generative faculties to multiply and repro-
duce its kind for all time ; the creative act henceforth and
thereafter being dispensed with? Accepting, with the theo-
logian, this view, it must then be applied to each of the more
or less closely allied species associated in the same coral wo
house. The origin of such species thus dates back to the
ginning of life on the globe.*

**"

included, potentially, the gen
all time.

Observation, however, shows that the species of existing An-
thozoa cannot be traced very far back: those with a flexible, or
with a branched, calcareous axis began only at the tertiary pe-
riod; and, of the genera of eocene lamellate or stony corals, all

the species are extinct, and have been superseded in their grand
and useful operations by those now forming reefs and atolls.

As we extend our researches back in time we find generic and
family types of coral-polyps passing away : the prevalent pat-
tern of stellate cups of rays of six or its multiples, has superse-
ded a simpler pattern offour or its multiples. Of the Cyatho-
phyllidcB of the palaeozoic reefs which present a quad]
character of their plaited polyp-cells, not one such species now
exists, or has been observed in any formation later than lower
green-sand. Moreover, the filling up of abandoned cells in the
course of growth of the polypary becomes changed from a
piore complex to a more simple method, as we recede in time

g our comparisons,f
With this generalized result of observation of reef-building

polyps we return to the initial question in a frame of mind

f other than that in which the creation of a coral-

island is pondered on by one ignorant of the geological history
of the class engaged in its construction. Was direct creation,

after the dying out of its result as a ' rugose coral,' repeated
to constitute the succeeding and superseding 'tabulate coral'?
Must we, also, invoke the miraculous power to initiate every
distinct species of both Bugosa and Tabulata ? Tli

old groups have had their day and are utterly gone. When
we endeavor to conceive or realize such mode of origin, not of
them only, but of their manifold successors, the miracle, by
the very multiplication of its manifestations, becomes incredi-

ble—inconsistent with any worthy conception of an all-seeing,

all-provident Omnipotence ! It is not above, but against, rea-

f the question the subsequent lethal influence of the heavy and
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son ; and I may assume the special primary creative hypothe-

sis of the successive and coexisting species of Anthozoa to he

not now held hy the scientific naturalist.

Let us then test the propounded explanations of their origin

hy secondary law. That of 'appetency' subsides from the

impotency of a coral-polyp to exercise volition. The weak
point of Lamarck's creative machinery is its limited applica-

bili ;
. viz : to creatures high enough in the scale to he able to

1 want to do something :' for the determined laws of the ' re-

flex function ' in the physiology of the nervous system and the

necessity of the superadded cerebral mass for true sensation

rigorously fix the limits of volitional faculties.

We pass then to considerations of the ' ambient medium

'

and ' natural selection/ We have no evidence that the fabri-

cators of the coral-reef of Wenlock-edge, or of those skirting

the Cambrian slates and Devonshire ' killas,' or of those in the

lofty limestone cliffs of Cheddar, worked in an ocean other-

wise constituted than the present. What conceivable charac-

ter of sea or of the air dissolved or diffused therein could have

changed the loose aggregation of the individuals of composite

Eugosa into the close combination, with intercommunicating

pores, of those of the composite Tabulata ? Or what possi-

ble external influence could have transmuted the comparatively

simple massive mode of growth or deposition of carbonate of

lime common to both Rugosa and Tabulata into the light and

complex character of the polyparies of most existing lamellife-

rous Anthozoa ? In the first mode the old polyp-cell is succes-

sively partitioned off from the one in occupation by floor after

floor crossing the cavity : in the other, radiating vertical par-

titions alone occupy the deserted cell and extend uninterrupt-

edly from its bottom or beginning to the superficial inhabited

chamber. The quadripartite pattern of the plaited cup of the

palaeozoic coral has changed into the sexpartite disposition of

the radiating lamella? of the polyp-cells of tertiary and mod-
ern corals. But personifying the fact of such transmutations
by the term ' natural selection ' gives no more insight into the

manner of the operations than we learn of that of the bud-
ding out of a new leg in a maimed newt, by being told that it

is done by the ' nisus formativus ' or by ' pangenesis ' ! Even
were there evidence of changes in the composition of the at-

mosphere, their ' modus operandi ' in effecting such structural

differences would not be more conceivable.

I do not believe that a sexpartite type of coral was miracu-
lously created to supersede a quadripartite one. If the grounds
are good for admitting the continuous operation of a secondary
cause of the specific forms of Vertebrate life, d fortiori it is
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admissible in the lower sphere of Radiate life. It is consis-

tent with facts that a quadripartite coral might bud out, or

otherwise generate, a variety with a greater number of radia-

ting laminae. Some varieties, like those expressed by the mod-
ern generic terms Porites, Millepora, especially the M. com-
planata, with its strong vertical plates, were better adapted to

bear the brunt of the luvab'rs. ami iiminsh in the surf, under
the protection of the coating Nullipore. But to how small a..

exception is this relation applicable ! Of the 120 kinds of

coral enumerated by Ehrenberg in the Red Sea/' 100, at least,

exist under the same conditions. The majority < >f juries.

originating in uncalled-for, unstimulated, uns, looted depar-

tures from parental structure, establish themselves and flourish

independently of external influences. All classes of animals

exemplify this independence : the Cetaceans, under an extra-

ordinary and nicely graduated range of generic and specific

modifications ; and the same may be said of most Fishes.f

So, being unable to accept the volitional hypothesis, or that

of impulse from within, or the selective force exerted by out-

ward circumstances, I deem an innate tendency to deviate

from parental type, operating through periods of adequate du-

ration, to be the most probable nature, or way of operation, of

the secondary law, whereby species have been derived one from

the other.

It operates, and has operated, in the surface-zones where I !:

chambered cephalopods floated, and at the depths where the

brachiopods were anchored, as in the more defined theatre in

which the various polyps of the coral reef display their diver-

sities of color, size, shape, and structure, independently of out-

ward influences. This tendency, moreover, is not exemplified

in the ratio of the number, variety, or force of coi
1
selective ' surrounding influences, but is directly as the sim-

plicity of the organism. In the Foraminifera, e. g., it is

manifested in such degree that as many as fifteen genera de-

fined by one given to—
Intrigue with the specious chaos, and dispart

Its most ambiguous r mis with ?ur > art

;

Define their pettish limits, and estrange

Their points of contact and swift counterchange,

have been found by his followers to be but varieties of a sin-

gle type ; and even this, too inconstant to come under the de-

finition of a species given in p. 7. The departure from pa-

rental form, producing the beautiful varieties of peril

imperforate Rhizopods, and which exemplify each group, re-

spectively, under the Lagenine, Nummulinine, Globigerine, or

* cccxix", p. 46. f xcrx', p. 44.
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under the (xromiine, Milioline, and Lituoline types, has effect-

ed its ends independently of inner volitions or of outer selec-

tions. Certain incrusting forms seem by the presence of sili-

ceous spicula to have been derived from sponges ; but no ex-

planation presents itself for such transitional changes, save the

fact of anomalous, monstrous births—as these varieties, and

the whole assemblage of alternate-generative phenomena, would

be called < in high life/

According to my derivative hypothesis, a change takes place

first in the structure of the animal, and this when sufficiently

advanced, may lead to modifications of habits. But we have

no evidence that the observed amount of change in Porifera,

Foraminifera and Anthozoa, &c, has been attended with any

change in the way or power in which they extract from their

ambient medium, and precipitate, silex and carbonate of lime,

or in the performance of any other vital function. As species

rise in the scale, the concomitant change of structure can and

does lead to change of habits. But species owe as little to the

accidental concurrence of environing circumstances as Kosmos

depends on a fortuitous concourse of atoms. A purposive

route of development and change, of correlation and interde-

pendence, manifesting intelligent Will, is as determinable in

the succession of races as in the development and organization

of the individual. Generations do not vary accidentally, in

any and every direction ; but in preordained, definite, and cor-

related courses.

If the survey of a series of siliceous polycystins and diatoms,

of zoophytes, of brachiopods, of ammonites, excites pleasure

by their beauty, and raises worship of the Power manifesting

itself in such inconceivable and exhaustless variety, I accept

the relation as one designed, and in His due time, fulfilled :

—

To doubt the fairness were to want an eye

;

To doubt the goodness were to want a heart

!

' Derivation ' holds that every species changes, in time, by

virtue of inherent tendencies thereto. 'Natural Selection'

t no such change can take place without the influence

of altered external circumstances educing or selecting such

change.
' Derivation ' sees among the effects of the innate tendency

to change, irrespective of altered surrounding circumstances, a

manifestation of creative power in the variety and beauty of

- : and, in the ultimate forthcoming of a being sus-

ceptible of appreciating such beauty, evidence of the preor-

daining of such relation of power to the appreciation. ' Nat-

ural Selection ' acknowledges that if ornament or beauty, in
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itself, should be a purpose in creation, it would be absolutely

fatal to it as a hypothesis.

< Natural Selection ' sees grandeur in the "view of life, with

its several powers, having been originally breathed by the Cre-

ator into a few forms or into one :"* ' Derivation ' sees, there-

in, a narrow invocation of a special miracle and an unworthy

limitation of creative power, the grandeur of which is mani-

fested daily, hourly, in calling into life many forms, by con ver-

sion of physical and chemical into vital modes of force, under

as many diversified conditions of the requisite elements to be

so combined.
1 Natural Selection ' leaves the subsequent origin and suc-

cession of species to the fortuitous concurrence of outward

conditions : « Derivation * recognises a purpose in the defined

and preordained course, due to innate capacity or power of

change, by which nomogenously-created protozoa have risen fo

the higher forms of plants and animals.

The hypothesis of ' derivation ' rests upon conclusions from

four great series of inductively established facts, together with

a probable result of facts of a fifth class : the hypothesis of

'natural selection ' totters on the extension of a conjectural con-

dition, explanatory of extinction to the origination of species,

ble in that extension to the majority of organisms,

and not known or observed to apply to the origin of any spe-

cies.

§ 427. Epigenesis or Evolution ?—The derivative origin of

species, then, being at present the most admissible one, and

the retrospective survey of such species showing convergence,

as time recedes, to more simplified or generalized organizations,

analogous to von Baer's law of individual develop*.

result to which the suggested train of thought inevitably leads

is very analogous in each instance. If to Kosmos or the mun-

dane system has been allotted powers equivalent to the devel-

opment of the several grades of life, may not the demonstrated

series of conversions of force have also included that into the

vital form?
In the last cent;Ay, physiologists were divided as to the prin-

ciple guiding the work of organic development.

The < evolutionists ' contended that the new being pre-exis-

ted in a complete state of formation needing only to be vivi-

fied by impregnation in order to commence the series of ex-

pansions, or disencasings, culminating in the independent in-

dividual.
, . ,

The ' epigenesists ' held that both the germ and its subse-

quent organs were built up of juxtaposed molecules according

* ccxni", Ed. 1860, p. 490.
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to the operation of a developmental force, or { nisus forma-

Haller maintained the principle of ' evolution/ Buffon that of
' epigenesis.' Hunter, who surpassed all his contemporaries in

us on the formation of the chick, ' thought he could

see both principles at work, together with a third/ However,
as he limited the ' pre-existing entities ' to ' the materia vitas

universalis' and the 'absorbent faculty/ he would now be

classed with the ' epigenesists.' For, he reckoned among the

parts newly built up, not evolved, ' the brain and heart, with
their appendages, the nerves and vessels, and so on of all the

other parts of the body which we do not find at first/* His
third principle is merely a modification of epigenesis, viz

:

i change in form and action of pre-existing parts/
At the present day the question may seem hardly worth the

paper on which it is referred to.f Nevertheless, ' pre-existence

of germs ' and ' evolution ' are logically inseparable from the

idea of the origin of species by primary miraculously created

Olivier, therefore, maintained both, as firmly as

did Haller.$ It is, perhaps, one of the most remarkable in-

stances of the degree in which a favorite theory may render us

blind to facts which are opposed to our prepossessions. Hun-
ter's demonstrations of the epigenetic development of the

blastoderm and initial parts of the chickg were not known to

Cuvier ; but the analogous ones of Wolff|| he had studied.

To the phenomena of the blood-lakes and their union in order

to constitute the ' circulus vasculosus ' of the vitellicle, Cuvier
opposes the following remark :

—
' Mais il faut necessairement

admettre qu'il y avait une pr6-existence de quelques chemins
pour les pointes rouges ; car en virtue de quelle force la figure

veineuse serait-elle toujours composee des memes vaisseaux
ayant la m6me direction ? Comment ces vaisseaux abouti-

- a nt-ils toujours au meme point pour former un cceur ? Tous
ces phenomenes ne sont intelligibles qu'autant qu'on admet
quelque pre-existence.'^[

Haller, who had made some good observations on embryonal
development, confessed that there was a stage in that of the
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not admit, however, that it was not formed, or that it did not

pre-exist; but affirmed that it was too minute to be perceived:

not until the head and limb-buds of the chick appeared, was

the intestine visibly ' evolved/*

To the beautiful demonstration of the steps in the succes-

bw ! Edlding up and molding of the intestinal canal, out of

the ' mucous layer ' of the blastoderm, Cuvier objects :—
• Mais quand il serait vrai que Fintestin se forme comme Wolff

croyait Favoir observe, il n'en resulterait aucune preuve en

faveur de l'epigenese; carle nombril, par lequeU'embrytu tienl

a son placenta, est d'abord tout aussi large que l'animal Im-

mune ; c'est en enveloppant la portion du jaune qui doit rester

dans 1'interieur, que la peau finit par retrecir de plus en plus

cette ouverture, qui primitivernen et par la

reduire a l'ombilic tel qu'on le voit dans le poulet ou dans

l'enfant naissant.'f

Geoffrey contended that the dogma of ' pre-existence of

germs' owed its origin to a metaphysical explanation of lil-

observed phenomena. To admit that a germ included within

. hi miniature, which were afterward to be

i i, and to develop such theory by a matter so inde-

finable, was to multiply, at will, the most gratuitous supposi-

His opponent's passages, above quoted, in defense of a doc-

trine now deemed by embryologists to be dead and buried, have

hardly other than historical interest ; and I should not have

recalled them, or their subject, were it not that ghosts of ' pre-

existence ' and < evolution' still haunt some chambers of the

physiological mansion, and even exercise, to many, perhaps an

unsuspected sway over certain biological problems.

Although in the Debates of 1830, the question of <Pre-

existence of Germs,' was the sole one in which, as applied to

Embryogeny, I held with Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, I remained

the thrall of that dogma in regard to the origin of single-celled

organisms, whether in or out of body.§ Every result of formi-

faction I believed, with most physiologists, to be the genetic

outcome of a pre-existing ' cell.' The first was due to miracu-

lous interposition and suspension of ordinary laws ;
it con-

tained, po1 |
osaible cells. Cell-developmem

exemplified evolution of pre-existing germs, the progeny of the

primary cell. They propagated themselves by selW-

by 'proliferation' of:

* " Partes animalis non noviter f
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properly nourished, again multiplied by self-division, and grew
to the likeness of the parent-cells.

Those who still hold by this rag of ' pre-existence of germs/
call aU organic corpuscles or granules ' cell-gemmules/ and
maintain that they are transmitted, sometimes becoming devel-
oped, sometimes lying dormant from generation to generation,

Lieut, automonous, pre-existing from their primal mirac-
ulous creation, as descendants, like all higher forms of life ' of
that one form of il Natural Selection" into which life was first

breathed/ Darwin grafts upon this modification of the old
evolutional dogma* his provisional hypothesis of ' Pangenesis.'
(cccvm)".
In like manner the Evolutionists hold that every single-celled

organism, torule, organic molecule, out of the body, arises from

; under this belief the phenomena described i:

I regard

mselves independ
' *>e remotely or indii

:anism, came to be

fspring, the ' cells

'

then accepted hypothe-

should not be remotely or indirectly

rganism, <

- [:':.• '..-:-.. .......

of germs' or'omni- < liula u eellnla Mr Dar-

of impregnated gemmules. Accepting the non-
iuui« oi mese gemmules were derived from the antlers oi

yet they are not less the progeny of the primary germ-cell which was formed
v-arium of the female and was fertilized by the male.

-

of the genetic

- : : -.--•
^

••'•:
.

: ..-.'..

, cell' was first filled by fluid holding organic matter
" '

'

'
- " - '•:

• .. ^ :. '
- rj,

- - " '
'

. .

..... ...,.,"
their origin than
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pen to make their appearance.

§ 428. Nomogeny * or Thaumatogeny ?f— The French

Academy of Sciences was the field of discussion and debate,

from 1861 to 1864, between the 'Evolutionists' holding the

doctrine of primary life by miracle, and the ' Epigenesists
;

' who
try to show that the phenomena are due to the operation of

existing law. The analogy of the discussion between Pasteur

and Pouchet, and that between Cuvier and Geoffroy, is curi-

ously close. Beside the superiority in fact and argument)

Pasteur, like Cuvier, had the advantage of subserving the pre-

possessions of the ' party of order ' and the needs of theology.

ling to the chemist the

palm of superior care and skill both in devising and p..-i running

the experiments, and exposing the inferiority of the physiolo-

gist in polemical ability and coolness of argumentation, cannot

be denied. Nevertheless, Pouchet is rapidly acquiring, in ref-

erence to the origin of monads, that position which G-eoffroy

Saint-Hilaire has taken in regard to the origin of species.
_
It

is a suggestive and instructive fact in the philosophy of mind
and the history of progress.

Some rare instances, in every generation, are gifted with the

faculty of discerning the light of truth through all obstruction :

when its glimmer is of the feeblest their brain responsively vi-

brates through a barrier of beliefs, prepossessions, precise logic,

across thickets of facts deemed to be rightly understood,

athwart accepted ' laws ' and principles, organized corps of the

soldiers of science, public opinion, &c. ; and these men never

know when they are beaten and put out of court :
happily,

against all hindrance, they persist—' 'epur si muove.'

Pasteur by an ingeniously devised apparatus,§ collected atoms

in the atmosphere, and described and figured them as examples

of 'organized corpuscles/ 'globules,' or the 'germs' of living

things, there floating. ||
In a solution of organic matter, other-

wise unfit for the development of life, the addition of some of

these germs was followed, by the appearance, in abundance, of

its simple forms.
To the conclusion that the monads were the consequence,

not merely the sequence, of the ' ensemencement,' it can be

objected that the atmospheric atoms figured^ are not like the
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observed formified corpuscles by which bacteriums have been

seen to be built up ; and, that the chemical treatment to

which they had been subject, in their extraction from the at-

mosphere, would be likely to destroy the vitality of fecund

germs, if any were present. To the alleged absence of any

organisms in the experiments which were calculated to exclude

extraneous germs, and to unfit the infusion for the development

of any it might contain, the graver object]

microscopic power employed by Pasteur in their search was

insufficient. Dr. Child,* in experiments which seem to be as

exclusive as Pasteur's, does obtain bacteriums, discoverable, at

first, by a power of 1,500 diameters, and, once so seen, after-

ward recognizable by a power of 750 diameters : whereas Pas-

teur, in his quest, did not avail himself of a power exceeding

350 diameters, and consequently failed to detect the evidence

of ' nomogeny/ under conditions as decisive as can be hoped

in an attempt to prove a negative. Against < panspermisni/ or

the dogma that animalcules of infusions come, invariably and

exclusively, from pre-existing germs falling from the air, Pou-

chet records the results of experiments, conclusive or satisfac-

tory from their simplicity and ease of repetition, and freedom

from need of minute, ambiguous, manipulatory precautions.!

A glass tube containing a filtered infusion is placed in the

middle of a glass dish containing the same infusion : this

stands in a wider dish of water in which a bell-glass is placed

covering the vessels with the infusion. At the end of four or

five days the tube-infusion has a thick film aboun
cilia /infusoria: the dish-infusion has a thin reticulate film

containing only bacteriums and other small non-ciliate ' micro-

zoaires.' It is ' difficult to see how the germs of the one kind of

creatures should have entered or become developed in the one

vessel and entirely different kinds in the other.'J

I refer the reader to cccxn" and cccxxxv" for further analy-

sis of the grounds of the disputants, and proceed to remark,

that the illustrations of the process of development of a Paror

| bo closely resemble those of the ovarian ovum in Fish

or Mammal, that either fig. 555 or fig. 416, vol. i. of the pres-

ent work serves as well as those given by Pouchet, to exem-
plify it. The proligerous pellicle, due to the resol

molecules of the primarily formified bacteriums and vibrios of

% cccxu", p. 101: par;-;
3 , ;ufs tombaient de l'atmos-

ph^re, comme le pr<§tendent lea pans;. j de raison an

monde qui put faire que, dans la meme . n soit constam-
ment remplie et la cuvette jamais. Cei 1

e

. irface Men att-

trement etendue devrait en r,- -ex", p. 136.

§ cccx", PI. H, figs. 1-5. and cccxi", PL I, fig. 1..
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infusions, answers to the molecular contents of the ovisac. In
hoth instances the molecules or granules aggregate into groups
forming spheroids more opake than the rest (as in fig. 555, a) :

M the aggregation and coalescence advances the sphere becomes
more opake, more definite : then a clear line marks its inclu-
sion within ;i [in uil>i\ n . analogous to a 'zona pellueida,' and
proclaims its individualization (as in ib. b).

Next appears a clear nucleus, answering to the germinal
vesicle (as in ib. c). Fission of the nucleus is followed by that
of the monad, which may thus multiply itself within the pri-

mary envelope (Chlamydomonas, ccxlix, fig. 29), like the

cleavage-formation of the germ-mass: ciliary organs are ac-

quired in b ing the germ-mass in the mam-
malian ovum, and extricating the monad from its proligerous
bed ; whereupon it revolves or darts along, a free animalcule,
in the subjacent liquor of the infusion.

In neither instance is there any support, from observation,
of -the derivation of germ-mass or of monad by evolution out
of a pre-existing cell : in both instances have the processes of
epigenesis or building up ab initio been repeatedly seen and
traced.*

In the case of the ciliate infusory the following are the pri-

mary or preliminary steps in the formation of the proligerous
' Burdach's mucous layer.' In the clear filtered infu-

sion a slightly opalescent appearance precedes the formation of
the thin superficial film. This consists of molecules of various
sizes, the most minute testing the highest powers, of the micro-
scope. These molecules I attribute to the act of formifaction,
which in reference to organic matter in solution corresponds
with the crystalline aggregation of mineral matter in solution.

Solution of organic matter, such as clear serum from a blister,

inclosed in 'goldbeater's' skin or other close membrane, and
inserted beneath the integument of a living Mammal—even
distilled water which so placed obtains the elements of formi-
faction by endosmosis—shows its results in the form of gran-

blood-cells, pus-globules, &c. These experiments
need repetition and modification mainly in reference to the ob-
jection that such ' leucocytes ' might have wriggled their way,
like Amceboe, from without, through the close texture of the

enclosing bag.f In the proligerous pellicle the larger molecules
unite end to end, forming bacteriums, or less regularly into

masses com] se send out parts which become
jointed tubes, and may terminate in rows of sporules (Penicil-
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Hum) or capsules of such {Aspergillus) The bacteriums may,

by further union and confluence, form vibrios. There is much
activity, allied in character to the Brunonian movements ;'

which," after a time, ceases, and the bacteriums, vibrios, &c, are

decomposed to constitute the secondary series of molecules in

and from which the development of the higher ciliate Infusory

takes plstee. The formation of the proligerous pellicle c

ments and resolutions of the organic mate
the formation of the germ-mass, in ovo, by the successive spon-

taneous fissions, assimilations, and ultimate coalescence of the

progeny of the original germinal cell.

To meet the inevitable question of ' Whence the first organic

matter' ? the Nomogenist is reduced to enumerate the existing

elements into which the simplest living jelly (Prot<

Hseckel) or sarcode (Amceba) is resolvable, and to contrast the

degree of probability of such elements combining, under un-

known conditions, as the first step in the resolution of other

forces into vital force, with the degree of probability remaining,

after the observations above recorded, of the interposition of a

miraculous power associating those elements into living germs,

or forms with powers of propagating their kind to all time, as

the sole condition of their ubiquitous manifestation, in the ab-

sence of any secondary law thereto ordained.

In this, the last general summary of work which I am likely

to find time to complete, the expression of belief on one or two

points where proof is wanting may be condoned. The chance

! being a help, or encouragement to any younger, more

vigorous mind, bent upon grappling with such problems, out-

weighs any anticipation of trouble consequent upon the avowal.

It seems to me, then, more consistent with the present phase

of dynamical science and the observed gradations of living

things, to suppose that sarcode or the ' protogenal ' jelly-speck

should be formable through concurrence of conditions favoring

such combination of their elements and involving a change of

force productive of their contractions and extensions, molecu-
lar attractions and repulsions—and that sarcode has so become,
from the period when its irrelative repetitions resulted in the

vast indefinite masses of ' eozoon/ exem
|

process of ' formifaction ' or organic crystallization—than that

all existing sarcodes or ' protogenes ' are the result of genetic

descent from a germ or cell due to a primary act of miraculous
interposition.

Some, accepting the latter alternative, teach that, while

* ccxnii", p. 470, in all organic molecules, living or dead.

f cccxxxv", p. 10.
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3 of the first-created sareode have descended to us

unchanged from the period of the Laurentian limestone, other

sarcodal offspring have developed and improved, or have been

selected, into all higher forms of living beings. I prefer, how-
ever, while indulging in such speculations, to consider the va-

tioufl daily nomogeneously developed forms of protozoal or pro-

lies, sarcodes and single-celled organisms, to have been

as many roots from which the higher grades have ramified,

than that the origin of the whole organic creation is to be re-

ferred, as the Egyptian priests did that of the universe, to a

single egg.

Amber or steel when magnetized seem to exercise ' selection;'

they do not attract all substances alike. To the suitable ones

at due distance they tend to move ; but, through density of

constitution, cannot outstretch thereto ; so they draw the ' at-

ubstance to themselves. If the amber be not rub-

bed, or the steel bar otherwise magnetized, they are
c dead

'

to such power. The movement of a free body to_ a mag-

net has always excited interest, often wonder, from its
<

anal-

ogy to the self-motion so common and apparently peculiar to

'life.'

A speck of protogenal jelly or of sareode, if alive shows

analogous relations to certain substances ; but the soft yield-

ing tissue allows the part next the attractive matter to move

thereto, and then by retraction to draw such matter into the

sarcodal mass, which overspreads, dissolves, and assimilates it.

We say that the Protogenes or Amoeba has extended a ' pseu-

dopod,' has seized its prey, has drawn it in, swallowed, and di-

gested it. No ' organs,' however, are recognizable ;
neither

muscle, mouth, nor stomach.
If the portion of iron attracted by the magnet became blen-

ded with the substance of its attractor, the analogy thereto of

the act of the amseba would be, perhaps, closer, more just, than

that other analogy which is expressed by terms borrowed from

the procedure of higher organisms.

From certain knowledge of the homogeneous, by some

termed ' unorganized,' texture of Protogenes and Amceba, we

cannot predicate of their having sensation or exercising voli-

tion. Given ' life ' and suitable organic substance at due dis-

tances, the act of making contact seems as inevitable, as in-

dependent of any volition of the amaeba, as in the case of

amber or steel, given ' magnetization ' and attractable substan-

ces at due distance. .,, ,

The term < living,' in the one case, is correlative with tne

term 'magnetic' in the other. Devitalise the sareode, un-
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magnetize the steel, and both cease to manifest their respective

vital or magnetic phenomena. In that respect both are ' de-

funct.' Only the steel resists much longer the surrounding
decomposing agencies.

A man perceives a ripe fruit: if he can and will, he stretches

out his hand, plucks, brings to his mouth, masticates, swal-
lows, and digests it.

The question then arises whether the difference between such
series of actions in the man and the attractive and assimila-

tive movements of the amgeba, be less or greater, than the

difference between these acts of the amoeba and the attracting
and retaining acts of the magnet.
More may be said on both questions than I have here space

for
;
but when all is said, the question, I think, may be put

with some confidence as to the quality of the ultimate reply

and the affinity to truth, and liberty to accept it, in the equal
respondent, viz : whether the amasbal phenomena are so much
more different, or so essentially different, from the magnetic
phenomena than they are from the mammalian phenomena, as

to necessitate the invocation of a special miracle for their man-
ifestation.

Magnetic phenomena are sufficiently wonderful, exemplify-
ing, as they do, one of those subtle, interchangeable, may we
not say « immaterial/ modes of force which endows the metal
with the power of attracting, selecting, and making to move, a

substance extraneous to itself. It is analogically conceivable
that the same Cause which has endowed His world with power
convertible into magnetic, electric, thermotic and other forms
or modes of force, has also added the conditions of conversion
into the vital mode.

Nerve-force we know to be convertible into electric energy,
and reciprocally : and from the electric force, so induced, mag-
netic and other modes have been derived (vol. i, p. 357). The

. then, in which may be anticipated the replies to the
ultimate question, will be toward an admission of the origina-
ting and vitalizing of the primary jellv-speck or sarcode granule,
by the operation of a change of force forming part of the con-
stitution of Kosmos

; not contrary to its ordained laws, in the
sense in which 'miracle' or the 'interposition of special crea-
tive act, is rightly understood.
But from protozoa,* or protista, to plants and animals, the

gradation is closer than from magnetized iron to vitalized sar-
code. From reflex acts of the nervous system, animals rise to
sentient and volitional ones.

_* Kris is thebetter » wdl as older term: frn being understood as 'life' gene-
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<

And with that ascent are associated brain-centers, progres-
sively increasing in size and complexity. Arrest the develop-
ment of the human brain at the point it has reached in the
1 Aztec/ and the faculty of generalizing and giving expression
to such generalizations is wanting. The Aztecs can articulate
words, and apply the right noun to the thing, as e. g. • bread,'
' chair / but they cannot combine ideas into propositions, and
say • give me bread/ * set me the chair/
For such advance in intellectual acts more brain is essential.

Compared with the normal state of brains in the brutes best
endowed, so much more cerebral substance is required, and in
such position, as to make the grea -the lowest
grades of man, which is referred to in vol. iii, p. 144.
Thought relates to the 'brain' of man, as does electricity to

the nervous ' battery' of the torpedo : both are forms of force,
and the results of action of their respective organs.

t

Each sensation affects a cerebral fiber, and in so affecting it,

gives it the faculty of repeating the action, wherein memoiy
consists, and sensation in a dream.
A dog at the sight of a rabbit receives a sensation which in-

duces a volition, and he barks with the excitement of the chase.
He sleeps, and by suppressed barking and agitation of limbs

tie fact that he dreams. Shall we obtain any further
insight into the nature of the act or acts resulting in this sen-
sation, memory, dreamy imagination, by saving that the per-
ception of the rabbit reaches the < soul' of the dog by the affec-
tion of its cerebral fibers ? Is the < soul ' of the dog other than
the personified sum of his psychological manifestations ?
The ' sight' of the dog, is its faculty of vision, the ' soul' of

a dog is its power of knowing what it sees and determining ac-
cordingly

: it may approach the object with every manifestation
ot sentiments of gladness and submissive affection : it may rush
upon it with every sign of rage : it may pursue it with every
ttark of excited ardor
And these mental activities can only go on for a time : the

^aste thereby occasioned of fiber and of power calls for reno-
vation, and this for repose, of the mental organ. In sleep the
eyes close and sight goes ; what then happens to the brain-
hbers we cannot see nor tell : but the sum of action called
soul' ceases.

_
Deep sleep is utter unconsciousness to dog and

man. The initial steps and partial resumptions of brain-action
are 'dreams'

; tbQ «»<»**»»»

the full blaze of «

a general physioL o
nervous system inevitably brings on collision with a dogmatic
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affirmation or definition of the cause of the highest class of

those phenomena instilled as an article of religious faith into

fellow-christians, and on which is based their mode of thought,
affecting dearest hopes and highest aspirations. It must be re-

pugnant to any good man's feelings to say aught that may un-
settle such mode of thought, though he knows that what he
has to impart lends truer and better support to both the faith

and the hope.

If the hypothesis that an abstract entity produces psycho-
logical phenomena by playing upon the brain as a musician upon
his instrument, producing bad music when the fibers or cords
are out of tune, be rejected, and these phenomena be held to be
the result of cerebral actions, an objection is made that the
latter view is ' materialistic/ and adverse to the notion of an
independent, indivisible, 'immaterial,' mental principle,' or

'soul.'
t e~>

What ' materialistic' means, in the mind of the objector, I

nowhere find intelligibly laid down ; but it is generally felt to

be something objectionable, ' inconsistent with, or shaking the

foundations of an article of faith,' as Stillingfleet would have

To this I repeat Locke's answer, that my faith in a future
life and the resurrection of the dead, rests on the grounds of
their being parts of a divine revelation.

If I mistake not. present knowledge of the way in which we
derive ideas of an outer world, helps to a more intelligible con-
ception of 'matter,' 'substance,' 'immateriality,' &c, than
could be framed by patristic and medieval theology. To make
intelligible my own ideas in this subject, which the anticipated
imputation draws from me, I would put a case and ask a

question.

When Saul at Endor "perceived that it was Samuel,"* lines
of force, as ' luminous undulations/ struck upon his retina.
Qu. Were the centers whence they diverged to produce the idea
oi the dead Prophet ' material' or ' immaterial'?

Other lines of force, undulated in another manner, from

ffwu
8 Producing tQe ideas ot the dead man's speech :—

Why hast thou disquieted me, to bring me up ?"f Qu.
Were the centers radiating these acoustic lines of force mate-
rial or spiritual ?

Substitute the living for the dead Prophet, and it will be
said thatJ;he points whence the rays of light converged to pro-

mage m the beholder are 'material,' because ' tan-

£?l
e
i ^VitT

se
i°
f

*,
he

' 8piritof Samue1/ not
-

Had Saul
stretched forth his hand to grasp the vision, it would have met

* 1 Sam. xxviii, 14. f i Sam . xxv]^ 15 ,
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ttO r. -sistance. Let us, then, analyze the sensations from tangi-
ble lines of force. I stretch forth the sum of forces called
'hand/ and exercise part of them in a way and direction called
' pressure,' deriving the sense or idea of such act by my lines
of force being opposed by other lines of force. To the extent
to which my forces overcome the opposing forces, I have an
idea of a something giving way ; when my lines of force are
overcome by the opposite lines of force, I have the idea of a
hard or resisting surface. But all that I know, after alti-
mate analysis, is the meeting of opposite forces ; of the centers
respectively radiating such force I know nothing ; and if I did
or could know anything, I cannot conceive that I should get a
clearer idea of ' touch/ than as a relation of certain lines of
force acting from centers, which may as well be 'immaterial'
as ' material,' for any intelligible notion I can frame of those
verbal sounds.

If a blade of metal could move itself to and fro, in striving
to cleave the space between excited electro-magnetic poles, and
could tell us its sensations, they would be those of sawing its
way through a substance like cheese ; but there is no visible
impediment

: nor, were luminous undulations to vibrate from
the hindrance, as from the plane of force resisting the pressing
finger, would the hindrance be less ' immaterial.' Similarly, if
lmes of thought-force were visible, the ' ghost' would not on
that account be more ' material.'

t

The ideas excited by the act of pressure are those of the
exertion of force' and the ' resistance of force ;' if these ideas
be analyzed they include those of the direction of force in
lines from centers or points. Further than this, my mind, or
thinking faculty, cannot go ; i. e., can have no clear ideas : I
cannot feel that I know more about the matter by calling the
centers of force/ 'material atoms' or ' immaterial ' points, and
am resigned to rest at a point beyond which Faraday* did not
see his way.
Having e

""

centers disi___.
called < ego/ the i

due to the reaction of lines of force from outside-c
lines of force put into action from inside-centers. But I have
no ground for calling the one « material' and the other < imma-
terial/ or either, or both. The same result has followed my
attempts to analyze all sensations and volitions, i. e., I know
pf nothing outside myself of which I can have any clearer

knowledge by calling it ' material/ than I have of that which

• Joub. Sci.—Secjn SO 139.—Jax., 1869.
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originates force from within myself, by calling it an l immate-

rial' entity, mental principle, or soul.

But, so it is ; in the endeavor to clearly comprehend and ex-

plain the functions of the combination of forces called ' brain/

the physiologist is hindered and troubled by the views of the

nature of those cerebral forces which the needs of dogmatic

theology have imposed on mankind.
How long physiologists would have entertained the notion of

a ' life/ or ' vital principle/ as a distinct entity, if freed from

this baneful influence, may be cpiestioned ; but it can be truly

mat* rial or immaterial substance, is not the substance itself,

but an affection of it.'* Eeligion, pure and undefiled, can best

answer, how far it is righteous or just to charge a neighbor

with being unsound in his principles, who holds the term ' life'

to be a sound expressing the sum of living phenomena ; and

who maintains these phenomena to be modes of force into

which other forms of force have passed, from potential to active

states, and reciprocally, through the agency of these sums or

combinations of forces impressing the mind with the ideas sig-

nified by the terms ' monad/ ' moss/ * plant/ or ' animal.'

If the physiologist rejects the theological sense of the term
• lift / without giving cause for the charge of unsoundness in

religious principles, does he lay himself more open to the charge,

mg also the theologian's meaning of the term ' spirit/

of the term ' soul,' of the term ' mind/ and, we might add, of

', p. 761. As the authority of a Physiologist am
-«ng such vital phen-

the remark by which Sir B.

) Brodie's Sir B., ' Psychological Enquiries,' 12mo. 1854
; pp.
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c
sin,' or ' death' ? That is to say, arguments based upon scrip-

tural expressions of thought-force may be drawn from the like

personifications of the aberrations and cessation of such force.

Both poets and painters have, in each case, endeavored to real-
ize and give shape to the abstractions.

When doubting Thomas obeyed the Lord's command, his
fingers met resistance below what seemed to him the Mirtiuv < .{

the side, and, entering the wound, were opposed by a ' force'

exceeding the ' force' they exercised. c The resulting idea was
that the 'matter' of our Lord was there, but wanting where
the spear had penetrated; the fact was the opposition of :

force by a force, and the sensation of that opposition. We
know of nothing more 'material' than the ' centers of force.'

U9 of things without as within the ' ego,' are the action
and reaction of forces, as ' material' or ' immaterial,' as the
ideas themselves.
In this view is avoided the alternative of ' idealism' with

denial of an external world, or that of the personifying the
sum^of mental phenomena as an 'immaterial ii.d. -t;u< • t i !

>

'

soul,' contradistinguished from other sums of forces which are
as arbitrarily styled ' destructible matter/ Sleep, stimulants,
drugs, disease, concur by their effects in testifying that the
kinds and degrees of mental manifestations are the result of
""^responding affections and changes of structure of the brain.
How the brain works

mystery
in producing thought or soul, is as

as brutes—is as little known as the
way in which ganglions and nerves produce the reflex phe-
nomena simulating sensation and volition.

But it is a gain to be delivered from the necessity of specu-
lating where the 'soul' wanders when thought and sett-con-
sciousness are suspended ; or how it is to be disposed of until
the ' resurrection of the body,' glorified or otherwise ; of which
reintegrated sum of forces ' soul' will then, as now, be a parcel.
If the physiologist and pathologist had done no more than de-
monstrate 'the universal law of our being/f which cuts away
the foundations of ' purgatory,' or other limbo, from the feet
of those who trade thereon, $ which makes 'judgment' follow
death, without consciousness of a moment's interval,§ they
would deserve the gratitude of the Christian world.

* cccxxrvi", vol. i, p. 656. The whole of Locke's 'Second Bepl]

may be read, with profit, in relation to the undesigned
borne by phys i, ; ;, and affinit;

Pber s remarks on the relation of the dogma of ' immatf
-:-' of soul to a Chris

resting on the grounds of divine reveiauon.
Jcccxxrra", p. 306.
t Not to mention the kindred baser brood of

15 6, § 63. 'In comparing present and future.'
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Art. VI.—On somephenomena of Binocular Vision; by Joseph

LeConte, Prof. Chem. and Geol. in University of South

Carolina.

I. Adjustments of the eye.

Two kinds of ocular adjustment take place in every volun-

tary act of sight, viz : (1) a proper convergence of the optic

axes so that they shall meet on the object of sight, and (2), an

at of each eye so that the diverging pencil of rays

which enters the pupil shall be brought to perfect focus, and

therefore produce a perfect image, on the retina. The first

• r hiimriiin,- <ni;>isti,itnt is necessary for single vision : the sec-

ond or focal adjustment is necessary for distinct vision. The
>; inctly sensible for all distances within 100 yards and

i' >r much greater distances : the second is scarcely if

at all sensible for distances beyond two yards.

To the two adjustments mentioned above may be added a

third, viz : contraction of the pupil. The design of the con-

traction of the pupil is probably to increase the clearness of

definition of the retinal image by cutting off the most diver-

gent rays from very near objects, and thus to decrease the spher-

. vation which is not entirely corrected in the eye

by the fotm of the lens. The pupil, however, also contracts

involuntarily under the stimulus of strong light, without re-

gard to distance. This must be carefully distinguished from

ive contraction, which is to some extent at least vol-

These three adjustments of the eye, viz : binocular or axial

it, focal adjustment and contraction of the pupil are

I in every voluntary act of sight. They are accom-

plished by one act of volition. They are so intimately asso-

at they cannot be voluntarily separated. It is usu-

-sible to converge the optic axes on any point, with-

out at the same time adjusting the lens and contracting the pu-

pil in a manner suitable for perfect vision at that distance.

Such inseparably associated movements are called consensual
movements.
The binocular adjustment is well understood ; there is no

difference of opinion as to its necessity nor the means by which
it is accomplished. But in regard to the focal adjustment there

has been much difference of opinion among the best physiolo-

gists and physicists.
_
Some have denied altogether the necessity,

and therefore the existence of any adjustment : attributing the

phenomena which are usually explained by this means, to mere
transference of attention from near to distant objects, or vice
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versa. The large majority ofthe best physicists and physiologists,

however, have for a long time regarded focal adjustment as an
optical necessity and therefore a fact ; but the real nature of this

adjustment and the means by which it is accomplished, has been
a question in doubt. It has been attributed by some to the

elongation of eye by the action of the recti muscles,—by others

the pupil—by others to the pulling forward of the crystalline

lens by the ciliary muscle so as to elongate the chamber behind
the lens, and by still others to the change of form of the lens

by the action of the ciliary muscle. Kecent very ingenious

observations by Donders, Cramer and Helmholtz, upon the

images of external objects made by reflection from the anterior

surface of the crystalline lens, and the changes in form and
size, which they undergo when the eye is adjusted for near ob-
jects, have definitely settled the question in favor of a change
in the curvature of the lens. The mechanism by which this

change is effected is not clearly known but it is probable that
it is effected by the action of the ciliary muscle.

Before giving some experiments which bear upon the ques-
tion of adjustment, I will state that my eyes are perfectly

normal. In youth and early manhood the natural distance for

distinct vision of small objects was eight inches, but with ef-

fort I could see perfectly distinctly at five inches. At the pre-

sent time my natural distance for fine print is ten inches,

though with effort I see distinctly at eight inches. Beyond
this there is for me no limit of distinct vision. My eyes define

the edge of the moon as perfectly as they do an object at the

distance of ten inches. Moreover, by long practice I have ac-

quired considerable and perhaps very unusual facility in mak-
ing experiments on binocular vision and in analyzing my vis-

ual impressions. The following experiments which I have

from boyhood, are interesting not only as a

n of the laws of binocular vision, but I believe as

throwing some light on the subject of adjustment and also

upon the difficult subject of the Horopter.
If a plane surface checkered or otherwise figured in regular

pattern, such as an oil floor-cloth, a tesselated pavement or a

papered wall, be placed before the eyes at the distance .of sev-

eral feet, and the optic axes be then voluntarily converged (the

eyes crossed) upon some point in space nearer than the sur-

face, the figures will of course be all seen double. If now
the convergence be steadily increased until two contiguous sim-

ilar images, one belonging to the right eye and one to the left.
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are made to coincide perfectly, and the eyes be then held stead-

ily in this position for some time, the patterned surface will he

distinctly seen in exquisite miniature, not at its proper distance

but between the real objec

'

i the interval bei

and the eye, at a distance depend-

the centers of the contiguous

]:-L-l<- very regular

mg upon 1

similar figures of the pattern,

the illusion is complete—we
actually seem to be looking

at a real object. In this ex-

periment the position of the

eyes is such that, of two con-

tiguous similar figures, the

right eye is directed toward
the left figure and the left

eye toward the right figure
;

and the image is seen at the

crossing of the visual lines.

Thus if one eye be directed

toward a (fig. 1) and the

ether toward b, a perfect

age of these two figures

be seen at a'. So also b

c will be united and seer

' and a and d at d, and sc

for all the figures of the pattern. The dotted line d! a' c' will

be the position of the image surface. The image thus obtained
may be a little indistinct at first, but it gradually grows per-

u\ As soon as the image is distinctly seen and the

outlines of the figures well defined, it may be retained without
any difficulty ; for we seem to be looking at a real object and
therefore retain the necessary convergence of the optic axes

with ease. The eyes may now be turned in every direction,

his extensive image surface precisely as if it were a

real surface.

If now while viewing the image in the last experiment we
repeat upon it the same experiment, i. e., if by increasing the

convergence of the optic axes we bring again the two contigu-
ous figures in coincidence, a new image is formed between the
last and the eye and is seen in still smaller miniature. In this

case the position of the optic axes is such that the eyes crossing
ted not toward contiguous figures of the real object

but to figures separated by an intervening one. Thus in the

:. 2) a and c will be combined and seen at ar, d and
b at d

}

'' and b and e at e".
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Upon this second image the same experiment may be re-

peated so as to make a third image still smaller and nearer the

eye at d'" e'" and from »

the third even a fourth
and still smaller image
may be formed at e"".

The position of these suc-
cessive planes are indi-
cated by the dotted lines;

but in this figure the po-
sition of the axes is only
adapted to vision o

'

No. 2. For the
planes, the opti
must converge still

For the 4th plane Ie and
Ud will represent the
visual lines. Standing
erect and looking down upon the regularly checkered carpet on
the floor of my room, the figures of which are 41 inches from
center to center, I can with the greatest ease bring out suc-

cessively four distinct images one above the other, the nearest

being but seven inches from my eyes, and the figures (which are

two inches in diameter in the carpet) reduced to about i inch in

diameter. If while looking at the image on the 4th plane the

convergence of the optic axes be suddenly relaxed the image
drops and may be caught on No. 3. Again by relaxing the

convergence it may be dropped and caught on successive planes

until it falls to its natural position.

I have made similar experiments on a great variety of pat-

terns of wall papering, oil-cloths, calicos, &c, with the same
results. Of a regularly checked oil-cloth on my hall, the

lozenge-shaped figures of which are 102 inches across, I make
successively three perfectly distinct images, the nearest being

but 41 inches from the eves.
. ,

Those who are not accustomed to experiments of this kind

can probably most easily succeed as follows. If we look on
the floor, and place the finger between the eye and the floor

the finger will of course be seen double. Now move the finger

up or down until we find a place in which the two images of

the finger will exactly fall on contiguous figures ofthe pattern

the finger now indicates the position of the first plane. Not
look steadily at the finger instead of the floor, until the image

of the floor rises to it and becomes distinct

finger. To get the second plane, look again at the floor and

X,,w
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raise the finger until its images fall upon figures separated from
one another by an intervening figure and then look steadily at

the finger. The other planes may be obtained in a similar

manner. The position of the several planes may be also easily

calculated
; the data being the inter-ocular line, the distance of

the object and the interval from center to center of the figures.

Both by measurement and calculation I determined the planes

in the case of the carpet to be 21 5, 1305, 937 and 7*3 inches

respectively. In the case of the oil-cloth they were 11*8, 654
and 45 inches.

If the distance between the centers of contiguous figures be

less than the inter-ocular line, then still other images may be

seen beyond the real object and very much enlarged. The po-

sition of the eyes and the place of ,the image in this case also

is easily explained. If d a b c (fig. 3) be the plane of the real

object, and the eyes I and II be directed toward contiguous
figures a and b bu t not crossed, then the image of a and b will

combine and be seen at a' the intersection of the visual lines.

So also a and d will be seen at d' and b and c at c', and the

dotted line will represent the position of the image plane. In
order to make this image we must gaze through and beyond
the pattern until we observe the double images come together
and coincide, and then fix the eyes steadily. The enlarged
image gradually becomes distinct.

This experiment is much more difficult than the preceding.
The pattern should not be too small, otherwise the difficulty is

very great. In former years I had often performed the experi-
ment with perfect success, but the wall papering I had used
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lining a t

pattern by ruling black lines on a large sheet of paper so as to

make perfectly equal squares 1| inches wide. With this sim-
ple diagram my success in all the preceding experiments was
really marvellous. The colored patterns before used form far

more beautiful images, but for scientific purposes the ruled
diagram is far preferable. With this diagram standing upright
before me at the distance of sixteen inches, I got with great ease
seven successive images on this side of the object and one beyond.
All the images on this side were defined, with great ease and
perfect distinctness although the nearest, both by measurement
and by calculation, was but three inches from my eyes, i. e., far

within the limits of my distinct vision. With great effort I

could obtain others still nearer. The nearest I actually re-

tained and measured, was but 1^ inches from the root of the
nose, but I afterward found that there was no limit except the
root of the nose itself. Within three inches, however, the

unages were no longer perfect, not from any want oi

ness of the lines, but because the horizontal lines of the two
images were no longer parallel but crossed one another as

shown in the figure (fig. 4), and therefore could not be made
to coalesce perfectly. The explanation of this will be given in

its proper place. The still nearer images, as for instance those

within li inches could not be retained ; the strain on the in-

terior recti muscles of the eye was too great.

The image beyond the object is much more difficult to ob-
tain with clearness, especially if the object be near the eyes.

At the distance of two feet from the object, I obtained the

image very clearly and without much difficulty, but on ap-

proaching to within ten or twelve inches it was only I

Jial for some time that it could be brought out with perfect

distinctness. When the object was twelve inches from the eyes

the image by calculation was found to be about thirty inches dis-

tant. By turning the diagram so that the diagonals were hor-

izontal and similar points therefore more than two in -

the the distance of about i feet. It 1
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In all these experiments the least irregularity in the pat-

tern shows itself very conspicuously in the image, not by in-

distinctness of outline of the figures, but by apparent ine-

quality in the plane of the image. Thus in the carpet it

shows itself by an apparent wrinkle ; in the lined diagram by

some of the lines rising like black threads stretched above the

general surface of the image. This phenomenon is i

one in stereoscopy, and is used for detecting the slighest differ-

ence in two apparently similar patterns ; as for instance be-

tween a genuine and a forged bank bill.

I believe any one, and particularly any young person with

good eyes, can with practice succeed in all the experiments de-

tailed above. Several of my family have tried them with success.

Yet in all cases it requires some practice to succeed well. I

can, even yet, always detect some difficulty on first trial after

an interval of a few days. But after several hours practice

the illusion is so complete that it is almost impossible to dis-

pel it. The image is so real that in attempting to recover the

real object by relaxing the convergence of the optic axes,

the doubling of the lines causes the eyes instinctively to re-

turn to their former position and thus to restore the image.

I have sometimes been actually obliged to look away in order

to recover the real object,

The experiments detailed above, have an important bear-

ing on some points in the theory of vision. It is the univer-

sally accepted doctrine among physiologists that the
focal adjustments of the eye cannot be dissociated. Helmholtz
speaking of the consensual movements of the eye says, " We
cannot turn one eye up, and the other down ; we cannot move
both eyes at the same time outward; we are obliged to combine
always a certain degree of accommodation of the eye to distance

[focal adjustment], with a certain angle of convergence of the

axes [axial adjustment]."* He proceeds, however, to give cer-

tain peculiar conditions under which the first two laws may he

bat none in which the last is violated. For many
years I regarded these experiments as confirming the ordinary
doctrine. I had observed in my first experiments on the car-

pet that each successive plane became more and more i

I accounted for this by supposing that both the optic axes

and the lenses were adjusted for vision on the plane of the

image, while the light diverged from the floor five feet distant.

It seemed to me a crucial experiment proving the necessity of

* Helmholtz, Crooaian lecture, Proc. Roy. Soc, April, 1S64.
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iVal adjustment, and the inseparable association of it with
axial adjustment. On re-commencing these experiments a few
weeks ago, however, I was struck with the fact that the figures

of the images were far more distinct than the real figures were
when a small object was viewed in the position of the images.
To test this point fairly I placed two bone buttons in similar

positions and on similar spots on the pattern and then brought
iges in coincidence. At first the united image was

indistinct but gradually it became perfectly defined—every

thread-hole as clear and distinct as it is possible to conceive.

I succeeded, though with greater difficulty, in getting a perfectly

distinct image of the buttons on all the planes. It was evident

therefore that the indistinctness of the figures of the image on
flw h Jut planes, was not the result of the want of focal ad-

but of imperfection in the pattern. The subsequent
experiments with the ruled diagram proved this beyond the

of doubt. The images in this case were obtained
with much more ease and the lines were defined with the most
perfect sharpness even when the image was brought nearly to

the root of the nose.

uses, however, the image when first obtained was a

istinet, and then gradually became clear. With un-
practiced eyes this interval of indistinctness is considerable,

hut becomes shorter and shorter with practice, until it almost
disappears. When the image once becomes clear, it remains
so, hut there is then a sense, while looking at the image, of
gazing beyond it,—or rather perhaps, there is a difference be-
tween the image and a real object which we cannot account for,

but which is not a difference of distinctness. There is evi-

dently an unnatural condition of the eyes which produces
strain and fatigue.

_
There is but one possible explanation of these phenomena,

:>>s and the lenses are adjusted to entirely

• a s. The three adjustments of the eye. viz.,

the axial adjustment, the focal adjustment, and the contraction
of the pupil, have been so associated through successive gene-

ration so confirmed and strengthened in

each individual by constant practice from the earliest child-

hood, that a single act of volition accomplishes them all.

Under ordinary circumstances they are so indissolubly associ-

ated that neither can be accomplished without the others. But

.'nents described above prove that under certain cir-

cumstances the first two, at least, may be completely
ted. In these experiments when the image is first obtained

the optic axes, the lenses, and the pupil, are all consensually

adjusted for vision at the distance of the image : and hence
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the image must be indistinct, for the rays diverge from an en-

tirely different distance. But gradually the lenses adjust them-

selves to the actual divergence, i. e., for rays diverging from the

real object, while the optic axes remain adjusted for the dis-

tance of the image. The difficulty experienced in dissociating

these two adjustments causes the interval of indistinctness.

The perception of the difference between the image and a real

object is the sense of this dissociation. Consensual movements

sual movements may be dissociated when the necessities of

single vision require it ; these experiments show that the con-

sensual adjustments of the eye may be dissociated when the

necessities of distinct vision require it.

I was now anxious to determine what part was taken by the

pupil. Is the contraction of the pupil more intimately asso-

i fch the axial or the focal adjustment ? This question

has been discussed by E. H. Weber, Cramer and Donders.f

Weber believes it is directly associatedwiththe axial adj

Cramer and Donders with the focal adjustment. To test this

question, while I was obtaining the image and making it clear,

an assistant standing behind and a little to one side observed

my pupil reflected in a small mirror conveniently placed. Af-

ter gazing intently at the real object until the pupil was steady,

as soon as I converged the optic axes so as to obtain the image

No. 1, the pupil was observed to contract decidedly, but as

the image became clear it again expanded to its orig
Again at the moment of obtaining the 2d image the pupil con-

tracted still more strongly, but as soon as the image becanM

clear it again expanded, nearly, if not entirely to its original

size. The same phenomena were observed for each of the im-

ri, only that in the nearest images when the convergence of

optic axes was extreme and the first contraction very great,

the pupil did not return entirely to its original dimensions.
I then made similar experiments on the image beyond the

real object. As before, I looked intently first on the real object

at the distance of twelve inches until the pupil became steady.

So soon as I gazed beyond the ' course ex-

panded
; but as soon as the image became clear it again con-

nze. In this last experiment the

pupil is apt to be unsteady. This might have been expected |

for as we have already said, it is much more difficult to obtain
this image clear or to retain it when obtained.

There is no doubt of the fact, therefore, that the contraction

* Proc. Roy. Soc, April, 1864.

+ Donders, accommodation and refraction of the eye, Trans., p. 574.
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of the pupil is most intimately associated with the focal ad-
justment.

I believe that this principle of dissociation of consensual
adjustments explains perfectly certain phenomena of the stereo-
scope^ It is well known that many j.rs<>:is experience diffi-

culty in seeing stereoscopic pictures distinctly even when the
two pictures are brought into perfect coincidence : and I
believe all persons experience some fatigue to the eyes in
looking at stereoscopic pictures for a considerable length of
tune. I have often felt both the difficulty and the fatigue,
though to a much less degree than most persons. The expla-
nation of this difficulty is as follows. We judge of distance,
as is well known by the axial adjustment. If then the two

re so taken that, in order to bring them together, the
visual lines must meet at a certain distance, say fifty yards,
then the picture will be seen at that distance and of course
very much enlarged. But in order to see the picture clearly,
the rays must come to the eye as if they diverged from the
same distance; for the eyes are adjusted for that distance. To
fulfil this condition lenses are always used ; but it is obvious
that a given pair of lenses are suitable for one distance only.
* or all other distances, or degrees of optic convergence, there

) degree of dissociation of the two adjustments,

.

>th diffici

'

and this is both difficult and fatiguing to most persons.
I have found that observations upon the images of the ruled

diagram are a most delicate means of determining both the ro-
tations of the eye, and the position of the Horopter. I hope in
my next communication to take up this most difficult subject.

(To be continued.)

Art. VII.

—

On the Geology of Lower Louisiana and the Bock-
salt Deposit of Petite Anse ; by Eugene W. Hilgabd, Ph.D.,
of Oxford, Miss. (Abstract.)

The discovery in 1862, of a deposit of rock-salt on the coast of
-Louisiana, was a fact so unexpected to geologists, that at any
°tuer time a detailed investigation cf its geological relations
^ould quickly have followed the first announcement. The press-
ing necessities of the blockaded section soon caused its exploita-
tion on the large scale, though in a very irregular manner; for a
considerable period, these mines supplied the whole of the

southwest. In November, 1865, Prof. Kichard Owen made a
onef examination of the locality, the results of which he pun-
ched in the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy. A year
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later Dr. Charles A. Gossmann, under the auspices of the Amer-

ican Bureau of Mines, made an examination of the locality,

mainly with a view to the exploitation of the deposit ; his re-

ireau, as well as the specimens which

libited

have described as the " Orange Sand " of Mississippi.

port, published by the Bureau, as well as the specimens

he courteously exhibited to me, confirm previous conjecxurea

that the overlying strata were the equivalents of the formation

therefore gladly availed myself at the earliest possibl

of the offer of the Smithsonian Institution to defray

ses in making a detailed geological investigation of the region.

The low stage of water prevailing at the time (December,

1867,) rendered it possible to observe to the best advantage the

formations exhibited on the banks of the Mississippi ; the ex-

amination of which, from Vicksburg to the Passes, was a need-

ful preliminary step to the determination of the formations of

the coast.

Having previously examined and described the sections ex-

hibited at Vicksburg, Grand Gulf and Fort Adams,* I merely

landed at some intermediate points to verify the i

previously reached, viz., that below Yicksburg, no marine for-

mation crops out on the river banks, reports to the contrary

notwithstanding ; and that the profiles at Natchez, Bodney

• and other points are essentially similar to that at Fort

where we find the strata of the (fresh-water) " Grand Gulf

group" in a position nearly or quite horizontal ; over

by the materials of the " Orange Sand," which in its turn I

capped by the stratum of the " Loess " or Bluff formation,

covered by a thin deposit of " Yellow Loam."
Facing southward from the " Blockhouse hill " at Fort

Adams, we observe a wilderness of the characteristic sharp

ridges of the Loess region, often fore-shortened into veritable

peaks, elevated between 300 and 400 feet above the river, hj

this region, the Grand Gulf strata have been traced southward

by Dr. George Little, the present State geologist of Missis-

sippi, as far as the head waters of Thompson's Creek, north-

west of Clinton, La.
The Orange Sand proper is visible, near the river, as f^

Jackson, La., but farther inland extends to a lo**
As for the Loess, it appears in full force and char-

acteristically developed for some distance south of Fort Adams.
But (according to Dr. Little's observations) these f

come gradually modified as we advance southward. The Loess

deposit thins out, its materials become poorer in lime and fos-

sils, and assume more and more the character of a common
fine grained " hardpan;" the transition being by insensible de-

* See Keport on
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grees, while the two extremes are very obviously distinct. At
the same time, the clayey substrata which, farther above ap-
pear only in patches (as at Nevitt's bluff, two miles above
Hatchez, as well as at the latter place itself) are seen more fre-
quently and continuously, until, at Port Hudson, they become
predominant.

The exposure at Port Hudson, previously examined in part
by Bartram, Carpenter and Lyell, is about three miles in ex-
tent, from the mouth of Sandy Creek above the town, to Fon-

!
i

J

Landing, II miles below. Its lower half is washed, and
continually encroached upon, by the river ; its upper portion
is now inland of an extensive sandbar. The strata ar< di-j >s; d
horizontally or basin fashion, and vary a good deal both in tii kk-
ness and materials, as shown in the subjoined profiles, situated
about a mile apart ; the correspondence of strata is ascertained
by actual tracing of the stratification lines.

Near Sawmill, Port Hudson. No. Midway betw'n Port Hudson& Fon tania

Yellow surface Loam. 4—6 ft. tv below; 8— 10 ft.

Yellow Hardpan, 25 ft.

*

White and yellow hardpan, 18 ft.

ne, irregularly stra-

tified, 8—15 ft.

^Tgreenish Clay, 7 ft. 4 Heavy, greenish or bluish Clay, __7 ft.

travel, sand and clay in irregular

r alluvium; with
v.ood, leaves, and

-Mastodon bones, 6 ft.

White indurate silt or hardpan, 18 ft.

Heavy, greenish or bluish, massy „day similar to No. 4; 25 ft. visible
2

Heavy green clay, -with porous calcare-

— White'or blue'clay" \
stumPs >

*-*&

At the stage of extreme low water prevailing at the time, the
stump-stratum No. 1 was visible to the thickness of 10 it. at
its highest point ; showing several generations of stumps above
°ne another, also the remnants of many successive falls of leaves
and overflows. The wood is in a good state of preservation

;

ao Prostrate trunks to be seen at present.
-Che main clay deposit, No. 2, varies but little in general

: although very solid, its tendency to cleave into pris-

matic forms renders it very liable to " cave " into the river.

Ahe upper portion of the stratum, especially ne
end, contai
hues eight
sions of ]ei
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No. 3 is exceedingly variable. At the northern end of the

outcrop, it is a narrow band of swamp deposit; at the first ofthe

profiles given, it bears the character of a sandbar; lower down,

it returns to that of a swamp deposit ; still below, it is repre-

sented by a fine white silt, without a trace of vegetable remains.

Lower down again, a lignitic layer appears at its base, with

L uvt s and fruit of living species of lowland trees ; while near

Fontania, it is again a sandbar, with an abundance of pros-

trate trunks of driftwood, coarse sand and pebbles.

The green clay stratum No. 4 varies little, either in thick-

ness or composition, and like the stump-stratum No. 1, forms a

convenient level of reference.

The hardpan stratum No. 5 I conceive to be the more im-

mediate representative of the Loess proper, with which it is

connected by gradual transition, though at times gr

sembling some of the materials of the Orange Sand. It is void

of fossils.

The present profile differs in many respects from those given

by previous observers, which lay some distance farther west,

where the river now flows. The strata are accordingly as va-

riable in an east and west, as in a north and south direction,

and with the exception of Nos. 1 and 2, are such as are now

shown in ditches cut into the modern river-bottom deposits.

The stump-stratum No. 1, however, as appears from numerous

data collected by myself or contained in Humphreys and Ab-

bot's Eeport on the Mississippi river, exists at about the same

level (i. e., near that of tide-water) not only over all the so-

called Delta-plain of the Mississippi, but also higher up, per-

haps as far as Memphis, and all along the gulf coast, at least

from Mobile on the east to the Sabine river. Wherever

circumstances allow, the overlying clay stratum No. 2, is also

observed. These facts indicate the wide spread prevalence, du-

ring the epoch succeeding the drift, of quiet, shallow fresh-

water lagoons and swamps of slightly varying elevation

;

through which the continental waters may for some time have

found an outlet without a definite channel representing the

Mississippi of to-day. The Port Hudson profile appears to w
typical, its features being reproduced wherever denudation has

not removed these deposits down to the level of the stump-

stratum, as is mostly the case.

The Five Islands.

The chain of five islands rising partly from the sea, partly

from the coast marsh, between the mouth of the Atchafalaya

and Vermilion river, have been described by Mr. Thomassy,"

* G^ologie pratique de la Louisiane; New Orleans, 1860.
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who attributes their origin to " hydrothermal " or " volcanic
"

action. His descriptions are sufficiently faithful to show the
general resemblance of their geological structure; so that after

visiting the three middle members of the chain, viz: LV.te

Blanche, Weeks's Island, and Petite Anse, I have thought it

as to extend my examination to the two extreme ones,
viz: Belle Isle, the promontory west of Atchafalaya Bay, and
Miller's Island (or "Orange Grove/') overlooking the plains <,f

tin.- Vermilion. These elevations lie nearly in a straight line

bearing N.W. by W. from Belle Isle.

Cole Blanche.

The next in order, affords on its sea-face a fine exposure of the
lower members of the Port Hudson profile. At tide-level, we
have the blue clay with cypress stumps, the tops of which are

oft n surrounded by alternate layers of clay, muck and some-

mite. The overlying strata consist, partly of blue
flay similar to Xu. 2 at Port Hudson, partly d' various colored
loams alternating with the former ; and exhibiting the same
calcareous or ferrugino-calcareous concretions along the strati-

ues. At a few points, these calcareous concretions
resolve themselves into distinct fossils, representing the fresh-

water genera Paludina, Melania, Unio, Anodonta and Cyclas,
'" "i indifferent state of preservation. The entire visible pro-

Weeks's Island.

This island, lying 6 miles N.W. by W. from C6te Blanche,
has an area slightly greater, viz., 2,300 acres ; it is nearly cir-

cular
; maximum elevation 160 feet above tide water. Unlike

Cote Blanche, it is traversed by deep ravines which exhibit the

geological structure. In the central and highest portion, these

gullies are bordered by steep slopes composed of the most char-

acteristic materials of the Orange Sand group. On the exte-
rior slopes, however, we find in a position inclined away from
the center of the island, the lower strata of the Port Hudson
profile—green or blue clay with calcareous concretions, and im-

perfect fresh-water shells. The blue clay stratum with cypress

stumps is met with in known to exist in

the beds of the neighboring bayous, as well as in the surround-
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Petite Anse, or Avery's Island.

Petite Anse lies about 12 miles N.W. by W. of Weeks's

[shin !. and in its general structure much, resembles the latter,

to which it is slightly inferior in size, and about equal in ele-

vation ; its highest point, " Prospect Hill," on the north side,

1
:

ig 160 feet above tide-level.

An elevated ridge connects Prospect Hill with another high

point near the southern slope of the island ; and near the west

end a ridge, on which Judge Avery's house stands, falls off

steeply toward the Bayou Petite Anse. These three points

inclose the valley in which the salt deposit has been found

and which opens southeastward into the marsh.

The topography of the island, as well as the history of the

mine, have been ably given by Dr. Chas. A. Grossmann of Syra-

cuse, in a report of the American Bureau of Mines.* Up to

the time of his visit, all the pits and shafts had been sunk

V:.. :;;.
* ...... •:.*:

and frequently iiu-1 >ii..-; tin v< sliges of both animal and hu-

b to the spot. Mastodon, buffalo and other bones

;

Indian hatchets, arrrow-heads and rush baskets, but above all

;ty of pottery fragments, have been ex-

trai ed from ho pits. The pots doubtless subserved the pur-

pose of salt-boiling ; human handiwork has, however, been

found so close to the surface of the salt, as to render it likely

that its existence in mass was once known, before the time

when, in 1862, Mr. D. H. Avery struck the salt itself at the

bottom of a salt water well.

The surface of the salt undulates considerably, so that bor-

ings commenced at different levels have repeatedly struck salt

at nearly the same relative depth, the absolute level of the

rock-salt surface varying from 32 ft. below to II ft. a !

level. The salt stratum has itself been penetrated to the

depth of 38 feet, without any perceptible variation in quality;

its " floor " being as yet unknown. Dr. Go'ssmann's observations

and specimens proved to his and my satisfaction, the existence

of the Orange Sand on the Island; but its relation to the rock-

salt, and the age of the latter, remained undetermined.
Since then, another shaft has been sunk by Mr. Chouteau of

St, Louis, with the assistance of Mr. Dudley Avery, to whom
I am indebted for a record of the strata penetrated. This

shaft was located at a higher level than any previously sunk,

on a hillside where, not far off, the Orange Sand crops out in

situ. After passing through these strata, the rock-salt was

struck again, at a level several feet higher than on any former

occasion.

* On the rock-salt deposit of Petite Anse, New York, 1867.
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There can therefore be no doubt that the salt deposit is older
than the Orange Sand, which here as at Weeks's Island, forms
the nucleus of the mass on whose outer slopes, as well as its

higher points, the strata of the Port Hudson profile reappear
characteris:iv;i'> ; whii ml cravens nodules, fresh water shells

and aquatic plants identical with living species. Not only is

the reference level of the cypress stump stratum the same as
elsewhere, but the green clay band, No. 4 of the Port Hudson
profile, is also there.

The stratigraphical disposition of these deposits is quite re-

markable. They conform not to the strata, but measurably
to the outline of. the Orange Sand nucleus, roughly following
its slopes and curvatures. At fir^t si J'A fch r fi . 'it seems as
though a local upheaval had taken place, and hence arose,

probably, the reports attributing a volcanic origin to these ele-

00 ifi »] vi <1
|

Bid m in the level coast region would
naturally give rise to speculation as to their mode of formation.
Indeed the extent to which these strata are sometimes seen to
dip, rather staggers the observer; but the upheaval hypothesis
does not explain tin- fai-N. unl- - \\v -re content to assume a
separate effort of the sort for every hillock on the islands.

_
There can be no doubt that subsidence subsequent to depo-

sition has been the cause of the extravagant dips observed
sometimes. Where the Port Hudson series is more immediately
superimposed upon the Orange Sand nucleus, the dips are

moderate, and such as may well be assumed as resulting from
deposition on inclined surfaces. But when we see an appar-
ently undisturbed clay-stratum moving down hill like a gla-
cier, so as to overflow a deposit of loose stones, we need not go
far to find the cause of extensive dislocation and subsidence.

Belle Isle and Miller's Island.

All the data I have been able to collect concerning the struc-
ture of these exterior islands, tend to confirm the probable sup-
position that, like the three interior ones, they consist of denu-
ded nuclei of Orange Sand materials, upon which the Port
Hudson series was afterwards deposited.

It seems likely that the same is true of a low rid<>

. in Lafayette parish, bearing N. or N.N.E. Tho-
atassy places in the same category the Grand Coteau des Ope-
iousas and the Avoyelles prairie.

Age of the Salt Deposit.

The Orange Sand strata so rarely approach the coast, that

the deposits underlying them in the Coast region have scarcely
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been observed with certainty. Even the older strata underly-

ing the blue stump clay have been observed at a few points

only, viz: by the Delta Survey in the bed of the Mississippi rivei

at Bonnet Ca re uul < arrollton, near New Orleans; at the lat-

t v city itself, in the boring of wells ; at Salt Point, on Bayou

Sale ; and on the coast of Mississippi Sound.

The strata penetrated in the borings at New Orleans are con-

-idt'i d by Sir Chas. Lyell as Delta deposits. But according

to my examination, they are almost throughout demonstrably

of marine origin, and while the species they contain are mostly

(not all) now known to be living on the Gulf coast, yet the

ace of species is very different from that now observed

i ear the mouths of the Mississippi. In this respect, the fauna

of these strata shows a great analogy to those described aa

Pliocene by Tuomey and Holmes, occurring on the Carolina

It is most probable that the rock-salt of Petite Anse will be

found when pierced, to be imbedded in the equivalents of the

deposits penetrated at New Orleans and Bayou Sale, and of

corresponding, probably early quaternary age, anterior to the

drift or its southern representative, the Orange Sand.

Orioin and extent of the salt deposit.

The absence of layers of the usual impurities of rock-salt,

especially of gypsum, has induced Dr. Gossmann to suppose

that it is not the result of the evaporation of sea-water, but

owes its formation to crystallization from the purer brine of

salt springs.

Our knowledge of the facts is still too limited to render a

discussion of this point very profitable. In a very deep lagoon,

withdrawn from the influx of the tides after the brine had

acquired a considerable degree of concentration, all the gypsum

might be found in a single bed at the bottom ; upon it a large

mass of pure salt, as in the present case ; while the salts of the

mother-waters would naturally have been washed away from

the top. Or there might have been a succession of lagoons

communicating with each only during high tides, and
a manner analogous to the process now practiced in salt-making

on the sea-shore. The gypsum would then all have been

deposited in the outer lagoons, while the inner ones would

have acted as brine-pits, where pure salt alone could crystal-

lize. Crystals of gypsum have repeatedly been found in shal-

low wells on the coast, beneath the " stump clay."

Upon any of the foregoing suppositions, calling into play a

f circumstances not likely to be all simultaneously
it does not seem probable that the rock-salt mass is
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horizontally, or that such masses should occur

frequently in the coast region.

A mass of salt 144 acres in extent and 38 feet thick is, how-
ever, a handsome specimen, even if these dimensions should

represent maxima. The great difficulty in mining it, hereto-

fore, has been the influx of water through the gravelly strata

overlying. But it has most probably been attacked, thus far,

at its lowest surface level. Wherever elsewhere the Oran-v
Band Inn nation prevails, it rests on a deeply denuded

"thin "
""

hills"

rom the data thus far obtained it appears that the same is

the case with the rock-salt mass, and that its surface roughly

conforms to the hills and valleys now existing. Workuijgs

should be begun at higher levels; and it would not ^ui pri-

me to learn that the auger had shown the mass to be accessibl •

by level adits in lieu of shafts, on the -hillsides. The interior

of the solid mass once gained from a point secure from surface

water, all difficulty would be at an end.

Geological History of the Lower Mississippi Valley.

It appears from the facts stated in the preceding pages, that

termination of the epoch of that Eocene period, repre-

sented by the Vicksburg group of fossils, down to the Quater-
nary era, marine deposits ceased to be formed on the n< .rthem

border of the basin now represented by the Gulf of Mexico.

I have acquired the certainty of the existence, over a large

portion of northern Louisiana, of the " Grand Gulf" series of

rocks. From specimens in the collection of the New Orleans

Academy of Sciences, it appears that apart from the usual

materials forming these beds in Mi^i>sippi. they assume in tie

Harrisonburg region the character of compact limestone, which

m pi >, . s j. ^i,] t , ; , io^iliferons, and would thus furnish the

clue to the age of the Grand Gulf group, for which I have

vainly sought in Mississippi. The problem is one of great

-ion whether or not the Mexican
gulf has, within comparatively modern times, been disconnected

from the Atlantic ocean. The absence of the cauldron in which
the Gulf Stream is concocted might have exerted climatic

influences reaching beyond the American continent, and would

explain many discrepancies between ancient and modern faunas

°n the shores of the Atlantic.
It appears that similar limestones, almost assuming the

character of black marble, occur in St. Landry pa

Opelousas. Whether the southern outline of the formation

passes thence toward the Calcasieu region, where petroleum has

been found, or whether it trends northwestward into the par-
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ishes of Sabine and Natchitoches, where limestone and sand-

stone ridges also exist, is a question still open. In the latter

case, this outline would conform to the general shore lines of

the great cretaceous and tertiary Mediterranean.

In Mississippi, the Grand G-ulf series is mostly overlaid by

the Orange Sand, deposited on a deeply eroded surface, and

bearing itself the evidence of its formation by fresh water in a

state of violent flow.* The southern outline of the main body

of the Orange Sand runs southward of Opelousas, toward the

mouth of the Sabine, whence, according to reliable information,

a broad band of shingle extends toward Harrisonburg, Cata-

houla parish. This belt represents, probably, the most west-

erly bayou of the great Orange Sand Delta ; while, as hereto-

<\, the most easterly one extends from the neighbor-

hood of Cairo along the western shore of the Tennessee river,

down the valley of the Warrior toward the coast of Alabama.

The middle and main pebble-stream evidently follows in gen-

eral the course of the Mississippi river ; but leaving it at the

point where that river suffers its remarkable deflection east-

ward, we find the remnants of its ancient "bar" in

of the " Fire Islands," which lie directly across the shortest line

by which the Mississippi could reach the Gulf, and no doubt

have had their share in causing this deflection.

Both the size of the pebbles carried by this middle bayou,

and their character proving transportation from high northern

latitudes, show it to have been the main channel during the

Orange Sand epoch. It is not surprising, therefore, that in the

direction of its course the Orange Sand formation should extend

farther south than anywhere else. The pebble-beds are now

overlaid by fine sandy materials, proving a diminished velocity,

owing, doubtless, to a general depression, but greater at the

north than at the south.

While the lateral bayous descending through Louisiana and

Alabama were closed at the end of the Orange Sand epoch, it

is evident that the central channel continued open ;
inasmuch

as the next succeeding di-pM-!:. viz : th• L..i-s. lit-- in ;• t" <uuh-

shaped depression of the Orange Sand materials, the line of

contact being always conformable and devoid of any trace of

atmospheric denudation. The perfect peroxydation of the

materials of the Orange Sand would seem, nevertheless^ to

point to a certain period of exposure to atmospheric agencies,

caused by a temporary diminution of the influx of northern
waters, through the cessation of subsidence, perhaps.

During this epoch of quiet might have begun the formation
of those extensive swamp and lagoon deposits, the lower mem-

* Am. Jour. Science, May, 1866; Miss. Rep. I860, p. 26 and ff.
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bers of the Port Hudson series, whose floor stratum, with its

superimposed generations of cypress stumps, indicate a slow

secular subsidence/ The velocity of the latter seems gradually

to have increased until the growth of old trees became impos-

sible, and finally, in stratum No. 3 of the Port Hudson profile,

we again meet the evidences of currents moving sand, pebbles,

and drift-wood.

Then follows the Loess proper, a deposit utterly devoid, in

Mi ;slssippi and Louisiana, of any evidences of fluviatile action

—a uniform silt even in profiles of 80 feet, with scarcely a ves-

tige of Gratification, and none but terrestrial fossils.

The precise circumstances under which such a deposit could

be formed, are perhaps a little obscure. There must have been

such a depression of the whole country as to transform the

immediate valley of the Mississippi, as far as Keokuk, as well

as the valleys of the larger tributaries, into estuaries of the

G-ulf of Mexico, containing a mass of water too great to be

sensibly affected by the variations now causing the annual

overflows of those rivers (for otherwise the deposits must have

shown lines of deposition), yet possessing a gentle flow above

(since the materials of the bluff formation of Missouri and
Indiana exhibit signs of fluviatile action)

;
quite fresh in its

upper portions (where fluviatile shells are found), but rendered

unfit for the life of either a fresh or salt-water fauna by an

admixture of sea-water, in its lower and almost stagnant por-

tion, at tide level ; and -38 of animal life only

from the "offscourings" of the adjoining unsubmerged lands.

Sif Chas. Lyell* inclines to consider the Loess as the

product of "successive inundations of a great river," the

absence of stratification from such deposits having, appar-

ently, an analogue in the alluvial deposits of the Nile. But
the case is far from being analogous ; for the same phenomena
are still observed in the modern deposits of the Nile, and are

clearly attributable to the peculiarities of the hydr
hasin of that river ; whereas, in the modern alluvium of the

Mississippi, it is exceedingly difficult to find a uniform stratum

two feet in tbickness. The Nile mud is each year derived from
the same rivers of Abyssinia, and equalized by intermixture

and subsidence during at least 1,500 miles of its course. On
issippi, on the contrary, the depths of different

annual inundations are readily distinguished by the inhabi-

tants for years afterward, according as the Illinois, the Mis-

souri, Ohio, Arkansas or Red river happen to have furnished

the main influx. The absence of any such differences from the

Loess can only be explained on the assumption that the mass ot

* Principles of Geology, 10th edition, p. 464.
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water filling the channels was too great to he sensibly affected

by such causes, the more so as the continental surface was

sensibly diminished in consequence of a depression which, as

far south as Fort Adams, cannot have been less than 400 feet,

and on the coast not less than 200, but more probably the

same as farther above.

The existence of the elevations on the Louisiana coast,

above described, renders it necessary to assume that at the end

of the period of depression—the "Champlain epoch"—the

entire delta-plain (so-called) west of the Mississippi was

covered by the deposits of the Orange Sand and Port Hudson
series to an equal height ; and that during the succeeding
" Terrace epoch " of elevation, the veritable Mississippi—our
Mississippi—swept away these deposits in excavating irs

23resent valley. At first it might sweep over or through the

pebble ridge, but would finally turn to the direction of least

resistance, leaving the "Fi\ i
! n >" liitrh and dry.

It would thus seem that, unlike other large rivers of the

world which have from the outset added to the land by bring-

ing down the materials to form
i formed by denudation the plain which it was

subsequ itly t co wnl i s alluvial deposits to a compara- i

tively inconsiderable depth. The western and southern limits
j

of this denuding action would seem to be marked by the Grand I

Coteau des Opelousas, the Cote Gelee and the Five Islands ; I

and the materials swept away from this area doubtless con- I

tributed largely to form the foundations of the truly alluvial I

plain extending south and southeastward of lakes Maurepas, i

rtrain and Borgne.
It is obvious how futile must be all attempts to estimate r

the age of the Mississippi river in absolute measure, by a com- I

parison of the advance of its present delta into the Gulf, with I

the distance of its mouth from the divergence of bayous
Plaquemine or Manchac. When the broad flood of the Ter-

|race epoch contracted into the present Mississippi, that stream
|

emptied into a sea rendered shallow by the deposition, within
[

a com] iratively short period, of a huge amount of material. I

Within Brush a sea its channel would be likely to change
[

about, somewhat like those of the great rivers of China. Now, I
it is advancing into the deep water of the Gulf of Mexico, but I

at a very different rate, and by a very different process from I

that of simple alluvion. But the questions pertaining to this I

portion of the subject, together with the results of my obser- I
vations in the Delta proper, I propose to discuss at a future
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Art. VIII.

—

Notes on the recent volcanic disturbances of Ha-
waii ; by Kev. Titus Coan;* (from a letter to J. D. Dana,
dated Sept. 1, 1868).

I have recently returned from a tour of eighteen days in

Puna and Kau, during which time I visited all the important
points of interest, took measurements, and made careful obser-

vations. I take the liberty to give you a few facts and remarks
from my notes.

I left Hilo on the 4th of August and took the shore road
through Puna. From Hilo to the east cape, Kapoho, the dis-

turbances were not remarkable. Walls and rocks had been,
more or less, shaken down, and fractures appeared, here and
there, in the earth. From the east cape to the south point of
the island, Kalae, the disturbance had been great. The whole
coast line appears to have undergone a subsidence of unequal
depth. At Keahialaka, about seven miles southwest of Kapoho,
where there has been a small pool of brackish water, passed by
a causeway of stones, the water now stands, at high tide, three

to four feet deep, and spreads out among cocoa-nut groves
where water was never seen before. At Kaimu, the sea has
driven in a heavy beach of lava sand for two hundred feet into
a beautiful young cocoa-nut grove, and spoiled a delightful
lawn. At Kalapana, the sand beach has been forced into

groves of Pandanus and cocoa-nut, where the trees now stand
six to eight feet deep in sand, and the shore line has been pressed
hack the distance of 100 feet. The old stone church is nearly

buried in sand, and the tide rises and falls within its walls,

t formerly stood 200 feet from the water. The plain of Kala-
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pana has sunk four to six feet, and many acres of once dry land

are now covered with water three and four feet deep. Bathing
coves, also, once having spaces of three, four and six feet between
the water and the roof, are now full or nearly so. At Keala-

komo, the salt works are all destroyed, and the spring of cold

water among the rocks near the shore is sunk. At Apua, the

most western village in Puna, all the houses, the cresi

beach, and the beautiful little canoe harbor are obliterated—
the fishermen mourn. Water now stands where the village

once stood. The same is true of Keauhou, the most eastern

village of Kau. The subsidence there is seven feet by
meat upon cocoa-nut trees. This place has an ample and safe

anchorage, and here was the station where large qu
pulu were dried, pressed and shipped for market. The influx

of the sea destroyed the buildings, but the proprietors have

built again on higher rocks.

Island of Hawaii.

n, :-• Po, Pohue. Pu, Punalu

Puna to Kau yIn passing 1

Panau to Kapapala, a distance of about thirty miles,
whole route is a dreary wilderness, without a human h

a drop of water, or any thing to refresh man or beast. The
track at first lies over pahoehoe, sand and aa, sprink
small trees and bushes

; but the latter half of the way is upon
open fields of lava and sand, and under a burning sun, with

nothing to break his fierce rays. The road flanks Kilauea at 8
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mce of nine miles on the south, side. At one place we rode

:e about 100 feet hig

,
giving evidence of i

ii:'.

subsidence during some former
As soon as we left the region (

veep of the trade-winds, the sulphurous smoke from
lied the atmos

lense cl

mg along 1

i the sea-shore at Punaluu. We now came upon the great

Kilauea rilled the atmosphere, and was almost stifling to horses

and riders. A dense cloud of gases and smoke spread over the

country, and hung along the hills and over the plai

3, which are studded with conical tumuli, and
more or less fractured with old fissures. But the late earth-

quakes, and the subterranean flow of the fires of Kilauea, have
made strange work of the superincumbent strata. The old road
is full of yawning cracks, and impassable. We were, therefore,

obliged to deflect to the left and make a detour of a long dis-

tance from the track, in order to pass this terribly rent region.

Our cavalcade numbered sixteen, all natives but myself, going
to Keaiwa to attend our meeting of Association ; and had it

*.de who i *for an expert guide who marched us north, south,

cast ana west ; who zigzagged us, taught our horses to leap

fissures, and who performed a score of necessary evolutions, we
could not have passed that region of marvelous fractures, and
of fissures from one to twenty-five feet wide. At last we were all

crossed over. This done, I took the guide, and while the rest of

the company went on, we turned due south, upon the pahoehoe,
in search of a disputed outburst of fresh lavas which some
affirmed and others denied had been deposited there. After
an hour's search amidst this wild sea of ancient lavas, our

guide, by mounting a ridge of aa, descried steam in the dis-

tance, and we were soon upon a patch of warm and steaming
laya 1.000 feet long, 600 wide, and four to twenty-five feet deep,

with an uneven, ropy and tumulated surface. This had been
thrown up from an open fissure ; below it, on the same line of
rents, four more patches had been thrown out, of less areas.

We now traveled to the west till we found the old trail and
reached the ranch at Kapapala, where I spent the night.

Here I examined the effects of the 2d of April. The yards,

the plains and the hillsides were full of rents and seams ;
and

m one place the earth opened and closed again, and in closing,

one side of the rent surface lapped over the other, like the flap

of an amputated limb. From Kapapala onward to Waiohmu
the flanking hills and spurs of Mauna Loa were torn and scarred

and striated and grooved by landslides of greater or less extent.

Avalanches of rocks and patches of soil, with trees, shrubs and

grass had been sent down from the steep hills everywhere.
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Some of the steeps had the appearance of having "been plowed

in deep and broad furrows, leaving wide belts of green between

them, which resembled rows of cane or hedge. The general

trend of the fissures, from Kilauea to Kapapala, and onward

to Kahuka, in western Kau, is southwest, running under the

foot-hills and spurs of the mountain, as they rise, in an

advancing and retreating line of verdant beauty and lofty

grandeur, on the right of the traveler passing on the main

road from eastern to western Kau.
Along this whole line we find the greatest disturbances.

From the fiery jets which were thrown up along this line, on

the pahoehoe, called Nuku pili, and from the awful shakings

Lugs all along these hills, as also, from the testimony

of multitudes, that they heard hissings under ground, and

thumpings as of the striking of waves under a ship, we may

conclude, that Kilauea sent off her burning messengers in this

direction ; and that her fires united with those of Mauna Lba

and burst forth in fury at Kahuka. The testimony of many,

that steam issued from several points of the fissures along this

line, gives still greater probability to this view.

And this is the only probable theory to account for the exit

of the vast molten floods which commenced to leav<

subterraneously, on the evening of the 2d of April, immedi-

ately after the great shock, causing a subsidence in the crater

which continued until the 7th of April, when the vent opened

at Kahuku, some forty miles to the southwest. As there is no

proof that the fires of Kilauea went into the sea at any other

point, and as there is positive evidence that they went fifteen

miles, subterraneous
; and as the mountain

and Kilauea were relieved, and their camp-fires ex:

at the same time, it is reasonable to infer, that they were in

sympathy, acted in concert, and found final vent together at

While at Keaiwa I made a careful examination of what has

been, erroneously, called "The Mud Eruption" and "The
Mud Flow." I went entirely around it, cfossed it in three

places, and measured it. The length is just three miles, the

breadth, in the center, half a mile, and at the head, where the

cleavage took place, one mile. The depth is various, averaging
about six feet on the grass plains, but deepening to twenty,
thirty and forty feet in some of the gorges and depressions. I*

is nothing more or less than a landslide, having none of the

n sties of a mud eruption. You are aware, that the hills

lying back of Kapapala and Keaiwa, and sweeping around to

Waiohinu and beyond, are very steep, sending down loftv and

beautiful spurs upon the grassy plains below, and buttressed by
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bold cones and headlands. Between these hills and the shore

there is a gently inclined belt of land, four to six miles in

width. On the steep highlands, above these precipitous hills,

between Kapapala and Keaiwa, and in the forests of trees,

ferns and jungle, the earth was terribly rent, on a line parallel

water, boulders, rocks, lavas long buried, trees, logs, etc.,

—

slid, rolled, pitched and tumbled down a steep incline—an up-
per terrace—until coming to a pali about 1,000 feet high, and
on an angle varying from thirty to seventy degrees, it plunged
down this fearful steep, and constantly gathering momentum,
it rushed across the plains below by its own gravity, at tin-

rate of more than a mile per minute. It was not mud. thong!)

were was much water in the caverns of these hills ;
and where

this became mixed with the soils in the descent, it formed mud
of course, as earth and water mixed always do. But the mass

3 the superincumbent strata of the hills, as the earthquake
hook them off; and by sliding, rolling and plunging, under
he force of gravity, all these materials were mixed up in one
ast conglomerate mass. That this mass was not all mud is

rom the fact, that the whole atmosphere above and near
it was filled with dry dust ; and that it was not exploded by
steam or gases, appears probable, not to say certain, from the

fact, that no steam was seen, and no heat was evolved. The
whole mass was in a natural cold state. From reports, I had
supposed the eruption to have been projected from the hills by
some explosive force ; but a careful personal observation satis-

fies me, that this was an error, and that gravitation alone was
the motor which propelled it, after the earthquake had rent

and detached it from the parent hills. It now looks like a

great plowed and harrowed field, and the taro, banana, fern

8 are shooting up on its surface, while the natives

are beginning to plant upon it.

From Keaiwa I went down to Punaluu, and thence along
the shore to Honuapu. All is wreck and ruin along this coast.

Churches, dwellings, yards, causeways, roads, fish-ponds,

canoes, fish-nets, tackle, gear, furniture, and all things mova-
ble, were destroyed. In many places the road is sunk, or so

obliterated with debris, that, without a guide, I could not

have threaded my way along a shore and through villages once
so familiar to me.
At Punaluu and Honuapu, I took correct measurements, on

Palms and on the ridges of act, of the height of the earthquake

waves of April 2d. The greatest height was twenty feet. The
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sand-beach at Punaluu was swept out to sea by the receding
waves, and the beautiful pond of cold water filled with the
ocean, and apparently blotted out forever. At length, how-
ever, the sea brought back her spoils and formed another sand
barrier, more than 100 feet within the old line, leaving a few
pools of water inside, and protecting them from the ocean
surges. But the great, deep, cool and beautiful fish-pond is

not there in its normal state.

The same is true at Honuapu and all along the coast.
I spent a Sabbath at Waiohinu, and surveyed the sad ruins

of the place. Landslides, rents, scars and evidences
disturbances were everywhere visible. A congregation of some
250 gathered in a beautiful kukui grove and listened with
great attention to the word.

§

On Monday the 17th of August, I started, a little after sun-
ns •, to vi -I: th- lava eruption of the 7th-10th of April, at

Kahuka and vicinity. Capt. Brown, who keeps the Kahuka
ranch, and who was driven out with much peril on the 7th of

April, with his wife and six children, kindly offered to accom-
pany me. Our course was southwest. After riding three or

four miles, we crossed the first branch of the flow, a high ridge
of aa some two miles long, and lying like a vast serpent upon
the beautiful pasture lands of the people. 1

about half a mile, and then crossed another stream of similar
and dimensions. These were each about 500 feet

wide and fifteen to twenty-five feet deep. The next, or third,
spur we crossed was near half a mile wide and some ti

long, from where it left the trunk stream. We soon crossed a

fourth branch, which resembled numbers one and two. The
general direction of these lateral streams was southeast, but va-
rying of course. Their united breadth would be about one mile.
The largest branch ran toward the landing at Kaalualu, and
threatened the harbor. Having passed these four branches,
we rode rapidly down the open and beautiful incline, to the
great precipice at Kailiki, about one mile north of Cape
Kalae and close to the shore. Here, at a height of 400 feet,
we Had a grand bird's-eye view of the two main streams, which
had flowed parallel with the precipice and with each other, for
five miles on the old pahoehoe fields, 400 feet below this remark-
able pah which stands as a great rampart, forming the west-
ern line of the high plateau of grazing and cultivated fields
extending to Waiohinu. This pali lies nearly north and
south, extending from the south cape to the base of Mauna
Loa. J- he cooled and shining streams which lay below us are
each about half a mile wide, and are pahoehoe. They ran
smoothly into the sea, say 1,000 feet apart, inclosing an
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^uiuFieie» me isiana. un mis narrow belt ot land, three
nouses are standing near the shore, and here, also, Capt.
Brown found and rescued some thirty head of cattle, after the
flow had ceased. Several cattle died, and those which sur-
vived were terribly heated by the inclosing fires.

The features where the lavas entered the sea are like those
at Nanawale in Puna, and like many other places. There
was, probably, a small conical island formed a little distance
from the shore, soon after the stream went into the water

;

but this soon became a cape, or headland, by the continuous
pouring in and filling up between the cove and the shore.
The coast line is not much extended, and the two sand coves
are much smaller than those of Nanawale in 1840.
From the termini of these streams we rode up on the high

precipice, having the two streams, with the long island, under
us and in full view on the left, until we came to the great
trunk, or parent stream, from which all the lateral branches
had been sent off, the trunk somewhat resembling the palm of
tnehand, and the branches the spread fingers.
We visited the place where Capt. Brown's houses once

stood, and where his young daughter was buried ; and finally

vei to the eastern margin of the stream, above all its
lateral branches, and rode on the highlands which skirt its
eastern margin for about a mile. The side hills on which we
rode were covered with cinder and pumice, thrown up from the
great seething river below ; and all the trees and ferns were
consumed or charred. At length we descended again upon the
stream, which here appeared to be one and a half mile wide,
and rode another half mile on its crackling surface. Here and
there, there was a little heat, and white puffs were seen scat-
hed, widely apart, on some parts of the flow.
At length we came to the point beyond which horses do not

g°- Here we left our beasts and proceeded one-fourth of a mile,

f
Ve
l
a
i

k°rri(i surface, and up a steep and shaggy precipice of
iresn lavas, to the very head of the eruption. All this region
snows marks of the raging volcanic fires. There is every evi-

dence of the fury of the furnace, when it was in full blast,
j-uere may have been a great crater here, with many ori-
uces and fiery blow-holes ; but if so, they are all filled and
obliterated. What we now see is a great fissure, or rent,
running irregularly from the head of the eruption for two and
a half or three miles, in a southerly direction. This I traced
uistinctly with the eye, from my high position on the great
ndge where the rending and disgorgement commenced. This
Was ln a forest, but the fires have cleared out the thicket, so
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that the view is clear for four miles down the stream, taking
in its entire breadth. In some places the fissure yawns twenty
to thirty feet, in others it is ten, sis, four and two feet. Near
the head I crossed it without difficulty, and I followed it for

some distance, and looked down its fearful jaws. It is hung
with stalactites, and is still hot at some points. I found alum
sulphur, sulphate of lime, and Glauber salts in small quantities.
None of the salts are abundant, and the products an
character of the eruption are similar to our former eruptions.
The whole length of the stream does not exceed ten miles—

probably it is less—and I would give the average width, by
uniting all the branches, one and a half miles. The depth
varies from two feet to fifty, and more. The general course
is south, or nearly so.

I employed two men to measure across, but they were stop-
ped, about midway, by an impassable fissure. This I much
regretted, as time would not allow me to wait for another trial

I, however, left a request for another effort and hope to hear

I returned via Kilauea, and made examinations of the great
crater and its surroundings. All around the upper rim the

earth is terribly rent, and immense avalanches of rocks have
been detached from the walls and sent thundering down to

regions below.

Before the earthquake of the 2d of April, the lavas of
Kilauea burst up vertically in the bottom of Little Kilauea,
and spread over the old deposit of 1832. On the night of the

earthquake the fires of Pele began to be extinguished and her
lavas to escape through underground passages. Consequently,
a subsidence has taken place in all the central portion of the

crater. The outer circumference of the pit remains intact, a
well defined " Black Ledge " of 100 to 600 feet wide. The
central area, or the great plateau which has been lifted up from
year to year by the forces below, and without disturbing the
surface, has sagged gently down, carrying with it its botanical
garden of ferns and ohele bushes undisturbed. The subsidence
is about 3C0 feet in the center, forming a great basin, or cal-
dron, with its sides or angles of 30° to 60°. The ferns are still

growing in the bottom of this basin, 300 feet below their posi-
tion on the first of April.

In going to the south lake we first cross the " Black Ledge,"
then descend into the great basin, cross its bottom, and then
rise an incline of 20* on the south side, for half a mile, when
we come to Old HaJemaumau. But how changed ! It is a
pit 500 feet deep, about 3,000 feet in diameter on its upper
rim, and 1,500 on the bottom. It is nearly circular. Its
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walls are, in some places, perpendicular, in others, overhang-
ing, and in others, on an angle of 40°, but everywlu

:

and threatening. When I was there a little light, or faint
blush, was seen at night, but no fire was visible during the
day ; but there was much smoke.
My daughter H. has prepared the outlines of a map of

Hawaii, on which you will find some marks which may help
y hi as to localities, courses, etc. We have no really correct
map of the island.

I see Mr. Brigham's map has several important errors in the
location of places, and in the situation and comparative sizes
of lava-flows. The eruption of 1855 was immensely greater
than that of 1859, but his map makes the latter much the
larger.

The amount of matter discharged by our recent eruption is

spall compared with that ofmany former eruptions. The erup-
tion was short and fierce. So rapid was the rush of the rivers
oi lava, that cattle, grazing on the plains, were surrounded
before they were aware of danger. Some were consumed ; but
1 saw several green islets, of two and three acres, where ten or
twenty head were inclosed for days and afterward rescued,
•nouses were, also, surrounded by the lavas and left unscathed,
and a great ridge of burning aa would come within tv.

or thirty feet of a house, pass by it, cool as high as the ridge of
the house, and not burn it. I visi i \ ;V lily - f four on an
island formed by the igneous flood, where they were inclosed for
ten days on an area of about one acre. The burning stream
came within twenty feet of their house, on one side, and yet the
house stano [n in it. I asked them what
™ey did and how tin y days of " fiery trial."
lney replied, that when they found themselves surrounded and
all hope of retreat cut off, they gave themselves up to God,
and continued in prayer. Many cases of escape from the fire

and from the sea were marvelous, and seem like miracles.
Ere this reaches you, you will have heard of the strange

Ufk Phenomeiia which occurred around our group on the
f-^th, 15th and 16th of August. Without any apparent cause
the sea rose and tell three to six feet once in ten, fifteen, and
twenty minutes, for three days. I was at Keaiwa at the time
and only heard the reports. These reports vary as given by

7.

These rapid and long-continued oscillations of the sea are a
pnzzle to us, and we wait to hear from the coast, or from some
other regions, to decide whether the cause was near c

**• Jocu. Sci.. -Second Series, Vol. XLVn, No. 139.-Jax, 19
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whether the result of submarine eruptions, or the effect of great

disturbances in distant parts.

Our shakes continue up to this time, but they are not severe.

Number of houses buried by landslide, ._ 10
" " deaths " " 31

Houses destroyed by ipieou< iTui>!ion, 37
" " " influx of sea, ..108

Deaths " " " k
' 46

Houses " " earthquake, 46

All the above disasters were in Kau.
Hilo suffered not a little in buildings and other works.

On the 8th of August Hilo and Puna were visited by a most

awful and protracted thunder-storm. It commenced a little

after noon and continued until midnight. The clouds rested

on the earth and the whole atmosphere was surcharged with

y. The air was like hot steam, and white streams of

lightning were constantly flashing out and playing along the

ground, the report coming with the flash and seeming to make

the earth tremble. I was in Puna at the time, and the natives

were greatly alarmed. One man went out of doors and returned

immediately, saying, that the lightning looked like white hens,

running on the ground around him. This electric

must have been excited by the volcanic action, as thunder-

storms in summer are as rare with us as rain in Egypt or on

the coast of Peru.

The map I send does not profess to be exactly correct,

it is sufficiently so to give you a general idea of localities.

A sharp earthquake occcurred on the 6th inst.

Art. IX.—Geographical Notices; by D. C. Gilman.

I. Notes on China, by Rev. W. A. P. Martin, D.D.

A recent number of the Journal of the North China Branch

of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, contains an account of an over-

land journey from Peking to Shanghai, made in 1866, by ft*

W. A. P. Martin, D.D. This distinguished Chinese scholar,

has been for many years a missionary of the American Presby-

terian Board, and is now bv appointment of the Imperial au-

thorities of China, one of the Professors in the newly estab-

lished University of Peking. The article referred to discus*8

four topics
; I, the imperial road leading south from Peking;

II, the present condition of the Jews in Honan ;
III, tW

navigation of the Yellow Kiver : and IV, the central section

.1 Canal.
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this i

1. The Si-Shan Mils.

Passing south from Peking to Kai-fung, the writer thus re-
fers to the metallic deposits of the Si-Shan hills, which meet-
ing him outside the gates of Peking run parallel to his course
for nearly four hundred miles. Their highest peaks were
"crowned with snow (in February and March) and gj
hke a thousand gilded domes, their rugged aidi -

the wave-worn shore of a long retired ocean."
"Silver, they certainly do contain, hut the mines of Shan-si,

from defective engineering or other causes, are no lon-
ger remunerative, and have ceased to be worked. Of gold we
nave no notice

; but the " black diamond " is found there in
;its, and along with it an abundance of iron, the

most precious of all metals. Iron founderies are in operationm at least two districts—one near Peking and the other in
aooh-Iu-hien, about two hundred miles to the south. As we

latter place, we met a vast number of carts convey-
ing ite productions to all parts of the province. These ranged
irom kitchen utensils up to salt boilers, five or six feet in diam-
eter. They appeared to be well executed and the metal of
good quality.

"Of coal deposits, there seems to be a continuous chain, ex-

01 the Yellow River. In the vicinity of Peking there are beds
oi both bituminous and anthracite, but at other points, I met
only with the latter variety. With the exception of places
near the Hwangho, it is "transported mainly by land carriage

—

near Peking on the backs of camels, further south on mules,
donkeys and wheel-barrows. The consequence is, that while
at some points, it is cheap and abundant, at intermediate
places it becomes so costly that the people are obliged to burn
'feds and millet-stalks or glean a scanty supply of fuel from
tneir stubble fields.

' Here then, on the line of this imperial road, and along the
this range of hills is the track for the fin

t >ire. Not only would it find
ose at hand iron for its rails and coal for its motive power;

out the carriage of coal and iron to all the cities on the line
deluding Peking and Tientsin would constitute one of the

4$ sources °f its revenue. With Ta-ku for one terminus
auc

^

Kai-fung for the other, it would pass through the capital
oi the empire, through two pi : fu cities,
and an indefinite number of chows and-hiens.
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"Between these places the amount of local travel is immense.
At some points I estimated the number of vehicles passing in

the course of a day at two hundred, employing from four to

live hundred nudes ; while caravans of pilgrims mounted on

camels were flocking to the shrines of Shan-si as the Hindoos
do to those of Benares. The supposed railway would soon su-

persede these slow and painful modes of locomotion."

2. Recent ('/«<.»<; - ',,- th- murse of the Hwangho.

Dr. Martin crossed the Hwangho, the lesser one of the great

twin rivers of China, at three points ;—first near
where it still continues in its old channel ; again at Tsing-

kiang-pu, where he walked dry shod over the place where Lord

Amherst's junks offered incense to secure a favorable passage,

and third near Tung-ping-chau, where the river was
in its new course toward the Gulf of Chili. He thus de-

scribes the wonderful change which has I

miles of sea coast between its present and its former embou-

" According to the best information I was able to collect, the

hat opened the new channel occurred near E-
thirty or forty miles to the east of K'ai-fung-fu. From that

point, washing the city of K'au-ching, it flows north passing

under the walls of Ts'au-chou-fu n, where it

into a lagoon some thirty li in width. I p-
h ;

> place, and should have crossed the river here but for the

ice that had formed on the lagoon. Turning in an easterly

dii.eiion it int. tM s the Grand Canal
It was at Li-lan-Vian, a litt!

it—it had there diverged from the canal to the distance of fif-

teen li. A stone bridge that gave name to the loc;

which in i
I to carry passengers over a small

tributary of the Ta-ts'ing, was lying 'in ruins, the advent of the

flw:mv;-h > having c.sx <I It a uy. From
this point, it not only usurps the bed of the Ta-ts'ing but ob-

literates its verj name—the natives everywhere sp<
x
}
u} 1 -*;-;i'fH:.- ilienomenon, the 'Coming of the Yello^

" As to the cause of this phenomenon, we are left very much
to conjecture. Supet a mysterious relation

^ of the Taiping rebellion and the behavior
- of the unruly stream in refusing to pay tribute to the Eastern
ocean, bursting over all bounds and pouring its v.
what the natives call the Northern Sea. They view it only in the

light of a
] _ e(i relation is not to be set aside

as altogether imaginary. Dr. D. J. Macgowan, who in a comma-
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nication to the North-China Herald first drew public i

to the remarkable change in the Yellow river, quotes authorirv
to show that i in the latter part of 1852 the people of Hwai-
../',. found the river fordable, and in the spring of the ensu-
ing year travellers crossed it dry shod/ Mr. Wade in the Par-
liamentary Blue Book for 1859-1860 cites a Chinese document
to the effect that by an inundation in 1855 ' the north bank
of the river in Honan was carried away and the river ceased
to flow/ Now it was just between these dates that the Rebel

" what more

lent of the River-works, who has under him a force
of 64,000 men, on a quasi military footing, should have found
other employment for his < navvies ' on the approach of the
enemy, and neglected the river at a critical juncture ? He
may even have employed the impetuous stream as means for

heir advance. A rumor became current at the time,
that many rebels had been drowned in consequence of the
nver breaking its banks. That this outbreak was the result of
neglect occasioned by the rebel -noble ; but
;

' military use of the river which I have just hinted at is not

precedent. The Chinese are as well acquainted with

an enemy as were the heroes of
the Dutch Republic. Not to speak of other instances, K'ai-

ifl in this way been subjected to at least three de-

inandations. Once by the forces of TiHn for the pur-
pose of dislodging the prince of Wei who held his court in

then called Ta-liang ; once by the Mongols in their

ith the Sung dynasty, and again by a general of the

ing a body of rebels who were

ge to the city. The whole population of the city
tell victims to the mis ad Chinese historians
jnarge the cruel act tt» tin ^ rebel Li-tse-ching; but we prefer
toe contemporary testimony of Jesuit missionaries.

It is not perhaps generally known that the Yellow river in
toat immense departure from its late channel, which excites

-
. tent of the prea nl -to along

Shantung rise like an
:

Chinese records that the restless river in rin : its way to the
fiea has osci] [ng like periodic regularity from

^one side to the other of this promontory, and at two epochs
*

nowed with a divided current converting it into an immense

r the patronage of K'ang-he. F i

we learn the curious t
- ters be"
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tween the two principal channels, and insulated the highlands of

Shantung for a period of 146 years, and that it was not till

the reign of the Mongols about 500 hundred years ago, that it

become settled in its southern bed. The writer concludes with

the expression of an earnest desire that the troublesome stream
may be induced to return to its northern course. After the

lapse of two centuries his wish is now gratified."

The reader who is interested in studying the recorded changes
in the Hwangho delta (which are probably without a parallel

in the history of physical geography) will find a very instruc-

tive series of illustrative diagrams, eleven in number, appen-
ded to Professor Eaphael Pumpelly's Observations on the Geol-

ogy of China, Mongolia an ,] in 1866 by the

Smithsonian Institution. (Wash., 162 pp. 4to.) The text of

Mr. Pumpelly gives a synopsis of the Chinese history respect-

ing these rem:.: In the river bed. Prior to

these recent changes the subject had been ably discussed by

M. Edouard Biot in the Journal Asiatique [iii], tome 14, p.

152 [iv], tome 1, 453, and [v] tome 4, 408. Mr. Pumpelly's
and Mr. Bickmore's narrative of observations on the Delta

were printed in this Journal for March, 1868.

3. The Great Imperial Canal

Dr. Martin thus continues :
" The canal, where I crossed

it, to the south of Tung-ch'ang-fu, was nearly dry, and I bad

not been able to learn whether it was in a working condition

above TsHng-kiang-p l
u. From Kiuhfan to this pT

accordingly my intention to proceed by land ; bily my intention to proceed by
taking alarm at rumors of rebels refused to advance, and

l was compelled to seek for some other mode of prosecuting

my journey.
_
The canal was suggested, and I made my way

in that direction slowly, painfully toiling on, now on foot, now

on a wheel-barrow, anon mounted on one of the imperial post

horses, or seated in a mandarin carriage. At length ascending

a hill I saw the Weis-han lake spreading its silvery expanse at

my feet. Embosoming an archipelago of green islands, and

stretching far away among the hills—to mv eve the scene was

too pleasing to be real. I distrusted my senses and thought it

a mirage such as often before had cheated my hopes with the

opposition of lake and stream
; and when my guide assured

me that it was no deceptive show, I gave way to transports not

unlike those in which the Greeks indulged, when escaping froo

the heart of Persia they caught a distant view of the waters

of the Euxine.
"Taking passage at the foot of the lake I glided ^ently down

with the current, and reached Chin-kimi-fu,* distance of 9$
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" Through this portion of its course the canal deserves the

appellation of < Grand.' For the first half, extending to

ing-p'u it varies from eighty to two hundred feet in

wiiltli. teething and foaming as it rushes from the lake and

rolling on with a strong current through the whole of this dis-

b&oe it lias more the appearance a natural river than of a

canal. Near T^in ,--l:i-;n-i ir parts with enough of its waters

to form a na hich enters the sea at Hai-ohav.

Beyond this point, where it intersects the old bed of the Yellow
".! Lfa waters are drawn off bv innumerable sluices to irri-

bs, until about forty feet in breadth and

four in depth. Kecruited, however, by a timely supply from

the Kav-yu lake, it recovers much of its former strength, and

flows on to the Yang-tsze-kiang with a velocity that makes

toilsome work for the trackers.
" To what extent the canal may be practicable for steam nav-

igation is a question not without interest ; and my_ mind had

been occupied with it for some days, when I happily had the

opportunity of s
'

<; ir - i i ctecl to the test of experiment.

Just off the citv of Kau-vu, where the canal reaches its mini-

mum depth, I met the Hyson, a well known tug-boat from

. towing a flotilla of war junks. She would be able

to reach the city of Ts ling-kiang-p% but not to go beyond on

account of the locks or water-gates, some of which are only

twelve feet in width.
" As the canal now is, propellers of three feet draughtand ten

feet beam, making up in length what they lack in other di-

mensions, might drive a profitable trade between C;

a distance of 1,200 li ;
but the

the canal would be greatly enhanced by adding a lock or two

m the shallower portions and increasing the breadth of those

that now exist so as to admit the passage of larger vessels.

A little engineering at its point of intersection with the new

course of the Yellow Eiver would supply an abundance of

*ater to a portion that is dry, - Y?iu
Q equal to those of its best days ;

and it would then

be possible for steamers of the class that were lately employed

j» penetra,fcii nets of the interior, to make

inland voyages from Shanghai nearly to the gates of Peking.

II. Arctic Explorations.

1. European Expeditions.

The German North Polar expedition, in which Dr. A. Peter-

mann has been so deeplv interested, has returned without nav-

Jg achieved the highest results. The party came back to

Bremen early in October last, and Capt. Koldewey has already
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published an outline of his summer work. Some
tons were made on the northern coast of Spitzberj e£

in Henlopen Straits, and on the southern shore of North-east
land. The snow-covered peaks of Gillis land were seen by
telescope from the deck of the "Gerniania." The i.uthest
point readied was 81° 5' N. lat., in long. 16° E., on the even-
ing of Sept. 14, when progress was stopped by pack ice in

every direction but the south. No doubt the observations of
the party will add many interesting details to our knowledge
of the North Atlantic, and the leaders are already desirous of
making a new voyage in a better vessel propelled by steam.

So much enthusiasm was shown by Dr. Petermann in pro-
i< m, and in arranging for its depai I

the scientific world will share in this disappointment, and will

wish for him ample means to renew and
Arctic researches.

The expedit

m

f the Empero
is to enter the Polar Seas by Behring's Straits. A subscrip-
tion of 600,000 francs is called for as the material support of
this undertaking.

Tne Sw< lion, according to a letter from
Prof. Nordenskiold (dated at Kobbe Bay, on the northwest
coast of Spitzbergen, Sept. 16), went as far north as SI 9.
where ice stopped it at the end of August.* A week later
the sea was clear, and from one of the highest peaks of Parry
Island (80° 40' N.E. of "North East Land") traces only ot

rd could be seen. The exploring steamer
then made again for the north, whether to -pass a winter in the
ice or not is uncertain. The coal ship returned to Sweden
with the collections already made.

2. Menaced recommendation of Smith's Sound, by Dr. 1. 1. Hayes.

Meanwhile, Dr. I. I. Hayes (whose zeal in the prosecution
ot Arctic researches has never languished, though his plans for
another expedition were interrupted by the late civil war) has
delivered a lecture before the American Geographical Society
of New York (Nov. 12, 1868), in which he proposes the
renewal of explorations of the North Polar regions, and makes
a statement of the grounds on which he bases hi# expectations
ot a successful enterprise. He is very clear and forcible in the
advocacy of what may be termed " the American route " north-
ward by the w.ay of Smith's Sound. This is the course (as
our readers will remember) by which he discovered in 1854 and
revisited m 1861, the most northern land yet known on the

* Later reports say that the highest latitude attained m open sea was 82° 40' 5L
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globe, and it is the course which he had proposed to follow in
1862 if a third opportunity of exploration were offered to him.
W .il; he does not now expressly pledge himself to a fresh ex-
pedition, he says that he is no less earnest than formerly tor
the opportunity to conduct a party over the to him
course, and "to try conclusions with his old foe, the 8] nidi's
Sound Ice." Whether the American Geographical Society,
which is already, through Mr. Henry Grinnell and others, so
honorably identified with the progress of Arctic research, will
render new aid for these proposed researches remains an open
question.

In connection with a review of the history of Arctic discov-

*&>?*• Hayes examines briefly the comparative advantages of
the four proposed entrance routes, namely : 1. Smith's Sound,
. \

l-i'i -: -> />'</,,•/ / - .. .,1 bv Gen. T.
ij. Kane, and Capt. S. Bent, U. S. N., and adopted also by the
-trench expedition under M. Lambert; 3. Between Spitsber-
gen and Greenland, the route proposed by Dr. Petermann

;

and 4. Between Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla, which Dr.
Hayes regards as least promising of all.

Two considerations are urged in preference of Smith's Sound:
land as a base of operation, and the opportunity to colonize a
^ai

m-
V °* nunters and natives as a permanent support.

The eloquent terms in which Dr. Hayes pleads for a renewal
oi northern discoveries, and the i . animates
him, are well fitted to awaken new zeal in the public and to

of men of wealth. Dr. Hayes's address has
wen printed in a pamphlet form by the Society to which it
x™s delivered. (N. Y., 1868, pp. 44.)

Zand" (70° 46' N.

:/ the Bthriwfs &
••• f'''} -t. Loncfs DUcov&ry of u WrangeWs
and 178° 30' E. long.). Ills o/n'uion ,

route.
S ' J

Capt. Thomas Long, of the bark " Nile," who has been well
Known in years past as a most successful whaling master, pub-

•' more than a year ago a letter addressed to Mr. H.
^•Whitney, the editor of the Pacific Commercial Ada rtiser.
Qated Nov. 5, 1867, giving an account of his discovery of land
hitherto unknown in the Arctic Ocean, and Capt. G. W. Bay-
n°r, of the ship " Reindeer," at the same time published his
n°tes of observations of land in the same vicinity. Both

&r also to the testimony of Capt. Bliven who, while
cruising near Btrald Island (71

: 20 X. lat,, 175° W. long.),
eignt miles southeast of Wrangell's Land, saw the mountain
janges extending northwest as far a- rl, .u .1 reach. As
tne position of this land is attracting much attention, we place
°h record the essential portions of the two letters.
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Capt. Long writes :

—

Hoxolulu, November 7, 1867.

During my cruise in the Arctic Ocean this season, I saw lanl

not laid down on any charts that I have seen. The land was first

seen from the bark Nile on the evening of the '14th ofAn
the next day at 9£ o'clock a. m. ; tl miles dm
tani rr in the' wt -t point of the land. I had g
day, and made the west point to be in lat. 70° 46' N., and long.

The

i the ship and land ; but as there

ations of whales, I did not feel justified in endeavoring to work

lirouo-h it and reach the shore, which I think could have been done

i h at i.m.-h danger.

We sailed to the eastward ahe ^ the land during the 15th and

6th, and in some places approached it as near as fifteen miles,

ery clear and pleasant, and -

portion of the land.
' 180°, there is a mountain

which has' the abearance of a distinct volcano. 1_5\

measurement I found it to hv 2,4*0 feet high. I had excellent ob-

servati. ns on the !' th, and mad the s (1 i; |, m^< rn cape, which I

have named Cape Hawaii, to be in lat. 70° 40' N., and long.

158° 51' W. It is impossible to tell how far this land extends

northward; but as far as the eye con! I reach, we < ould see ranges

of mountains until they were lost in the distance. and I learn from

Capt. iUiven, of th • bark Xautilus, that he saw land northwest of

Herald Island as far north as 72°.

Capt. Eaynor writes :

—

Honolulu, November 1, 1867.

I send a short accou ' the mi«W
of the Arctic Ocean, hitherto but litth known. "This island ! l >

heretofore been considered t !„ two islands one of w :

'

the Kn-lish charts - laid do*u

to the W.S.YV. of \Uvuh\ Is!, nd. Th.- «-th, r i- mi,

"extensive land with hiu'h p aks."' On n ., last ci

^r side of this island for a conside

times, and once cruised along the en1
and by whs | L6 extreatf

cape to lie in X. hit, 70° 50', and E. long. 178° 15'-

. .! 10', and W. M&
176° 40'. The south eoasl ai

;

I t . any i stent, bttl q the sot#f
-

'

\

.-.;:-.:

otl (
who traced it to th north of lat. 72\ I think then si

doubt that it extends much further to the ri<
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land I have just described. My reason f >r thinking
always find ice to the south of the known land, furth*

thai) we do the eastward of it. The current runs to

from one to three knots an hour. In the longitude of 1 70° W. we
always find the ice barrier from fifty i.. .-i -hty mi!i - fur! In r smith
than we do between that and Herald Island, and there is always a

mi m u; current setting to the northwest hetween rli< m localities,

unless prevented by strong northerly gales (for in such shoal water
as the Arctic Oe<aii tin currents a e cl angod easily by the winds),

which would indicate that there is a passage in that direction where
the waters pass between two bodies of land that holds the ice, the
one known, the other unknown.

I would add that the outhwe^i <•>. • of this inland, described

ahove, lies twenty-five miles distant from the Asiatic or Siberian

More recently, Capt. Long has announced this discovery

in a letter to the Geographical Society of Paris, which is

printed in their journal for Sept., 1868. He has also written

for the Pacific Commercial a letter strongly advocating the

Bearing's Strait route for Arctic discovery. For copies of these

very interesting letters of Capt. Long we are indebted to a

merchant in New London, Conn., Henry R. Bond, Esq., who
has watched very closely the progress of all the Polar discov-

eries. He informs us that the summer of 1868 has been what
is termed " an icy season " in the Arctic Ocean, and that the

whaling fleet has probably been unable to go as far north as in

1867, which v q season.

In view of all that is said at home and abroad on this sub-

ject, we copy the statement of Capt. Long in respect to the

Behring's Strait route for Arctic research.
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foots of the current from the rivers of Northern Asia would be
sensibly felt. From thence a course directly toward the Xorth
Pole or Spitzbergen, as would appear most feasible, should be pur-

After getting to the north of the Laachow Islands, should a ves-

sel be obstructed by ice, the current, though not as strong as that

found north of Spitzberg. n and in Baffin's Ihtv, /' o/U > rmtihrthj
cirri/ tl<< rrssdtlirr,i',jh our of t!i, «c rlianm is into fhr Atlantic. In

-.-:; fi •
. . .

.
. ;

,

route east from [> 1 rii _fs S rait, as from the river Kolvma to the

.oM-imi'; fron thence to the .

v ; After
passing the i louth of the L

vnt of this ri •ei- and the other rivers bei\ een the

The effect c f those larger s in impelling the ice from
'

was seen by M-anklin in hi Great Bear Lake iu

1826 down th e Makenzie ri and along tin .

Barrow. In 49° W.,
with but litt e impediment tn ice on the 1 .th of An-

determined t. urn. His assc riato. Dr.
d to the easu with anothei
river, without y .liHii-.ihy. vs that

iformed him t from the 'top of the hill
"
at the

h Banks's Land, and had there been other
ward, with no land to obstruct their db
Id have enabled him to make the passage

The mouths of August at d September are, I thinl , the bos
»»ith-< tor explorations alo ng the shores of the Arc

- hav^pa^ dto the eastward of Poir

imim'di^tlviwni^ofPol

X.
a- lato ;,s the 12th of Oct

1648, sailed from the month of th

rd to its (I.-,

•-•i.tincnt^ of Asia and Ai
others attempted explor:

!a!

l

ssful, and some of them
\
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their attempts. When we confute* the Beauty facilities and

ept the ice wl:

"issi.-m in regard !,, the views advance,!.
™tos propose.!. Although this route will be of no -reat impor-
tance to eommer. is a transit from one o< m t t lie other, yet
^uU the F ss;„, 1, ,-..„• tl < -t a- i is the m.Mth of the Lena
1,(

- snecessfully made every year, (which I think
]

Siberia. Yours truly, Tnos. Lows.
Honolul i, January 15, 1868.

4. HalVs Searchfor Sir John Franklin.

The newspapers have recently published some apparently
fresh reports respecting Capt. Hall's search for Sir John
Franklin. As some of these reports were quite inaccurate and
have led to confusion, we have obtained the following trust-

worthy information from a correspondent in New London,
Henry R. Bond, Esq., already referred to as a merchant inter-

ested in every thing which pertains to Arctic discovery.

These reports were brought by Dr. Goold, steward of the

whaling brig " Isabella," which arrived from Cumberland Inlet

in September last. Th l-.ib.-Ha • > in Hudson's Bay in

August, 1867. This is the date of Hall's letters to Mr. Henry
Grrinnell of New York, which were received and published more

ir ago ; so that the Isabella's report contains no new
information.

No whaling vessels remained in Hudson's Bay last winter.

Two have gone there this summer, and will probably
present winter there. It is not likely that there will be any
further news from Hall until such vessels return next August.

" The whaling master," continues our correspondent, "who
last saw Hall, has just left my office. He reports that the latter
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intended if his expedition was successful to go down to York
Factory, one of the Hudson's Bay Company's posts, in the

summer of 1868, and sail thence to England if opportunity

offered. If he had done so, it is time to have heard of his ar-

rival in England. Hall had a party of five men with him &H

armed, and he proposed to fight his way to King William's

Land if the natives opposed him."

III. Report of Hon. A. Campbell on the Northwest
Boundary.

Some time since we called attention to the interesting maps
of the regions adjacent to the disputed boundary of the United

id British possessions in the Northwest, pub]
Archibald Campbell, Esq., U. S. Boundary Commisioner. His

Beport, which has since been printed (Washington, 1868, 270

pp. 8vo), contains much geographical information, especial^

y San Juan and the neighboring islands in dispute

(pp. 128-142). The document and the map togethei

important contribution to our knowledge of a region

iu respect to which we were nearly plunged into war. We
make a single extract descriptive of the San Juan island,

gretting that we have not room for a more complete synopsis

of this important document.

San Juan Island is the most western of the Haro group, and has

i u i . t i
1 ui iitU-l'owi ^

t
,tK Mil*- It- _c n-t '

i _ U i-

about fourteen and a half miles ; its general shape being very
:

is about six and a half miles. Low ranges of hills tren<

western shores, those on the wes
this range, having an i

about one thousand feet. These ranges slope out°toward t lien- it > •

and there are no elevations of any consequence on the northern

shore of the island. Between these hill ranges, near the center
<

'

- a basin-like country, gently undulating in its char-

- and from

the south end of the i f its north-

i extremity flocks can feed
. The greatest amou
i third of the island.

Bellevm
| L>abo«l

two miles long by half a mile wide. Oak prairie, which takes it-

name from the groves of oak Mattered -••

nd acres, is bounded on the nort 1

1

ed. Immediately north and

; toward the north end
of the island, lne southern end of this valley contains several

soXei



ined in it is all apparently fertile, and

ni'.mnl if the hills are covered with a luxuriant growth of grass.

Tliis valley lit- 'umi.'.' li;i1.J\ i ]'p«-iie tn I!...ry 1-laial and a-lja-

cent to good harbors.

The northern end of the island contains much good land, now
covered by a heavy forest, bm when divested of this it can be

brought into profitable cultivation. In this region there is a -rove

of large cedars very valuable for lumber. One-thipl of the i at ire

area of this is! md, i i ub ut 1 welve tl:«-n- I J •.:• * H "' p«< <1

n, and nearly all t! e purposes.

The soil <,t th irabk portions is excellent, with the exception of

Bel lev ue prairie, which is soim what gravelly.

l>m this island are at lea>t tour beautiful lakes. From some
of these flow rivuh ts of >uffi. ;

. it size and force to produce go. <l

water power : but as yet tlu re ar i > iud ice n cut- f< r tin t r« <
tion

of mill-, a- the lunih-r of ti . ad/a •. nt - ! - - <{' l'i -et Sound is

-ui-ri.-;- f. that of the Man 1, the lait- " hnhu .dl more or less

rom frequent conflagrations; but in a few years more,

when the he J a to receive returns for hfi

in rich crop, of main. s. nie of tl -e sites may be selected for

erecting mill *&
A circumstance of great importance, in connection with this

It is to be found near the southern end, in the vicinity of the

Hudson's Ba re, near the

base of Mount San Juan, immense masses i

dicular walls are seen at several localities eovt ring an area of

many acres. The northeastern corner of the island is

of an extensive ledge of tl - mie m n
:
ial. A -

<
n

t
(,'N d\i Ivin- close to the northeast end
containing only a few acres, is composed almost entirely of lime-

stone. Tes • red to be of a superior

quality, ft exifi atities not only

might be profitably quarried for

these deposits can better be appreciated from th<

r '
• ti ... of tl e di<covery of limestone on this i

the fact that up to

} on Pugent Sound, within 1 nited

ates territory, an ; * ^ necessary to pro-

rs Island.

In the vicinity of the so

t Sound. <

:

'

Codfi:

«'
t the proper -t a-oi,,re-ort 'to thW< 1} i

The Hudson's Bay Company were formerlym n

e, which were bought from the natives. Perse;.

atrying on a fishery would nna

AuhTsouihlrnL^o? the* island there is a large bay, known as
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Out an > !1 ]<, where vessels are well protected from the prevail-
ing stnnns <>f this region. The water near the shore is not deep,
an-! should it: ever be durable to build a wharf at this point it

wouh! |uin ,n s , , ,! <\ Uls , 1 i a i„ 1.,, ,-,„ u , ,, ,,
, tin

fathoms at low water. The entrace to this roadstead from the
Strait' of Fuca is through a very narrow but d. , ehaiiuel, km '

.1 from Lopez Island
It i- a ^ery < niMsiIont :.<u! fnorite resort for ve-^h <- -ipii,,

i in winti r - >ason, very sudd; nlv arise on
i'u<M h i-aiix. On .]),, ,„„,

h

wt-Urn eu«l ..f tlie i-hoi 1 ;o- s. wra!
:

-

:

•
;

-— • ' ...-.
:

• .

vessels of light drauglit.

IV. Pkof. Cook's new Map of New Jersey.

We have received from Prof. Geo. H. Cook, of Rutgers Col-

luced copy of the new Geological map of New Jer-
sey. The geographical information is compiled and drawn by

::.. from data furnished by the State Geologi-
cal Survey, the U. S. Coast Survey, and other official and private

sources. The coasts, the river courses, the civil boun<

1

roads, and other horizontal features of the country are eiaho-

ii ated. The elevations or vertical features are not
' out. As the reproduction of a larger map

by a new photographic process, the map is exceedingly inter-

esting to cartographers. The copie3 we have seen are printed
igle tint; others colored geologically are probably

published.

V. C. C. Parry's Report on the Physical Geography of
the Kansas Pacific Railway Route. (35th Parallel.)

Dr. C. C. Parry, Geologist of the Survey, has published a

ry report (Philadelphia, 20 pp., 1868) on the route
from the Rio Grande to the Pacific Ocean, of the Kansas Pa-
cific R. R. We make the following extract.

All the features of u the Plains" arc changed on reaching the

! m - :
if-ti il ,-ti,

I
. , ,; -.- ;,],-,;;!

alleys are out (hvi.lv through the rocky

" ' . - . .
• .-.:-..

'
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the principal drainage is to the south, the intervening water-sheds

between the different valleys, presenting ridges of moderate eleva-

ti.m, as exhibited in the general profile of the surveys.

The region under special consideration, comprises three very
distinct sections, which may be briefly referred to in regular order,

proceeding westward from the Rio Grande.
1st. From the Rio Grande to the Colorado of the West.
2d. From the Colorado to the summit of Tehachapa Pass in the

Sierra Nevada.
3d. The western slope of the Sierra Xevada, descending into

the Tulare valley, and thence over the Californian coast range or

down the Tulare and San Joaquim va'.levs to the Pacific.

I. From the Rio Grande to the Colorado of the West, the

country presents the character of a vast upland, crossed by a suc-

cession of mountain rid- Heys, interrupted

by the product of recent volcanic eruptions in the form of extinct

enters, cones, and streams of lava, which have overflowed and
buried up the lower sedimentary rocks. The principal mountain
: -^- exhibit a uTanhic im.-l.-n~, which at certain points is exposed
to view in irregular mountain ranges trending northwest and
southeast, and constituting the general frame-work of the country,

leno mount:; these is the

--•at taMe-land or „u >,t fi.nu.ti.ni of \\ .-t. . ,1 X. i M- \i< - ai, l

l-:i-tern Ari. sedimentary strata of Trias-n- and
( '"'taceous rocks, which spread on; K abruptly

•!
tj'at serve to <rive a peculiar aspect to the scenery The
foci of extinct volcanic action are represented by the elevated

cones of San Mateo, and San Francisco, attai
over 12,000 feet above tin se t. w Iios< nlj in. -1 .pes r. aching above

: in their eovering of bno w, the only wm>
tery feature pertain in <j t • r

1

- i titude.
It is in the eastern section of this district ;

most populous and floui a k»own
_
as

>'

fjjvir towns on the ta! ' hiU - but also fer-

i only by the necessity of protec-

^ What is known as the Navajo country, extending still further

^ the west and north, comprises of broken
country wit] - Blopes, and d ej

•

**• Jouk. Sci—Second Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 139.-Jan., 1869.
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with a useful variety of soil, and that picturesque beauty of scen-

ery, which adds such a charm to rural life.

In passing to the valley of the Colorado, we descend by a suc-

cession of irregi>Jar mountain ranges and basin val! ;
-

more arid as they reach a lowc
the valley of the Colorado, char. mountail
ranges, desert uplands, and broad alluvial bottoms, supporting

II. From th. r, 1„,',i h, t.> tin - n, mU <>r' Tiho, h,<p<i />,',<* '// th,

>/<-r>y X,r<><!<<.— After leaving the valley of the Colorado, and
crossing the first range of mountains, bounding the valley on the

west, we come upon that peculi

rixed as the southern con;

:

. tasin. U

stretches of desert plain, a- 1 \ .::•.- m
streams, terminating in saline or ti ks ; in it-

numerous dry water-courses or washes, which convey th

of summer rains, in sudden floods to the lower plains, it is an

exact counterpart of the settled mining district of Nevada, char-

acterized, however, by milder win- -,; r heats.

It is also much narrower in its e, stern and \vc>t< rn « xtension, tin

entire deser
: within litth over 200 miles,

the valley of the Mojave occupying in its easterly course more
than half of the distance.

On reaching the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada, here much
reduced in ele\ turn, : nd i!bidm_: i nmnb< r ,,f j,

,•.!.-•; d n b it

passes, we r.-ach a \.

small w it* i e« .111-1 - ti win g t'r. m the' a

toward the dividing ridge, good _

11 the desira-

i-ountry.

III. The western slope of the Sb ?

\- y into fir

T'tl'r. r,>l! ./, <i» I *h a.wss th- ,-„,/ <

Ti.'.i : ..;, 1 S.i,, .l»„r,hn ,;,//.,,* t.ith 'P><- {/*'.—TbN
-.--:.'

.
•

.

valley of California, is too well known to require any detailed

description.

Further information respecting this region is given under
seven heads, viz : Climate, Supply of Water, Vegetation, Adap-
tation to Agriculture, Minerals, and Facilities for railroad con-
nections. The recapitulation is as follows.

The general comparative advantages of this 1

route along the 35th parallel may be thus briefly summed up:
-

tothemoi-- , ;imt ,
t

;m;, t
,. u_,\

forests and upland grasses, without forming any ob-
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A pleasant variety of atmospheric
differences of elevation or exposure :

which can be selected to suit the requirements 'ot the
the particular taste of individuals.
An agricultural capacity that in its proper development can be

made ample to supply the prospective wants of this ivirion, and in
the produeti

, :
! K ,

,i rii _

1

'
i^tha; enter hit-, the .spatial \\ ai"rN ,,i' cmliz-I communities.
A pastoral region unequalled in the extent or qua i t v . >f it > ^ ra>-, -,

todder thr. .11.
r of herding

'' v
'

".''''. rlit ' i-i'munerative returns of this branch of industry.
A mnnng region yet undeveloped but sufficientlv known to be

"zed as second to none on the continent in the extent and
.'- mint-rid pi...liu-i«., only waiting for the iarihik- of

;

industrious labor.

Smi of route which presents the special advantages of a
am trunk line in being liommg rich

- seek an otttlel by hranch roads to central
commercial points.

"H Earlt American Maps. Discovert op an Important
Manuscript op Haklutt.

ftev. Dr. L. Woods, lately President of Bowdoin College, in
a recent visit to Europe, secured through Mr. J. G. Kohl re-
cced copies of thirty-two early maps relating to the discov-

l if ?\tlle nortneastem coast of America, during the first
naitot the sixteenth century. Thev are to be reproduced in

J
.
rorth-coming volume of the collections of the Maine His-

torical Society, probably in the course of January, 1869.
-He has also had the good fortune to discover among the

manusenptg f Sir Thos. Philips, at Cheltenham, a manu-
ii up in 1584 by request of Sir

Raleigh, and giving an account of the results of the
Western Discoveries, lately attempted." Dr. Woods was

avowed to bring home with him a copy of this curious manu-
- Ifl with scrupulous care, and this will be printed in

com
COnd volame so

?
n ^er the first. We shall make further

the
ment °U tnese interesting volumes when they appear from

VII. The Bahamas Hurricane of 1866.

in n
e (

J
estructive hurricane which passed over the Bahamas

ni«>r?
0b6r

' 1866
> disabling many American steamers,* fur-

Uetl a remarkable illustration of the theory of cyclones often
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Mi
of Philadelphia

drawn a diagram, illustrating the direction of the 7

noon on the first day of October, availing himself not only of

the marine reports of our newspapers, but especially of the

abstract of observations officially reported by His Exc. K. W
Kawson, Governor of the Bahamas. This diagram is so strik-

ing that we reproduce it with the following extract from Mr.

Eedfield's letter to Governor Kawson. It originally appeared

in connection with the latter's Report, recently printed as a

pamphlet at Nassau, N. P. The general course of the hurri-

cane through the Atlantic is indicated on another map by

Capt. W. H. Stuart. The cyclone was five days in progress

from the Eastern Bahamas, to the latitude of Cape Hatteras.

,
March 23, 1868.

sideration that suggested to me to

actual winds of

3
_. j, definite period

01 time, and thus com.

m had been a favorite one with my father (Wm. C. Red-

field, of New York), and was employed most elaborately, and with

signal success in his Memoir upon the Cuba Hurricane of Oct.,

1844. (See Am. Jour. Sci., II, vol. i, ii, Jan. to Nov., 1846.) Some
embarrassment, which I experienced from an occasional want ot

more definite information from some of the points of ol

as to the precise dii

been removed by the kindness of Capt. W. II. Stuart, Deputy In-

spector of Lighthouses, Bahamas. ion, has sent

me all needed tacts in the table sul»joiue<l.

trying small chart is constructed, showing the direction*

. ! at noon of Oct. 1, at 34 different points in various por-

tions of the storm area. In regard to this chart, I have few anno-

tations to make, preferring tl at it sh > dd t< !1 its own story.
The center of the hurricane, at the hour named, was

but a few mi m Shroud Cay, the
Cay being from N.E. until 1 p. m., when there was a lull of an

hour, followed by the gale from S.W. At the points 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

and 10, which lie beyond, or just within, the retreating limb of

lence was abating, while at points 31 to 35, just covered by the

•aching.

Oh>ervation No. 18 (Sch. Violin), seems somewhat anomalous

'
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:

'''•':•?
-

'

'
•

'-
: .

:

• .

-
-

ported the wind too much to the S. ,,f \\ ., , r il>. tl.it th» \*-^*"

L [It is believed that

the master and crew only guessed their position.—e. w. k.]
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The line of progress of the axis of this storm, after lea

'!"•:
< Island, seems to have been almost identical with thai <

\ tisrua Hurricane of Au--. 22. ISIS, \
' h also passed ove

Bahamas, bc^inninir its easterlv reeurvature also about lat:

28° or 29°, and pursuimr its northeasterly track at least to

ays in its journey.

refer to the pla<

table.
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Art. X.—Meteors of November Uth, 1863.

On the morning of Saturday the 14th of November, 1868,

there was another recurrence of the November star shower,

The following are the accounts of the numbers and appear-

ances of the meteors as reported from different places.

, 1. At New Haven.—The writer, with Mr. 0. Harger, and

several students in the College, watched from the top of the

tower of Graduates Hall. We commenced counting as th

clock struck twelve. There were at first seven or eight in the

party, but within ten minutes this number increased to ab m
twelve who were counting. Toward morning the number di-

I to seven or eight. To each person was assigned a

direction to which he was to look. From our station we had

an unobstructed view of the heavens.

The counting was aloud to avoid duplication ; each meteor,

whether seen by one or by several persons being counted once

and once only. Such at least was our aim, and probably few

were lost at first. But after a time as the meteors became

more abundant it was evident that many were lost in the count-

ing. For, when two or three came nearly or quite at the same

instant, only one might be added to the number. We were

then by no means certain that we were making a fair census.

I directed each one, therefore, to count silently during intervals

which I carefully limited by the watch. The numbers reported

by each observer "during these intervals were entered upon the

record. Immediately upon the close ot an interval the count-

ing in concert was resumed.
In the first table given below there are in the first column

the intervals of observation during which we were counting m
concert ; in the second column the lengths of those i

ia tlr third column the numbers actually counted in

val ; in the fourth the average number per minute ; in the fifth

the number of observers ; and in the sixth the total number

per hour.

In computing these hourly numbers, allowance is made for

the omitted intervals by assuming for the rate per minute the

half sum of the rates of the periods just preceding and fol-

lowing. In the four hours and forty-two minutes the num-
bers counted amounted to 5573. For the omitted intervals

the above rule gives 1786, making a total of 7359 in the sis

In the second table are the numbers seen by each observer

in the corresponding specified intervals. The average numbers
per minute for each observer are given in the final column.
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E I—Showing the numbers of meteors seen at New Haven in

Interval of observation. Duration. Number. No. permin. No.
IP m to l2ji i 5m 16 141 9-6
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time named, ' .,, ,' -v 14th, 1868, by

Interval of obaer-
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24 " 28
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The short duration of the shower seems to imply that the ra-

diant is very narrow perpendicularly to the ecliptic. Early in

the morning hours it seemed that this area must extend paral-

lel to the eclir
'

the horizon. The eye cannot easily make allowance

mature of the arc of a great circle in carrying hack-

ward the line of such a track. I feel sure that the tendency

;o make such tracks parallel to the horizon is so strong that

n a careful location of the radiant, we must reject nearly all

hose in which the meteor first appears several degrees from

he sickle. Yet after all allowances I believe that some paths

n these early hours would when traced backward pass near

Leonis. After the radiant had reached an altitude of 30 or

40 degrees, there were very few tracks, if any, which traced

back would not cut across the line joining y Leonis with the

sixth magnitude star (230 Piazzi, 3423 B. A. C.) in the center

of the bend of the sickle, and between these stars.
But there were many tracks which when extended backward

cut this line at large angles and near either extremity of it.

This implies that the radiant was not much shorter than the
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distance between them. The latitude of the radiant I estima-

ted as about that of y Leonis, or 81°. To determine this lati-

tude only meteors starting from near the radiant and moving

rallel to the ecliptic were noticed.

If the radiant was a point, any two well observed flights

would determine its place. But in consequence of its consid-

erable length, only flights nearly parallel to, or nearly perpen-

dicular to, the ecliptic are convenient for determining its lati-

tude, and its limits in longitude.

The prevailing tint of the trains was green, or bluish green.

a r counted 60 unconformable meteors during the six

hours. These were strikinglv unlike the conformable ones,

- "ally the impression of a harder nucleus, and leaving

Many trains were visible for several minutes, and one re-

mained for 44 minutes. They usually floated to the northward.

The sky , r, and moonless. There was no

abatement in the numbers of the meteors until dawn.

Throughout the shower the proportion of faint meteors was

very small. As a consequence, the most fruitful regions of

the sky were nearer the horizon than in August showers.

During the forenoon of the 14th, I watched clear portions of

the sky for a short time, but saw no indications of the meteors.

2. At Boivdoin Col •"-''-•> communicated by

Prof. C. a. Kockwood, Jr.—In the count of meteors, I was

I usfo I by Mr. J. P. Gross and a number of students.

The number varied from thirteen to sixteen, being at no

time less than thirteen, nor more than sixteen ;
the place se-

lected was on the College grounds, where we had a \i

sky on all sides nearly down to the horizon. The night was

perfectly clear, the sky being free from clouds.

The display began before midnight, but the party was ar-

ranged and the formal count began at 51'" after midnight

After 1 o'clock the numbers were recorded (by m
intervals of five minutes, the numbers seen being given be-

low :—
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The whole number counted in 4'1 24ra was 5670, of which
number 121 were reported as not conformable to the radiant in

Leo. But as the observers were all without previous experi-

ence in such work but little reliance can be placed on the num-
ber of unconformable meteors recorded.
Almost all the brighter meteors left trains of various lengths,

and frequently several trains would be visible upon the sky at

one time. These presented the usual appearance of clouds of

luminous smoke, which gradually changed their form, and
floated toward the north. Many meteors were so brilliant as

to cast a light on surrounding objects, which was plainly visi-

ble even when the meteor itself was hidden from view by some
tug object. Very many were brighter than Venus, which

>le in the east during the latter part of the watch.
3. At Boston, Mass.—Mr. T. W. Tuttle, from a window look-

ing north, saw as follows :

±rom 3&30mto 4h 0m 190 meteors. From 4^ 30m to 5^ 155 meteors.

The flights were in general unusually bright, leaving in many
cases long trails, which remain s two, and

I in one instance eight minutes
; g

in. knots and waves, with an apparent motion of its parts and

f sm< k > in a light wind. One of these

oly a difference in the

intensity of its light, being much more luminous on the knots,
eak

;
yet not enough to dim the intensity of the third

h shone through it

™ 'AtWilliamstown, Mass.—Messrs. Benjamin J. Gilman,
VV . D. Granger and F. B. Wilder saw
between 11* 35" and 12" 35"» 450 meteors.

Total in 3" 45™ 2480 by three observers.
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6. At Stamford, Conn.—Mr. E. A. Fuertes was occupied
principally in locating the tracks of the meteors upon the
chart. " He estimates the number seen by him at more than a
thousand. The sky was magnificent, the belts of Jupiter ap-
pearing with a brownish red color which he has only seen in
!" : irkably iinu ni-hts with his glass, of six feet focus and ty
inches aperture. He thinks that in the earlier part of the eve-
ning the meteors were green, and gradually changed to blue
as the night advanced.

7. At Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Miss Mitchell reports from five

observers 3,766 meteors. The hour most fruitful was that
from two to three o'clock, in which 900 were counted. The
most fruitful minute was from 2h 24* to 2h 25*. The other
hours from 12h to 5*h were much alike. Flashes of light for
which they could not account by any meteor above the horizon
were frequent, and Miss Mitchell was confident that the eve-
ning of Nov. ]3th was lighter than common for a moonless
night without aurora.

8. At Palisades, N. Y—Mr. W. S. Gilman, Jr., gives the
Mowing summary of the numbers of meteors seen by himself
and Mr. Thomas P. Gilman. The latter was constantly
counting, but the former was occupied principally in noticing
the peculiarities of the more remarkable ones, and mapping
the paths upon the chart. He judged that the numbers were
25 or 30 per cent of the true number visible. A few meteors
ot great beauty were seen before 11± o'clock.

Litfht.

*. " 5 238 -080 32 Slight haze in Leo. Fresher; \re~t.
6 " H 122 -077 30 " Light X.W. wind.

" I could distinctly, and with the utmost ease, distinguish the
"ttle companion of Sirius in my 4-inch glass with a power of
only 40, at 3h a. m., which shows remarkable clearness and
steadiness of atmosphere. I noticed blue trains at first, after-

ward more greenish ones. The radiant point seemed to me to
°e near , Leonis this year, say E. A. 152°, N. Dec. 18°."

'man has furnished ina .: ions upon

111 be of special value
*nen compared with those made at other places upon the

^me bodies.

.

9
- At Philadelpha.—Mr. Pliny E. Chase counted from a

between l 1' and 2 h a m., 155 meteors ;
between 2 !

> and
d

> 163 ; between 3* and 4", 206 ; between 4* ami
and between 5h and 5h 28m . 105. The successive hundreds
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were counted in 35, 47, 32, 22, 39, 27, 25, and 26 minutes,

and the remaining fifty in 15 minutes. Among the number
seen were 15 couplets and 1 triplet. Only 25, or 3 per cent,

were nonconformable.

10. At Haverford, Pa.—Prof. S. J. Gummere furnishes a

report of observations made at Haverford College under his

direction, though he could himself watch only from a window.

The report is by Mr. E. B. Taylor.

Counting was begun at ll h 34'", and the time of finishing

the even hundreds, and the numbers per minute, are as below

Several hundred more were counted, but the times were not

11. At Magnetic Observatory, Toronto, Canada.—Commu-
nicated by the director, Mr. G. T. Kingston. Nearly 3000

were counted between 10>» 45m and 18" 0'" of Nov. 13th, To-

ronto astronomical time. With the exception of about one per

cent their courses were from the constellation Leo.
Owing partly to the remarkably favorable state of the sky

during most of the night many of the meteors appeared very

large and brilliant, some exceeding Sirius in apparent magni-

tude, and often exhibiting a variety of colors. Most of them 1

were followed by trains which often left tracks that continued

visible from two to four minutes. Two observers were con- I

in 10h 45in to ll h m and from I

ll h 50» to 12* 10", when only one was engaged. From I2
h

10™ to 17'' 0™ a third observer was frequently though not con-

stantly assisting.

The annexed table shows the number seen at different points
j

of the night together with the corresponding state of the sky. I

Nov. 13. 10 45—12 O 173 Very clear.
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12. At Marathon, N. Y.—Mr. Lewis Swift, after half past

one o'clock, counted 896 meteors, all but five from Leo. At
a little after three o'clock a train in Cancer was visible for sev-

eral minutes which floated to the north.

13. At Bloomington, 2nd.—Prof. T. A. Wylie reports obser-

vations by some of the students of the Ind. State University.

He had made no arrangements himself for observing as he had

watched during the whole of the preceding night, judging,

with good reason, that there was more probability of a dis-

play on the morning of the 13th.

the whole number observed by the students was 2,500.

The numbers increased gradually from 11 o'clock to 3 o'clock,

when it reached 20 per minute, at which rate it continued un-

til a quarter before four. The sky then became hazy, and by
4* 40«> quite cloudy. At four minutes past five they began

regular counting with these results.

From 5h 4m to 5 h 7m 50 meteors.

" 43 " 47 59 " Hazy.

47 " 51 50 "
« 51 " 59 50 " Cloudy near horizon.

59 " 6* 11 50

The train of one meteor at 5h 25m remained ten minutes in

sight, moving slowly eastward. The meteor passed through

the bowl of the great dipper.
Prof. Kirkwood and Mr. Maxwell thought they saw one

meteor in the forenoon of the 13th, and suspected two or three

others. They were looking from a shaded place, in the direc-

tion of the radiant. Prol°Kirkwood, however, in view of the

fact that no considerable fall seems to have commenced until

several hours later, thinks it quite probable that there was

some optical deception.
14. At Vevay, lnd.—Mv. Charles G. Boerner reports the

following numbers seen by himself and two assistants m suc-

cessive intervals, beginning at lh 4ra and ending at 5 h 37m :
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15. At Des Moines, Iowa.—Mr. J. E. Hendricks counted in

an hour and a quarter, from four o'clock, 250 meteors, only one

being nonconformable.

16. At Manhattan, Kansas.—Prof. B. F. Mudge with one

assistant counted 833 from half past four to half past five

o'clock. The time per hundred varied from seven to nine

minutes, the last hundred being counted in eight minutes.

As Prof. Mudge was l h 35tn west of New Haven (long.

96° 40'), and as this number for two observers corresponds to

about 1,700 for eight observers, his numbers indicate that

there was no diminution, but rather an increase in the inten-

sity of the display just after dawn at New Haven.
17. The above abstract of observations is confined priinsi-

pally to the numbers seen on the morning of Nov. 14th. The

most palpable peculiarities of the display are its uniform in-

tensity through several hours, and its appearance twelve or

eighteen hours later than might have been expected.

We are indebted to Commodore Sands, Prof. Rockwood,

Mr. W. S. Gilman, Miss Mitchell, Mr. Fuertes, Mr. Tuttle,

Prof. Gummere, Mr. Swift, Mr. Wm. C. Taylor of Philadel-

phia, Prof. Twining, and others, lor valuable observations upon

particular meteors remarkable for brilliancy or duration of

train. These, together with a few observations on other

ind some general considerations respecting the display,

will furnish matter for a continuation of this article in another

number of the Journal.

Meanwhile we respectfully request any persons within two

hundred miles of New Haven, who may have observations upon

particular meteors, to communicate them to us, or exchange

them with ours.

Especially desirable would be any additional observations

upon the remarkable meteor which passed about 80 miles north

of Philadelphia, and disappeared at an altitude of about 50

miles at a point over Schuylkill Co., in Pennsylvania, at l
h 16™,

New Haven time. The portions of its train floated in differ-

ent directions, and continued visible nearly or quite three-

fourths of an hour. It was seen and its place noticed, at

Williamstown, New Haven, Poughkeepsie, Palisades, Haver-
ford, and other places.

For several communications we are indebted to the courtesy
of Prof. Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

b >VV .

' .->',, 7 <7, >,-;,,<! a intal

lipse of the 18th of August, 1868,
attracted an even more than usual decree of attention. It was
observed at Wah-Tonne on the petun>i! a - f Mai • .a b-s liavet;

. or by Capt Baig, R. E.; at
Barram Point on the Island of JJorneo by Hennessy; and at

idi by Lieuts. Herschel and Campbell. The observations
made by means of the spectroscope were part

i ree upon the whole remarkably well. Rayet
:

spectroscope
with three prisms. When the image of a long protuberance on

i border of the sun was brought upon the slit of the
spectroscope, a spectrum i

specti ,

lines in the group G, and there
was one unknown line.

' The western portion of the sun's margin
same lines except that only one violet line was visible.

eet to these observations we may remark that according
to the other observers Rayet must have mistaken C for B,

with D is really more refrangible,

> large to admit of a
ooubt as to 1 . b> bis l< ; fcer to

" T

des Sciences Janssen gives no details of the spectral lines observed
by him, but communicates the important result that the spectra of
the protuberances may be seen at all times, so that it is not neees-
sary to Wait for an eclipse. His conclusion is that the protuber-

s, chiefly composed of hydrogen,
plough the i i »bserved this most import

. it appears that in 1866 Mr. Nor-

pf the protuberances
might be seen by examining the m: ;>e, but did

the 20th of October of

"t year, or two months after the observation had been
jaaae by Janssen. On the 20th of October Mr. Lockyer observed

}.
8pectnim of a protuberance, and found it to consist of three

«_ with C, one very nearly with

s of KirchhofFs scale more re-

i D. Th re wai no ray at B or at b; v

J*""
& was not «

"' made in
Cambridge by Prof. Winlock with the 15-

''

Mr. Lockyer also found that the three b:

'; -:.'. •; ;• :' I' .. - .:.. :::•: ' -'

their lengths were different, the red being the shortest. In a very
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interesting and suggestive paper " On the phj

the Su ; ated to the Royal Society, May
15th, 1867, Mr. G. J. Stoney remarks that he has sevei

'.it he observed a bright line somewhat more i

than D in « Lth a spectroscope composed of two

flint o-I: -> prisms, as well as two other lines, one between 1025-5

and 1027*7 of Kirchhoffs scale, and another between the t~ "

eral faint bri parts of the spectrum, one coincid-

ing with or very near KirchhoiPs copper line of wave leng

a be no doubt that the line seen near D was one of

those noted by Mr. Lockyer.—Hayet in Comptes Kendus, lxvii.

: .

11 ,>•'>*
. Ivvii. '.Hit; >/...-,../ ;, ( /v.--. 'it.'/* c r llt.-t'il Society, xvii,

p. 1. w. G.

2. On the mayiK-tism of <•// . Wiedemann,
to whom we owe most of our precise knowledge of the magnetism

ofcompound new series of observations of much

interest. These all confirm the law already announced by the

author that in salts of i

'

metal, the in i _i - ism j red to he en vain o1 tin compound,

or the atomic magnetism, is sensibly constant. The author's new

results may be stated as follows

:

(1.) Observations made by the method used in his former
"

r that the same relations exist for the haloid and oxy-

jopper (CuO). Taking the

unit previously established, we have for the atomic magnetism <

salts of cerium, didymium and oxyd of copper (CuO). Taking

aqueous solutions of the salts above mentioned the following

numbers

:

Sulphate of didymium, - - - 104-4

Chlorid

Xit'rate of cerium (CeO),
Chlorid of cerium (CeCl),

Sulphate of copper,
X it rate of copper,
Chlorid of copper, (CuCl),
Bromid of copper, (CuBr),
Acetate " - - - 4«*u

(2.) We obtain approximately the same values for the solid salts,

especially vthm ;ation. For anhy-

drous salts the a I
| Lttle less than for

the hydrated salts. This Jarly sensible K*

: nickel.

(3.) Experiment- pruvo that two diai la-iietic elements—as &r

example, copper and bromine—may give a magnetic compound.
(4.) The author has exam: r double deco*

position of two saline solutions of magnetism M
t
and M„ known
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"before mixture. After reaction the magnetism is sensibly equal to
the sum Mj-fM2 . In the greater number of cases the formation

-** -o disturbing influence,

of hydrated oxy
'

sponding salts.

(6.) The magnetism of precipitated hydrate of sesquioxyd of iron
increases rapidly, beginning at the moment of precipitation. The
author attributes this fact to the colloidal state of the hydrate at
the first moment of precipitation. The differences presented by
the atomic magnetism of acetate of sesquioxyd of iron doubtless
arise from the same cause. These differences are not remarked in
the solution of hydrate of sesquioxyd of chromium, in caustic pot-
ash^and in that of oxyd of nickel in ammonia.

(|.) The magnetism of the anhydrous oxyds of the magnetic met-
als is notably less than that of the saline combinations of these

(8.) With the exception of sulphate of manganese, the magnetism
of the sulphates of the magnetic metals is very feeble.

(9.) The magnetism ofthe cyanids of nickel and cobalt disappears
almost completely when the cyanids are dissolved in cyanid of
potassium, which would not happen if this solution be considered
as a double salt.— Cow)>tt* R, ,,,h,.<. lxvii, 8:13, from Monats-

migl. Preiiss. Aka ' "

experiments made by subjecting the vapors of volatile liquids to
the action of concent): ic light. The author's
paper is too fall of detail to admit of an abstract, but we shall give
a few of the more salient results. A tube 2-8 feet long and 2 '5

I at both ends by glass plates. It

:

P air. A number of test tubes were converted
»

8 bottles by means of corks and tubes. Each test tube
yas filled partly with the liquid to be examined and introduced

path ofthe purified air. When the experimental tube was
i and the air then allowed to bubble through the liquid, a

'
'

:'.': v,.j :.. , : .
-..••

:

;

- -

' '". -
• -

•

I hen submitted to the action of light. At one end of the
experimental tube was placed an electric lamp transmitting an
intense beam of light through the tube parallel to its axis When
the vapor of amylic nitrite was allowed to enter the tube in the
«ark and the beam of light was then sent through the tube, the
u°e appeared for an instant optically empty; then a sudden

of liquid spherules was precipitated on the beam. ()n

. suddenly like a luminous spear. The rapidity of the con-
aensing action diminished with the density of the light. The
8ame effects were produced when oxygen or hydrogen were
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ugh a plate of alum, or when the beam was used i

ing. That the amylic nitrite undergoes decomposition is provea

by the formation of brown fumes of nitrous acid. Sunlight pro-

duces similar effects. The author proves in the next place that

the decomposition is effected by the more refrangible rays of light,

and that liquid amylic nitrite is most potent in arresting the rays

which affect its vapor. This seems to show that the absorption

takes place in the atoms and not in the molecules. The author

anticipates wide, if not entire, generality for the fact that a liquid

and its vapor absorb the same rays. When the tube is filled with

a rare and well mixed vapor, the electric light develops a blue color,

which may be pure and deep or milky according to th<

of the light. The author connects this result with those of Brucke

on the colors of the sky. Various other liquids were tried with

success. In many cases the condensed vapors formed

beautiful and regularly shaped clouds, the particles rot at

the axis of the tube, or round other axes. The most beautiful

forms appear to have been those produced by iodhydric acid.—

Proc. oftlo !;/ nis,, •

'//, xvii,p. 92. w. Q.

4. On the carbonaceous matter of meteorites.—The analyses oi

Wohler and Cloez have shown that certain meteorites contain

substances composed of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, and resem-

bling the last residues of organic substances of terrestrial origin.

Berthelot has applied to the carbonaceous matter of the meteorite

of Orgueil the method of hydrogenation employed by him with so

much success, and has succeeded in producing a notable quantity

of hydrocarbons of the formenic series (C^H^^) comparable witu

the oils of petroleum. This result forms a new analogy between

the carbonaceous matter of meteorites and substanco

origin found upon the surface of the earth.— Compti

lxvii, 849. w
- \h

Prof. Brush has called my attention to Mr. Henry's \

which I was not acquainted at the time of the public

own process for the estimation of manganese as pyrophospnat

.

That full justice may be done, Mr. Henry's paper is by my reques

,«•
5. On tin

by T. H. Hesby, Esq., F.K.S. -The m< th d> <riv. i

- .

;

•

nese are inaccurate. The oi

which affords ,-y.ut r< > il:~ i> tli il of El>« l:n -n, in v,
'

.

:':;-, .' > ;
phuretted hydrogen over the oxyds contained in a por.

in a porcelain tube at a red I

with sulphur and carbonate of a
nickel insuch state th upon by very dilate Of

drochloric acid.
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I have obtained very accurate results by a process differing al-

together from those described, but as simple as any.
When chloric! ot ammonium and ammonia are added to a warm

Nation of sulphate of manganese or chlorid of manganese, and
afterward phosphoric acid till the precipitation ceases,' the whole
of the mangane-e is precipitated ; an. I a tier li't rat i.-n no precipi-
tate or even cloudiness is produced by the addition of snlphid of

m to the solution. The salt formed is, according to Otto,
NU

4 2MnO, PO
a
+2HO, and after ignition 2MnO-fP0 5 .

^ hen a solution of chlorid or sulphate of nickel is treated in a

ner, no precipitate occurs, even on standing a few days
in a vessel lightly covered, when sufficient chlorid of ammonium
and free ammonia are present.
The following example will show the mode by which I ope-

12*6 grs. of pure sulphate of manganese, MnOS0 3 +4HO, were
gently ignited, and weighed 8'73 grs. =4'11 MnO. 6 grs. of oxyd
of nickel, containing a trace of silica, were ignit-d and weighed

.cted in

ume and became crystalline; after -tandin-' twelve hours it

was filtered and washed with a solution of chlorid of ararao-
mum and ammonia (the chlorid of ammonium is absolutely ne-

The prec: white, and remained
" hed 8-67 grs. = 4.33 MnO ; itignition, when it weigh

was decomposed and
nickel.

The ammoniacal solution
and the snlphid converted

treated by sulphuretted hyd
oxyd by roasting with a litt

In operating with cobalt and manganese in t

J was slightly
Pmk, but on repeating the operation the separation was complete.
A took 3-22 grs. of oxyd of manganese, and obtained 3-15 grs.
free from cobalt.—Phil. Mag., IV, xvi, 197.



II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

Note on the supposed Fossil Footmarks \

nal, II, vol. xli, p. 174, is a descriptio

slab containing

Leptodactyloxts birds. The rock was conjectured to belong to the

Lias, and die specimen was obtained from the top of a bluff one

n id twenty-five feet above the level of Republican river,

in the central part of the State. The slab was much weathered,

and careful search brought no other instance of the impressions to

light.

It was my fortune to examine this specimen at Manhattan the

past summer, but during the absence of Prof. Mudge. It had been

suggested by eminent authority that these impressions were proba-

bly the marks of exogenous leaves. Little credence was given to

this view, inasmuch as Prof. Mudge had favored us years before

with a careful drawing of the slab
;
yet we were not prepared for

the disappointment produced by the first glance at the slab. No
two of the impressions were alike, and they had been obviously

ehipp i out of the stone by the aborigines.

By reference to the description, it may be said that impression

A is very much narrower than B, and less skillfully excavated.

The edges are rough. Between C and D there is great dissimi-

larity. The middle toe of the first is very much longer than either

of what might be called the middle toe of D, the latter having four

toes. The divarication of the toes in A doei

that in B, nor that of C with D, as ought t

footmarks had been made by the stepping of an animal.
The physical character of the impressions shows them to he

unlike ichnites; for the excavation has a sharp edge, while the

surface slopes gradually from the top of the layer to the bottom of

the furrows in all genuine footmarks.

It is not the first time that aboriginal markings have been mis-

taken for animal remains. In the Hitchcock Ichnological Museum,
Case No. 31, are numerous examples from Westmoreland county,

Pennsylvania, of the same character. The roughness of the marks

1 obvious than in the Kansas specimens, while the imitations

of the tracks of dogs, birds, and other animals had received long

generic and specific names. (See this Journal, II, vol. i, p. 268,

1846.) I have also heard of several cases not described in any

communication, but mentioned by friends. Hence, it

appears to have been a habit of the aborigines to engr
the rocks imitations of the feet of animals, whether undesignedly
or not does not appear.

-The* rock resembles some portions of the Connecticut River
Sandstone, and it may be that genuine impressions will yet be

discovered in Kansas. Prof. Mudge has manifested great enthu-

siasm in collecting specimens in the State of his adoption, and we
anticipate the appearance of valuable papers from his pen.
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In this connection it may be worthy
1866 I found a single impression of the Cheirotherhim on the
Delaware river in Pennsylvania, a few miles below Eastern, and

'
1 the following year I found on the New Jersey side an im-

26 Pine st., New York, Nov. 2d, 1868.

2. On Ivigtite ; by G. Hagemann.—Over a year ago I made
some examinations of a mineral occurring in the cryolite of Green-
land

; but as my analyses were too imperfect to determine there-
from a new mineral species, I did no;

'

,'• i>l tl em. Mr. Theo. D.
Rand has, however, recently published a still more incomplete
analysis (see this Journal, II, xlvi, November, 1868) of the same
mineral, which he has named ivigtite, and I think it therefore

proper also to make mv examinations known, as they may throw
seme more liglif on tin's snpries.

Besides the <

ence to its cleavage. *
It has then "a gold-yellow or pale-green

color, an. 1 ton . r.-cliaied plates, which' seem as elastic as mica.

stare of radiated plates in the
solid cryolite. Sometimes the veins thicken, and the ivigtite ap-

pears then as an olive-green solid mass, often quite transparent.
It does not fuse before the blowpipe (Mr. Rand has probably

got his sample mixed with cryolite, as he has found it to melt
rca<hly). It dissolves in borax with an iron and silica reaction.

When heated in a closed tube it affords water with an acid reac-

tion. Analyses I. and III. were made by fusion with carbonate of
soda

; II. was decomposed with fluohydric acid.

I (yellow crystals). II. Ill (green mass). Mean.

Silica, 40-00 42'82 41-41

A.lta7
d0firon

' K°2 39 '°2 «% 39 '01

Soda, 10-27 10'27

Adding the alkalies to analysis III, we have

Si 42-82, Pe 1306, 3tl 27-03, Na 1027, & 105, H 393, F tr. = 9816.

This would give nearly the ratio of a unisilicate, 1 : 6 : 8 : 1, and
^e formula:

3(»„ 3Pe a)§i3 -f- (Na, £)Si + HO.

The great difference between Mr. Rand's and my anal;

ble quantity of cryolite in his sample. The cryolite would increase
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the soda and decrease the alumina and silica. This would pr-

! aj.s account ahn 1 v its thmrine for a loss of 11-68 per cent in

3Ir. Hand's analysis. Of n.y samples, I. was not entirely free

from cryolite; II. was more so, and III. I should judge almost

entirely.

3. Notes on the Chemical Geology of the Gohljhhh of 0<l{f -

nia ; by J. Arthub Phillips. Communicated by Prof. A. C.

Ramsay. (Proceedings Royal Soc, xvi, 294.) (Abstract.)

r.ocks ,,/ r/„ (;.,/,/./:..,;,„, ../ <:,r;/.,.; /.'.—The great sedi-

mentary nie nia lies on the western slope of

the Sierra Xe\ ada. he-main-' in the neighborhood of Tejou Pass,

and extending through the state to its northern limit. In con-

sequence, however, of various local circumstances, different por-

this band are of very unequal importance as gold-produc-

ing districts.

The slates of the auriferous belt have been shown by Professor

Whitney to belong, for a great extent, to the Jurassic period, al-

te occurrence of numerous Triassic fossils in the gold-

h> of j'lumas county and elsewhere renders it more

than probable that no inconsiderable portion of the slates in the

heart of the gold region are of that age.

The rock constituting the principal mass of the Si. rra Xeva.hi >

a granite containing only a small proportion of qua,:

-
i i- generally found

Lying between the band of metamorphic slates and the great

'
'

- . - _ - _ ,.; '- :-• ^ .•;...-
I

• a in. a i line rocks, such as syenites, diorites,

and porphyries.
• gansjue of the auriferous veins

stalline

In the

of California is 'n.. .. nerally crystalline

in its structure, or pa: :

, nt. In the

' cases the quartz constituting an auriferous veinstone

such a y i\ t , form a sum s-do i oi

1 with the avails . .ore of these

lamiiue are not unfrequently far more productive than all the

:

by a thin layer of q [ng, either m
color or structure, from that forming the -/earns tl mseh c- ;

,,:

they may be only distingui .. I ],\ ,, difference of color of two

u tubers of the series.

In ma-
, lf

-

t|u .
, ,„.>,„;,

, u j,..-, < divide

tiw vein yvill be ob-

quently be remarked along the lines of

f the several bands of which a vein is "composed. Ifl

"nary quartz, in a more or less crystalline form,addition to ord
amorphous hydrated silica, 'or semiopal, and'chalcedony are
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the expenses of 1

The metallic minerals enclosed in the gangue of auriferous veins

are ordinary >. and less frequently,

srMiiic.il pyrites, magnetic and copper pyrites, and cinnabar.
1'lu'st; sulphids invariably contain gold; and veins in which some
one or more of them does not occur in considerable amounts, are

t• regularly and lastingly productive.
Near the surface the'iron pyrites and other sulphids become

decomposed by the action of air and the percolation of meteoric
A.r r through the mass, staining the quartz of a red or brown
color, and leaving the gold in a free state. Under such circum-

iua eubi< al i Loulds of iron pyrites are found in the

; and although this mineral has been entirely removed

contain finely divided gold,

obviously liberated by the decomposition of pyrites.

Beneath the line of natural drainage of the country th<

remain undecomposed ; but if rock containing pyrites be pi nee. 1

in nitric acid the sulphid becomes dissolved, and finely divided,

crystalline, or filiform gold will partially occupy the resulting

In one of the detrital beds in the vicinity of the village of

volcano in the county of Amador, and ek

tttly formed by the action of water holding silica in so-

Attention has also been recently directed to bands of auriferous

elate found . of the main gold-belt
of the State, and in the foot hills of the Sien
''•* gold, .

. a from a well defined v.

-

:

composed of < i linar\ .. . n '. is inclosed in a band ol >

i\ and southeast, and dipping in

conformity with the other strata of the district.

The number of fluid-cavities contained in the veinstones of the

auriferous lodes of California is seen under the microscope to be

•der to obtain sections affording

good examples, even of small size, it is necessary to select such

\ands as may be more than ordinarily crystalline, or to operate on

aents of crystals sometimes found lining the interior of

ities. In the more opaque and generally most i

portions of . re numerous but exceed i 1 1
_

and are often so 'opaque, apparently rendered so by be!

tmguished.
*

a
•

Out of more than fifty sections of veinstone examined, only
8°me six or seven were found to * " sufficient

e to admit of any attempt at accurate measurement by means 01

Imarv amlkn^B • W, in all cases there appeared to be conside-
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the enclosing cavities, and the temperatures at which they severally

became filled were consequently ascertained by direct experiment

ustance they were found to require very different de-In every
hjat to become full, since in tne same specimens some 01

; ties disappeared at 180° Fahr., others filled at tempera-

J.tly above that of boiling water, whilst many, though

much reduced in size, remained perfectly visible at 365° Fahr.

Alluvial Deposes.—Although a very large amount of the gold

annually obtained was no doubt originally derived from aurife-

rous veins, not more than about one-third of the precious metal

I is procured directly from that source. The larger pro-

portion of the gold now brought into the market is derived from

i - separated by washing from the

clay, sand, and gravel with which it is associated.

This gold-bearing drift belongs to at least two distinct geologi-

itter period

tly separated from the earlier, its materials bt ii

derived from the disintegration and redistribution of the older

In California the more ancient deposits or "deep placers" are

referable to a riv< r--w> m di
J
-; r< nt from tli it \vhi< h now exists,

it a higher level, and frequently nearly at right angles to

the direction of the main val period.

The deep placers are in many localities covered by a

ping of lava; and the eruptive matter covering them oft

in the form of basaltic columns, beneath which are foun
'-.•.-

The wood which occurs in these gravel-beds is either beautifully

silicified, or is replaced by iron pyrites.

In the more clayey strata of these deposits leaf beds an

of these made by I>r. Newberry authorizes the conclusion that the

iferous deposits lying beneath the lava are of tertiary a
1

' r belong to the later Pliocene epoch. >v an

ated throughout the whole mass of these c

robably belong to the later Pliocene epoch,
worn gold is die it the who!
posits, not, however, with uniformity, but always in greater aimm.-

ance near the bottom, and nior
I
conW*

with the " bed rock," which is invariably grooved and worn hy

the action of water.
The materials of which these deep placers are composed are fre-

quently consolidated into a sort of hard concrete, by bei
bound together by crystalline iron pyrites; and sometimes t»8

i material consists either of carbonate of lime or silica-

The silica is rarely met with in a ,-• near Ken-

ebeck Hill a cavity, resulting from the junction of several pebbles,

was found completely lined with well-deniu
I not show, under the mi- l-ca\ i-- 1 -

of quartz of the ordinary quartz veins of the country.
Where the cementing material of the conglomerate chiefly con-

sists of pyrites, the enclosed trunks of trees are usually replaced
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by that mineral, although of two pieces of wood lying in close
to each other, one may have become silicilied, whilst the

other is replaced by iron pyrites.
The assay of several specimens of the cementing pyrites showed *

.variably contained a certain but very variable amount
of gold. In order to ascertain whether this exists in the form of
water-worn grains mechanically .a.!,,-, ,j within the sulphid, or in
the form of a i ary particles, similar
to those met with in the pyrites of auriferous veins, various sam-
ples were dissolved in nitric acid, and the the residues afterward
subjected to microscopical examination. In this way granules of
the precious metal, which had evidently been worn by the action
of water, were detected, Mred not to have been
subjected to such attrition. Mr. Ulrich states that in the gold-
drifts of Australia, pyrites is often found replacing roots and drift-
T""

• nd that samples 1 ive, on assav, Welded from a few penny-
several ounces of gold per ton.

sulphur, together with evidences of
met with in different sections of the State.
The most remarkable instance on the Pacific coast of the actual

growth, on a large scale, and at tin pres. at time, of 1

is probably that afforded by the boiling springs in Steamboat Val-
ley, about seven miles northwest of the great Comstock silver
vein m the State of Nevada.
These springs are situated at a height of about 5000 feet above

the level of the sea, at the foot of 1

1

Nevada. The rock in this locality presents several st

parallel fissures, either giving out heated water or simph
steam. The first group of crevices comprises five long

d a straight line, and parallel to each other,
«w a distance of above 3000 feet. These fissures are
Ailed by a siliceous incrustation, which is being constant:

Jj-don the sides, whilst a longitudinal central erevice ail-\v> of
the escape of boiling water or steam. On the most eastern of
these lines of fracture are five active centers of eruption, from
which boiling water is sometimes ejected by the force of steam to
a height of from eight to ten feet. These waters are alkaline, and

addition to carbonate of soda, the sulphate of that base,

together with chlorid of sodium. There is also everywhere an es-

cape of carbonic acid, whilst from some places sulphuretted hy-

Jkogenisalso evolved. Tb-.- pr.-dueK on arriving at the sur-
la°e, give rise to the deposition of sulphur, silica, and anhydrous
P-xyd of iron. The silica and oxyd of iron form semi- n
bands parallel with the walls of the fissures ; and spongy de-

imulate around some of the points of most active emer-
gence.

At a considerable distance to the west of those above described,
a fissure having the same origin is observed; but this is no longer
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ir, although it still gives off steam

s points throughout its extent. At its

northern extremity a central fissure still remains open ; but in other

I it is, for the most part, obstructed by siliceous concre-

tions. This siliceous rock is metalliferous, and, in addition to oxyd

of iron and manganese, contains iron and copper pyrites.
_
M. Law

states that he also discovered metallic gold in this deposit.

The rock enclosing the veins of Steamboat springs is granite,

which in their vicinity is much decomposed, being often reduced to

a cavernous skeleton of silica containing a few scales of mica.

Alkaline Lakes.—-In that portion of California lying on the

east of the Sierra Nevada are Mono Lake and Owen's
considerable sheets of water, highly impregnated wit I

salts. Owen's Lake lies in lat. 36° 20" south, long. 118 wf
from Greenwich, and is about twenty miles in length and eight in

width.

The waters of this lake have a specific gravity of 1*076, and

contain 7128-24 grs. of solid matter per gallon. The sail

solution are chiefly carl be of soda, with chlorid

of sodium; and phosphoric acid are alsopres-

The incrustations, which at certain seasons of the year are found

to the extent of many hundreds of tons, consist of a white spongy

efliorescence, and are, as will be seen from the results of the anal-

i in the paper, chiefly composed of carbonate of soda,

mixed with a little chlorid of sodium and sulphate of soda.

General deductions.—The author remarks that, in t

state of our knowledge, the result > of
the gold-regions of the Pacific coast would appear to lead to the

following conclusions :

—

a. Quartz veins have generally \

position from aqueous solutions of i

Bsaures,

b. From the general
fragments of the enclosii have become v&

led in a vein, it is to be inferred that they were
»y the growth of the several layers to which they &d'

I that a a -n of quartz took pi**

between them and the rock from which thev had become de-

tached. In this way were introduced the masses of rock known tf

_
c. The formation of quartz veins is due to hydrothermal a$

eVr

cies, of which evidences are still to be found in the hot spring8

and recent metalliferous veins met with in various parts of «*

Pacific coast.

any
W.I

removed 1

parts I

d. From the variable temperatures at which the vacuities 111

their fluid-cavities become filled, it may be inferred that they &*

the result of an
. an(1 that the fissures *<*>

sometimes traversed by currents of hot water, whilst at others

they gave off aqueous vapor or gaseous exhalations. This is p1
*"
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cisely what is now taking place at Steamboat springs, where the

formation of a vein I from which currents of boil-

ing water are often poured forth, whilst at other times the fissures

give off currents of steam and heated gases only.

e. That gold may be deposited from the same solutions which
give rise to the formation of the enclosing quartz, appears evident

from the presence of that metal in pyrites enclosed in siliceous in-

crustations, as w< of large quantities of goldcrustations, as well as from the fact of large
_

having been found in the interior of the stems of trees, winch H
deep diggings are often 0.1. \ crt. 1 int.- p\ rites.

/. The constant presence of iron pyrites in a

when so occ i
j

a certain amount of

I v connected with the solvent by which the precious metal

was held in solution. It has been shown that finely divided gold

is soluble in the sesquichlorid of iron and, more sparingly, in tin-

sesquisulphate of that metal. It is also well known that inn py-

rites sometimes results from the action of reducing agents on the

sulphates of that metal. If tln-ivfore sulphate of iron, in a solution

containing gold, should become transformed by the action of a

reducing agent into pyrites, the gold at the same time being re-

duced to the metallic state, would probably be found enclosed m
the resulting crystals of that mineral.

ff. The silica and other substances forming r

rial of the ancient auriferous river-beds have probably been slowly

deposited at a low temperature.
The conn. of granite

by the agency of boiling springs, the existence of alkaline plains

and the formation of lakes containing various salts of soda and

potash, is too obvious to require comment.
4. Gold in /?/,;„ h /.-, /' .v.—Reports

<>tz veins of Rhinebeck, have recenl

by Prof. J. G. Pohle and Prof. John Torrey. According

1 1 of the cleavage. The quartz is cellular and

brown, with ng from the decomposition oi py-

ntes; but below it is more compa
Analysis, of the rock afforded Prof. Pohle 96
ot -'"hi, the rest almost solely silver. Prof. Pohle adds: I he

formations on this property are of the Lower Palaeozoic

age
; the Potsdam periods of it are well represented by the meta-

morphic slates and the calciferous sandstone, but no 6
-

ence of gold here, supplies the link heretofore wanting,
ot the Appalachian gold fields; for there;

u-t of .h, Ji-and b,!r. x-ikhvj ir^ ri-o on the St. Lawrence

MpM^u.6^ auriferous treasure for thirteen hundred
is a part

-

along the southeastern border of North America, terminating
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i
The discovery of gold in this part of the Appalachian gold

fields is due to ti ats and perseverance of E. G.

Freligh, M.D."
Dr. Torrey assayed a quantity of the quartz procured by him at

the mine, it "being " a fair average of the lode," and amounting to

several hundred pound-, a is, that of three as-

says the average 3
ofore (2000 lbs.) was $118.49.

In no case was the proportion of gold less than $100 per ton.

III. BOTANY.

1. Botanical Necrology for 1868.—The most distinguished

name upon the list is that of
Geokge A. Walkek-Abnott, Professor of Botany in the Uni-

versity at Glasgow, who ,lie<l on the 17th of June last, in the 70th

year of his age. He was born in Edinburgh, Feb. 6, 1799, educa-

ted at the celebrated High School of that city, and at the Univer-

sity, where he took high rank as a scholar, espeeiallv in the mathe-

matics—publishing tun papers in Till.n-lfs Philosophical Mag*
zine in 1817 and 1818, while vet a relent in arts-and then, turn-

ipport, so

ed under the lectures of Prof. Ja

altera well-known teacher of bot

;

tin P\i»m.- U' i, m.L.1 hn m,,,,, r,.,,, ;/ Mont |
. 11 U i . an' 1

Paris, exan t-arin there, also that ..f DeCan-

dolle at Geneva, and in at St. Petersburgh. In

1831 he married and ee

be resided until in 1845, he accepted the pi

of Botany in the 1 niv. i>in ot <; ._',.. 1

teen y.-ars that tin- •. - • work 1 e was able to

I y done. He wrote the article BoU

he wrote the Contributi. ns to tin- Flora of S„uth \

> s Voyage; in connection with D
t volume of the Prodroraus Flora P

I made numerous contributions to various i
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Up to 1845 or somewhat later Dr. Arnott was one of the foremost
botanists of the time, one of the most zealous and sagacious, versed
alike in European and exotic botany. But upon assuming the du-
ties of his chair at Glasgow he appears soon to have abandoned
the field in which he had won the highest honors, and in which
much more was justly expected, lie assumed, however, the joint
authorship of Hook iking, we believe, the whole
charge and responsibility of the later editions. As he began with
Mosses, so for the last fifteen or twenty years of his life, he devo-
ted himself principally to the Diatomacea>, bringing to their in-

vestigation all the ardor of his nature and the keenest powers of
observation combi and unwearied
care. So that he became in this department of microscopical re-

search one of the high -i . :;
;

.1 ii i> s, and amassed one of the rich-
est collections extant. As a professor he was greatly esteemed» respected, although he •. e come almost

vmng correspond the ocean cherish
•"> Ideasanl memories of him.
Nathaniel Bagshaw Waed, Fellow of the Royal and Lin-

mean Societies, after whom, as its inventor, the Wardian case is

named, died, at the ripe age of 11 years, on the 4th of June last.
He was born in the east end of London, where his father was a
medical practitioner of repute, and where for the greater part of
L i> busy and most useful life he laboriously devoted himself to the
same profession. About twenty years ago he exchanged the
^moke-charged atmosphere and dino-v dwellings of Wellclose
square for the pleasant ami airy suburb of Clapham Rise, but
still actively engaged almost to "the last in professional practice

hshment of

' s

he

1.

?ciety, filling in

»' Garden at Ch

N-TeannoHun'
of the now tarn

•

e and so,

all its important

e of the eelebra-

botanical estab-

eresting history

of Air. Ward's
iirhted in under
and which resi

denizens of the smoky

o'rs to cultivate

t of the dingiest

the GUI World
nry or comfort of being sui-

ng plants and fresh flowers.

r of our own country rendered
-«* uyme cold of winter, as* hundreds could testify who have en-

Joyed the benefit, perhaps \> thout knowing even the name of
www benefactoi plication of the
« ai'dian ease tot - between distant

countries. The writer well remembers the first case of growing
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quite as sin . . ^f„] hriwuii K^in ,1 m 1 Vu^ti ! i

" mu l "; - « (v lui lo] gei i

now-. So useful has this contrivance proved to be in this re-

ftset, that the Director of Kew Gardens "feels safe in saying
that a large proportion of the most valuable economic
tropical pis svould, but for these
ca^es, not yet have been introduced." The earli^i

rdian case was given by Mr. Ward
oi a letter to ins »

I ed in the Companion to the Bota
1836. His volume, "On the Growth of Plants in clos.

^>V; H'V "''"I >'i tin year P- pj. ;i,„l a second edi

luetrated, was published a few yea«
later. These were, we believe, Mr. Ward's only ecientifi.
tions, excepting reports of communications to various societies
with which he was connected, several of them relating to a subject

is heart, the improvement of the dwellings of the poor in

in other respects, of their hard co*
dition. A m<->t <-iithu>ia>tic and in some deoart mutiIs a learned
botanist, bis contributions to his fav
form of authorship, to w hicli he seem< d averse

ity" indeed, but as unpretending as it was cordial ami

tent of the influence he exerted and the str
-j :. b ;•':. .'.--.;:. •.

. _ : :;
--

.

: . .
.

. .

understand, perhaps, how it could be said oi

house, first in WelldoseSiuaiv .;.. -

the m,»t frequented metropolitan r»— .,-;

d" theglobe of any since Sir JoM-pb Ibmk/day." But

e of know
-rsonally or in the friendly corres]

ln
'

>Ir
-

u 'vd as"oneofthecrentb-
and purest," and in the highest sense one of the best of men.
fDWAEp P<eppig, Professor of Zoology in the lni\

-.'::

-
-

were in part published m Poeppig and Endlicher's Kova Genera
et bpecies Plantarum, etc. Soon
journey of exploration, he took the chair of zoolo-, .

..-„*,«„„* u.c uWra»t , : Germany and oi

the venerable Fbascois Dsa
: the hou^ f J)e-

of DecinSoS
6
t*f\°

m*WW BenJMniB, the life-long friend

Ik !?£fi ?
e

'
a
S
d
,
the P°^essor of the botanical museSm and
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To these names must be added that of Horace Mann, assistant

in the " Gray Herbarium " at Cambridge. When Dr. Gray sailed

for Europe, in September last, Mr. Mann was in failing health, and
probably the above necrological notices were written by Dr. Gray
about the time of his assistant's death, which took place Nov. 11.

Mr. Mann's botanical fame will rest chiefly upon the large col-

lections which he made in the Sandwich Islands m connection with

Acad, of Arts and Sciences, lor Sept. 11, 1866.
In botany itself his name is happily commemorated by the

striking geiiu^ // -,,
. , ,,',,, '>

i < ;ra\ i, a Mutisiaceous Composite
which he discovered in th. littl. isku 1 ul Lanai ot t e Hawaiian
group. d. c. x.

2. Luh.r f> tin X '''<-' <iinl S<-i„t[i'- ,„nn>* of Lxli",, and
Economic Plants <prtpanA

<<><f/m,-;t}/ of tin', Srrirt",''/ of Stuh: for [,,<lnf, liv J,

Forbes Watsox, M.l)., etc., etc. London: Triilmer & Co. 1868.
—A large, b. uififulk printed volume, of 637 oblong 4to pages,

native names belonging to 30 orh
:

'

•'.

I; ^iii be useful to botanists on the one band, to philologists on
the other, and not less so to commercial men who have occasion
to seek for information concerning Indian and other eastern plants

fcs, iiif rmation otherwise oftentimes very

•<. S,/)Wj.)sis FiUcum; or a Synopsis of all fro, •„ /-;,-,... ;, ; .-lu-

'
i
fl" Osmundai em and phi'oglossa-

ceo; (chiefly <j ,;, ,//,-. „, th. K> •• //< ,-!•>• rim,,). Accompanied by
j of each genus ; by the

i:lt-Sir Wiuivm .lx. ^..n i! ,,;ai:, K.IL. IU.L.. F. U.S., AS.,
:,I "l ^>.,Dhvctorof the K«.val Hardens at Kew.and John Gil-

. F.L.S., Assi>t:mt Curator of the Kew Herbarium.
'

:
.;d.». 1; :. ^,5-1868. 8vo, pp. 482, tt. 9.—

• part of the " Species Filicum"' its author
'

volume to

;•

; " "' :

'

-: '• ;

-
-• -

;

- - "
'

-.-.- "-

:tr
-. and with references Ibr svnonvms, m

•

""
-e. The full accomplishment of this pur-"uo-orclers named abov

pose he was not permitted ._ __
jninates at page 48 was passing through the press, Sir W. Hooker s

long career of b iftt unexpectedly
terminated by his death." The manuscript notes already prepared
and the annotated copy of the " Species Filicum " were entrusted
by Dr. Hooker to Mr J. G. Baker, an ardent Botanist, already
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well known for his volume on the " Botany, Geology, Climate, and
1

ment to Baines' Flora of Yorkshire," with the request that the
Jhould be carried out to its completion in stri.

31r
-

,J; ' k
'; ]^ !" f.dly and well, and with

;•:-.. •: .i^:.-:"'. : :•
,

after the death of his ven, raldc pmh-r .-

ence This book is now the only one which gives a comi

1

' ': ..-;••: --

ure most collections of

' J».-.K..llU«d. Th. I.UIIlh. 1 ,,f Mnriisa.1-
:• -<r:!,ed is 2235. But very many names of doubt

"ctlykn
along with the recognized

tlu-y an- nioM elo^ly alli.-l. Of the genera Ut reached i

- hihcum" it may be well to note in tins place that Us-

! •.|.e«-i,-N 7U,!,,s i. >,/,/,„ ,,j. .1 ,.-;,,/'.
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i Culenses.—Mr. Wright's last distribu-

Wth ?
U
S
an

v
C°lleCtio,1B w "8 maue in "«5,or late in ibq.

his acrSn
11

™^ M^
!*

exPlori«g the botany of western Cuba, and

new tftL ,±Ty l

f
rge collecti«ns, many of the species being

tolIt? • froni about 3,500
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)f Cuba, and 1

plants. A catalogue of names win o
" - Mr.Wri

1 opus magnum " of a Flora Cubensis.

wishing to purchase these plants may auun
. Wethersfield, Conn., or Prof. D. C. Eaton

, Conn. The price per century is fixed at the low :Haven, (
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and outflow of the Great Lakes, gives an account of i

ix is now two years since tne newspapers ot tne vv est uegaii

to discuss whether the great lakes are fed by subaqueous springs, or

have hidden outlets. The party who favored the theory of sub-

aqueous springs :isM-it. . I tl u nn'.n water flowed out the St. Law-
rence than could be poured in by all the sources of supply known
to exist, while the upholders of the idea of hidden outlets con-

tended that evaporation and the visible outflow could not account
for all the water which the lakes received and distributed.

"General W. F. Reynold-. - be Lake Survey,

determined to giv< as, in the West,
could only be afforded by the engineers employed on that work,
and, accordingly, for the past two summers, observations have been
made in the St MaiVs St. ( bur. Detroit, Niagara and St. Law-
rence rivers for the purpose of ascertaining the exact amount of

outflow of the lakes. The ri
r ' the start, been

entrusted to Assistant D. Farrand Henry, of Detroit, and the appa-

ratus used is one of his own invention. This apparatus is so much
more delicate and |

reviously tried that the re-

sults are of great value.
. .

To calculate the amount of outflow of any stream, it is neces-

sary to have the area of the body of water, and its mean velocity,

at any point. These two qua together give the

discharge. The first is easily obtained by making frequent sound-
ings across the stream on a known line. The second is more diffi-

°Wt The only practical methods heretofore in use, for the deter-

mination of the velocity are, first bv the time of passage of floats

past a known line ; second, by the difference in the height at which
water will stand in two tubes, one of which is bent toward the

current at the bottom and the other is straight; and, third, by
water mills, as they are termed, which consist of float wheels ex-

Posed to the current, the number of revolutions being recorded by

** Joub. Scl-Secoot Sekies, Tol. XLVII, No. 139,-Jan., 1869.
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a system of decimal gears or telltale. Of these methods the first

;
one which has been used in deep water."

«m, eni7 wa6 :|icse methods, and devised a
" 1 elegraphic Current Meter," which he has used with perfect suc-
cess during the past season.

"This meter consists of a propeller, or float wheel, which has on
its hub an eccentric, and on the axle an ivory lever, which has one
end kept on the eccentric by a light spring, while into the other end
a hole is drilled, meeting another hole, drilled at an angle with it,

near the center of the bottom side. Into these holes a platinum
wire is lorced, so that the lever rests on the point of the wire
coming out of the center hole. Under this point a small platinum
plate is fastened to the axle. The other end of the wire is connec-
ted by a hinge joint to a long copper wire, which is fastened to the
axle, but insulated from it. - At the rear end of the axle are two
vanes at right angles to each other, sufficiently large to keep the
wheel in the thread of the current. The whole is suspended^ a
yoke which has two small eyes on its side.
"The method of using the meter is as follows: A boat being

is fastened to a spring pole,

This wire is

uw; ±a the meter, a
measured cord is fastened to a swivel ring in the upper, and a

passed through the eyes on theside of the

-

be lowered
i the lower end of the yoke. The meter may L

lowered to any depth, sliding down the anchored wire, the
upper end of this u platinum p0int,

being connected with a battery in the boat; then at every revo-
lution of the w., be opened and ciOSed by the

- "1 thus breaking the <

dot will be made on the moving paper, anTthuTthV number of
re

«°rS.
tlon

v
m an? Slven time can be ascertained.

Ine observations m the rivers were taken on a known line, one
hundred feet apart, and at each five feet of depth. One of the first

things noticed was the irregularity of the beat of the counter,
the current pulsated.

"The pulsations are not regular, the common maximums being

IhesSeam. '
and lncrease t0™d the bottom and sides of

K+riT^
mailmUm /eIocity of the current was found to be at or a

not av!lZ
th
<l

SXfa
t
e

>
aDd

.
the vel<*% at the bottom is probably

lards the maximum

ferl^river^ll^k^^^f
6 V<;i°CitieS a"d dis<*arges of the d*-'

' - - '- tiken from the computations of the w >rk laM v..--
The quantities for the Detroit River are accurately computed:
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Maximum velocity. Mean velocity.

.. 1-921 1-30 0-967 0-66 90

1-462

1 Crops Grow. A Tr,.>tti* :>ntl» ri„-,„;.-al Compofn'tit

Life of the Plant, for all Students of Agrieultu

i'llus

nd Life of i

iilu<t rations and tables of analyses; by Sam
W. Johnson, M.A I ical and Agricultural Chem-
istry, in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. New York,
[1868 ] Orange Judd <fc Co.—The appearance of Professor John-
son's volume is well timed. Every American teacher who has at-

tempted hitherto to inform his students of the bearings of chemical
or physiological sck' n ••. i|>.>n the art ami practice ot' agriculture has
keenly felt the want of text-books fitted to enforce" his precepts
and make good his own omissions and defects. It has been plain
that, in the lack of such books, few of the schools of agriculture
which are now con m this country, could even
attempt to teach their students in accordance with the hopes and
demands of the communities in which they have been established.
It is conseqi "

allusion to some ot I earlier e

>seon Soil Analyses,* and Agricultural Science,! will

the minds of many of our readers the pleasure ami >ati>-

iMe papers were first received and
will secure a hearty welcome for the new work. Before an andi-

3 of the author

i the present work. But there are other fea-

tures peculiar to t
hould be partic-

ularly mentioned. It is in the first place, a well-considered and
thorough-going a r wlcdge by the inductive and
experimental method; is sueh, it -applies a deficiency that has.
wng existed in English literature.

has sought to unfold his ^eps, that any one

and contents to the wants of the class-room by a strictly systematic arrangement
of topics, and by division of the matter into convenient paragraphs."—p. 5.

But besides chanriuL' the mind of the student with valuable in-

formation in a thorough and logical way, the intention is so to im-

press upon him the manner and methods by which questions are

* This Journal, a
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asked of inanimate things, that he may himself become in some
i 'stigator of truth.

from t!f^
dT *?en E

^elief in the P°wer of solving all thingsirom the depths of consciousness is so strong amono- men there is

ruly refreshing in the spirit of the following paragraphs,
p- - the assertion may seem, there is many a "modern"

scientist who dares not enunciate some of these simple truths.

S^Tfii 1
""- SSSSimr

-.- ..-,• .::
ever conductedwithout physiology, chemistry a- J -»-

£iEii^^ ::'s£a,*fis 1

,a
nence, which is the oi .

, ;, f of the ma£er j^

our nost -

eduC
f,

tl°? from facts
<
th« best deduction of which the stock of facte in

thHL^u' )n of facts. It is the expression of

proach to the truth. Theory
n.lete, our mental insight w«
theory which is formed by

earnest thinkers and workers, among whom likely to be the most gifted in-

1 i, to a great extent worthy of the

- ..-ichit is the completest human conception and eJ-

efiecting its
j

-:•- r _- r -

as far aspJSle? afuhe facts* a' J
1®"1113

'

80*

'

md?cti™ly~, to'collate and compare,

but "that thp ^t^riont
6^ncl

^
si0ns g'ven shall not rest on any individual authority,

tJce
tha

in
h
ma

S

Dv : validity and !*£
that an acquaints .

been employed, from a conviction

mav^omprehemTar
" ^?ZrS "earner

Thus we may how, *s of our knowledge-

from whoSftSr y -y be raised up,

ses."—Ip. iy).
me art may receive new and continual unp1"
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ope expressed in the last senten

>ar future is a debatable questior

be answered by experience. In any event Professor Johnson is to be

h.pe expressed in the last sentence is likely

alized in the near future is a debatable question which <

When the present ra^e lor burdening the Colleges and Schools of
V_Ti -ult 11 ivitl ox.in.M-im ntal firms, conservatories oi plants and

I -Meet ions of costlv implements shall have gone by, as it has
gone by in Europe, and the principles upon which agricultural

art depends come to be tau u'lit in a rational and methodical way
then the student will have time and temper for the mental disci-

I

I Kb» and sober reflection so essential for the acquirement of habits
of thought and investigation. Then the seed now sown will

doubtless bring forth good fruit. It will be strange indeed if the

general acceptance of correct notions of teaching agriculture
he not greatly hastened by the work before us.

The present volume, though complete in itself and printed as

an independent work, is in reality but one of a series of volumes
by the same author to be published hereafter. In the second vol-

ume now in press, entitled " How Crops Feed," the food of plants

and the relations ot the atmosphere and the soil to the plant, will

be discussed in detail. A third volume, upon Cultivation ; or the

Improvement of the Soil and of Crops by Tillage and Ma
promised at an early day ; while a fourth work on Stock Feedsog
and Dairy Produce, considered from the point of view of chemical
and physiological science, may finish the series.

It is a bright omen for the future of our country when in aid of
a great educational revival such as now animates the land there

are produced within its limits books so sensible, so judidoM and
W learned as this first volume of the promised series una
bly is. It is a safe prediction that the reputation of the book will

not be confined to American soiL »• H- s-

2. Outlines of Comparative Anat / >»< J V- '' '•"I Zoology;
by Harrison Allen, M.D. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co.

8vo. 1869.—In the first part of this work the author has given a
very concise compendium of the Comparative Anatomy of all

c asses of Anim -. Ti .1. ti itions and explanations are usually

clear and accurate, although brief, and the arrangement of subjects

The second part is devoted to Medical Zoology, and contains

detailed descriptions of all animals immediately connected with

medical science, whether on account of their medicinal products,

venomous powers, or parasitism. The portion relating to parasitic

Worms will be found particularly useful
ft is scarcely to be expected that a work like this and covering

80 wide a field would be entirely free from errors or imperfect

statements, yet in this there are fewer instances of these than in

most works upon the same subject. Most of those noted are ot
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Buch as the statement on page 16 that Aim
.-los (correctly stated on j.,i uv I

i,

- i fBrachiopodaau
n, I posterior; on page 106 where, apparently, t

;

'
'

-
. • v •'

.
-

'
• '

'

' '
.

••

haps, like the term Invertebrata.
As a whole the book is a very useful one, and will supply a want

^—i interested in C „„,,,, ,ti u . Anatomy. In no

bnerfean birds I

imher of local catalogues have been i

' -,'-
« : ..:,.:.,.: , ..

if ion of this kind that

I Birds, v.

Cn™« Vm" .''
' /'' '

S '"''''
' " "'""•' by Elliott

... - . .

".' '--.-A.. tion to^our

Tre
W^e

n
0f

f
the,li " Y.-n States.

irrence and relative abundance is given for

y t- ™ /;
.'.'

-''"'i
", "/•

V"''lh A ""'''" Part 2. By We *H.

' August, 1868. 4to, with five color,"!

' "' " -

- v.; ;.: -:! •:

' '
I . I. //- / . Coliaa Al >amlvu* >

•;.w J,'

'.'
;'.; ;; v

'•
/J-/-

/,,// and Ar . ttnm Alicia, the latter*

• /'''
/>;!//'

tions of the Mass.
Burt G. Wilder, M.D. From Public*-
al Society. Vol. ii, no. 3. Boston, 1868.

' - <
"' " tog the - ceurr a< i

.

'"
' - ....

cational institutions. Each Con-
;. Lett
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mistical and dry than Hittell's work, Mr. Cronise has made his

lume more interesting to the general reader. He has had the

vantage of the cooperation of'several persons well versed in dif-

•ent departments, as well as a long and intimate familiarity with

e commercial and mining resources of the State. Now that the

icilic Railroad promises to place California within reach of a

rs should he more familiarly know
e Atlantic border, and to this end 1

d well adapted.
8. Outlines of 7J//y* ;'^'"/'A //"//>"» ">><? C<»»,><rr<r?h-r ; by

ms- Marshall, F.R.S., Professor of Surgery in University Col-

re, London; Surgeon to tin- University College Hospital. \\ ill)

ditions, by Fkascis G. Smith, M.D., Prof, of Institutes of Medi-

ie in the University of Pennsylvania. 8vo, pp. 1026. 1868. Phil-

elphia: Henry C. Lea.—This is an elaborate and carefully pre-

ivd digest of human and comparative physiology, designed for

e use of general reader-, but n or. ^ . rial \ serviceable to the

ulent of medicine. Its style i- roneUc, <-!ear and scho]"1

•' .<":

..ibjorr, Ho important d",-< \ nes of modern

:-< iKM-i-filvvi-ibU- ;

ion derived

and variety ..i w itiu- < .-.t wnd in '" e v, >k. i- ^kingly illus-

trated by turning over the copious Index, covering twenty-four

• h-ely i»rint, d paires in double (

0. BeUqvkp AqwUnt k'ir.— (

Brothers, New York).—Ps
work, in quarto on the relics of man and of u-soc.aieu a ani:n> m
>"< nivesot Southern Fran* . e< .rimus th, ae.-,,unt

«Y of the Veaero, an
0? „, !n , ;, to -ome used
hy MicX.'.' .- toother with observations on

&e«Gera on the range of the
-"•'•

-

10. Gf, '. • A. II. VV.i:niK.v, Director.

Vol. Ill, :. ,, rv. v. and 5U pp.

by the a 1 1

:

:

>•— r 1
1
is volume oi

TV
G^0l<1 - 8< beeD

'"extended no^

-..'
•

• .'•":
.

•.--.
devoted to I

opening chapter Prof •

Rives an able exposition of the Coal measur

some of th States. The subsequent cha

Prof Wort .mm, tree-
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man and Bannister, relate more especially to the geologv of vari-
ous counties of the State, and contain much intemtinl local and
general information. °

Part II, (pp. 291-574,) is a valuable contribution to American
7-7> a»d reflects much cr Messrs F. B.
id the Director of the survey. Many new sped

\rZ 1 V
S

f
^

.if
1

"

6
^
des

1

cnbed
'
and amonS them, the u

Articulates from the Coal-measur.
tention of paleontologists. An important Supplement, by Mr.
». M. bcudder, containing descriptions of fossil insects from the
Coal measures of the State, and an rher l, v Dr. J. V. Z. Blaney,

SEX re
t
ult

\?
f^emical ana]yses of various limestones, com-

plete the work, which forms a worthy companion volume to those

the ™l4 ISeT?'/i P"°'1 °f Twei"^"[ »" Species of Melanite of

BiSnTfcT .Soo Nat Hw. Vol. XII.-p. 81, Description «d
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On some phenomena of Binocular Vision by
Joseph

: LeConte, Prof. Cheni. and Geol. in Una
south Carolina. 4

[Continued from page 77.]

II. -Rotation of the eye on the optic axis.

iliS^v*
a11 the exPeriments described in this paper had

a/ready been made and the results obtained, when my atten-
tion was called to Helmholtz's Croonian lecture "On the
"ormal motions of the eye in relation to binocular vision."*

» lecture I received some useful hints, as to the best
of experimenting on this been of

great service to me, and have made mv results much more
"7, without, however, ring them.

tt
8

n
thefTTresults differ very greatly and fundamentally from

uose ol Helmholtz, I repeated the experiments daily for many
eeics.modifying them in every conceivable way, to avoid the

possibihtv of error. I am peri; . that the
mts are true for my own eyes, and as far as I have been

*we to have them verified, they are true also for most other

caH /yes
* Unfortunatelj, however, the difficulty of verifi-

whif t
r
i
>ther eyes is very sreat Many of these experiments

perso
perfectly easy are almost impossible for most

staf
elmll0ltZ

'? lecture
>
I suPPose>

is the most authoritative
ement which we have of the present condition of science on

* Proc. Eoy. Soc, April, 1864, vol. xiii, p. 186.
* Joce. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XLVTI, No. 140.—Mabch, 1860.
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the subjects of the motions of the eye and of the Horopter.

It seems to be an abstract of more extended researches which

I have not seen. On this account it is obscure in some parts

;

yet I think I cannot be mistaken in his general results. In

order to make myself clear, whether in discussing Helmholtz's

results or in describing my own experiments, I find it neces-

sary to define the terms I shall most frequently use. The

position of the eye when the optic axes are parallel and at

right angles to the vertical line of the face, as when with head

erect we look at a point on a distant horizon, is called by

Helmholtz the primary direction of the eye, and the visual

line in this case is the primary direction of the visual line.

All other directions are called secondary directions. A plane

which passes through the visual line is called a meridian plane

of the eye, and the intersection of such a plane with the retina

we will call a meridian of the eye. The vertical line ofde-

markation is that meridian of the eye upon which the image

of an apparently vertical line falls when we look directly at

the line, and which therefore divides the retina into two equal

halves containing corresponding points in the two eyes. The

horizontal line of demarcation is that meridian of the eye upon

which under similar eiivun^tances the image of an apparently

horizontal line, falls. The plane which passes through the two

visual lines we will call fh<- c />»/// , '"„. . ;md that visual plane

which is at right angles to the line of the face the primary

visual plane. The line joining the root of the nose and the

point of sight, and which therefore bisects the angle of optic

convergence, we will call the median line of sight.

Now Helmholtz gives as the law controlling all the move-

ments of the eye the following, viz : that when the eye turns

from its primary to any secondary position, it turns "on «

fixed axis which is normal both to the primary and to the sec-

ondary visual line." In other words, the eye may turn on any

axis at right angles to the optic axis, but does not rotate ahont

the optic axis. Again he states that " vertical and horizontal

lines keep their vertical or horizontal position in the field oi

vision when the eye is moved from its primary direction verti-

cally or horizontally." This law had been previously stated by

Listing but without
]

. iS to have estab-

lished it by experiment. His method is very ingenious. I*
f

well known that if we look for some time at a bright oMg
and then turn the eye upon a comparatively obscure field;

8

spectrum having the form of the object will be seen. As &®
spectra are the result of a temporary" modification of the retm3

> temporary r

If therefore the bright object'

i

itself, they must follow the motions of the eye with the gjJK
;ht object be a line, «*J
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there be any rotation of the eye on the optic axis, in turning
the eye in various directions the linear spectrum ought to in-
cline to one side or the other. Suppose, then, the object be a
bright red vertical line on a gray wall at the exact height of
the eye : Helmholtz finds that on gazing at the bright line
with one eye, taking care that the eye shall haw its primary
'ii'ii iuii, and then turning the eye in a horizontal plane to
ilx- right or left, the spectrum retains p, r/vcth/ its vertiadity.
"I found," he says, "the results of these experiments in com-
plete agreement with the law of Listing." For the ingenious
device of Helmholtz for getting the primary position of the
eye we must refer the reader to his lecture. I have tried

itz's experiments with similar results. Nevertheless, I

Jwieve it may be demonstrated that though rotation of the eye
does not take place under the circumstances of these experi-
ments, yet it does so under other circumstances not touched by
thein

; and that in a manner which deeply affects the question
of the Horopter. The law of Listing is doubtless true or
nearly true wtien the eyes move bo each other,
but is far from being true in strong convergence. The experi-

h follow prove beyond a doubt that in my own case
and in most other cases tried, the eyes in convergence rotate
on the optic axes outward, and that the amount of rotation

•itl tin 'I'j'-x of : nrergenee. Meissner* has
• h ntally the position of the

lluis di :< rmin <1 he infers the
rotation of the eyes ; my experiments prove directly the rota-
tion of the eyes, and ironi this as well as from direct experi-
ment I hope to establish th - position of the Horopter.
Helmholtz, it is true, admits some degree of rotation of the

eye on the optic axis, particularly when the eye makes wide
'•xeui-Mnii*

i n t he lir ],[ „ t
- vu .w; but that he does not regard

. lent to int.-if re s.-Wly with the law of Listing

^evident from the f rm of the Horopter which he deduces.
Moreover, according to Helmholtz. t tcse si ght r. tations a:

controlled by the law of Donders, viz: "that the eye rdurns
• n th vis :! lint w brought

lnto the same direction." He regards this law as rigorously
exact. "Every position of the visual line," he says, "is con-
nected with a determined and constant degree of rotation."
"lit the experiments about to b described piove that under
certain circumstances the law of Donders, too, is far from
bemg true.

We have already stated (p. 73) that when the squares of
tue ruled diagram (fig. 5) are combined by converging the
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other at small angle. After my attention was once directed to

this fact, I could see slight crossi als for every

degree of convergence, hut the verticals seemed to c< >a

feetly. By placing, however, hoth the dia

!
'"f i tiy \«-

\
i ii In r.lar. ! .

,,': : -u u^lit i-uv nd at a point

it the same height as the eyes, the visual plane there-

fore in the primary position, and then slowlj n

decreasing the convergence of the optic axes, so that the ver-

tical lines of the two images passed slowly over one anothrr. it

was plainly seen that the verticals of the two images wore not

parallel, but crossed each other at small angle.

This my original diagram, howvvr. is not v.vll

experiments on this subject for two reasons : 1. It i

to distinguish the image of one eye from that of the other.

2. It is difficult to control perfectly the converge! 1

eyes. When the verl hey, M
Jj

were, leap and cling together as a single line, even th

really cross at considerable angle ; the really crossing lines, DJ

aiown law of stereoscopic combination, being seen as a

single line inclined to the visual plane. I therefore con-

structed a similar diagram, one-half of which con
Mack lines on a white ground and the other half of white h

>,;

on a black ground. It is convenient also to have
circles, one on each half and ssii . 6). J* *

place such a diagram perfectly
|

the head perfectly erect and the eyes at

height as the small circles, and th- n -t r . - . ically combine

the circles by crossing the eyes, I distinctlv sco the u-hit - ^- L
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3, both vertical and hori

at small angle, as if the images

1
1

r^
\

a,0

tiie visual line in opposite directions. This angle of crossi

increases as the plane of tin- digram i- brought nearer a:

decreases as the diagram is carried farther from the eyes. Or
these different angles of crossing may be obtained without
moving the diagram «.»r tin- In -ad. by converging the eyes more
and more and causing the white and black vertical lines i >

pass successively over each other. This is more easily done if

there are several small circles on each half, similarly situated
hut at different distances from each other. In this diagram,
the lines being of ditll rent col-rs do not scercoscopically com-
bine easily—they do not cling together as in the other case.

Their approach r« w ml <>r r< < s>i<m from one another and the

angle which they make with one another may be marked with
the utmost exactness. Nor is there any danger of confound-
ing the two images. For since the eyes are crossed we know
that the white lb,-. uid the black lines

to the left eye, we can therefav .1-termiue the direction m
which e i« a im ige rotates. 1 tin 1 dwa\ i

* "it the black lines

or the image of the h ft eve rotates to the right jT~~\ and the

white lines or the image- of the right eye rotates to the left

^~"X>. Now as tii'' imaj' alwavs moves in a direction con-

trary to the motion of the eye (differing in this respect from
sI>ectra), this indie ites a rotation of both eye* on the optic axes

outward ^~\f~^\.
T" test this question still farther I constructed another dia-

gram with the horizontal lines continuous across but the verti-

cals not perfect!

.

r ends of those of the rightW inclinin- t
'

>f the left half to the right
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by about 1° 20' (fig. 7). On bringing the circles together I

found that at a certain distance of the diagram—but only at a

depending upon the interval between the

ced perfectly'; the horizontals,

i might be expected, still crossed at a small an_l"-

and in the same direction as before, viz: the whites or right

eye image thus ^-^ and the blacks or left eye image twa

^-\_, indicating in this case also rotation of each eye out-

ward. Beyond the proper distance the verticals apj i

do not attain parallelism; within the proper disti

cross in a direction contrary to that in the diagram. When
the circles are ten inches apart, the proper distance is nearly

three feet and the image therefore ah nit s wn inches from the

HelmhoU dlar in all respects to my own

except turned upside down, in whi i. 1 - r-'~. i. '
i v i'" 1 »'

ni I horizontals coincide perfectly when the circles are com-

bined. Our own figure (tig. 7) turned upside down will f-
r for Prof. Helmholtz's. We quote his own words :

" The

I lines i

cal lines are not perfectly vertical. The upper end <>f tlmsf* "/

tu.^ nuiit ii^im an- ii „ d r I , id th >-e of the left

• left by about 1
; d. .. (M s ." \) n t j is eXj.eii^'

differs from our own in a most unaeeounuMe manner. Be

says ; -Now combine the two sides store .scopi.-ai: .

• or by a stereoscope, and you will see that the white

lines of the one coin foe other, as

soon as the centers of both figures <

tical lines of the two figures °are n«
He accounts for this, not by rotat

although the

parallel to each other.

q of the eyes but by the
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of the difference between real and apparent iu ri

The ignorance of this principle he believes lias vitiated the
results of all previous observers. He illustrates this principle
thus: "When you draw on paper a horizontal line, and
another line crossing it exactly at right angles, the right supe-
rior angle will appear to your right eye too great and to your
left eye too small ; the other angles show corresponding devia-
tions. To have an apparently right angle, you must make the
vertical line incline by an angle of about 1 \ degrees for it to

;" !> ar really vertical. We must distinguish therefore between
rh really vertical lines and the apparently vertical lines in the
field of view." " Now look alternately with the right and the
left eye at these figures (fig. 7 turned upside down). You will

find that the angles of the right figure appear to the right eye
equal to right angles, and those of the left figure so appear to

the left eye ; but the angles of the left figure appear to the
right eye to deviate much from a right angle, as also do those
of the right figure to the left eye." Prof. Helmholtz therefore

Decadence of the vertical

lines of his diagram is the result of this principle. "There-
fore," he says, "not the really vertical meridians of the two
fields correspond as has been hitherto supposed, but the

apparently vertical meridians. On the contrary, the horizon-
tal meridians really correspond at least for normal eyes which
are not fatigued."
On this principle Prof. Helmholtz builds his whole theory

°f the Horopter. But that this principle cannot account for

mena he observes I think can be proved. In the first

l'
1 1! •' I rind that if there be any distinction between real and

apparent verticality for my eyes, the difference is too small to

"6 detected by the simple observation of lines drawn at right

angles with each other. For my own eyes really vertical lines

are also apparently vertical, and lines inclined 1| from verti-

cally are not at all apparently vertical. I have tried several

,T;t er normal eyes with the same result. But leav

aside: in the second place, it is by no means indifferent

^nether the two halves be combined by a " stereoscope or by

T." If they are combined bv a stereoscope as stereo-

scopes are usually constructed, the right half is looked at by
the right eye and the left half by the left eye, so that the

Point of sight and the plane of combination is beyond
ffram ; coincidence in this case, theretore, would be a true

^lustration of Pmf. Helmholtz's principle. But if they -ire

.

ha
!f of the dia-ram, and therefore in Prof. Heimholtz's own
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words, the verticals should "deviate much from aright angle,"

viz : 2^ degrees. I have tried many eyes and I have yet found

none in which the coincidence of the verticals of Prof. Helm-

hultz's diagram was perfect when combined by means of a

stereoscope, i. e., beyond the diagram ; but I have found on

person to whom the coincidence seemed to be perfect when the

combination was made by squinting.

It is evident, then, that Prof. Heli ) ltz\s pam iplo < n-'t

hi his nWll

experiment. I myself believe that if the coincidence tabs

place only by squinting (as in the case mentioned above), it

can only be explained l»y rotation of the eyes inward. It is

true riia* : artals ought to cross also; but

Prof. Helmholtz himself admits that such is sometimes the

fact, but attributes it to fatigue. '-After keeping the eyes/'

he says, u a long time looking at a near object, as in reading

or writing, I iiav. found ii , t the li. riz u i il" liu <

other ; but they became parallel again when 1 had looked for

some time at a distant object."

On reading Prof. Helmholtz's lecture and finding his results

so il ill" rent from my own, I immediately tried his figure hy

. but bund the verticals en /, one anoih r at an

ii liuat n much gr< at r tl an in the diagram itself, while the

horizontals al-> ei ,,M il l, lir at a h -- angle. On turning the

figure upside down, how* v n. tiie \<i\ieils c duci 1 d piUitb

when the proper distance was obtained, though the h

crossed as before. All these phenomena an easily explain-!

by rotation of the eyes outward. To test the <p ;

more thoroughly, I then constructed other diagrams in whion

both verticals and horizontals were inclined so as to make an

angle of 1^ degrees with the true vertical and the true hori-

zontal (fig. 8) and therefore perfect squares with one anothefc

At the proper distance, when the small circles wei - brou^
together, the coincidence of both verticals and /

seemed to be perfect When the plane of the diagram was too

near or too far, all the lines crossed, in the one case in one

direction and in the other case in the nj her direction. I thr»

constructed still other diagrams, in which the inclii

the lines with the true vertical and the true hori/.oio

.
i

.
i

lines in coincidence, but of course by different degrees of eon-

vergence. In the last the optic eonvergene, n s-nr; ^ v

extreme, and the strain on the eyes considerable ; but in the

other cases there was not the sli hi.-t difihultv or strain.

big, however, that Prof ed that the

change of position of the horizontals might be the result ot



fatigue, I tried repeatedly after long rest but always the phe-
nomena were precisely the same. In the diagram in which the

F~~ i

t ° 31—

1

inclination of the lines was five degrees I observed, however,
that a greater degree of convergence was necessary to bring
the horizon' an t< bring tin verficu.'s nto
c ut-nhnce. The < lilt ivn •<> in the distance u±" the di gram in

*«e two cases was about two inches and the difference in the
distance of the point of sight was about one-half inch. I can-
too* explain this except by supposing that the form of the
optic globe was changed by the excessive action of the

f can conceive of no possible source of fallacy in these

:: s 1/r, tu 1 e . |»r: cfiee the} have become aha >st as

is ;mv <>rdinarv aet of vision. They <lo not now
'

;t '~«io my eyes in the slightest degree. I see the lin< s «>f the
v

' images, which 1 b in- tog< rh i just as plainly as if they

and white thn ads. While watching them I con-
trol their motions almost as perfeetlv as if I was sliding with
my hands two frames with white mid black threads stretched

J»
thvm. There is not the shadow of a doubt, therefore,

that in my own case the eyes in convergence rota-

de!
Ward

'
and that thG amouut of rotation ^creases with the

I next proceeded t > determine the amount of rotation for

of the point of sight. In the diagram in

*hlch the inclination "t the lines was f) legiv.-s. s

ot the image u is mdv 2 to oi
[ n .;. . s : t a- th« iin s in- ined 2^-

»ees, the distanc'- of the image was 4 inches; t r lines

' Ml, .l.g,-,,,. r]l ,1- ^ 7 m <; imlfor40
jniontes, the distance was about 12 to 14 inches. I am able,

7, Sreat strain to obliterate or :
- common

Md f view of the twQ In this case f course the eyes
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both look at the root of the nose. In this extreme converg-

ence I find that lines coincide which make with each other an

angle of 22 degrees or 11 degrees with the vertical. This

would seem, therefore, the extreme rotation for my eyes. The

distance of the image in this case is nearly at the root of the

If, however, in extreme convergence, rotation on the optic

axes takes place to the extent of 11°, this rotation ought to be

detectable by means of ocular spectra or even by direct obser-

vation of the eye itself. I determined to try these also. My

method of experimenting with ocular spectra is as follows:

Standing in a somewhat obscure room, I gaze with the left eye

(the other being shut) at a vertical crevice in a closed window

until a distinct spectrum is obtained. Placing myself now

opposite a vertical line on the wall of the room, with my right

side toward the wall, I turn my head until my left eye II (fig-

9), looking across the root of my nose n, can see the vertical

I now gaze at a point very near the vertical line, and by

inclining my head to one side or the other, bring the spectrum

exactly parallel to the vertical line. In this position, if the

wail be at some distance from the observer, the axes of the eyes

may be regarded as nearly parallel as He 16. I now, by »

voluntary effort, bring the point of sight along the line Hc

nearer and nearer, until it reaches a near the root of the nose.

In doing so the spectrum is always seen to incline to the left

thus L On relaxing the convergence and looking again at tto

wall, the spectrum retains its inclined position for an apjavcia-

ble time and then gra lualiy ivc.v.-rs its original
In similar experiments with the right eye the spectrum &

always seen to incline to the right thus I.

I next tried direct observation of the eye itself. As I cottla

not find any one with the new^irv c uiti.il <>v<r tln> «}' •

If the subject of this obfi

While therefore, with the right eye shut, I gaze with the left
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eye across the root of the nose on vacancy, or on a distant

object as in the figure (fig. 9), an observer conveniently placed
near the visual line carefully exainim s the iris of my eye so as
to recognize the position of the radiating lines. When now,
without changing the position of the visual line of the left eye,

I turn the right eye inward, as in the previous x; ei iim nt,

until the point of sight is at a, the globe of the left eye is dis-

tinctly seen to rotate outward. I got four different persons to

make this observation upon my eye, and the testimony of all

was the same.
I had proceeded thus far in my experiments when I was led

to reflect farthei i n tl
;
h n • na presented by the dia-

gram in which the lines were highly inclined. In this dia-

gram, it will be remembered, the verticals were combined with
more facility than the horizontals. I now repeated all my
experiments with more care and with especial reference to this

point. As I expected I found the same true for all the dia-

grams, but the difference was so small that it had escaped
detection. This led me to suspect that there might be some
fruth in Prof. Helndioltz's principle of real and apparent ver-

tical. I therefore constructed many other diagrams to test this

point. I constructed first a diagram exactly like figure 6,

except that the circles were the same distance apart as my
eyes, viz : 2i inches. On placing this diagram b fore me and
gazing on vacancy, the eyes therefore in their primary position,
the circles were brought together. In this experiment the
verticals came together parallel. I sometimes thought there
was a scarcely perceptible inclination in the direction required

D7 Helmholtz's principle, viz : thus A. If any such inelina-

tlon really existed, it could not have been more than 10' for

eaeh line with the vertical, or 20' with one another ;
f r this

angle I can distinctly detect under these circumstances. I
next constructed a diagram like Prof. Helmholtz's, except
that the outward inclination of the verticals was only 40'

instead of 11°. On combining the two halves of this diagram
b.v means of a stereoscope, there really seemed to be perfect

eorncidence of both verticals and horizontals; but I s -on

*°und by trviii. s veral. that stereoscopes differ much in this

respect. I th lefoiv d - u h-<l them as unreliable. On com-

ing the same diagram with the naked eye in the manner
ot a stereoscope, i. e., beyond the plane of the clia-

verticals coincided perf.rtlv when the point of sight was
about twelve inches distant, but the horizontals very per-

rossed, though certainly, I think, at an angle less

:

bv squinting (of course turning the diagram upside down), 1
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found the result precisely the same when the point of sight
was at the same distance, viz: twelve inches. In the next

which I constructed the verticals

-.' ..nutcs.
_

in this case both seemed to combine p ri'.nlv
*'

' t^i;";^"f-i-;htwi.disuin: 7 in -1 , , V
:

! "<t tli >«iJ, ,1, in l
= u I r, i,.{ ih 1 ; n ,

o 45, the u is. ;••:: l, ; .i ;1L .

J ; degrees. In this case Mi ver-
H - ud horizontals conibin d i. • ilv ;L r ti. dis.ai
finches I then tried one in which the v. ( , N i. i

>

10 In this case I could not n,J, p, r f1T r , | Ui i i,.„ •

i

h'.rh verticals and horizontals until the dm , f
i . , ,i

-

tion was made as great as 5*. The dia-mi i n, d ,\ m, ,«:i

reduced m the figure (fig. 10). The point of sight in this

only li inch from the line joining the optic
centers or about one-quarter inch from the root of the nose.

J ;t!!
irtion of the

-
:

;

-be under the action of the oblique i ms. ! s—a « -

ases with the degree of optic convergence.We will refer to this again.
In all the experiments described above the greatest care was

il plane should be in the primary direction,

a to the line of the face, and especi

uram Inowwi8hedtotrytheeti;,T„fturnnu
i:

; " .'-I
1 wm .i M ,. . tr..m hisex-

conpW °! KPm n ved at the
concluBion that the rotation of the eye was

downS f ™nver
?en<*, when the visual

tuorZTd afth T ltS Primary P°siti0n
'
and that the r0tati

°rincreased as the plane was elevated toward the eyebrows. I
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was anxious to test this result. The plane of the diagram still

remaining vertical I now turned tin- i i.-< upward (taking . <i- .

however, that the eyes should still be on an exact lev'oi with
tin- circles of the diagram), until the eyes looked in the din v. ion

of the point of the nose. In this position, on stereoscopicalh
combining the small circles, the lines, both vertical and hori-
zontal, in ai! •.'. ir trin position ; i. e., in the

iin-- ( Mir. h). the coincidence ..f ;di the
hoes was perfect, in the diagram with inclined verticals (fig.

' ). the horizontals coalesced perfectly and the verticals en^sed
at their true angle of inclination, while in the diagram with
the verticals and horizontals both inclined (fig. 8), both the
" rticals and horizontals crossed at their true angle of inclina-
tion. I tried the same experiment for various distances and
therefore various degrees of optic convergence, but alwavs with
the same result. There is, therefore, no rotation of my eyes
when the frfom <•/' ci~i<>n is inclined 45

3
downward. In con-

tinuing the inclination still farther downward I observed a
r dation of the eyes in the contrary direction, i. e.,

'•irn-,-,1. As the eyes are raised from the position, 45° down-
ward, the rotation increases until the visual plane is again in
its primary direction. When the visual plane is raised above

ver, I do not find the rotation to increase as stated

!u cases of extreme convergence, but rather
decrease again, although it does not again become zero.* In

" '- convergence, however, as for instance, when the point
°t sight is less than seven inches distant, the rotation continues
to increase as stated by Meissner.

jt is absolutely necessary that the i

be exactly at right angles with the plane of the diagram. The'
jeast error in this respect will cause perspective convergence of
the parallel verticals, or increase or decrease of the angle of
inclination of the inclined verticals. With the diagram three

j

eet distant, if my eyes look one inch above or below their true
jevel, on combining the two halves of the diagram I can detect
ttle perspective convergence, upward or downward, with the
greatest ease. In all cases, also, but particularly when the
convergence is very strong, it is necessary to fix the attention
°n t.hat horizontal which passes through the small circle, for

"°se above and below converge by perspective.

More recent experiments, just concluded have convinced me that in my own
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indies to 1.5 by 30 inches.

My next desire was to determine how far these results were
tor normal eyes. The great difficulty was to find unv

one who was able to repeat the experiments. Nevertheless, I

have found four young persons with normal eyes who. with

some practic. Lav, mu-,-.-. i,-d in all except the most
of them. Their res tly with my own. la a

fifth case, however, in which great difficult v was experieu , ,

and the results were uncertain, I was led to believe that r!.

eyes in convergence rotated inward. It is not improbable,
. that normal eyes differ in this respect.

We believe, therefore, that we are justified in the conclusion
that when the

«
ye is in its primary position and theivfeiv

passive, the vertical line of demarkation coincides with the

vertical meridian and the horizontal line of demarkation with
the horizontal meridian of the eye, and therefore these two

lines of demarkation are at right angles to each other. But as

soon as the eyes begin to converge, the oblique muscles (par-

ticularly the inferior oblique) begin to act, rotating the e\e -
the optic axis and slightly distorting its form : °so that th

is now not only no longer coinci-

dent with the vertical meridian hut also u I ,n -r ar rid

the horizontal line of demarkation. Both the rota-

tion and the change in the relation of the two lines of de-

markation increases with the degree of optic convergence. I*

le that the frequent action of the muscles distorting

of the eye may leave some permanent impress upon

,
the form of the globe, so that even in a passive state the verti-

cal line of demarkation does not coincide perfectly with the

vertical meridian. If so, then to that extent HelmholfiA
principle of real and apparent vertical in the primary position
of the eye would be true. Or to express it differently : *e

have seen that the inclination of the vertical unon the I

line of demarkation decreases as

25, and at 12 inches 20'. It is possible that eve,
point of sight recedes to infinite distance and the horis
line of demarkation be vitli the horu
mendtan, the vertical line of demarkation may still msmaU angle with the vertical meridian. If so, this an,

however, for the natural position Jwhieh all Tines at al
tances combine when the visual plane is inclined 45° c
ward seems inconsistent with this idea.
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The decrease of the rotation of the eye when the visual
plane is inclined downward and its increase when the visual
plane is inclined upward, seems to be the result of the relative
power of the two oblique muscles. Ordinarily the inferior
oblique is the stronger and the rotation is therefore outward,
but as the visual plane is inclined downward, the action of the
two become more and more nearly equal, until at 45 ° they
balance each other and there is no rotation. Below 45° the
action of the superior oblique predominates and the eye there-
i-re rotates inward. In tun in- tin usual plane upward and
converging strongly, the action of the inferior oblique predomi-

« more and i

it will be observed that the rotation of the eye which we
nave demonstrated necessitates, in optic convergence, a differ-

areen the real and apparent vertical ; but our views
oilier entirely from those of Prof. Helmholtz's in the following
respects : 1. Prof. Helmholtz admits only a difference between
real and apparent vertical; we have shown a difference be-
tween the real and a j

i] tivnt h<;riz<>nt 1 as v.vi! as the real and
apparent vertical. 2. Prof. Helmholtz's difference is a con-
stant one, viz, li°

; ours varies from 11° to 20' and probi Myw zero. 3. According to Prof. Helmholtz the relation of the
apparent vertical to the apparent horizontal is a constant one,

angle of about 88|° ; our experiments prove th : this
relation varies to the extent of 5°.

At is certain, therefore, that the law of Listing is far from
P^ng true in strong convergence. Evidently the reason is that
jn convergence muscles are used which are not used in simply

^ (J eyes from side to side, as in the experiments used
oy Helmholtz to prove this law (p. 155). That different mus-
cles are used in strong convergence is easily shown as follows :

Jt is easy to turn either eye inward until it looks in the direc-
tion of the root of the nose, provided the other eve moves par-
allel with it, i. e., outward ; but it is almost impossible to turn
noth eyes at the same time so as to look at this point. Great

ing convergence even much short
this. The eyes are turned from side to side, parallel to each

other, by means of the interior and exterior recti muscles,
while in convergence the oblique muscles are also used. For
tni s reason Prof. Helmholtz's experiments on spectra do not
aPply to convergence.

1 he law of Donders is equally untrue for strong convergence,
nis law asserts that the position of the eye is i igorously con-

stant for every position of the visual line. "But in the experi-

ment represented by figure 9 the eye II, ah
°f its visual line is unchanged, rotates on its axis when the
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visual line of the other eye is turned from the direction 16 to

iod la.

>

The reason is, that as I. turns toward a the oblique musclesm both eyes begin to act. It is probable that the action of
the oblique muscles and therefore the rotation of the eye, is

consensual with the two adjustments and with the com
qf the pupil ; and it is well known that under the

)y the figure, the pupil of t

.lthough the direction of the
ia unenangea.

III. The Horopter.

If we look intently at" any point the visual lines converge
and meet at that point. Its image is therefore impress*!*
exactly corresponding points of the two retinas, viz : on the
central spot of each. A small object at this point is therefore
seen single. We have called this point the point' of sight.

All objects beyond or on this side of the point of sight are seen
double, for their images do not fall on corresponding points |the two retime. But objects above or below, or to one side or

the other of the point of sight, may possiblv be seen single
also. The sum of all the points which are seen single, while
the point of sight remains umhan-od. is ,-nlled the Horopter.
Or it may be expressed din h eye projects its

retinal images outward into space and therefore has its own
held of view crowded with its own images. When we look at

any object, we bring the two external images of that object in

coincidence at the point of sight. Now the point of sight,
together with all other corresponding points of the two fields

ot view which coalesce at that moment, constitute the Horop-
ter, ut course the image of all points lying in the Horopter
Mlojicorrespo retina.

Is the Horopter a surface or is it aline? In either case
wnat is its form and position ? These questions have tasked
the ingenuity of physicists, mathematicians and physiologists.

eirn.IT
: :* under all cir-

cumstances was known, then the question of the form of the

r7o3f ™ * bTme a Pllrelr mathematical one. But the

TelU ™f*-
ldentl

f1 .P°mts evidently depends upon the laws of

™L?n° Vt ^ evidenfc
' therefore, that it is only on anS ucted

a7 ^i a tme theo^ «f the Horopter can be

Ihe most diverse views have, therefore, been held as to the
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nature and form of the Horopter. Aguilonius, the inventor of
the name, believed it to be a plane passing through the point
of sight and perpendicular to the median line of sight. Others
have believed it to be the surface of a sphere passing through
the point of sight and the optic centers ; others, a torus formed
by the revolution of a circle passing through the point of sight
and the optic centers, on a line joining the optic centers. The
subject has been investigated with great acuteness by P. Pre-
vost, A. Prevost, J. Muller, Gr. Meissner, E. Claparede,* and
lastly by Helmholtz.f A. Prevost determines in it, as he sup-
poses, a circle passing through the optic centers and the point

which he calls the "horopteric circle," and a straight
line passing through the point of sight at right angles to the
visual plane, which he calls the "horopteric vertical"

Until the investigations of Meissner almost all attempts to

determine the form of the Horopter have been by mathemati-
cal calculations, based upon the doctrine of identical points
and assuming the law of Listing. Meissner attempts the
same question experimentally. We condense the following
account of his admirable investigations from Claparede's me-
moir of this subject + already referred to :

fet R (fig. 11) be an observer and I II his two
point of sight, B an object beyond and B' an ol

than the point of sight,
but all in the same line,
joining the root of the
nose and the point of
sight. Of course, both
B and B' will
d-u: if,

till fixed
uP<>n A, B be elevated,
its two images, accord-
ing to Meissner, will ap-
proach, until at some
Point, W, they coalesce.
"j on the contrary, B be
and more. If, now, B' be _
14 be depressed, its images approach and coalesce at O. The
line WAO is, therefore" the Horopter or line of single vision.

It is not at right angles but inclined to the plane of vision.

4sain, according to Meissner, if instead of points we have ver-

tical lines like threads WB and OB' (fig. 11), then OB' will
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double B', the images being crossed, and approach one
another and meet at 0, in other words, will appear thus : v\?
while BW will also double at B but not cross (i e each U
image will have the same name as the eye), and will be

fo

seen to converge and meet atW thus f . Lastly, if the ver-

Meissner accounts for these phenomena by supposing that, in

converging the optic axis, the eyes rotate on the optic axis out-
ward so that the vertical lines of demarkation CD no longer
coincide perfectly with the vertical meridians AB (fig. 12,) as

12. they do when the eyes are

in the primary direction

(the axis parallel) but cross

them at a small angle In

the primary direction of

the eye the image of a

vertical line according to

Meissner falls on the verti-

cal line of demarcation CD in both eyes (for these lines then
coincide with the vertical meridian) and is therefore si

But if the eyes rotate on the optic axes outward then the
image of a vertical line still falling on the vertical meridian

3ss the line of demarkation in opposite directions in the

i and therefore cannot be f

i eyes ana tnus w
seen single, it must be inclined at a certain angle with the

vertical, the lower end being nearer and the upper end farther
away. It is moreover evident, upon a little reflection, that when
the eye rotates the Horopter cannot be a plane nor a surface V
any kmd for objects right and left of the horopters lini #&.
all be doubled by displacement of the horizontal line of demark-
ation GH (fig. 12,) which therefore no longer coincides with
the horizontal meridian EF.
From various experiments made at different distances and

with different degrees of inclination of the visual plane upward
and downward, Meissner concludes : 1. That lookin- straight

^X +^ 1
.

nfin
j

t
f.

distance the Horopter is a plane at right
angles to the visual mes. 2. That for all other distances, the
visual plane remaining the same, the Horopter is a straight

iSfnn^M
°Ugh

,

the
,
Point of siSht «* increasing in in-

clination to the visual plane, as the convergence of the optic
axes increases. 3. That in turning the visual plane downward,
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the inclination of the horopteric line with that plane becomes
less and less, until at 45° downward it becomes perpendicular
and therefore the Horopter again expands into a plane at right
angles to the median line of sight. 4. That in raising the
visual plane upward toward the eyebrows, the inclination of
the Horopter to the visual plane increases.

We have given Meissner's investigations more in detail,
because by entirely different methods we have confirmed al-
most all of them.
Claparede by similar experiments fails to confirm the conclu-

sions of Meissner and therefore rejects them. He concludes,
partly from his own experiments and partly from calculation,
that " the Horopter is a surface
of such a form that it contains
a straight line perpendicular to
the plane of vision and passing
through the point of sight, and
that every plane passing through

uters makes byinter-
i his surface, the cir-

cumference of a circle." In other
words, he believes that the horop-

face which contains the
horopteric vertical BAB' (fig. 13)
and the horopteric circle C '

"

that i . the
surface is further cha;
by the fact that, while the point
°i sight remains at A, the inter-
section with it ofevery plane pass-
]ng through the optic r

upward or downward as OBO
and OBO is also a circle. It is

evident that as these circles would increase in size upward and
downward the Horopter according to Claparede, must be a sur-
face of singular and complex form.

finally, Helmholtz arrives at results entirely different from
aU previous observers. He sums up his conclusions as follows :

' When the point of convergence is situated in the middle
Lvertical]

plarie of the head, the Horopter is composed of a
straight line drawn through the point of convergence [direc-
tIQn not stated but evidently not at right angles to the visual

Plane, for 8ee below the sentence marked*] and a conic section

passing through the optic centers and intersecting the straight

'WT

hen the point of (
t the pla
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tains the primary visual lines [primary visual plane], the
Horopter is a circle going through that point and the optic
centers [Prevost's horopteric ci t line inter-
secting the circle [where and in what direction not b1

>

When the point of convergence is situated as well in the
middle plane of the head as in the primary visual plane, the
Horopter is the circle just d
circle] and a straight line going through that point
not stated]."

r L

" There is but one case in which the Horopter is really a

pane, viz: when the point of convergence is in t

plane of the head and at an infinite distance. Then the Ho-
ropter is a.plane parallel to the visual plane and beneath it, at

a certain distance which depends upon the angle between the

really and apparently vertical meridians, but which is n< uh
as great as the distance of the feet of the observer from his

eyes when he is standing. Therefore, when we look at a point

on the horizon, the Horopter is the ground on which we stand,
* When we look at the ground on which we stand at any point

distant from both eyes, the Horopter is not a plane,
but the straight line which is one of its parts coincides com-
pletely with the horizontal plane on which we stand."

lhese conclusions of Helmholtz are the result of refined

mathematical calculations based entirely upon the supposed
constant difference between the real and apparent vertical. If

[Cinle be true for all normal eyes, then it is probable
that Helmholtz's conclusions in regard to the form and posi-

tion oi the Horopter are also true for those cases in which the

point of sight is at considerable distance and in win
tore, the rotation of the eye is very small. I am not able to

test all of Prof. Helmholtz's conclusions by calculations based
upon this principle, but I easily see that the position of the

Horopter lying along the ground is the necessary consequence
ot a difference of li degrees between the real and
vertical when the eyes are in their primary direction. For if

f™o be
.
drawn from each pupi _ an an#

of 2, with each other ,„ „t 1
; with she vertical, they would

intersect each other at the distance of about five feet below the

eyes or about the feet of the observer standing erect. Now if

these two lines be placed thus
\j

before the observer whose
"

"
"

i primary direction, it is plain that thei
ation

i
would be a line lying along the g.„-

11 the difference between the real and a



that if there be any such c

be more than 10' ; in this
at least 35-40 feet below the eyes. But Prof. Helmholtz
takes no account of rotation of the eyes on the optic axes,
which greatly affects the form and position of the Horopter
when the point of sight is near ; and we believe that it is only
when the point of sight is near, that the form and position of
the Horopter is of any practical importance in vision, for it is

only then that the doubling of images lying out of the Horop-
ter is perceptible.

It has been with much hesitation that I have ventured to
criticise the conclusions of so distinguished a physicist. My

do so, if well founded, I attribute entirely to a facil-
ity in the use of the eyes such as I have never seen equalled in
the case of any other person.
Although, I believe, Meissner has arrived at truer reflfclte

than any one who has yet written on this subject
;
yet I think

his method very unsatisfactory. I have wondered at the skill

and patienee which could attain such true results by such im-
perfect methods. I have tried Meissner's experiments without
any satisfactory results, and I confess I commenced these ex-
periments with the conviction that his theory was untenable

;

but contrary to my expeotati.'ti his views have been in a great
measure eonarmed. The difficulty with Meissner's method
and m fact with all previous experimental methods, as
stated, is the indistinctness of objects at any considerable dis-

tance from the point of sight in anv direction. In Meissner's
experiment with the three points, B', A and B (fig. 11). in

lowering B' or elevating B, the indistinctness was so u
1 could not tell with certainty whether the images approached
each other or not ; and in his second experiment with the
thread, the obstinate disposition on the part of the eye to see
single by stereoscopic combination even when the images cross,

interferes seriously with the certainty of the result, But in
mY experiments, by virtue of the complete dissociation of the
axial and focal adjustments, the lines are seen

|

and by making them pass each other slowly, their

relation to each other may be observed with great exactness.

J
will now state my own results in regard to the Horopter.

It is evident that if, in convenrem-e. the eyes rotate on the

°Ptic axes as mv experiments prove, then in this state of the

eyes the Horopter can a line ; and this line

cannot be vertical but inclined to the visual plane. Perhaps
this requires farther explanation. If the eyes in a state of con-

vergence be rotate the

kae must be doubled except at the point ofsight. This doubling
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is the result of horizontal displacement of the two images in
opposite directions, and therefore the two images may be brought
together by bringing the doubled portion of the vertical line
nearer or carrying it farther away. This is done in inclining
the line as m fig. 11. But all points to the right and left of
the horoptenc line are also doubled by rotation, but this doub-
ling is the result of vertical displacement of the images ; now
vertical displacement cannot be r.-medu-l by ihciv^m- .., ,1 -

creasing the distance, because the eyes are separated koti -

tally. Therefore no form of surface can satisfy the conditions
of single vision right and left of the horopteric line The re-

striction of the Horopter to a straight line and the inclination
of that line to the visual plane are therefore necessary results of

the optic axes. But I have also proved this by

black and the other black

rotat:

direct experiment.
If two lines, one white

white (fig. 14) be drawn at an angle of H degrees with the

14 .

vertical and therefore 2^ degrees with each

n

other, then by bringing my eyes so near to them
at any point aa (taking care that the median

liar to the plane

"fth.'liiK-si that tilt-

ing shall meet beyond the diagram at the dis-

tance of seven inches from the eyes, the two
lines are brought in perfect coincidence. If on
the contrary the same figure be turned upside
down and the eyes be placed a little i;.uh. ; . h '•-

seven inches, so that the two points aa are

l;n."ujit t.._, .h.rU ,-r. .,-:,,_. : ], v] ti, axt-at
t«" ;^m '..f^v.-uin 1 ,, ;, lial*.»tii< Hues

uiv I r« ught in p< rfect e< incid< nco The uecuiu-

15) in which 00 are the

eyes, A the point of sight, oH, «H and a'H',

a'H' are the Kij s in th • two positions, will »x-

plain how the stereoscopic- combination tako
place m each case. The line HAH is the

Horopter. This .xperiim-nt is difficult to per-

wih r u i-« i

satisfactorily. When the lines come to-

&JV8

,

dlfl

?
C?tt0determilie whether there is real coinci-

f or nor. i , , , coinci-
deuce » not perfect the wl £J to run£
he mZe t

ea
/
h °tller-

' "" ;h"" ;t

lon&dZZf 11
C0I?."« 'ogether or of separating. I feel quit?

conndent of tli
:
; . .

Imademarr,
,, events and

on the previous experiments oo rotation of the eve to deter-
mine the mclmation of the horopteric line for different degree*
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calculations were

factory. I had ex-
pected from Meiss-
ner's results that
there would be

dilations of any increase or decrease with distance. For all ai>-

fences the inclination seemed to come out about seven degrees

—

in some a little less, in some a little more. Beyond three inches

-ressive increase rather than de-

crease
; within three inches the action of the eyes was irregular.

I then adopted another method. I used the diagram of
parallel lines (fig. 6,) and inclined it at an angle of exactly 7

3

from the perpendicular in the supposed direction of the Ho-
ropter, and at the distance of 3 feet. In this position the verti-

cals of course all converge by perspective. I then brought to-

gether successively the lines 3 inches apart, then those 6 inches

apart, then those 9 inches, 12 inches, 15 inches, 18 inches and
so on even to the last, which were 30 inches apart : in each

lines seemed to come together parallel or at least the

divergence, if any, was so small that I could not be sure about
it. Now in this experiment the point of sight varied from
16£ inches to only 2-8 inches in distance, and yet the inclina-

tion of the horopteric line seemed to be nearly the same for

all, viz: 7°. If there was any difference at all it seemed to

he in favor </ <j>; <>t ,- ,//.^.vm . This re-

! Ti-ivcil at, though dwiib mi 11 y by experiment alone,

would be the necessary result of any residual di if. -r nee between
the real and apparent vertical, or in other words, any residual

inclination of the vertical upon the horizontal line of demark-
ation of the eye in its primary position, such as Helmholtz

maintains and as I have supposed possible. Still it by no
means proves the existence of this residual difference.

It must not be supposed, however, because the lines 3 inches,

6 mches, 9 inches, 12 inches, &c, apart, are all brought into

coincidence at the same or nearly the same inclination, that

therefore the amount of rotation of the eye is the same for

a11
- The perspective convergence of the lines, of course in-

creases with their distance apart, and therefore the rol

the eye necessary to bring them successively into coincidence
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increases also. It is quite possible that the rotation should

increase wil genee, and- yet the inclination of

the horopteric line remain constant or even decrease with the

convergence. Whether the inclination of the horopteric line

increases or decreases with distance would depend upon the law

of increase of rotation with increasing convergence. If it in-

creases with (ii>iaun ili< u it I- p - ! I. tl it \v n we look at

the ground before us the Horopter may be a line lying along

the ground, as maintained by Helmholtz.

I next tried the same experiments with the eyes inclined

downward 45°. The lines do not change at all then

perspective convergence. In all thv oxjm rinicnts made with

eyes in this position the inclination of the lines in the image

was the same as in the object. I conclude therefore that in

this position of the eyes the Horopter is at right-angles to the

plane of vision, and since there is no rotation of the eye the

lit iopM- in this position expands into a surface. Below this

inclination the Horopter again becomes a line but inclined novo

the other way, i. e., the upper end toward the observer. In turn-

ing the eyes upward toward the eyebrows, I have found the

rotation, except in cases of strong convergence, less than look-

ing straight forward. I conclude therefore that in this po-

tion the horopteric line inclines less to the visual plane than it

does when the visual plane is in its primary direction.*

The points in which my experiments do not confirm Meiss-

ner are—1, the increasing inclination of the horopteric line

with increasing convergence. 2, the increasing rotation of the

eye as well as inclination of the horopteric line under all cir-

cumstances in turning the eye upward. . Again, I believe that

Meissner is also wrong in supposing that the Horopter is a

plane when the eyes are depressed 45°. In this position it is a

surface but not a plane. It is clear that the images of points

situated to the right and left of the point of sight and in the

same plane with it cannot fall on corresponding points of the

two retinae. As to the form of this surface, I feel myself no*

qual to the task of its mathemar i

mental investigation presents, I believe, insuperable difficulties.

We have seen that the eye in convergence rotates on the op-

tic axis. The question naturally occurs, is this rotation to be

regarded in the light of an imperfection of the instrument (ot

which there are several examples in the structure and mechan-
ism of the eye,) and should the law of Listing be regarded as

•f

* As stated

b
note on p ' 163

'
eyes cert*!nIy differ in this re*pect

-

In my ?!£
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the ideal of ocular motion, though an ideal seldom or never re-

alized in nature; or does the rotation of the eye subserve some
useful purpose in vision ? I believe there is no doubt that

the latter view is the correct one, for there seems to be special

muscles which are adapted for this rotation and the action of

these muscles is consensual with the adjustments of the eye

and the contraction of the pupil. This purpose I explain as

follows. A general view of objects in an extended field is ab-

solutely necessary to animal life in its highest phases, but an
equal distinctness of all objects, in this field would only dis-

tract the attention. Therefore the eye is so constructed and
moved, as to restrict as much as possible both distinct vision

and single vision. Thus as in monocx/ai i'isi< n the more elab-

orate structure of the central spot of the retina restricts dis-

tinct vision to the visual line, and f still far-

ther restricts it to a single point in that*line; so also in binorvior

vial adjustment restricts single vision to the Horopter,

while rotation restricts the Horopter to a single line.

Conclusions.

The most important conclusions arrived at in this paper
may be briefly summed up as follows.

1. The axial and focal adjustments of the eye are not so in-

separably associated as is generally supposed ;
but on the con-

trary when distinctness of vision requires it they may be com-
pletely dissociated.*

.
2. In this dissociation, the contraction of the pupil associ

itself with the focal in preference to the axial adjustment.

3. In optic convergence there is a rotation of both eyes

optic axes outivard ; and this rotation i

Ji convergence.
In inclining the visual plane downward the rotation of

^8 for the same degree of convergence deer

the visual plane is inclined 45° downward the rotation

aes zero for all degrees of convergence. Below the mcli-

ii of 45° the rotation is inward. In turning the eyes

rd, except in cases of strong convergence, the rotation

lecreases slightly but does not reach zero ;f in strong con-

stated by Meissner.

.
5. Besides the r.it.iti-.n ;.r.>diiiVd by optic convergence there

18 also a decided inclination of the vertical line of demarkation
nPon the horizontal line of demarkation, which increases with

Joe degree of convergence. This change in the relation of these

two lines is probablv the result of distortion of the ocular globe.
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6. Ass
for all degrees of convergence i_
Horopter is a line inclined to the visual pk
nearer the observer ; but whether the inclin
decreases with distance I have not been able to determine wii

certainty. Improbably increases with distance.
7. In inclining the visual plane below the primary positio:

the inclination of the horopteric line becomes less and less ui

til when the visual plane is lowered 45° the horopteric line b
comes perpendicular to that plane and at the same time e:

pands into a surface. Below 45° the Horopter again becom<
a line, but now inclined in the contrary direction, i. e.

?
the u\

per end nearer the observer.

j the visual plane upward or toward the brows,
if the optic convergence be strong, the inclination of the ho-
ropteric line increases, but if the optic convergence be small
it decreases but does not reach zero or become perpendicular.*

^
9. In looking downward 45° for all distances the Horopter

is a surface passing through the point of sight and perpendic-
ular to the median lhu' of sight, but the form of the surface
I have not attempted to determine. In looking straight for-

ward at infinite distance the Horopter is also a surface pass-
ing through the point of sight, but the inclination of this sur-

face I am unable to determine.
s possi

ered normal there is, m convergence
nioard probably from greater power in the superior oh
Ln such cases the position of the Horopter would be diffei

Art. XII.—Contributions to Chemistryfrom the Laboratory of
the Lawrence Scientific School. No. 6.—On a neiv Salt con-

taining Tin, Ccesmm and Chlorine ; by S. P. Shabples,
b.B., Assistant in the department of Chemistry.

Some time during the month of November, 1868, Dr. Gibbs
- attention to the fact that when a solution of the

r tin was added to one containing the chlorids of so-

'iiium, cesium and rubFdium, together with

fnfm 1 TT
yanC "^ * ^^ Wllite CrJ»**termed. Upon examination I found that this substance consist-

ed almost entirely of a salt containing cawium : rh , .alt ^
80 pure even from one precipitation that it gave the violet flame
characteristic of the metal, and upon examination with the
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spectroscope showed only faint traces of the other metals of the
alkaline group.

The crude salt was dissolved in a large quantity of water to

which some chlorhydric acid was added and the solution evapo-
rated until crystals began to form on the surface of the liquid.

It was then allowed to cool a itals filtered off,

washed with chlorhydric acid and dried. They were then found
to be entirely free from even traces of the ether alkalies. Two
separate portions of the crystals v i \\ :_'

< d out and treated
with dilute nitric acid, which on boiling precipitated the tin

completely as Sn02 ; this was filt- y. .1 ••ft and the chlorine deter-

mined as chlorid of silver. In the first analysis '4105 gram
of the salt gave -1004 grams of SnOa and -5844 grams of AgCl.
In the second, -4767 grams gave -1169 grams of Sn0 2 and '6727
grams of AgCl or in per cent—

^n 18-12 18*18 19-49

Cs by dif. 46-66 46*91 44-67

This it will be seen corresponds very nearly to the formula
S

.

nCs
3 Cl R , so that the salt is analogous to the well known pla-

tinum salt PtCs
2
Cl

a
. Like this it crystallizes in the regular

In order to ascertain whether the salt might be made use of
jor detecting aBsium in minerals, three or four grams of Hebron
lepidolite were fus d with ight of carbonate
jagjjoda and treated with HC1 to remove the silica. To the
s

;,
n -b" acid liquid a solution containing stannic chlorid was

added
; a slight turbidity was at once produced ; upon standing

a few hours a whir • piv -h itat<- settled to the bottom. The
supernatant, liquid w-'-. rh-'u p< ui.-loff, the precipitate washed
Wltil HC1 and examin .1 !. to » tie' spectroscope ; it was found
to ci msist almost entirely of the caesium salt.

The new salt will not serve for a quantitative separation of

jaesmm as it issli-htlv s 1 ibl . v n in smam chlorhydric acid.

JJ
the stannic chlorid is added to a neutral solution containing

GjCI no precipitate is formed, but upon adding to the solution
about its own volume of strong chlorhydric acid the salt is at
c,nce thrown down. Alcohol does not seem to have any influ-

J- he double salts of the other alkaline metals with tin seem
to he perfectly soluble in chlorhydric acid, rubidium perhaps
the least so, but even this is imr* insoluble enough to interfere

Wlth the complete separation of the cesium. As a method of

l
,r*l'»-ing the salts of ea>ium in a state of purity the precipi-

tation of the metal in the form of chloro-stannate appears to

present great advantages.
Cambridge, Dec. 31st, 1868.
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Art. XIII.—Upon the Atomic Volumes of Liquids; by
Frank Wigglesworth Clarke, S.B.

If we divide the weight of a given bulk of any liquid at 0°

by the weight of an equal bulk of its vapor at the same tem-
perature, it is plain that the qu at the num-
ber of volumes of vapor formed by one volume of the liqiiid,

supposing both to exist at the above named temperature
These quotients I term the vapor volumes of liquids. It i?

true that but few liquids can form vapor at 0°, and therefore
these vapor volumes are fictitious quantities: yet, n<
real or imaginary, exceedingly interesting results may be ob-
tained by comparing them.
Of the relations existing between the vapor volumes of dif-

ferent liquids, I shall have but little to say in tins pap r. ex-

cept in so far as they have been instrumental in del
atomic volumes. However, I will stat..' ils } n jrtlv as possible
the leading results I have obtained by their comparison, bnt,

detail"

1 StlU at W°rk UP°n the sub
Ject'

I sha11 not enter int°

In any homologous series of liquid compounds, the first

member of the series possesses a higher vapor volume than the

second, the second higher than the third, and so on in.
I have yet found no exception to this rule, although I have cal-

ne vapor volumes of more than 400 different liquids.

* urthermore, the difference between the vapor volumes of the
nrst and second members of a series is greater than the differ-

ence between those of the second and third, and n
greater than the difference between the third and fourth, and
so on. The only exceptions I have found to this rule lie among

*hich stand 8 high in their respective series that
tUe differences between their vapor volumes are very -

consequently a very slight error in determining the specific

ums is enough to account for the trifling
variations from the rule Even these exceptions are rare.

«,ii«iJ i T ru
l
es may be carried stm fartncr

-

If we
the number of volumes of vapor actually formed at

that I S ?
0int b

£
°ne V°W of KqSd at 0°, we shall find

that the hrst member of a series forms m

Wha^rr' mr?an thethirclTndsoona, far* J

have had data from which to calculate.
Hence it se

-~

s ascend
mat tne usual increase in the boil
series, is not sufficient 1

between the vapor volumes are constantly diminishin.
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ascend in any series, it seems almost certain that there must
be a point at which the increase in the boiling points will over-
come the decrease in the vapor volumes, and therefore the
amounts of vapor formed by the members of the series at their

boiling points must begin to increase with every step upward.
I have as yet found no such point, however, in any series upon
which I have calculated.

In any series of substitution compounds, as a rule, the vapor
volumes diminish as the atomic weights increase.

Ghlorid of arsenic has a lower vapor volume than the fluorid.

Bromids have lower vapor volumes than the corresponding
chlorids, and iodids still lower than bromids. Sulphids, also,

have lower vapor volumes than the corresponding oxyds.
Last of all I give the rule upon which most of my work

upon atomic volumes is based. Whenever two compounds have
equal vapor volumes, their atomic volumes also are equal, or

nearly so, and, as a general rule, the greater the vapor volume
the less the atomic volume, and vice versa. There is not an
actual inverse ratio between the vapor volumes of liquids and
their atomic volumes although a casual glance at the numbers
would seem to suggest one. It must be remembered that the
vappr volumes are calculated from the specific gravities of

liquids at 0°, while the atomic volumes are referred to the boil-

nig points, and therefore an exact inverse ratio would be very

improbable.

Although as yet I have found no relations between the vapor
volumes of liquids which would enable me to calculate their

specific gravities at 0° from their composition, still the relations

which I have found seem to me to indicate decidedly the exist-

ence of definite relations between the atomic volumes of liquids,

their boiling points, and their rates of expansion.

We now come to the subject named at the head of this

paper,—the atomic volumes of liquids. In 1855 Kopp pub-
lished several articles upon this subject.* In them he described
a method of calculating the atomic volumes of liquid com-
pounds, showing that the atomic volume of any compound
equalled the sum of the atomic volumes of the elements com-

. just as its atomic weight equalled the sum of the

atomic weights of its constituent parts. For a large number
°f compounds he actually determined the atomic volumes, and
thence deduced those of the elements contained in them ;

but,

as he employed the old atomic weights, the numbers he gave for

oxygen, sulphur, and carbon, have since been doubled. With
this correction the list stands as follows. Hydrogen 55, chlorine

* "Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie," icri, 153 and 303, icrii, 374, scviii,
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22-8, bromine 27-8, iodine 37-5. Oxygen, in the radical 12-2,

out, or the radical 7'8. Sulphur, out of the radia 2

radical 28-6. Nitrogen, in compounds of the amnion;
in hyponitric acid 86, and in cyanogen 17. Carbon 11. Be-

sides these he also determined experimentally the atomic vol-

umes of the following compounds, some of which are amended
to suit the new atomic weights.

PC1
3
93-9, PBr, 108-6, AsCl, 94-8, SbCl, 100-7, SbBr, 116-8,

SiCl
4
122-1, SiBr

4
144-2, SnCl

4
131-4, TiCl

4
1260.

Kopp suggested at the time, that probably phosphorus and

ai's^un- had equal atomic volumes, and added to them silicon

also, whose chlorid, regarded as SiCl
3 ,

gave the number 916.

Silicon now, however, stands apart. Tin and titanium also k
regarded as having equal atomic volumes, but changing the

atomic weight of silicon has brought that element near these

two, so that the atomic volume of titanium agrees better with

that of silicon than with that of tin.

As^ I shall show hereafter, tin stands by itself, having an

atomic volume different from either silicon or titanium. More-

over, the fact that the atomic weights of silicon and titanium
are nearer together than those of titanium and tin, goes to

show that if titanium be classei I uld be with

silicon.

As I previously stated, whenever two liquids have equal

vapor volumes their atomic volumes also are equal, or nearly »
For instance, the various isomeric ethers formed by the

homologues of formic acid with the methyl series of hydrocar-
bons, (ethyl acetate, formate, &c.,) have both equal atomic vol-

umes and vapor volumes, and so on with all strictly isomeric

bodies. Again, to cite an example of liquids diverse in their

natures, benzol, butyronitrile, and bromid oiVllr. ! 11 . all \w
the vapor volume 257. Their atomic volumes, calculated by

Kopp's method, are respectively 99, 99*5, and 99'6. I could

cite many other examples, but it is not necessary There are

exceptions, however, though they are not common.
Suppose now we wish to determine the atomic volume of any

element m its liquid compounds,—boron, for example. The
terbromid of boron has the vapor volume 239. Acetic anhy-
dnd has the vapor volume 238. Therefore the atomic vol-

umes of these two compounds must be nearly equal. Th;
atomic volume of the anhydrid is 109-2, calculated by KoVV s

process. Regarding this as also the atomic volume of the bro-

mid, and subtracting from it that of the three atoms of bro-

w%T v- ief1 ?
3 the atomic volume of boron

>
tlie nu"~

.1ft J?et
)
jl l0T°?> C

6H , s
B, has the vapor volume 157,

equal to that ot cenanthic acid. The calculated atomic vol-
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urae of the acid is 174. This, then, is also the atomic volume
of tnethyl boron, and, subtracting from it the atomic volume of
C

B
H, „ we have left for that of boron the number 25-5, closely

agreeing with the result obtained from the bromid. But we do
not get such close agreements in all cases, and therefore in
order to obtain accurate results, we must compare the numbers
obtained from several of the liquid compounds of the element in
question, and regard the average of them all as nearest correct.
-Before going farther in this direction, however, let us compare
the vapor volumes of a number of similar compounds of boron,
'.' >l>iion;s, and arsenic.

phosphorus have respectively 239 and 241. Triethyl
tnethyl phosphine, and triethyl arsine have the vapor volumes
JW, 154, and 159, and triethyl phosphate and triethyl arsenate
have 132 and 130.
Kop

Pj from the chlorids, found the atomic volumes of phos-
phorus and arsenic to be probably equal. The comparison of
these vapor volumes confirms this view, and adds boron as also
possessing the same atomic volume as phosphorus and arsenic.
To make this still more certain I have calculated the atomic

volumes of these elements from the vapor volumes of their com-
pounds, in the manner already described.

t or boron I have made calculations from eleven compounds,
—the chlorid, bromid, triethyl boron, trimethvl, triethvl. fcri-

amyl, and monamyl borates, ethyl diamyl, amyl diethyl, and
methyl diethyl borates, and tetraphenyl diborate. In these
compounds I obtained respectively as the atomic volume of
boron m its liquid compounds, the numbers 309, 25-8, 25'5,

is
i

2 -'I
4 '

1
'

26 '

1
'
19 "7

'
25 '3

'
31 '9

'

24 '

1
'
and 19 '9

"

The aVeragG

Although there are verv great variations between these
different numbers, it will be seen hereafter that the averages
obtained by this method agree closely with the numbers found
^ actuai experiment.

^.
-Lhe atomic volume of phosphorus I have calculated in a

similar manner in eleven of its liquid compounds, exclusive of
tJie chlorid and bromid. I include Kopp's numbers for these
la«t, however, for the sake of completeness in making up the
average.

The list of compounds then stands as follows. The chlorid,
bromid, ox . and oxybromochlorid of phos-
P^orus, triethyl phosphine, triethyl phosphite, diamyl phos-
Po-oric acid, triethyl phosphate, tetrethyl pyrophosphate, and
the ethyl, butyl, and amyl chlorophosphites. In these, giving
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Kopp's numbers for the first two, the atomic volume of phospho-

rus is found respectively as follows : 255, 252, 26-2, 25% 224,

25 5, 261, 23-2, 293, 323, 271, 271, and 197. The average

of these, 25'8, agrees very closely with Kopp's numbers, and

varies only 0-4 from the average obtained for boron.

The atomic volume of arsenic I have deduced from the vapor

volumes of three of its compounds exclusive of the chlorid.

In the chlorid the element has the atomic volume 26'4, (Kopp)

and in triethvl arsine, triethyl arsenite, and triethyl arsenate, I

obtain the numbers 255, 26'7, and 29*2. The average of all

four numbers is 26"9.

If now, regarding boron, phosphorus, and arsenic, as possess-

ing the same atomic volume in their liquid compounds, we take

the average of the numbers obtained from the twenty-eight

compounds in which that atomic volume has been determined,

we get the number 25-8. To these three elements we canprob-

ably add vanadium, which Eoscoe has shown belongs in the

same group. There is but one liquid compound of this metal

for which I had data to calculate from,—the oxychlorid, Ros-

coe's "vanadyl trichlorid," VOCl
3

. Calculating its vapor

volume, and thence the atomic volume of vanadium, I obtained

the number 27.4.

It will be seen that a number of compounds of boron, pb05"

phorus, and arsenic gave higher results than this, and therefore.

for a single compound, this number seems close enough to tha

found for the other three elements, to be classed with them.

This view is somewhat strengthened by the fact that the atonuc

weight of vanadium is intermediate between those of phospho-

rus and arsenic.

For antimony, as already stated, Kopp determined the atomic

volumes of the chlorid and bromid. Deducing the atomic vol-

ume of antimony from these, we get the numbers 323 a°

33-4. In addition to these I have determined from their yap

volumes the atomic volumes of triethyl and triamyl sti»me >

and the chlorid and bromid of triethyl stibine. From these i

obtain respectively as the atomic volume of antimony, t^,011.?'

bers 33-3, 321, 32-9, and 359. Adding in these with wj

numbers from the chlorid and bromid of the metal, we $
333 as the average.

In the case of bismuth there is but one liquid compound W'

which I had the necessary data. Triethyl bismuthine has to

vapor volume 138, while triethyl stibine has the number ^
These are so near together that it seems probable that bism^
in its liquid compounds has the same atomic volume as aJ>

."

mony. But more data are needed to decide this point defi-

nitely.
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In the case of silicon, thanks to the labors of Friedel, Crafts,
and Ladenburg, materials were more abundant. Apart from
tin- chlorid and bromid, whose atomic volumes were determined
by Kopp, I have calculated the vapor volumes of sixteen liquid
compounds of silicon, and thence the atomic volume of silicon
itself.

^
These compounds are tetraniethyl, tetivthyl, and tetra-

arayl silicates, diethyl, diethyl dimethyl, triethyl methyl, triamyl
ethyl, diamyl diethyl, and trimethyl ethyl silicates, hexme-
fiiyi and hexethyl disilicates, ethylsilicic inonochlorhydrin, di-

chlorhydrin, and trichlorhydrin and methylsilicic monochlorhy-
drra and dichlorhydrin. In these compounds I obtain respec-
tively as the atomic volume of silicon, the numbers 310, 32*8,
33-0 30-3, 32-8, 32 2, 38-8, 35*2, 309, 30*3, 328, 36-3, 320,
39-0, 29-9, and 34-6. Taking also the numbers given by Kopp
for the chlorid and bromid of silicon, amending them to suit
the new notation and new atomic weight of silicon, and thence
deducing the atomic volume desired, we get the numbers 33'0
and 309. Taking the average of these eighteen numbers we
obtain 33-1 as the atomic volume of silicon in its liquid com-
pounds. The atomic volume of titanium, as deduced from
uiar "_r the chlorid, as determined by Kopp, is 34*8. Further
investigation will probably show its atomic volume to be equal
'v

';- 1 that of silicon.

The atomic volume of the chlorid > of tin, as determined by
^•opp, and since doubled to suit the new notation, is 131*4.
I" his gave for tin the number 40 2. The vapor volume of
tiie same compound gave as the atomic volume of tin, the
number 401. I have also calculated the vapor volume of the
following nine compound cm.-imn- this metal. Stanntetre-

.

the chlorid, bromid, and iodid of stanntriethyl, and the iodids

bhyL From the vapor volumes
°t these liqttj I respectively as the atomic vol-

ume of tin the numbers 46*5, 42*0, 39*3, 440, 377, 421, 41 0,
4_1 '8, and 440. Including the number deduced from the chlo-

41*8, the atomic volume of tin
lri its liquid compounds.
In the case of zinc there were but three liquid compounds for

*mch I was able to calculate the vapor volumes. These were

i. zinc methyl, and zinc amyl. The atomic volume of
21ac, deduced from their vapor volumes, I obtained respectively
as 23-2, 24 2, and 23*2. The average is 23*6.
Of liquids containing selenium I have the vapor volumes of

but two,—the oxychlorid, SeOCl 2 , and monohydrated selenic
acid. The latter of these, however, has never been obtained

•Am. Jour. Sci.. -Second Series, v l. XLVII, No. 140.—March, 1S69.
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free from an excess of water, the strongest containing only
about 97 per cent of monohydrate

; and therefore its atomic
volume, as deduced from its vapor volume, is undoubtedly a

trifle too low. Be that as it may, however, in these two com-
pounds I obtained as the atomic volume of selenium the num-
bers 247 and 21*8, the mean being 23-2. This is only 0-6

greater than the number given by Kopp as the lower atomic vol-

ume of sulphur, and, therefore, taking into account that sul-

phur and selenium in the solid condition have equal atomic vol-

umes, it seems almost certain that the same equality holds true

liquid compounds.
I determined the vapor volumes of two lead compounds, lead

tetrethyl and lead triethyl, but, to my great surprise I obtained

the same number for both. This is so anomalous that I am !

to think either that there is an error in the numbers
published as the specific gravities of these liquids, or else that

their vapor densities do not follow the usual law. At all events

I could get nothing reliable from them.
From the vapor volume of chlorochromic acid I determined

its atomic volume, and thence that of chromium in liquid com-

pounds, as 43-6. The vapor volume of the fluorid of arsenic |

gave me the means of ascertaining the atomic volume of tluc- .

rme, for which I obtained the number 10. But as each of these

was determined from only one compound of the element, I
J

place no great reliance upon either, regarding them merely as

possible approximations to the truth.
In order to test more thoroughly this process of determining

atomic volumes by means of vapor volumes, not being content

with the coincidence of my numbers with those of Kopp in the .

cases of phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, silicon and tin, 1

calculated the atomic volumes of chlorine, bromine, and iodine
|

by the same method. For chlorine, in an average of forty-one .

compounds, I obtained the number 22"9, Kopp's determination j

giving 22-8. Bromine, in an average of fourteen compounds. j

gave me 28-0, Kopp's number being 27*8
j and iodine, calcu- I

lated from nine of its liquid compounds gave the number 385, I

that of Kopp being 375. To this determination of the atomic

volume of iodine I shall refer again hereafter. !

In regard to phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, silicon, and tin, I

some as labor lost,

atter Kopp's examination of the chlorids and bromids. But,

very frequently, the atomic volume of a single compound as
|

calculated by Kopp's method, varies considerably from that

actually found. Therefore, in order to determine accurately
the atomic volume of any element in its liquid compounds it

[

is necessary to ascertain the atomic volumes of a number of

those compounds.
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The examination of one, or even two or three compounds of
any element may give a very different result from that which
would be obtained from a larger number of determinations.
J or instance, Kopp's earlier experiments upon a small number
ot liquids gave him the number 47 as the atomic volume of car-
bon (C=6), but, upon examining a larger number of com-

- obtained the number 55. Doubling these to agree
with the modern atomic weight of carbon, and we have a ditfer-
'

'•'

" M 1-6. Therefore my results in the cases of the elements
tted are useful as confirmatory of Kopp's. My deter-

ifl ior boron, bismuth, vanadium, selenium, and zinc,
however, are entirely new.
The atomic volume of mercury at its boiling point I have

calculated directly from the metal itself, by the data furnished
t>7 Kegnault. According to this chemist, the specific gravity
ot mercury at 0° is 135959, its boiling point is 350°, and one
volume of the metal at 0° becomes at 350°, 1-065743 volumes,
from these data I find the specific gravity of mercury at its

int to be 12-7572, and dividing the atomic weight by
this

;

number I get 15-68 as the atomic volume.

I th
be SGen bere that * assume that mercury when free ha3

ue same atomic volume as when combined. This appears I roc

.

or uromjne, ammonia, cyanogen, and hyponitric acid, accord-

I j

ng to Kopp's determinations, and therefore it seems allowable

m M ard merciirF as following the same rule. Possibly tliis

A may bave more tnan one atomic volume, like oxygen,
wtrogen, or sulphur ; in that case 1568 is probably either one
oi them or their mean. If all elements possessing but one
omic volume in their liquid compounds follow after bromine,
en we can calculate approximately their specific gravities at

Jw b
J?
llinS Points - That of hydrogen would be 0-1818, and

™at of carbon 1-0909. This, however, is a meie matter of
c«nosity at present.
mving now the atomic volumes of twenty elements in their

iquid compounds at their boiling points, we may proceed to
^mpare the numbers, and see if there are any definite relation-;
oecween them. Of the relations found between the atomic vol-

in

aes of compounds by Schroder and Kopp I shall have noth-
o to say, since more important relations between the elements

seem to exist.

~?ydrogen, having in liquids the atomic volume 5 5, is most

and K
Sub

?
ti

!
uted

?
atom for atom >

DJ chlorine, bromine, iodine,

rr "yponitric acid. These have respectively, according to

^P, the atomic volumes 228, 27"8 375, and 33.

+
i
* he last of these is an exact multiple by a whole number of

nat of hydrogen, and the second varies but 0-3, the first by
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0;8, and the third by 1-0 from multiples of the same. Now
since Kopp does not claim rigid accuracy for his numbers, per-
haps we may be justified in altering these to multiples of 5'5.

Then for chlorine, bromine, and iodine we shall have the atomic
volumes 22, 27-5, and 38-5. The last of these, it will be seen,

is the same number which I deduced from the vapor volumes of

nine compounds of iodine. The lower number was deduced
from only three compounds,—the iodids of methyl, ethyl, and
amyl, whose atomic volumes were determined by actual experi-

ment. The atomic volume of iodid of methyl, according to

Kopp, is from 65"4 to 683, that of iodid of ethyl from 85'9 to

86-4, and that of the amyl compound from 1525 to 158 8. If

now we calculate the atomic volumes of these three compounds,
we shall find that if we regard iodine as having the atomic vol-

ume 37'5, we shall get a better agreement with the numbers
found for the second of these compounds than if we ascribe to

this element the value 38-5; but in the first and thi

although the lower value for iodine agrees best with the low»
of the two numbers between which the atomic volume of each

compound varies, the value 38 5 agrees more nearly with them
than between those numbers. In other words, we shall get a

closer agreement with the results of experiment, if we ascribe

to iodine the atomic volume 38-5, than if we give it the lower
number obtained by Kopp.
The atomic volumes of seventeen organic liquids containing

chlorine, have been determined by Kopp. When two values

are given for one liquid I take the mean between them, and
then I find upon calculating their atomic volumes, that the

number 22 for chlorine agrees best with the determinations in

seven cases, while Kopp's number affords a closer agreement
with the numbers found for the remaining ten
For bromine, out of five compounds whose atomic volumes

have been actually determined, Kopp's number coincides best

with the results found for four, while the altered number is

nearer to the value obtained for the remaining one. Yet the

alteration of Kopp's numbers is least in the case of bromine.
Let us now examine some other groups of elements in a simi-
lar manner. r

Since hyponitric acid, replacing as it does, hvdrogen atom

j;
r

.

at03 Possesses an atomic volume an exact multiple of

™?nf f
h
+£
dro

if
n

'
let ™ take this compound as our starting

Fwi -

G mtrSen Sro»p. According to Kopp, nitrogen ha*
three atomic volumes

; in ammonia 2-3, in hyponitric acid 86,
and m cyanogen, 17-0.

JF

ir,JI^°
W We

/!-
ter thG fir8t t0 215

>
and the third t0 17-2, >eaT

-

Ztt ^ i°
Ur "tartin£ P°int) as it is

>
then the second be-comes exactly four times the first, and the third just twice the
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second. In other words, the higher atomic volumes of this ele-

ment become multiples by whole numbers of the lower. This
coincidence seems too remarkable to be accidental. For boron,
phosphorus, vanadium, and arsenic, the number 25*8 was found
as the atomic volume. This is exactly three times 8-6, our
»f irtiiv,' p >int for this group. The number obtained for anti-
mony, 33-3, it will be seen lacks 1*1 of a multiple of 8'6. But
of the six compounds of antimony from which I calculated,
two contain chlorine, and two bromine.
In my calculation I employed Kopp's values for those ele-

ments. If, however, the altered numbers are. the true atomic
volumes of chlorine and bromine, then we must re-calculate the
atomic volume of antimony. Doing this, using the altered

values for chlorine and bromine, we obtain as the atomic vol-

ume of antimony, the number 342. If we take the atomic
volumes actually found for the chlorid and bromid of anti-

mony, and from them determine the value of antimony, using
the new numbers for chlorine and bromine, we obtain a mean
of 34*5. 34-4 is just four times 8*6 ! This seems to lend ad-
ditional strength to the idea that the chlorine group of ele-

ments have atomic volumes which are multiples by whole num-
bers of that of hydrogen.

If, however, we re-calculate the atomic volume of antimony
on the basis of new values for chlorine and bromine (iodine also,

whenever necessary), we must do the same for boron and the

elements classed with it. Doing this, we obtain the number
26-4, a variation of only 0'6 from the multiple of 8 6 previously
found.

In making these corrections it must be borne in mind that

whenever the atomic volume of an element is deduced from the
vapor volume of a compound, if that vapor volume is compared
with that of a compound containing either chlorine, bromine,
or iodine, then the atomic volume of the latter must itself be

corrected, before deducing from it that of the element in ques-

Passing now to the oxygen group, we have two atomic vol-

umes given by Kopp for oxygen, 7'8 and 122. Between these

two I have yet found no relation. But mercury, as oaj

from the metal, has the atomic volume 15*68. 15*6 is just

twice 7-8. Zinc, having according to my calculation the

atomic volume 23-6, exceeds by only 0'2 a multiple of 7"8 by
3

- For sulphur, Kopp gave the numbers 22*6 and 286.
Between thes 1 no relation, but the lower one

vanes only 8 from three times 7*8. For selenium I

tue number 232, only 0-2 less than the same multiple ol 7-8.

Hence it seems very probable that the true lower atomic vol-

Ujae for sulphur and selenium is 23*4.
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I have found no relation, however, between the higher atomic
volumes of oxygen and sulphur.
One more group remains, that of tetratomic elements. Of

these carbon, as determined by Kopp, has the atomic volume
11. For silicon I obtained the number 33-1, almost exactly
taree times 11. Altering this, as in the case of antimony, to

agree with the altered atomic, volumes for chlorine, bromine,
and iodine, we get 337, still near enough to 33 to b
as following the usual rule.

In the case of tin we meet the first and only obstacle to this

rule in the list of elements whose atomic volumes have been
determined. For this metal I obtained by means of the vapor
volumes of ten of its compounds, the atomic volume 41 8.

Corrected for chlorine, bromine, and iodine, ii o, i d> 4K>, tl

nearest multiple of 11 to this being 44. Therefore either tin

is an exception to the generality of cases, or else my detei-
i unation of its atomic volume is incorrect.
For the chlorid of tin, the atomic volume found was 131-4

If we regard chlorine as possessing the atomic volume 22, then
tin in this compound has the value 43*4. Also from the vapor
volume of starmtrimethyletlnl 1 ,,1 , in .; ; | , llim ,ber 44'Oas
the atomic volume of tin. Therefore it is not unlikely that a

more accurate investigation will decide the atomic volume of

this metal in its liquid compounds to be 44, but for the present

mam in doubt.
This comparison of the atomic volumes of these elements in

ud compounds at their boiling points, makes it there-
fore extremely probable that the atomic volume of every ele-

ment m the liquid condition is a multiple by a whole number
ot that of the element typifying its group. That is, the

atomic volumes of monatomic elements are multiples of 5$
those of diatomic elements, of 7'8, those of triads, of 8'6, and
lastly those of tetrads, multiples of 11, and consequently also

i \ v̂ ** be an exception, but the only one in twenty
elements. Whether this rule be absolutely true or not, ho*-

T*' It ?H be «een to be very near the truth, since in only one

case, that of iodine, have I altered the number found by so high

ftv?
Ua
ni

lty
^o

1
"

'
and that in many cases, a change of only

trom
°'J

to 0-3 was necessary.

for ? fm°re
' ^e numbers 55, 7-8, and 8'6 are not numbers

lefiXl
We W°Uld e

fpect lo Set exact multiples, unless some
definite law accounted for it. Coincidences in two or 1

1

ascribed to accident, but in nineteen cases, all proba-

anvnfl
aga'nSt TO

?
h an idea

- I s^uld net venture to alter

an ?he v?/
8
,-
nUm^r8

'
had he claimed riSid acc^acy for the*,

calnn Z TS b
,
etWeen his own earlie? and later results tor

carbon, seem to render such alterations as I have made, mo*
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justifiable. His later numbers for oxygen, hydrogen, and car-
bon, having been deduced by comparing the atomic volumes of
forty-five compounds containing them, it will be seen I have
not changed at all. His numbers for chlorine, bromine, iodine,
and sulphur, however, which I have altered the most, were
obtained from a comparatively small number of compounds

'ii raining them.

determina-

ents in their
liquid compounds at their boiling points will stand as follows.

nie 22-0, bromine 27-5, iodine 38*5, oxygen
7-8 and 12"2, sulphur 23*4 and 28*6, selenium 234, mercury
15-6, zinc 23-4, nitrogen 2-15, 8-6, and 17*2, boron, phosphorus,
vanadium, and arsenic 25*8, antimony, and possibly also bis-

muth 34*4, carbon 110 ium 33'0, tin, doubt-
ful, either 41-5 or 44-0, probably the latter.

Note.—For the benefit of any who may wish to consult the authorities upon the

I iff. Kopp, and Zamminer's
Lehrbuch der Physikalisehen und ™—

-

Art. XIV.—On the Occultator; by Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes,
Prof. Astronomy, &c, in College of Charleston, Charleston,

In the years 1848-1854, I was much engaged in observing

'ns of fixed stars by the moon, and as a means of ob-
taining the approximate times of disappearance and reappear-
ance with less labor than by calculation, I devised and con-
structed, in 1849 or 185~
which I gave no special :

possession, but not in use, as certain parts, presently to be men-
tioned, have deteriorated with the lapse of time.

.
The Rev. Thomas Hill, of Cambridge, Mass., has published

in the Nov. number of this Journal, a description and figure of
an instrument for the same purpose, invented by him in 1842,
and called by him the occultator. As the two instruments
nave the same end in view, there is a general agreement in

Pian, but the details differ. Mine is founded on the well

known method of orthographic projection usually adopted in

n'ecting eclipses and occultations, and I have published no

ription of it, nor do I propose doing so at the present time;

°ut I w ;sa to mention now, the devices I adopted to overcome
certain difficulties which present themselves in both instruments,
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and the following explanations will be sufficiently intelligible

the subject.
Mr. Hill finds the desired [.r.-JK-ti.-n, .-n the plane of the in-

strument of any point above that plane, as the extremity of«
steel rod, by means of a silk thi a brass bow,
set on a tnamjil.tr b—

. :; ,.d made normal to the chart or plane
ot the instrument, by screws in the base. I effect t li-
very simply and readily by the following
the optical principle that an incident ray and the con -

,;• • .;..:.. .......:., ...
.. ;

- ,,
^

, _

jace. A bit ol a good glass min
} *

V
i: - wo lines traced on it with a wii:-

Qdicnlsr to each other, is placed on the plane
ot projection, andmoi
place ot observation, until by the eye pi
and close to it its image is seen to coincide with the intersec-
tion of the lines on the glass. Evid nrlv, tl.isin - ctiunistlien

the mirror, and the «*•
i the plane of the instrument is easiiv det. r-

( desired, by the use of the intersecting lines as'lines of

j

I rence. In my instrument there is no nei

|

toint on the plane of the instrument, as the time of dis-

Qd by moving the point representing the

ai, and the disc representing the moon, to

ions belonging to successive min-
tmi

. until f/„ m,«j ufih f
t rvJh

like manner. In-

-of the rod, may be used a mi-

;' a m a thin sheet of metal or of pasteboard,
uir ;i -" u ^lm ni.-\ b. vieu-d its ima , j

• , I

S
'

C
;

!l,li
"'^'f'

these, were - i ,,f glamor

\\
tli ^ -

h - l'UI'il -f the e-,-, the I^ht Ml- 1.1

A :" v
'

;i '" l ' mirr.-rj,. ;i x
(-,,r-!,"k point, which

the projection employed, would be the nf-
«* ol the star to be occulted, and by the interposition

ot the disc representing the moon, would actually disaj » r.

nntSLr
!-
Ppea

-'
aS

t
n an ^^tation. The mi of the

V

£ \tnltl T glVeS the l)est n- ,llu
- - :i

'
"*' <--'»^ot then

place rf obLSiSSr P°8iti0n ab°Ve the P°int indicatin°
^

3 method for adjusting in position a plane

L ctrt^fd^i
" ^meDt 01

'

the nroWrfnn f
Parallelism I test by finding, by r

tentKntr va Cer
x
ain P°int in three or. more widely dis-

tant inclined positions of the plane ; these projections ought to
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lie in a right line. This plane ought also to form with the

plkne of the instrument, or plane of projection, an angle equal

to the complement of the declination of the star, and any line

in it, perpendicular to the axis of rotation, being taken as radi-

us, will have its projection equal to the sine of the declination.

Having a scale of equal parts, for sines, drawn on the plane of

the instrument, corresponding to a certain line in the movable

plane as radius, I take from a table of natural sines the proper

length for the given declination, and placing the intersection

of the cross lines on the minor, to coincide with the proper

point in the scale for sines, I rotate the plane about its axis,

until the image of the extrei m ! opted coincides

with the center of the cross ; the plane will then have the

proper angle, without requiring an arc divided into degrees and

parts as in Mr. Hill's instrument.
Mr. Hill mentions several methods of adjusting the varying

relation between the moon's hourly motion and semi-diameter,

and decides finally upon a fixed permanent scale, in inches and

parts, for hourly motion, and calculates the corresponding

values of semi-di

.

*, in order to avoid the labor

of dividing in every case the moon's hourly motion along its

path into minutes of time. I adopt a permanent scale of ten

inches for the ear; sixes moon's semi-diameter

also) compute the value on this scale for the hourly motion of

moon in her orbit, from the horizontal parallax and hourly mo-
tions in R. A. and Dec, for each occupation, and adjust the in-

strument for this varying quantity, by using a scale of equal

Parts for minutes of time, laid down on an extensible sheet.

This sheet is of caoutchouc, and the scale is made variable by

extending the sh.
- ites or one hour on the scale

corresponds in length with the computed value of the hourly

motion of the moon. T wo such scales might be used if the uni-

formity of the rate of extension of the sheet could not be

te I tl r u hout the required extent of the variation ot hour-

ly motion in cliff, «t These scales, made of

tne vulcanized caoutchouc obtainable at the date of the con-

struction of the instrument, have now lost their elasticity and

mustbereplac
1

strament.

Hies,, expedients are simple, and I make them known, as tne

^option of one or both may add to the efficiency of Mr. Hill s

instrument, or similar instruments. I am not aware that any

"^ had proposed them at the time I applied them to my m-
strum.-nt. I have la ard tlu-.t Mr. Adie of Edinburgh has pro-

posed something similar to the last to thermometer scales 1

believe, but I "do not know the date of his proposal, nor

Aether it has been adopted in the scales of any instruments.
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Art XV.—On the wave lengths of the Spectral Lines of the

Elements; by Wolcott Gibbs, M.D., Rumford Professor in

Harvard University. Read before the National Academy of

Sciences, Aug. 16, 1867.

In a memoir published in the Philosophical Transactions for

1864, Mr. Huggins has given for a particular scale
positions of a number of spectral lines. The scale selected

was purely arbitrary. The number of elements examined «M
twenty-eight, and as the measurements were made with much

y it seemed to be desirable to extract from them all the

information which they were capable of giving. For this pur-

pose I have endeavored to determine the wave length of each

line with as much precision as the present state of science per-

mits, and in this manner to form tables which mi
me to determine whether the up
cording to definite laws, and if so, whether they can be consid-

ered as particular cases of the general principle of interfer-

ences.
1 *

The materials at my disposal were as follows : First, meas-

urements by Angstrom of the wave lengths of 37 lin
ted with particular elements and expressed in ten-:
of a Pans inch. These were reduced to millionths of a milli-

meter by multiplying them by the constant 27-07. Second.
measurements by Ditscheiner of 107 wave lengths, those of

Draunhofer's lines A, B, H and H' not being available. The
entire number of spectral lines measured upon his scale by Mr.

foUow
11

-

8 1S 100°' distributed amonS the elements as

Oxygen 32 Thallium 16 Mercury 24
gydrogen 1 Silver i 8 Cobalt 75

Nitrogen U Tellurium 44 Arsenic 31

9 Tin 18 Lead 22

Fotoesmm 15 Iron 102 Zinc 28

Lithium 3 Cadmium 15 Chromium **

£ri!T
5 ° Antimony 67 Osmium 1*

Stm^S ?1
Gold 23 Palladium «

im <1 Bismuth 44 Platinum 20
Manganese 46

thrtT\
reSpeC

i
t0 ?itscnei^r's measurements I may here state

that I have reduced them as in my memoir on the construction
of a normal map of the solar spectrum.* That is, I have taken

Is <feZi
l
'

eng
A°f ?e m°re frangible line of b, as 589fas determined by Angstrom, instead of 588S, which is &«
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value found by Fraunhofer. The reduced values as thus ob-
tained correspond very closely with those of Angstrom, as I

have shown in the paper referred to, excepting in the part of
the spectrum between C and D.
With these materials it first became necessary to identify a

sufficient number of lines upon Mr. Huggins's scale with lines

the wave lengths of which had been measured. This proved
to be a task of extraordinary difficulty and a severe tax upon
my time and patience. Mr. Huggins's scale cannot in any part
be superposed upon that of Kirchhoff. The identification of
a few strongly marked lines, like those which Fraunhofer se-

lected, is of course easy, but these do not suffice, as data for

interpolation. By very careful and laborious comparisons of
the two scales ; by observing the coincidences or close approx-
imations of lines produced by different elements ; by occasional

graphical constructions, and by employing the numerical re-

sults obtained in my two papers on wave lengths already pub-
lished, I at last succeeded in ol tg ail <>f

Mr. Huggins's scale between 589'5, or C, and 4671, which lies

about half way between G and H. Of the correctness of the

identification of the lines I shall be able I think to furnish sat-

isfactory proof.

In selecting the wave lengths to be used in interpolation, I

We given the preference to the measurements of Angstrom.
But in the part of the spectrum between C and D, these were
not sufficiently numerous to be of service. For this portion I

have employed exclusively the values given by Ditscheiner, re-

duced in the manner already pointed out. In other parts of
the scale it has also been necessary occasionally to use Dit-

scheiner's measurements, but in all these portions the difference

between the results of'Angstrom and of Ditscheiner rarely

amounts to a unit in the first decimal place.

The number of lines upon Mr. Huggins's scale identified with

lines the wave lengths of which have been measured, amounts
to forty-five. For the purpose of interpolation these were di-

vided into nine groups. In table I, I have brought together

fi» convenience both the data employed and the results ob-

In this table the column H gives the scale-number of the

hne
; X the wave length as observed, *' the wave length as cal-

culated by the formula obtained, a the difference between the

observed and calculated wave-lengths, and * the probable error

for each group of data. The wave-lengths marked f are those

of Ditscheiner
; the others are given by Angstrom.
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Table I.

634-03 -f-O-20 1723 517-66 517-65

619-9
9 —° 20 2 °36

*
4MU 496 °5

616-71 0-00 ±0-18 2200 486-52 48652

3272 440-81
3341 43863
3597 431-03

The method of interpolation employed was that first given
by Lauchy* and afterward reduced to a practical form by M.

J
von Villarceau, in the Connaissance des Temps for 1852.

As m my recent reductionf of Kirchhoffs scale, I employed
only expressions of the form

: a+bh+cW+dh* &c.
these being found to give an approximate
of the probable errors of observation.

irl.iu r

Table II gives the values of the 'constants, a, b, c, and d,

as deduced from the data given in Table I

HnLw tabl
f ? iS the initial and H '

the terminal point of Mr.

For £«
S 8Ca

- ™.^h gr0UP of data ^ployed for discussion.

ZfiiTiT?
m

?
al

?
ulatio^ it is more convenient to transfer the

initial and terminal points, so as to make each parabolic curve

fSsS,tS^ e

S
de Calcul IategraL Tomen 513,
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+02369
-0-8875
+0-2276

+0-4984

+ 00165
+0-24:69

+0-0043

.From these tables it will be seen that in three out of the

nine groups parabolas of the second order are sufficient.

If the results obtained in the discussion of Mr. Huggins's

scale be compared with those given in my paper on the meas-

urement of wave-lengths by the method of comparison in

*Mch Kirchhoff's scale is subjected to a similar treatment the

greater regularity of the former will be at once remarked Thus

m Kirchhoff's scale in two instances, parabolas of the 5th order

are required In two cases a straight line represents the ob-

servations best, the probable error being however unusually

large. In the case of Mr. Huggins's scale, on the other hand,

the probable error for each group appears to be much within

tne bruits of the errors of observation. In the 6 th and 7th

groups of data discussed in the present paper, the intervals be-

tween the scale numbers are larger than I could have wished.

Yet the differences between calculation and observation are

not large, the curves here approaching a straight line.
>

1 he

greater regularity or relatively lower order of the curves in the

^se of Mr Huiins's scale arises doubtless from the fact that

the prisms employed were, during the whole series of observa-

tions, in a constant position, which was not the case witn

Kirchhoff's apparatus.
* In using the constants in Table III for computing wave-lengths

,

theMjjluetf

Jw to be found by subtracting the initial number in column 1 from tne
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By means of Table III the wave lengths of all the lines

upon Mr. Huggins's scale between C and scale-number 4671

have been computed. These are given in Table IV. I have

however not followed the order adopted by Mr. Huggins, but

have put near each other as far as possible those elements which

form members of natural groups.

Table IV.*

Nitrogen.

I

64908

592-80 2663

;,T,v::t 2707 i 460-97
2642 « 463-78 C

i>5i ;,-.:

1 418-65

415 43 4'..-:t'.

2146

l 407-82 n
i 407-31 n 2437

OTASSIUM.
4443 4irio

5 630-85 S H A
,:],,:::

4M7-4S
l 583-78 n

2732 459-03

1990 3 498-94

: '.
-

' . -. . .

slit is narrow ; n, a line with '"' "

hazy line not resolvable into
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Table IV (continued).

13939 n 3692 *
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Table IV (continued).

49698 s

494-58 I

3489 l 434-01 l

945 3 597-30 t

1061 5 582-29 !

ion 526 28 8 1505-53 535-50

1021 525-63 s 1515 i 53465

524-74 s 1559) 530 58

52370 s 1571 } 52979
165:; 1617 5 525-96

2267 482 80

i o 5?9-70 8

2343 5 478 69

2379 6 476 70

l.jf.H 519-55 s 2385 5 476-38

1341 3 550-61 I

2036 1-5 496-05 s
2092 i 492-65 s
2098 7 492-30 s.d
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Table IV (continued).

i s 2286 2 481-78 s 2474
* h 2325 i 47963 9 2619
! S 2409 5 475-09 s 2627

) s 2438 5 473-56 s 2632

2823 i 456 22 n 2768

2910 3 452-92 S 2871

45333 s 2294 7 481-3

531 01 n 3831 6 42483 u

r.—Second Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 140,-^Mai
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3779 42609 1

1068 581-42 ]

1084 579-46 ]

t I 1 ?
ted above tllat the Principal difficulty with which

nnnfw^ to
i r

ntend ™ the identification of a sufficient

hZZ "*2*
-

U
?
es Wlth lines of which the wave lengths had

the co^eotr %^£ *I
A^Str6m or b? Ditscheiner" Upon

^ *uiu"""9 iur ainere
carefully compared Kirchhoffs and Hu«
other for their whole lengths, selectingVhe lines ahou
correspondance there could be no dou

scales 1

i lines aho

When the fori
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I been obtained, I calculated the wave lengths for all these

+0-30 Fe

+026 Ca

8-40 488-06
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Table V (continued).

In this table K represents the scale number upon Kirchhoff's
scale, H that upon Mr. Huggins's scale, Ki and Hi ;

ponding wave lengths, and a their difference. An ex.

of this table will show, I think, upon the whole, a very satis-

factory correspondence. For the portion < I

beyond G I have been
merit tor identification, as Kirchhoff's scale does not extend
much farther than this point, This is therefore probably the

ion of my work, though as yet J I

n > reason to doubt its accuracy. For the portion of
between A and C we possess very few measur. m- nts <.f wave

postponed its discussii ii until

i
>

i ample materials should be at hand. To form a correct es-

oi the degree of accuracy to be obtained by :

the one before us, it is desirable to compare
with each other the measurements of wave lengths made by
• lift i lit ...].s,tvi-i-s. To facilitate this .

P ^ihle, i have brought together in tables VI and VII all

. I have been able to

ii<- ex :< ption of a few isolated cases.
This table contains measurements by Van der Y

Angstromf and Ditscheiner^ with columns of cliff :

nee of reference. Column first ci.nviib rl. i nmh ;•

denoting the lines measured by Van der Willi. -vn :
chrmn

second, the corresponding numbers on Kiivlm«ir'"< seal":

tgstrom's measurements, reduced to mil;
honths of a millimeter

; column fourth, the i

\:
:

:i.l-r Wii^ui: column iifrli, Ditse!,,-'
r the value of D„dv.

Ditscheiner's measurements, as given in h» K
which the absolute value of the interval betwee:

- Arc] iv< s dii SEusei Teyler, i
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Table VI.

"jes on the ruled glass surface employed was determined. The
•toer columns exhibit the differences between the first and
econd, first and third, first and fourth, and second and third

n table VII I have given the measurements of the wave

tfis of the eleven principal lines of Fraunhofer made by

*ent observers. The differences, as will be ren

ier large, but it must be borne in mind that the breadths oi

tines themselves is probably one source of error,—different
'rv«'.s measuring different parts of the same line.

a my second dkeu^im, I
Kiivhh ti - -

« . I

"Nervations into twelve groups, giving weights to all the

;8Urementsof w,i\ 1
-. . i

] signing the probable er-

ln the case of each group as well as the values of the con-
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Table VII.

slants deduced for each portion of the scale. Unfortunately,
several errors have crept into the table of constants ;

these I

will correct in this place, giving the proper values in table YHI.

+ 03618
-5-5610

-0-7367
-0-6920

-4 2235 + 1
'6624

-V-4536 +0-SS :-"-"

By means of these constants the wave lengths of all the me-
lic lines upon Kirchhoft's chart have been computed. These

i given in table IX.*
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Table IX (continued).

" ." '- '



As it is important to be able to judge of the proba
in the determination of each of these lines, I reprint, ior the

sake of convenience, the table of data employed and differences

<ibh ned given in my paper on the determination of wave

lengths by the method of comparison. In this reprint, two or

three trifling errors have been corrected.
I have

tttion to the very large probable

eiTor (±0-66) in the tenth group ol observations dis.-usM-d.

That it may not be supposed that I have too hastily adopted a

line as most nearly repn^u tin- rh<- data .

will here give the successive orders of diffi rencea i

to parabolas of the 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th degrees, which I have

endeavored to draw through the same points.
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Table X*

DO

50454 +003

501-05 -0

s different wave lengths.
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4-0-69 -|-0-57

4-0-04 -0-17
4-0-04 —0-21
-0-25 -0-47
—0-48 —0-51

These differences are sufficient to show that a straight line

gives, upon the whole, the best representation of the observa-

tions, but that in all probability the form of the function to be

assumed for the purpose of interpolation is not parabolic. The

same remark applies, though in a much less degree, to the

ninth group. In this case
''

+0 -30 -fO-43 +0-37 -fO'31

In computing the wave lengths of the lines on Kirchhoff's

scale between the scale numbers 2067*1 and 2250*0, a parabola

of the 5th order was empl is tributes the er-

rors rather more evenly than the straight line the constants

for which are given for group 9 in table VIII. The probable

error is about the same in both cases.
tTo complete my work, it remains for me to show to wba

extent the wave 1 n-ths <• il -ul >:<• 1 bv the two wholly indepen-

dent processes ,.i . difivivut data, agree *w
each other. Table XI contains all tin- lines for which tat

wavel.Mi- i-t - eanb-.h-^-n.ii •! for both scales.

In this table n>:uem^ K mi i il ivr ih<- scale numbers *V°
U

Kirchhnf.an 111m. .'.,- ^ •!• . .-!* columns fcf 1

Rl the correspond! .• « ,u a, their uW-

inelu'les rah!
'\

. Z -1

'

an agreement as

can be reasonably expected. The differences between the w*1
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Table XL

4296 44266 -

1460-5 1529 533-5

K H 'O
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Table XI (continued).

; -0 08 k H KX m
558-01 55749 -0-48 889-9 844 612-18 Blf*S

523-09 -0-02 2071-3 2186 487-1

:
.319-70 _o-08 2103 2236 484-6

; ol'.iT.f, -0 02 2132-3 2286 482-0

lengths on the two scales are due to several causes, which it

may be well to analyze. In the first place, the errors for any

one line may be in opposite directions, so that the difference &
gives their sum. For the same reason, a close coincidence m
the values of the wave lengths of the same line may soniethnes

be due to errors which are in the same direction and which

nearly balance each other. Too much importance, therefore,

must not be attached either to absolute coincidence in value,

or to large differences. Secondly, i lie measurements will, other

things being equal, be most accurate in the case of the lines

which are narrowest and most sharply defined, while those

winch are broad. „v ii-bu|.>;is. will g ive comparatively huge

errors from the difficulty of determining their true positions

upon the scale. Finally, it is to be remarked that a hrf
number of'the lines, th«

imv0 been de-

termined by interpolati ,n tV-uu Kir Idiuifs scale, have been,

from necessity, taken from the chart, as they are not en-

tered m the accompanying tables. A new and by no means
insignificant source of error is thus introduced. In esti-

mating the degree of reliance to be placed upon wave
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lengths determined by interpolation, it must "be borne in mind
that each wave length is calculated by means of a formula, the

constants of which are determined from a number of measured*
wave lengths, which is of course a material advantage. Part
of the irregularity of certain portions of Kirchhoff's scale

is undoubtedly due to variations in the positions of the

prisms. In addition, however, it is possible that the lines of

which the wave lengths were measured by Ditscheiner were
not always correctly identified with lines' upon Kirchhoff's

scale. After the most careful study of the whole subject, I am
disposed to give the preference to the values of the wave lengths

as determined by - measurements
m connection with those of Angstrom. With the materials

obtained as above I have en< line whether the

distribution of the lines corresponding to any one element is

subject to any definite law. The solution of this problem was
first attempted by Mr. Hmrichs,* who, from data in my judg-

ment far too limited in number, drew the conclusion that the

spectral lines in the case of any element are distributed in

groups, the lines belonging to any one group being equidi>vaiir.

This would probably bring the whole subject within the reach

of Wrede's theory of absorption,! which is a specml application

?f the principle of interferences. My own study of the sub-

ject does not justify the conclusion to which Mr. Hmrichs ar-

rived. Even a cursory examination of the tables of —

—

;ths which I have given above will serve to show that, m
very numerous in aces between two successive

spectral lines of the same element is less than the probable er-

ror in measuring the wave leu th*. As lb. diffi n nces in wa\ >

length measure the distances between the lines, tin- vl m.-ni -•

uncertainty becomes much too large to permit us to reason

Jrth safety upon the data now at our disposal. In the mean
tye it cannot, I ;

ss Ylih
•

,

Wrede's theorv i
,:'

ir.".
u\

';

" l

and other vapors, gives a certain probability to Mr. Hmrichs s

j^tj g»teful acknowledgments are again due to Mr. S P.

jnarples, by whom I have I

'

: " !' t fyj
"

I

,r "us wo, k, with a zeal and skill which demand the fullest

Cambridge, Dec. 23d, 1S68.

lc
p

. S. In a men ;^I; »!Vil2,i -

1SG7
, Mr. Airv has -iven a compVr- reduction of the numbers

upon Kirchhoff's scale to the corresponding values in wave
lengths. The high and well deserved reputation of the Astron-
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omer Royal, lends to whatever comes from his pen a more than
ordinary interest and value. Those therefore who like myself
have felt convinced that an explanation of the physical cause
of the spectral lines of the elements could only be sought in
an accurate knowledge of the wave lengths of the lines them-
selves, will eagerly greet the appearance of Mr. Airy's paper.
Under these circumstances it becomes desirable to submit the
memoir m question to a critical examination and to determine
to what

;

extent it furnishes materials for further investigation.
Mr. Airy's method is simple. Taking the original measures

of Fraunhofer for the lines C, D, E, F and G, as the basis of
computation, and assuming that the relation between the ware
Jengtns and the numbers upon Kirchhoff's scale can be ex-
pressed for the whole scale from CtoGbya single function
of the form* J °

he forms five equations, the solution of which by the method
ot lea_st squares gives the numerical values of the constants a,

+\i •

6
-'

By means of tliese constants Mr. Airy constructs
a table giving the values of the scale-numbers for every ten
unit, ol Kirchhoff's scale, from A to G. The portion of this

£ti% T^ii aDd ° i8 constructed by extrapolation, the
data for A and B not being introduced. I shall not dispute

AW g
-l

imaC:r °f thlS Process with so gr^t an authority as Mr.

£f7 L
Se61

?-
8 t0 me

„
UI180un <l in principle and therefore un-

work M
Pra

A
C\ Aft6r the completion of this part of his !

Zl l;n lu7 6Came ac(
luaiiited with Angstrom's memoir,

and with the two papers of Ditscheiner on thS wave lengths of

the spectral lines upon Kirchhoff's chart. He then decided to

ri™WT^10
-

11 UP°? tnesecond series of wave lengths as

SrhtK ?!
m
\
r
V

In Place however of beginning 2»
mtn tt

neW
u
ata

f

Mn A

;

' ^ce corrections

wave l.

rTX J obtained
> adding also a value for the

tlese cn£t? Fraunhofer'

8 Kne B. FoAhe method of making
these corrections I must refer to the original naner They are

i
?
4 obTaS^T ^ f°^ lm^ °f tWe «L Kn"j£
were then 7

hc\^lve I,
' n -' tll > i;i '1'- *""< ; ibove referred to

were then corrected. VY

.

. , _ pnrve was

Wi.I'f'i 'he COTf«=«ons for all the individual

eachoomputerOen °th
meriCallyand ^^ "*"***

JSSrf wwSr ?ha
,*
out °f «» 107 absolute me-fwave lengths made by Ditscheiner, and by him refer-

**— Tl'ilKl and /, =10O0OOO0OXFrL
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red to lines upon Kirchhoffs scale, Mr. Airy, in his interpola-
tion, employed only six, the intervals between these amounting
respectively to 101-4, 3087, 520-9, 556-3, 774-7, scale divisions.
Through these six points Mr. Airy endeavors to draw a para-
bola of the 5th order. He then employs the 101 other lines
measured by Ditscheiner only to compare with the numerical
results given by his single formula.
As Mr. Airy has quietly ignored the existence of my reduction

of Kirchhoff's scale read before the National Academy of Sci-
ences in August, 1866, and published in abstract in this Jour-
nal for January, 1867, I naturally inferred that his work would
prove so much more perfect than my own as wholly and justly
to supersede it. The following comparative tables of differences
will show, I think, that this is not the case. For the sake of

completeness I add a column of differences obtained in my
second reduction of Kirchhoff's scale, in which Cauchy's
method of interpolation was used, and weights were given to
the observations.

Table XIX



Gibbs on the wave lengths

Table XII
(

In computing the differences between observation and calcu-

ven in this table, it must be borne in mind that Mr.

Airy's results are compared with Ditsch.iner's second seri< - < >

wave lengths, while my own are compared with the first, as sta-

ted m my paper above referred to.* The greatest .

': -\iiys formula amounts to not less than 9*65

correspond with mine, by placing

'

-". - - . - v. \ .-;;::-

.

•1, not less than 150 scale divisions. One

hi all !,r,-,^s of mb'vyA-i-

certam uniformity of distribution of the + ;i

is of the excesses < 7 the for-

—siry. Mr. Ah }
. . fvn hr«i

the column of differences, violates

mentary principle,

of ann^f *i? 5reeablt3 task to point out defects in the work

Clare fe^M1 ?e interest <* 8cience J aj» obliged t0 d
,

e"

! ";all the pur,,,. - !ri „„. Mr.

in the proceedings of the Royal S„ , v.. I. xrii, p. 1, ^
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numbers corresponding to equal intervals expressed in wave
lengths, and is based upon Angstrom's measurements alone.
For the sake of completeness, I give this table in full, together
with the wave lengths for the same lines, as found by myself
by Cauchy's method of interpolation, and the differences. For
the sake of comparison I have changed the position of the de-
cimal point in the wave lengths determined by Mr. Stoney, so
as to correspond with my own results.

Table XIII.

• Jocr. Sci.-Secdnd Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 140.-March, 1869.
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Mr. Stoney does not state what method he employed in inter-

polating ; the correspondence between his values and my own is

in general very close, though I employed the data obtained by

Ditscheiner, in place of those of Angstrom.*
Cambridge, Jan. 1st, 1869.

For more than half a century after Sir Humphrey Davy s

important investigations or the subject of flames, the experi-

ments and explanations of that eminent philosopher have passed,

unchallenged and almost unchanged, into text-books and lec-

tures. As regards luminous flames especially, he established

the necessity of the presence of a solid incandescent body to

produce useful luminosity
;
ami in nfivn-v to the flames ot

hydrocarbons in particular, he suggested that the liberation 01

carbon in them was owing to the combustion of the hydrogen

of the compound in advance of its carbon, the latter being

heated to incandescence by an oxhydrogen flame, as it were,

and failing to be consumed until all the hydrogen was first

oxydized.

It is remarkable that an explanation so directly at variance

with the daily experience of blacksmiths, and with a lecture

experiment performed even in the most elementary course ot

chemistry, could so long have passed current ; for the decompo-

sition of steam by ignited charcoal into hydrogen and carbonic

oxyd gases is an old observation. Nay, most of us who have

performed this experiment on the lecture table, have been in

the habit of passing the gas through lime water or potash lye>

to free it from carbonic acid before showing its properties.

And yet we were taught, and have ourselves taught, that in tne

flame, hydrogen burnt first and carbon afterward, and any

doubt on the subject was quieted by a reflection about the influ-

ence of "chemical mass" on affinity. ., ,

When, in 1852, I v, is a student in the laboratory at Heide1
-

berg, to which Bunsen had then but just been called, the lat-

ter suggested to me as an interesting' subject of investigation,

the composition of the gases in tl> • van mis p .rtions of the flame,

stating at the same time that t
;

> pr. >. .! mi ..pinion concerning

* It is proper to state here, that since this paper was read before the iWgJJj
n rcvi-edaua ui;ito ' .rr<
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the respective affinities of hydrogen and carbon for oxygen were
certainly erroneous—that, when mixtures of carbonic oxyd and
hydrogen were exploded with oxygen in the eudiometer, the dis-
tribution of the latter took place according to some law depen-
dent upon the relative proportions between the combustible
gases, and also the amount of oxygen present, but discrimina-
ting widely in favor of carbon. The experiments upon which
this opinion was based, are probably those given in his " Graso-
metric Methods" at the conclusion of the chapter on the corn-
bastion of gases.
In order to study the processes taking place in the flame, it

became necessary to investigate first of all, the composition of
the gases in the "int. rior c .n >, from whi ! t u flame derives its

substance. I constructed a lamp adapted to the introduction
of a suction tube into the flame from below, and made a series
of fifteen analyses of the gases so collected at various points of
the interior cone of the flames of beef tallow, and of wax.
The low temperature known to prevail in this portion of the
flame rendered it least adapted to elucidating the mooted ques-
tion of affinities : but b ing the gent r itor irom which the other
portions of the flame aiv supplied, a knowledge of its compo-
nent gases was indispensable. 31 v analysis (published in Lie-
tog's Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, vol. xcii, p. 129,
A854) showed, however, the existence even in the highest por-

1 and carbonic acid ; the amount of hydrogen varying

m ha-e to
,
oint, while tie catb >nie a a I ineivas. i

ln ahout the same ratio" as nitrogen, i. e., in proportion to the

' -ring the fiame. Bunsen as well as myself failed,

however, to draw the legitimate conclusion from these facK at
the time

; the more as, with the materials I used, it was im-
possible to follow the formation of water by progressive oxyda-

The latter difficulty was avoided by Landolt, who, two years
]ater took up the same subject, the failure of my health having
rendered doubtful the prospect of my ever being able to resume
14 so as to carry out tl tlie otner
Parts of the flame.
-Landolt* ns. I iihu bating gas of known composition, and

^as therefore enabled to determine the deficient factor in my
analysis, viz.. water. So far as comparable his results in general

confirmed mine. He felt compelled by the increase of free hy-

•kogen in the higher parts of the flame examined by him, to

assume the occurrence of a reaction between free carbon an I

water j bui h also failed to draw the inevitable

delusion as to what must happen in the luminous cone.
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A later research of Lunge* on the composition of the gas

contained in the interior cone of the flame of a Bunsen's bur-

ner, must have led to the truth of the matter, by showing how
little oxygen sufficed to render a flame non-luminous when pre-

viously mingled with the gas. I have not seen Lunge's me-
moir ; but he lib wise s , , rils j , ], ave jailed to draw the impor-
tant conclusion of which his analysis must have contained the

elements.

Next, in June, 1860, comes a memoir of Erdmann,f who in

discussing the principles upon which his gas-tester (a modifi-

cation of Bunsen's burner) is based, first distinctly enunciates
that according to his experiments, the carbon in a flame is oxyd-

ized before the hydrogen, and that the separation of carbon

upon which luminosity depends, is due to heat alone, as would
be the case were the gas passed through a red hot tube.

Finally, eighteen months later, we have an elaborate and ele-

gant research by Kersten,* wherein he proves by eudiometric
experiments that (at L-ast within the limits of the proportions

employed by him) whenever a hydrocarbon is exploded with

oxygen insufficient to burn more than the carbon to carbonic

oxyd no hydrogen at 511 is oxydized
; but that as between car-

bonic oxyd and hydrogen, the formation of carbonic acid on one

hand and of water on the other depend upon "chemical mass,"

as Bunsen had already shown.
This question has therefore been peremptorily settled by de-

cisive experiments, as much as eio-ht years since. Yet the

latest editions of U >: t-I

„

:ountry, and even

those which, like the excellent work of Messrs. Eliot and Storer,

claim to represent the latest state of the science, still retain the

old error regarding the succession of oxydation.
There is another point which, though I took special pains to

demonstrate the facts fourteen years ago, is still incorrectly

stated m almost all text-books as well as books of reference.

1 allude to the definition of tb- - v.-.-al , ,„ - lf i dj v distinct pair*

of the flame. Three only are usually mentioned viz the inner

cone the lumin, ..intly' luminous
envelop or veil. Yet Bm

: ,;>hed the very

important fourth part, viz : the blue cup-shaped * me surround-
ing the base ot the flame, which is as sharply defined from the

founded.
• veil with which it is usually <

l,l7«l> i" i«L nti.vd with the blue cone of the 1

pipe oxydation-flame, « ,. .,.,. t
.

Of his work on the blowpipe. Strangely inconsistent wit

* AnnalenderChemieundPharmacie
vol cxii t> ->05

t J- pr. Chen,, JuQe
, I860, p. 241. ^^ Tj&SZ , Dec. 1861, p. 2
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own definition, he nevertheless teaches that the blue cup is

r'" nn.'d by the combustion chiefly of carbonic oxjTd, produced
I

\ tin - lirst and weak, st efi ct of the heat on the fuel "'—an
assumption as little justified by experiments regarding such
iU'!i n, us was that »f the c mibustion of hydrogen previous to
carbon. | rence fco the blue ox-
,ya ation cone, which is of course identical with the flame of 8
Bunsen's gas burner—the supply of oxygen being, in both cases.

I * Lth the entire gaa as to sup-
press the separation of carbon.
The part performed by the blue cup, viz : that of a self-

„ - it w.t.i !
i

. i\ u> t . i.wui ii. in whieh dry

: is ace; m iished ; i - theoretical import, as the coun-
ihr luminous portion, where the same gases are

burnt with evolution of light, render the neglect with which it

has been treated doubly surprising. That it is totally distinct
from the outer veil is readily perceived when the eye is pro-

';
6! by means of a screen of the shape

ail 'l ^ «d' ih luminous hollow cone. The veil is then seen
surrounding the blue cup as well as the higher portions of the
flame, and is ihu> proved to be nothing nmiv than a zone of

'-} «'ing m-. is ; u-hieh of course, however, cannot be strictly

n <m the luminous envelop, the oxydation being a grad-

.. save one. from the I .
al portion

f hat i ownish, s ii-ti uspaivnt / u oi transition, where
the carbonic oxyd, burning simultaneously with hydrogen, fails

to produce its characteristic blue tint because of the excessive

x there. The same is the case when it is

burnt by itself from a jet kept at a white heat
The inner cone, too, is still incorrectly defined a- •

,A -
!

'k.'" This would lead any one to suppose, that the external

ere had only the effect of burning off the outside of
this gaseous mass, and some text-books have gone far in the

graphic del b eess. My analyses first proved

j
,;u t •ii ve us sine •. that * veu in a tallow flame, characterized

h an excess ,»'' fu i ..v r tie avail ii.l- ...x^.-n. the percentage

; -as doe* not fall below 59 p-r cent in the lowest

Part of the tl un -. an I increases to 76 per cent at the point of

SJ mn r cone, with from 10 to 15 per cent of carbonic acid.

tsand elucts of combustion therefore greatly ex-
ceed the combii,tibl" umm- and — ut'aily m > lily the pro-

i-in-r. tor it is clear that in the In

acid must in part at least again

^Id up their oxygen, before final combustion.

* See Gmolin's Handbook, art. Carbonic Oxide.
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On the latter point, I have never been able to agree with

Bunsen, who maintained that the combustion of the carbon

m

the luminous envelop must be effected by free oxygen penetra-

ting into it ; because its combustion at the expense of the re-

duction of carbonic acid and water, could not be the cause ot

such intense production ol light and heat ; and upon his au-

thoritv, I reluctantly adhered to this view in my paper, above

referred to. 1 believe with Kersten (). c, p. 314), that the burn-

ing surface of the luminous com 1

,
where carbonic oxyl ;;i.

two hydrogen meet the oxygon of the air, is the s>>h-

the heat which cutis, s tin hit* ns • ignition of the interior, and

that theoxydation of the free carbon is i-

medium ot the hit* l si W heut< d curb, nic acid and st< am win

penetrate trom the outside. I habitually compare the process

taking place in the luminous envelop, to what w.

i illuminating gas were passed through an ignited tub* u;t

which steam and carbonic acid are injected through lines ol

lateral orifices. The ignited carbon set'in-e by boat would rea-

der the interior a tin sphere intensely luminous at the near

end, but the luminosity would rapidly decrease toward the

far end, where we would have such a mixture of carbonic exy«t

and hydrogen as that which, I conceive, is burning on the ^ '

face of the luminous cone, and which there, above the point ot

the latter, produces the maximum temperature.
Unfortunately, a direct solution of the question byaui"-

. valuation of the gases contained in the .

exceedingly difficult. Much remains to be done in r

ot the details of tin deferentially vuriabh pn ce>- -

the tamiliar phenomenon of aluminous flume \> pi

what is known is at least worthy of a place in the text-books.

3 Manuscripts in Central Am*'
l G. Bbinton, A.M., M.D.

§

The natives of Yucatan and most of those who formed
inhabited the provinces of Vera Paz, Chiapas, Guatemala, ana

Tabasco, spoke closely related languages, the most prominent

of which was the Maya, current on the peninsula. Its name

has been appln
< i;ly thus be un-

derstood to ine

I

ea, the Oakchi-

quel or Guatemalteca, the Quiche or Utfoteca, the Tzutuf
or Atiteca the Zal , k r , thl poklim till T/.otzil-f
Mam, the Tzendal supposed to be, or most nearly to resemble,

the parent stem, and the Huasteca of Tamaulipas which *»*
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shown by the authors of the Mithridates* to he an offshoot of
the Maya. These various dialects resemble each other, both
in vocabularies and grammatical forms as closely as the various

Romanic tongues of modern Europe.
This lingui t'u tarn \\ i- <! _< t I

st for several r< asons.

ilized portions of the red race
;

their ruined ei \> - are si i ic 'n- the \\i.n-! r- «>t tin* Xcw World
;

S»y had elaborated a phonetic a L] t to the pic-

ture writing of the Aztecs; they had a body of mythology
ry of which some very res; ectable relics still exist;

and what of civilization was found in ancient Anahuac is sup-

posed by many to have been inspired by them; more ver there

is some philological ground to believe that the Natchez of
'< Lisiana. th ; ; ,

-- -ulrivired aboriginal nation north of
Mexico, had a large infusion of their blood.

_
They have deservedly therefore attra t< d th spa ial atten-

inguages.

Mr. E. (1. Srpiier has published a "Monograph of authors who
have written on the languages of Central America, and col-

or composed works in the native dialects

of that country^ (New York. 1861); the Abbe E. C. Br,-- ur
de Bourbourg has emphasized their importance and in his

'
\ Ungues indigenes" (Paris,

1862-64,) has laid before the world' that most interesting

Quiche document, the Popol Vuh ; Count Francisco Pimentel
"as treated of them at considerable length in his work on
the languages of Mexico ; M. H. de Charencey of Caen has

inserted several excellent essavs upon them in various scien-

tific serials
; while Dr. H. Berendt of Taha>< o lias collected a

vast amount of mater lecta, which he ex-

pects to send to press on his return from the explorations in

Central America in which he is now engaged.

.
In addition to the i

I '' 1 *'n" a eompara-

."' -tndv of this v .no there , i-e in the library of the Amer-
*an Philosophical Socio-* at Phil.-.d 1 Ida, some manuscripts

Presented by Mariano Galvez, Governor of Guatemala, m
1836. They seem to have escaped the notice of scholars, their

very existence there having been entirelv unknown even to

}J
r

- Squier, of New York City, although he tells us in the in-

;..
t i, ib >\ i i ition I m m _ t] - iat he had

"given ten years of devotion to Central American subjects ;

wQde not one of them is included in the more recent list of

*orks given by Pimentel,f nor in Ludewig's "Literature of

* idaUa oder Allgemeim Sprachen&unde, Th. Ill, Abth. III. S. 15, Berlin,

ieo
f

t?^
ro DescriPu™ de las L

- " I '"J* Uf" ' p31""' 1

'

T^m IL p
-
1H MeX"
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American Aboriginal Languages." Some notice of them there-

fore will doubtless be welcome to " Americanistes."

The first I Av.xW describ- N a work cu tir.- Cb.dti dialect of

the Maya by Francisco Moran. It is a small quarto of 92

leaves. The first three pag< i
•

us Murillo, a layman, touching

the missions in 1689-92. Then comes one leaf not ni

with notes on the verso in Cholti, nearly illegible. On the

recto of the fourth leaf,

—

Arte
||
en lenu'iia .dwlti que (jiii

j
ere deeir leu.uua dc ir.il

j|

per^.

32 pages in a clear hand, ornamented with scroll work and

pen sketches of birds and grotesque animals. On page 35,—

Libro de lengua eh* It gua de milperos.

24 pages in a cramped but legible hand. At the end the

colophon,

—

"
- v

:

'..'

.
- •

' "
. ,

•

'.'\-

Triana; Keuui^ant in pare tcdos. Am,u Jesus, Maria Joseph.

A few notes on elegant phrases are added " que mi dio el

P. Angel."

This is a duplicate of the preceding Arte, differing from it,

however, in >« vend parueidin-s, b. iuv, m^v full a

They both seem to be copies of the original of Moran, not

the one of the other.

After the Libro follow eight leaves of questions and an-

swers at the confessional, etc., in Cholti. On p. 77 commen-
ces,—

Confessionarin en h-ngun cholti, eserito en el pue
||
bio de sail

lucar salac de | el chol, afio de 1685:

three leaves ending with a catchword indicating that it is hut

a fragment.

The remaining leaves are occupied by a vocabulary, Spaniib

and Cholti, chiefly on the rectos only. At the commencement
is the following marginal note,

—

The colophon is,

—

>resen 24 de Jum.. dia de 8." Joan de 1695 afios.

We have here therefore two copies of the grammar and one
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of the vocabulary of the Domini ncisco Mo-
ran, referred to by Father Francisco Vasquez in his Ironica
(1714) as written in the characters invented by the Fran, i an
friar Francisco de la Parra (about 1550) to express the five

peculiar consonants of the Maya group of languages. Those
are modifications of k, p, ch, t, and tz* Both these copyists
have, howevi r, ad <\ r. d R unan letters. Neither the original

nor any other copies are known to exist, nor any other work in

the Cholti dialect, though a certain Father ( onioba also wrote
a grammar of it.f It has even been uncertain whether the
Cimhi wa.- ;>n iud< p anient dialect. It is not mentioned at all

i'i L idev Ig's • Lili in ure of An: a 1. an Aboiiginal languages,"
'

i Mr. Squier gives the title of Moran's work lAm Vasquez
thus,—

" Arte de la Lengua Cholti (Chorti ?)."J

The Chorti, however, was spoken in Chiquimula and vicin-

ity, whi] tli Cholti, Choi, or Putu .!. was the dialect of the

village of Belen in Vera Paz, of parts of Chiapas, and gene-
rally of the eastern Lacandones among the mountains between
the former province and Guatemala. The name chol means
cornfield, in Mexican Spanish mi/pri. and ahchoJob or clofti

owii'-rs or cultivator-, of . ..r ti< Id-. ,,
''/>• ros. From the short

vocabulary of Chorti collected by Mr. Stevens at Zacapa it

appears to be farther than the Cholti from pure Maya.

t

The grammar of Moran is succinct, clear, and comprehen-
!*' "Sid eiidn. utlv d -Ni-rv - puhii iti a. v-^.-i h. r with selec-

tions from the vociibularv. I have nade a careful cop} of it

for my own use and have found it of great service as illustra-

points of growth in these idioms, for instance with

th< devel pm nt of the personal pronouns, re-

cently discussed in a schol trlv essiv by M. de * 'harencey;§ and
affording some addiri iml illustration of the "vowel echo/'

l echovota?;,r »f tb. M d •' - "-h " T
' * ll wnter

has called attention as analogous to the law of the harmonic

sequence of vowels common in Scythian languages.||

The remaining manuscript* are in the Cakchiquel dadeet,

at one time and even yet much spoken and studied in Guate-
mala, and h dteca.

igues de lafamille Maya-
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The title is on the recto of the se oiid loaf. On fcb.

of the •

s the form of absol in Latin
; on the verso a no te dated 1732 to the effe r'f!

lis volum in payment for

The dictionary is Cakchiquel and Spanish, written closely
but legibly, with 35 lines b , , in. about four
lim> (,t examples to each word. An abundance of phrases
and lorms are given, but tl r is not strictly
preserved The , hara t r> , f Parra , r . ,,., ,] throughout.

rso author of the name of Varea is mentioned by Mr. Squier.
l>.i' 1 . uuis-o ],„, ' ;. .,;.[ , , !i:lve t0 Guatemala in

1596 and to have composed a " Calepino " in 400 pages folio/
No doubt this is ri„ .a.ii.p,,-..,,!,.^! ml - rli,.,i^nl *

"

*r^tu ^ C01
i

Vent °f Sai1 Vvim ' ^" '
'

!
'
^'wtemala, this is

wily monument of his labor ,xfanf.

in. M
e

v
ni;l

"• h»^ llke the preced-
ing

.in parchment, of 476 leaves numbered on the recto. The

splendid testimonial to the zeal ami
ip oi the Francis „ fIli .:.,. ... The ages are

tho^hV
011111" .written quite

iead. The first 15 pages are handsomely written

* Monograph, etc., p. 47.
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nd Spanish Calepino of Varea.
It should be observed that the 1i letter C is wrongly bound so

that the latter part of it comes first, and several other letters

do not seem to have been finished. This copy appears to date
from early in the last century and is unique so iar as 1 know.
Goto was a native of Guatemala and lived in the latter part
of the 17th century. I\Ir. S-juii-r ir-v*-- under his name only
one title ;

" Thesaurus Verborum ; 6 Frases y Eleganeias do
la Lengiia de Guatemala :" which prob tbly is the same work
as the above. It is peculiarly valuable not only for the lin-

guistic material it contains, but for the light it throws on nu-
merous customs of the natives, on the botany and zoology of
the country, and for its quotations of manuscript works in

• Francisco

do's sermons in that tongue, those of Father Antonio
Saz {de san Joachim, de la visitacion, de la asuncion, de la

conception, manual en la lengua and others, none of them
mentioned by Mr. Squier or Pimentel,) Father Domingo Vico,

bishop of Chiapas, and the " calepino " of Varea.

Under many words quite a description is given of this or

.- the word hn '!>
. native dance,

which I choose having in mind the remarks on it made by the

Abbe Brasseur d<- L> »u/L ...._: in his introduction to the Quiche

at they are of many
kinds

; that for instance which represents Noah coming out of

the ark is called uvatal ; that in which they whirl a stick

',

; that only engaged in by lovers xgul

;

\v tlutes „f hollow reeds. i»tz

u ' li
; this ! .

t . .-. in; adds, was |i,.riibi' d by Bishop Uguarte on
;: " r<

.
o - nrch ns of Antonio Prieto de Vilh-a~. V :i,i \ ;l "*v

0I" the holy office, a learned man, thoroughly versed in <

v
> uciu-.

and for twenty years incumbent of the benefice of Maizate

mango
; it was also prohibited by the diocesan constitution m

!690
; several other bailes an lso desctib 1.

Under the word Una he menti
i. partook of a singular belief which w

^dely spread on the American continent. It was that an

as caused by some animal eating the moon, and to

drive it a .

ated, wtop-

I
''1 tle.jr .1 '.-.. and made ail the noise possible. They like-

wise attributed to this orb a malignant influence and supposed

nines, voL II.
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her to be the cause of disease, a belief extremely co

among the illiterate everywhere.

The fourth u u iscrip' i> a Large folio of 77 leaves noi

bered, written in Cakchirniel in ordinary characters. C

.

On the fourth line <

-v consists of tw. l\

After \\w tuvil'th dialogue there

,
I ui;h the following

lose is a table of contents followed by this colophon

..'"viiruevavoth-

From this evidence we f-.nn that this is a copy made in 17»
by Sebastian Lopez at Solola on Lake Atitan of two work,
t1

.

1" "U( ' r pnnted m I ;>,;><;. author n-.r ^iwn, t he other by Fran-

cisco Maldonado. The former must be the " Doctrina Criswjl
en L -ngna Utlateca " or Quiche, published at Mexico in that

year, whose author, Fray Francisco Marro.min «1mmI in lf><>3.
If

is true that this was said to be in Quiche * and that Zapata

y Sandoval was not a bishop until 1613.f But as I bave
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never seen a copy of Marroquin's Doctrina, I am unable to re-

concile these discrepancies.

The Dialogos is a work hitherto unknown of Maldonado,
one of the most learned of the Francisciin missionaries. He
livid in tin.' latter half of the 1 7th century. The onlv one of
Ms productions given by Mr. Squier is " Sermones y'Panegi-
ricos en Le; " which is that also chieily re-

ferred to by Father Co to iu his dictionary.

The next work is a small quarto of JO!) leaves. Unfortu-
nately the first leaf, wiih the general title, is missing. The
top of the second leaf commences in the midst of a sentence in

a Ihdnna Christiana in Cakehiquel. This overs ten leaves,
;; 'il is followed by two leaves of " Preguntas de la Doctrina.*'

alt in Cakehiquel. Next comes a " Confessionario breve en
Icn^ua Cakchiuuel." The Spanish translation of each ques-
tion and answer is also given.
After the Confessionario are three leaves, unnumbered and

hlaijk. except that on the recto of the second is a Latin Prayer
to the Virgin, difficult to decipher.

On the recto of the next leaf is the following,—

Arte
I
de la lengua cak

||
chiquel.

It is written in a clear small hand, covers fifty-four pages

'j' 1 30 lines on an average to the page, sometimes with one
column, sometime-, with two. at 1 do-, - ->\h\i thi> colophon,—
T
Partes Ft 24 de Junio de 16'>2 afios dia del Nacimicnto de S.

i-t..i >e aeavo el traslado de oraciones y Arte eti Kak-

From the close of this to the 96th leaf there is another
series of doc I aded,—

,
Vac VTunil>al Al.abal ti

||
Ant ubox rich in Christianos

||
cak-

(

'

!, i<iael A'!i;tl, ;l ] r i ii chin rakchimiel vinak.

.
(I designate the peculiar modification of the consonants by

italics.)

^Another " Confessionario breve en lengua castellana y cak-

'?• pi'-l" Ih-n follows, twelve - .
lering con-

from the previous one. The rest of the volume is

;
aken up wit! - Plati, -.'* short di . . — i ivligious sub-

jects. One of them is an incident from the life of Saint Vin-
cent Ferrer, r< la<. d f -r tie [inrj « - i

" :• n't i _ .a n.itiv. *,

- _ •
i shaii e th< J a uafli h&i 1 at i

There is an index to the book, and on the verso of the last

leaf this note in regard to the binding,—''Este quademo c-s

de
.
Fr. Alberto Mh-mez :" - ti I

" quademo " being in dark calf,

without boards, and with strings. The characters of Parra are
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employed in all the divisions of the work, and the writing is

mostly quite legible.

There is no hint throughout where this was written, nor by

whom. The colophon above quoted seems to show that it is

the original, at least of the Arte and the prayers. From the

mention of Saint Vincent Ferrer, a Dominican, and from the

known rivalry of the two orders at that time in Central Amer-

ica, I am inclined to attribute it to a Dominican rather than a

Franciscan. None of flu ithorities already

quoted mention any writer of either order who prepared works

of this kind in Cakchiquel at or very near 1692. The manu-

script proceedings of the Philosophical Society for Sept. 1836,

when the books were received, throw no light on the matter.

The linguistic value of the Arte is considerable. Only two

grammatical notices of the language seem to have been pub-

lished, one about 1560 in Mexico, another in 1753, in Guate-

mala. Both of them are excessively rare, and indeed it is

doubtful if any copy of the first is "in existence. The Cak-

chiquel is peculiarly important in the comparative study ot

this group of languages, and with the rich materials here at

hand to illustrate all its constructions, a publication of this

short manuscript with notes would be most welcome to Amer-

In concluding this brief rmti'-e of these interesting docu-

ments I wish to express mv acknowledgments to Prof. J•/•

Lesley, librarian, and Mr. Eli K. Price, member of the Philo-

sophical Society, for f. m examining m
library.

Art. XVIII.—Notices of New Meteoric Irons in the Unfa

States ; by Charles Upham Shepard.

In October last, Prof. J. Darby, of the East Alabama Col-

lege, forwarded to me by t ut twenty P"
nns

of what he suspected to" be meteoric iron, with the desire that

I would subject it to examination. He stated in his letter

that the fragments had been detached from a mass wcighio?
about eight pounds that had 1....! ,.] „ h I up in his neigh-

borhood many years sinn-, but which until latelv had l>e^

overlooked in his collection. He described the mass as cona-
tions, presenting

the appearance of having from a previous state of separation-

been suddenly compressed together into a single rounded mass.
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A partial examination induced me to believe the fragments
sent to be of meteoric origin; and led to a correspondence with
Prof. Darby, which i\ cue half the mass,
weighing four pounds, at my disposal, accompanied with the
following more complete history of the discovery :

_

" The man who brought the mass to me (and who was its

discoverer) had taken it, without my knowledge, to a black-

•'iop, where in the cold state it was broken in two upon
an anvil, by means of a sledge hammer. Originally, it must
have been nearly globular in form. The surfaces produced by
the separation had, when I received the specimen, a metallic
luster. The finder made known to me the exact spot where
he had ploughed it up. It was on what is known as the Dan-
iel plantation, about three-quarters of a mile west of our col-

fcern edge of a field, just across

- 1'i.m. \\ (small -tr« .mi). I haw m. lm lied in the region for

ather specimens without effect, but have instructed the negroes
to bring to me any thing unusual they may hereafter discover.

The name of the man who found the mass and his present

residence are unknown."
On receiving the half of the mass I was at once struck with

Prof. Darhy'> ti. -; <!<-< i- i j 1 1 n • t i; - a;
\

> arance. The surface of

fracture, or separation, is coarse! ing large

v shaped concretions, which show only obscurely,
traces of octahedral cleavage. The former metallic luster is

now replaced by a rusty brown film ; while numerous cracks

- are observable," not merely separating the concretions
hut often traversing the mass of Endeed the
entire specimen is thus cracked up and subdivided by these

' ]
'

; t rems, as if it had been shattered by striking when in a

semi-fused state, against a rock, at the time of its fall. So
unperfeet is the cohesion at present that it would not be very

reak It into pieces, (from the size of a Urge pea
UP to that of an almond) by vigorous blows from a sledge-ham-
mer. Some of these cohVivtioi^ an- partial y -• ihn tit c. tube-
1VK <' or sub-mammillary, as if a secondary softening or t'a-ion

of the iron ]i I , .1., n\ ! i . at the time «.t its d. scent. This

ir a meteoric iron, though not

unknown in native copper and silver.

.
The larger concretions have a slight tcnd.-in-y ' - para:-

lflto smaller ones (1f the -ize of] '-^ that

of the grae -. except

to an elongation in the eoncre-

tion which occasimiall v passes into the sub-c 'lly pa

jgle globui- I of iron), half a

ameter is visible upon the fractured surface of the

compact in structure, and yellowish-brown in color.
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As yet I have not "been able to have any portion of the mass

regularly slit and polished ; hut a surface of one of the larger

com] ound concretions, on being ground upon its broader side

and polished, afforded me an area of half an inch square.

This face, on being subjected to the action of dilute nitric acid,

gave me a series gether new. They are ex-

tremely fine and delicate in their dimensions, and require a

strong light with the aid of a microscope, to be seen with dis-

tinctness. The first character that displays itself is somewhat

that of a mesh or net-work, and arises from the polygonal

boundaries of th The areas within these

lines or edges (v.; have a glittering

luster when held at a fixed angle to the light, though this aftgjfj

often varies for different concretions, as in the case of a polished

surface of coarse ; r. The second character

that arrests attention in the examination, is the finely striated

surface of each concretion,—one set of lines being perfectly

straight and equidistant, as in calcitc and labradorite, while a

second set, but less distinct, cross these at right angles. The

final peculiarity of the mark in us consists In this,—that these

fine striae are wholly made up of dots or beads, which are ar-

ranged in almost absolute contact, and are therefore to he re-

garded as consisting wholly of sections of rhabdite needles, while

on the other hand, the mesh-like markings first noticed, are

when etched. cribecL

fore a complete account can be given of its internal struc-

ture, an opportunity must be had of making further observa-

tions upon slices properly prepared from different portions oi

the mass.

The specific gravity, as obtained from four fragments,

varied from 7*0—7*17, and gave 7'05 as the mean.
The iron is apparently free from chlorine. It dissolves in

hydrochloric acid without extrication of sulphuretted hydro-

gen
; and leaves behind a slight residue of thin brilliant,

blackUi scales and n.'edl.^. Th- t 11 nin r , ul t was obtained

on about two grams weight of the iron :
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Inasmuch as the iron analyzed was slightly enfilmed with
oxyds, that, in the results obtained, had to be calculated back
to the metallic state in common with the oxyds coming from
the pure metals, a trifling part of the loss in the analysis
should go to increase the iron and nickel above given.

The composition of the troilite, schreibersite and rhabdite in
the mass is too well known to render necessary any attempt to

analyze them in the present case. Neither cobalt, tin, nor
copper was detected in this iron.

2. JLh or!<- Ir<>,t from S,,,a/,<n*ttrn Missouri.

For my knowledge of this iron I am indebted to Prof. B. F.
Shumard, of Saint Louis, who sent me a specimen of it several
years ago, but through i i ,i si. nt it i til <l to reach me until
lately. He wrote me under date of Nov. 4, 1868, as follows :

" The specimen is from one in the collection of the St. Louis
Academy of Sciences which I found among minerals that be-
longed to the old Western Academy of Sciences, of St. Louis.
The label with it gives only l S. E. Missouri ' as the locality.

Its meteoric character was not known until I examined it."

In reply to my request for further information, Prof. Shu-
mard has favored me (Dec. 18) with the following additional

particulars :
" The specimen in the Academy's collection is

Regularly lozenge-shaped, 3,''- inches long, H wide, and 1 TV
thick. The extremities and upper face are rough and irreg-

ular, one lateral piece is smooth with a wavy surface, the
other has been cut to supply specimens to Prof. Silliman, Hai-
uinger and yourself. The under side is rough near one end,
^hile the remainder of it has been smoothed by hammering.
The specimen bears the appearance of having been heated.
Its present weight is nine ounces ; and if you will add to this

what has been taken to fu tish tin .specimens referred to above
you will probably not be far from the truth, in calling the

original weight twelve ounces. Nothing has been published

concerning the specimen. I discovered it in the museun l

he Academy during the year 1S63."
In respect to the figures developed by etching, it belongs to

my order of megagrammic irons ; and most resembles those of

Arva and Cocke county. It is rich in sehrt ibersite, insomuch
that when long acted upon by acid, this mineral projects in

thick lamina above the surface, resembling mica on certain

leathered coarse grained granites. The bars and spaces which
are intermediate, however, are not traversed by those delicate

lines of the same substance, so generally occurring in other
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gravity 7*015—71 12. It appears t

It gave

:

Schreibersite,

Chromium, cobalt, n i , ,. -
i , \

o.-phoms

iiu' lv.-idiu* ot'¥V S ami ('. NVithm- <.'oj>]h'V m

3. Composition of Metforh- Ir<»> from Losttoion, Cherokee Co*

Georgia.

My general description of this iron was contained in vol

xlvi, p. 257 of this Journal. Its analysis has afforded me—

Iron, 95-159

Nickel, 3.660

Insoluble (schri-iSH-r-hc ami rhabditc,) 0'580

Chromium, cobalt, tin (V), magnesium, traces.

Charleston, S. C. Dee. 29, 18G8.

Art. XIX.—On Nitrification;* by S. W. Johnson.

, :i, 282), tli

burning of a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases in the

the resulting water contains ammonia. He had previously no-

ticed that nitric acid and nitrous acid are formed in the same

process.

Kolbe (Ann. Chem. u. Pharm., cxix, 176) found that when

a jet of burning hydrogen was passed into the neck of an open

bottle containing oxygen, reddish-yellow vapors of nitrous acid

or nitric peroxyd, were copiously produced on atmospheric air

becoming mingled with the burning gases.

Bence Jones (lMul. Tiv ... [<:>]. ii. : «»'.»), dNnneivd nitrtf

(nitrous ?) acid in the water resulting from the burning of al-

cohol, hydrogen, coal, wax, and purified coal-gas.
. ,

By the use of the iodid of potassium starch-test (Price

test), Boettger (Jour, fur Prakt. Chem., lxxxv, 396,) ana

S-h. lib m ibjd., Ixxxir. 21-1.1 have more recently confirmed tnj

result of Jones, but because they could detect neither free

acid nor free alkali by the ordinary test-papers, they conclu-

ded that nitrous acid and ammonia are simultaneously formed-'
that, in fact, nitrite of ammonia is generated in all cases o»

rapid combustion.-j-

* The substance of this paper was orally presented to the National Academy

£

fa LSZILTd
*
1°t *

0t appear when the c<™t>ustible contains sulphur, since i

is decomposed at high temperatures by sulphurous acid.
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Meissner (Untersuchungen iiber den Sauerstoff, 1863, p
283,) was unable to satisfy himself that either nitrous acid or
ammonia is generated in combustion.

Finally, Zabelin (Ann. Chem. u. Ph., cxxx, 54), in a series
of careful experiments, found that uli, u , >! ;. i [ ,,, [ n lt i„„
gas and hydrogen burn in the air, nitrous acid and am-
monia are very frequently, but not always funned. When tin-

combustion iB so perfect that the resulting water is colorless
and pure, only nitrous acid is formed; when, on the other
hand, a trace of organic matters escapes oxydation, less or no

'id, but in its place ammonia appears in the water,
and this under circumstances thai <rpt ion from
the atmosphere.
Zabelin gives no proof that the combustibles he employed

were absolutely free from compounds of nitrogen, but other-
wise, his experiments are not open to criticism.

Meissner's observations were indeed made under somewhat
litions ; but his negative results were not improb-

ably arrived at simply because he employed a much less delicate
test for nitrous acid than was used by Schonbein, Boettger.
Jones and Zabelin.*
We must conclude then, that nitrous acid and ammonia are

•rmed from atmospheric nitrogen during rapid combus-
tion of hydrogen and compounds of hydrogen and carbon. The
quantity of these bodi< > !»_<'. . 1 is, however, in general
so extremely small as to require the most sensitive reagents for
their detection.

ounda at lorn temperatures.—
schonbein was the first to observe that nitric acid may be formed
at moderately elevated or even ordinary temperatures. As is

'• lie obtained several grams of nitrate of potash by

rbonate of potash to the liquid resulting from the

M oxyclat '011 of phosphorus in the preparation of ozone.
More recently he believed to have discovered that nitrogen

compounds are formed bv the >im:>l" evaporation of water.
" e Seated a vessel (which was indifferently of glass, porcelain,

Jv
> &c -)> so that water would e\ ip-a-art- :! j.i.Llv from its

surface. The purest water was then dropped into the warm
msu in small quantities at a time, each portion being allowed

i, concentrated to small t
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to evaporate away before the next was added. Over the vapor
thus generated was held the mouth of a cold bottle until a

portion of the vapor was condensed in the latter.
The water thus collected gave the reactions for nitrous acid

sometimes quite intensely, again faintly, and

m

By simply exposing a piece ot filter paper for a sufficient

time to the vapors arising from pure water heated to boiling
and pouring a tew drops of acidified iodid of potassium-srarcli-
paste upon it, the reaction of nitrous acid was obtained. When
paper which had been impregnated with dilute solution ot

pure potash was hung in the vapors that arose from water
heated in an open dish to 100° F. it shortly acquired so much
nitrite ot potash as to react with the above named test.

Lastly, nitrous acid and ammonia appeared when a sheet of

filter paper, or a piece of linen cloth, which had been moist-
ened with the purest water, was allowed to dry at ordinary
temperatures, in the open air or in a closed vessel. (Jour, for

Prakt. Chem.,lxvi, 131). These experiments of Schonbein
are open to criticism and do not furnish perfectly satisfactory
evidence that nitrous acid and ammonia are generated under
the circumstances mentioned. Bohlig has objected that these

bodies might be gathered from the atmosphere where they cer-

tainly exist, though in extremely minute quantity.
Zabelm, in the paper before referred to (Ann. Ch. Ph., cxxx,

p. 76), communicates some experimental results which,
in the writer's opinion, serve to clear up the matter satisfac-
torily.

r

_
Zabelin ascertained in the first place that the atmospheric

air contained too little ammonia to influence Nessler's test,

which is of extreme delicacy and which he constantly employed
m hi> investigations.

Zabelin operated in closed vessels. The apparatus he used
consisted of two glass flasks, a larger and a smaller one, which
were closed by corks and fitted with glass tubes, so that »

stream of air entering the larger vessel should bubble through

Zi T
V
n "f

h
°i
t0m and thence Pawing into the smaller

flask shonld stream throngh Nessler's test. Nextly ' —
^^r^ri^^^^butdouhriulthat i

J^ti^^Fr^' i~

hat cellu1^ (clippings of ffl

wh
P
en heated inl

} ?3*l no *mmo™ to ŝsWs
f

160° F.
current of air at temperatures of 120

Lastly, he found that when cellulose and pure water togetl
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were exposed to a current of air at the temperatures just named,

ammonia was at once indicated by Nessler's test. Nitrous

acid, however, could be detected, if at all, in the minutest traces

The reader should observe that Boettger and Schonbein, find-

ing in the first instance by the exceedingly sensitive test with

KI and starch-paste, that nitrous acid was formed, when hy-

drogen burned in the air, while the water thus generated wa8
neutral in its reaction with the vastly less ft nsiiive litmus tot-

paper, concluded id was united with some
base in the form of a neutral salt. Afterward, the detection of

ammonia appeared to demonstrate the formation of nitrite of

ammonia. Schonbein's explanation of the mode in which this

salt may be generated, viz., by the direct union of water

and nitrogen, seems to have perfectly satisfied the chemical

critics*

This theory has, however, nothing to warrant it, even in the

way of probability. If traces of nitrite of ammonia can be pro

duced by the immediate combination of these exceptionally

abundant and universally diffused bodies at common tempera-

tures, or at the boiling point of water, or lastly in close prox-

imity to the flames of burning gases, then it is simply incon-

ceivable that a good share of the atmosphere should not

speedily dissolve in the ocean, for the conditions of Schon-

bein's experiments prevail at all times and at all places so far

as these substances are concerned.

The discovery of Zabelin that ammonia and nitrous acid

do not always appear in equivalent quantities or even simulta-

neously, in no wise conflicts with any of Schonbein's facts. A
quantity of free nitrous acid that admits of recognition by

help of Price's test would not necessarily have any effect on

litmus or other test for free acids. There remains then no ne-

cessity of assuming the generation of nitrite of ammonia, and

the fact of the separate appearance of the elements of this

salt demands another explanation.
,

The writer is not able perhaps to offer a fully satisfactory

explanation of the facts above adduced. He submits, how-

ever, some speculations which appear to him entirely warran-

ted by the present aspects of the case, in the hope that some

one with the time at command for experimental study, will es-

tablish or disprove them by suitable investigations.
_

He believes that in no case can free nitrogen unite directly

* Zabelin was inclined to beli, v I
nitrouii addin.some

: :• .......... .
.. .- .

- »
.
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with water, but In the conditions of all the foregoing experi-

ments, it enters combination by the action of ozone, as Schiin-

1"'
i i nn rl\ maintained and was the first to suggest. Ozone

is formed not only in all rapid combustions but also in the

slow oxydation of organic matters (paper and linen.)

Pincus has lately published some observations which any

chemist may readily verify, that demonstrate the formation of

ozone in combustion at high temperatures. It is only m -

sary to hold a cold, clean and dry b< ak< r glass fi r a
'

over a jet of pure hydrogen burning from a metal tube with

a flame \ of an inch high, and then to smell of its contents.

The ozone odor is most plainly perceived. The same result

may be obta dame of alcohol or of a Bteartfc

candle.—(Die Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-stationcn. ix,

473.)

The formation of ozone in all cases of slow oxydation at

common temperatures is in analo-v with its appearance dur-

ing the eremacausis of phosphorus,' and it' antozone really ex-

ists and is tie- genetic component of > zone as is indicated so

Fironuly by the researches ( f Sehonbein and Meissner, vw must

consideY the ease pretty well made out in theory, tor hydne

peroxyd which is held to be the result of the union of antozone

with water, is formed in so many instances of slow oxydation

of metals and organic bodies that sdimib.-in telt justified in

Son, or that of a corresponding organic

antozonid in them all.—(Jour. fur. prakt. Chem., xcviii and

In Schdnbein's experiments before mentioned, where PaP^"
or linen wore ret empl yr.l. the dust of the atmosphere prob-

able supplied the organic matters.
The first result of the oxvdafion of nitro^n is nitrous jicid

alone (at least Schdnbein and Bohlig detected no nitric acid),

win id the combustion is complete as in case of by '

when organic mattes are excluded from the experiment. >'dn<-

'"';'} - a product of the subsequent oxvdation of niti

When organic m r, s . xis in the product of combusfimt. ^
wh.n alchol bu a- in ]v ;l ^,j „,,.,,, , „ vieldin- w.-Hei h^''

but is afterward iWmcul to ammonia.
Theredm r n , t in i t, > , . pit,-. },. j,,n- -

ters was announced bv Seln'mb. i., several rears ago. He found
[ ""

'
::

.

.

.-'-.
. .

i..
:

"

r

^-
-

' -.
-^ '

-

• ^ .{.—(.Tour. fur. PJ»$

fersTo^SchrSbein as autb.f
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bodies reduce nitrites to ammonia and ultimately to nitrogen
and although we have not been able to find such a statement
in those of Schonbein's papers to which we have had access, it

is entirely credit )!• and in accordance x'^ ~

Pelouze could find no nitrates (nor nitrites?) in the drain

of dung-heaps. Lawes, Gilbert, and Ptiji, detected no ti

of nitrites in moist mixtures of ignited earth,
''"

starch and saw-dust, c

was passed daily for se

p. 496.) Boussingault states that mixing quick-lime or carbon-
ate of potash with garden soil prevents nitrification and
causes the development of ammonia. (Agronomie, etc., iii,

p. 200.) In these cases the readily oxydable matters were in

excess of active oxygen ; the process was therefore a putrefac-
tive and reducing one, and although nitrites may have been
and doubtless were formed on the surface, where oxygen was
in excess, they were deoxydized in the interior of the mass.

Zabelin alludes to this reduction of nitrites by organic bodies

not with the purpose of accounting for the formation of am-
monia from nitrous acid, but to explain why he failed to de-

tect nitrous acid in some of his experiments. Apparently firm

in the conviction that nitrite of ammonia was in all cases

formed, he says, " I believe that at the high temperature of

our experiments the nitrite of ammonia produced was decom-
posed into ammonia that was earned off and into nitrous acid

which mostly remained in the water of the flask, where it was
probably further decomposed, under oxydation of the linen or

the paper. Therefore it was found only in traces while ammo-
nia was very easy to identify." He says further, " By our ex-

periments in the burning of illuminating gas and alcohol we
have recognized the same action of organic matters on nitrites;

nay, nitrous acid goid nail v decomposed in their presence at

ordinary temperatures; the water at the same time acquired the

power of decolor l" (Ann. Chem. Pharm.,
cxxx, 85.) Now ammonia speedily bleaches starch made blue

V iodine, and thus Zabelin's observations sustain our hypoth-

If, as thus appears extremely probable, ozone is developed in

all cases of oxydation both ra, id and slow, then every flame

and fire, every 1

1

. rdmal, the organic matters

that exhale from the skin and lungs of living animals or from

the foliage and flowers of plants, especially, perhaps, the vola-

.

tl]e oils of cone-bearing trees, are indirectly, means of convert-

lng a portion of free nitrogen into nitrous and nitric acids, or

ammonia.
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In the interesting experiment of Mr. Loew, where pure water
J

evaporating from the surface of paper which has heen impreg- I

uated with alloxan, gives rise to the formation of ammonia as
j

is indicated by the red color of murexyd supervening, (tins

Journal, xlv, p. 29,) the explanation we have offered, accounts
j

for the facts observed as well as the hypothesis of Schonbein.

We ii-viM.,.. ,.y, ,, U: .

;
,.M\ ,,f ,',„ ;:;.;.- paper, perhaps of the

alloxan itself, to take place, ozone and by it nitrous acid to be

formed, the latter b need to ammonia.

Our explanation is further sustained by the facts which we

possess concerning the part which the organic matters perform I

in nitrification as it goes on within the soil.
w

, l

Organic matters are universally recognized as essential in l

the composts which an employed in saltpeter plantations.

Those earths in which nitrification proceeds spontaneously, are
|

in general, characterized by a considerable content of humus.

We have precise observations by Boussingault which demon-

strate that organic matters are indispensable to nitrification.

This investigator in the prosecution of his researches on veg-

etable nutrition, found in a large series of experiments, that

when plants vegetate in calcined, earth, neither the plant nor

the earth gathers appreciable quantities of nitrogen from the at-

mosphere, during a period of several months, but when sun
j

containing humus is employed u tstances,

either the soil or the plant (in most cases both) assimilate ni-
|

trogen to a decided degree.

For example, a lupin vegetating for ninety-seven days in

130 grams of rich garden soil (mixed with pure sand to favor

access of air) the whole being confined in a glass case, as>im-

ilated 0-0217 grm. of nitrogen, and tl - m.M l.n in mi cxhibi:-

tng toss, during the same period, fixed 0-0454 grm. of this cle-

ment. (Agronomie, etc., t. 1, p. 339). Of the nitrogen thus

gathered from the atmosphere and fixed in a solid form by tM

soil, only one-ninth existed in the state of nitric acid and am-

monia, when the experiment was concluded. We infer tnat

-•"ii for the most became a constituent of the soil »T
,

nitrification induced by the eremacausis of its humus, witn

the formation of ozone.
The passage of nine-tenths of this fixed nitrogen into a con-

,

^-re it doubtless .-xis!s in what we nW
call organic combination, probablv took place bv reduction ot

j

subaequenl anion of the W-
{

ter™ I

'

fcion of cellulose in the same

bodies have been obtained bv Dusarf.

t together ammonia
with dextrin, starch and glucose. d of Y^1
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T. S. Hunt's idea of the synthesis of gelatine, from a carbo-
hydrate and ammonia.—(Kekule's Lehrbuch, ii, 356'.)

Certain experiments executed by Mulder, more than twenty
years ago (Chemistry of Animal and Vegetable Physiology,

p. 673,) confirm the view we have taken. Two of these were
" made with beans which had germinated in an atmosphere
void of ammonia, and grown in one case in ulmic acid prepared
from sugar, and also free from ammonia; and, in the other case,

in charcoal, both being moistened with distilled water, free

from ammonia. The ulmic acid and the charcoal were seve-
rally mixed up with one per cent, of wood ashes, to supply the
plants with ash-ingredients. I determined the proportion of
nitrogen in three beans and also in the plants that were pro-

duced by three other beans. The results are as follows :—

Wants, 4-107
&
" ' 160 " " 1772 54 " "

The white beans, therefore, whilst growing into plants in

substances and an atmosphere, both of which were free of am-
monia, had obtained more than thrice the quantity of nitro-

gen that originally existed in the beans ; in the brown beans
the original quantity was doubled." Mulder believed this ex-

periment to furnish evidence that ammonia is produced by the

union of atmospheric nitrogen with hydrogen set free in the

decay of organic matters. But the researches of Will have
fairly established the impossibility of nascent hydrogen unit-

ing to free nitrogen. The results of the experiments are fu Un-

explained by assuming that nitrogen was oxydized in nitriri • i-

tion and no other explanation yet proposed, accords with ex-

isting facts.

To sum up, the writer believes that in nature, free nitrog n

enters into combination, in all cases, by oxydation, that the

agent of oxydation is ozone, that in the soil this ozone origi-

nates, for the most part, in the slow oxydation of organic mat-
ters, and that ammonia and the organic nitrogen of humus,
Peat and coal are the result of the reduction »t' oxyds of ni-

trogen either in the living organism in the acts of QB
or by the organic matters of the dead plant or animal. The
union of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen under the influence

of electrical tension has been shown In M> "issuer to be prece-

ded by the production of ozone. By a long series
_
of criti-

cally conducted observations, Daubeny (J
1867,) has made probable that ozone appears in the vi

active foliage exposed to sunlight, and concludes that the oxy-

gen set free from combination in the plant, is partly ozonized,
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as is true of that which separates in the decomposition of per-

manganates and chromates by oil of vitriol.* The plant, then,

appears to be an agent of nitrification when living as well as

when dead, and ozone is the result of a molecular change

which accompanies the decomposition as well as the formation

of oxygen compounds.
Sheffield Laboratory, Dec, 1868.

The Andes traverse the Republic of Ecuador in two Cor-

dilleras, which are nearly parallel to each other and on the

average, forty miles apart. The great valley which they en-

close is about 300 miles in length, and has a general direction

of 58° W. It is divided by two transversal dikes—the knots

of Tiupullo and Assuay into three basins
;
Quito, Ambato,

and Cuenca, having the respective altitudes of 9,500, 8,000

and 7,800 feet above the Pacific. There are some subordinate

knots, and mh:, ;ill the basins he

parallel to the axes of the Cordilleras—a characteristic feature

of the Andes. There are deep valleys on the outside flanks,

which are evidently valleys of erosion ; but the basins enclosed

by the CordilL-ra- \\,-iv e'.vat< ,) with them.
We bdieve with Darwin, that the Andes did not suddenly

reach their present gigantic proportions. Wilson counted six

terraces in going up from the sea, through the province ot

Esmeraldas toward Quito. Moreover, such an assemblage
|

great volcanoes, among them Ootopaxi, the highest open vent

on the earth's surface, and Sangai, the most active in its erup-

tions, shows that the energy which heaved the Andes, is ot

deep seated origin, and that it is not yet expended. We are

also reminded of the law that "volcanoes in a state of action,

concur with proofs of recent elevation." Above the terrace

are the cerros, or outlying spurs ; and still higher are the par-

amos or bleak, grassy highlands, out of which rise the<
uj

peaks. The west slope of the Ecuadorian Andes, is about

^575 feet per mile
; on the east, it is 125.

Alne mountain ehain is |, u ilr „p of granitic, gneissoid ana

schistose rocks, often in vertical position, and capped with
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trachyte and porphyry. Large masses of solid rock are rarely
Been

; everything is cracked, calcined or triturated. While
in Bolivia, the eastern Cordillera shows a succession of sharp,
ragged peaks, in contrast with the conical summits of the Cor-
dillera of the coast ; there is no such distinction in the Andes
of the equator. The eastern Cordillera, has a greater mean
height, and it displays more volcanic activity. Twenty volca-
nic mountains surround the great valley, ot which twelve are
in the oriental chain. Three of the twenty (Cotopaxi, San-
gai and Pichincha,) are now active ; and live (Chiles, Imba-
bura, G-uamani, Tunguragua and Quirotoa,) are known to have
been active since the conquest. The truncated cone of Coto-
paxi, the jagged, Alpine crest of ruined Caraguirazo, and

the dome of Chimborazo, are the representative forms of the

volcanic summits. Ant is m and Cayambi, are fashioned after

Chimborazo, though the latter is table topped rather than con-

Jg ; Altar, Quirotoa, Iliniza, Sincholagua, Ruminagui and
Corazon, resemble Caraguirazo: Tun-ma-ua, Sangai, Llan-

ganati, Cotocachi, Chiles and Imbabura, imitate Cotopaxi
;

"ichincha, Atacatzo and G-uamani are irregular. The extinct

volcanoes usually have double domes or peaks. This twin fea-

ture is prominent in other Andean volcano* s ; e. g., Illimani.^

The growth of the cones since they began to erupt, is

plainly exogenous They rarely eject liquid lava, but chiefly

Jater,* mud, ashes and fragments of trachyte and porphyry.

* r°m the deluges of water, result deep furrows in the sides
j

* Much of the water sent down from Cotopaxi, may be due to the melting of
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and from the prevalence of the east wind, which is always met

by the traveller on the crest of either Cordillera, there is a

greater accumulation of ashes, and less snow on the west.

slope. In some of the craters, particularly of Pichincha, Al-

tar and Ruminagui, the western wall is lower than the eastern.

Cotopaxi is exceptional, being lowest on the east side.* As

there is no synchronism in the eruptions of Etna and Vesu-

vius, so there is no simultaneous activity of Cotopaxi and Pi-

chincha. These volcanoes must have independent reservoirs,

for Cotopaxi is 3,000 feet higher than Pichincha, and only

10,000 ft. Pichincha, looking west.

thirty miles distant. It is generally believed by the natives,

that Cotopaxi and Tungur tic. The volca-

noes of Ecua<L ar,
j ,) belong to Scrope's third

order
;
" that in which eruptive paroxysms of intense energy

alternate with lengthened periods of complete external inert-

ness,—phase of prolonged intermittences."
Taking Cotopaxi as the center of the system of Ecuadorian

mountains, we may arrange the lower peaks, on concentric or-

bits. On the first are Ruminagui and Sincholagua, 10 miles

distant
; on the second, 1: acatzo and Anh-

a, 25 miles
; on the third, Quirotoa, Pichincha and

"> miles
; onthe fourth, Langanati. 40 miles ;

oi

> and Cayambi, 50 miles;
"

sixth, ChimlM,: ^ 60 miles ;
--

the seventh Altar, (5.3 mil, . ; ,,» tl. - i-hih, Sangai, 75 miles;

on the ninth Chiles and Assuav, 100 miles. .
aI he chief dome of Chimborazo, presents from GuarancM

magnificent parul ., I .id.l ,,,,; M \, ,-,.„„, a spot near Vf
bamba, the profile of the wh-l- ,,i..iiur An h is the figure of a

lion in repose. One fourth of the entire altitude is perpet«'
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ally covered with snow. " Chimborazo (said Humboldt,) is

formed of one simultaneously uplifted mass of trachyte which
has pierced, and reposes upon, secondary strata/' and Daubeny
adds that " the trachyte dome was raised, and then the vol-

canic fire was shifted to another quarter." But to us the up-
per third of the mountain appeared like a vast accumulation

of volcanic matter ejected around and over a fissure in the up-

turned metamorphic rocks of the Cordillera. The rounded

contour of the trachytic beds, as well as their porous texture,

as Scrope contends, indicates their protrusion in an imperfect

state of liquidity. We observed the following rocks on Chim-
borazo :•

Fine-grained trachyte, gray, brown and dark colored (common.)
" " soft, reddish,

<':.!•-... juii-pliyroid trachyte, gray,
<-'<-lInl:i.r trachyte, iron stained,

Cjnnpacl trachyte, gray, (rare.)

with seams of flint,

Obsidian,

In the College of Kiobamba are specimens of brown tra-

chyte in quite regular trihedral prisms.

The crown of Pichincha presents three groups of rocky

peaks. The most westerly one, called Rucu-Pichincha, alone

manifests activity. It is the only volcano in Ecuador which
has not a true cone crater. Some violent eruption beyond the

reach of history, or tradition, has formed an enormous funnel-

shaped basin 2,500 feet deep, 1,500 feet in diameter at the

bottom, and expanding upward to a width of more than half

a mile.f The abyss is girt with a ragged wall of dark tra-

chyte which rises on the in •>" or at the an-

gle of 50°. The outside of the cone (so-called) is inclined

30°, and like the inside is covered with fine volcanic debris,

chiefiv pumice. The height of the cone as compared with the

*hole height of the mountain is as 1 to 10 ;
that of Ve-

suvius being 1 to 3, and Teneriffe, 1 to 22. Bouguer and

LaCondamine in 1742, were the first to reach the brink of this

"ater; Visse and Moreno in 1844, were the first to enter it

The descent is extremely perilous, but the traveller is rewarded

*ith one of the most imposing sights in nature.^ The bot-

* Complete series of the Eocks mentioned in this paper, are preserved in the
'

. ; .
.

:

-
:

.,.:-:
T e m kl ,h ,

,
,

, , iv. T. Sterry linn I K -, the distinguished

ainendogist of the Canada Survey.
^an picMncha has a crater 6 000 feet

*&»- bat oBly SMfcrt 1
'

1 -°°
+
° feldeep_,

andtiiS; h^^lrexi^ib^F^d, a pho^rapher, was the only Ameri-
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heap of stones

about 250 feet high and containing numerous fumeroles. As

Moreno rightly says, all the vents are situated in this little

cone. The present products are sulphur and plumose alum

lining the fissures, and aqueous vapor, with a small percentage

of carbonic and sulphurous gases. The temperature of the

vapor just within the fumerole we found to be 184°, water

boiling beside it at 189° 2. The gigantic wall which girdles

this fiery mount, is not only lower on the west side, but a deep

cleft leads down into the wilds of Esmenddas, A year ago

the column of smoke did not rise above the top of the crater,

but the volcano has lately been showing signs of activity

such as it has not exhibits] sine,' tin; last grand eruption of

1660. On the I9th of March, 1868, detonations were audi-

ble at Quito, five miles distant in a straight line ;
and three

days after there were more thunderings, with a great column

of vapor visible from Chillo, twelve miles to the east.
_

These

phenomena were accompanied by an unusual fall of rain. On

the 16th of August, occurred the great earthquake, since

which event Pichincha has not made any extraordinary dis-

play." The solid products of Pichincha since the Spanish

invasion have been chiefly pumice and ashes. The roads lead-

ing to Quito cut through bills «.f . ami..-. On the plain ot

Inaquito and in the valley of Esmeraldas are vast erratic

blocks of trachyte, some containing twenty-five cubic yards,

and having sharp angles, and in some cases a polished mutil-

ated surface. M. Visse does not consider them to have been

thrown out of Pichincha, as LaCondamine and tradition have

judged. We dis ik< t«» disi-T« with th ; s habile observateur.

It is time, as he says, that they could not have come out of ine

present cone at a less angle tban 45°, for they would have tut

the sides of the high escarpment and r< lied back again, wane

at a higher angle they would not have reached their present

location. But they could be the fragments of the upper por-

tion of the original trachytic cup blown into the air, at tne

great eruption which cleared out the enormous crater.
" ne

following rocks we observed within and around Pichincha

:

Pumice, (lapilli,) (common.)

Coarse-grained traehvt< witl au-dti crv-tals,
"

Cranular trachyte, ^ravish,
' "

Fine granular trachyte', reddish,!
*

* The natives ascribe the earthquake of 1859 to Pichincha.
f Used as building material in Quito.
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Porous trachyte, with augite crystals, (common.)

Porphyroid trachyte, dark base,
" " reddish,

"

Very compact trachyte, gray,

Sulphur, seen only in the crater, where it is abundant

either pure or forming a conglomerate with cinders, "

byte, 1
1-',-rained, (rare.)

Porous, granular trachyte, iron-stained,

Soft, friable trachyte, yellowish,
_

'

Fbe-graim e, with seams of flint, "

Porphyroid trachyte, disintegrating,

Granular trachyte, "

Thirty-five miles S.E. of Pichincha is the extinct volcano

of Antisana, loftier than Cotopaxi, and overtopped only by

Chimborazo and Cayambi. Humboldt mentions three lava

streams
; we discovered a fourth on the north side, reaching

down to Papallacta. The great stream called Volcan d'An-

sango, can be traced for ten mil* s and ir- thickness as deter-

mined by our barometer, is 500 feet, with an average slope of

15°. It consists mainly of a dark, toiudi. porphyroid trachyte

in angular fragments. At the foot of the mountain near Pad-

regal, is a plain containing innumerable rounded, symmetrical

tills of volcanic earth. Half way between Antisana and Pi-

chincha the steps of a horse give a hollow sound, showing

that the rock is porous and perhaps cavernous. In the same

Plain is a hot spring (118°) exhaling sulphuretted hydrogen.

We ascended Antisana, to the altitude of 16,000 feet, collect-

ing in this ascent the following representative rocks :

Cellular vitreous trachyte, black with few crystals, (common.)

finegrained, porphyroid trachyte, dark,* ^'

Fine-grained " " (rare).

Porous " dark,
Pine-grained " with augite crystals,

u

Fifteen miles S.W. of Antisana rises Cotopaxi, the loftiest

and most symmetrical active volcano on the globe. Every rep-

resentation, excepting the photograph taken by Farrand, is er-

roneous. Humboldt made the south slope 52°, and the_north

50°. Guzman made the slope 69° 30 ! Villavicencio in his

fografia makes it 40°
;
and in a view drawn by Salas, the

first artist in Quito, the slope is 35°. Spruce makes it A\3

* This and the preceding are characteristic of the " lava streams.
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30'. The true slope of the south side is 30° 45'; of the north,
26° 45'; and of the west and east a little over 30°. Spruce
gives 121° as the apical angle of the cone ; more correctly it

is 122° 30'. On the summit is a circular parapet of scoria)

as on the Peak of Teneriffe. On the east side are signs of
an ancient lateral eruption. Cotopaxi is emphatically the

pumice-producing volcano. The ash and cinder, sand and
pumice accumulations in the vicinity are immense. In one
place (Quincherar) they are 600 feet deep. The new road to

the capitol which crosses the Chisinchi ridge about half way be-
tween Cotopaxi and Iliniza, presents the following section
showing the character and relative amount of material suc-

cessively erupted :

Fine yellow pumice,
Compact black ashes with seams of pumi<
*me yellow pumice,
Compact black ashes,
Fine yellow pumice,
Compact black ashes with seams of pumic

Near Tacunga is the following section :

Soil,

Stones and cinders,
Fine pumice,
Stones and cinders,
Compact black ashes.

Compare a section at Pompeii

:

Soil,

Brown incoherent tuff,

«—n scoriae and white lapilli,

lft.

Small >

Brown eartny ti

Whitish lapilli,

gray solid tu«; « 3
«

Pumice and white lapilli, o " 3 "

would oSrt vP°/
te
,
d at the foot of Cotopaxi, von Cotta

rtrol w£a
km

\,°f
1

v°icanic tufa - The piai* °f Muiai° is

fee?ZTre tP * — °f dark trach^ some of them th
f

'

are notX' n W 1

?
ln rows

>
and Visw contends that ther

*^^t1$£?. eruption
"

The folIowing m
Pumice, with dark.pecks of augite,* (conunO
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hyte, black vitreoi

flesh-colored,

fine grained, d

Coarse |, .vddish,

light gray,

t
Tunguragua is a beautiful cone rivaling Cotopaxi ; but it

m 2,000 feet lower. Spruce calls one of the slopes 43
c

1. . ad
the apical angle 92° 30'. We found the west, east and south
slopes 38°, making an angle at the apex of 104°. The west
side is covered with fine black sand ; on the north is an im-
mense stream of black porphyroid fragments, much resembling
the Antisana currents.* At" the base of the mountain there

jj
a fine grained ferruginous sandstone ; and at G-uanandu

there is a cliff presenting columns of dark trachyte having a

inn. At Banos is a hot ferruginous spring
W). The last eruption lasted from 1773 to 1780 ;

but
opruce asserts that he saw smoke issuing from the western
e<%e of the truncated apex in 1857. The lithology of Tun-
guragua is illustrated by the following specimens :

^treous trachyte, black with < .orasi.u.al feldspar crystals, (common.)

Fine-grained trachyte, gray with "Ste crystals,

" dark base, numerous crystals,
" reddish,

Altar is the most alpine of the Ecuadorian mountains.

5 rom the west it appears to be what it undoubtedly is, a bro-
eU(lown\. medic peaks sur-

jounding an immense crater. It has not been active since the

J
aJs of the Incas ; but there k ing in its

lndian name, capac-urcu, the chief,) that originally it over-

th
*glikeala<

Ssana was the only Quito volcano wh<

joub. Scl-Secoud Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 140.-Marc
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topped Chimborazo, and that after a violent eruption, which
lasted eight years, the walls fell in. The plain of Kiobamba is

covered with fragments of trachyte, the debris of the last cone.

Twenty-five miles S. E. of Eiobamba, is the ever actwl
Sangai. Little is known of this busy volcano, as the marshes
surrounding it and the great depth of fine ashes on the sides,

render it unapproachable. It is constantly ejecting ashes and
incandescent stones (LaCondamine adds " sulphur and bitu-
men,") accompanied by hourly explosions sometimes heard at

Guayaquil. It is said to be more active in winter than in

summer.
From these examples it will be seen that the products of

the Ecuadorian volcanoes are mainly feldspathic. Trachyte
abounds throughout the Andes. All the summits which rise

above the limit of perpetual snow are trachytic. The trachytes
ot Bolivia, says D'Orbigny, are always micaceous ;

those of
the equator are cellular, porous, granitoid, granular or com-
pact. Gotopaxi alone produces foam-like pumice * A most

j

rfed 1 y glassy translucent obsi<
y found on

a and Chimborazo. Its sp. gr. is 2-35 to 240. Hum-
boldt mentions pitchstone as occurring on Antisana There
are numerous rocks on that volcano, and especially on Tun-

k vitreous base resembling pitch-
ttt it is anhydrous, (losing only TT*„ of its w

.

)
and is therefore a soft trachytic glass A coarse va-

riety, approaching "ribboned obsidian," we found on Anti-
sana. .some of the porphyritic rocks are conglomerate : but the

great majority are true porphyries having a homogeneous base.

'
r

-

Hu,,t -"
}
hr- --{".Mn-'M t.a<-h\t.V Manv of the

specimens would be labeled Andesite by Darwin : but we de-

uniformand more definite definition of the term be-

g it. They have a black, rarely reddish, vitreous or

ble base approaching oi , r f 2'59

and hematite. The; differ from the

mei T? W^y*™™ containing no quartz and seldom

of basalt as well as the paucity of quartz
Wo. Granitic rocks, also, so abundant in eastern

Si^Sea,
*
are

1

nirely TiBible on the Pacific side, in the
neighborhood ot volcanoes. But they aie .,nly overed by

: •
in the employ of Ecuador claims the discovery that

'

". :.;-.
'..'

- . :.'.;
'.- '

"-
^ -'

.'•. '.

' -.'..
., ............

the Galapagos only'700 miles

11
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volcanic accumulations. At Cuenca, south of Chimborazo,
m>taniorj*hic rocks abound. On the east slope of the eastern
Cordillera mica-slate is the prevailing rock. The "prodigious
beds of gypsum " seen in Ecuador? A
dolomitic marble occurs near Cavambi.
The valley of Quito is doubt I.U nil 1 vv . like the Bolivian

plateaus, with the debris of granitic and ancient sedimentary^loicdus, wim me aeons oi grai
rocks, but it is now covered by !

"'om the early tertiary

ght
ngasf,

,

-') M

i^hich have been falling from the early tertiary t<

Nearly the only fossils brought to ligh

ors«\ ;

uh-dd

some pleistocene mammals. At Alang
Quito, teeth of the Mastodon (Andium ?) have been found

;

and in the ravine of Chalan seven miles south of Riobamba,
we discovered the femur and patella? of a Mastodon, the skull

, and numerous leg-bones not yet identified. They
1

' the middle of a cliff (200 ft. high) of the
compact tenacious clay resulting from the union of trachytic
ashes with water, and were associated with terrestrial shells,

identical with living species in the vicinity. The bones were
drifted to this spot and deposited (many of them in a broken
state) in horizontal lines. It is interesting to speculate upon
Jhe probable climate and the character of the vegetation in
this high valley, when these extinct mammifers lived.*
Rochester, ff. V Nov. 10th, 1868.

Whab
If chlorophyl, the green coloring matter of leaves, should be,

uke many other greens, a compound color, it must have for one
°\its elements a vegetable blue, < 4 aide of being reddened by

,

If the juices of leaves, kept in a neutral condition by the
vital force, or by alkaline matter brought in the sap from the
earth, should, when circulation ceases, become acidified by the

- .- uld then be capable oi' n-il-

emng the vegetable blue of the chlorophyl.
«, however, that vegetable blue should be thus reddened, it

°|ight to become blue again, when exposed to an alkali ; or, in
other words, if green leaves should be reddened in the autumn
111 the manner here suggested, by the unresisted action of the

jjht to return from red to green,

unmersed in an alkaline atmosphere.

•
' .:..

.

..;' -.
: -
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Reasoning thus one autumn day about ten years ago, I ar-
ranged a wire staging, to stand under a glass "receiver, which
dipped into a dish ot water, and under which was also placed
a capsule containing ammonia. Upon this staging I placed in
succession a variety of autumnal red leaves, and had the grati-
fication to perceive that in most cases the green color was re-
stored.

The rapidity and completeness of this restoratio

I-
1

f:
{ y "' different leaves

; while those which were co
a thin and porous cuticle passed visibly from red to gr<
tore the eyes, (for instanca Sassafras, Blackberry Maple
others, whose cuticles were comparable to an impervious vi
(for instance some of the Oaks,) changed gradu "* "

mthonl blowing any trace of green, except son
spots where an imperfection in the leaf existed.

In order to determine fully whether the behavior of this lat-

ter class of leaves was really owing to the protection afforded
to the pulp or chlorophyl by the cuticle, I wounded several
such oak leaves m divers spots, and found that although these

lien exposed to annuo niacal vapor, became gcuerallv
brown, each wound became the center of an irregular patch of

Of course the final result of exposure of any leaf to the va-
por of ammonia, n delicacy

J

oftin% and pro-
auction ot a gei Q (

.

}or .

|Jut tne rest ration
ot green is perfectly distinct, and this green color endures for

some minutes or even hours, if the leaves are soon enough re-

moved from the vapor.
This simple experiment had more significance for me, when

1 read a lew years afterward, that the distinguished French
chemist Fremy, had actually separated chlorophyl into two
distinct substances one blue, the other yellow.

Frost probably plays no other part in causing the autumnal

W^'^^y^^resttl ,;',,: iMl.v killing the leaves.
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nourished and succulent, while the inner leaves—those nearer
the trunk—are smaller and weaker. It is not uncommon for a

Sassairas tree, which stands alone, to present in the autumn
rli« appearance of a green mass of foliage, illuminated from
vriiiiin hy red and yellow lights: this results i rom the com-
plete change of those feeble leaves in the interior, before the
more vigorous outward leaves are in a condition to yield.

_
An Oak tree, observed last Fall, afforded a similar illustra-

tion. Twigs had sprouted from the trunk, and the leave- up m
:11 reddened long in advance of the leaves upon

other parts of the tree. When, shady after, and long before
the general stripping of the tree, those twigs fell, they appeared
upon examination to have been detached from the trunk thus
early by a process similar to that which separates the single

leaf from the plant, and whose first effect had of course been an
untimely stopp -e „f tli escalation.*

Leaves which die in the Summer are usually dried out di-

rectly, or, if the weather is moist, are quickly rotted ; still, it

W aaamon enough to see single dead leaves of Gum, Sumac,
or Sassafras, splendidly reddened many weeks before a frost.

In June, 1868, I observed I; aves ui' Mahonia upon a sickly
twig thus colored, and on July 19th, I found thoroughly red-

dened leaves of Sassafras and Gum, and leaves of American
-Poplar and Che.-ttui ol perfect autumnal yellow ; all being of
course such as by fee-blends ui", . r injury to, the sustaining
twigs, had been deprived of their circulation.

It is somewhat remarkable, however, that of the millions of
'- 'ad leaves whieh | saw 1 -: Summer u] mi twi-s wounded by the

seventeen year locusts, not one showed autumnal tints; though
1 "'- aved upon a number of trees. !>• ar ng th • 1 rown leaves of
the locust-wounded twigs, an occasional leaf of a full autum-
nal red upon a twig not so wounded.

For the convenience of those who may incline to pursue this

\ !il \ 1 add a compend of some of the principal recent inves-

tigations e>. : and related miners.

Comptes Rendus, 1, 405. Frcmy separates chlorophyl when
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dissolved in alcohol, into two coloring matters, by submitting

it to a mixture of ether and chlorhydric acid ; the former takes

the yellow matter, (phylloxanthin,) the latter the blue

yllocyanin,) each liquid having distinctly the yel-

dor respectively, which being mixed by

together, form a leaf green. The yellow coloring mat-

ter of new sprouts, and of etiolated leaves, contains phyllox-

anthin, capable of being developed into chlorophyl ; in au-

tumnal yellow leaves, the phyllocyanin has been destroyed.

The yellow matter, Fremy supposes to be more universal and

more stable than the blue.

Comptes Rendus, lvii, 39. Chatin and Filhol state that the

surface of young leaves is covered with a fatty substance, pro-

from the air, which varnish diminishes to-

war. I Fall. This beine; removed, the leaf becomes dead colored.

Deoxydizers (e. g., SO 2
) restore red leaves to yellow. Red

leaves contain yellow matter deeper in, below the red. Leaves

rem: ining yellow, are so because the oxydation which turns

green leaves first yellow and then red, has been arrested in them

at the yellow stage. (This appears to me by no means appli-

cable to such yellowed leaves as the American Hickory and tu-

lip Poplar.—-j. w.)

Comptes Rendus, lxi, 188. Fremy reports that he obtains

pure chlorophyl as follows. By agitating hydrate of alumina

with the ordinary alcoholic solution of chlorophyl, a green paste

or lac is obtained, a f ttv substance which accompanies chloro-

ing left in the alcohol. This green paste bei

wan! !.oiled in alcohol, the latter takes up from tie

pun rlilorophyl. which is deposited when the alcohol is a1
''*'-

wi, -ulii , '• y.Iilnt.d uahvvat.r. Chlorophvl thus purified,

hei ._ boiled long enough with h\ rate I baryta, is decom-

-. anthin, (a neutral body, analog.

-

md phyllocyanate of baryta. The mass of pr

-these two substances, being treated with alcohol,

the phylloxanthin is dissolved, and is obtained by evaporation

s, yellow plates, or reddish prisms. Phyll.

«

water, but forms an olive colored solution in alcohol or ether

;

m SO 3
, or HC1, it gives liquids, which ft

b remy does not consider chlorophyl a simple mixture of its

constituent substances.
Comptes Rendus, lxi, 371. M. E Filhol shows that the

treatment of chlorophyl by acids decomposes it, and produces

substances not preexisting. No substance, therefore, got fro*
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chlorophyl, which has been even in a feeble degree subjected to
acids, can be considered as a constituent of chlorophyl.
Comptes Kendus, lxi, 436. M. A. Trecul observes what he

thinks to be naturally crystallized chlorophyl, in cells in the
bark of Lactuca Altissima.
Liebig & Will's Jab , J,, richt, 1863, p. 561. Stein remarks

that the red spots in the flowers of Aesculus Hippocastanum,
also the flowers of Aesculus Pavia, which are first yellow then
red, are turned green by alcoholic solution of soda. In other
red flowers the red is turned green by alkalies, but is turned
blue by the acetates of alumina, magnesia, or protoxyd of man-
ganese. This red coloring matter appears to be the same as

that of such blue flowers as Hyacinth us botryoides and GVn-
taurea cyanus, which is reddened by alcoholic hydrochloric
acid, and then again turned meen by alkalies, and blue by the
above named acetates. Stein supposes the blue coloring mat-
ter to be formed by combination of the red coloring matter with
a base, namely lime, since the ashes of cockle contain much
lime. (Centaurea cyanus, immersed directly in ammonia, be-

en, apparently by optical combination of yellow pro-
isced by th » d.

—

j. w.)

Jahresbericht, 1865, p. 628. F. V. Jodin finds that green
leaves killed by alcohol, or by heating in closed vessels to 100 D

C, are rapidly bleached when exposed to light and air, but re-

tain their color if kept in the dark.

Journal fur praktische Chemie, xcv, 219. Vohl took, in 1856
horse chestnut leaves, which had been killed by a strong night
frost, and laid them away in a close stoneware jar with water,
so as to allow them to rot in the dark. In IS.J5. nine y ars6-•!'. he took out those leaves, and by treatment, first with
ether, then with alcoholic ether, extracted vegetable wax and
chlorophyl, thus proving chlorophyl to be a tolerably perma-
nent body, when not exposed to light or air.

Art. XXII.—On a Modified Form of the Nitrate of Silver

Test for Arsenic Acid : by Chaulks E. Avery, Student in

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Since arsenate of silver is slightly soluble in an aqueous
solution of nitrate of ammonium, and readily soluble both in

ammonia and dilute nitric acid, it is not easy to d

quantities of arsenic by means of nitrate of silver, as usually

employed, unless the test be applied with extreme care. It
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is evident, however, that if the liquid to be tested for arsenic
acid,—as for instance the nitric acid solution of a spot or mir-
ror of metallic arsenic,—could be charged with a salt, or acid-
ulated with an acid incapable of dissolving arsenate of silver,
it would be possible to test for arsenic without special precau-
tions At the suggestion of Prof. F. H. Storer, I h
tins idea by experiment.
All acids which I have tested in this regard exert some solvent

power; but those having very little solvent action may be used
almost as though they had none. I find, in fact, by experi-
ment, that the addition either of acetate of sodium, acetate
ot ammonium or Rochelle salt, to a mixed solution of arsenic
ana nitric acids, is sufficient to ensure the immediate precipita-
tion of arsenate of silver, when amnion I

introduced.

By placing a small quantity of a nitric acid solution of ar-
senic acid upon a watch glass, stirring into it a few drops of a
strong solution of either of the alkaline acetates or of Kochelle
salt, and then adding a drop or tw fumnionio-nitrate of sil-
ver, the^characteristic lmnvn-,',,1 pr.,-ipitate of arsenate of sil-

•
once thrown down, even when the solution under ex-

amination contains compm-atiu-lv li.rh- arsenic.
i he acetates are to be preferred to the double tartrate ;

for,

fc^hTO
t

be
f

M
?riC at

;
lden0USh ™ the li,, :, tested toser

mrf *& s the reaction.
- a<l Of the acetates or tartrate, recently precipitated car-

bonate of silver may be employed to neutralize free u

.
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the reagents so that the several results stated above are de-
duced from many trials. The same tests being tried, with
phosphoric in place of arsenic acid, the alkaline acetates gave
the best results.

The following quantitative experiments were then tried, to

determine the relative solubility of arsenate of silver in solu-
tions of acetates of sodium, Kochelle salt, and nitrate of am-
monium. In experiment No. 1, 20 grms. of crystallized ace-
tate of sodium were dissolved in a mixture of 100 c. c. of wa-
ter and 60 drops of a saturated solution of arsenic acid. In
No. 2, 20 grms. of Roehelle salt and in No. 3 a like quantity of
nitrate of ammonium, were dissolved in similar mixtures.

Each of the solutions was nearly but not quite neutralized by
adding carbonate of sodium ; and ammonio-nitrate of silver

was then added to them from a dropping flask. A slight milki-
ness, due probably to the presence of chlorine in the carbonate
of sodium, was produced by the first drop in each of the three

solutions
; but this cloudiness had a distinct red tinge in *he

tarn-ire solution, (No. 2,) while it w.is hluish white in the ace-
t;l e (No. 1) and the nitrate (No. 3). When twelve drops of
the ammonio-nitrate had been added, a distinct red precipitate

aed in No 1, (acetate,) and a very strong one in No. 2,

reared in No. 3, (nitrate). The
precipitate in No. 2, showed white streaks, or layers, at the

foment of its formation (probably of bitartrate of potassium),
which soon disappeared.

,
Adding more of the ammonio-nitrate to No. 3, with occa-

sional drops of arsenic acid solution, to keep the mixture acid,

* purple cloudiness appeared, which increased up to the sixty-™ drop, but no precipitate fell.

*n a repetition of No. 3, (nitrate,) no precipitate I

oO drops of the ammonio-nitrate of silver had been added ;

w»en it reached 85 drops, the precipitate was exceedingly volu-

jwnoua. In three other experiments, the liquids were acidu-

tartaric acid. In experiment A, 75 drops of a

^'"Ult <,,l u [, ti ,,t iuxt-ni.' ju-id, 125 c. c. of water, and 25 grms.

lized acetate of sodium, were mix

of sodium, and tartaric acid added. In B and 0,
—' ping, oi 1 1

i le snlt and of nitrate of ammonium were
rt
'i"''-tiv(-!v substituted for acetate of sodium.

,

s"^n drops of ammoiii't-nitnti' were then added to each of
rt " a hit on,. I n A ami B. the red-brown arsenate pi

Ppeared
; but in C, no precipitate was formed except the light

'•-'u.'.'u impurities.
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5. On the/ :„ the liver*

[Continued from page 32.]

(43. )f In a paper on the origin of the sugar of the chyle,

published June 28, 1858,+ Colin calls attention to the large

amount of saccharine matter produced in the intestines. A
horse, for example, consuming daily 5 kilograms of hay, as

much straw, and 3-6 kilos, of oats, obtains from this food, accord-

ing to Boussingault, 6196 grams of sugar, of starch and of other

analogous principles, capable in great measure, of being con-

verted into glucose and dextrin. A fraction of this mass en-

ters the portal vein, goes to the liver, and thus reaches the gen-

eral circulation; another fraction, mixed with the chyle is ab-

sorbed by the la.r,U. and pom-, d into the blood; so that this

tiuid finally receives the whole of the absorbed products. Is it

a matter of surprise, therefore, that suo-ar should be found in

the chyle ? and can its intestinal origin be doubted ? Pois-

seuille and Lefort have asserted that the sugar found in

herbivorous chyle is brought by the lymphatics and the arte-

ries from the liver
; though they have given no proof of this

singular assertion. To account for the presence of sugar in

the chyle they contend, 1st, that it is carried there by the blood

and lymph; 2d, that the lacteals cannot absorb it, even when
ready formed

; 3d, that the chyle is simply an intestinal

**
81
£r

t0 Whi°h fatty matters have been added; and 4th, that

the glucose found there is in small quantity, much inferior to

that
. x st in- in other lymphatic vessels. As to the first point,

the liquid taken from the great chyliferous trunks passing to

the receptaculum chyli of a carnivore, as also the fluid drawn
from the large lacteal vessels which accompany the mesentenc
arteries of ruminants fed on meat, is evidently pure chyle un-

mixed with lymph; and, as it contains sugar/this sugar must
have come from the intestine. To controvert the second as-

sertion, nothing is easier than to show that the lacteals absorb
saccharine substances with great facility; since the liquid

Shis connertioiT
^ ^^^heo^iA sufficient'reasoJfor noS *hem *

I (44) in the January number, were

their proper order.
7 uld be numbered (55) and (56), and places
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taken from a thoracic fistula after a saccharine food, shows a

gradually increasing proportion of sugar as the absorption

goes on. In the third place, physiologists generally agree in

considering the chyle as the product of an absorption effected

by the intestinal villa? ; they think with reason that the chyle

conies from the food because of its fibrin and albumin, its fatty

matters and salts. Why does it not derive its sugar also from
this source ? But lastly, it is not true that chyle contains less

ore; the chyle from a mutilated and dying cow with the lymph
taken from a dog. Colin, on the other hand, as a result of ex-

periments on ni or. • iipni ,\n jiTiimals, cows, bulls, rams, pigs,

and dogs—the two fluids being collected at the same, time-
finds that the amount of sugar is sometimes equal in both, some-
times unequal; but that in the latter case, the difference is al-

ways in favor of the chyle. The absolute quantity of glucose

m the chyle is somewhat v;t. h herbivora than
with flesh-eaters, since in the former the chyle is largely diluted.

In the solipeds and in ruminants fed on hay and straw, it

oscillates from 130 to 160 milligrams to the 100 grams of liquid;

the carnivora fed exclusively on meat, from 120 to "
"*

increases rapidly when the food is rich in sugar ; with a dog
previously fed on meat, it rose from 137 to 205 milligrams

within two hours after the ingestion of a liter of milk contain-

ms of glucose, and then returned to the normal quan-

«?. In the case of a horse whose chyle, when fed on hay and
straw, conta is of sugar in 100 gram?, it rose

t(> 214 milligrams in one hour after giving the animals 200
grams glucose in several liters of water ; and to 259 in 1

-

two hours later. M<
amount of sugar. The chyle of a
from the met , ,

mphatics
°f the neck, showed at first 104 to 110 mi
as the animal became feeble it fell to S4, then to 66.

death only traces could be detected. Lastly, compared with

h, the quantity of sugar varies very little; in a bull.

- A, chyle 140. hm »1 iiorse **,

cn.vle 141, lymph 112 ; mare, bothl58 milligrams ;
a dog, chyle

128
> lymph 152 ; a second dog, both 135.

(44.) Poisseuille and Lefort replied to Colin, July 19,

at he had evidently confounded the results of -

experiments made by them. His statements refer solely to
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the experiments on fasting carnivora (Exp. A) where it is

stated that "the sugar found in the lacteals comes from the

lymphatics of the liver ;" nowhere is this tact stated of the

herbivora in full digestion. In these animals glucose was
recognized (Exp. D) not only in the chyle but also in the blood
of the inferior and sup,

, I
. . n;o cava?, in the mucus of the small

intestine, in the intestinal walls, in portal blood, etc. It was
distinctly state, I wa j]s might have
come from the intestinal contents. As to Colin's results, by
which he proves that the chyle contains more sugar than the

lymph, in opposition to the opinion they expressed, Poisseuille
and Lefort leave the matter to the Commission having the

papers to report upon.
(45.) On the second of August, Berthelot communicated a

paper to the Academy* on the transformation into sugar of

various proximate principles contained in the tissues of inverte-
brate animals. The animal matter which enters into the com-
position of the vertebrate skeleton is markedly different from
that contained in the invertebrate skeleton "in the former it

is insoluble m cold water, a milch resemble
albumin; m the latter, tw- -; st one of which
resembles horn very closely, while the «»th, i 1, ,sa i nmrk
identity with cellulose, the chief constituent of vegetable is-

sues ttutmis an example of the former
; the substance form-

ing the mantle of tunicate molluscs, of the latter. Both are

insoluble in hot and cold water, in alcohol, acetic acid, etc. ; are

not attacked by concent n

»

h vdratc nor by
jtniue mineral acids. Neither of them presents any resem-
blance to albumin.

>

When the tunicate envelop is obtained
1( ''- »<»>» ni;rogen, it has the composition of cellulose ;

chirm
now ever, contains, even when purified, rK of its weight of n ;

-

trogen.
_
The one is an isomer of cellulose ; the other has only

a certain analogy with ir. Thus f!ir no more intimate bond
of union between the chemical functions of tin se b-die- i;-I

those of vegetable cellulose i. -d 1, lHl ,,^a ined. Berthelot
sought such a connection hours with con-
^o : r.u>dnyd:-
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dissolves ; and on dropping the solution into 100 times its

weight of boiling water, saturating by chalk, filtering and
evaporating, asyiupy iiquid, browned on heating with potassic

hydrate, reducing the copper-tests, and fermenting with yeast,

is obtained. Chitin when treated by the same process, also

yields glucose.

(46.) Some experiments on the accurate determination of
sugar by the fermentation process in an improved apparatus,
were communicated by Poisseuille to the Academy on the
6th of December.* The copper-test often fails to give a pre-

cipitate in liqui Is < ntainiiiij su.ar ; and the saccbarimeter is

useless when the liquid to be tested is colored. The fermen-
tation test then is the only one left ; and this is accurate only
when certain precautions are employed. The special apparatus
devised by Poisseuille consists of a graduated tube open at

both ends, and having a capacity of from 18 to 100 c. c. The
upper end is closed with a cork, through which passes a funnel
tube with a lateral opening near the bottom ; the lower end is

enclosed in an india rubber tube, closed below, in which it

slides freely, the object being to increase in this way the capa-

city of the apparatus. This caoutchouc tube is 17 to 18 cen-

timeters long. The amount of sugar in the liquid to be tested

having been appi >I by a copper-test, a suit-

able graduated tc < >f the decoction
is placed in it, some yeast diffused through distilled water is

added, the whole is corked and placed in a vessel of water of
the desired temperature. As the fermentation goes on, carbonic
a«u gas is disengaged and forces the liquid up the central

^be; it falls again, however, on lowering the rubber tube.

When the experiment is concluded, the gas is easily nieasur. d,

the necessary con ' "f .-u-ar ealcu-

kted. If the & _i rated with a solution of

potash introduced thr< '_
. the funnel tube, the amount of

carbonic acid evolved may be more accurately estimated by
absorption

+
. (47.) In a subsequent note read Dec. 27,f Poisseuille men-
"ons that the liquids used in his apparatus should be previously

saturated with cai I mperature of 32' (X Alter

Lter at this tem-

perature, and the gas measured. To tree the liquids us* d from

contained carb ma1 * mi& tartaric

fcid; after gas ceases to escape, they are placed in the appara-

* C. R, xlvii, 906. + C R., slvii, 1058.
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(48.) On the 10th of January, 1859, Bernard read a memoir
before the Academy,* on a new function of the placenta
"The object of my communication" he says, "is to establish

anatomically and physiologically the fact that beside the va-

rious uses without doubt subserved by the placenta, it is de-

signed to accomplish the glycogenic function of the liver

during the early stages of foetal life, before this or-an has ac-

quired the structure which fita it 1 :." He had
in 1854 recognized the fact that the glycogenic function did

not commence until a comparath* ! I it. n i.-.l <! intra-uterine

life, though from the commencement of organization, the foetal

tissues contain either sugar or glycogenic matter, ap
as a necessary condition of their development. Now it has

been demonstrated experimentally that in mammals this gly-

cogenic matter does not come from the mother ; a fact obvious

enough in birds, where the foetus is separately developed
Hence this glycogenic function, performed later by the liver,

must, in the earlier stages of intra-uterine life, be either diffused

through various tissues, or located temporarily in unknown
embryonic organs which cease to act when the liver becomes
active. Experiment has shown the latter to be the true hvpoth-

re exists, even before the liver can act, a true hepatic

. "rgan, which produces glycogenic matter; and this

il function disappears at the precise period of intra-

uterine hie when the liver becomes capable of performing it.

The multiple placentas of ruminants were first examined,
tey were readily procurable in the abattoirs of Paris.

But though very numerous experiments were made with calw*
•s at all stages of intra-uterine life, no traces of gly-

cogenic matter could be detected in any part of the placente
ml guinea pigs were then used for the experiment

;

and in the placentas of these anim.-iN w, t
< ;l whiti- 1 -

formed by the agglomerated epith.-lrd ,, r glandular cellules,
-

oogenic matter. The mass of these cellules seems to be a
between the maternal and the foetal portions of the pi

lining full development, it becomes atrophied, and ti*

3 approaches birth. The placentas of these
animals have therefore two functions : the one vascular and

So?^rt ?.
e
i

°ther ^>< hl^ with a m
duration. Butwhythet

p I
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!i ,,; n ,r
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nard undertook a re-examination tA

question
;
and this with complete success. A
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unexpected result was obtained ; he found that among the

ruminants, while the vascular portion of the placenta—repre-

sented by the multiple cotyledons—accompanies the allantois

and spreads out upon its external surface, the glandular por-

tion of this organ is separate from it, being developed upon the

internal surface of the amnion. In rodents therefore, and in

other animals having a simple placenta, the glandular and vas-

cular portions of this organ are intermixed ; while in the rumi-

nants, on the contrary, these two portions of the placenta are

developed separately upon distinct membranes, and can there-

fore be separately studied during their evolution. By this ana-

tomical disposition, it may be clearly proved that the vascular

portion continues to grow until birth ; while the glycogenic por-

tion, attached to the amnion, is largest during the earlier

periods of gestation, reaching its highest development during

the third or fourth month of intra-uterine life ;
and then, that

it gradually atrophies and disappears, so that at birth no trace

of this temporary hepatic portion of the placenta exists.

During the whole period of growth of this organ, the foetal

Hver has neither structure nor function ; as soon however as

the liver is developed and its cellules begin to secrete glycogenic

matter, the hepatic organ of the amnion disappears. These

hepatic plates of the amnion appear among ruminants, very

early in foetal life ; they are developed on the internal surface

°f this membrane, beginning near the line joining it to the skin

and extending over its entire surface. The presence of glyco-

genic matter iu them may be easily shown at all periods of their

development by means of iodine, which colors the contents

wine-red and thus defines the cellules. To prepare the gly-

cogenic matter, the amnion is placed in hot water, and the

Plates are then removed by trituration in a mortar. On boiling

the mass in water and precipitation by alcohol, this substance is

drained, exactly as in the case of liver-tissue. The glycogenic

fatter thus prepared from the amnion has the most perfect

^entity with that made from the liver; it dissolves in water,

&™g a milky solution, from which it is thrown down by

alcohol and by glacial acetic acid ; iodine colors it an intense

wine-red,—the color disappearing by heat and reappearing

when cool—and it changes into dextrin and fermentab] sugar

°y the action of diastasic ferments, and of acids. Bernard
tQen gives an elaborate account of the histological development
ef these plates and their subsequent fatty degeneration. Ine

flowing are the conclusions reached by his researches: 1st

there exists in the placentas of mammalia a function nownrst

announced, which appears to supplement the glycogemc tunc-
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tion of the liver during the early stages of intra-uterine life.

This function is localized in certain glandular or epithelial
element^ of the placenta, which elements in some animals are

mixed with the vascular part of this organ, but are separated
from it in the ruminantia, forming on the amnion plates which
are epithelial in appearance. 2nd, this hepatic placental organ,
by permitting the direct study of the production of glycogenic
matter in an isolated anatomical element, confirms and com-
pletes the statement long ago made, that the formation of

starchy matter is a function common to both kingdoms of

nature. We see here this matter accumulating round the

animal embryo, precisely as in the seeds of plants, it surrounds
the vegetable germ. 3d, the uivo>uvm'c function in animals,
begins at the outset of embryo life, and before the organ in

which it is located in adult life is developed : it is then located
ma temporary organ belonging to the appendages of the foetus.

4th, thequestiw' l!V function wmch is pos-
sessed by the adult liver, also performed by the placental hepatic
organ now described ? And again, do the same glandular
elements of the liver perform both functions, or is there a
distinct kind of cellule for each? Bernard thinks that this

question may be settled by researches on the embryonic devel-
opment of these functions now in progress

(49.) Serres followed Bernard with some remarks on the

glycogenic bodies found in the umbilical membranes of birds."
3

In the course of the second or third day of incubation, as is

well known, a vascular membrane covering the entire surface of

the vitellus is developed. These capillary vessels originate
from separate centers called the sanguineous points of Wolff;
tney gradually extend their ramifications and thus form
patches of radiating vessels, which anastomose about the
tmrtieth or fortieth hour forming a beautiful vascular network.
Between these sanguineous patches there are small glandular
bodies covering the entire surface of the umbilical membrane.

tl»V™rr^. the
r
maybe detected as eari^ "^twen y-Mth hour of incubation, being distinguished by their

tt°^r,*
h
!
Va^ular Pate¥s ; they are more distinct

form ha/ *^£TT T wm as tlle tuQction which they I

remarkable 1 TV*** made out
- Af*er listening to the

inat tnese bodies were completely analogous to the glycogenic
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glands of the placenta ; birds being a class of animals in which
the placenta is represented in part by the umbilical membrane,
in part by the allantois. May it not be asserted therefore, that
like mammals, birds also have a transitory liver ; especially since
the inverse relation of this organ to the actual Jiver is also true
of them ? The liver in birds does not act till the 1 1th or 12th
day of incubation ; and precisely at this time the umbilical
membrane is replaced by the allantois which contains no glyco-
genic glands.

(50.) A second paper by Bernard was presented to the
Academy on the 14th of April,* on the relation of the glyco-

genic matter to the development of certain fcetal tissues befor<

the appearance of the liver function. The object of his re-

searches was to ascertain what particular histological element!
are accompanied in their development by glycogenic matter
For this purpose the organs examined were divided into tw(

classes: 1st, the exterior or limiting organs, comprising th(

cutaneous and mucous tissues; and 2d, the interior or con-

tained organs, including the osseous, muscular, nervous, and
glandular tissues. On examination, Bernard found that the
first class of tissues, i. e., all exterior epithelial membranes,
whether constituting a mucous or a cutaneous surface—contain

glycogenic matter at certain periods of fcetal life. In the cuta-
neous surface, bhi ad infiltered into the tissues
°f the skin, as well as collected in the cellules of the epithelium
which covers it. Certain animals, as the pig, show this very
clearly; while with the rabbit, the cat, and the calf it is more
difficult to recognize. The existence of the glycogenic matter

^ the skin of a foetus may be demonstrated by scraping it with
the blade of a sharp knife, and examinin.

3 microscope. Among the histological debris a:

es both containing and surrounded by granular

under the
«*e cellules

yhichis turned win. -ivd in «-.|.»r hv an acidulated solution of

}°dme. In this way, the disposition of the glycogenic matter
m the skin at all periods of development, may readily be stud-

led.f This microscopic evidence has always been confirmed

chemically, by making a decoction of the tissue ; an opaline

solution is thus obtained, which is colored wine-red by iodine,
aQd is precipitated by alcohol and by glacial acetic acid in ex-

fTo show's the eye the distribution of the glycogenic matter, Bernard places
«e entire fetus in an rtaon of iodine. The horny extrem-

^s. and the cornea are most colored. The glycogenic matter in the placenta may

** Jons. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 140.—March, 1869.
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cess; it is also changed into sugar very readily by the action of

acids and ferments, and in a word, possesses all the characters of

that obtained from the liver or the placenta. The horny appen-

dages of the skin, too, contain glycogenic cellules, which disap-

pear as development progresses. In the skin itself, the glyco-

genic matter disappears rapidly; being absent toward the

third or fourth month of intra-uterine life, in calves 25 to 30

centimeters long, in which well defined epithelium is present.

Even when absent from the cellules, it is found infiltrated into

the skin. Mucous surfaces also, at certain stages of develop-

ment, show glycogenic cellules. With embryo pigs, calves, or

lambs 3 to 6 centimeters long, they may be observed in the

mouth, tongue, pharynx, stomach, large and small intestine, oc-

curring in the epithelium surrounding the villosities. The mu-
cous surfaces of the air passages, and also of the genito-urinary

passages show the same fact. It thus appears that all the

exterior limiting surfaces possess during foetal life, before the

epithelium is fully developed, a glycogenic evolution. Of ser-

ous membranes however, the same cannot be said ; no glyco-

genic matter having been found in the epithelium lining the

pleura, the peritoneum or the arachnoid. With regard to the

internal or contained tissues, they form a separate group, being

with few exceptions, unaccompanied by glycogenic matter dur-

ing their development. The osseous and nervous systems con-

tain no glycogenic matter at any stage ; the brain, the spinal

cord, the bones—freed from periosteum—and the cartilages,

not only in the human foetus, but in that of the calf, sheep

and rabbit, though examined in many ways and at all periods

of growth, gave no result. Muscular tissue however, appears

to torm an exception, since it contains glycogenic matter ;
hut

tne_ arrangement of this matter is different from that just

noticed. In the very young embryo of the calf, for example,

^ to 4 centimeters long, embryonic cellules not colorable by

iodine are found in the positions soon to be occupied by mus-
cular tissue

; a little later, when the foetus is from 15 to 20

centimeters long, and when the histological elements of the

muscle appear, the muscular fiber is seen as a tube containingS1

£!?
d^ a g^lar matter colored red by iodine •

o™ i?
^8tfen in the fcetus of the cat. As the fiber devd-

\Zll^T
C°meS

-

Striated
>
but the glycogenic matter though

tiW T
am0imt 1S not absent

> but seems infiltrated into the

nor1 •
n
°.C -

Se did this glycogenic matter appear organM

IZiZLTT* ln Cdlules
- This substan^is also present

and of the tjf?™^ °f the smooth muscles of the %and of the intestines
; in the fiber itself it is sometimes difl-
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cult to demonstrate this, "but with a decoction of the tissues

the reaction is easily obtained. This glycogenic matter remains

in the muscular tissue during the entire period of intra-uterine

life, and disappears very rapidly after birth by muscular and
respiratory action. The glandular syslem too, contains during

foetal life no glycogenic matter ; the salivary glands, the pan-

creas, the glands of Lieberkiihn, the spleen, and the lymphatic

glands having been examined. One glandular organ, the organ

which in after life performs the glycogenic function, must be

excepted. Though in its evolution, the liver is not accompa-
nied by glycogenic matter, yet toward the middle of foetal life

it becomes histologically developed and acts as a biliary and

glycogenic organ. It seems designed therefore, to continue in

the adult a foetal function previously performed by other and

temporary organs. Glycogenic matter then, plays as important

a part in the organic development of the foetus as it performs

in the nutritive function in adults. "We know in fact that

it ceases to be produced in the liver whenever any morbid con-

dition arrests the nutritive function. The substance then which

effects the evolution of the foetal organs continues to be con-

cerned in their nutrition in the adult. This fact establishes a

direct connection between organic development and those nutri-

tive phenomena which under various aspects, are only a con-

tinuation of it." The phenomena of nutrition in the adult

may therefore be elucidated by studying the phenomena of foe-

tal evolution.

(51.) A paper by Kouget was presented to the Academy
April 18th,* calling attention to previous memoirs communi-
cated to the Societe de Biologie, in which he had shown that

the amylaceous substance in the amnion and placenta is not

the product of a peculiar organ and is not contained in special

glycogenic cellules, but occurs in the more or less modified epi-

thelial cells of these membranes. Farther researches upon

other epitheliums had detected this substance in the epidermic

?ells of the skin, the soft palate, the tongue, the stomach, and

m all the cylindrical cells of the epithelium covering the
i

sur-

face of the large, and the villi of the small intestine. \V ltn

certain animals, all the intestinal epithelium is filled with amy-

laceous matter three or four days before birth ;
though at this

^e the liver, completely developed for a long period, iurnishes

ftis matter abundantly. Finally, finding epithelial cells con-

taining glycogenic matter on the Ungual and vaginal mucous

membranes even after birth, Kouget concludes that the presence

of amylaceous matter in any tissue does not argue a special

* C. R., xlviii, 792.
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function, but is simply due to the peculiar constitution of the

tissue itself. From these facts it is clear that to the proteic

and fatty substances of food, now regarded as the only ones

which form animal tissues, must be added amylaceous matters,

which form tissues as truly in the animal as in the vegetable
kingdom.

(52.) In a letter from Schiff, read to the Academy May 2d,s

while he agrees with Bernard that a portion of the granulations
in the hepatic cellules is animal starch, he claims to have dis-

covered this fact himself in 1856, and to have published it in

the Archives de Tiibingue for 1857, in a communication dated
the 18th of March. Two sorts of granulations surround the

nucleus in the hepatic cellules. The first sort are large, have
well marked outlines, are almost black in color, soluble in alco-

hol and ether and become diffluent in acids and alkalies. From
8 to 20 of these are contained in a single cellule. They seem
to be fat globules. The second sort are very much smaller, are

perfectly rounded, the contour being distinct though pale ; they

are insoluble in alcohol and ether, take a brownish-yellow color

with an acidulated tincture of iodine, and resemble in general

the starch of the composite?, as the dahlia and arnica. They
are much more numerous than the others, and were regarded in

1 857 as animal starch, for the following reasons : (1) when the

liver continues to produce the glycogenic matter, but the fer-

ment fails in the blood so that it is not converted into sugar,

the hepatic cellules become enormously distended with this sub-

stance
; (2) when placed in a liquid containing a ferment, these

cellules gradually diminish, while the liquid becomes charged
with sugar; the action ceases when the cellules are empty;
(d) with batrachians normally, and with mammals and birds,

whose liver is saccharine at death, the globules are very nume-
rous

;
the number however, is less than with batrachians in

winter
; (4) the number of globules at death is always related

to the amount of sugar which the liver can furnish ; (5) m
passing

_
into sugar, these globules become yellowish drops,

soluble m water, insoluble in alcohol ; evidently animal dex-
trin

; (6) When in the spring the ferment reappears in the blood

fillpi^V I
gl°bules diminish and the hepatic cellules are

from 2 I l
G drops

'

ancl the liver changes color
> PassiD

|
cobr takes XT \° IlS ^ °T reddish

' ^ this ch&Dg
-

with »™ P
/

at
.
dlfferen* Periods with different species;

^innptV"?^^° ? is Yery late
>
th* Hver not becoming sac-

l

P
t sooner th^

erland
*? the end of Ma7 J

adu^ PasS #*»&it sooner than young animals, females earlier than males : (8)
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elevation of temperature alone will not produce the ferment

and transform the starch ; a large number of frogs were kept

for more than six months and no sugar was formed though
the hepatic cellules were full of starch

; (9) in some cases these

globules may be absorbed without producing dextrin or sugar
;

t!,-v

< l0 >.

appear to suffer a change which gives rise to oxalic acn

of mammals, of birds and of frcthe diseased livers <

which contain no starch, are much darker than those in whu
the glycogenic transformation is carried on

;
(11) during hiber-

nation, both the ferment and the hepatic starch are present,

though the latter is diminished in amount
;
(12) nitrogenous

tissues treated with cane sugar and sulphuric acid become yel-

low and then reddish-purple ; since therefore the walls of the

hepatic cellules and not their contained globules, are colored

by this treatment, the latter do not contain nitrogen. Ber-

nard's glycogenic matter according to Schiff, is not a pre-exist-

ant anatomical element, but a product derived from this by the

processes employed.
(53.) Bernae

the dates of his owu uiauuveiic». - * no.,, ^ *.w -, "-

.

the existence of glycogenic matter, under the qualified name tm a

sort of animal starch," in various foetal mammalian tissues,

though the substance itself was not then isolated. At the

same time, he compared at length, the part which saccharine

and amylaceous matters play in the organic evolution of ani-

mal and vegetable tissues, and concluded with the opinion that

these substances seemed to enter as an essential condition of

development of the tissues of both kingdoms of nature.

Second, in 1855, he published an experiment fundamental to

the glycogenic theory ; showing that when the sugar of a

healthy liver was removed by washing, the saccharine substance

*as renewed
; thus proving that the sugar is not formed by the

splitting up of certain blood elements, but by a fermentation

analogous to that taking place in vegetables. Third, m 1857,

the isolation of the glycogenic matter was communicated to the

Academy on the 23d of March ; and, since these npcnmeirtL

there for the first time described, are referred to in Schitt s

Paper of the 18th of March above mentioned, it is evident that

his paper was antedated and is actually posterior in date to this.

The glycogenic matter was here called amidon animal
;
and

n ^as shown to be an isomer of vegetable starch, having all

^s physical, chemical, and physiological properties changing to

dextrin and su<^ar bv acids and ferments, rotating the polanzea

ra
J, etc The existence of the ferment both in the liver-tissue
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and in the blood was there shown. The mechanism of the func-

tion had been announced before Schiff's experiments appeared.
" M. Schiff says himself that he agrees with me ; but he thinks

that he has more accurately distinguished and located micro-

scopically the hepatic starch, and so has proved my views better

than I have myself. If this be so, I cannot but be satisfied

;

but I see not how this gives him any claim to priority."

(54.) On the 30th of May, Rouget communicated another

paper to the Academy,* on the amorphous amylaceous matter

contained in the vertebrate and invertebrate foetal tissues.

This substance—for which he proposes the name Zoamylin—-is

not granular, but consists of a plasma holding in suspension fatty

or nitrogenous granulations. Moreover, ossifiable cartilages

must be added to the embryonic tissues containing amylaceous

matter ; though this is not found in the substance of the carti-

lage, but only in the cells, which in a fcetal lamb II to 2 months

old, are colored rose-violet with iodine. With this amylaceous

plasma too, the epithelial cells of the digestive, respiratory and

genito-urinary p] erior of the eyelids and even

of the cornea, are filled. With young ruminant embryo
cartilaginous, muscular, and epithelial elements of which con-

tain zoamylin, no trace of glycogenic cellules appears on the

surface of the amnion. When these are present their mode of

development, their form, constitution and general appearance

are precisely like those of the cellules of the horny layer of the

epidermis
; and hence prove the amnion to be an extension

simply of the skin. The presence of amylaceous matter in the

amnion and placenta, therefore, is not a special case, since all

fcetal tissues contained it. No new hepatic organ exists, nor

has the placenta any new function. The presence of this sub-

stance is the evidence, not of a new function in an organ, but

of a new property of tissues. The production of sugar is not

the object but the consequence of the existence of zoamylin. m
xne organism. The sugar accumulated by the urinary secretio

in the allantoic and amniotic fluids, is a result of the destrui

tion of the foetal zoamylin, precisely as urea is produced by tt

me
^?°J

ph°8i8 °f proteic bodie
*

8 -

(55, 56.) Already given as paragraphs (43) and (44).



Art. XXIV.—A New Meteoric Iron—" The Wisconsin Me-
teorites"—with some remarks on the Widmannsttitwn Fig-
ures ; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

These meteorites were first brought to my notice by Mr. I.

A. Lapham, of Wisconsin, and hie Hid to them
by Mr. C. Daflinger, Secretary of the German Nat. Hist. So-
ciety of Wisconsin They were discovered in the town of Tren-
ton, Washington county, Wisconsin, and I have called them the
'' Wisconsin meteorites?' Up to the present time, fragments

that these meteorites were of the

and separated at no great elevation. They were found
•nhin a space of ten or twelve square yards, very near the
north line of the 40 acre lot of Louis Korb, in latitude 43°
22' N., and longitude 88° 8' west from Greenwich, and about
30 miles northwest of Milwaukee.
They were so near the surface as to be turned up with the

plough
; they weigh 60, 16, 10, and 8 pounds respectively,

and present the usual pitted and invguhr surfaces.
I he largest of the meteorites in i s extreme dimensions, is

14 inches long, 8 inches wide, and 4 inches thick, weighing 62
pounds. Its specific gravity is 7'82, and composition,

Nickel .."" ._"""." ." 7-20

Cobalt - 0-53

Phosphorus 0-14

Copper minute quantity

Insoluble residue 0-45

A polished surface when etched gives well marked Widmann-
stattian figmvs. Tin >vi> -> !ilt thing, however, peculiar about the

parkings on this iron, which is doubtless common to other irons,

Jut which has heretofore escaped my observation, and I cannot
discover, in a hasty investigation, that it
fias been noticed by others. My attention
Was called to this peculiarity by Mr. Lap-
km, on a slice of the meteorite I sent
niIu etched ; should these markings be

,

a£tied to u separate notice, I propose '

,_
'

/ \

eaffingthemi ts. The CZT^JZ^
uttle drawing accompanying this, which f 1

x

|
on a somewhat exaggerated scale, i

suow what they are.
TheWidmannstattian figures are a, bright metallic, with con-
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vex ends and sides ; b c, of a darker color, are the other mark-

ings, usually smaller and with the sides and ends concave.

The material of which these dark figures are composed seems

to have enveloped the lighter colored portion, which serves to

make the dark lines so beautifully conspicuous. A good pock-

et glass will show that the darker figures are striated, with

lines at right angles to the bounding surfaces. When the

figure is nearly square, the lines extend from each of the tour

sides, hut when much elongated, as at c, they are parallel with

the longer sides. Often these lines do not reach the middle of

the figure, where only a confused crystallization can be detected.

In the interior of the elongated figures, the lines are quite irreg-

ular, often running together, and showing a striking resemblance

to woody fibre. The nature of these markings may be easily

understood. They indicate the axes of minute columnar crys-

tals, which tend to assume a position at right angles to the

surface of cooling.

These markings may have been observed by others ;
and

as soon as the subject can be examined on other irons, a better

conclusion can be formed.

^IFIC INTELLIGENCE.
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

«Z%%T
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atmosphere contains titanium. The following elements had, so far

sooi.o ; o;lucinum, ziivo limn, i fhiun . yttrium, thorium, uranium,
. Appended to

TlialeVs memoir is a eha'rt upon whir', the spectra of the different

ilementsareent. ' d by Mr. Huggins,
so that all thesj.cetra are upon one sheei with the normal spectrum

at the top. It hum i hat the lines upon
TlmlenV map vre entered ;,e< 1 _ I

. lh» i u ive lengths and not

"]«m an arbitrary scale. The memoir contains, also, a complete

tahleofthe wave lengths of all the lines of_ the elements exam-

the writer will .Jul y from those de-

termined by himself in the discus>imi of Mr. Ilmr'iins's scale, in

lj-x.it;,„ s ;.< m s,/-;,s ti rthi, vol. vi, fasc. n, 1868. """. a.

2. On aprrtral aaoli/sis.—In another memoir on spectral analy-

SK published in lS66/but whieli has just reached us, Thalen has

Dttpfi of th*. -elements as see i with a single

prism of bisulphid «.f earb,.u with a refracting angle of G0°.

These maps a for each elen
all upon a m , 1. .i,! -.

's,
. Mi. Ilm-in^ plan

jectromatt] , and with,a scale

t of normal or

. :
• ..!.

•

;

•

3 hope, be pub-

lishe.l separately.— ?'.,.-;/'</ (',>>''; /•.-//, /.v. J ,^s,Wi/t.

3. On anorhwl :->>rrt,-<ii„ ,>f th< S>i„.—Fizeav 1

the Academy of S,-i<-...-^. on behalf of the author, i^S^:f°
ts, representiim-' different parts of the sola

i new observations upon which their authc

The map contains also a description of the

,

„//. 'vol. xliii, Jan. 1867.)

'

,
' 11 n.lu, lwii 040.

w
-
G

T
4. >)., fl , ,/* !V,/-' ,/, -,* rr<nn the surface of the *'m —In

. upon the light
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enus Dy tne CO
ray C appeared to touch the edge of the sun's disc. Another p.
berance appeared ami disappeared at intervals. One fact, shov

hydrogen, is that the ray C disapp

The thickness of this envelope is about 50<
ters,) and it is wonderfully regular in its entire eontour it< distance
from the sun being - - ,h ,

{

,la th i A md at the equator.

is not°a hydrogen li, e, md !.,..> '„
,1 'Vm , V, „ ,d to mV dark' line'

m the spectrum. On applying the spectroscope to the examina-
tion ot_ Jupiter, Secchi found that the dark band in the red dm*
not coincide with the band C, which we see in our atmosphere.

J!
H

' >:illu ' a>tr<moinerhas had opportunities of studying the sjieetra

trum, the principal luminous rays beim- red vellow -Teen and
blue, and very brilliant. In th,- "ea-es ,,f tw.' other verv brilliant
meteors, the m a _ /,;

;'
n <

Rendus, Ixvii, 1018, 937, 1123. LorAy^ /„ th '^n,,,, Kv ii, '-'49.

5. Further observations on the spectra, of some of the stars and

l\'f[''
"''"'. '"' " f ''"',"' *»•!<*. ,',,,;,,. tin, ';/,;,,,, ,rl„th>rth'<- / '" /"

"l
'.'/'.'/" '"'/,"•' t""'"''' ,

i
'»'f'

,'»n tlir ,,/rth, ,/[„, <,hnrration* on the

III ii' X
important contributions
In an introduction to the memoir the authoV discusses the proposi-
tion nrst stated by Doppler in 1841, that the color and inten-
sity ot an ^impression of light, and the pitch and strength of a

motion of the soureo of litrht or SOMld,altered by a motion of the -

l of the observer, toward oi .>': .• '.

contains a concise and clear statement of the theory
introduction

tms spectroscope observations were made of the great neb-
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ula in Orion and of Sirius. In the case of the nebula, it was
found that the brightest of the three lines viable, still exactly cor-

responded with the brightest of the nitrogen lines seen in the

spectrum of the tig] irk, taken in pure nitrogen

at a tension a little less than that of the atmosphere. The line in

the nebula was single, while the nitrogen line is double. ^\ hen,

however, the induction spark was made to pass in front of the ob-

ject glass of the telescope, the nitrogen line appeared single like

that in the nebula. 3Ir. Muggins calculates that if the line in

question be due to nitrogen the nebula is not receding from us

with a velocity greater than ten miles per second, as this motion

added to that of 1

1

<' il have caused a

want of coincidence that could be observed. But if the nebula

he approaching our system, its velocity may be as much as twenty
or twenty-five miles per second, as part of its motion would be

masked by the motion of the earth in the opposite direction. The
coincidence of a » ;

ihe great nebula

with Fraunhofer's line K was als. I'ullv <•.
i ii u • d by the new spec-

troscope, which increases the probability that this line is due to

hydrogen. The author could find no terrestrial line correspondmg
to the third line of the nebula.

of Sirius and the four strong

1 suited for examination. The

author selected the line F, and found in numerous comparisons

the refrangibilitv wei than that of hydro-

gen. From the'am.mnt of this dilfereii * in i frangibihn taking

Wo account the facts thai at the time of observation, the earth

was moving from the star with a velocity of about 12 miles per

second, Mi\ Hug ' is a probable motion of

reckon of Mrir" . • - '" 2 9 -4 miles per
* a solar spot, the author

The -real intensity of the lig

hues in its spectrum, render it

'lines. There was no shaorpti

spectrum of the umbra, which was not present - t

I'

1
' the sun's normal surface, nor was any ordinary solar line

l%
tm of the comet discovered by Winneeke and by

ne 13th, 1868, was also examined. With two pnsms

>trum consisted of three very broad bright bands, in

(-
,,,

iUiiiii„iis spectrum F-v '
Mime spcvuu-.

of carbon under di en-nt'. i> < -• '> 1 i .-ins believes that

he has shown that tl . li.ht ->f r .. -'^ II of 1868, is identical

*«h that emitte I bv !
- Iv h i d \ tpor of carbon.—1 h U.i fans

(t'-tions for 1868, p. 529. ^ '
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II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Eecherches Anatomiques et Paleontoldgiques pour servir d
Vhistoire des 0/* ,/,..,/ * :'' < </, 1" /),,„ • par A. Mum K,
waeds. Tome I. Paris, 1867. Avec un Atlas en 40 Planches, 1-

96.—In 1866 the French Academy of Sciences awarded to thb
work the gn lt ]iriA of physical sciences for 1865 ; and from the
character of the first volume, which is before us, it was a well de-

served reward. The difficulties of the subject are considerable;
the want of jr. rioters applying to the class
of Birds as a wk hor to investigate this sub-
ject anew. For this purpose he brought together the essential
parts of the skeletons of no less than 800 species of living Birds,

"J'V ", I'V
1 " i

,,

I

i
' 1

:

:

!

,[ ones :i1 " 1 their types. The sternum,
sku.l and lull, which nave been mainlv emploved in framing pre-
sent classifications are only rarely found fossil, and when found,
are usually so fragmentary as to be almost valueless. The author
jyas therefore con QOng the bones of the limbs,
(these are often found in an admirable state of preservation,) but

detair
tm

f,-

S

.

lKl1
' '" lCter

'
for structuraI

complished mu-i -

li , )U -
i KlVe for the class of

Birds, a work whi ..en a ffreat gap in our paleon-
tological literature. Mil,.

"

i a l attention to

tne value of the tarso-metata : s„, has attempt-
ed in many cases a r, c, , ^ruction of ,1 , ! ; -,], i, :lM ,1 upon the im-

portant part which the foot phn. h, on- « 'abdication, of Birds;
he even goes so far as to assign to this part of the skeleton a value
as great for Bird., a- the d ntal svste.n is for mammals.

.

}

fc«maten»]
t extensive, for

Fa!nT!e -'what • " mar nm
" 1

lections'in France were all ^.il''\Z^T 'in additi'mjK'
undertook himself,,-,.. „ San.au ami in

-Apartment „f PAlli
.

(

.om,e „f four

L . 'V,
1^' 111

.- 111 - together a more extensive collection than that ot

, composed of over four thousand specimen*,

lnVKthat tl:- u .

j.'^j^j

buThlrv, '.
-

»;
,

.

:ii

r
l
-
vS

living at the ~; ' " (,t tlv
[Z
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a of our day, most of the- species even being identical with
3 now living, though many of the species inhabiting France
iat period are only found nowT in the Arctic regions. This he
iders a strong argument in favor of the prevalence of a colder

present period;
ng to families

day, play a more important part, such as the small family of Fla-

large size, analog. i B, lived during the
breeding season along the shores of the ancient lakes of Auvergne,
mm proved by their eirirs, v.',, !. ire found well preserved side
by side with the bones of newly hatched young. This and the
general character of the avifauna, furnish fresh arguments in favor
of the opinion of those who consider the climate of Europe to
have been much warmer during the tertiary period than at the
present time.
The present volume contains the osteological studies on living

birds, which the author proposes to apply in turn to each of the
great families of which hi sentatives; hehas
thus far treated of the "Palmipedes Colvmhides, Longipennes,
Totanides and Ceronides ; with 1 lies; the liV>t volume closes. The
Plates, ninety-six in nui dn-r, are r< markahh well drawn and print-
ed; the monographic part of the work will prove of great value to

Paleontologists, furnishing a starting point for the determination
"t Me t .l., ir i,.. l i characters, with an abundance of detail, wdiich
cannot fail to be of t he -re-ite-t M-r\ i. e f-r future discoverers, giv-
Jng us a complete work on ornithological paleontology, to which
the earlier memoirs of Brandt and Owen make such a fitting in-

2. Report on recent Exploration In tin Gibraltar Caves; by
^apt. Feed. Bbomb.—Th< « this commu-
nication were conducted principally in "Martin's" and St. Michael's

i the level of the Me
were commenced on t

July. There were r

: at exploration. The

epthtdi "diners 'cann

ekness. Here,' after a fl-

two bifi
'
:

• &C; several hones of bird
Pottery of the rudest or unmarked kind, 57 pieces ornamented

I

;

Indies and pots; 6 stone axes and 70 flint knives; 1 excelh
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)f worked bone ; a por-

^ ^a shells, and a k\\ lam]
shells, together with three rounded pebbles. On the north side
the same class of objects were met with, and in a small chamber i

side, under lis,. (,,- vi x f0( .

r „ r
-

<.,,,[,_ c a] .t .ii n Hromo's son

r
nd both much injured ; and on a I

ii. a small enamelled copper plate Mas fouml,

ave had a design upon it of a hird with its bill
\

- rpent. The c -loivs are bright, and the ob-

lV l ''.• " Franks to the, tl rhd ;1 centuries. Evca;a- I

tIulls

}

vm
" r,UH in;i(lt' m a cavern, situated on the same face of the I

t little to the south, and •
:

.- I.T-I,. i- hvel than "Mar- |

tin s Cave, and named by Capt. Brome the " Fig-Tree Cave,"
-miliar rude works of art, , ats of pot-

'

'

' . . .. . , :\,r:>::[.

J-

;1
l'

,:
.

lt » Brome's greatest interest, however, was centered in
|

bt. Michael s ( nv( ,;'
i u W } IH .]

S (]ay after day, numerous human
remains were found, some imhedded'm H„.>t.

-

est size hitherto met with in the Gibraltar caverns
On the north side of the

on breaking up a thick sta
covered. When this ha,} 1,,.,,,, enlarged

'

;

'..

:

' '

v
"! '

j ms of access

6

to
the aperture by which Captain Bi

' fcter,with th.

five feet long! The bear
1,1

'
' ; -','"""; nmX.W. Attn, south end ot this

-ts discovered, tlmm-h which .

:, a wide, hut

IvLTJ?
(Uni:

'1 "• - found small enc

oneofh :
!1('^ "lay, accordingly, Captr

w

0rated th.- vratcmenr. ..v,.,-;..,,.!.- ..;,.....

old, who entirely

t chamber.
•

-
]^k added both, :

*8o familiar a locaht;
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further interesting discoveries. But, as he says, " his surmises,
that the unexploiv. I ! ies as the Genista
Cavern, have been verified, and the fact is nearly, if not quite es-

tablished, that at a former period all the Gibraltar caverns were
tenanted by a race having uniform habits of living."

—

Brit. Assoc.
Hep.forl8Ql, 56, 1868.

3. On Calatnlt*,, ,„„1
thebs, F.L.S., F.G.S.—L.
MprtaetcieecB, the author gave an account of the internal t

of the various fossil stems which had been referred to this family.

JAM BquiaetocecB were rare as fossils, and the stems of Catamites
were very unlike anything known among living acotyledonous
plants. The most important characters were obtained by botanists
from the fructification. The author had obtained, through the
kindness of Dr. Hooker, sections of rentable structures prepared
°y Mr. Binney, whose extend h coal-plants was
well known. In some of these he had discovered fruits which be-
longed to Calnnntes so beautifully preserved that the most minute
details could be determined, and with the help of his diagrams he
described their structure, and illustrated the various points in

which they agreed with, and differed from, the fruits of Equheta-
wce. He then described the foliage which had been found connect-
ed with Cohimitr*, and which had been named Asterophyllites

;

aQd he showed that as simil: r rr iir> ! a.l b. . n found associated
with Annularia and 8ph\ red from Astero-
phyllites only in the amount of cellular tissue spread out on the
vems, there could be no doubt that these also were the foliage of
members of this large genus or tribe of plants.—Ibid.

4. Geological Map of New Jersey ; by Geokge H. Cook, State
geologist, and Jomf C. Smock, Assistant Ge..logi>t.—This new

'

eyoft

much to our previous knowledge of the distribution of the r

of the State. Besides the general map, there are sections of the
strata, and those of the associated Azoic and Paleozoic rocks are

Particularly interesting.
5. New Geolor/ir,,/ Mar ,.f M'^.-.n^hi ; by I. A. Lapham. 1869.

Milwaukee.—This Map, which has just been issued, will prove ot

much service to all interested in the Geology of the region of

which it treats. It is on a scale of 15 miles to an inch, and gives
"i detail the geoloiriea! : tuivs ..; the State, as they have been
carefully worked out by Hall and Whitney, the author, and other

Military <

'

t Geological survey of the State, under the
'. Cook. It appears to have been made a

rt> VI and Vll
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1. Gold in Scotland—Gold diggings in the north of Scotland
will be a surprise to many persons ; but there they are, in the

shire of Sutherland, and with a number of diggers who are col-

lecting alluvium from the borders of the HoTmsdale river, ami
washing it in the stream. The quantity hitherto collected is not

?'<: t, perhaps 200/. worth, but the quality is described as good,

and the color bright : and diggers who have worked in Australia

are of opi vieldwillbe
something considerable.—Athenceum, Feb. 6.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Field, Forest, and Garden Botany, a *;,„/>!• i,,t l
'„d.„-t'„.,. /->

the common r/a„/« .,/ //,. f ,,,.,/ >/,,/,., ft .^» t
-

f/lt ]/,„ »,

both w andr,.h;:.,< d : 1ivA,sa(1kay. Small 8vo, pp. 3S6. N\w
York: 1868. (Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co.)—This w.-rk.

which for the present is offered only in the same cover with Gray's

Hr>t i- -~ us, tls two together being styled " Graifx Srh >«l '
'

Field Book of Botany? was promised in the preface <»:

. and its preparation was completed only a

few days before the departure of the author, in September last,

for Europe.
^

It is designed to be a simple and easy introduction
to Sysi< matic Hot uiv, as represented by the common ph

• of the great river, an I

most of the very rare or difficult species are omitted, thus
i of several hundred cult ivated plants. The

y* are made verv ca>v. and in the description of the

1'hmt- technical < x;, •,.,/;, (!1 . ,,; . ... j. so that

a person of -

i|(l ]l; ; > ,.,, c] ..[m ti , botairxal

?lbrt trace out a flower to itsprop-
11

!
' hi flu sy>i m, in.l ^ »uld tin < h ini - in< r

l ing of its na-

ture, and native country, and would perhaps find a hint or two

' e- f cultivation, as well as discover the "long n;iin<

Q8BUS, or some disciple of his, has seen fit to impose

This book will necessarily commend itself to all amateur* oi

' for the kitchen, flower-garden or consi-rva-

is no oth< r work i I 1

• ,;-.., ., -. r -"
.

•n American botanist can h v, on hi - hi.-, !.. .vill il« "

Held, Forest, and Garden Botany near at hand, and the

bSb^ynWre a ma«-of every-day life than hta ever

. ^

'

, : ,. ..fK-'
habit of burying themselves in the mud or sand, leaving only the
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posterior portion projecting, for the purpose of giving ingress and
exit to the respiratory currents of water. The sensitiveness of the

) well known ; but during the past sun:

Unios were f.< ying the posith

plying their currents industriouslv through their (list*

but whenever my shadow in the bright sunlight cr

upon them, thev i iv.iri i'..i\ <]. - .1 their orifices quic

It was evidently the inte

aused them so suddenly to

vmark tliat thev did not qu

and not to those of light. Above the Unios was frc

feet in depth of clear running water, rendering eve
the bottom distinctly visible.

Believing that the' sun's ravs coming directly tow;
s

' tar beneath the surface of the water, would havt
mostly if not enl the light-rays,

surface, through the 'absorption of these and their r

ard by the current, whil • m-arh .ill the rays of light

in-v the snrl

> be experimented upon,

f treeN shading the <l iv:i

_ a rninju.

ls rays that came freelv to it. hv passing a screen trom above
lV '»ward, and ag h'd by closing

orifices as quickly as its fellows had done when my shadow
^ed over them in the broad open space of sunlight,

-pon the supposition that the light and heat-rays are divided

the surface of the water, as before suggested, the heat-rays

st all, or very nearlv all, have p i^ed do* n h, , w the Unio, by
.action of the cm lvs ahm. reached it. and
i'" sudden interception caused it to close its orifices. Thus in

[, but the ray* oi -
r more °.r less

rent, if in an

'« space of sunlight, were here cut off by the I

trees. Therefore no doubt is entertained that the posterior

»• Joub. Sci.—Second Sbries, Vol. XLVII, No. 140.—Mabch, 1869.
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portion of these mollusks is keenly sensitive to light, but exactly
what organs are thus sensitive has not been ascertained.
Iowa City, Towa, Dec. 21, 1868.

3. Critical Remarks <>,, Ildrymoid Polyps. JYb. 3, by A. E.

Vereill.—In the February number of the' Annals ami Magazine
of Natural History, p. 117, Dr. J. E. Gray has published "Notes
on the Fleshy A I. . has made a new ar-

rangement of the group, which ho divides into 12 families and 31

genera! Most of the new genera and many of the families are

founded mainly on variations in the form, mode of branching,
prominence of the verruca', and arrangement of the cells,—char-
acters that are notoriously unreliable among polyps, and especially

liable to mislead when, as in tins case, we 'have* to depend mainly
on imperfect figures and descriptions, or specimens contracted in

alcohol. On this account we believe that many of the groups

founded on such characters cannot be maintained, when the speci-

mens are themselves careful lv studied with reference to their in-

ructure.

At the present time, however, we propose merely to point out

someerrors of the author, mainly in reference to species described
in this country.

Massarella is proposed for a group having as its type, Sympodi-
umcoralloidesEhv., the same species taken by Kolliker as the type

of Sympodium.
Sympodium verum D. and M., which he refers to it, does not

agree with the g< ,
,

. original descrip-

tion we find " col
ia v belong tom

t .ill;,.,,,!;,!,,, and if so v,,,'i! I hear the name C. verum, which, at

present, is not very appropriate.
Sy»,(r l ;,,>,, Pacijhum V., (erroneously quoted as "S. porifer-

3Ea7 liT i868)
7Pe °

f
°
Ur gGnUS Ca ôdium ^™™' ^

Oj/da, adopted from D. and M., is, as we are informed by Dr-

sponge.
Lobulars is "adopted from Lamarck for the most numerous

group of species usually referred to Alcvonimn with L. <!>)/""'''

as type. Lobularhim are d .

L -hard, creta-

ceous, smooth, external • ,'
. lmiing the thm-

ily, as being entuvly ,,,-.. .,.,1 ( >v ;.,,, ..
t „ t!l ..

(
. (1 „v „f tin eru<

or the base of the stem." But [l.-'.-l ;., , ,--n-m >im \« r and A-

rubiformemna,hnth,,r,, , ,,.;„ M .^. m -ither

ot these charact. ..
, M|1 trunk and ^

full expansion) b
'

'. ,',;"" h, ini

clustered at the emU. :l ,
'.

( .J. illS
'

( ,f ,,h.>t.-

- r;i
l'
h^ ^vhich I ,, , s1 ; :lI1 ,l. I

specimens. Th •
, , ,

Cray's genus J/, ;..

form/o?tfnTr
tly

,
Wit

'

h Amocella. All these and many eti^

; r ';. '-tkva b
-

yir"
^i. cjrneum, while studying several hundred living specimen*
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uffiSTo seMr^e^L^U^'in'j/
1

-^?
at present unknot

SSIS;

!ih&™^rfSj^
cimen that I regai

lKim^ors wu^mcntkme.lW^^nt'illjVii^'. tainlynot a Loh,u

§£*#$& is proposed as a genus including only 4fcyon»t«W *

<»< Dana. This species is, as we have befor

Utl.,' if specimens 0/ £ fataw be compar
un, size of \. ,/laucum, but the former grc
'an observed specimens of the latter, and tl

egular. The differences mentioned in the
ia nid irran-cnient ot the ,-ells , u holh

^n.is ^s stit.d b\ Kollik 1 Vnd in < <h th< 1u<mhi!K in

(Vsleoftlie 31 .. Dana in S. latum,

ceUa, « upper sun' ag -nal. each surrounded

»y a series of small t nl lereles. Polvi.es in the centre of each areola.''

In \ ,,/„„..„,„ ai * • u^.onh tin

secondary polyj ;;-
In both*

parallel tubes of two s'lZ, s. covresi ondin g tot

spieula, which a n the :• r h ;

-:

, and stouter in tl ,
>. r//-

j-o- to-:? 25

to -087 broad

;

2Jo "J 01 by -10

oad. Thesurfac u< and

nvgular ~ picula, much a!ik« in the

nulla ? rapltata Gray. For thlslH quot« "Z ^rf</>-/«r

• andM., Corall. ." ^
•k referred to, am
r X<:,da ct/futat, 1). u.d M

, p-
1*'' i

\
;

-

1

from .v'."-,
Jcharacfca
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to Zoridellaby Gray. But if they could be separated as a genus
from Xenia, a new name is not required, since X.jl<>rida is tin-

type of Actinantha Lesson, which should be retained in preference

to a new name, and must at least include A.florida, Dance, elongata,

Spoggodia is separated from Spoggodes on account of the cells

"prominent from the sides, or forming the tips of the branchlets."

But S. gigantea V., from Hong Kong, a species not quoted by
Gray, has part of the polyps clustered as in Spogc/odes, and part

placed singly on the branchlets, as i

L rrmalia nitida G
Lemnaliadse, is said t

spicules." It contains Lemnalia and Verrilliana Gray.
' The si

face in A. nitida appears smoothish to the naked eye, but under tl

microscope it is seen to be filled with an abundance of slender,^

closely interlaced spicula. The interior is composed chiefly of

still longer and very slender, <\\<jhr\\ -j.inulose, acicula spicula,

•250mm to -500 long, by -020 to "025 thick The verruca? are

covered with similar spicula, mingled with few, small, stout,

warty spindles, -075 to -125 long, by '050 to -075 thick. There
fore it cannot belong to this group, as defined by Gray, but agrees

hea, as restricted bv him. SavigiVs enlarged

> closely with thN >r
j arranged, it might be

~ ^ branching is nearl

i each. In mode of growth it resembles VtrrHUana, r

than LemnaHa. The latter seems to be near Cceloqorgia VaL
Verrilliana thyrsoides Gray {Ammothea thyrsoides Ehr.). To

this species, described by El of external spi*

ul i, Gray unaccountably r« t\ rs \. ,

'

, >,
, .,,/,/, „ V., which was

accurately described and figi ual spicula on the

prominent verruca. These spicula are mostly long, thorny, club-

shaped spicula, -600mra to 1-00 long, by -100 to -200 thick; and

stouter very thorny clubs -300mm 1;o -500 long, by '125 to "250

broad; and rough, sharp, three-pronged spicula ?275mm to '325 long

by -150 to -250 broad. The thorny ends project from the surface,

especially toward the summits, and give it a very rough appear-

ance. It appears, therefore, to be closely allied to AV**7'-7
'

'' 'Zin the latter the ; Vart v unite regular -[' :!:
'

dies, the ends not projecting.
This species may, therefore, be regarded as the type of a ne*

genus, which we propose t,- call /•/. „.,./,//.,,„, including K ffcf

.} ' *******
,, llt trunk, from

^

^T%
an;!^T tl! '-'""' " t

'^'
Ili '

' ' • ^'<< s U ! niralbrancj^

I

1

-;
\' l

„

ir
'.
,l"

but mostly covered with close

™„'
i

S
J? •

i

12
» roun,iish, verruciform polyp-cells, which ^

i-unh extenon
... „,,, thorn}-

club shaped spicula, -20CP- to -350 long, by -075 to "125 thick.
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Gorgonacea.

Tdtldla do;,
:

Mediterranean. The Museum of Yale College possesses sev

jood specimens, agreeing perfectly with Es]

ined by Prof. Dana from near Naples
Esper's specimens was unknown.

£/.;,,,,,,,,//•;,•,,/ V., iren. n<»%. Tvpo, F. <.„;;,„,, V. {Anmtho-
gorgia coccinea V., Proc. Essex Inst., iv, p. 188, PL 6, fig. 7). This

species appears to be generically distinct from the type of Acan-

fagorgia in the structure and form of the verruca?, and especially
"
i the very large size and peculiar character of the spicula, which

* ' ited, no1les> imbricated, not in whorls, branched

Isha

% ]

ends much projecting, very rough, and sharp.

4. Onthe Distrlh.r:,, d,,f F <h-r<tf<r Finite* in tin AUnjlumj

Region of South W'..<',.-,: Virgin I„, by E. D. CorE. From the

of the .

-In this memoir the author gives a ver

e review of the fish-faun® of the heat;

•r basins : the James, the Roanoke, tht

te a number of -which a>cies. qui

wised, and new ones estaonsneu.

,f sim ("es observed, 14 occur in the Ro:

7 in tl Kanawha; 34 in the Holston.

vers, .... 5 species

ae& only, 4

and Roanoke only, 4

nonly, 2 «

red upon a field of r

xplored in America,

->. <:,,t„l, t,u< „f tin Tip*

Zoiil ._jy. T

leReptiSfoM
.. The Bat

,,th*: r Sff'-'n*
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of Tale College, No.
West ComtnfAm,

,
E. Verkill. (From the Transactions of the Conne<

Vol.I. New Haven: April, 1 808, to February, ! SU

r, which has been issued and dist rihuted in si-na!

of the utmost importance,
afford the most reliable eh

Alcyona

_

7. Annual Report <f ,'/„ 7)-,,^,,, ,,f th, Mxxeum of GouqW
tine Zoology, at Harvard College, in Cambridge, together with i

Report of the Director, 1867. 22 pp. 8vo. 1868.—In this Rep
Professor A^assiz ogives a brief statement of the aims, eonditi

and wants of the Museum ; and in connection with the latter .

serves that t:. ,.,-, lM ,

§ carej and publi

tion fund, a capital of 8500,000. Professor Les4uereux.
in a 1

port on the Fossil Plants of the Museum, makes the following

y
lora of America.—-First. That the floras

already h:i<l peculiar tv]- s. \\hi<b s< p.

Second. That tl

"• " ;uv
riu- ( 'ri-f -n-fous ,,f Ann n'

tbf o.vampSe,
. .vefm.l <tiH»10

abundant i.
j .^ t*uru i<lied

:
;
::,;.

: - .

that n.,w existing h, tin
:

/.'
,, L

, I1US is total

•: '

;
: -. ^

. V. ;'
; :

' .' .

sides of the Rocky Mount
agnobas, ol oaks, of elms, of mapk-
of coniferous trees; while .
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red woods or Sequoia, abound in the Cretaceous and Tertiary,

as they still form the predominant vegetation of the country.

These few facts are mentioned only to show the importance of col-

lections of fossil plants from every formation of our American con-

tinent, the only part «.f the rt-orhi where questions of general sig-

nificance concerning paheontologieal distribution can be studied

with some chances of satisfactory conclusions.

—The following observations upc

> made at Durham, Conn., by Pro

College. There were two observer

tors. I Fromlh. Om. to " "

In all, 56 meteors, of which all but two were conformable to the

laliMb.mi. Th -U u ^ m -il\ el ,i, tud th. n i^hmne>.

W,,);„ „//,.,"
','",„ /,„'/. ,r'it.,i:, ...! l->. Vj pp., 16mo, Tu-

U-These accounts of observation- upon the August lueteors.

:. /: ' ,,„-;th ,,,;.- r-ih^ -y\'. Chatham Wil-

iley's Logarith-

iuie '[\

be -48674-2

" 'Sh/ where the log: nthm ot 30672

V. MISC ELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INI

Alnerie; tll p|, ,
.« ,| , , _ jLr ., \, 1

mencingon Tuesday, Jul\
for several days. The call

Sty, on Nov*
M,-:,smv. will bo taken «

Hcan Philologists

Ik- hehl in Pong

to this Conventi

-A
kee| m.'.'n.'v

OB Of

... of study should

*h.»uM be d<
M

'

le,u L ' U
" \'~ {

~i- i

'

Should the study of the French and German precede that ot tne
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I Greek Languages? 4. What position should be
dy of tlie Kno-lisli Lai -ua^e in our ('.,11,-,.. ,.-,„,]

<\l*"t;i. in.h.ir? 5. What is th, m ost , rh, i, ,.r m
:tion in the Classical Lancruaires? G. Wliat is the

;

observed, in
] »i- nii.-iii-_; ( hi— i<-?il Greek? 8.

'

lent measures can |,e taken to preserve from destrn
rages c.t the Aboriginal Indians of America?
iportant that all who design attending the Conve
P^sent at the first session, which will be held on

'

JOBS intending to be present at the Convention, an
)seto prepare papers to be read, are requited toco
"'^. ,| '

!
'

.

!
-
""*

'

;i
' than by July 1st, 1869, to the C

WYork.'

. (.,/„.,.;./...,„.„/ >.,,.;,
//A j> Bosto7u—A Gynieeoloo-ie.il So

y has recently been instituted at Boston havi'ii" for its objects
;l

.'
h J ;'- ,|l

1

.' ''f Gyna-cic Science and Art, and their due re-

"w^JbgthroB .

t)l( . eonntry. The offi-

< '" '"-' > "/' ! '

I

r
.

v *'"' r '-" y«-ar lsu- (-7o,ar«- Window Lewis, Pres-
et

,
Horatio K. Storer, Secretary

; George H. Bixby, Treasurer.

hvRL Friedricii Philipp von Maetitxs.—This eminent botanist
l at his home in Munich, December 13th, 1868, in the 75th voai

r'-T't "'-^J-n. at Krlan^n in Ihuarh. Aorll 17th. 17 -

-

'

•

l>th, ' :lnt
. nr jHc works

- »n Botanical Society

V',;
f

.' 1
.-
Xili." r

-' ^ *'•"'» I-il'-," contains manv genial picture- "t

- 'hat evctful period. But_tl»o au-

• ' \o,i lartius \vvvf

ies were of a w rll
ed to so greatly ad

^rHiidehrand,pi;n;,h;^':j;;:;!'£
r
;-^
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>s and Vogel. Ho had as a fellow pupil N'c

pr,.>rcut( ,1 t..u-. tli. r theii >tudie«

el.ler von E'senbeek, at Wurzburg. He stml

bun ersk\ 1 )'M-t(ir of >

need the praetieeof that [.1'ot'e-ion in hi- nali-

nic Flora of Erl:

Upon sJhreber's dcatli. 1 is lurhar urn was pi rchased by

varian Academy, at Munie en Profess

ie made t

V-.UM.i Martins MM.fill.lure. .mete, M.
came a pupil of the Aeade iv. ami h 1816 hew
otfieeinthe Botanie Garde ideed as director for S

. Iuii'4 of T.a

Ins visits to the Botanic Ga theaeM u,

with Dr. Spix the zoolou-is

was to accompany the you
Kmpressof [hazil. This, elided hi-

imperishably Avith that gre it empire. The pll L of the ex)

was prepared by the Bava
An- iai frigate from Trie? Orh. 1-17

xtended

ersed the valh-vof
ich of it

d-n region. They were sj aeeident, but their !

incident to such exploration. In a little chimdi at >antarem, a

the junction ofl " =' t' 111
.

1, "-.'

enieinx presented bv von M ' :i ^"uple uwri}

tiou telli'no- that his*life had been meivifully preserved when >h\\

Wrecked near there in 1-19. Tln-v w, iv pr..«t rated by malaru

C returned in 1820 with collections amounting to 3,500 sp<

gion. The ex; lition so undei

mined the health of Dr. Spix that he survived his return but a ieA

y-ars. leavin- *
" : amount ot matt

•



!3. He commenced with the palms of Brazil, but ul

ided his investigations to the whole order. This lab

lii,'--/-- ',
.

.

' ..". '

''

^,
-.

•xhihitin- the hahits of the species in their native i

scope, Humboldt knew less tl

the work of von Martins emb

.

Iu 1
.

8
-.;'.1k ' 1k;- ;u1 the pnl)li<- itinn i,f|,is -n it work, •• Flora Bra-

silu-ii-i.~, m folio. : i
n 1 for forty years, up to the time of his death,

pyii rhi-. and h-ft it unfinished. Some portions of this

plates.

nnvestigatedthe medhinal uses of pis

al works on tins department of botany, ana
the hearings of his favorite science on Agricu

He was Director ,

***, are classical S'theh- purily Sd S^te
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linguistic study showed itself throughout his life. In Brazil he
paid much attention to the language of the country and he pub-

m the -Uvea
•u n.lhM-ti-d ii

In form, he was a _ - . ' H indi. ti\« of

Perhaps the reereati

hA in Phihuk-lpli

.'•

Dr. T. M. ii::i:
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John Cassin was born of Quaker parentage, in Chester, Pa,
Sept. 6th, 1813. In 1834, at the age of twentv-one, he took up
his abode in Philadelphia, where he has ever since resided. In his

earlier life he engaged in mercantile pursuits, and afterwards, for

several years, held trader the national govern-
ment. At the death of Mr. Bowen, the principal engraver of Phil-

adelphia, Mr. Cassin assumed the management of the establish-

ment, which he continued until his death.' All the reports of ex-

plorations and surveys issued by our government have been largely

indebted to him f- >r the e\eelle'nee of their illustrations.
For more than thirty years Mr. Cas>in has devoted all the leisure

hours he could take from the requirements of his business to the

study of ornithology. Privileged to reside in Philadelphia among
the kindred spirits that compose its Academy, vet more privileged
in having access t. .necimeiis,—prob-
ably the greatest in the world,—and to its even greater wealth in

scientific works, where is to be found, procured by the munificence
of his friend, the ,,'ublication of any
value on the subject of ornithology—with all these privileges no
one could well have enjoyed greater advantages for pursuing his

favorite study, and certainly no one could have better improved
surhj-arc opportunities.
With a full appreciation of all that I aver, I claim for my la-

mented friend, that as a general ornithologist, especially in regard
to his knowledge of the for:

i Mr. Cassin had

ither in this <

i equal. By long and diligent study, by t

mos
< through investigations, and by the most careful researches

into the authorities, with a • hat nothing could

discourage, h< render, I himself i . ,. • ,a<ter of the science.

So perfectly familiar was he with the forms of the Old World,

,

I

'.

:

',

;

. ,

;

'I

,'

'

i nf
: "

'

"

l new
". °enera

a

^

Mr. Casan ; iv^member of the

butionshave ei
\ ^{^ u ,,i l-

wide reputation to its Proceeding's. [Ij< t( ,

:

n j tv ,uu \ zeal in tlie

ficent patrons, as

fluence, and by « ^ n tQ tne highest

ences^ Time wouinard^se^m^to n^ "*' T t^es'of the

fifty-six separat. " \ . Vil \ <v-

of the Academy,
'

',
\ N w >

^hl^t-^
11

)!

1
'""

more elab-mte
publications have been his 1

1

T
™°

a an octavo

tions a

the Ornithology
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States Exploring Expedition under Lieut. Wilkea; the

•gy of the Japan Expedition; the Ornithology of Gil-

li-s's Astrourmiioal Expedition to Chili; ami the portions of the

I' , ,i' II . ! i. itions and Surveys re-

lating to the Rapacious and the Wading Birds.

_
His communications and all his contributions to science are dis-

1 by their careful research, their thoroughness, and their

'-iiracy—an accuracy that was ever above reproach,

and as it seems even beyond criticism.

Nor was it alone as a closet naturalist that Mr. Cassin was dis-

Ile was also an ardent lover of nature, and a close

observer of living birds, both in their wild wood haunts, and under
the open sky. lain indebted to him for much valuable informa-

tion, derived from his observations upon the habits of various

bird- and if was to aid from his unequalled knowledge that we
have looked forward for the correct classification of the collection

of our Societv. But alas, that once ever open volume, so abound-
in- in its wealth of knowledge, is now forever closed to us on
earth, and with his fleeting >pirit lias passed from u< th:.'

t.viiaastlcss treasurv of science to which we never appealed in vain.

As a man, our departed friend was of ni -

war
i h arte 1, cordial and sincere, firm and abi ling in his t end-

ship, and only a foe to whatever was wrong, ungenerous or illibe-

ral—!— V--,.'.
1 ,,f strong, ferv. nt and ge>- .

and outspoken in th i-iions. Decided in his

own views, he was still i - those who

Whose scientific achievements 1... -
t

-

the votaries of science ; as the man of business, and the honored
head of a house which wa< d«>\ ] tlie hign"

<*t ini.ti,. skdl to the illustration of M-h-nce; or as the ever sym-

vig»r of lit',., uii.l in the very midst of his transcendent u-

can only be
h, while >

:i,pi

— . Theodore Strong.—The able math, nati ian. lb. d. r.

Strong, died at bis ;. X. J., Feb. 1st,

at the age of 79. Has ing graduate,! at Yale College in 1812, he

immediately aft ies of tutor, and subsequent-

ly of Professor (.f M o h< iatics :1 , ilamiltoi l ollege, Clinton, X.
Y., where he remained until 1827. He then became connected

with Rutgers C
.

' -k, N's-w .'i-r-«.-y. a..d sVii-

tinued in his Professorship there until 1862. He was a man ol

great excellence of ter. positive in s opinions, frank and
c,,mmunicative, a id . ntl m i>t . n his in itl m itical studies. He
bubliahed van is in the first series of this

Journal, and an Algebra of high order in 1860 ; and a Treatise by

him on the Diffei Calculus was in press when
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James David Forbes.—Tin- Scotch phvsicist, James D. Forbes,

died at Clifton on the 31st of December/in the 60th year of his

age. Ill-health had led him to retire, a few months before his

death, from the Principalship of the United Colleges of St. Salva-

dor and St. Leonard, at St. Andrews. He was educated in the

University of Edinburgh, and there he became Professor of Natu-
ral Philosophy in 1833. His memoirs on physical subjects, and
especially Ins works on Glaciers, have given* his name a world-

Dr. Horses.—Dr. Moriz Homes, director of the Austrian Impe-
rial Mineralngical Cabinet, died at Vienna, Nov. 4th, 1868, aged

searches on the moltusca of the Vienna tertiary, and various papers

on mineralogy and paleontology. As director of the finest mine-

ralogical collection of the world, he < «:< n i>< .1 th< greatest liberal-

ity in offering facilities to others pursuing investigations in mine-

ralogy; and so devoted was he to the interests of the cabinet, that

during the late financial embarrassments of Austria, when the in-

come of the museum was cut down, lie supplied from his own nar-

row means what was needed to promote the increase of the col-

lection. He was a man of most U eni.d manners, and noble, ear-

nest scientific spirit : hi- mi ! h u d< ath in the prime of life, is »

great loss to science.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGKAPHY.

byW.
_„.-j1, Cam-

bridge, Mass. 12mo, pp. viii, jo.,. Boston, 1*69. (Woolworth,
Amsworth & Co.).—We have already noticed the volume of the

"Cambridge course of Elementary Physics " which treats of chem-

istry (this Journal, Jan. 1868). The present "Handbook" is de-

signed for those teachers who desire " something easier (!)
andbnel-

er " than that. After a few general experimental demonstrations,
given to familiarize the student with chemical changes, the more
important elements are taken i,p , .-:,;,.,

;
,, ,i fm ite satisfactorily

treated. Three practical - mtv of the At-

mosphere," on " ]

:

;, ;ni ,i its products," and on

Fermentation," are then b Jume closes with
an Appendix on Chemical Philosophy—largely taken, as the author
states from Cooke's First Principles of Chemical Philosophy, edi-

tion of 1868-and Questions for Review and Examination. TVe
notice that the old fiction of "Affinity "

is retained, and that it*

St

5j
rl
T?y'

t
t!,, p«^S
H $ ;< writ-

.'.

cuwiely false— ignorant of the mode of arrangement" of the at-

oms in the molecule (p. 162) should, since Kekule's masterly*"
searcnes on the Aromatic Series, be expunged from our chemistries.
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On the whole, the book is a valuable addition to our meagre col-

text-books on the new system, and we commend it to the

2. Van tfostraktfs Eclectic Engineering Magazine. 80 to 96

pp. large 8vo. Monthly: vol. I, No. 1. Jan. 1, 1869.—This peri-

odical meets a want which must have been generally felt by Amer-
ican Engineers, of a magazine that - tracts of ini-

is, and of the expositions of new projects, val-

uable experimental results, am 1
.

juries oi

of Europeaml America It is -b-iu It"! ''I «h \n
-'

to the "current fact ami opinion"" in his profession both at home

and abroail : an. I i

-.:.!;!'• -i to prove a valuable aid in this way,

ussions, even to those

who may have the leisure to consult the original publications.

The work of selection and condensation from other J

and of editing, genera!' • ~ ""*"' the able di-

Mr A L Holley, the well known author ot

Two numbers have
oesa-They

afford good indication that the design set forth in the Pu
Prospectus of present ing

i." the cream of all the principal Journals of Practical

Science, will be satisfactorily realized.

I

, Prof! Henry addi

Many:,
1

.; : :v . a, tl,l. }
('MaH

;

ueei ;

-The Boston Society

designed for marking, by pencil or water-color;
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of known distribution of given species of animals or plants

the area deliia a purpose, the student 1

a larger or smaller number of charts, according as his field c

search is wider or narrower, they have been prepared, a cir

states, as cheaply as possible, consistent with entire accu

of a very large edition, viz : $6
;

70 per hundred. Copies are ready
for delivery, and can be obtained by forwarding the necessary

sum to Samuel II. Seudder, tin Librarian of the Society.

6. Le Naturalist*- Canadian.—A popular scientific monthly in

French, of the above title, has been commenced at Quebec under

the editorial charge of M. L'Abbe Pbovancher, cure de Portneuf.

Each number contains 24 pages 8vo, and the first was published

Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1867.

522 and 196 pp. 8vo. London, 1868. (John Murray).
Contributions to tl - depths; by L. F. de

Pourtales, 1st series, 1867, 2d series, 1868. Bulletin of the Museum of Compar-
ative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.

Catalogue of the Orthoptera of North America described previous to 1867. By
Samuel H. Scudder. 89 pp. octavo, l.siH.—Smithsonian y "

1 GoodeU, Jr.—p. :

f the Polyps and Corals of the 1

•Fossil Plants ft

\ ,t 3 on certain
bpecies; T. Bland.—p. 86, Catalogue of the Birds found in Costa Rica;

Proceedings of the Americas Philosophical Soc. Vol. x, No. 80, Oc
Dec, 1868.—p. 445, Notes on the Origin of Bitumens, together with Experiff
upon the formation of Asphalt on .. ;; !( JSTotea on the Geo
of Wyoming and Colorado Territories; F. V. Haijden.—r,. 481. Obituary Noti<

p
P
„
hll
^
delPhia ;

p
- E. Chase.-V . 539, Observations on th

f«?n
0f
t
ase—^: 5

t},\
0a the Shower of November Met..

-

Jfites
?\r.: >61, Classified Catal

of the Harris Collection in Alexandria, Egypt; J. P. Lesley.
Proceedings Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. xii.-p. 162, Description of a

¥m J ^ - iof American Bees,

LShr Reptiles and Bate**

«,3\ X. V '" : .J. A. AUen.—T>. 205, Some Obs<
taons on the Faun P

f
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he Life ol
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Art. XXV.—On the Variability of Personal Equation in

Transit Observations; by Wn mam A. Rogers, Director of

Alfred University Observatory.

The personal equation of an observer is the interval of time

which habitually intervenes between the actual and the ob-

served transit of a star over a given thread of the transit in-

strument. This may be termed the absolute personal equation.

The relative personal equation of two observers is the inter-

val of time by which one habitually observes a transit either

earlier or later than the other ; or, it is the difference between

their absolute equations.
It is well known that personal equation is one of the most

uncertain elomeo n ions of longi-

tude. It has been the custom, at least in this country, in ob-

servations for longitude, to assume that the value ol this func-

tion of the tini during the entire series,

even though the comparisons for the determination of this ele-

ment were deli v,-l iV -•. -ml we -ks. Kow if the personal equa-

tion of the observers is not a constant quantity, -' ~

that from week to week, fror

day to dav and even from hour to hour, between limits marly

*> large as the usual value of the function i^lf. it will 1,, evi-

dent that some uncertainty yet remains in the accepted values

°f longitude, esi *t every instance, the obser-

' '*i 'lis fur 1 ,n .'i n-l- an I per^n A '
qm^'U h;lve been sep?™-

ted by a consider The inv^tiga: i„a ,,t the

variability of pen *&**> not an idle inquiry.
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The results on which this discussion is founded depend upon

about 8,000 observations of artificial stars. In the present

instance, the artificial stars were made of paper and centered

upon fine steel wires placed in a vertical position. Now it is

evident that if the wire to which the star is attached, could be

made to pass a stationary vertical wire with a uniform motion,

and if the exact time of opposition could be automatically re-

corded, we should have a standard with which the observed

time of passage could be compared. The following device was

employed to accomplish this object.

U.
Let Q Q' in the figure represent the cylinder of a Bond chro-

nograph. At one end of the cylinder and attached to the table

upon which the chronograph rests, is placed a wire frame work

ABCDEF, in such a position that the vertical face BCDE
shall be parallel with the plane of the end of the cylinder and

in close proximity to it. ee', oo' are two vertical threads of fine

wire, a a', bb', cc', are fine steel wires placed vertically at the

circumference of the base Q. Upon these wires are centered the

stars 8 s' s". ii!
is a wire insulated with respect to the frame

work at i and i' but in contact with it at z. To the end ot

this wire is attached a fine m-dl,. '

i \>v feting beyond the

plane of the wires on the cylinder just far enough to come in

contact with them as they revolve. The wires w to' run to a

battery after passing through a coil (not represented in the

figure) with which the pen pp' is connected.
As the cylinder revolves, the instant b b' arrives opposite ee

it breaks the connection at z and the circuit continues broken till

the needle springs back upon ee'. During this interval a spring

attached to pp' moves it horizontally, making a break at w.

The beginning of the break is the instant of opposition. At an-

other revolution another break is made at to', and we thus have

the instant of opposition automatically recorded upon the line

m m'". Suppose an observer standing at X with a break-circuit

key to observe through a small telescope, the instant of con-

junction between the fixed wire o o' and the movable one bb.

By breaking the circuit at that instant, a break is made at?,

depending only on the judgment of the observer. Now, «/
jgmeasured interval beticeen the two fixed wires ee' and oo ^
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equal to the interval between m and n, expressed in the same
•e is no absolute personal equation. If m n is less

than zz' the observation is too earl)/, if greater, it is too late,

in t 'th r crust b;i tlu difft n ne< between zz' and mn.
In order to find the common unit of measurement, the gal-

vanic connection is made through the clock ; then every alter-

nate swing of the pendulum gives the constant spaces ur,
u'r',u"r", each equal to two seconds of time. In the present

instance this space was divided upon mica into twenty equal

parts hy the aid of a filar micrometer screw. By placing the

scale upon m n, the distance from m to n is measurable to I s
-

and by t'stimation to -01 s
. The value of zz' adopted in this

discussion after numerous and careful measurements upon clif-

rts of the scale, is '77s+ '015 s
. Hence whenever the

interval between the beginning of the automatic break and
that made by the observer is less than -77s the observation is

too early, and when greater, it is too late. The difference,

either way, is the absolute personal equation. If there are two

observers, their relative personal equation is easily found, from
the absolute equation of each.

>

In entering upon this discussion the first and the main ques-

Doesthe pa-- .,,>!
>'i>

afi
.

>:>• y from any cause?

As the basis of investigation, I give below the mean of the

values found for each date, with explanatory remarks concern-
ing the conditions under which the observations were made.
By an abnormal position of the body, I mean as painful a posi-

tion as I could assume. The wir |

being
a light nearly in front of them. Faint illumination was to

duced by reducing the volume of the flame.

Absolute Personal Equation.
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Hands p

nograph pendu]

/-
;

Bright wires. Abnormal.

Observed by day-light.
" ' lamp-light

) Severe phj sical es.ercisetx

After observation i

Tin;. I.

till 5 A.M. Time of o

Normal.

Observed from 8pm \
21. till 5h a. M. Apr.' 28,

tervening time being oc
Pied with observations in

prime vertical for latitu
Very tired and sleepy.
Time of observation, 8h a

Slept from 5h till 8h a

ToiajKsoir.
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Feb. 10=4- "036 9 June 15 4--047 3 Nov. 29 —-030*

10 — -037 17 •055 Feb. 10 •035

Apr. 27 +-047 22 •032 10

May 31 -062 26 •036 Apr. 27 •071

June 2 -034 27 +•047 27 —•137

4 '054

9 -f*070

Relative Perse mil Equ«t!o>

Rogers minus Tomlinson=

R—T. K—B.

Nov. 19=— -214 s Apr. 27-8=—"098* Nov. 22==—•112*

20 -209 31 •113 •101

21 -163 31 •102

22 -161 :il •081

23 -255 2 26

24 -196 2 •053 27 •016

2 *068 29

2 •079 Feb. 10 —•040

27 -145

4

•087

•094

•081

10

Apr. 27-
27-

+ •076

8+-026

27-8 -092

27-8 -124

27-8 -096

It will be evident from an examination of the values given

above, that personal equation m a .
;i it can be

shown that the variation exceeds the probable error-

ahon. Without goii;^ below the valu

&e probable error from each source, depending upon

ekntiy huge number of observations :

I. Probable error of observation for each star—

T=±"017
B=±'016

11. Probable error of each reac ingon the scale

III. Total error derived from a change in the

ment us affected

by a variable beat of the chronograph

pendulum, (estimated),
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TV. Error
, siar

^
=±•02 (estimated)

V. Error arising \\ the re.
v >'

volving pins may not have been in a verti-
cal plane with the stationary ones at the
instant of conjunction, =±"005 (estimate-!).

•allaxofth,
of observation.

f
touching thefixe loa

J at their transit

With regard to these errors it is to be observed :

(a.) Since there were an average of 8 artificial stars attached
to the cylinder, and the observations were on the average con-

tb rough 10 revolutions, each result depends on about 80
observations. The probable error of observation and reading
lor the final result must therefore certainly be less than ±-01 s

.

xNo.allowance his been ma le for the third source of error.
wmie it was not difficult to detect the error itself by a changem the measured length of the comparison uni it w . i i-

able in amount between the extreme limits -f-02« and -'02%
that I did not find it possible to deduce a definitive mean value.

1 ana confident, however, that the final result for any date can-
not be affected with so large an error as ±Wfr

<A
)
Errors IV and V affect the absolute equation: but in con-

: < function, they are to be disre-
»nce the wire frame work, the wires and the stars, re-

i the same position from day to day, unless

I
• So also, these errors are eliminated, if the

«• v:ruumn.s are for relative personal equation.
It is th -r •;.,, ,,],.,;„.,. t!, a the change manifest in the value

ion, but must be due to the external conditions under
which the observations were manV Having determined

°rJh gTral
TariabilitJ of the personal equ

consider the variations due to certain given physical condi-
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Thus, while the change is not large, every series of observa-
tions gives the same sign. It will not answer, however, to as-
sume, either that the mean value remains constant, or that
another observer would find the same value, since several con-
ditions contribute to the result found. In reading up the re-
cords, the rather curious fact was noticed,, that the probable
error of observation was less for an abnormal than for a nor-
mal position of the body.

II. -Does a ch'fi/ye of' f> ;.,!. ,,<d equation?

42°-(-4°)=+-03G<
42°-(-4°)=—014

B.—T.

Feb. 10.

Change.
( 38°=+-on s

-2° -pi 05 -034 s

35
o-(-9°)=--0G7

38°— (—9°)=-+--015

-HO—*°
-(-8°)~—03-

-«. i« «r-(-S>-+-078 K-T. ^o^- .080

B.

Feb. io 38^(-3°)=-f-i07 R.-B.jj^=+^ .n4
The observations for ordinary temperature were made in the

clock-room. For the low temperature observations, an aper-

fcer was made through a pane of
window glass and the theodolite was placed on the outside.
The first and third set of observations for Dec. 12 were made
with gloved hands, tin v- ud ;md third with hands unpro-
tected. It wiU be seen that in my own case, the change is

slight, while with B. and T. it is large. The values depend
upon very careful observations contim
toons of the cylinder. The probable
temperature did not sensibly vary with tuyseii ami ±>., uui was
about ±'005 s larger for low temperature in the case of T.

Hi. Does an exhausted state of the system produce a variation of

th>. personal equation /

It will be seen from the observations of Apr. 27-8, May 26-
31 and June 4-5-15-17, that no decisive change resulted from

extreme weariness. The mean effect was a slight tendency to

diminish the equation by an amount bar
certainty. This result was contrary to my anticipations, and
tf confirmed by other » a fact of much im-
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portance, inasmuch as astronomical observations are usually
carried far into the night.
In every instance, the equation was quite largely diminished

when the observation was made directly after wakino- from a
sleep preceded by extreme exhaustion. Here, as before* I found
that an abnormal condition rather improved the probable error
of observation.

IV. Does hunger affect the value of the personal equation ?

X '"..Hi -

27-s-=

of hunger.

—039

being
6

—m^ a deCid6d and <1Uite reSular change
'

the meaU

V. Does the mental state f the ohsercer hare any influence on the

personal equation ;

Nov. 20-l=^--036
June 26 —-026

27 —038

nf \£?
Ve

i

alrea
fy

remarked ^at I obtained the first knowledge

lr W m my Personal equation, Nov. 21, 1867,

alHhf^'
9
l
had D° f&rther knowledge of its value till after

all the observations were compl
|) I read up

veTalttr
J
7

1}"' 1868
-, -

As the^ for Nor. 29 was posi-

luZic^^LT™* 11? lli) - ftims tbe

Enow"J3« of' th™ t
F S°me time entertained, that the sim-

«rtt^Sv v=g

found though T pnl 1°°*^^tie^^^ my mind from every b-
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Dec. 22= -p02< s
; very taint.

24 -J--024; faint.

28
| T'-lil ; moderately faint.

Jan. 13 -f-060; extremely faint.

May 26 -002'

31 —-Oil
June 2 ' —-026

2 —-Oil

iese observations were made during the day time. The
cial illumination \vu- produced in the way already described,

lock-room being darkened.

Does the size of th> ->'.'* nb-> />•"? fff'i'f f/- j«r*on <d < qua-

;om Nov. 20, till Nov. 29, only five stars were employed,

list one being larger than the others.

R.—T. from Nov. 20 till Nov. 29.

-_(__-152')=—-081\

rer, that I did W rind a >

l„;w.,n bright and faint e

j»ers i-.n-.il equation with the

From May 26 till June 27, ten stars were attached

finder, the first three being separated by an interval oi
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While these differences do not agree well with each other

they all have the same sign. The disagreement is without

doubt partly due to certain local disturbances on some of the

wires, which will be noticed under the next head.

V—Does the shape of the stars observed affect the personal equa-

By comparing the values K.—T. for each star, I found in

several instances that two and sometimes three stars gave re-

sults widely differing from the rest, for two or three days at a

time, after which the difference would disappear. As these

difference^ did not occur in the values R—B., it is evident that

the variations were mainly due to the observations of T. I

can attribute this to no other cause than the influence which

the shape of the stars had upon the judgment of the observer

in determining the time of transit. In actual observations ot

Dnght stars there is no doubt but that projecting wisps of ligW
ariect the personal equation. Something analogous to this niav

have occurred in the present instance. I can assign no reason
lor the recurrence of the disturbances.

1 close this investigation with the following inquiry:

to5S27S
a
-i

imP°rtant one ; for if this agreements
w exist, it wid then be easy to free longitude from tfle
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error arising from the variability of personal equation, by de-

termining the value of this function by means of artificial stars,

the observations for this purpose being nearly coincident with

those of longitude.

The observations of actual stars were made with the equato-

rial, four, of four wires, constituting a complete set. Thus :

R observed the first four wires.

T " " last " "

R " " " "

T " " first " "

Reducing each observation by the interval from each wire to

the mean of the wires, and taking the arithmetical mean of

the results, the relative equation was found free from the error

e intervals.

R.— T. from the equatorial.

May 31 =—-08 s

June 2 -11

::}-..;

113

I do not positively assert that this agreement will exist m
every case, because

—

.
(a.) The result might have been different had the observa-

tions been made with the transit instrument.

(&•) The same agreement might not exist with other observers.

I do not consider that the results which I have found, settle

definitively any point exee • ility of the per-

sonal equation. The conditions of the problem are so complex

ftat it is impossible to assume one condition and reject the
:— -*- worthv of fur-
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In a recent paper in this Journal I called attention to some

remarkable relations which seem to exist between the atomic

volumes of certain elements in the liquid condition. Since

that time I have found similar relations between the same

elements in the soli I ,tat< . an I also between the atomic vol-

umes of some other solid elements of which no liquid com-

pounds are known.
A few relations between the atomic volumes of different

metals have previously been observed. Chief of these we find

the equality of the atomic volumes of the metals of the iron

group, the similar equality connecting the platinum mete&S
the equality between silver and gold, and that between molyb-
denum and tungsten. But, as far as I have been able to learn,

nothing seems to have been done toward studying the more

remarkable multiple relations which connect the members of

certain natural groups with each other.
None of the specific gravities cited in this paper are due to

my own determinations. I have simpl v collected the most reli-

able data which I have been able to find upon specific gravity,

and thence calculated the atomic volumes of the elements.

But in every case I shall try to give the authority to whom
the experimental observations are due.
The alkaline metals most appropriately come first in order.

For the first four only have we any data, since cesium has not

been isolated. '1
follows. Lithium

0-589, Bunsen; sodium 0"972, and potassium, 0-865, Gay

Lussac and Then-ml: nibi i; im 152, Bunsen. Upon dividing

the atomic weights of the four metals by these specific grav-

ities we get as their atomic volumes respectively the n linkers'

11-9, 23-7, 45-1, and 56-2. It will at once be seen that the r *
highest of these values are very nearly multiples by whole

numbers of the 1 west I
,
reality an exact

multiple relation connects
.

;„p,' and then.

adding together the atom! (Und for th*
we take an average in order to get the multiples with the lea*

possible alternti
Qese four met*

he values 11-4,22-8, 45G, and 570. These stand to e«ch

4 : 5, am] vary but very sli-htly from tin* n 11

;
1
-"

U1U, and -022. F- i ,r , . - ., . , ,.;„+lvconi-

other as ]

bers actually found, and
fie gr

) assum -
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parable circumstances this apparent multiple relation would

prove to be exact ?

The oxygen group, oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and telluri-

um, affords a still more remarkable series of values. The
atomic volume of oxygen in its solid compounds, varies accor-

ding to the nature of the combination. For this element in

Be solid state Kopp has deduced three values,—2'6, 5-2, and
10-4. Kopp himself has called attention to the fact that these

stand to each other as 1 : 2 : 4.* For this element in liquid

compounds the same observer deduced the values 7*8 and 12-2.

If we compare these with the values for solid oxygen we shall

find that the four lowest numbers stand exactly in the ratio of

1 : 2 : 3 : 4, and that an alteration of 0-8 in the highest, making

it 13-0 instead of L2'2, will pi i it .
'. as a fifth multiple of

the lowest. I cannot but tl
:

it Kopp himself

must have noticed this relation, although I find no mention of

it in any paper of his that I have seen. The atomic volume

°f siih,]mr varies, both with its crystalline form, and with the

state of combination. The specific gravity of the octahedral

modification, according to Marchand and Scheerer, is 2045.

This gives us for its atomic volume the number 156, precisely

three times the second value for oxygen. In the liquid con-

ation also, it will be remembered that the lower value for sul-

phur, 23-4, is three times the lower value for oxygen.

Many metallic sulphids possess atomic volumes very nearly

the sums of those of the & *e metal. The

native sulphids, syepoorite, CoS, millerite, NiS, and troilite,

PeS, however, seem to vary from this rule. Their atomic vol-

umes, deduced from the specific gravities given in Dana s

Mineralogy," are I 7-6, and 18-4. But here

^ must be borne in mind that the native minerals are not ab-

solutelv pure, and that the specific gravity of each mineral

" * « Wies c msidembly. Since the metals in these three sul-

Phids lmve equal at- ui v -lum- ~. and since their correspond-

!11S compounds in most cases have equal values also, it seems

safe to assume that these minerals in an absolutely pure con-

dition, would possess also < qu il at .mi v 1 imes. Ine mean
of the three numbers above given is 176. If we subtract from

this the value of the metal, 69, we get 107, as the atomic vol-

ume of the sulphur, a number varying but 0-3 from twice tne

second number for oxygen. As we pass on we shall meet ia£

ther confirmations of this apparent multiple relation In tne

hquid state sulphur has three atomic volumes, two of wrncn,

* Buff, Kopp and Zammiaer. "Lehrbucb. der Physicaliscben und Theoreti-
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234 and 28-6, are cited in my last paper.* The first of these

is three times the lower value for liquid oxygen, and of course

is also a multiple of 2-6, which seems to be the starting point

for this series. The second is also an exact multiple of 2'6.

In two observations Buff obtained for the atomic volume of

sulphuric anhydrid at its boiling point, the numbers 44-18

and 4419. Regarding this compound as (SO„)0, and tak-

ing Kopp's determination of the higher value for liquid oxy-
gen, he deduced from these numbers as the atomic volume
of hexvalent sulphur in its liquid compounds, the value 12'0.

If, however, we take as the higher value of oxygen the altered

number 13-0, we shall get as the value of sulphur in (S0,)0
the number 10-39, which agrees closely with the 10-4 above

suggested for sulphur in the solid sulphids of iron, cobalt and

i often been noticed, and in my
last paper I showed that a similar equality probably existed

in the liquid condition. The specific gravity of crystalline

selenium, according to Hittorf, is 4-808. This gives us as its

atomic volume, 16-5, which exceeds by 0-9 the value for octahe-

dral sulphur. An exact equality between sulphur and selenium,
however, seems to me doubtful, since I have repeatedly noticed

that, as a rule, the atomic volumes of selenids slightly exceed

those of the corresponding sulphids, and also that the selen-

ates have values slightly in excess of the sulphates. Yet there

are striking exceptions to this, and the point is by no means
decided.

L

Like the sulphids, many selenids have atomic volumes equal

to the sum of those of the selenium and the metal. For the

proto-selenid of iron we have no data, but the artificial Beleni&
of cobalt and nickel, CoSe and NiSe according to Little, have

the specific gravities 7 65 and 8"46, whence we obtain for their

atomic volumes the numbers 18-2 and 169 or a mean of 175.

This is very near the mean obtained for the' sulphids, an I gfaj
us as another value for selenium, the number 10'6, only V?
greater than the double multiple of oxygen
The sp. gr. of tellurium.

; , , ., i; n ,.~ ijliwe is 6-18, f
<*

90
n
7
e

Tnf-
aS the at0I!li ment, the value

We now see th ;!tomic volumes
of these four elements are to each other very nearly io the

lelation of 1 : 3 : 3 : 4, and since the first three preserve the

s^^Z^*^^^^ -on. to pr W..e I V?
"Gnmdlehrender r

> or Hexvaleiit sulphur. -
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same relation in the liquid state, we must naturally expect that
the fourth, (for which we hare no data in its liquid'conipounds)
will follow the same rale also. But this, although so extremely
probable, remains to be proved. Other theoretical reasons
might be adduced in support of the idea, but I prefer leaving
the question for experiment to settle. In order to show more
clearly the remarkable relations connecting the different atomic
volumes of this group, I have arranged the values for these

-. both in the solid and liquid state, in the following
tabular form. The independent numbers are those determined
by theory, those in parentheses being the values actually deter-
mined.* This is in order to show the extent of alteration
when change has been necessary.

()-Wn, 2-6 5-2 7-8 10-4 13*0 (»i)

:
u

,

[ !' h.n-', 10-4 (.0-7) 15-6... 23-4 (are) 2S-0

.. .. .. 10-4 (.o-6) 15-6 (in) 9S*(»i) ...
wUttrmm, .. .. .. ... ... ... 20-8 (20-)

Of these thirteen numbers six need no alteration, and the
amount of change in the other seven, varies from a minimum
of 01 to a maximum of 0'9. Moreover, from 2*6 up to 28-6,
hut two multiples of the lowest are wanting, and if we place,
from theoretical reasons given above, the atomic volume of

urium at 31-2, this relation becomes still more note-
worthy.

It is worth while in this connection to observe the remark-
able multiple relation connecting the atomic weights of this

^oup.

Between the different allotropic conditions of sulphur and
selenium I find no nam .tever. The atomic
volume of prismatic sulphur I find to be from 16*3 to 167, and
that of amorphous selenium to be 18-6. These values find no
Place in the series above given.

"he nitrogen group affords another remarkable series of
relations. In the liquid state, it will be remembered, nitrogen
has three values, 2 15, 8*6, and 172, all multiples of the low-
est- Then came boron, phosphorus, vanadium, and arsenic,

^th a common value, three times the second number for

mtrogen. In the solid state, however, we find a variation
from this. For nitrogen itself we h ivo few *uir ible data, and

\
have made no elaborate calculations concerning it; yet as

^r as I have examined, it seems to possess several values.

Oae of these is easily found. Kopp determined the atomic
volume of NO in nit-ir- -. ;;^ 2S"6 : and if we subtract from
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this three times the most common value for oxygen, or 15-6,

we have left, as the atomic volume of the nitrogen, the num-
ber 13 0. The specific gravity of crystalline red phosphorus.

("metallic phosphorus") according to Hittorf is 2-34, and
hence, as its atomic volume, we get 132. Bettendorf f mud
the specific gravity of crystalline arsenic to be 5727, which

gives us the atomic volume 13*1. For free vanadium we have

no data, but the oxyd V
2 2

has the specific gravity 364,
(Schafarik) and hence the atomic volume 371. From this,

subtracting the value of the oxygen, giving the latter element

its second value, we obtain as the atomic volume of vanadium
the number 13 3.

It must be borne in mind that both in this case, and with

the radical NO., it is a pure assumption to give oxygen its

second value, instead of its first or third, yet the assumption
seems wan-anted by the results. From these numbers we see

that in the solid state, some at least of the atomic volumes of

nitrogen, phosphorus, vanadium, and. arsenic, are equal, the

mean being 13-15. 12*9 (a change of 0-2:3) is precisely half

the atomic volume of the three latter elements in the liquid

state, and a multiple by 6 of the lowest value for nitrogen.

In connection v> ti tin
| j

trout o li > 1, tween phosphorus
and arsenic, the fact is perhaps worth recalling that the

alkaline phosphates and arsenates with 12 aq. were found by

Flavian- and Joule to have equal atomic volumes.
Antimony was found by Dexter to have a specific gravity

from 6-707 to 6718. This gives its atomic volume as 18*1.

It we make this 0-9 less, or 17-2, it becomes precisely half the

value for this in mpounds. Bismuth, accor-

ding to Marchand and Scheerer, has a specific gravity of 9799.

Its atomic volume, then, is 2 1 -43. 2 1 ?,
i s , xactly 10 times the

lowest value of nitrogen. In tin- i.. uid -
. e its atomic vol-

ume is a matter of uncertainty, since the specific gravity o:

only one volatile compound of'bismuth has-been taken. In

my last paper I suggested th t perl, ps t! is metal in its liquid

compounds might have the same value as antimony, although
farther investigations might place it higher. If now, we as-

diuni. ai-M-ni*-. a*l

3 volume half that

in liq id . ,.
,j rliU , Is, v.,. si i;lH get as the

(i

liquid bismuth, th uumboi 42*86, or more
probably, 43 V .

lvalue ofli^

as settled Nevertheless, it will be seen that the values actu-

ally found for the metals arsenic, antimony and bismuth, are

to each other very nearly as 3-4-5

which it possesses
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The atomic volume of ordinary phosphorus is from 169 to

17-0, and that of the aniorph.- :- r- .1 \.iri. i\ lioni 13-9 to 145.

That of amorphous arsenic is 15"9. These numbers seem to

bear no distinct relations to the others.

In its liquid compounds the atomic volume of boron is equal

to that of phosphorus and arsenic, but this relation does not

hold true for the solid element. The specific gravity of the

diamond modification is given in Graham-Otto's "Lehrbucn

as 2-68, whence we get 41 as the atomic volume.
_

If we place

this element in the nitrogen group, as its atomic volume m
the liquid state would induce us, it is worth while to notice

that its value here is very nearly twice the lowest number for

nitrogen, and one-sixth (if the alteration be made) of its value

to liquid compounds. . . .

Passing now to the carbon group, we still find close multiple

relations existing. Th- si.. m\ <»f tin' purest graphite ^'2 "2 '}
,

(Brodie) and hence its atomic volume is found to be 53. If

we alter this to 5"5, - I just 1 ill the value ot carbon in its

%uid compounds. In the "Handworterbuch" the specific

gravity of graphitoi< I I ail i d is jiven as 2-49, and from this

we get 11-2 as its atomic volume. This is 0-2 greater than a

multiple by two of the altered vain f >r graphite.

For titanium in the free state I have been able to find no

data, but in its comp n iN i* It""'' ' ts closely to silicon.

Rock crystal has the sp. gr. 2"663 (Deville), and an atomic vol-

ume of 22-5.* Octahedtite, Ti( ). - has a sp. gr oi 3-82—3-95,

corresponding to <in at«.mi.- volume of 21*5. It we assume

that the atomic volume <d s^icou 1 • an are equal, and

double the altered h
we BM* find

u
as

,^ ^L
oulated atomic v,.km- »? v*k ^y< .1 *^ A ortah.-driu-. t „•

number 21"4, (giving oxvgoii it- second value.) Again, the

native mineral i
» ^P; & °* *}%.™d

•J
atomic vol,im..oi :il l> T,, ^:ili,ial rii.i.nr, .1; .

obtained by Haute -foiiille. has a >p. gr. < t o 9 Land hen., t.n

atomic volume 31 2. If »• als > take m'o
«

-tin the s
.

i mu
quality between the atomic volumes ot the- cements in tl.-n

%uid compounds, the i -

' !U ir va es

the solid condition seems almost inevitable
.

sSrsfSy F'^Sthree times the c
• ut "- ll

l

n°7
-I? tttt

mto review these four tetrad elements «,; s,

;

il.a;;*:.*> < }

trifling variations their atomic volumes for the solid state are

* For specific gravities of minerals quoted in this paper, see the last edition of

s VoL.XLVII,No.l41.-M.T,lSCa.
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to each other as 1 : 2 : 2 : 3. In the liquid state these elements
have values standing to each other as 1 : 3 : 3 : 4, and therefore,

although in the case of carbon a very simple connection ap-
pears between the two states of aggregation, with the higher
members of the group the relations become complicated.
The specific gravity of the diamond is 355, according to Pe-

iouze, and from this we get as its atomic volume the numkr.H-i
Although this seems to stand in no direct relation to the other

values found in this group, still it affords a starting point for

a number of metals, as I shall show hereafter. In connection
with the carbon group the tetratomic metal zirconium is worth
noticing. Its sp. gr. is given by Troost as 415. From this we
get the atomic volume as 217, a value 0-3 less than four times

that of graphite. This, however, may be accidental.
Another noteworthy series of relations appears between the

atomic volumes of certain groups of metals. In this series the

iron and zinc groups are connected, and possibly also the pla-

tinum group is involved. The equality between the atomic
volumes of the members of the iron group has often been

noticed yet, for the sake of completeness, I have thought it

advisable to recalculate their values. The specific gravities are

as follows
: Chromium 7\3. l!m .^ u u.m -anese 8-013, John;

iron 7-844, Broling
; nickel 9"118, and cobalt 8'957, Eammels-

berg
;
uranium 18-4, Peligot ; copper 8-94, a mean of five

determinations by Marchand and Scheerer. Deduced from
these their atomic volumes are respectively, 7% 67, 7% 67,

{fj? ' '
the average being 6-84.

lne sp. gr. of magnesium is 1743 (Bunsen), that of cad-

mium 8-6 (Graham-Otto's "Lehrbuch") and that of frozen

mercury is given by Schulze as 14-391 Hence the atomic vol-

umes of these three metals are respectively 13-8, 13-0, and 139,
or, very probably, equal, the average being 13-6. Zinc, which
we would naturally expect to find classed with magnesium and

cadmium, vanes, its sp. gr. being 7-03-7-2, (Bolley) and hence
it, atomic volume 9-9-2. Now^it has been observed that the

IZ I ^at? °/,
mag^sium, zinc, iron, nickel, and cobalt,

nesb?i n f -°Uble sulPhates of magnesium and copper, mag-

contain 7
ZmC

'
and^^m and cadmium, alt of which

of these™' P°8S?SS e<
*uaI atomic volumes.* Now, since aU

and sh^'TV?™™ are fo^edupon precisely the same type,

MffZ? anelemeQt may possess different atomic volumes m

rekw\T°Und\W kS«ld be inclined to suspect definite

hefesats Tb
n ^ V

f
lueS oi ** different metals forming

tnese salts. These metals in the free state represent three dii-

?.'r::.<-
1. i, Art. "Atomic Volume."
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lues, viz: 6*84 for the iron group, 9*0-9 2 for zinc, and
13-6 for the cadmium group, yet in these sulphates all appear

ffl the same atomic volume. Now it is noteworthy thai
136 is almost exactly twice 6-84, and zinc stands IxMween in
such a manner that the three values are to each other almost
exactly as 3 : 4 : 6. Whatever may be the place of zinc in this
s-m ( N, whether accidental or not.it is certainly v. ry remark-
able that the metals cadmium and magnesium, forming sul-

phates isomorphous with those of iron, cobalt, and nickel,

should possess an atomic volume almost precisely double that
of the latter metals.

.
This relation must be more than a mere

Another point to be noticed in regard to zinc and mercury
is an exception to a rule which has seemed to hold true with
the groups hitherto given. Between the atomic volumes

\
as-

sessed by these metals in the solid state, and their values in the
liquid condition, no direct relation is manifest.
The platinum metals afford another remarkable instance of

equality among atomic volumes, as has often heen noticed.

The specific gravities are g to Deville and
Debray. Platinum 2115, iridium 2115, osmium 21 3-21 4,

rhodium 12 1, ruthenium 11—11-4, palladium 11-4. Their
atomic volumes are respectively 9'3, 93, 9*2-9-3, 8*5, 9-1-9-4,

and 9-3. The average is 915, almost exactly the value for zinc,

although this is probably a mere coincidence. A revision of
the sp. gr. of rhodium will probably place it lower, and increase
the atomic volume, so as to make the value for this group
about 9-3.

Molybdenum and tungsten afford another well known exam-
ample of equality. The sp. gr. of the first is 8-64, (Bucholz,)
and that of the second from 16-54—18447, according to the
state of aggregation and mode in which it was prepared, accor-
ding to the observations (independent of each other) of Van
Uslar and Zettnow. The atomic volume of molybdenum is

therefore 112, and that of tungsten from 9-9-111. If instead

°* 11 1-11 -2, we place the value for these metals at 11 4, we
"id. that the latter number falls into a vacant place in the iron,

zinc, and cadmium aeries, a so as to make
the four values to each other as 3:4:5:6. This may be

accidental, however.
'The equality between silver and gold is also well known,

the atomic volumes of these two metals being represented by
the number 10-2.

A noteworthy relation to oxygen is found in the atomic vol-

umes of the remarkably similar elements calcium, barium,

strontium, and lead. The sp. gr. of calcium is 155 (LiJs Bodart
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and Jobin), that of barium is 40 (Clarke), that of strontium

2-5418 (Matthiessen), and I 7 I
Reich.) Hence

the atomic volumes are respectively 258, 34-2, 343, and 18-2.

These numbers approximate very closely to multiples of the

lowest value for oxygen, 2-6. The number for lead requires

no change whatever, that for calcium but 0-2, and those oi

barium and strontium but from 0-4-0-5, to produce the exact

multiples. Whether this relation is accidental or not, it is

impossible for me to say, but the coincidence is certainly re-

markable.

Another similar relation we find between the atomic volume

of the diamond, and those of certain metals which are oiten

classed as tetratomic. The sp. gr. of glucinum is 21 (Defcr*/)j

that of aluminum 2-56-2 65 (as given in the "Handworter-

bueh), and that of thorium T^T-T 7'.r>.
( 'i.ydonius). Hence

their atomic volumes are respectively 6-7, 10-1-10-6, and 304-

30-9. The atomic volume of the diamond is 3-4, that of glu-

cinum wants but 0*1 of twice that, three times 34 is within

the limits betw< a varies, and nine times 34,

or 30-6, is within the limits for thorium. Cerium, according

to Wohler, has the sp. gr. 5 5, corresponding to an atomic vol-

ume of 16-7, whirl) i, 0-3 I. -> th .:i m < xaci multiple of that

of the diamond. Perhaps this metal might be classed with the

three above mentioned. ,

The remaining metals, as far as we have data, seem to find

places in none of the piw' an, according to

Crookes, has a sp. gr. of 11-81-11 -91. Its atomic volume,

then, is 17-2. Winkler gives the sp. gr. of indium as 7421,

which corresponds to an atomic volume of 10-2. For niobium,

tantalum, lanthanum, didymium, yttrium, and erbium, we

have no data whatever.

The sp. gr. of iodine is 4-947 (Handworterbuch). This gives

as its atomic volume the number 25*6, almost exactly tw

thirds of its value in its liquid compounds. The atomic vol-

umes of bromine and fluorine in th ir s-did compounds 1 lia"

not been able to calculate in any satisfactory manner from tin

data at my command, since the values obtained did not agret

with each other. The atomic volume of chlorine in solids, na

been calculated by Kopp, who obtained two values ;

^
between these and its value in the liquid state I have found nu

relations.

For hydrogen, the data at hand are quite complicated,
not

being in any connected s ; and as for aS

have been able to decide, it appears to have several values.

However, in some of its solid compounds, hydrogen seenis
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possess the same atomic volume as in the liquid state, viz., 55.
If we calculate the specific gravities of cerotene, C 2 . H, ,, and
nu'lene, C 30H 60 , upon the basis of this value for hydrogen,
giving carbon the amended atomic volume of graphite, we. shall

get for the first the sp. gr. 0-846, and for the second 0-848.

Tii specific gravities actually found for these bodies, as given
::i Weltz'en'.s •• Swstematische Zusainmenstellung," are respect-

ively 0861, and 0-890, a variation in the first case, of only

0015, and in the second case of 0*042, from de-

values.

Having thus compared the atomic volumes of many elements

•uth each oth< r, a qu. ^i-.n which n .w naturally arises, is, how
far are the relations which have been found, significant, and
how far are they accidental.

In work of this kind, great caution is necessary, for a slight

prejudice in favor of the kinship of two elements might often

lead one greatly astray. Thus, gold, silver, aluminum, and

Mium, possess almost exactly the same atomic volume, about

102, and yet no dir e! el • mieal i I .
f

i' ns are known to connect

them, and they seem to belong to four different metallic groups.

Probably of a similar nature is the seeming relation between
zinc and the platinum metals. Yet in spite of these dangers of

error, some of the relations which are found between the

atomic volumes of certain elements, cannot but be considered
• ls ih^plv -_: iticanf. The ernes of relations which I regard

-tub ni [o uit. ur. the follov.-i11.2r: The multiple series of

the alkaline metals ; the series formed by oxygen, sulphur, se-

lenium, and tellurium : the nitrogen series, and also that

formed by carbon, silicon, tin, and titanium. The equal val-

ues for the platinum metals, and the similar case of the iron

grou p. 1 roughly made out, or less easy to

account for, I am inclined to regard that which connects the

iron group with zinc and the cadmium group and poss

with molybdenum and tungsten, as genuine. Also that series

connecting the metals of the alkaline earth with oxygen.
_

The
series formed by the diamond, with glucinum and the kindred

Petals, and also the seeming relation between lead and oxygen,

appear to me more questionable.

As a rule it will be seen that whenever an element possesses

more than one atomic volume in its compounds, these

values are distinctly related to each other, and also to the value

of that elen tte. But between the different

allotropic forms of an element, we find no distinct reL

aU ! If this be found to hold true, it will be plain that the

different properties possessed by the same element in different
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compounds cannot be accounted for upon the supposition that

in one compound the element exists in one allotropic form, and

in another compound in another.

One of the most important points to which I have been led,

seems to me to be the very direct and simple relations connect-

ing the atomic volumes of an element in tw
""

aggregation. In t lie oxygi n s< ries, the most common value for

each element in the solid stat

which it has in the liqu

,
vanadium, antimony, and bismuth seem to have i

l the solid state is almost precisely two thirds

of that which it has in the liquid condition. Phosphorus,

solid state, values just half those which they j

and carbon seems to follow the same rule.

The exceptions found under zinc and mercury, however, must

be borne in mind, showing as they do, that the law is not a

general one. But how far these relations between solids and

liquids holds true, seems to me a matter of great interest, as

possibly affording a clue to some general law connecting the dif-

ferent states of aggregation.

One more point and I am done. In many cases, even when the

relations between the elements have been plainest, it has been

necessary to slightly alter the atomic volumes actually found, in

order to bring them in accordance with theory. Some of these

alterations have been wholly within tin." limits of experimental
error, yet others are in this respect more doubtful. Now it has

often been suggested that the atomic volumes of solids, like

those of liquids, should be compared at similar temperatures,

and under corresponding circumstances. For solids, the similar

temperatures are supposed to be the melting points. Now in

many of those cases in which I have altered the values actually

found for elements, it would be wholly unjustifiable for me to

ascribe the variations from theory to experimental error. And
yet the multiple relations are often extremely plain, and by

their occurrence in so many different series, they in a certain

sense confirm each other. Therefore, taking all things into

consideration, I am firmly convinced that whenever the atomic

volumes of the elements are compared under strictly similar

circumstances, then the relations between them will be found

exact. In other words, th
, „ >rv are probably

due to the fact that the specific gravities from which we calcu-

late, were determined under dissimilar conditions. Concerning
the cause of tu elements, I ?*»
hazard no conjectures. Not only are our data too incomplete,
and unfit to form the basis of any theory, but it seems to me
that until we know more of the nature of the elements them-
selves, it will be too early to attempt to frame any hypothesis

whatever, concerning the cause of relations between them.
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Art. XXVII.— ( m the Laboratory of the

Lawrence Scientific School. No. 7.

—

On some Minerals from
Newlin Toivnship, Chester Co., Penn., described by Dr. Lsaac

Lea; by S. P. Sharples, S.B., Assistant in Chemistry.

A year or two ago, Win. W. Jefferis, of West Chester, Penn.,

gave me several minerals for i had been de-

scribed by Dr. Lea in a paper read before the Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences oi Philadelphia. A; ril 9th, 1867.

The first of these that I examined was the Diaspore which
Prof. Brush described in this Journal and of which an analysis

is given on page 169, of Dana's Mineralogy. The diaspore

was embedded in a mineral which Prof. Dana calls margarite

(loc. cit.), and which Dr. Lea in his paper spoke of as emerylite.

I found it to contain silica, alumina, potassa and water, with
'

i and soda in the following proportions:

The oxygen ratio as will be seen, is for ft, S, Si, fi:, 1:8*5:11: 2,

which corresponds with that given for damourite.

The mineral occurs in mica-like crystals, some of which are

from one to two inches across. Some of the specimens in Dr.

Eea'a collection have well crystallized edges. In color it varies

to greenish or yellowish. Before the blowpipe it

fees with extreme difficulty to a white enamel.

I v, yitc—This mineral is described by Dr. Lea as follows :

* Fibrous or lamellar, sometimes inclining to massive. Color

•rhitish passincr into reddish, Hardness about three. Streak

white. B s with its i atei mdbe* -mes

opaque white. Does not fuse with borax. Does not dissolve

I ic acid. Under the microscope it presents no observ-

able characteristics.
. ,.

"Its gravity is greater than that of quartz. There is a dis-

ius structure to diverge from a

central point, to be stellate, and in one crystal before

rs are nearly four inches long."

Analysis of the white variety gave me silica, alu

tessa and water with traces of iron, soda, lithia and
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I »xvl,' u ratio for E, K, si, fl, 1 : 20 : 14 : 3.

The reddish gave C. W. Eoepper of Bethlehem, Penn.:

Sp. gr. 287

Oxygen ratios for ft, S, Si, A, 1:97: 14-8 : 35.
These minerals occur as a coating on corundum and seem to

pass insensibly into each other. Prof. Cooke has quite good
specimens of the brown variety that came from Sparta, N. York,
where it also occurs coating the corundum.
Both varieties are evidently the products of the action of

water containing alkaline silicates upon the corundum, and are

more nearly related to pinite than to any other mineral species.

Por pinite, Dana gives the formula (R 8) si fl., 3:4:1. For the

white variety tl,.- r tin is 7:5: 1. while the reddish gives 3:4:1.

Pattersonite.—Of this mineral Dr. Lea says :
" Basal cleav-

age imperfect, rarely if ever presenting a hexagonal prism,

-t disposed to present tri
,
joining i

r presenting a

gular plates whi
laminas are notsub-tetrahedral mass. The lamina? are not flexible and but

slightly translucent. The color is metallic bluish gray, resem-
bling zmc. The streak is grayish. Before the blowpipe parts

with its water but does not exfoliate nor intumesce. With
l>orax gives a black bead." I found it to contain silica, iron,

alumina magnesia, potassa and water, with traces of soda and
iitnia. The potassa was determined by difference owing to the
very small amount of the mineral at my command.

1- 2. Mean. Oxygen.

Il 5
8020 — 30 "20 1611

"»<> iY8 n~.66 ll.*73 10-43

tatio for k, a, Si. fi, 1 : 57 : 6-6 : 4-3 ; for (ft B), Si, fl, 3 : 3 :
2-
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This analysis and ratio does not seem to agree with any of

the hydrous silicates in Dana's Mineralogy, and the species is

therefore probably a new one. It occurs very sparingly im-

Lesl vile, and like it, is most probably the product

i th It, ation of the corundum.
I am indebted to Dr. Lea for specimens of all of these min-

l for the use of his large specimens for comparison with

Art. XXVIII.—On the Washing of Precipitates; by

R. BlJNSEN.*

A precipitate is washed either by filtration or by decanta-

tion : in the former case the portion of liquid not mechanically

retained is allowed to drain from the precipitate ;
in the latter

it is separated by simply pouring it away, the foreign substances

contained in the precipitate being then removed by the repeated

addition of some washing-fluid, in each successive portion of

which the precipitate is, as tar as possible, uniformly suspended,

this process being continued until the amount of impurity be-

comes so minute°that its presence may be entirely disregarded.

Supposing v to represent the volume of the moial precipitate

remaining at the bottom of the vessel after decantation, or

upon the filtrate after filtration, V the volume of wash-water

employed at each successive decantation, n the number of de-

cantations, and - the fraction expressing the proportion of the

in the precipitate

Calling W the total

Recantations, then

therefore

fciv)*

(>+£)"

(2)

r W=nv(Va-l) (
3
)

If we differentiateW with respect to n and make the differ-

* From Loud. Edin. and Dublin Phil- Mag.. Jan. 18G9. Translated from the
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ential quotient equal to 0, then the minimum value of W be-

comes, when n— oo,

W=wnat.log. a (4)

Precipitates obtained in the course of chemical analysis may

in all cases be assumed to be sufficiently washed when the im-

parl; v retained by them amounts to no more than the TT7 ,-.',; ,.„

part. Making therefore a = 100000 and v = 1, it res i

equation (4) that the least quantity of fluid required in order

to remove the impurity contained in a precipitate to the T7TTlV r, .

part, amounts to eleven and a half times the volume occupied

by the precipitate itself in the liquid in which it exists. It is

evident, therefore, that the amount of water actually necessary

to wash a precipitate the more nearly approaches this I

the oftener we decant, and the smaller the quantity of wasbing-

water we employ at each decantation.

Since some of the principal sources of error in a

work consist in the incomplete or in the too protracted

of precipitates, it becomes important to know how to ascertain

the progress of the washing throughout the several stages or

the process. By employing the same volume of water at each

successive addition, and est mating its relation to that of the

to remaining at th bottom of the vessel or upon the

filter, we can find from the following Table, calcn

II:

means of the formula above given, the number of times

necessary to decant in order to diminish the anm the precipitate to the T¥^ fB , ,,|„ „£,

.puri-y
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Column I. shows the relation between the volume of the preci-

pitate and tin .," -. ! \\ i~ ling-water employed for each succes-

sive dccantation, column II. the number of decantations re-

quired to diminish the amount of impurity to the necessary

extent, and column III. the total volume of water obtained

from the several decantations.

When the washing-process is performed in a beaker, the rela-

tion between the volume of the precipitate and that of the li-

quid may be easily determined by holding a strip of paper along

the side of the vessel and marking upon it the respective

heights of the precipitate and supernatant liquid ; then on fold-

ing the portion of paper lying between the two marks in such a

manner that one!, i'.'l.t ci-rr -ponds to the height occupied by
the precipitate, the number of folds will give the argument in

column I. to find in column II. the number of decantations

needed to wash to the required extent. If the washing be con-

ducted as in the- ordinary method of filtration, funnels possess-

ing an angle of 60° must be invariably employed, and the capa-

cities of the various-sized filters once for all determined by

means of a burette. After the precipitate has been brought

upon the filter and allowed to drain, it is mixed as thoroughly

as possible with water from a graduated washing-flask. Call

the amount of water thus necessary to fill the filter % and the

capacity of the empty filter S?, then jpr^==^ in column I
;

that is, the argument needed to find in column II the number
of times it is necessary to refill the filter in order to wash the

precipitate to the desired extent.

I by far prefer using this Table to employing the method

generally f the wash-

. fog a quantity of fch i filtrate on plati-

infallible proof when we have to deal with a precipitr
A

"

jng an extreme *'

be soluble to i

sory.

In the process of filtration as hitherto conducted, the time

squired is so long and the quantity of wash-water needed so

-

I
ration is m th iL'hcst degree desirable. The t

-' 'til >d, whieh '1 ! ''> -n k not upon the removal of th

by simple attenuation, but upon its displacement
oopears to me to com-

bine all t'ne - and therefore to satisfy the

need.
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The rapidity with which a liquid filters, depends, co-tens

paribus, upon the difference which exists between the pres-

sure upon its upper and lower surfaces. Supposing the filter

to consist of a solid substance, the pores of which suffer no

alteration by pressure or by any other influence, then the vol-

ume of liquid filtered in the unit of time is nearly propor-
'' na] to the difference in pressure : this is clearly shown by the

following experiments, made with pure water and a filter con-

sisting of a thin plate of artificial pumice-stone. The thin

plate of pumice was hermetically fastened into a funnel consist-

in- of a graduated cylindrical' -lass v^sel, the lower end of

s connected" with a large thick flask by means of a

tightly fitting caoutchouc cork. The pressure in the flask was
then reduced by rarefying the air by means of a method to be

d scribed upon another occasion; and for each difference of

pressure^, measured by a mercury column, the number of sec-

onds t was observed which a given quantity of water occupied in

passing through the filter. The following are the results :—

In the ordinary process of filtration,p on the average

amounts to no more than 0-004 to 0008 meter. The advan-
tage gained, therefore, is easily perceived when we can succeed

by some simple, practicable and easily attainable method m
multiplying this difference in pressure one or two hundred
hmes, or, say, to an entire atmosphere, without running any
risk of breaking the filter. The solution of this problem is

very easy : an ordinary glass funnel has only to be so arranged
that the filter can be completely adjusted to its sides even to

the very apex of the cone. For this purpose a glass funnel *
chosen possessing an angle of 60 3

, or as nea
- of which must be completely free I

every description
; and into it is placed a second funnel made

of exceedingly thin platinum-foil, and the sides of which pos-

sess exactly the same inclination as those of the glass to**
An ordinary paper filter is then introduced into this compound
tunnel in the usual manner

; when carefully moistened and so

adjusted that no air-bubbles are visible between it and the

glass, this filter, when filled with a liquid, will support the

pressure of an extra atmosphere without ever breaking. „ _

in A
6
/ f •

Um fonnel is easily mad* from thin plan
in tne following manner:—In the carefully chosen glass funnel
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is placed a perfectly accurately fitting filter mad
paper; this is kept in position by dropping a littl

ing-wax between its upper edge and the glass
;

next saturated with oil and filled with liquid pla

the

a smalland before the mixture solidifies

placed in the center. After an hour or so the plaster cone

with the adhering paper filter can be withdrawn by means of

the handle from the funnel, to which it accurately corresponds.

The paper on the outside of the cone is again covered with oil,

and the whole carefully inserted into liquid plaster of Paris

contained in a small crucible 4 or 5 centims. in height. After

the mixture has solidified, the cone may be easily withdrawn ;

the adhering paper filter is then detached, and any small

pieces of paper still remaining removed l»\ •_•:;'.'. rubbing with

the finger. In this manner a solid cone is obtain.'.] acrmatyly

fittinginto a hollow cone, and of which the angle of inclination

perfectly corresponds with that i f the Jass funnel.

Fig. 1 represents the cones. By their help the small plati-

num funnel is made. A piece of platinum (fig. 2 shows the

natural size)* is cut from foil of such a thickness that one

square centimeter weighs about 0-154 gran., and from the cen-

1 r a a vertical in. i-h n is made by the scissors to the edge cbd.

The small piece of foil is next rendered pliable by being

heated to redness, and is placed upon the solid cone in such a

manner that its center a touches the apex of the latter :
the sides

airfare then c1-.m U
\

r. -«- d up -n i'. phi-ter. and tin v maul-

ing portion of the platinum wrapped as equally and as closely

as possible around the cone. :
B ,u to red-

ness, pressing it once more upon the cone, and ins

whole into the hollow cone and turning it round once or twice

under a gentle pressure, the proper shape is <

.
ni; ! : .1. 1

no

bich should not allow of the transmission ot

ctreme point, even now possesses such sta-

ed foi any purpose.

Iid.-shvd. it mav be made still - down the

i>- portion in one spot only to the upper edge of the

in ortwoof gold and borax
;

however, this precaution is unnecessary, if the shape has in

any degree altered durimr this latter process, it i-

necessary to drop the platinum funnel into the hollow cone

Lh ' &< u to insert the solid cone, when by one or two turns of

the latter the proper form may be immediately restored. The

Platinum funnel is placed in the bottom of the glass funnel,

* The size of this cut has heen reduced about one third. The diameter of

ers.—Ens.
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the dry paper filter then introduced in the ordinary maimer,
moistened, and freed from ibblee by pressure
with the finger. A filter so arranged and in perfect contact
with the glass, when filled with a liquid will support the pressure
of an entire atmosphere without the least danger of breaking;
and the interspace between the folds of the platinum-foil is

perfectly sufficient to allow of the passage of a continuous
stream of water.

atilnh +i ^ t0 Produce the additional pressure of an

atmosphere the filtered liquid is received in a strong gl»»
flask instead of m beakers.* This flask is closed by means
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of a doubly perforated caoutchouc cork, through one of the
holes of which the neck of the glass funnel is passed to a depth
offrom 5 to 8 centimeters (fig. 3) ; through th<- oth< i is fitted
a narrow tube open at both ends, the lower end of which is

brought exactly to the level of the lower surface of the corky to
is adapted the caoutchouc tube connected with the

apparatus (fig. 4) destined to produce the requisite diff< rei.ee in

pressure
:

• escribed in i u diat< ly. The
flasks are placed in a metallic or porcelain vessel (fig. 3), in
the conical contraction of which several strips of cloth are
fastened. This method of supporting the Mask has the advan-
tage that, in one and the same vessel, flasks varying in size
from 0-5 to 25 liters stand equally well, and that, by simply
laying a cloth over the mouth of the vessel, the consequences
of an explosion (which through inexperience or carelessness is

possible) are rendered harmless.

,

It is impossible to employ any of the air-pumps at present
in use to create the difference in pressure, since the filtrate not

Qtly contains chlorine, sulphurous acid, hydric sul-
phid, and other substances which would act injuriously upon
the metallic portions of these instruments. I therefore employ
a water air-pump constructed on the principle of Sprengel's
mercury-pump, and which appears to me preferable to all other
forms of air-pump for chemical purposes, since it effects a
rarefaction to within 6 or 12 millimeters pressure of mercury.

Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of this pump. On opening
the pinchcock a, water flows from the tube I into the enlarged
glass vessel b, and thence down the leaden pipe c. This pipe
has a diameter of about 8 millims., and extends downward to
a depth of 30 or 40 feet, and ends in a sewer or other ar-

t serving to convey the water away. The lower end
of the tube d possesses a narrow opening ; it is hermetically
sealed into the wider tube 6, and reaches nearly to the bot-
tom of the latter. A manometer is attached to the upper con-
tinuation of this tube d by means of a side tube at d l

; at d3

is attached a strong thick caoutchouc tube possessing an in-
ternal diameter of 5 millims. and an external diameter of 12
millims.

; this leads to the flask which is to be rendered vacu-

•nii et» il \ itli ir l.y means < t the sh >rt narrowed
tube h. Between the air-pump and the flask is placed the
small thick glass vessel/, in which, when one washes with hot
^ater, the steam which may be carried OTer is condensed. All
the caoutchouc joinings are made with very thick tubing, the
mternal diameter of which amounts to about 5 millims., the
external diameter to about 17 millims. The entire arrange-
ment is screwed down upon a board fastened to the wall, in
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such a manner that each separate piece of the apparatus is

held by a single fastening only, in order to prevent the tubes

being stmiued and bmdmn by the possible warping of the

board. On releasing the pinchcock a, water flows i'rom tin

conduit I down the tube c to a depth of more than 30 feet,

carrying with it the air which it sucks through the small open-

ing of the tube d in the form of a continuous stream of bub-

bles. No advantage is gain, d by iueroasing the rapidity of

the flow, since the friction exerted by the water upon the sides

of the leaden pipe acts directly as a counter pressure, and a

ively small increase in the rapidity of the flow isac-

d by a great increase in the amount of this friction.

tgly at g is a second pinchcock, by which the stream

can be once for all so regulated that, on completely opening

the cock a, the friction, on account of the diminished rate ol

flow, is rendered sufficiently small to allow of the maximum
d< gn of rarefaction. Such an apparatus, when properly reg-

ulated once for all by means of the cock g, exhausts in a com-
paratively short time the largest vessels to within a pressure

of mercury equal to the tension of aqueous vapor at the

i possessed by the stream.* The tension exerted

! water-stream in my laboratory-, in which six of these

as in winter and 10

millims. in summer. The filtration is m ide in th
manner : The flask standing in the metallic or porcelain vessel

(fig. 3) is com., ed h\ i m, ( >j th ! Jitb drawn-out tube

k with the caoutchouc tube h attaJ <d :.. the] nmp, thi i <-k<?

mid the properly fitted moist-, nod

filter filled with the liquid to be filtered. As usual, the dear

supernatant fluid is first poured upon the filter ; in a moment
or two the filtrate runs through in a contin

' that one must hasten to keer, up the supply ofliqud.
since it is advisable to maintain th. 'lilt! r ; s full as p< - i'»^-

has been ntimlv trail ibrre-l,

m-ough drqp by drop, and tin- mmi. .meter not unire-

in consequence of th,
j ; L [| [8 sufcjectff,

becomes squeezed int ,

he preci-

pitate will be found to have been so firmly pressed upon the

t 111] : l;

by the -
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paper, that on cautiously pouring water over it it remains

completely undisturbed. The washing is effected by carefully

pouring water down the side of the funnel to within a centi-

meter above the rim of the filter : the washing flask for this

purpose is not applicable ; the water must be poured from an

open vessel. After the filter has in this manner been replen-

ished four times with water and allowed to drain for a few

minutes, it will be found to be already so far dried, in conse-

quence of the high pressure to which it has been subjected,

that without any further desiccation it may be withdrawn, to-

gether with the precipitate, from the funnel, and immediately

ignited, with the precautions to be presently given, in the

crucible.

If the porosity of a paper filter containing a precipitate

were as unalterable as that of a pumice-stone filter, the experi-

ments above described would show that the times required for

filtration, according to the old method on the one hand,_ and

the new one on the other, would be inversely proportional

to the difference in pressure in each case ;
that is, by using

the pump under the full pressure of about 740 milhms., the

time needed to wash a precipitate, occupying by the old process

an hour, would at the utmost not amount to more than 30

seconds. In using these pumice filters (about which I will

speak presently) to drain crystals from adhering mother li-

quors, or, say, to wash crystals of chromic acid by means of

concentrated sulphuric acid and fuming nitric acid, the time

occupied in the filtration is scarcely longer than that needed

to pour a liquid slowly from one vessel to another. In filter-

ing by means of paper, the precipitate gradually closes up the

pores of the filter, and accordingly such an extraordinary ac-

celeration as this can no longer be expected. But the foilow-

ing examples will show the saving of time and labor the meth-

od effects, even under all unfavorable conditions. For these

experiments I have purposely chosen the hydrated chromium

sesquioxyd, since it is one of the most difficult of precipitates

to wash thoroughly. A solution of chromium chlorid was pre-

pared bv acting with fuming hydrochloric acid upon potassium

dichromate ; and by means of a measuring-vessel, which al-

lowed the amount of chromium to be estimated to within

00001 grm., successive portions of the liquid were withdrawn,

and the chromium oxyd contained in them precipitated with

the usual precautions Ijy ammonia. The volume of liquid,

the quantity of ammonia employed, the time occupied in boil-

ing and in permitting the precipitate to settle, the angle of

inclination possessed by the funnel, and the size of the filter

were the same in all the experiments. All the precipitates

An. Jora. Scl-Sbgond Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 141.-Mat, 1869.
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were washed with hot water, and, after burning the filter, igni-

ted over the blowpipe for a few minutes ; in weighing, the

platinum crucible was tared by one of about equal weight,

and the position of equilibrium of the beam determined by
vibrations.

I first attempted to filter one of the precipitates in the or-

dinary way. — amounted to 2 ; and consequently, from the

table, 8-4 fresh additions of water were required in order to

wash the precipitate to the T^sn- part. The times required

were as follows :—
*

In transferring the precipitate from the beaker ) . n/
and allowing it to drain - - - \

40

For the first addition of water to run through, 48
« second « « *

YO
" third " « 80

Total length of time 238

At this point the experiment was discontinued, as the fil-

trate became turbid. A second experiment failed from the

same cause.

Accordingly I attempted to wash the precipitate by decan-
tation. The volume of the preci > about 30

cub. centims.; the quantity of water required to fill the beat**

was seven times the volume of the precipitate; hence - was 7,

and the requisite number of decantations to reduce the amount
"* impurity to the ,*{„ part was 52. The times observed

ough the filter

-

\V,;!V

For the first deputation

" fourth " « « 15

fifth « « « 18
In transferring the precipitate to the filter 30

Time required in washing 108

Volume of wXwater^V
""""""

1050 \$uaen&B*

III.
Experiment repeated. Number of decantations 7. Other cir-

cumstances the same , rmination.
lime required in washing 140'
V\ eight of the precipitate 0-2452 grm.
Volume of wash-water i200<
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precipitate to the filter (17 cub. cen- )

fi
,

third « « «
2

draining the preei,

fwtlio first ad . ivnt.) to run tlir, ugh,

" third " "
<< fourth

^'liv'i'-n.i-thei.rcvmitfae

Wright of precipitate 0"2-t:U gri

*n transferring the precipitate and allowing the water (20 [

Idition of water (25 cub. cent.) to mi

third'

lining the precipitate

Time required

Weight of precipitate. 0-2432 gn
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vni.
i transferring with 25 cub. eentims. of water
"i' t he first addition of 25 cub. eentims. to run through
or the second addition of 25 cub. eentims. to run throu
i draining the precipitate

Time required

Weight of precipitate 0*2435 ^rr

Volume of wash-water 72 cub. centir

Pressure 0'593 met

_ with 15 rub. ce-utims. of water and allow-

ing it to run through
For a single addition to run through -

In draining the precipitate _\

Time required

Weight of precipitate 0'24:-.0 urm.
Volume of wash-water 41 cub. eentims
Pressure 0-572 meter.

In transferring the precipitin e w ith 1 3 cub. eentims. of water, 5

For a single addition f wat< r (20 . ib. eent.) to run through, 3

In draining tlie precipitate *

Time required I4

Weight of precipitate. ._ 0-2439 grm.
Volume of wash-water 39 cub. 'eentims.

Pressure ...0-530 meter.

In washing, by means of decantation, in the ordinary manner,

the amounts of chromium sesquioxyd found were as follows:—

II. 0-2458, after 5 decantations, washed to the vahns Part -

III. 0-2452 " 7
" «

Wiiinr Part '

-TF. 0-2443 « 10 « «
r^fovw Part "

0-2451 mean.

By the use of the pump:

—

V. 0-2435, after 5 additions of water.

VIII. 0-2435

IX. 0-2439

X. 0-2439

0-2436
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Hence the probable amount of chromium ^esquioxyd con-
tained in the solution, according to the experiments with the
pump, was 0-2436 grm. : according k> th - oU method of decan-
tation it was somewhat higher, namely 0-2451 grm. This ex-
cess of 1-5 milligram shows that the adhesion of the soluble

> the precipitate and to the filter is, in consequence
of the greater pressure, more easily overcome in the new
method than in the customary process; it follows, therefore,
that we can obtain a more complete washing by the new method
than by the old. The old process of decantation required 108
mmutes and 1050 cub. centime, of water to effect a washing to
t!lL' fs\ns part; the new, on the contrary, only 12 to 14 min-
'it-s. and not more than 39 to 41 cub. centims. of wash-water.

ipitate be heated in a platinum crucible immediately
tration by the older process, a portion will inevitably

be projected out of the crucible Hitherto, therefore, it has
been necessary to dry the filter and precipitate before ignition.W to dry

i quantity t ! vdr t <1 < li oniium - squioxvd con-

2436 grm. Cr=0 3 in a water-bath at 100° C. requires
at least five hours ; and, moreover, bringing the dried precipi-
tate into the crucible, burning the filter, and gradually igni-

4?? ^e mass is in tlae monest degree tedious and troublesome.
All this expenditure of time and labor may be saved by em-

us' new method. By its means a precipitate is as
completely dried upon the filter in from 1 to 5 minutes as if

}thad been exposed from 5 to 8 hours in a drying-chamber ; and
2t can imm . be thrown into a platinum or
Porcelain crucible and ignited without the slightest fear of its

spurting. By operating in the following manner the filter

burns quietly without flame or smoke ; this phenomenon, al-

though remarkable, easily admits of an explanation. The
Portion of filter-paper free from precipitate is tightly wrapped
round the remainder of the filter in such a manner that the

- is enveloped in from four to six folds of clean paper.

1 he whole is then dropped into the platinum or porcelain cru-
cible lying obliquely upon a triangle over the lamp, and pushed
down against its sides with the finger. The cover is then sup-

- hist the mouth of the crucible in the ordinary way,
aud the ignition commenced by heating the portion of the

in contact with the cover. When the flame has the

propersize and p »iti m. the filter carbonizes quietly without

*jy appearance of flame or considerable amount of smoke.
When the carbonization proceeds too slowly, the flame is

J*>ved a little toward the bottom of the crucible. After some
tune the precipitate appears to be surrounded only by an ex-

tremely thin envelop of carbon, possessing exactly the form
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(of course diminished in size) of the original filter ; the flame

is then increased, and the crucible maintained at a "bright-red

heat until the carbon contained in this envelop is consumed.
Tin eombus t i n pr< >ceeds so quietly that the resulting ash sur-

roundiDg the precipitate possesses, even to the smallest told,

the exact form of the original filter. If the ash shows here

and there a dark color, it is simply necessary to heat the cruci-

ble over the blowpipe for a few minutes to effect the complete

removal of the trace of carbon. This method of burning a filter

is extremely convenient and accurate ; it is only necessary to

give a little attention at first to the slow carbonization of the

paper, after which the further progress of the operation may
be left to itself.

Gelatinous, finely divided, granular, and crystalline precipi-

tates, such as alumina, calcium oxalate, barium sulphate, sil-

ica, magnesium ammonium phosphate, &c, may with equal

treated in this manner ; so that even in this partic-

ular the work, in comparison with the method generally

adopted, is considerably shortened and simplified.
From the above experiments it appears that the time neces-

sary to filter and dry a quantity of chromium sesquioxyd. hith-

erto requiring about 7 hours, is reduced by the new i

This saving of time is, moreover, proportionately

greater m tne case of precipitates more easily filtered than hy-

drated chromium sesquioxyd. Particularly is this so in sepa-

rating a finely suspended precipitate from a large volume of

water. Under these circumstances the clear fluid runs through

the filter in a continuous stream, so rapidly that it is scarcely

possible to maintain the supply
; the entire operation, in fact,

requires scarcely more time than that necessary to pour a liquid

from one vessel to another. Filtration, therefore, may be ef-

fected as quickly through the smallest as through the largest

filter. Moreover the exceedingly small amount of water re-

quired to wash a precipitate completely renders unnecessary
the tedious evaporations which by the older method are almost

inevitable when the filtrate is needed for a further separation,

lhus the introduction of impurities from the action of the

liquid upon the dish in the course of evaporation is prevented

,

and also the loss due to ; v of the greater

number of precipitates in the wash-water is reduced to a mini-

mum Supposing we had | i no chromate m
which the quantity of chromic acid is equivalent to 02436^chromic sesquioxyd, as in the above described experiments, then

to determine the proporth,, M, by using^be
older method, require the preliminary evaporation of about

1U50 cub. cenhms. of liquid
; by the new method the evapora-
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tion of 40 cub. centims. only is necessary. Now by employing

the best form of water-bath, i. e., one possessing a constant

water-level, such as is used in my laboratory, it is possible,

under favorable circumstances, to evaporate in a pore

1 cub. centim. of water in 27 seconds. Consequently the evapo-

ration of the nitrate obtained by the older method would
occupy about eight hours, whilst by the new 18 minutes only

' required. The total length of time needed to filter the

chromium sesquioxyd, wash and dry the precipitate, and evapo-

rate th filtrate is reduced, therefore, from 14 or 15 hours to

The experience I have subsequently gained in my laboratory,

where the method has been in general use for the last nine

months, fully confirms the above results. It has shown that,

on the average, three or four analyses can now be made in the

time formerly demanded by a single one.

Another and an inestimable advantage springs from the

peculiar condition of a precipitate filtered by this method. It

not unfrequently happens, even in the hands of experienced

manipulators, in consequence of the agitation it is necessary to

give to the contents of the filter to effect their complete wash-

ing, that the surface of the filter becomes injured and torn, so

that the precipitate becomes mixed with filaments of paper

;

this is particularly the case in using hot water. Supposing the

precipitate to consist of mixed hydrates of the sesquioxyds (for

example, iron and alumina), it will be found, on redissolving

in an acid, that the filaments, like tartaric acid, prevent th

complete separation of these s uh- nt precipi-

tatiun
: thus the alumina will contain iron, and on

]

tion by means of ammonium sulphid will be colored black.
(

On
the other hand, by employing the new method the precipitate

coheres so firmly that the introduction of this source of error is

-1 wsible, even by using common gray filter-paper. The most

adhere to the filter in a thin ooher * removed,

r piece, so completely that the paper remains perfectly

dean and white. The advantage thus gained where it is neces-

WTf to transfer mixed precipitates to another vessel m order

to effect their subsequent separation is evident.

The filter-pump, moreover, is exceedingly serviceable in sepa-

or crystals from syrupy moth

Thus honey-sucrar may be so completely separated from the

In which it forms by a filter of coarse gray

fining needles. And since the bulk of, the moist precipitates,
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particularly that of the more gelatinous, is so much diminished
under the high pressure, the precipitate only occupying one-

third to one-sixth of its bulk under ordinary circumstances, a

filter of one-third to one-sixth of the size usually employed
may be taken, and thus the amount of ash proportionately

essened.

As the water air-pump suffers no injury from the presence of

corrosive vapors or gases, we can equally well employ it to fil-

ter liquids containing nitrous acid, sulphurous acid, fuming
nitric acid, chlorine, bromine, volatile chlorids, &c. In such

cases I use a peculiar filtering arrangement, consisting of a

cylindrical glass vessel, the lower end of which is drawn out

before the blowpipe to the form shown in fig. 5 ; in this drawn-—
*, portion a thin plate, 1 or 2 millims. in thickness, of arti-

such as is used by polishers, is packed water-

ns of asbestos. This apparatus is arranged for

purpose required exactly as the funnel in the method of

filtration by pressure above described. In order to have a

number of these filters in i i Urn ss, a pumice-stone cylinder of

the required diameter is turned in a lathe, and then the thin

plates sawn off by means of a small hand-saw in the small

wooden support shown in fig. 6. The upper surfaces of the

plates may afterwards be rendered perfectly even by a coarse

By the aid of these pumice-stone filters many chemical pro-

ducts may be made, the pi-
|

bas hitherto been

aim. >st imp. -ssible. For the sake of example I take the prepa-

ration of pure dry chromic anhydrid ; in an hour it is easily

possible to filter, wash, and dry crystals of this substance an

inch in length. A solution of two parts of potassium dichro-

mate in 20 parts of water mixed with 1 u parts concentrated

Sulphuric acid, deposits, after standing about 24 hours, nume-
rous brilliant needles of chromic anhydrid. These may be

drained irom adhering mother-liquor upon the pumice filter by

means of the pump, and in a few minutes completely washed
by a small quantity of fuming nitric acid free from nitrous acid.

A covering of tolerably strong sheet copper provided with two
arms, as shown in fig. 5, is then placed around the tube ;

by
banging lamps upon the arms the tube may be readily heated

£l -i° T°
r80° C -

; ^d by connecting a chlorid-of-calcium
tube with the upper end of the glass vSsel, a current of dry

air may be drawn through the apparatus bv means of the pn*P>
aod thus ma comparatively short time large and brills}
crystal of chromic anhydrid perfectly dry and free from all

impurity, ma,. * J

A single pump of the above description costs, including *he
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leaden piping, about 8 thalers (24 shillings) ;
and experience

has shown that five or six are amply sufficient for a laboratory

of fifty or sixty students. The apparatus, as may readily be

seen, can be applied in the operation of evaporating in vacuo;

if, however, circumstances will not oermit of its being

to this purpose, then a fall of 10 or 15 feet is sufficient to fil-

ter a precipitate according to the above described im tie d. and

so far to dry it that it can be imm-diately ignited m t lie cruci-

ble. It is therefore not absolutely necessary to employ an air-

pump in this process of filtration ; any apparatus producing a

difference of pressure amounting to a quarter of an atmosphere

is sufficient. The simple arrangement represented in fig. 7 is

very useful, and is frequently employed in my laboratory. It

consists of two equal-sized bottles, a and a', of from 2 to 4

liters capacity, each of which is provided near the bottom witn

a small stopcock designed to regulate the flow of water. Bap-

pose a filled with water and placed upon a shelf as high above

the ground as possible and a' placed empty on the floor, and

the two stopcocks connected by means of c

then on allowing water to flow down the tube the air in the

upper bottle becomes somewhat rarefied ; and in order to em-

ploy the consequent difference in pressure (amounting to a col-

umn of mercury about 02 meter in height) for the }'

filtration, it is only necessary to connect the mouth of the up-

per bottle with the tube of the filter-flask. When the water

has ceased to flow, the position of the bottle is revere

the operation recommences. So small a pressure as 0-2 meter

suffices to render the filter and its contents so far dry fcl

may be immediately withd awn from the funnel an .

Periment,made with a portion of the same solution of chromium

used in the former determinations, will serve to show the

saving of time effected by this simple arrangement :—

XI.

Transferrin- the i.ivi-ii.itute with H rub.
\ u >

tTchromium sesquioxyd (0-2435 g™-) ^ff
8

of the former experiments (0-2436 grm.) by one-
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tenth of a milligram only, and shows that even by a pres-

sure of 0184 meter the washing is as complete by the single

addition of 26 cub. centims. of water. The duration of the

filtering process in the former experiments ranged from 12 to

14 minutes under a difference of pressure amounting to from

0*53 to 0-572 meter ; in the last experiment it required 25 min-

utes Tinder a pressure of 0184 meter, or about double the

length of time. The time needed to analyze potassium chro-

mate in the former case was reduced from 14 hours to 32 min-

utes
; by the latter method the reduction would be from 14

hours to 44 minutes.
The employment of the second method is particularly to be

recommended to beginners in qualitative analysis. The experi-

menter needs only a single funnel, he is obliged to work care-

fully and cleanly, and the great saving of time and work amply
compensates for the little trouble needed to reverse from time

to time the position of the bottles.

I believe that the above-described water air-pump will soon

become an indispensable piece of apparatus in chemical labora-

tories.
^
It not only serves as the most convenient method of

producing the differences in pressure required to accelerate the

process of filtration, and of obtaining the necessary vacuum
for evaporation ; it is equally adapted to purposes to which

neither the mercury nor the ordinary pumps are in any way
applicable. By its aid it is possible to calibrate a thermometer
with the greatest accuracy, and to estimate the vapor-tension
of such corrosive bodies as bromine, chromyl dichlorid, &c,
by the simplest method possible, in which the necessary opera-

tions require scarcely more time than an ordinary determination
of a boiling-point.

I purpose returning to these applications of the instrument
in a future communication.

Art. XXIX.—Note upon the origin of the Phosphatic Forma-

tion; by C. U. Shepard, Sr.

Concerning the origin of this extensive formation, several

explanations suggest themselves. Among these the best answer-
ing the purpose at present is perhaps the supposition, that the

great Carolina E
irl Qn w^ch ifc rests, fbnn-

ei 1y and for a long period, protruded many feet above the present

sea-level, giving rise to a luxuriant soil (analogous to that now
existing over portions of some of the guano islands and shores)

and winch was then depressed beneath the sea, where it under-
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went those changes that have resulted in the present f

For the superabundance of the phosphate of lime in the soil

supposed, we would point to the deposition of bird-guano as it

is now going on upon the Musquito coast of the Caribbean sea.

A layer of such soil, clothed with an abundant vegetation of

from three to five feet in thickness, and nearly submerged , and

afterwards becoming more or less covered with sand, in the

absence of - 1
<>.•- mi • cum nts (and these

may have been precluded by shoals and even land in a seaward

direction) would give rise to enormous quantities i.f^earbunic

acid, whereby the carbonate of lime of the soil and of portions

of the upper layer of the marl its. ii w ul 1 he wir idrawn, and

mit the segregation of the phosphate of lime into nod-

ules or even into an'imperfect stratum. The alumina and oxyd
of iron would be precipitated upon, and among the

|

everywhere as we find them, mingled also with eons

f siliceous mattes. The sulphate of lime which

occurs intimately dista phosphatic masses,

may be supposed to have originated by double decomposi-

. tion through the meeting of sulphate of soda and -

calcium. The carbonate of lime present in the nodular phos-

phate, would be looked for, as the residuum of that belonging

to the soil and the marl, which the free carbonic acid wa, in-

adequate to dissolve. Meanwhile the deposit would be enriched

from the precipitation out of the supernatant waters, of the

osseous remains of fishes and other marine animals; and to

some extent also by those from the land, which the rivers might

strikingly resemble in then I specific gra

the stone-guano
(
pur f» is I a o I in the Carib-

bean sea :

ited -
T
£
e

Caribbean mineral is known to originate in sea birds, as the

process of it- formati- n. is still in pr« _v

uito coast. It is not unreasonable therefore, to ascribe

the origin of our ] . V '

• he same cause
'

at least under the modifications above pointed out.

A reason why the no lular hm-r is interrupted in its lateral

extent may be, that the original surface, prior to its submer-

sion, was not everywhere sufficiently above
rise to a soil abounding in organic matter. There probably

existed lagoons, whose bottoms were free from the phosphatic

.

- correspond to the

z, as well as to the I

other localities, where the stratum of the nodular phosphate

appears to find its equivalent in this latter formation.
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It is certainly a striking fact, that no remains of plant or

then in process of growth, have been detect.
the nodular layer. The nodules merely contain occasional casts

and imprints of the fossils belonging to the Eocene bed on
• rests. The condition of the waters, either as to wli.it

they held in solution or from their temperature, appear to have
been incompatible with organic life. Even the remains of fishes

and sea-tortoises, whose detached bones are so frequent, would
seem to have belonged to individuals accidentaly caught within
the land-locked area when the- ng the coast

occurred.

>

In some instances, where the nodules are small (from two to

six inches in diameter), they have evidently been subjected to

slight attrition, and assume the appearance of water-worn peb-

bles, reminding the observer stri I

;

[ft. A nearer

inspection, however, soon satisfies him that they have merely
been subjected to a partial movement, for a slight distance back-

ward and forward, by wave action, without breaking up the gen-

eral continuity of the layer, or much influencing its thi<

any one place. Nor is this appearance maintained over more
than a few acres, when the usually tuberose and dee] I

surfaces of the masses reoccur. At St. Helena, on the beach,

Port Royal city, at half tide level, there occurs a

uteresting patch of fluvio-litoral marl, two or three

feet in thickness, containing 45 per cent carbonate of lime, and

filled with the blanched but perfectly preserved sheila

[lowing genera :—Planorbis, Physa, Auricula, Nam,
w Columellas. This formation appears to be more

recent than that of the phosphatic nodules, which however is

here wholly wanting, unless the outcrop of the ferruginous
sand, occurring at a little distance to the south of the mm. *
or near low water level, be regarded as the equivalent of the

nodules At any rate, it is clear that the marl has not been

subjected to the corrosive or solvent agency so appar
the superior layer of the Eocene. The freshwater marl above

mentioned has its interest hightened by con

S !
t

°nu°
f

1

a mast°don, brought to light about a year ago, ty
rles Boutelle, of the Coast Survey, and by him gen-

eiously contributed to my geological museum in Ami

o! in iffiLS*"* °f **—J *»*— *e l0°ked
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Proposing to touch briefly, in a series of short articles, on
a few prominent features in the geological structure of West-
ern Vermont, as my first point I send for insertion in the

Journal of Science, an extract from one of a course of Univer-
sity Lectures, which I am now delivering in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, at Harvard College, on the Geology of

the Basin of Lake Champlain.
There is a series of sedimentary rocks in Western Vermont,

which were many years ago described by Dr. Emmons, and by
him termed Taconic. They lie, for the most part, on the east

of easily-recognized Lower Silurian formations lining the shore

of the Lake, in the southern part of the Champlain Basin, and
themselves constitute its border in the more northerly portions

of the State. The beds composing the eastern limits of this

range of rocks may be found situated, to a large extent, along
the base of the Green Mountains. The width of the entire

range is from eight or ten to some fifteen or twenty miles, it

varying somewhat in different parts of the Basin. These rocks

seem to constitute several distinct groups or divisions. The
series, which is apparently the oldest, lies on the east, and
consists, first, of Talcose or Talcoid Slates, accompanied by
Quartzites and Conglomerates ; next, of calcareous beds

known as Stockbridge Limestone ; and, finally, of Talcose or

Talcoid Slates. The second series comprises at least two
main sections. Starting from the west we have, first, the

Bla k Slutts, or the Swanton Group, which includes thin beds

of sandstone and limestone. Proceeding eastward, in appa-

rently ascending order, we encounter the Brown Slates, or the

Georgia Group, which also contains thin beds of ink -

sandstone and limestone, and is capped on the east by a con-

glomerate. Along the western portion of this series there is a

band of Bed Sandstone running northerly and southerly which
has come during the past few years to be regarded with cer-

tainty as of Potsdam age.

Now, these formations, according to a view which has been

very widely prevalent, are made up of Lower Silurian

which have been largely affected by heat, their sti

having been more or less effaced, and their organic -

either obliterated, or, to a considerable extent, obscu

are, accordingly, invited to look at the formati us in «[ i -:i--n.

for a few moments, that we may see how far this theory is

sustained by facts.

remains
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It may be remarked, in a preliminary way, that traces of

metamorphic action are by no means so often met with in

these rocks, as the hypothesis implies. That some portions of

these beds have undergone changes, under the agency of heat

both dry and moist, in connection with pressure, galvanism,

and the lik instances of

metamorphism are local, and by no means such as to obscure

the character of the whole series of rocks, or utterly destroy

ilic (iissil remains.

With this preliminary remark we may proceed to examine

the thickness of these formations.
Doing this, we shall be able to see how they correspond, in

this
_
respect, with the Champlain or Lower Silurian Series.

Beginning with the inferior members of the Taconic we find

the Talcoid Slates with Quartzites and Conglomerates to be,

according to President Hitchcock, 1,200 feet in thickness. It

should be added that the pebbles which go to make up the

Conglomerate consist of Gneiss, of Schist, and fragments of

other rocks, which, perhaps, belong to a pre-sedimentary age.

The thickness of the Stockbridge Limestone may be well esti-

mated in Danby Mountain, more recently known as Mount
Eolus. These calcareous beds, varying little in that locality

from a horizontal position, are overlaid by Lower Taconic

ad so situated as to preclude all probability of repeti-

tion. The thickness of this single mass of limestone is be-

tween 1,900 and 2,000 feet. The overlying Talcoid Slate v*J
be better seen in a single mass, and its amount more correct iy

estimated, in Berkshire county. 31a>NU-lniM-rt>. ti.an in Ver-

mont Graylock is made up of immense beds of this slate,

overlying the Stockbridge Limestone, and having the success-

ive layers only slightly inclined. Their entire thickness is

2,000 feet. We thus have more than 5,000 feet of rocks in

the Lower Taconic Series.

Advancing to the next main division, we find t!

Is of Sandstone and Limestone

in Bwanton in great force. They dip from 30° to

90 toward the east, show no indications of any re] i

the beds, and as thus lying, their upturned edges occt
m an east and west direction. I fail to see I

can be regarded as less than 10,000 to 15,000 feet in I

opportunities to study this series of rocks u
different locahties have confirmed my convictions that this e^i-

mate is none too large. The Georgia Group, in other words,

the whole series of Brown Slates with included Sandstones and

Limestones evidently succeeding the Swanton Group, and as

well extending to the Lower Taconic, as overlying its western
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ingly have for the thickness of the second great division of the

Primordial rocks from 20,000 to 25,000 feet, and for that of

the two great divisions thus far considered from 25,000 to

30,000 feet.

Leaving the Potsdam Sandstone out of view for the present,

we may notice the thickness of the succeeding hods in their

fvpii-al' localities. That of the Calciferous Sandrock is ahout

300 feet ; that of the Chazy Limestone is nearly the tame :

while that of the Birdseye is only 30 feet, and that of the La
Mott, or Black River, 15 feet. The Trenton Limestone is

some 400 feet thick, the Utica Slate about 75 feet, while the

Lorrain Shales may reach 700 feet.* This estimate gives us

less than 2,000 feet as the aggregate thickness of all these

rocks.

We have now only to place the immense force of the Taco-

nic rocks in parallelism with the thickness of the Lower Silu-

rian formations, to see at once the striking disparity. Would
we also take them up, bed by bed, and look at them in con-

trast, we should discover how utterly impossible it is to bring

them into coordination. But time fails me now to enter into

the details of any such comparison.

We may next notice the relation of the Potsdam Sandstone

of Vermont to the formations under consideration.

A band of Red Sandstone runs northerly and southerly

through most of Western Vermont, and may be seen in places

resting on the Black or Swanton Slates. Portions of this rock

ibed by Dr. Emmons as Potsdam Sandstone.

tf'-'-t u ! Uts l,..u..v..
:

. nua:;I d it as ,-f Molina age, and
''- und-Hxhig argillaceous beds as Utica Slate and Lorrain

Shale. As it is now clearly made out, by evidence which need

not be her. in <1 uestion belongs to

the Potsdam period, the view entertained by many in regard

to the subjacent slate falls to the ground. That there may
'' no doubt on this matter, and as some sti

jng that the Black Slates are Hudson river, the Potsdam beds

having been shoved, or folded over upon them, I will refer to

some evidence having a bearing on the subject, and calculated,

* These figures, as should be evident, are to be regarded only
f^^h^

.

.

. . .

;

'

;:•.-.
'- -'

' '- ':- ;-.v".:r
7

: ::• '. v ' "- - - -
"
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as I think when it is understood, to put the question to rest

There are several localities at which the Potsdam Sandstone

may be observed resting on the Black Slate very nearly as it

was originally deposited. No single locality gives all the evi-

dence ; each that I propose to mention furnishes much that is

important ; while a great many outcrops need to be examined,

in order that the relations of the rocks may be seen in all their

bearings. I will now cite in particular the southwest shore of

Shelburne Bay; also, Lone Bock Point in Burlington, and the

northwest side of Snake Mountain, in Addison. In some

places at these localities the upper part of the slate shows that

denudation took place before the deposition of the overlying

sandstone, and thus evinces a want of conformity in the order

of succession. Again, there are many instances serving to

prove that the slate was unconsolidated at the time the Pots-

dam beds were laid down, and that they (and not strata of

some other period) were actually deposited upon the slate,

which now lies beneath them ; for the upper layers of the

slate contain imbedded in themselves numerous fragments of

* the overlying Potsdam. Moreover, the lower portion of the

arenaceous deposit is exactly fitted into all the surface cavities

and depressions of the slate ; so exactly fitted as to conform
with them entirely, as putty conforms with the irregularities

of the object upon which it is thrown down ; a thing which

could not have occurred had not the sandstone been laid down
upon the slates very nearly as we now find them. It thus ap-

p*ars, in the clearest manner, that the two formations occupy

f
their original position, and exhibit in the

main their true relations to each other. And this leads me r<»

remark once more, that there are places in which no break

occurs between the two formations, showing that there 1

'-

been no movement in such instances of the Potsdam upon the

ing slate. In other places, however, owing to the un-

equal pressure exerted at different points, and thus to the in-

equalities in the uplifting of the formations, one part being

more elevated than another, there is a rupture. In some cases

;

be seen a few feet below the summit of the slate,

while the upper part of the slate still cleaves to the
arenaceous bed. There are other instances in which the break

runs above the base of the sandstone, its lower portion, mean-
while continuing to adhere to the subjacent slate. In yet

• Iities, the rocks are slightly separated according r

their natural limits. There are additional points of view, at

which "slickensides" may be observed : but there are almost

always associated with them correspondencies in the two rocks,
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ion was one of small extent. From
there, it is evident—(1) That the

two series of heels are unconformable
; (2) That the sandstone

was deposited, nearly as it is now found lying, upon the slate
;

(3) That, in some places, there has been no horizontal move-
ment of the rocks upon each other ; and (4) That there has
been, in other localities, a slight, and only a slight, >\\

the upper mass upon the lower. We thus see that the under-
aek, argillaceous beds cannot, by any possibility, be

Utica Slate, or Lorrain Shales.*
But let us look at another phase of the matter. Some have

supposed that the sandstone, while it overlies the Swanton
Slate, runs under the beds of the Georgia Group, which, in
many places, occur in uplifts lying to the east of the Potsdam
band. Instead of this being the fact, there are localities in

Swanton, Shelburne, and other townships, which render it

clear that the Potsdam formation, in some places, overlies the

lates, and in others rests against their upturned edges.
Meanwhile, years of search have failed to reveal a single in-

J**nce of its underlying, or running beneath, the beds of the

This, however, is not all the evidence. An outstanding bed

|

:t what appears to be Potsdam Sandstone occurs as an over-

• near Franklin Centre, and not far from the eastern
»mits of the Brown Slate. But a still better view of these
rocks, and one respecting which there seems to be no question,
may be secured in the counties of Chittenden and Addison. I
refer to the fact that the Potsdam Sandstone extends in these

broadly to the east. In order to observe this exten-

sion of the rock, one may start from a point in

Charlotte, on the west of the Eed Sandstone, and where it

frferiies the Black Slates, and thence proceed eastward or

I. Av. Hiring ;u either of these directions for
^x, eight, or ten miles, he may see the sandstone from point
, ''. ]

'
in - . and showing itself as an over-

born time to time, observe out-

of the older formations until he reaches the Lower
faconic in Monkton and Starksborough. He may thus find

ni strata resting upon portions of the Swanton
Slates on the west, extending across the entire limits of the
~ e°rgia Group, and also overlying a portion of the Lower
-laconic beds. He may, accordingly, observe reposing uncon-
torrnably beneath the Potsdam Sandstone, a series of forma-

'

ons of the Utica and Lorrain formations may occur in the same
with the Potsdam Sandstone, is, of course, possible, and most

A*. Jour. Sci.- -Second Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 141.—Mat, 1869.
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Thus, we have brought before us certain facts and relations

pertaining to the Primordial formations, which each person
may observe for himself. In the light of these facts and rela-

tions, we are enabled to see the utter untenableness of the
position that these beds are Lower Silurian, in the proper
sense of that designation. According to the view suggested
by the considerations presented, it may seem strange that any
mistake should have been made in regard to these rocks. If,

however, we look at the matter in another light, and remem-
ber that our geologists regarded the Bed Sandstone as of

Medina age, we can discover some excuse for the error ; for,

according to that view, they would not be surprised to find the

arenaceous formation, now known as Potsdam Sandstone,
crowning the subjacent masses of slate.

We may next inquire briefly in regard to the fossil remains
furnished by these rocks.

On this branch of the subject I can only speak in the most
general terms, reserving for another occasion the detailed ac-

' count of the organic forms which, from time to time, have
been brought to light. It is still doubtful whether any fossils

can be referred to the Lower Taconic beds of Vermont. The
Paleotrochis major, and P. minor, found in great abundance
by Dr. Emmons in the Quartzite of North Carolina, are not

known to occur on any other horizon.'-' Passing to the next
great division of the Taconic we find in the Swanton Group

.

organic remains peculiar to itself. Of these the Atops puncta-
ineatus] of Emmons is the best known. In the Geor-

gia Slates there is a much larger variety of genera and species.

Among these may be mentioned species of Obolella, Orthis,

i, and Camerella; also, Olenellus Thompsoni, and 0.

Vermontana, and Conocephalites Teucer. No one of these

occurs, so far as is known, in any more recent rocks. When
we come to the Potsdam Sandstone we meet with still other
species. Among the various forms found in this rock I will

simply cite the Conocephalites Adamsi, C. Vulcanns, and C
mmutus Now, the several species belonging to thifi
are distinct frorn all those that have beeS discovered in the
earlier rocks, and they probably died out before the beginning

ZrnL^fn*£%>?",*
While the several forms of Conocephalites

JwEf«l? T* Pot®dam G™p are different from, they are yet
closely allied to, the species of Conocephalites found in the
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Georgia Slate, thus indicating just what stratigraphy seems to
suggest, viz : the true order of succession in the beds. At
the same time it should be added, that while the species in
these successive groups are different, they still have a common
Primordial type ; a type which distinguishes them from the
organic forms of the Calciferous Sandrock, and of the several
succeeding formations of the Lower Silurian, and thus shows
that the Potsdam Sandstone is strictly Primordial, and may
be properly reckoned as Upper Taconic.
In order to avoid all occasion for misapprehension, a supple-

mentary remark should be made. It is sometimes urged as an
objection, and the fact has been well known to the writer for
years, that beds of Lower Silurian rocks are found within the
generally admitted Taconic limits. These beds occupy troughs
and depressions in the older formations, as would be natural,
and occasionally crown uplifts which have survived the abrad-
mg force of ages. On these overlying strata I propose to
well more at length when I come to speak of the formations
oi the Champlain Basin under other relations. I now simply
remark that their occurrence, under existing circumstances, no
toore disproves the existence of the underlying Primordial
series of rocks than would the presence of Carboniferous
strata in a given district, militate against the fact of subja-
cent Silurian, or Devonian, formations on which they rest as
overlying beds.
We thus are enabled to see, on the threefold ground of

thickness, of stratigraphical relations, and of organic remains,
to mention no other considerations, that the Taconic, or Pri-

mordial, series of rocks cannot be properly regarded as Lower
""

'
i the legitimate sense of that term. The facts pre-

^nnot be Utica Slate or Lorrain Shales. If stratigraphy be
°i any account, it proves this in the most unmistakable man-
j*
er

- And, on this relationship, as I may venture to say,

JJte whole matter, at least from one point of view, virtually
tarns. If the Potsdam Sandstone rest unconformably, as it

J^% does, on such a series of older beds, and if there have not
j^en any inversion or overlapping of the Potsdam in the locali-
ses referred to, and there is the best evidence that there has
D°t, then it clearly and certainly follows that these inferior
rocks are not Lower Silurian ; that they are more ancient
than the overlying discordant Potsdam ; and that there is a
?eries of formations of vast extent which may be known as

laconic or Primordial, and of which the Potsdam Sandstone
legitimately constitutes the crowning group.
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The view now presented reminds me of certain statements
made by Dr. T. Steny Hunt, in a paper read last August at
the meeting of the American Association for the Advi
of Science in Chicago, and printed in the September number
of this Journal. In that paper he asserts that the b
I have designated as the Black or Swanton Slates are Hudson
River formations, by which I suppose he means Utica :

Lorrain Shales. As he advances no argument in b

his declaration, no argument is needed in reply. So far as his

assertion is concerned, I would simply wish it to be looked at
in the light of the facts which have been presented. On the

supposition that the slate referred to is Utica or Lorrain, we
have the strange anomaly of a formation, at once Ik I

the summit of the Lower Silurian, and yet originally and still

overlaid by Potsdam Sandstone.
While touching this matter I ought perhaps to add. that

with the Triarthrus Becki of Green, Dr. Hunt has confounded
the Atops y to), a species which Dr. Emmons
long ago described as having marks distinguishing it from the

Iparthrus Becki; which a committee of the American Asso-

ncement of Science pronounced to be dif-

ferent; and which no less a paleontologist than M. Joachim
tfarrande evidently n

g om tne Utica species.
Again, Dr. Hunt says that the Triarthrus Becki has been

lound in the underlying Hudson Eiver Slates at Bh
(Lone Rock Point), and Appletree Point, near Burlington.

«se rocks, it may not be imper-
ii me to suggest, that Dr. Hunt undoubtedly retirs,

in part to fragments of organic remains long ago met with at

Lone Rock Point, the specific affinities of which, however,™ never accurately dimmed ; and, in part, to a specimen
ot Inlobite discovered at Appletree Point by Sir William

.1 which was, unforn;
: to know,

too indistinct for exact specific identification. At the latter
point I have found, at different times, several specimens of

J
probably of the same species; also, Uer fossilsW In ,V
Same Pkce

'
and at Lone Rock Point, of which I

have something more to say in the sequel

7W e
"
m

i

r\ ?
r
v
Hunt declares that, "the Conocephalites

l If '
acfrdmS to Mr. Billings, common to the [€M*^

>, and to the associated Red Sandstone." The im-
plications which thi involves rest, so far as they 1KVf;

ies °f
Q
^apprehensions. In the first place, the

Red (or Potsdam) Sandstone is not "associated
»
in the sense
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in which the term is here used, with the Georgia Slates. In
the second place, the fossil just mentioned never occurs, so far

as is known, in the Potsdam Sandstone. But, in the third

!•;;•. while it is not met with in the Bed Sandstone, it is

roand in a sandstone, in a slate, and, I may add, in a lime-

stone—in each of these several beds ; in other words, it be-

longs to the Georgia Group, which consists of brown date,

•ith inters tratitled masses of gray limestone and brown
Hadstone. But, if such be the case, how could any mistake
arise? First, the rocks are very < i 1 >'.i .11 i. ..ml cannot be

without much study and long continued observation,

ratling. In speaking
to Mr. Billings of the Georgia Group as containing Conoceph-

./•, OhneUus, etc., I said, among other things:

I with sandstone. From this he
inferred, as was afterward evident from one of his articles, that

J
meant the Potsdam Sandstone, whereas I referred to the

brown sandstone of the Georgia series. Eeceiving this wrong
impression unconsciously, and desiring to give full credit to

cited me in connection with Dr. G. M. Hall as

Wthority in the matter—as having made out, by personal in-

spection, the actual interstratification of the Georgia Slates

and the Potsdam Sandstone—as may be seen by turning to

this Journal for January, 1862, (vol. xxxii, p. 100.) In this

he did what was very natural under the circumstances, since

Jhe Red Sandstone occurs in close proximity to the Trilobite

• nmuL'ii, al-o. as lie u\;s in i inly intent on the fos-

e Dr. Hall and I lived in the neighborhood, and were
very familiar with the " lay" of the rocks. Accordingly, from

*aatwasp ; statement on my part from

atal misunderstanding on the part of Mr. Billings,

and, as I may presume, from an innocent misapprehension on

Jae part of Dr. Hunt, the true relations of these rocks have

°een miseon.vivd. Thujas I imvaM, the cited proof of

the specific identity of the Georgia Group and of the Potsdam

ills to the ground.
Such is a brief exposition of a single point in the Geology

of Western Vermont. In due time other points may be ex-
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Akt XXXI ~-On some derivatives of Trichlormethyl-sul-
phon-Momd (CC1

3)S0 2 C1; by 0. Loew, km
New York

DePartment of tne College of the City of

This ehlorid, discovered by Berzelius and Marcet in 1812,
was the subject of extended investigations by Kolbe. Since
tnat time no investigations on this compound have been made,
although it possesses many interesting properties. I find that
tne simplest way to prepare it, is the following : 300 grins, bi-
chromate of potassium in pieces of the size of a pea, 500 grm.
common hydrochloric acid, 200 grm. nitric acid of the com-
mon strength, and 30 grm. bisulphid of carbon are mixed in
a flask, falling it to one-fourth of its capacity and loosely stop-
peiea. it is kept cool in the beginning and shaken from time
to time In about eight days the process is finished. In direct

frti -T
y *?Ur-

dayS are re<luired. By addition of water
the ehlorid and nitrate of potassium are dissolved, and there
remains the insoluble trichlormethyl-sulphon-chlorid. It is

mteiea on, washed, and pressed between sheets of filter-paper.

*«Ia -J"
8

?
h

,

lorid is ^^olved in absolute alcohol and
treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphur is deposited, and
nyarochlonc acid and another compound of an acid character

Sm^i. ??
n

*
Bj neutralization ™th dry carbonate of

fh?T\ i

S°?Um Salt of this new acid remains dissolved in
tne alcohol, and crystallizes by evaporation in shining scales.

469
ce
g
ntNl

ielded
° 146 6nn

*
sulPnate of sodium =11 *33 p€T

0'236 grm. yielded 0490 g
0-511 grm. yielded

cent S.

auh^lViT
Salt °f

ihe tri*lormethyl-sulphurous acid re-

salt^dSn^6 fT t
richlormethyi-sulphurous acid, the sodium

w^h ether T
P
h°

Sed
^
by dUute hydrochloric acid and agitated

radtfcels trtJlf* ^ evaP-ation this new acid in

stability- .r?" a
°th tne acid and its salts are not of great

present deoo^^ ^m temPerat™, especially when water is

evolved.
deCOmP°sltlon takes place and a\ery offensive odor is

loJing^t: °f tW8 add takes ?lace a—^ to the*
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(C01
3 ) S0 2 C1* +H

2 S = (CC1
3)S0 0H +HC1+S.

_
The decomposition of this acid and its salts by bromine and

litric acid is very striking ; the acid disappears and new in-
oluble compounds are formed.

t of bromine is expressed by the following equa-

l of nitric acid :

(CCIJSOOH +N0
3H = (CC1 3)S0 2

(N0
2 ) +H 2

Trichlormethyl-sul- Nitric acid. Trichlormethyl-sulphon-
phurous acid. nitrid.

The trichlormethyl-sulphon-bromid is a white ci

body of a faint acrid smell, insoluble in water but soluble in

alcohol and ether. On the application of heat a part is sub-
limed without change while another part is decomposed. Am-
monia dissolves it with evolution of nitrogen.

0'358 grm. yielded 0-313 sulphate of barium corresponding to

12-01 per cent S.
0-492 grm. yielded 1-158 grm. AgCl+AgBr and this mixture

yielded by reduction 0*808 Ag, which proportions corres-

pond to 30-77 per cent Br, and 4022 per cent CI.

The theory demands 12-19 per cent S, 40*57 per cent CI, 30-4S

per cent Br.

When trichlormethyl-sulphurous acid is brought into con-

tact with concentrated nitric acid, a violent reaction takes

place and a blue oil is deposited which loses nitrous acid by
contact with the air and is converted into a white crystalline

body, the odor of which inflames the eyes and is very suffoca-

ting when inhaled. This is the trichlormethyl-sulphon-nitrid

especially interesting in this, that a nitrid of an organic sulph-
acid has been hitherto unknown. It is insoluble in water,

soluble in ether and alcohol. Water added to the alcoholic

solution precipitates it unchanged. It does not melt in boil-

*ng water but is volatilized with the steam. Ammonia dis-

solves it slowly with decomposition, alcoholic solution of caus-

tic potassa decomposes it quickly. When it is treated with

zinc and h li -appears and is converted into

sulphydrate of methyl and ammonia :

* C=12 S=32 0=16.
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(CCl
s
)S0

a
(N0

3 ) +18H =CH
3
SH +H

4
NC1+2HC1+4H

8

0-5285 grm. yielded 0532 sulphate of barium and 0-973 AgCl,

corresponding to 13-83 per cent S and 46 12 per cent CI.

Theory demands 14-00 per cent S and 46-61 per cent CI.

On treating trichlormethyl-sulphon-chlorid with ammonia,

trichlorrnethyl-subphurous acid is formed in an unexpected

manner, nitrogen is evolved and the chlorid is slowly dissolved.

On evaporation hroad tabular n-\> al« r.iv obtained. In the

mother-liquor there remains chlorid of ammonium, some sul-

phate of ammonium and a certain quantity of this new com-

pound. The crystals must be recrystallized with great care

because at a moderate temperature an acid reaction sets in and

se crysi

formation of the above

mentioned bromid and nitrid. The action of the nitric acid is

extremely violent.

By mixing with diluted hydrochloric acid and agitating with

ether the above mentioned triehlormethyl-sulphurous acid is

obtained.

0-431 grm. yielded 0911 grm. AgCl=52'24 per cent CI.

0-668 grm. yielded 0-725 ammonio-chlorid of platinum=6-80
per cent N.

0-753 grm. yielded 0'894 grm. sulphate of barium= 1623 per

Theory demands 5311 per cent CI, 6-98 per cent N, 15*96 per

The crystals are therefore the ammonium salt of the tri-

ehlormethyl-sulphurous acid and their formation can be ex-

pressed by the following equation :

3((CC1
3)S0 3 C1) +8H 3N=3((CC1 3

)S0 2H 4
N) +2N+3H4

Nd
Trichlormethyl-sul- Trichlormethyl-sulphite of

On treating trichlormethyl-sulphon-chlorid with cyanid of

potassium, evolution of cyanogen and hydrocyanic acid takes

place and the potassium salt of triehlormethyl-sulphurous acid

is formed :

(CC1
3)S0 2 C1 +2KCy =(CC1

3)S0 0K +KC1 +2Cy

>

But when the solution is hot and very concentrated, there

is also another derivative of this acid formed, one atom ot 01

being replaced by one atom of OH
(CC1,)S0 OK+

H

aO=(C Cl
fOH) SO OK+HC1,
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which latter decomposes another part of the cyanid of potas-

A glance at the following formulas will show the relation
between these new bodies and several others already known :

Trichlormethyl-sulphon-chlorid (CC1
3
)S0„C1 (Kolbe).

Trichlormethyl-sulphon-bromid (C Cl,)SO„~Br.
Trichlormethyl-sulphon-nitrid (CC1

3
)S0 2

(N0
3 ).

Trichlormethyl-sulphunc acid (CCl,)SO,OH (Kolbe.)
Trichlormethyl-, 01, ) SO OH.
jjl&ylsulp] .

'[ (Kolbe.)

MethylsulphuroMs acid (CH
3
)SOOH (Hobson.)

^"ew York. January, 18C9.

Art. XXXII.—Note on the structure of the Blastoidea; by
E. Billings, F.Gr.S., Paleontologist Canada G-eol. Survey.

The remains' of the Blastoidea have as yet proved to be
extremely rare in our Canadian rocks, only five small speci-

mens—three of Pentremites and two of Codaster—having

structure of the order, especially with regard to the function
°f the summit openings. On combining the observations of
other authors, whose views I shall give in detail in another
Paper, I find that we have now sufficient data to establish the
Mowing points :—

1- In the genus Nucleocrinus Conrad, there are sixteen aper-
tures in the summit. Of these the large lateral aperture is both
mouth and vent. There is no opening in the center of the apex
where the mouth has hitherto been supposed to have its posi-

Jwn. The ten so-called "ovarial orifices" are respiratory aper-
tures. Between each two of these one of the ambulacral grooves
enters to the interior through a small pore which is a true ova-
rian orifice.. There are thus ten spiracles, five ovarian orifices

and one buccal and anal orifice —in all sixteen.
2. In Pentremites there are also five ovaiian pores, in the

same position. The mouth is not in the center, but in the
larger of the five spiracles.

3. Codaster has no ambulacral pores in the so-called "pseud-
ambulacral fields." The striated surfaces in the interradial
areas are true Cystidean rhombs of the type of those of the
genus Pleurocystites. These in Pentremites, Granatocrinua
aud Nucleocrinus are situated under the ambulacra where they

constitute the tubular apparatus described by Roemer and
others.
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}H--~Note8 on the occurrence and composition of
the Nodular Phosphates of South Carolina: by Charles TJ.
Shepard, Jr., M D Prof, of Chemistry in the Medical Col-
lege of the State of South Carolina.

The belt of nodular phosphates appears to extend, more or
less interrupted from the Wando and Cooper rivers, some fif-
teen to thirty miles above Charleston, in a south-southwesterly

T™varallel tcMhe coast line
>
as far a8 St

-
Helena Sound

and Bluffton, near Port Royal. As yet the precise area is

unknown; no accurate survey having been made, although
this want is daily felt by the community. It would be erro-
neous to suppose that there is a well defined stratum of any
such extent as this area above mentioned; on the contrary,
the bed appears only in patches, some of which, however, are
many miles in diameter. On the Wando and Cooper rivers
the nodules are found in comparatively small beds, generally
butafew inches in thickness; still, limited deposits, one to
threefeet thick haye been reported in some localities of this
neighborhood. On the peninsula between the Cooper and Ashley
fivers, the deposit assumes the form of a well denned stratum,m many places attaining a thickness of eighteen to twenty-four
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mina -the balance being chiefly sand and peroxyd of iron.
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ten to twenty miles from Charleston ; farther up stream, the

nodules are found in a sandy soil, and become permeated with
sand to the amount of thirty per cent and over, when the phos-
phates do not reach fifty per cent. On some plantations the
bed of phosphatic nodules is over two feet in thickness ; and
the amount of marketable material produced from mining an
acre may exceed twelve hundred tons. On the Stono and
Edisto rivers there have been found but few rich deposits,—the
stratum exhibiting continuity in but occasional spots. As a
rule, the nodules lie deeper on these rivers than on the Ashley.

Heavy deposits have been discovered on the flats in the neigh-

borhood of St. Helena Sound, covering vast surfaces at little

depth from the surface, occasionally forming a compact floor,

or huge boulder-like masses on the bottom of the creeks which
bt( ta ct that neighborhood. Finally, on the Ashepoo river, at

one locality in this neighborhood, the stratum has the appear-

ance of an immense pavement, extending over hundreds of

acres at a depth of three to six feet. It is with difficulty that

the large masses (often several hundred weight each) can be

pried apart, so closely are they wedged together,—having a

smooth, glazed, upper surface, but irregular beneath. The
masses moreover are often penetrated to considerable depth,

sometimes perforated by round holes, which extend generally

in a perpendicular direction. These cavities have a diameter

of one-half to one inch. The phosphatic masses forming this

floor are nine to twelve inches in thickness, and overlie a bed of

nodular phosphates of smaller size, which extends down to the

depth of twelve to fifteen inches below the continuous stratum.

The whole deposit is imbedded in a tenacious clay, underneath

which occurs a yellow-red marl. This marl is rich in shells

and the bones of marine and land animals. It is composed,

when air-dry, of nearly 70 per cent sand, 18 per cent carbonate

of lime, and 5 to 7 per cent phosphates of lime, alumina and

iron. It is reported that the nodules form in some limited

localities a second layer, and as continuous as the top stratum,

—underlying it at the depth of about one foot.

The phosphatic nodules and masses generally give on fric-

tion of their fresh surfaces, a peculiar naphthous odor. This

property is as a rule, the more decided, the denser the nodules;

and is in direct proportion to the amount of organic matter

contained in them. The impressions of numerous fossil shells

of the Eocene period occur throughout the various phosphatic

Composition.—The analyses given below are of hand speci-

mens, taken at random from large quantities of the material ot

the different localities mentioned. They are not supposed to
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represent the exact composition of the formation from each
neighborhood, since a material difference is often remarked in
nodules from the same pit; but these analyses have been chosen
from a large number made during the past year, a>
what may be considered the average. It must be stated, how-
ever, that the amount of peroxyd of iron, alu
given under No. 3, from, the Ashley, is higher by a few per
cent, than is generally the case in the nodules from that neigh-
borhood. The specimens analyzed were tolerably clean, and
more or less air-dry. With regard to the determination of the
phosphoric acid, there exists com • of opinion
among the chemists who have had the most to do with the
analysis of the South Carolina nodular phosphates,—each one,

tog a different method. My experience, as
far as it extends, leads me to consider the protochlorid of
uranium method as the best for the quantitative determina-
tion of phosphoric acid in compounds containing oxyds of iron
and considerable alumina. It is true that the results are much
lower than those obtained by other methods; but as yet I have
round no reason to doubt their accuracy. The organic matter
amounts to about one-third to two-thirds of the percentage put
down to water of combination and organic matter Some nod-

tain nitrogenous matter sufficient to yield on decompo-
sition with soda lime over 1 per cent of ammonia. (In one spe-
cimen 0-26 per cent ammonia was determined). The magnesia
rarely exceeds one half per cent.

Analysis No. 1, from the Cooper river,

near Goose creek,
the Ashley river.

Ashepoo "

Ashepoo «

St. Helena Sound.

Specific gi

Water of

Phosphoric t

724 30-17 29 84 275

f chlorine, fluorine and s
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Artesian water of Charleston, S. C.—The analysis of the
water of the artesian well of this city may interest some read-
ers, not only the scientific who may possibly draw important
inferences from a knowledge of its composition, since it comes
up from below the layer of phosphatic nodules (sixty feet from
the surface), but also travellers and health-seekers, who every
season drink at this agreeable well, which is also quite popular
among our citizens.

The following analysis is the average of several, completed
at intervals of a few weeks during last winter and spring.

Slight, but unmistakable, changes were noticed in the propor-
tions of some of the ingredients during these investigations.

There are two wells, only one, however, is completed. This,
the old one, is about 1250 feet deep. The temperature of the
water at the spout is 87° F. (or 307° C). Specific gravity

(taken at 15° C), is 1-0015. The amount of solid ingredients
in the water = 0-228-0-234 per cent.

In 100 parts solid ingredients :

Bicarbonate of soda -- 52-749

Chlorid of sodium.. 47-051

Bicarbonate of lime - -- 0-0883

Bicarbonate of ma aesia 0-01375

Silica ._ 0-00102

Phosphi Lalamina 0-0004

In 100 parts well water

—

Bicarbonate of soda - 0-1435

Chlorid of sodium 0-128

Bicarbonate of lime 0-000273

Bicarbonate of magnesia 0-0000323

Silica 0-0000238

Phosphates of lime, iron and alumina 0.0000093

Organic matter 0*0000467

Free carbonic acid O'0018

0-27366

In 100 imperial gallons (at 15° C), are contained about one

and a half pounds bicarbonate of soda and one and a quarter

Pounds common salt.
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Art. XXXIV.—Notes on American Fossiliferous Strata;

by T. A. Conrad.

The discovery of extinct Unionidse in a clay bank on the

New Jersey side of the Delaware river, has directed my atten-

tion to the fossil UnionidaB, found by Dr. Hildretli near Ma-

rietta, Ohio, described by Dr. Morton in this Journal, in 1836.

Comparing specimens from the Delaware with those of Ohio,

two species were found to be common to both localities, while

a third species, found in West Virginia, near the O
is to another Delaware species. Again, another Umo

from the latter locality, which was presented to me several years

ago by Henry C. Lamborne, is found to occur in the bank of

the Potomac near Alexandria.

Unto radiatoides Lea, N. Jersey, W. Virginia.

XT. saxulum Morton, do. Ohio.

IT, cariosoides Lea,
XT. nasutoides Lea, do. Alexandria, V a.

Anodon abyssina Morton, Ohio, do.

A. (/randinoides Lea,

Professor Cope has obtained from the New Jersey clay a por-

tion of a horse's head, which animal undoubtedly lived in the

same period with the fresh water shells above mentioned. The

question of the geological age of the clay is thus narrowed to

more restricted limits, and it must be included in a series from

Miocene to Post Pliocene. It has long been a desideratum to

discover traces of the rivers and their deposits of the Miocen

period of this country. Only one species of fresh water Uni-

valves, and an estuary shell living exclusively in brackish water

had noted a trace of a river and estuary, before the fossil shells

of the Delaware were found. It seems probable now, that we

have evidence of the Delaware in the Miocene period a much

broader river than now, and containing a group of TJnionidse

wholly extinct, and very different from the existing group.

This ancient bed of the Delaware must have left many traces,

but as yet they are not recognized from the great scarcity ot

fossils except in a mere seam less than a foot in depth. The

presence of Anodon in every known locality would seem to im-

water, ponds or sluggish rivers which became gradu-

ally filled up with sediment, and the shells were bur:
showing no trace whatever of swift flowing or agitated waters.

They, however, are all lying on their sides, whereas if the bed

of the present river were elevated the Unios would generally

be found m a vertical position, as we find the Glycimeris in the
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Tertiary of Maryland. This group of extinct freshwater bi-
valves seems to have been more uniform in character than
those of the present day, since it is generally the same on both
sides of the Appalachian range, where now the mountains
separate them into two very dissimilar groups, one plain and few

er, and the other numerous, with every variety of form.
It is this uniform character, together with the extinction of
the shells which lead to the conclusion of their Miocene age.
Of the Pliocenes we have no trace along the Atlantic slope,
and therefore the geological position must be either that of
the Miocene, or of the Post Pliocene, in which latter formation
all the species either marine or fresh water are identical with
existing forms. The Ohio deposit containing extinct species is

thus described by Dr. Hildreth. They are " in a bed of fine

micaceous and siliceous sand, the upper part mixed with blue
clay." This clay is identical in composition and color with
that of the Delaware, containing the same amount of micaceous
fragments, showing that both deposits were filled up with sim-
ilar sediment, and at the same period. The fossils of Ohio
are mineralogically the same as those of the Delaware and
Potomac, ferruginous casts with portions of the shell re-

maining. The former are at an elevation of about 600 feet

above the latter, which may be due to a rise in the Appala-
chians. Many naturalists may doubt the Miocene age of this

group in consequence of the presence of Equus fraternus
Leidy—no solid-ungulate horse having been found in the Eu-
ropean Miocene, and because this same species occurs in the
vicinity of Charleston in company with the remains of do-
mestic animals. But Dr. Pratt, having studied the geology
of that place, found the latter " entombed in direct contact,
and in one common burial with the bones and remains of an-
other and older geological period." There is therefore no
doubt that the Charleston Equus fraternus lived in the same
period with the horse of the Delaware clay.*

Cbosswicks GrBOUP.

The lower beds of the eastern Cretaceous are exposed in the
sections of the deep cut of the Chesapeake and Delaware Ca-
aal, and at Crosswicks, N. J. The group of casts of shells in
these beds consists of comparatively small species, nearly all

limited to these lower strata, so far as my observation extends.

G-ryphasa and Exogyra, so abundant in the higher beds of New
Jersey, I have not seen in this group.
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List of Shells of the Crosswicks Group.
Crasmtella prora Conrad. Gyrodea infracarinata Gabb.
Inoceramus peculiaris C. Kaih Jm Gabb.

i passa C. Turtdnopm depressa Gabb.
Goniosoma infala C. ActiPon ovoidea Gabb
C'/prhuvrm sphsa C. J,-/,/>-,„ m ^tW Gabb*.

-; '«" »^W /,/C. /;,-,-',•.. W „* Conrad*
- v

' '

s
'

'

'

' s
/ pis Dckay.

Solenoceras annulifer (Hamiles) Morton.

Raritan Clay.
In his report on the geology of New Jersey, Professor Rogers

describes a series of clays on the Delaware and Raritan riv-

ers, which he considers the base of the Cretaceous system
of the Atlantic slope. By some geologists it is supposed to

be the equivalent of the Wealden of Europe, hut I think
it is of later origin; posterior to the lower greensand, tixA

indicating a continent, which disappeared beneath the cre-

taceous ocean. These clays seem to be evidences of estuary
deposits, as I ascertained by examination of the banks near
the village of Washington on South river, a branch of the
Raritan, Middlesex Co. These clays rest nearly ho]
and regularly on the undulated and highly inclined -

gray quartzose sand, replete with feiruginous seams, full of
carbonaceous remains of vegetations, too fragmentary to indi-
cate the class of plants from which they have been derived.
Ihese seams follow the line of the surface and show the sand
to have been disturbed by the movements of the Triassic on

y rest. The lowest stratum of clay is ash colored,

vast numbers of upright stems of a Keuropteris are
seen passing through densely crowded impressions of large
leaves, doubtless parts of the same plant. There is evidence
ol a gentle current in the slighl . or it may
be ot wind acting on the stems above water, but the sediment
tell gently on the plants and buried them in clay, which can
be traced more than 10 miles at nearly the same elevation above
tide, inis lower bed is about four feet thick near Washing-^ fn 7^ ls a like thickness of black clay, the upper
part full of wi low shaped leaves with an entire margin. Over
tms again -

.

, )f 2Q feet Qr more {n fc]

other kinds
8mular lGaV6S and als° vegetable i^Pressions of

frorfrbl
UTd

-^T*8 me that a figment of one of the leaves^^&lB ^* of ?fera , thefts on which represent
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a portion of clay considerably above the shells. Other plants
are a new species of Podozamites (P. proximans Conrad, de-
scribed below), nearly related to P. lanceolatus Emmons ; a

l is which is probably identical with Emmons's species,
i the geology of North Carolina, vol. i, p. 4, fig. 10.'

• lower part of the bluff, in
the light colored clay which rests on plicated sand. The lat-
ter no doubt is part of the same formation, and overlies the
lied Sandstone of New Brunswick, and although the point of
junction is unknown, the Raritan clay and the red sandstone
may be traced within two miles of each other. Impressions of
the leaves of this Cyclopteris are extremely numerous, whilst
the stems are also abundant, generally in a vertical position,
or so inclined and disturbed as to suggest
wmd or eddies placing them in a position i

ment preserved them.

tin of a new Cycadaceous plant from the Baritan Ck

proximans Conrad. Lanceolate, gradiv
ally taperin

£'';-''/'V//,'near Washington, on South river, K J.
i}lH ^hort description will serve to distinguish it from

• I«'«'<-ol«tiis Emmons.

i mts go far to prove the Raritan clay to be
°t Triassic age, but I have fun her evidence in the
shells to convince me that it is the equivalent of the
Muschelkalk of Upper Silesia. Dunker in "Paleon-

3 and figures some bivalves of the

ia, which if not identical with the
shells of the Raritan, clay, must be nearly allied spe-
cies, if external form is of anv value for comparison,
junker's shells are very peri ct. and the hinge charac-
ter well represented. They constitute a group in the genus

wholly unlike any that existed before or after the Tri-
ple period, and one species at least I cannot distinguish from
?
ne m the Raritan clay. This genus Astarte of Sowerby orig-

inated in the Triassi n >rio I. and culminated in the Jurassic.
An the first the species are few, plain and small. In the latter
they are large, with great variety of form, and the generic char-
acter greatly developed. I am not sure whether A. concinna
oi the lower green-sand is a true Astarte, but if it should be,
* believe that this formation holds the last of the genus. I
nnd none in the chalk or its representatives. Crassina Lam.,

ii Astarte is usually confounded, originated in the
-Miocene period, and .. limited in the North
A*. Jour. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XL VII, No. 141.-MAr.lSC9.
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American seas of this age, for we know eighteen species, while
there is but one recent on the coasts of the Middle States, and
four on those of the Eastern.

ngular cast in the Muschelkalk of Silesia is figured in

Dntographica," vol. 1, tab. xxxii, fig. 33. Dunker re-
marks that it has some resemblance to a valve of a bivalve
shell, but I have the best authority for pronouncing it a form
of Entomostraca, though differing from any recent genus. I
found a cast of the same genus in the Earitan clay, of a
shorter outline than Dunker's, and with only three tnbercie*
The latter has five or six equal tubercles, situated like the
Earitan species on the lower submargin. I propose to name
this Triassic genus Paleocypris; the American form P. trino-

and the European P. triassina. The former is dis-

tinctly visible with a lens.

In a small mass of ash colored clay taken from the lowest
stratum, a few fern roots are well represented in pyrites, of
an upright habit, and not creeping like the rhizomes of exist-

ing ferns. The secondary roots are numerous, some of the

laterals as fine as hairs, and from the base of the main root

large branches run downward. This must have been a bed
of ferns growing in a sandy, slightly micaceous clay, and yet

m this indifferent soil grew long, stout, flexible stalks strongly

longitudinally. The foliage is yet unknown, for the
stalks are cut off as it were by a black clay above, in which
the traces of vegetation are obliterated, although the dark
color of the clay is derived from carbonized leaves. Above

feet of a black stratum, there is a thick mass of ash
colored clay, in the lower part of which are innumerable im-
pressions of a Cyclopteris, the leaves of which are of a peltofe
form, and the stalk diffi r> in it. character from those of the

lower bed. It is not longitudinally striated, but in
plicated. There are probably two or more species, but the

imperfect specimens do not indicate the difference. F. A.
Koemer has figured a fossil which he named Cyclopteris pel-

tata, but the nervation is wholly unlike that of the Earitan
' ha figure is correct, the nerves in which are not

branched. One of our species resembles the leaf figured by
Emmons, which is too imperfect in outline for comparison, but
the nerve character is similar. There are two European spe-

peltate leaves, and both by the same name,
C. peltata Gdppert, of the Lias, having priority over Eoemer's
name of peltata. The former also differs from the New Jer-

oL
8

afT £* 8UUpler orless Ranched form of the nerves.

a 3™i '

fra^ments of * Cyclopteris in the Earitan clay has

in len^i
SmU0U8 margin

>
and when entire

>
was over tw0 in°heS
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In this bed, just over the black clay beneath, a patient
search revealed the presence of fresh water shells, two or three
species of Pisidium, and one apparently of Cyrena, which
would indicate this line of the high lands on the south
side of the Earitan to have been a wide estuary, although no
other trace of the rivers on land of this period is known.
About a quarter of a mile east of this bluff in the suburbs

of Washington, I observed similar clays at about the same
level, and in the black stratum, leaves as abundant as it would
he possible to press them. Ligni rge fi .la-

ments of the trunks of trees. The clays around Baltimore
are supposed, with reason, to be synchronous with the Raritan

i therefore it is highly probable that the fossil forest
at the mouth of the Patapsco, described by Durand, may b-
of the same geological age.

Eocene and Miocene of Shark river, K J.

The village of Trap on Shark river shows a good section of
JEocene greensand, overlaid by about six feet of Miocene marl.
This Eocene is known by the name of Squankum marl, and con-
tains few organic remains. Prof. Cope has described two species
of Pakophis ; and a Cadorhynchus also occurs in it. I have no
doubt that Leidy's AncMppodus riparius was obtained from it,

and that it was an Eocene pachyderm. Equally certain am I
that the peccary tooth described by Leidy, found"at Shark river,

cene species. It was picked up by Dr. Kneiskern
at my feet while walking with him over a bed of Miocene mail.

rith shark's teeth, and at some distance from the bluff
ironi which it came. The color, mineralization, and degn e of
corrosion, all agree with the shark's teeth, and with a cast of
Volutilithes found on the same spot, and which latter fossil is

composed of a light ochreous impure limestone. Prof. Leidy
r this specimen to his 23 bad been

round in the same bed. This species was obtained in digging
a well in Indiana, at a depth of 30 or 40 feet, and referred to
the Post Pliocene period, without any evidence that the de-
Posit belongs to that period. On the contrary, there is reason

that the animal lived at the same time with the
fossil Unionidse near Marietta, Ohio, both the peccary and the
shells being found at a depth of about 40 feet, and' that the
same quadruped lived at that time in New Jersey. This will

&J
ve some idea of the extent of land in the Miocene era, and

the only reason why we have so few traces of the Miocene con-
tinent west of the mountains is because it is buried below the
surface, and only made known to us in digging wells. Ot
contrary the Post Pliocene beds are often seen in the
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and contain shells of existing species, while a more
tant line of demarkation is nowhere seen than between

these periods, as we might expect to be the case where the long

interval of the Pliocenes has passed between them.
The Miocene line at Shark river is distinguished by a thin

layer of calcareous earth replete with the teeth of several spe-

cies of shark, of a pale ochreous color, whilst those of the

Eocene are black ; over the layer above mentioned is about

six feet of dark Miocene marl, nearly or quite destitute of or-

The upper part of the Eocene is a hard gray rock, about four

':. abounding in large gn ing numer-
ous fossil remains, annum- which Aturia is most char,
of the geological age of the formation ; below this of unknown
depth is the loose green-sand with a few Eocene species of

reptiles, mammals, fishes and plants.

Art. XXXV.— On certain Phenomena of Transmitted and

Diffused Light ; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

When a beam of sunlight is thrown upon a white screen at

the distance of fifteen or twenty feet and a plate of finely

- .1 it its j'aih. tii,- white light by pass-

ing through the color] .. deep orange yelto*

nish tinge in the glass does not

with the experiment, but it is necessary that the grind-

redingly fine, the surface must be scarcely

removed, and with the finest emery.
This experiment, which admits of some very interesting varia-

tions that will be mentioned farther on, is, I believe, new.

Those upon record which appr. >a . relate to

"used through water produce a n i

- and a bluish diffuse reflected light.
My own experiment just mentioned, differed from these in

) direct, atti

•:idly. that the bine diffuse light w*j

'

- : .- .-
;

,- ,:,. ^

„ ;

-

me to the conclusion - ;..„',,. ... wefl »
many other new ones, depended ,

-

Deen up to this time ol A is insufficient.
_

Becquerel in speaking of the two cases just mentioned, viz :

magnesia and milt, observes in his very valuable work on LfeW :
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fusion qui est tres-forte pour les rayons In ,-r,
|

s corps Wanes etruemebleuatres par rcfU.xi-ii. otjauimtn - y,v

'le qui echappe

'

This indeed can scarcely be called an explanation, it is rather
inent of the facts in a more general form and simply

affirms that the red rays have a greater tendency to be trans-
mitted and the blue to be diffused. Nor does this seem to
have been deduced from any observed properties of light, but
appears to have been adopted from an analogy real or supposed,
*ith properties of heat. It will be necessary therefore to
glance for a moment at these properties of heat.
In 1840, Melloni showed the necessity of admitting the exis-

tence of a diffusive power in heat, from overlooking which, a

ion of the experiments recorded up to that time, were
rendered inconclusive, especially those of Leslie, some of which
till then, had ],, n I „,k, <1 up. n'^ iuiidasin ntal in establishing
the laws of heat. Up to that time, when heat fell upon any
-uriacv, it was held to undergo specular reflection, transmis-
sion and absorption. Melloni added to these, diffusion.
To enter at large into his experiments would take" up too

much space here. Tho <— nn'.'l \> nvt is. that, taking rays of
beat, chiefly of high i ling from a lamp, he
sifted out from these the rays of less refrangibility by causing
them to pass through a lens, which at the same time, rendered
them nearly parallel. These rays were then allowed to fall

upon a disc of pasteb >.,r I < .vered with white lead.. A thermo-
scope placed so as not to receive ravs specularly reflected, was

sa powerfully deflected. "To ascertain whether or not
this deflection was

j
heat, he interposed a

screen of glas and the thermoscope ;
scarcely

a&y diminution of t
:

. red. Had the rays
been absorbed and radiated, they would have been of low refran-

.1 would have, been to a large extent, stopped by the

en. As they were not so stopped they were evidently
rays of high refrangibility issuing from the lamp. The thermo-

tround the disc at the same distance and
angle indicated an unvarying deviation. This showed that the
effect observed could not arise from specular reflection.

It therefore followed that the deviation of the thermoscope
^as due to a function of heat different from any previously

recognized, distinguished from specular reflection by the fact
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that it exerted itself in all directions equally while specula]

flection took place in T
from radiation by the

by absorption.

Different substances showed great differences in the energy of

their diffusion. Smoke black diffused all rays equally, but very

little. Some diffused largely, and all rays equally ; this was

the case with the metals. Others again diffused rays of high

«lity much more than those of lower refrangibility.

In seeking analogies between heat and light, Melloni corn-

's new function of heat with that species of irregular

and diffused reflection in light which conveys to our senses

the conception of color. Smoke black lie observed was truly

black as respects heat, as well as light, diffusing in both cases

: % but rays of all refrangibiliri - < ;im!!v. The metals,

in their relations to heat, corresponded with bodies

.-spccts lidit, as tht-v diffused iiv«-lv, and all rays equally

Those bodies which exercised an election to the rays,

more of some, and diffusing more of others, he compared to

bodies which are colored as respects light. This heat color he

termed thermochrosis.

This analogy however, though striking, is far from Perff
c
*j

For those bodies which exhibited an election, always absorbed

the less an |

- rays of heat. If the

phenomena of light I : ilogous, we should on

the one hand have had only black, white, a I

on the other hand there should be bodies found absorbing the

more, and diffusing the less refrangible rays of heat ;
these

would have been analogous to bodies red, yellow and green, as

respects light.

This defect in the analogy is not alluded to by Melloni.

And of late years this function of heat has been, as a]

the quotation already made, compared to one of ligh

from the analogy of©
ged to exist in milk and magnesia, of being red by

u and blue by diffused rays. . , ,

It will be observed bow extrei d > &ob wn ?

explanation. The appearances alleged to exist" in milk and

;ire said to arise from the tendency of blue rays to

-

- d for this tendency. Its existence is assumed to be

tits on heat. On exami
t smeata we find that he says nothing about 1

1

tendency of the less refrangible rays of beat to be transmitted,

'
] - "»- d. A.;iin. h ,-•,

which he described to correspond with a set of light-phenomena
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entirely different. And farther, he attempted no explanation
of the elective tendencies of these bodies as respects heat, but
simply recorded the fact.

In the present paper I purpose to examine more pai

than has been heretofore done, the phenomena above spoken of,

and to show that they have a very wide extension, and present

very varied effects. That the appearances heretofore observed
and many analogous new ones which I shall here describe, de-

igether upon Interference, and under that view are

susceptible of a satisfactory explanation.

These phenomena present themselves in three different

aspects, which may be classified as follows :

Case First.—A strong learn of yellow, red, or reddish yel-

low direct light is produced without the complementery blur

. being visible.

i

Case Second.—The yellow or red direct beam is visible and
sunultaneoush/ :! ifused.

_
Case Third.—Beddish and bluish lig/it, both diffused, are

simultaneously visible.

The simple existence of this third class disproves the expla-

nation usually received and quoted above, for that explanation

affirms that the red light tends to transmission, and the blue

iavor pre;

the very instances usually quoted,
dergo diffusion equally.

Case first.—Production of a yellow or red beam of direct

Jigbtj in fche absence of blue.

Let us take an ordinary plane silvered mirror about six

inches by eight, and, allowing a large beam of sunshine to pass

into the darkened room, let the beam fall upon the mirror lying

horizontally or nearly so, upon a table, so as to be reflected

upon the c ill, fifteen or twenty feet distant.

Let us now interpose in the path of the ray after its reflec-

tion from the mirror a plate of very finely ground glass. The
ray which now passes through the colorless glass is no longer

white, but of a deep yelloiv color. It is necessary in order that

itiient should fully succeed, that the grinding should

• ly fine. Ordinary ground glass will not answer at

As it is extremely difficult to procure glass ground finely

enough, it is fortunate that the same result can be produced in

many different ways. One of the best, is the imprisonment of

* The glass must be merely "greyed," not ground, and with the finest emery.
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gelatinous alumina in a film of collodion. This is accomplished

as follows :

A salt of aluminum soluble in alcohol is selected, the bromid

is that which I have used. A few drops of strong alcoholic

solution of the aluminum compound is added to ordinary plain

collodion ( i . drachm of photographic pyroxy-

lin in six ounces of ether and as much alcohol) and to this a

very few drops of str« nu i quid ammonia are added, and, after

shaking, a little ether. After standing a day, this mixture can

be extended over glass, and after it is set, the bromid of amtno-

nium is to be washed out, and the film dried.

Such a plate placed in the path of the ray colors it bright

orange yellow. If it be laid upon the mirror so that the ray

passes through it twice, viz : before and after reflection, the

beam will be colored orange red.
. .

Thin strata of bromid of silver upon glass produce a simi-

lar effect.

My own views as to the nature of this coloration which will

be presently explained, led me to the conclusion that a pro-

would be produced by any substance of a

sufficiently fine state of division, irrespective of its c0*°r*

Experiment confirmed this expectation and led to a remarkably

striking experiment. Colorless white light was dyed deep or-

ange red by passing through a bright blue film.

To make this experiment in a rigorous manner, be

and chrome blue were rejected in consequence of their tend-

ency under ceri lin cir< ui istances to transmit red rays, by rea-

son of their two maxima of absorption. Copper was selected

which is wholly free from this objection, and films of hydrated

oxyd of copper were obtained by pn paring ft satu
solution of chlorid of copper, and by treating it precisely as

explained in the case of alumina.
Reflected sunlight transmitted through these ] I

colored red. I scarcely know any experiment in 0]

strike an intelligent observer with more surprise when first seen,

than this. The film when observed by diffuse light is blue.

White objects viewed through it are colored strongly blue but

rays of sunlight transmitted through it, become salmon-red.

Case second.—Yellow or red direct rays are produced, and

blue diffuse light is seen simultaneously.
Finely divided sulphur in the amorphous condition

V • obtain it, two or three drops oi

sulphuric acid are added to fifteen or twenty ounces of *»tt*

and then two or three drops of sulphydrate of ammonium.
In five or ten minutes the sulphur separates but remains sus-
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pended in the liquid. If this be then placed in a glass trough
_ bt be sent through it

and received on a screen 15 to 20 feet distant, the image has
a deep yellow color. The liquid itself presents a rich blue
tint. If

'

rred to a large glass vessel with
cut facets pi tight, the effect is very I

flashes of deep gold colored light contrast finely with the rich
blue of the liquid.

Case third.—Blue light and red are seen simultaneously and
both are diffused.

When sago is made into translucent paste with hot water, it

exhibits a distinct bluish color. The paste is to be largely dilu-
ted with water and placed in a black vessel, such as a flat gutta
percha trough, in which it should form a layer at least an inch
m depth. An oblique beam of sunshine passing through a
hole of half an inch diameter in the shutter of a dark room,
falls upon the surface, f>nning a bright oval, surrounded by
ahalo two or three in< > in dian tei On halt tl do,

best from the window, is yellowish red, the other half,

bluish.

The proportion of the two colors is nearly equal, and both
are equally diffuse. Common starch gives analogous results,

not however quite so well marked. And the same effect is

produced by milk dilin 1 v irh about 50 times its bulk of water.

With precipitated magnesia I did not perceive the blue light.

It was very peivepn'nli' with alumina, though not nearly so

nruch so as with milk, which shows the effect remarkably well.

These various effects appear to be all due to one and the

same cause, interference. Let us first take the case of the

ground glass and consider the effect of a very small abrasion of

the surface. At the edge of this abrasion, two parallel im-

>- abrasion, the other

through the glass. At any point beyond,

both have traveled the same dista rence that

for a w-rv small spa b the depth of the

igh air while the other

*21 have traveled through glass. The latter ray will have

suffered a change of phase corresponding with the retardati u

I by the glass and proportioned to its index of refrac-

.tion, and therefore these two rays will be in a condition to in-

terfere with each other.
p ,

If we take the index of refraction of the glass at 15 it is

bat the ray passing through the natural surface will

*>e retarded in the proportion of 15 to 1 for a distance equal
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to the depth of the abrasion. If this depth be extremely small,

! ? ?l8 m11 mterfere
>
while the less refrangible rays do

not. And for different depths of the abrasion we shall obtain
a succession of interferences corresponding with the transmit-
ted spectra of Newton's table of the colors of thin plates.

.But as these scratches are unequally disposed over the surface
and in c ose contiguity, it is evident that if various colors are
produced at every point of the glass, these will re-compose
white light, and the transmitted beam will be white. TUb
tates_ place with common coarsely-ground glass. But if the
abrasions are extremely small and very close, an excess of
red l,ght will be produced. If they are chiefly but not alto-
gether sma 1, the red light produced by the small ones will be
diluted with white light, both that transmitted without inter-
terence and that re-composed after interference. And this ex-
actly corresponds with the results observed.

„io .??
e CaSe °f two ad

Jacent waves so striking upon the
glass that one passes through the abrasion while the other
passes through the glass, let us suppose that the abrasion has
a depth of -000475 millimeter, and that the glass has an
mdex of refraction of 15 ; it is evident that a mean blue ray
whose wave length in air is -000475 mm. will have accoro-

SmTi. ?r osclllation while the adjacent wave in passing

Irl*
g
v
^.^raponding and equal space of glass will have

Xs7 •?! t TCtl
7 °ne and °ne half oscillations. Its

iJl
ll

}
*erefore be precisely the opposite of that of the first

X'w !
hSG tW° Wil1 be in coalition to extinguish each

omer by interference. Abrasions therefore of the d
mentioned wil tend to the production of red light by extin-
guishing

,

a certain portion of the blue.*
ine effect of fine particles contained in a film is evidently

a oolInT fT* ln°
ne imPulse of%ht passes freely through

a coUodion film while the adjacent one encounters and passes

will £. f Tf
11 1>article of oxyd of C0PP^, alumina, etc, it

will be retarded or accelerated in comparison with the former

ofwi aS
S* ind

?
X °f refraction of the substance i

relati'ntwft^tt "^ ^ *!«¥»*»» *»

casY dlLt
6

'f i

lght in Place of beinS «*«* is
>
as in the 3d

ravs'of Kvhi f^U °f the lowing explanation. Direct

fe?ent reEoV
tGnng a medium which "holds objects of a dif-

SStftlf0W8r ™ "o-peiudon will be partlv tr,xnrough and between these objects, and partly reflected by

esponding with i
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them. As the reflecting surfaces will be irregularly distributed
in every direction, the light which is not transmitted will be
reflected in every direction. This diffusely reflected light will
in some cases pass through the particles, in other cases pass
between them. If the particles have a higher index of refrac-

tion, those rays that pass through them will be retarded ; if a
lower index, they will be accelerated. In either case, those
that pass through the edges of the particles will be in a condi-
tion to interfere with those that pass immediately adjacent.

And if the particles be very small, the number of such inter-

ferences will be very great, and the preponderance of color pro-
duced will be red by the extinction of blue rays.

Nor is this the only way in which interference may take
place. If we suppose the two bounding planes of the particles

through which the ray passes, to be parallel or nearly so, it is

evident that interference may result between the transmitted
ray, and another ray twice reflected in the interior of the

particle precisely as in tbe case of the plate of air, etc., in

Newton's thin plates.

This latter mode of interference also gives us easily the key
to the production of blue diffused color in tbe second and

For if tbe bounding planes of the particle be perpendicular

then the ligbt irregularly reflected through the liquid falling

in some cases witb nearly perpendicular incidence upon parti-

cles, the ray reflected at the second surface will be in condition

[ " i (fc rfere with that reflected at the first ; and if the parti-

cles be sufficiently small, this will always result in the produc-

tion of blue light. This interference will take place equally,

and the result will be the same whether the particles have a

higher or lower index of refraction than that of the medium
in which they are suspended.

For, let us in the first place, suppose them to have an index

less than that of the medium. The incident ray then suffers

reflection at the first surface without change of phase. The
transmitted ray is reflected in part at the second surface, the

medium having by supposition a higher index of refraction

than the particle, a change of phase equal to half an oscilla-

tion i>
i
rod need, and if the particle had no thickness, the two

her. If we suppose the particle

to have an appreciable though small thickness, the blue rays

would become concordant with a thickness smaller than that

for the red, and the reflected ray will be tinged

with blue.

If the particles have a greater index of refraction than the

medium, the ray reflected at the first surface will suffer a change
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of phase, and not that reflected at the second. Thus in either

case, whether the particle have a greater or less index than the

medium, there will be a difference of phase equal to half an os-

cillation between the rays reflected at the two surfaces, inde-

pendently of the thickness of the particle, and this with

minute particles will always lead to the production of blue

light by the interference of the two reflected beams.

There is one condition that will be particularly favorable for

the production of red light by rays both of which pass through

the particle and of blue light by rays reflected at the front and

': this is when i\w partk-1. s have a spherical form,

as will appear from the following considerations.

Let direct rays of light, L, L' strike any sphere S. Those

that strike nearly in the di- ./

rection of a diameter will be
principally transmitted. Oth-
ers striking more obliquely at

any point will be largely

reflected. As there are many
globules, there will result a
bundle of rays R R R'R, and
similar parcels will be irregu-

larly reflected in all angles
and directions ; for rays L '0

will strike at all points of the
front hemisphere of the globule S. Let us consider any one

set of parallel rays R R R'R. These will strike oth

and each sphere will receive rays like R' following^"
~

i- portion of the light ' ill be reflected

back and a portion will pass into the sphere, part of which

will be again reflected at N. These two last beams i

in the direction M R' P will be favorably affected for interfer-

In this way, diffuse rays are irregularly reflected in all direc-

tions from the surfaces of the spherical globules, and infallmg

upon other spheres, each direction finds a correspou
ameter bounded by tangential reflecting planes parall

other and perpendicular to it. Consequently a mo
proportion of the in.; ed to interfere in the

case of spherical particles, than of those that are angular or

crystallized.

If the spheres be sufficiently small, this will result in the

production of blue light returned in some direction M R'- lt

the spheres be of irregular sizes, the blue light will be more or

less diluted with white. These results will follow whether the
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spheres have a greater or less index of refraction than the
medium, for the reason already given.

Another portion of the ray R' passes through the sphere at
N and interferes with a ray twice reflected, viz : at N and M,
with production ol red diffused light in some direction at N P'.
The phenomena which I have endeavored to describe and

account for, are not without a certain superficial rea
as respects their origin, to another set of interference effects

produced by fine particles adhering as dust upon mirrors or
thick plates of glass. They exhibit this characteristic differ-

ence, however, that the colors of thick plates are produced by
the interference of two waves diffusely reflected by different

particles. Whereas in the phenomena here described, this is

not the case.

I have included in this brief description a few only of a very
wr^e series of experiments. The conditions may be greatly
varied, and many phenomena more or less familiar are ascrib-
able to these causes.

Thus lampblack if extended somewhat thinly over glass by
it, gives a film which colors luminous objects viewed

through it, deep red, for lampblack in thin films is more or less

it to light (and also to heat, as shown by Melloni).
The same lampblack which thus transmits red light, is capable
of diffusing blue, as may be seen, not, indeed by suspending it

in water, but by diffusing a small proportion of it through a
white pigment. The result is not a mere dilution, which would
give gray, but the production of the well marked blue color

known as lead-color.

Again, if a jet of steam be thrown out into the atmosphere,
it is quickly condensed into fine particles of water. If when
the sun is near the horizon, we stand nearly in a line between
it and the jet of steam and at thirty or forty feet from the
latter, it acquires a strong blue shade.

So when the sun shines through hazy air, its light takes a
yellow tinge. The same is the case when it is viewed through
a considerable thickness of water, as by a diver. The blue
color of the,sky, and the red of the morning and evening sky,

have been explained in an analogous way. There can be little

doubt that the brilliant colors of the clouds at sunset are due
to interferences, but in this case the interference is between two
waves both reflected, precisely as in the case of halos. An
analogous effect to halos can be produced by breathing on
a glass plate and observing through it the bright light of the
sky as seen through a hole in a dark shutter. This experi-

ment is not new ; and the circular form of the interference

rings seen depends upon the regularity of the particles. But
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if the regularity be destroyed by rapidly moving the plate in

irregular directions while breathing upon it, irregular patches

of color are produced which are the analogues of natural col-

ored clouds. In fact the rich colors of the sunset are hut bro-

ken and irregular interference halos.

Wood smoke seen in large quantities as from piles of burn-

ing brushwood, is strongly blue. As we pass nearly into a line

with the sun, having the smoke between us and it, the color

becomes less decided, until when the light becomes al

rect, it is yellow. A red or yellow diffuse light produced by

interference c-m< <I l'V .-].!.• : ietil globules, will always be weaker

than the c -lit, for the same reason that the

transmitted spectra of thin plates are weaker than those re-

flected, viz : the great difference in the intensities of the inter-

fering beams. Consequently, until we pass nearly into a line

with the sun it is chiefly the blue interference light that reaches

Philadelphia, March, 1869.

Abt. XXXVI.—Process for determining the Carbon chemi-

cally combined with Iron ; by Prof. Eggertz, Director of

School of Mines, Falun, Sweden.*

When steel or pig iron containing carbon in chemical com-

bination is dissolved in nitric acid, a soluble brown coloring

matter is formed whose coloring power is quite intense, and the

solution assumes a tint which is dark in proportion to the quan-

tity of the chemically combined carbon.
Iron and graphite (or free carbon) do not influence this col-

oring ; for the solution of nitrate of iron is colorless, or at

most slightly greenish, unless extremely concentrated, and

graphite is insoluble in nitric acid.

Thus in dissolving two pieces of different steels of the same

weight in nitric acid, taking care to dilute the darker solution

until the two liquids present exactly the same color,
"' "

larger quantity of liquid, and that the proportion of the vol-

umes will indicate the relative proportion of color in the two

steels.

If now the composition and content of carbon of one of the

steels is known, the absolute per centage of carbon in the other

steel may be immediately deduced.

J^T-£% ^Uet
i
Q °f the Chemical Society <* Pa™

i
translated for this ***
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other a : b : : 5 : 7 . Knowing that the steel (a) contains 1
per cent of carbon, you at once deduce that the steel lb) con-
tains 1-4 per cent of carbon.
In applying this method of analysis, certain precautions

must be taken, which we proceed briefly to point out.
In a cylindrical test tube dissolve gradually in the cold 10

centigrams of wrought iron, steel, or cast iron reduced to a
fine powder, in If to 5 cubic centimeters of nitric acid of 1-2

specific^ gravity (about 25° Baume). The use of nitric acid
containing hydrochloric acid must be avoided because the solu-
tion of iron would have a yellow tint.

In proportion as the metal contains more carbon, more nitric

be used. After some time, when the chief part of
the metal appears to be attacked, place the tube in a water-
bath to the depth of about fifteen millimeters, and waim it to

atigrade. In this position only the lower part of the
t with the warm water ; a movement takes

place in the acid which favors its reaction upon the metal ; a
slight disengagement of carbonic acid from all the
of carbon may be observed. The operation should always be
conducted under the same circumstances as to heat and length

The evolution of gas having ceased (in operating upon steel
the reaction must continue two to three hours), place the tube
in a large vase filled with water to bring the solution always to
the same temperature. This precaution is indispensable be-
cause the same liquid is darker when warm than when cold.

-1. pour off as exactly as possible the clear li

a graduated burette. Upon the black residue remaining in the
tube pour some drops of nitric acid and heat carefully <>vtr a
lamp. If there is no further liberation of gas, the residue con-

• 'thing but graphite or silica. Cool the new solution
and add it to that which is already in the burette.
The liquid is then diluted with water until its color corres-

ponds exactly with that of the normal I

should be of such a degree of concentration that each cubic
centimeter represents 0001 gram of carbon.

If, for instance, this normal liquid is prepared from cast steel

containing exactly T
8
5
5
o of one per cent of carbon, one decigram

of that steel must be dissolved in 8*5 cubic centimeters of
nitric acid ; 100 grams of steel containing 85 centigrams of
carbon would thus be dissolved in 8500 cubic centimeters of
the normal solution, 100 cubic centimeters of that solution
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would represent one centigram of carbon, and consequently
one cubic centimeter of the normal solution would represent
•0001 gram of carbon.
The normal solution does not keep, and should be often re-

n a
• i

.

since it becomes perceptibly paler even within 24 hours.
± or it however may be ttte alcoholic solution of

iierly caramelised brought to exactly the same tint

;

this solution keeps much longer without sensible change.
As one gram of iron cannot readily be dissolved in less than

15 cubic centimeters of nitric acid, it follows that a proportion
of carbon less than TyT of one per cent,* cannot be estimated
by means of the normal liquid/ but this minimum is seldom

practice.

If the proportion of carbon exceeds T\ of one per cent, the

is so concentrated that it has a light green-
vhich renders its comparison with

difficult. In that case a normal liquid of one-third the strength
is prepared by diluting the normal liquid with twice its volume
ot water

;
then each cubic centimeter of the liquid repivs uts

only one-third of the ten thousandth part of a gram of carboa,
When the proportion of carbon iu t,

.*
-, im n t . b m dvz- I

rge (as for instance in white cast iron) only '05 gram

r analysis, and in that case half
a cubic centimeter of i

; s t ., a rlu- , n ti-

meter ot the normal solution. If the metal to be analyzed
graphite, the latter must be collected on a filter before

the solution is put into the burette.
1

J
method is more exact in proportion as the percentage

of carbon is smaller. With an accurate balance, and with suit-
able arrangements, a great number of determinations of carbon

ver^ short
^ praCtice Can be effected in a time relatively

All the Bessemer steel made at Edskin in Sweden is marked

;
-'^ ' • '

-
•

'..- -

Eggertz
aSl J this color-measuring analysis of Prof.

mmVL°
bvi0

,

U8 that onl^ burettes of perfectly colorless glass

tint '
°r at least the^ must a11 liave exactly the same

by*a mSi^SL°
f^.Preedom Ir^ Dorics. Penr, , has found it quite practicable
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Art. XXXYII.—Geographical Notices; by D. C. Gilman.

1. Dr. I. I. Hayes continues to commend to public atten-
tion the importance of sending out a new American expedition
for the survey of the Polar basin, entering by Smith's Sound.
The following summary of his project is primal in tin* .\<-io

York Tribune.

"First: as to design. The design of the expedition which I
nave proposed is to complete the exploration of the entire

rthward of Baffin's bay : to trace Greenland and
Grrinnell Land to their termination; then ascertain if other
lands lie to the northward ; to explore the Open Polar Sea

;

U1! 'l lastly to reach the North Pole, making upon the course
such observations as circumstances will allow. Thus will a
held be opened for the most valuable discoveries, in geography,
geology, in glacier formations, magnetism, countries and cur-
rents, and in natural history. Second: as to plan. I would
set out in May with two vessels, one a small steamer, and
would make my course n< >rth\\ anl, i r. >vi<k'd with the best chart
of Greenl;i o Me ice, until I reached Smith's
Sound, in latitude 78 a

17', where, in my old harbor of 1860-'61,
•

'A " old pass the winter. Here there is abundance of game,
and I would found a colony. Walrus, seals, reindeer, and
foxes, could be caught in great numbers, and not only would
the colony be made self-susraining. in \ ant of food, but a valu-
able cargo of furs and :ted. Then I would

. and would
thus strike for the North Pole. In any case, I would secure a
harbor, and a base of operations much to the north of the col-
ony, and thus would the steamer and the colony become the
centers from which the explorations already mentioned would
be made. Third : As to cost. A public-spirited citizen of
-New York has offered to supply a suitable steamer, and there
Js good reason to suppose that we could obtain from the govern-

ment the loan of a sailing vessel, one of the many not^ in use.

These vessels furnished, they could be equipped and maintained

I through two summers and two winters, at a cost of

840,000. Fourth : Let it be remembered that this is " the

American route." The land extends there further north than
1]i any other quarter so far as known, and Americans have
thence explored to within less than eight degrees ; that is to
Say, within 450 miles of the Pole. Independent, therefore, of
the value to science of this particular line of discovery above
Am. Jour. Scl—Secojtd Shu -Mat, 1869.
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any other in the unexplored parts of the Arctic regions, there
is something of national honor involved in the pursuit of it.

• at this time when England, France, Germany, and
Sweden are each aiming to reach the North Pole by various
other routes ; to which end expeditions are now actually pre-
paring. Shall we let those nations win from us the coveted
honor of priority ? I do not believe there is a single person
withm the sound of my voice who would be indifferent to the
matter, and who would not unite to see the American flag first

planted at the North Pole. Fifth : As to the advantages of
the Smith's Sound route over all the other routes, for discovery
in the unexplored parts of the Arctic regions, they are but the
simple enumerations which I have before made to the Society

:

1. Land as a base of operations ; 2. The opportunity to colo-
nize a party of hunters and natives as the means to a perma-
nent support."

2. Capt. Silas Bent, late of the U. S. Navy, who rendered
r hydrographical services in the Perry expedition to

Japan, and who was also attached to the Preble under Capt.
Wynn m an earlier visit to Japan, has also published his views
on the subject of the best mode of reaching the North Pole.
They are found in a lecture given before the Missouri Histori-
cal Society m St. Louis, Dec. 10, 1868, which embodied two
bnei communications to the American Geographical Society of
New York (This is printed in a pamphlet of 30 pp. with a
map St Louis, R. P. Studley.) Capt. Bent while on the
coast of Eastern Asia made important observations on the
K u -Mrvo or Japanese Gulf Stream, which presents some very

Qg analogies to the American Gulf Stream.* These
observations are contained in the second volume of the Report

the Perry expedition. In his opinion, every attempt to

reach the North pole should be made by following the continu-
ation of one or the other of these gulf streams, that is,

through Behring's straits or by the Spitzbergen route, which
he terms the "thermometric gatewavs to the pole." He is

therefore decidedly opposed to the project of Dr. Hayes for an
expedition through Smith's Sound. His views, though formed
independently and upon his own observations and studies, coin-

tfl with those which are held by the conti-

3 The very interesting observations on the coast of " Wran-
gellsl^and, m the Arctic ocean, made in 1867 by Captain

vTAVU Ame™aa whaling vessel, and announced in the
Pacific Commercml Advertiser, have awakened a great deal ot

' ^ trie European journals; and have led Dr. PetermaDD

suggested by W. C. Kedfield, this Journal, xxv, 131, (1834), xlr,
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in his Journal for January, 1869, to publish a map illustrative
of all the researches which have been made in the Polar sea,
entering at Behring's straits, from the days of the Russian
Deshnew, in 1648, the Danish Behring in 1729, and the Eng-
08h Capt. Cook in 1778, to those of our countryman, Capt.
Long, in the summer before last.

This historical survey concludes with some remarks, a sketch
of which may interest some of our American readers. The
history of discoveries in the Polar sea within Behring's straits
is instructive in reference to the question, of what use will the
Polar sea ever be ? and why these repeated expeditions ? So
far as yet explored, it is a very limited portion of the ocean,
far distant from Europe, known to the Russians for more than
two hundred years and yet to them of scarcely any use. But
the enterprising Americans have shown what can come from
such a sea of ice. Capt. Roys, first of the American whalers,
visited this sea in the summer of 1848 ; he crossed from conti-
nent to continent as far as 72° K lat., saw no ice, but many
whales, which were unusually fearless and easily captured; and
during the season he had such good weather that the seamen
wore light clothing. In consequence of his successful cruise,
the next year not less than 154 American vessels manned by
4650 sailors went to Behring's straits and had great success in
whale fishery, their captures in two years being valued at

For twenty years the business has been prosecuted in that
region with increasing energy, and, notwithstanding the captures
which have been made, it continues to yield important results.
To these remarks the writer adds an exaggerated report of

the value of American whale fisheries. We are enabled on good
authority to say that whales have diminished in the Arctic seas
as in all other fields, and the fleet is consequently reduced,
lhere will not be more than forty vessels in the Arctic during

;

the year 1868, valued at about $1,000,000.
independent treatise on the Arctic fisheries of the Grer-

3rts is soon to be published as one of the supplements of

lann's Journal.

m. Chimmo, R. K, i

ward voyage, last ye
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the'Gulf Stream,

tures within thos

Eoyal Geographical Society, we gather the following facts.

He sailed from Halifax, July 1, 1868.

1. Let. 43° 20', long. 60° W., 30 miles south of Sable Isl-

and, a soum . - i' 2600 fathoms, or 15,600 feet,

nearly 3 miles ; with a weight of 232 lbs. and Brooke's appa-

ratus, the rod brought up, after four hours patient hauling,

foraminiferse, in their various forms, chiefly globigerinas, the

interior of those fully developed being coated with fine quartz-

2. West edge of the Grand Banks. A sounding of 1500

fathoms, 9000 feet, brought up quartzose sand, with globular

forms of calcareous formation, and some algae with pa

attachments. The temperature of this mud or ooze was 56° ',

but at 1000 fathoms the thermometer showed 40° 3', and at

500 fathoms only 39° 5', the sea surface being 60°.

3. Having run north of the limit of the Gulf Stream, he

stood to the southward, and at a depth of 1500 fathoms the

cup brought up the usual gray impalpable mud or ooze. Tem-

at surface 65°, and at 100 fathoms 15°.

4. Thirty miles south of the Grand Bank, where the deepest

waters of the Atlantic wTere supposed to be, the same ooze was

found at a depth oi 1 • >ving the idea of the

deepest water being here. The same stratum of c

v,at( r was here passing under the warmer waters of the Gulf

Stream. The rod brought up a piece of f

drs nf mica, evidently deposited by icebergs tVum D ivis' Straits,

and that very recently.

5. Lat 42° 37' N., and long. 41° 45' W. ; 4300 fathoms of

line were run out, and no bottom reached.

6. Lat. 43° 30' K, long. 38° 50', where " Milne Bank" is loca-

ted. From a depth of 2280 fathoms, 13,680 ft., the rod brought

up ooze abounding in animal, veg -table and mineral substances.

The temperatures wen as f Lows
; air 77°, sea-surface 73°, 100

fathoms below, 62°, 300 fathoms below, 55°, and at 1000 fath-

oms below, 42°. Going north again to the Polar waters, the

surface temperature changed in 21 hours from 72° to 58°.
m

7. Lat. 46% 25 miles from the edge of the bank, a sounding

of 1000 fathoms brought up large quantities of rounded quartz,

of various colors. Here a section was made of the slope of

the bank, showing its ascent, formation, etc., from 1000 fath-

oms, of colored quartzose sand; to 650, of siliceous B]

sponges ; 450, green mud ; 150, quartzose sand ; 60, stones

;

55, stones, sand and fishbones.

8. Lat, 44° 3' N., long. 48° 7 W., a sounding of 1650 fath-
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oms brought up foraminiferas, spicules of sponge, and cocco-

liths. Temperature, 1000 fathoms, 39° 5'; 50 fathoms, 43 :

;

surface, 61°.

9. A second sounding on " Milne Bank/' still revealed do
bank. In lat. 43° 40', long. 38 D

50', the lead reached 27D0
fathoms, and the rod brought up a small particle of foramin-
ifera.

10. Lat. 43° 30' N., long. 38° 5' W., sounding of 2000 fath-

oms, bringing up foraminiferce and a piece of stone.

11. Lat. 43= 43' N., long. 37° 47' W. ; a sounding of 1930
fathoms brought up foraminiferae. Temperatures, 2000 fath-

oms, 42 3
; 1000 fathoms, 43 d

; 400 fathoms, 49° ; 100 fathoms,
59°

; sea surface, 69'
; air, 68°.

..

12. Lat. 43° 39' N., long. 36° 46' W. A sounding of 2600

t'oraminiferaB, etc.

13. Lat. 46° K, long. 29° 40' W. A sounding of 1650 fath-

oms brought up foraminiferas and diatomaceaa surrounding six

i shells.

14. Lat. 47 D 11' N., long. 23° 14'. A sounding reached the

bottom at 2000 fathoms ; temperature 42 \ In this sounding

^ere many globigerinae.

These various soundings, varying in depth from 80 to 2700

fathoms, in an area of above 10,000 square miles, from Sable

Island to the Azores, show a remarkable uniformity both of

temperature and sea bottom. In all the organized forms dis-

covered, says Lieut. Chimmo, no life was perceptible, except in

two doubtful instances. "Therefore," he concludes, "these

minute creatures do not live where found at the bottom of the

ocean." This remark was questioned, after the reading of the

paper, by Prof. Huxley, who spoke as follows :

" With regard to the deep-sea soundings which Lieutenant Chimmo
-

which that gei
knowing

practically h, . m 'ike such observations while at sea,

•

dition to what had already been establishsd by a considerable number of

observers, with regard to the character of the Atlantic sea bottom. In

some respect. —having been favored by the llylr—

Chimmo had brought home—that he had not quil

the facts. There could be no doubt that animal remains were
in a very large proportion of the Globigerinas shells. By pro

°ds of treatment, by dissolving them in acids, you may get out the sott

» N - . to whom he had sub-

.
; i:vl determined, by the p

-''•

ter in these soundings ; which If per cent of organic matter could be
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; microscope in two shapes: in part at

•l«n shells, in part as a confused network of simple organisms, di-rine;

from the Globigerince—one of the most remarkable of simple organisms,

to which he had given the name of Bathybius. That simple oigani-m—
one of the simplest forms of animal life—we now know covered the

whole area of the North Atlantic in all the regions that had yet been

surveyed. The very adm Indian < in, whi.-h

A 1..'.m, made 1>\ Captain Shortland, to which Captain Sheiard Oborn
referred, had enabled him to extend his knowledge of that organism.

From the Arabian Gulf, at a depth of 2800 fathoms, along the whole of

the east coast of Africa, round the Cape of Good Hope, and along

the west coast until it joined the North Atlantic again, he could trace

I the whole extent, at the* il that »*
bottom was covered with a network of organic matter. There could be

seas yet explored. How they lived there, how they acquired their -tore

which we could not solve at present. But it v

the organisms which he had described and the Globigerina living on the

sea-bottom, and the other siliceous remains of organisms living near the

id which only reached the bottom after they di-d, for their

m 1 sunk down through the great depth of sea-water and mixed
with the living creatures at the bottom. He looked upon those two re-

sults as now definitely acquired to science. He might remark, perhaps,

e to something which was let fall by Captain Osborn, that, as

-•.r as he had been able to examine ti. en the Ara-

the character of the bottom was, in the main, very similar to

that of the great Atlantic plateau. Over most parts of it'the sticky.

adhesive Gloh',
:

>;„ , ni ,

i , x us j n i arge proportion, and in certain

gtrina are replaced by an %U 1 - W •

But in all the specimens which had been brought up by Lieut. Chimmo,
there was an entire absence of every thing but the very finest and softest

calcareous or siliceous matter."

Highest Peaks of the Caucasus.

Readers of a recent article on the Caucasus, in this Journal,
v. Koschknll, may be interested in having their atten-

tion called to a capital map of that mountain range, which ii

i Vtermann's Mittheilungen, ii, 1869. The'accompany-
- give the following as the elevations of the four most

important peaks of the proper or Great Caucasus :

Elbruz, 18,572 Eng. feet, 17,426 Paris feet.

Koschan-tau, 17,123 « 16,066
Dych-tau, 16,928 « 15,883
Kasbek, 16,546 « 15^525

i*^ ^rara
]

is almost e(iual]y k^ w^h the Dych-tau, viz :

16,916 Eng. feet, or 15,872 Paris feet.
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3 Measurements in Europe.

35° 5' to 70° 40' N. lat., the utmost possible in Euiope. A
measurement of the 52d parallel, between Yalentia on the Irish

Coast and Orsk on the Kirgisen Steppe, has lately been com-

pleted.—Petermann, ii, 1869.

Art. XXXVIII.— The Cohahuila Meteoric Irons of 1868,

Mexico; by J. Lawbence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

The region of Mexico bordering on Texas seems to have

been most profusely furnished with these celestial visitors. In

1854 I first drew the attention of the scientific public to the

meteoric irons of this region, at which time I described one

brought from there by Lieut. G-ouch, referring at the same time

to one mentioned by Mr. Weidner near the southwestern edge

of the Balsin de Mapini, on the route to the mines

weighing not less than one ton ; also to another mentioned by

Dr. Berlandier, in his journal of the commission of limits, that

at the Hacienda of Venagas there was (1827) a piece of iron

that would make a cylinder one yard in length with a diameter

of ten inches. It was said to have been from the i

n

near the Hacienda (see my article on the subject, this Journal,

1854). In the description there given it was stated that the

specimen examined came from 60 miles north of Santa Eosa

and therefore in one or two collections in which it is to be found

it is called incorrectly Santa Bosa meteorite. I was allowed

to cut off but a small piece of it from the original specimen

which is in the Smithsonian Institution, and consequently 1

was able to supply but two or three specimens. For the discov-

ery and collection of the specimens now under consider

are indebted to Dr. H. B. Butcher, and I wiU give a I

of the discovery as communicated in letters to his father by

Br. Butcher, to whom the scientific world are certainly

for the labor, expense, and danger incurred in procuring them.

I must not, however, fail to state that I am indebted to l>r.

Feuchtwanger for first informing me of the fact of tt

val in this country, and for the exhibition of a small fragment

to the members of the American Scientific Association at Obi-
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In a letter dated September 8th, 1868, Dr. Butcher writes,
rmation received from the son of Dr. Long

resided many years at Santa Kosa, that in the fall of the year
1M7, there appeared over the town a most, brilliant nu-tV-.r.

nhuv-i dm rtiun. He describes it as most hrauti-
whole horizon, with a trail .-

n^;t kdiowmg in its progress. Shortly after its disappearing
;

the distant mountains, they heard a rumbling sound,
iiately iollowed by a tremendous explosion.

*rom tn. report he t „ lit i fell a td q,l , I 1 as it reached
the earth, somewhere between Santa Rosa and the mountains,

e of some thirty-five miles, and the next day I

witn tnends to examine the route, hoping to find it. After
two days severe and rough riding they abandoned the search,
and returned to town. Shortly
a piece weighing 10 or 12 lbs. i: *>ghig it to
be silver, having found it some 90 miles northwest of the town,
being m the same direction in which Dr. Long and !

bad been exploring, the doctor having been deceived as to dis-
tance, he only going to the base of the mountain, instead of
crossing it and then following the valley for some 40 miles far-
mer where I think his search would have been a success.

^
ur. .Butcher now undertook the search, after which he writes :

l nave returned fully successful, and am making preparations
?

i!? ™ °n the lron
-

In makiQg my arrangement,
eight Mexicans and two Indians as guides, and started into the
mountains in a N. W. direction, the same as taken by Dr.
Long, and found the iron about 90 miles from Santa Kosa.

£L i° 7mcle could go into the mountains by the route we en-

oTttd
8pen

1Vr.
day

f
in gloving a new road, whereby the

ox teams could bring them out, and get them to Santa KW.
w * JHftt

piece8
'
varying from 290 lbs., which is

SLSSSSf',?
65ilbs- wMch is largest, making a total of

neaily 4000 lbs. Before the explosion, the wei-ht must have

thewhnT.
h ^re

f
ter

'
as ^ * ^t probable that I have secured

Who thnn iff^ k7°W S°me WaS taten aWa^ hJ the IndknS 'who thought they found large masses of silver, and carried

a ZZlTf^ Santa RosS
- Xt Wears there is on record

n
8aS °f th« m«teor having passed over the city in 1837,

Tl.T iy gmdes relates as a feet, that at that time (1837)

the vSw rT ridmg one of their sma11 P°nies tnrou^h

causinJTn-r •

1S 8t
;

rmP 8truck agai*st °™ of the masseS'

o2p £*n% s
?
und like silver. He dismounted, and was

mbs fnwp,-
^°pi

f-°?
0f 8ilver

'
and took away a piece 10 or

aa^S^S&Wh1^ U C3Xried t0 Santa Rosa to sell. I
na.e received from various sources, information relative to this
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meteor, and all confirm me in the opinion that the autumn of
1837 is about the time of its fall. My party were in consider-
able danger while in the mountains, as we wore encai i] .1 two
miles from the regular trail,when some 300 Indians went through
^th a large number of their stolen horses."
Whether or not the time above specified is that of the fall

of one or more of these irons, is a matter of little moment
;

r|1
I""'.! i < re. however, ciron-h in favor of it ; never-

tin less, it forms one of the most interesting groupings of me-
teoric irons known in any part of the world ; especially, as the
masses are solid and compact masses, and not fragile and half

the Atacama iron, that may have been broken artifi-
cially after its fall, and the fragments scattered by Indians and
explorers in search of silver. Each one of these masses merits
' "

]
,;; "i" examin ition, which I hope to be able to give, sooner

or later, to satisfy my mind on one or two points connected
ir common physical structure and chemical composi-

tion. But I will not delay this paper until then.

t
Six of these masses have been brought to this country, weigh-

rively 290, 430, 438, 550, 580 and 654 lbs. They
;lar compact masses, without any evidence of stony

minerals. They belong to the softer irons, not very difficult to

the saw ; as yet there has been but about one ounce
detached from one of the masses, which has enabled me to
make out the following description :

Specific gravity 7-692. It c

Iron, 92-95

Cobalt,' -48

Phosphorus, "02

Copper, very minute quantity.

This composition differs somewhat from the meteoric iron

ttta Rosa; but since examining that I have reason
*o believe that the quantity of nickel given is too small, some
portion of it having remained with the iron; it being far
mpre difficult than is usually supposed to separate accurately
Minute quantities of nickel from iron. Future examinations

that the Santa Eosa belongs to the group of irons
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Art. XXXIX.—Atomic Ratio ; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr.

t

The so-called oxygen ratio, used by mineralogists, when
interpreted by the new chemical philosophy, is simply the ratio

between the total quantivalences of the several classes of radi-

cals, which enter into the composition of a mineral. Indeed
its whole value as a specific character in mineralogy depends
upon the fact that it expresses this fundamental relation be-
tween the different atoms, which are associated in the molecules
of the compound, and we propose therefore to call it the

Atomic Ratio.
The possible hydrates of silicon may be represented by the

general formula

«(H
4
-=0

4
^Si)-mH

2 0=:H 4r,_ 2?H 4B _ 2raSi„Om ,

and every silicate may be regarded as derived from the corres-

ponding hydrate by replacing the hydrogen atoms to a greater or

less extent. Thus the composition of garnet is proven best by*

R
3>[R a ]

xii
12-Si 3

in which R may be either Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn or Cr, and [EJ either

[Al
2 ], [Fe

2 ] or [Cr
2 ]. Garnets have been analyzed, in which

these several radicals are mixed together in every conceivable
way consistent with this general formula, to which they all

conform. This formula expresses all that is constant so far as

the composition of the mineral is concerned, and the constant
element is merely a definite ratio between the quantivalences,
T atomicities, of tbe several classes of radicals taken collect-

ively. In the last analysis this ratio is the one specific
ter, which distinguishes many mineral species, and h
importance in the science of mineralogy.

*

When the general formula of a mineral is given we can

easily calculate the atomic ratio. We have simply t i

the number of atoms of each radical by its quantivalence and
find the simplest ratio between these products, and this rule

nolds m whatever form the symbol may be written. Thus the

on Chemical PhUosoXreSently put

r^iV?
wn™gthe symbols in a linea

although united to
otherwise indepeudent of each other
pendent atoms, except when the 5

in

a
L

t

^tm,°c>nl
a
^l

UIlited among themselves to form a compound radical an

£>inS?K «
°r

.

m0re ot
'

* Dashes are Uf
exerted hnti^nS m Wbich the several Unities of the principal radicals a

SeTareLdi^H K
b%nUmber of dashes rnwed becomes inconveniently l£

iSate aTusu T

'

Lloman serais above the symbo
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: 3 : 12. On the
other hand from the ratio we can as easily construct the symbol.
For example the ratio in the case of anorthite is 1 : 3 : 4. By
ilo u 1.1 in-- this, (2 : 6 : 8j we make the first term divisible by 2,
the second by 6, and the third by 4 the quantivalences of the
several radicals associated in the mineral. Thus we have the

skeleton as it were of the mineral R, [R 2 ], Si 2
and we now

easily add the number of oxygen atoms required to " close

"

the molecular group, which gives us for the full symbol R,

[R
2 ]

viii

8
™iSi

2
. In like manner from the ratio 1 :3 : 6 we first

deduce the number of atoms of the three radicals, namely R,

[R
2 ], Si

3 and then we add, besides the eight atoms of oxygen
required to unite the basic radicals to the atoms of silicon, also

two more to " close " the molecule.

t

The atomic ratio is easily deduced from the results of analy-

sis by simply extending the usual method for finding the sym-
bol of a body, whose molecular weight is unknown. We
assume that the molecular weight is 100, and having divided
in the usual way the per cent of each radical by its atomic

weight we multiply the several quotients by the quantivalence

°f the respective radicals. Lastly we add together these pro-

ducts for each class of replacing radicals, and compare the seve-

ral sums thus obtained. For example Moberg's analysis of the

Bohemian pyrope gave the following results.

Si 19-30 or Si02
41-35

[AL1 11-92 A12 3
22-35

Fe 7*78 FeO 9-94

Mn 2-01 MnO 2*59

Mo- 9-00 MgO 15-00

CjT 3-77 CaO 5-29

Cr 3-19 CrO 4-17

O 43-77

lOO^i 100-69

Dividing now each per cent by the atomic weight of the

radical and multiplying by its quantivalence we obtain the fol-

lowing numbers :

Si (l3-30 -t-28) X 4 = 2-76 276
[Al2 ] (n-92 -t- 54. 8) X 6 =1-31 131
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whence we deduce the ratio

1-40 : 1-31 : 276 or 1 : 1 : 2 nearly.

It is usual in works on mineralogy to present the results of
analysis on the old dualistic plan, as if the mineral were formed
by the union of various hasic anhy hi Is with silica. Starting
with such data it is not, however, necessary to calculate the per
cent of each radical in the assu: are applying
the above rule, because, obviously, by dividing the per cent of
each anhydrid by its molecular v,< ight iv, shall « btain the sam

a as before. For example, in the analysis of garnet
cited above, where the data are given on one side in the usual
form, we have

Si
: SiO a

=19-30 : 41-35 or 19-30-28=41-35- 60
and so for each of the other values.

In the symbols of the silicates as formerly written on the

dualistic theory the atoms of oxygen were necessarily appor-
tioned among the different radicals in proportion to their quan-

. although this fundamental distinction between them
was itself overlooked. Thus the general symbol of garnet
would be written dualistically thus :

3RO, E
2 3 , 3Si0 2

and it is evident that the number of oxygen atoms is in each
case a measure of the relative quantivalences of the radicals,

h they are associated. Hence the atomic ratio might

x? I?

6 f°Und by comParing together the quantities of «
xyg< n.

which the several assumed anhvdrids contain. and this is the

in which the calculation hi- .n-v.iliv been made
Hence also the reason that the atomic ratio has

been called the oxygen ratio and was long used in mineralogy
before its true meaning was understood. But although the old

method giyes the same results as the new, it is not in harmony
with our modern theories and is practically less simple. More-
over the principle is far more general than the old method
would imply and may be used with all classes of compounds as

wen as with those, in which the radicals are cemented together
by oxygen. Furthermore it is frequently useful to compare
tne atomic ratios of the complex radicals which may be as-

sumed to exist in different minerals, and interesting relations
may frequently be discovered in this way,.which the old method
would entirely overlook. Thus for example the symbols of the

Z\S*lt^™> <**» "A «**tee *»7 *>— »
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Oligoclase,

Albito,

Orthoclase,

LXa ,c,. ;;-

K
2 - 'vK

[Ca, Ai_

K^' A^

T!i.-,-

olinite, Orthorhombic, H2 ,
[Al 2

Massive, ' H 2 ,
|A1 2

Orthorhombic, H 2 ,
[Al2

Massive, H2 ,
[Al 2 =8S

Ui
Si 2 . H2

i!i Si2 . 2li2
lii Si„0 2m Si

4 4

smsonite,

Zeolites.

Orthorhombic, [Na2,Ca], [AL?
Xa.3 ,[A!.;j"

UQ vi

<»
a

'Si 2 . 2|H 2

'

Ca, [Al 2

U-i.LAU
<Ja,[AU]

Ca, |A
V"

rtlI

8
rtlI Si 3O a . 3H 2°

viii

8
viii Si 4 4 . 2H2

""o *»Si4o4 . 6h2o
*"0

g
*l,1Si,06 ; 5H2
n Si 6 8 . 5H 2

>rhombic, Ca, [Ai;]viiL
8
Wii Si 6 8 . 6H 2

And it will be seen that the atomic ratio of the basic radicals
to the various complex acid radicals is the same for all these

minerals, although the ratios of the basic radicals to the silicon

alone are quite different. The last, however, vary according to a
simple law and indicate a still further relation between the seve-
ral species. These relations may be discovered by a simple

inspection of the symbols, but they will be rendered much more
striking by tabulating the atomic ratios deduced as above.

_

Lastly, the atomic ratios express the results of analysis in
the simplest possible terms and in a form, in which they can be
most readily compared in various combinations, and such com-
binations bring out unexpected results. Thus the atomic ratio

°f zircon ZnO^ Si (4 : 4) is the same as that of garnet, when
the sum of all the basic radicals is compared with the sili-

con, and the two minerals although belonging to different sys-

tems have nevertheless very nearly the same crystalline form.

Again, zircon is isomorphous with tin-stone and rutile. Now
the total quantivalence of all the radicals both basic and acid

*& each of these minerals (taking the symbols as they are usually

written) is a multiple of four and there are reasons for believing

that the molecules of the three, last named, are more condensed
than the common symbols would indicate. It is therefore pos-

sible that all four may have a similar constitution as is shown
m the following table, and the important class of minerals of

*hich spinel is the type may be included in the same scheme.
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SnO.,

Zircon Zri0
4
sLi or Zr 3

*»0
12

xll Si,

?arnet B
3 , [RJ xll *»Si,

Spinel R,[R
2
]^'0

4 or Cfr0^,
Such facts as these do not of course prove anything. They

are however suggestive, and are adduced because they illustrate
the use that may be made of this principle of atomic ratios.

Art. XL.—Notice of some New Reptilian Remains from the
Cretaceous of Brazil; by Prof. 0. 0. Marsh, of Yale College.

The only account of vertebrate fossils from the fresh-water
cretaceous deposit near Bahia, Brazil, which appears to hate

hshed hitherto, is a short notice in a paper by Mr. S.

* ?o
rt
A
m the Journal of the Geological Society of London

tor 1860. In this article the author gives a description of the
locality and figures several specimens of reptilian and fish re-
mains^ but with no explanation of them except a reference to
the opinions of Prof. Owen, and Sir Philip Egerton, as to their
general affinities.

w,:i
Lli

- ^jPS^ in a geological exploration of the coast of

ited the same locality, and among the to-
small collection of vertebrate remains, supposed to be mainly
reptilian, which he has recently submitted to the writer for ex-
amination and description. Most of the specimens are too im-
perfect to admit of accurate determination; but some, however,
are sufficiently well preserved to show clearly their main char-
acters, and a number of them prove to be identical with those
obtained by Mr. Allport. Several of the specimens were found
on examination to be portions of large fishes, in part referable
to the genus Lepidotus, and some of them indicating apparently
a new type. These will be described, with other fosfiS by PrTHaTtt.

116^^ °f *"^^^ *° * PUb"
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int
!
resting of the reptilian remains collected by

of£m / ?u
tlie Bahk deP°8it i8 tlie t0°th of a larSe Cr0C°-

+ii 5av -i

a
^
enace°us shale near Plantaforma station, on

r^St ? ****»*•
.

This specimen is in an excellent state of

l

PriTatl°n
' ?

nd
,
indicate8a «Pecies new to science. It ii

kwVr
m°r

5-f '
and more Panted, than the teeth of ex-

Am&Zl
C

*' re8
T
emblinS most nearly those of some extinct

stSht v ,
SpmeS

-

,

U
H C01lical in form; round at the base, and

slightly compressed at the apex. The crown is two inches and
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three lines in length, along the outer side, and ten lines in di-
ameter at the hase. One edge is somewhat more convex than
the other, and this is also true of one of the sides, and hence
the tooth appears slightly curved in two directions. On either
edge of the crown there is a sharp ridge, most prominent near
the apex, over which it passes, bi pearing he-
fore reaching the base, resembling in this respect the teeth of
Thoracosaurus, from which, however, this specimen differs in
being longer, and less curved than the teeth of that genus
usually are. The sides of the crown are covered with fine, in-
terrupted, undulating strias, which appear to be different from

I sculpture of the Crocodilia hitherto described. These
stria? are most distinct near the middle of the tooth, becoming
much more delicate at the base, and nearly obliterated at the
apex.

In size and general appearance, this specimen resembles
somewhat the teeth of Crocodilus antiquus Leidy, from the
Miocene of Virginia, but differs from that species in being less
tapering, and in having the ridge on the edges extend farther
downward. It resembles still more closely the teeth of a new
species of Crocodile discovered by the writer at Squankum,
». J., in the tertiary green-sand, whicb will soon be more

ribed under the name Thecocamjpsa JSquankensis

sey specimens is more prominent, and extends nearly or quite
to the base of the crown. The two species were apparently
about the same size, both being considerably larger than exist-
ing Crocodilians.

Other parts of the skeleton of the Brazilian species would
Perhaps show generic characters to distinguish it from the
modern proccelian Crocodiles, but in the absence of these, it

may for the present be placed in the same genus. Its form,
cutting edges, and especially its peculiar stria?, readily distin-

guish it from any species v,

'

to be confoun-
ded, and it may appropriately be named Crocodilus Hartti, in
honor of its discoverer, whose recent researches have thrown so

much light on the geology of Brazil.

Several specimens of reptilian teeth collected by Mr. Allport
at Montserrate, a locality in the same deposit about two miles

"^uthwest of Plantaforma station, evidently belong to this spe-
<^es, as the illustrations accompanying his paper (Plate xvi,

figures 1, 2, 3, and 5) clearly indicate. The explanation of the

plate refers to the specimens as, "Teeth of Crocodile with deli-

cately wrinkled surface," but no further description is given.

In the same paper Mr. Allport has given figures of several
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Crocodilian teeth from the localities at Plantaforma and Mont-
serrate, which are quite different from those above described.
Ihese are represented in Plate xv, figure 5, and Plate xvi.
figures 4, 6, 7, and 8, and are referred to on page 268 as, "Teeth
of Crocodile with strong continuous strias, and coarse riblets."
Ihese specimens, taken in connection with some imperfect re-
mains in the collection made by Prof. Hartt, indicate the exist-
ence in tnis deposit of a second, and smaller species of Croco-
dile, probably allied to the modern gavials. The teeth are not
so large as those of (

| aro m ,,lv tapminr.
and more curved. They also differ widely in the stria? and
lateral folds. These specimens may provisionally be referred
to the genus Tkoracosaurus, and, as the species is evidently
new, it may be called T. Bahiensis.
An interesting fossil, found by Prof. Hartt at Plantaforma

station, is a fragment of a bone, evidently reptilian, but the
exact affinities of which it is difficult to determine from this
specimen alone. It resembles in some respects the extremity
of an ulna, but after a careful comparison the writer is inclined
to consider it the proximal end of a rib. It is much flattened
at the articular extremity, and tapers gradually to the broken
end, which is somewhat triangular in outline. Its length is

about four inches, the transverse diameter of the perfect end

'

two and a half inches, and of the other, one and a quarter
mclu-s. The larger extremity is divided into two articular t.i-

cets lying oblique to each other, the smaller one being elevated
about half an inch above the other, and covering rather more
tnan a third of the entire terminal surface. In form and
general proportions this specimen is not unlike the upper end
ot a right dorsal rib of some of the amphiccelian Crocodiles,
especial y a rib in which the head and tubercle have so closely

« d each other that thei 3 are nearly
confluent. The size and other characters of the specimen,

seem to exclude it from that order, and it probably
belonged to a Dinosaurian reptile, possibly the same as a large
vertebra from Montserrate, whi< od in his
paper m Plate xvn, and which Prof. Owen suggested might
prove to be allied to Megalosaurus.

+iJi^
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—

Notices of papers in Physiohx/icn] C/tcii?i*fn/-~

No. II ; by George F. Barker, M.D.

(57.) On the 19th of December, Colin presented a memoir on
the relation of animal glycogeny to the production and destruc-
tion of fats.* His res arches were extended to include the in-
fluence of this function on the composition of the chyle, the
lymph and the blood, as well as the liver-tissue. With regard
to the latter, he concludes as follows : (1) The sugar of the
liver, at least in part, is manii stl; del v. i ..an r lie saccharine
or starchy food taken by the herbivora, or from those elements
*n a mixed diet, being carried to this organ by the porta] rein
and the hepatic artery. (2) This sugar appears to be also a pro-
ductof the transformation of the fatty matters which accumu-
late in the hepatic cellules and in the intra-cellular spaces. (3)
It appears in much larger proportion in fat animals than in lean
ones

; though the quantity continues to increase only up to a
certain limit, and even diminishes very notably in livers which
have themselves undergone fatty degeneration. (4) In the case
of animals who have no fatty tissues to be absorbed, the amount
of sugar diminishes from the first moments of abstinence, and
soon entirely disappears. (5) When the animal is fat, on the
contrary the sugar is constantly renewed and bo naai

kble amount, even when food is withheld, if only the
normal temperature of the body be preserved.

(58.) On the 2d of February, 1860, G. Harley communi-
cated to the Koyal Society* the results of some experiments
made in connection with Dr. Sharpey at University College,
I^ondon, to test the truth of Pavy's views. The first step was
to ascertain the presence of sugar in the blood under favorable

conditions of diet. Three-fourths of an ounce of the carotid
blood of a terrier dog, killed three hours after a diet of bread,
milk, and boiled liver, was added to four times as much water,
to which a few drops of acetic acid had been added, and which
^as kept boiling in a capsule ; when the albumin was com-
pletely coagulated, the I and tested with potas-
*jc hydrate, both with and without cupric sulphate ; the reac-
tion for sugar was obtained. A second portion of blood after

standing 35 minutes gave a similar result. To obtain an ani-

mal whose condition was normal, a dog which had been running
at large was taken for a second experiment, and to avoid the

* C. R.
f
xiix, gal. a Proc. Roy. Boa, x, 289.

**. Jour. Scl-su .so Seiues, Vol XLVII, N'o UI.-Mat, 1S09.
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possibility of any change in the blood after removal, a canula
with a stopcock was inserted into the carotid artery of the Br-
ing animal, and the blood as drawn was allowed to flow di-

rectly into the boiling acidulated, water. This blood on being
treated as above, afforded sugar: as also did another specimen
after standing 24 hours. For a third experiment, a good-sized
dog, fed for four days solely on flesh, was given half a pound
•. i'b iled hoi> -flesh; tin * hours air . « ard 1 \ ounces of blood
were drawn froi

'

mixture. This,

stood 3 hours, was found to contain sugar ; and so far as the

eye could judge, the amount in each case was equal. Previous
xperimeuts having shown that the sugar in arterial blood
varied from to 0-24 per cent, Harley consi.

to estimate it quantitatively in these experiments. The next

I ransformed into sugar.

For this purpose a fourth experiment was made on a dog, fed

on animal food solely for 14 days, and killed four hour
meal of boiled horse-flesh, by section of the medulla. The
abdomen was at once opened, one portion of the liver sliced off

d in ice and salt, a second portion rinsed, macerated,
I for sii-mi-. with a p..-itiv result. After half an

hour the frozen fragment was. [ directly
1

'ling water containing a few drops of «
'

-- -
i befor,

as much sugar as .. as obtained.
A third piece of the livu- whi, l h I rt i lint d for 40 i lin n -

in tite abdomen, was much more strongly saccharine. Fifth, a

dog fed for ten days on boiled tripe, was pithed 22 hours after

'. 5u. audio 1 - ih.ui 20 seconds a portion of the liver was
in the freezing mixture. A second portion was at once exam-
ined for sugar, to- uh, r with -.use portal and hepatic blood col-

lected at the same time. While the port,;!

- - ir. the h« path ! . d, n 1 »ih j .rtions of the liver yielded

iU nor did portal bio, 1 furn>h su^tr «

'

.

night, or at -diva ; though the amount in

etions of the liver was increased by this treatment.
Sixth, a large and vigorous dog, after fasting 72 hours, was

i a portion of th- liver place 1 in ice and salt. Blood
ted from the portal vein, the liver where sliced, the

" f the heart, the aorta. and fh- inh-ri .r vena cava.

that from the liver, none of these portions contained
- u-ir. That tn»m the riu ,t >id.- . : th heart was doubtful

>d escaped from the cut surface,
and also because the supply of blood to the liver was stopped
by ligation ot the portal vein. None of these specimens, more-
over, except that from the liver, afforded any glycogen. The
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frozen portion of the liver, examined 3 hours afterward, yielded
^Uu\ The seventh xperiment was quantitative

; a dog, pre-
viously fed on meat, received a full meal of bread i

and five hours afterward was pithed. A portion of the liver
was at once sliced off and placed in a freezing mixture. Some
portal blood collected at the same time afforded a small amount
of sugar, -derived evidently from the food. Two hours after-
ward a portion of the frozen liver, and a portion of that which
had remained warm in the body of the animal, were weighed,
and the sugar in each was determined volumetrically. The
frozen piece of the liver contained 0-333 per cent of sugar ; the
other portion afforded 155 per cent ; showing a five fold in-
crease in 2 hours. But 0-333 per cent is no inconsiderable
quantity, since in a human liver weighing 50 ounces, it would
amount to seventy grains of sugar. He concludes as follows :

1st, Sugar is a normal constituent of the blood of the general
circulation

; 2d, Portal blood contains sugar, when the diet is

Mixed
; 3d, On an animal diet, as also when fasting, portal

Wood is devoid of sugar ; 4th, Whatever the diet, the liver of
dogs always contains sugar ; 5th, Under favorable conditions,

_ :

this sugar comes partly from the food, partly from the liver,

Jhen the food is mixed ; 7th, The liver of animals en a meat
diet, has the power of forming glycogen, which is, at least

v r be transformed
mto other matters also ; 8th, Since sugar is found in the liver
at the moment of death, it cannot be viewed as the result of
a post-mortem change, but has an origin strictly physiological.

- :..,.-

averted the amyloid
substance into sugar n For this purpose,
he removed blood from the right side of the heart in the liv-

ing animal, and examined it for sugar. The results were :

(!•) In twelve experiments with dogs fed on meat for some
^eeks previous, traces of sugar were found in the blood of five

;

none could be detected in the blood of the
' rabbits, fed on boiled eggs, meat, and butter, for

7' u " nam no sugar was detected in the blood drawn from the
right side of the heart

; (3.) In three dogs, fed on mixed diet,

and three rabbits, fed on carrots, potatoes, etc., sugar was found
Jn the blood of the right side of the heart, and in equal quan-
tity in blood from the carotid; (4.) In three rabbits, fed ..n

Vegetables, sugar was found in the blood removed from the

right side of the heart during life ; but double, and in one case

niore than treble the amount, was found in blood thus taken

* Dublin Hosp. Gaz., May 15, 1860; Am. J. Med. Sei., II, xliii, 214, 1862.
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after the animals were killed. Hence, McDonnell deems the
conclusion justifiable, that the blood of animals living on veg-
etable food is normally saccharine ; but that the liver does not
transform its amyloid substance into sugar, and pour it out into
the blood of the hepatic vessels.

(60.) On the 21st of June, Pavt presented a paper supple-
mentary to his former one, to the Eoyal Society.* In it he
shows that blood collected from the right side of the heart

rh affords an abundant indication of sugar, while if

removed by catheterism during life it contains but a trace.
Hence all inferences as to the ante-mortem state, drawn from
post-mortem observations, are erroneous. He proves, moreover,
that the heart excised

| jn& contains Wood as
free from sugar as during life ; and demonstrates that very
slight causes produce in the living animal, a considerable
amount of sugar in the circulation

; simply by interfi
the breathing, a strongly marked diabetic state of the urine
may be induced within an hour. To obtain, therefore, a fair
specimen of blood, even by catheterism, the animal must re-
main perfectly tranquil during the operation. Pavy further

it the blood found in the right side of the heart is

not more saccharine than portal blood ; that the saccharine
condition of the liver, which has been hitherto regarded as a
normal one, is in fact the result of a post-mortem change
which takes place with an astonishing rapidity ; that the true
Junction ol the liver is to form the glycogenic substance—
which the author calls hepatine ;—that the real function of
this substance is yet an open question ; that though it may
be transformed into sugar by any ferment, yet that normally,
it is not so changed during life ; that abnormal states of the

f
and probably of the blood, as well as certain con-

ditions of the nervous system, cause the production of sugar ;

that after section of the spinal cord just below the phrenics,
the temperature of the body falls, and the transformation of
hepatine becomes so slow that the true physiological process
is at once defined

; that this fact may readily be experimen-
ta y demonstrated m the livers of animals which have natu-

v emperature, as the frog, the oyster and the mus-

fr!.™* n G-°f star<%and saccharine food increase the

nfih^Zl
hepatine in the liver and hence increases the size

Wd bv
Srj ^ hl\V™ious experiments on dogs are con-

^ nf IT^TLmade on rabbits
>
th™ proving the conver-

Zrt I mi°>Pati^ J that it is highly improbable that
nanged into hepatine merely to be changed back

again by the same organ
; that one and a half parts of hePa-
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tine yield in the liver after death, one part of sugar ; that he-
patine and sugar differ widely in osmotic power, a fact which
accounts for the retention of the former in the hepatic cells ;

that the liver becomes strongly saccharine on ligating the por-
tal vein

; that then the blood also gives the sugar-reaction,
and in one case it was found in the urine ; and that the in-

m into the circulation of sodic carbonate prevents the
diabetic state ordinarily induced by injury of the sympathetic
system.

(61.) In a paper read August 6th,* De Luca gives the re-
sults of his examination of the liver of a person who had died
from cerebral congestion, whose pancreas was partially atro-
phied. He found 1st, that this liver contained saccharine mat-
ter capable of reducing copper-tests and of fermenting with
yeast

; 2d, that when washed free from sugar and allowed to
stand, a new quantity was formed, thus proving the presence
of glycogenic matter ; 3d, that when thus washed, glycogenic
matter not capable of reducing copper tests or of fermenting,
could be prepared from it ; and 4th, that this same whitish
substance boiled with hydrochloric acid for a few minutes re-

duced the tests, fermented and yielded a crystallized compound
with sodic chlorid. DeLuca concludes therefore, that the gly-

cogenic function of the liver was not at all modified by the
disease of the pancreas.

(62.) On the 5th of November, Colin presented a memoir
to the French Academyf on the relation of the production of
sugar to the re-absorption of fats, and also to the animal
heat during abstinence and hibernation. The following are

his conclusions : 1st, The re-absorption and combustion of
fats, the production of sugar, and the maintenance of the an-
imal heat to its ordinary degree, are phenomena intimately

connected and mutually dependent. 2d, Abstinence cannot
long be supported in lean animals ; it produces a very rapid

lowering of the temperature which is coincident with the al-

most complete disappearance of sugar in the liver, the blood,

the lymph, and other liquids normally saccharine. 3d, With
fat animals or those moderately so, the duration of the absti-

nence^—all the other conditions being the same—appears to

be exactly proportional to the quantity of fatty matter held

in reserve in the tissues ; so long as this fat exists in the ani-

mal, its life is sustained, the sugar is renewed in the liver as

well as in the other nutritive fluids, and the temperature of

body is not notably lowered. 4th, During
the activity of the sugar-production is proportional to the i

absorption of fat. 5th, Fii "'inally, in all animals deprived of
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food, the liver experiences some remarkable changes ; it be-
comes partially atrophied, and fr fat , which
is replaced by sugar.

(63.) In May, 1861, Goeup Besanez published a method
tor the preparation of glycogen.* His colleague I

washing the liver of a child two years old by injecting water
into the portal vein preparatory to a permanent injection, no-
ticed that the escaping water which at first was bloody and
dark colored, grew brighter and finally became milky, though
Jt never became transparent and clear. On standing, this
milky fluid deposited a flocculent coagulum, leaving the liquid
above strongly opalescent. A similar result was obtained
trom the liver of an adult three to six days after d^ath. On

found the opalescence to be due
to glycogen

; and he gives the following method for preparing
it pure

: The opalescent liquid from the liver is freed from al-
buminates by acidulating with acetic acid,
boiling, and filtering from the coagulum; it is then mixed
with twice its volume of 90° alcohol ; a bulky precipitate falls
winch, after standing some hours is collected on a filter, washed
out with alcohol, dissolved in water, heated to boiling with a
lew drops of acetic acid—which causes the separation of a
sngut granular coagulum—filtered, and mixed with twice its
volume of alcohol as before. A snow-white flocculent precip-
itate ot glycogen is thrown down, impure only from the pres-
ence of a little fat; freed from this by ether, and dried in
vacuo it forms a brilliant white powder like flour, resembling
very strongly starch or inulin. Water dissolves it to a strongly
opalescent liquid, not cleared by boiling. The solution is col-

tltTtred by 10di
?
e

>
but is not Precipitated by glacial ace-

r by this treatment ; thus agree-
ing;with the observations of Hensen, Scheerer, and Lochner,
out m opposition to those of Bernard and Lehmann. The
strong opalescence of the liquid prevented any determination

oL«f
r

°i

at0I\P0Wer
- On analysis, his assistant Kli

viz Pni
nilI

?hrS/greeing Perfec% ^b. those of KekaH
tTthPT^n

i^;
5
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ydro-eil6
-35

'
oxySen 49-12=100; leading

to tne formula. -e.H O
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estatWriS? 2?
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Meteors of November,

Art. XLIL—Meteors of November 14th, 1868 ; by H. A.
Newton. (With two Plates.)

In continuation of the account given in the January num-
ber of this Journal (pp. 118-126), I propose to notice certain

meteors observed at two or more places, with sufficient exact-
ness to afford a parallax.

The most remarkable meteor of the night appeared at V
16 p", New Haven mean time. It was obs

Poughkeepsie, Palisades, Williamstown, Haverford, "\Yilk •-

barre, an I pr<;! 1> y ;i W :shiugton. The discussion of th< -
observations will afford an occasion of explaining a method
of computation of the true altitude ami p.ith from the ob-

served tracks of a meteor.
At New Haven.—I did not see the body itself, but the bright

streak remaining after iis ili^i-pi'.-iraiH-e was nearly vertical.

and about 2° north of Jupiter. This distance from Jui.it

was carefully estimated, by Mr. Harger and myself, and we
are both confident that it is within half of a degree of the

truth. Mr. Harger thinks the estimate is, if anytiling, a trifle

too great.

No note was made at the time, of the length of the bright

cloud. My impression, confirmed by that of Mr. Harger, is,

that Jupiter lay about the middle of the persistent streak, also

that the streak was not less than five degrees long, and proba-

bly 2° or 3 3 longer than that. From the first it had an ap-

preciable breadth.
At lh 15m 40% N. Y. time, the trail had assumed the usual

curved form, and I drew a rough sketch of it, and of Jupiter, as

in the figure, plate I. The upper part had apparently moved
northward, and the lower part southward.
At 19 1 minutes past one I drew the second sketch as in

the figure. The special object I had in view was to locate its

several parts with reference to Jupiter.

At 30f minutes after one the cloud lay horizontally just

above Jupiter and extending south eight degrees from the

planet, as estimated at the time. The third sketch, plate I,

gives its center an altitude of one degree or more above Ju-

piter, and an extent northward four degrees from it.

At 44f minutes past one the cloud, which was growing fainter,

was horizontal, and extended 12° southward from Jupiter, as

noted at the time. My fourth sketch implies that it exten-

ded 3° or 4° north of Jupiter, and had its lower edge just

upon the planet at this time.

At fifty-seven minutes past one the cloud had become so

faint and confused with the mists of the horizon, that in order
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to confirm or correct my impression that I still saw it, I asked
the party whether it was actually visible. Nearly if not quite
allot them (about a dozen persons) asserted that it was still
visible. 1 think that it continued in sight till the clock struck
one, it not longer, although other objects prevented us from
giving it special attention and recording its appearance

-vr ttt
*
t

S
Zi

es
>
Fe™ Lodge Observatory, Rockland Co., N. 7.,

Mr. W. S
•
Oilman, Jr., saw the train of the meteor, and made

tour sketches of its appearance at successive times, together
with the following notes.
Time of appearance, l"h 12™ 1-±N. Y. mean time, 1st mag-

nitude
;
white color

; duration of flight i sec. The meteor
was seen by Mr. Thomas P. Gilman, who obtained a glimpse

°d ™!TL>
Tl
?J

Iar
?-°f *!ie meteor™ very brilliant

;
length

oi path 50 or 60 ; direction perpendicular : disappeared near
and north of Jupiter ; explosion not witnessed. Yk
smoke of a greenish blue color.
At lh 14m 10b the train was very distinct, but stars were seen

through it. The appearance was as in the figure, plate I.
At lh 18- 10. the tram had become still more curved, and™
vTre reP^esent8 its appearance as it was seen with the

power 40, appeared to move sluggishly, and to dissipfte slowly.

JLnlT?ar
A
bef^ C0l0r and texture t0 the appearance of

the nebula in Orion in a 12 inch glass.

™™ ^A1* 3
?

3

~
he train is stm a striking object. It is

PA?^ os
m ^e figUre

'
Verv faint at lh 24^ 30-.

'sketch
** 8tlU m°re cnanSed its form

>
as in the fourth

Smoke faintly visible at lh 34» 30*. At lh 39'* smoky train
very much diffused and very faint. Not watched subsequently,

seen Z

M

ar
n°£

eg% Fou9^eepsie, N. T., the meteor was
seen by Miss Colby of the Senior Class, and the following re-

« 1 f ?h
U
i

hj Miss Mitche".

tAw.ti Ju
30

!'
a meteor started from the zenith, moved

umlnt
* e ^ 5

Urs* south of JuPiter, like a rocket, as-
vanety of colors, and disappeared, leaving a train,

nhr « !L16 g^
n t0 wind

>
takinS first the form of an irreg-

tars of CVtl °S ? ?'
then movio£ southward toward two

Piecesi thi^'J
rled around completely, broke up into two

tor 44 minutes " horizon. The train was seen

tioikTi^Z^T^S-~The Ml0™S notes of observa-

- ?fe^^^^ b wiId-
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"At l h 15m the largest meteor of the night fell near Jupiter.
The motion was slow and we could have read very easily by its
light. The path made an angle of 60°± with the horizon.
The train lasted an almost incredible time, and assum
ent shapes." A sketch of the path accompanied the notes.
At Haverford, Pa., at l h 9ra 28 s a meteor passed from near

the north star in the direction of Cassiopeia vanishing near §
C esi<

j eia. The light was exceedingly brilliant, and the train
continued visible about 44 minutes. The train was at first

straight, having a direction nearly parallel to the line joining §
and x Cassiopeia?, and about 15° in length. Almost immedi-
ately the line commenced to spread and the form changed to that
of an inverted s (or 3). Then it assumed an elliptic form with
a hollow ellipse at each of the foci, and soon afterward the 2
form again. During this time it slowly drifted toward « An-
dromeda?, being last seen near 3 Andromedae. Then the train
had an elliptic form, the transverse axis being nearly parallel to
the line joining « and Andromeda?.

t

The sketch furnished by Prof. Samuel J. Grummere, who
himself saw the meteor, though confined to the house, shows
the position of the cloud at the time it assumed the elliptic

form above described.
Mr

;
B. V. Marsh reports that the meteor was seen by Mr.

Dennis of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and that it appeared to pass near
* Ononis.
A person in Delaware Co., N. Y., describes it as west of

south, and about 20° high.

Undoubtedly the meteor described by Prof. Eastman in
" November Meteors of 1868, U. S. Naval Observatory, " p. 8,
in the following terms, is identical with the one witnessed at
New Haven, Palisades, &c.
"At thirty minutes past midnight the most remarkable me-

teor of the shower appeared near * Ursa? Majoris, and moved
westerly across § Ursa? Minoris. The meteor and its train were
colored like the one already described. [At first its color was
deep orange or red, afterward changing to green, and finally to

"ght blue. The edges of the train were colored deep orange
or red, and the center was at first green, changing to light blue.

The colors lasted about one second.] The meteor was much
brighter than Jupiter and moved very rapidly.

" After the bright colors of the train had vanished it re-

gained perfestly straight for about one minute when it began
to assume slowly the form of a serpent in motion, gradually

decreasing the distance between its it became
apparently a mass of li^ht-colored cloud about 7° in length

and 4° in breadth.
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"The westerly end of this condensed train at one time be-
came divided, but after the lapse of about four minutes the
extremities of the separated portions united, leaving a nearly
circular aperture 30' in diameter, 2° from the western end of
tne tram. After this aperture closed up I could -distinctly see
a small star through the vapory mass. This cloud-like object
remained visible, with slight changes in its outlines, for thirty

The latitudes and longitudes of the several places of ob-
-"--i of this meteor are as follows.

Lat Longitude.

42 45' 73° 15'

41 40 50" 73 53 30
41 18 33 72 55 25
41 15 75 54
41 30 73 54 7
4n 36 75 1816

Williamstown
Poughkeesie,
New Haven,
Wilkesbarre,
Palisades,

Haverford,

Washington,

vSf P!,ace °f/uP|ter was R - A., 0^ 19m 37s
, and North Dec,

£3 . I he relative positions of the places are represen-
skeleton map, upon plate II. The corresponding po-

sitions of the paths upon the heavens are presented in an ad-
'..igram, upon which are also exhibited the

the pole star, and Jupiter.
Several methods of computing the actual position of a

track irom the observed paths have been published. The most
complete is by Bessel n the Astronomiscke Nachnchten. vol.

nil9 ' ip 0t
tT8 are bF Brandes, Olbers, QtietefcNewcomb &c. I have, however, found the following the most

WlTT? ™th°d °f treatinS observations. With a sixteenmt£^ 'irate for any ordinary data.

+iJ i
'

r
^
Ctl

,

fy the celes*ial globe for the mean latitude of

SlL»
B

-
ol
?
ervatioi

», and for the mean local time of the
appearance of the meteor. Then upon the globe I paste nar-

SaS PapGr t0 rePresent ^e several observed paths.

andtW
r

-

m
f
nTfre indicated the zeniths of the places,

11° P°mts °/ the celestial sphere which are at the given

tfS^^ 1^? '101
}
°f the se^ral lines joining the places

two obserti^' The.

8e last points will, in the case of only

•^SSfSl^4--—

<

that point
'

tions
e

!fn!?
ce
[
ta^ geometrical conditions which the observa-

tions, ii correct and complete, must now fulfil. Thus, through
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two places of observation and any point of the meteor's actual
path, as the end, for example, we may pass a plane. This
plane, produced, intersects tae great cir-

cle. Upon this great circle should evidently he located the
two observed places of extinction of the meteor, and the points
where the line joining the places of observation cuts the

If then we draw a great circle through the two points last

named, and through either end of the track as observed at one
place, this circle should pass through the corresponding p'lint

of the other observed path. Any deviation from this circle is

due to some inaccuracy of observation. It is necessary to as-
sume that one track is to be lengthened, or the other shortened,
or that one or the other is to be changed in direction, or in

position, until the two observed paths satisfy these conditions.

Again, three or more observed paths if correct must, if pro-
duced backward, pass through one and the same point on the
globe, to wit, that point from which the meteor was moving.
This point must, moreover, be above the horizon. Again, if

some of the observations by being conformable to the usual
radiant, show that the meteor belongs to a group with a well

marked direction, it is often safe to assume that the unconform-
able paths are the ones that are in error.

_
By recognizing these, and other necessary geometrical con-

ditions, we may criticise and reject observations. It will often
oe necessary to assume that one or the other observer saw only
the latter part of a path, or has mistaken a star of reference,

or has erred in recording upon the chart the direction of the

meteor.

.
I am well aware that this method of treating the observa-

tions throws special and undesirable responsibility upon the

computer. But in any method of observing commonly prac-

•\ observations have large probable errors, amount-
ing often to several degrees. The computer must assume the

!

!li
,
:

,i i \-/\wx thf observations, and be held responsible for

its faithful discharge.
The computer is, moreover, now in a condition to use to ad-

vantage any special points in the observations which he knows
to be well determined, as the passage of the meteor near, or

over, a particular star. Or the peculiar position of one of the

observers may far more than counterbalance any inaccuracy in

the location of the path.
A chart, constructed for the purpose by means of the tables

of the Coast Survey, upon whicii i
us of the

observers, is used in m -1 directions when-
ever it gives sufficient accuracy. The figure on plate II. is

a reduction of this chart.
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Let us apply these principles to the meteor to which the
above observations refer. The time of appearance at New
Haven was only approximate, and the other observations in-
dicate l»i 16'" 20* as the correct New Haven time. We saw it

pass down nearly vertically 2° north of Jupiter.
At Haverford it appeared, as the diagram shows, above and

probably to the east of Polaris, and passed a little below (say

3 ot 4° below), x and j? Cassiopeia. The general direction
of its observed paths, the character and colors of the train, and
the small number of the unconformable meteors, mark this as

an undoubted member of the November group, and authorize
us to assume that its direction was from the radiant in Leo.
This assumption, and the distance above named from § and
* Cassiopeia*, imply that the path passed 10° or 12° above
Polaris.

The differences of latitude and longitude of New Haven and
Haverford are 77"'95, and 142"-83. The latter number mul-
tiplied by the cosine of the middle latitude gives the depart-
ure, which, divided by the difference of latitude, gives the tan-
gent of the azimuth of the line joining Haverford and New
Haven upon the horizon of the point midway between the two
places. The secant of this angle, multiplied by the difference
of latitude, gives the distance in geographical miles. This,
multiplied by 1-15, gives the distance, 1535 statute miles,
with a direction S. 54° 16' W.
Upon the diagram in plate II, I have marked by a and

c the points 54° 16' from the south and north points on the
horizon Through a and c and the point b of the heavens (2°

north of Jupiter), let there pass a great circle cutting the

Haverford track in d. If we imagine a triangle, whose angular
points are the observers at New Haven and Haverford, and
that point of the track which was directly opposite Jupiter, afl

seen from New Haven, and produce the sides of this triangle,
then will the three arcs, ab, bd, and dc, severally measure the
three angles of the triangle. We have, then, the angles and
one side of a triangle to find the distances of this point of the
meteor's path from the two observers.

+T. ? v
r
°l

°f the semicircumference ac can be measured on
tne giobe by a movable quadrant, or by bringing the circle
abdc to coincide with the horizon of the globe. I have, how-

ad a narrow tape line, graduated for the purpose, very
cumement lor such measuring.

™£?°Tlg the distailce of either observer from the particular

En t7+

™eteor'
8 Path, we measure on the globe the zenith

distance of the corresponding observed point, ft or d, and hence
readily compute the actual altitude of the meteor, at that in-
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stant, above the earth's surface. An allowance for the curva-
ture of the earth is to be added to the height above the hori-

zon of the observer. The azimuth of b, or d, when measured,
gives the means of locating the place over which this point of
the meteor's path was vertical.

The arcs, ab and bd, measured upon the globe, are about
28^° and 57°, which give the distances of the track from New
Haven and Haverford, 182, and 87*3 miles, respectively. But,
owing to the fact that the arc, abd, cuts the Haverford track

at a sharp angle, we seek a closer determination of the path
by another method.
The position of Jupiter with reference to the track and

kes it worth while to compute its altitude and azi-

muth from New Haven at l h 16m 20", and l h 44™. These are

found to be S. 75° 16' W., and S. 80° 8' W., for the azimuth,
and 16° 48', and 11° 431' for the altitudes.

Now, the observed path should be in the arc of a great cir-

cle which passes through the radiant. By bringing the radiant

and the point 2° N. of Jupiter to the horizon of the celestial

globe, the zenith of New Haven will be found to be 5° above
the horizon. Hence, the meteor passed (though then unseen)
5° S. of our zenith.

Again, the point in the direction S. 77° 16' W., 182 miles

from New Haven on a line elevated 16° 48', is over latitude

40° 42', longitude 76° 9', and 56 miles high. The elevation

of the center of the radiant area above the horizon of this

point was about 20°. Hence we may carry back the meteor's

track with an elevation of 20° till it cuts the meridian of New
Haven. We see, thus, that the meteor passed at an elevation

of 120 miles and 10-5 miles south of us.

This gives us a good determination of the vertical plane in

which the meteor was moving, the accuracy of the determina-

tion being due to the nearly vertical path of the meteor as

seen at New Haven, and the easy reference of it to Jupiter.

But the New Haven observations are not suited to the deter-

mination of the altitude of the track in the plane. This may
also be said of all the observations at Williamstown, Palisades,

and Poughkeepsie.
The distance from Haverford I . measured

on the chart in <h- dir- 1 : 1 -n « >f Wilkesbarre, or N. 20° W., is

3. The observed altitude in the same direction is

48°, which gives an Kw the meteor at that

point. The distance from Wilkesbarre to the plane is 35£
miles in the direction S. 20° E. An altitude of 61 miles re-

presents an angular altitude of 60°. The star A Orionis hap-

pened to be iiTthis same azimuth, and had an altitude of 57°.
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This satisfies well enough the is reasonable

to assume that " near * Orionis" means a little above it, since,

if the meteor had gone below that star, the reference would

have probably been to the brighter stars of the constellation.

We may, then, fairly conclude that the meteor passed the ver-

tie ! i lane ihr igh 'Haverford and Wilkesbarre at an altitude

of 61 miles. This is 5 miles lower than the previous deter-

mination, for the former path is 66 miles high at this point.

The beginning and end of the apparent path of the meteor

was not well observed. The middle point of* the cloud, in its

initial position, as seen at New Haven, was nearly opposite to

Jupiter. The line to this point, and the track of the meteor,

make an angle of 39°, which is determined by measuring upon

the globe the distance from 20° N. of Jupit r t«> the radiant.

and taking the supplement of the result. These lines meet in

long. 76° 0', and lat. 40° 43', at an elevation of 54 miles, and

at a distance from New Haven of 175 miles.

Assuming that the apparent length was 6° at New Haven,

we have an actual length of 175 sin 6° cosec 39°, or 29 miles.

This represents an apparent length at Haverford of over 20°,

instead of 15° as reported. If these were the only means of

determining the length, the Haverford observation should be

reg i >;• d as the best. But at Washington, the origii

must have been appreciably more than 7°, since the train is

said to have decreased in length to 7°. Each degree at Wash-
ington represents 3*2 miles on the track of the motor. A
length of only 9° for the observed track at

be represented by the 29 miles of the actual path. V.

assu . rh r f r . that the length of the cloud was, at first, 30

miles, which implies that its eastern end was 59 miles, and its

western end 49 miles high.

At what altitude the meteor was first seen, we cannot Bay.

It passed the meridian of Haverford at a height of about 68

miles, but may have been visible before it reached that point.

Then- i- no reason to suppose that it passed beyond the west-

era end of the cloud.

The train had an appreciable breadth at once upon the dis-

appearance of the meteor. Probably 20' would not be a large

r the breadth, as seen at New Haven, which implies

"'
> t :;!.!:

, iiud a volume of a dozen or a score

of cubic miles. This volume was st. dilv and i <ddly increas-

the ,'.!
,:, timet! - visible.

Compare now this path with the observations at Wa^lung-

istown.
At Wad imed that the meteor

by Prof. Eastman was unquestionably the same body as that ob-
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served at New Haven and other places. An error of a half

hour in recording the time of appearance would make the two
coincident in time. The Washington meteor was " the most
remarkable meteor of the shower," its train exhibited one of
the two remarkable apertures described by Prof. Gummere, its

position was very near that in which the one we have described

would have been seen, and its train endured for a like unex-
ampled period. Such a meteor as that described by Prof. East-

man would have certainly attracted attention at other stations.

Prof. Eastman says that it appeared " near e Ursae Ma
j
oris,

and movi'd wi >r ;ut — I'rsaB Minoris." This path to_ be

conformable to the radiant in Leo needs a change of direction.

Looking from Washington at the path determined above- from
the Haverford and New Haven observations, the path would be

seen crossing the line joining the two stars just mentioned.

Only so much change of the path observed is needed as is

tte • wary to make it conformable to the Leo radiant. The

At Palisades -

mined passes very nearly vertically over Palisades at an eleva-

tion of 95 miles. The lower end of the cloud was 22° high

and 5° or 6° north of Jupiter. In one of his notes Mr. Gil-

man says that the track ended near a Piscium, an error, prob-

ably for 41 Piscium. The assigned length of path 50° or 60°,

would imply a first altitude of 85, or 90 miles. This esti-

mate, however, is not to be taken strictly.

At Poughkeepsie—The beginning and end of the cloud as

before determined would be viewed from Poughkeepsie in the

direction S. 56° W., alt. 26°, and S. 59° W., alt. 19°. These

are about 18° and 15° south of Jupiter, and a little higher

from the horizon. The track would if produced backward

pass 25° south of the zenith of Poughkeepsie. A
the position of the track with reference to Jupiter, sen

Mitchell, would imply that the meteor's path was nearer to the

planet, than 15° or 18 J
. But the observations at other places

. essential diminution of this distance.

At Williamstoivn.—As seen from Williamstown i

tion and altitude of the two ends of the cloud are S. 43° W., 16 ,

and S. 46° W., 12°, which makes the path about 30° south of

Jupiter, much farther than would be implied by the sketch of

the track. The meteor when due south would have been (if

kV high. No essential transfer of the track toward

Jupiter can be made, however, without rejecting either the

New Haven or the Haverford observations altogether.

The position and direction of the cloud cannot therefore, 1

think, be reasonably changed from the previous determination.
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Its central point may be regarded as 54 miles high, over N. lat.

40° 43', and W. Ion. 76°, and its course S. 78° W., with an
angle of depression of 20° upon the horizon of the places be-
neath it. The heights of its eastern and western ends were 59
and 49 miles or 95 and 79 kilometers.

Motion of the train of the meteor.

The cloud left by the meteor began to coil up, and float

away, shortly after the disappearance of the body. The upper
part must have moved northerly, and the lower portion south-
erly, and the whole either westward, or downward, to s

ices at New Haven. The successive positions Vith
respect 'to Jupiter show this. Jupiter moved north 10' per
minute, and downward 11' per minute during the time of obser-
vation. The motion of the lower part must have been in the
main toward Washington, as after its first shortening the
cloud retained its dimensions nearly constant. The motion
was too nearly in the plain of Haverford and New Haven for

us to entirely separate the downward and the westward motions,
especially in the absence of determinate positions at specified
times. But I think there was a descent of five or ten miles
in the body of the cloud. This was certainly true of the east-
ern or upper end, and even a greater downward motion is prob-

The upper end was borne westward so that as seen from
Washington the cloud was foreshortened. The central and

rts were seen projected upon this upper part. Hence
the bifurcation and the cavity described by Prof. Eastman.
I he elliptic form and the oval cavities seen at Haverford are
also, in part at least, the effect of perspective.
The southward motion of the lower end at Haverford, 80

miles from the cloud, was 25°, and at New Haven, 175 miles

was 8° or 10° during two thirds of the period of vis-

ibility. These imply a motion of at least 40 miles, or about a
mile per minute.
We must therefore assume that just below an elevation of

about 50 miles, there was a rapid north wind, which swept the
lower portion of this cloud with it southward. The wind ma;
have come from one or two points east of north. Above this

Emltts n°rth Wlnd
'
thoUgh il may alS° ^^

os^Ia$
d°"™"d motion

>
the astern end of the cloud was

£7ntt l°
m

-

thê PPer ™rrent into the lower, and strewn along

2?£?!i2 a I ^ew Haven; in the latter part
oi the period of visibility.
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These three suppositions, of two currents in the air, and of
a downward motion of the cloud, seem to be necessary to any
explanation of the appearances of the cloud. But they do not
entirely account for the whorls and changes of form described
by Miss Colby and others, and so evident in Mr. Gilman's
sketches.

The same were quite remarkable at New Haven also, though
my sketches were not designed to show them. I only designed
to show the place of the body of the cloud, relatively to Jupi-
ter. Mr. Oilman's sketches, which reached me but a day or
two after the shower, seemed a remarkably accurate expression
of my recollection of the shapes of the cloud.
To account for these whorls and transformations, we may

suppose between these two principal currents of air, or travers-
ing them, various other currents. These need not necessarily
be horizontal. But at that distance from the disturbing causes
upon the earth's surface, it is not probable that there are so
many rapid and varied currents in the narrow limits of 10
miles in vertical direction, as the various contortions of the
cloud imply. We expect greater simplicity in the aerial move-
ments in these upper regions of the atmosphere.

,
To attribute these motions of meteor trains to previously ex-

isting currents, implies, moreover, that comple:
tend through the whole thickness of the stratum in which the
cloudy trains are developed. For in all cases of a persistent
cloud, we see the same coiling motions of the line of phospho-
rescent matter, shortly after the flight of the meteor.

_
Such

a system of currents previouslv existing in the air is not
probable.

An alternative seems much more reasonable, which is to as-
sume that the motion of the meteor produced this coiling of
the train. As a meteor rushed through the air, it carried be-
fore it, and with it, and dragged behind it, a mass of air of

dons. Thus a large mass of air, containing
ju it the cloudy line of meteor dust, was thrust down into the
lower current, and then swept away to the southward. This
column of air, of course, sets in motion vast eddies which can-
not be easily reduced to system.

If this is a true explanation, the mass of the meteor must
have been sufficient to set in rapid motion the air that fills

hundreds of cubic miles of space, as well as to develop light

and .heat. What kind of matter it is which remains visible in
the cold upper air for three-fourths of an hour, until by grad-
ual dissipation the light faded out, I leave for others to say.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 141.—Mat, 1869.

27
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Meteor of llh 18™, N. York time,—seen by Mr. Gilman, at
Fern Lodge Observatory, Palisades.—A very grand meteor,
much larger than Venus, which shot nearly vertically up from
the horizon, in Leo Minor. The nucleus was white, and it left

a bright blue train of sparks. The figure in plate II, rep-
resents it just previous to disappearance. Length of track 15°.

It was not observed elsewhere.

Meteor of 11»> 25™, N. Y. time.—Two meteors were seen at
Palisades. One, equal in brilliancy to Venus, white, left a
bright blue train, visible eight minutes. The figure plate
II represents its appearance, as seen by the naked eye, at llh— a greyish cloud, 2° or 3° long. In a 4 inch

, diameter of field 43', it presented a double
uish-green luminous matter. Not observed else-

where.

Meteor of lh 53™, N. Y. time.—A white meteor, of the
first magnitude, was seen by Mr. Gilman, at the Palisades, to

pass through the northern limits of Camelopardus, toward
and beyond * and -p Cassiopeia). The length of path was 30°.

It left a smoky train, of a greenish-white tinge. The train

was visible about half a minute, and on turning the telescope
upon it, Mr. Gilman saw the double line of smoke represented
in the figure plate II. Stars as small as the eighth magnitude
were seen through the train. Twists or whorls of clouds ap-
peared as represented in the engraving. The general appear-
ance of the smoky substance was very like that of the nebula
of Orion, as seen in a large glass. The same power and field

of view were employed as upon the previous train.
I find no observations at other places upon this body.
Meteor of 2h 45™, N. Y. time.—Mr. Gilman, at Palisades,

saw at this time a meteor disappear at g Leonis ; from the di-

rection of Leonis ; smoky train remained 8 minutes.
At Stamford, Mr. Fuertes recorded a curved track, of dou-

ble curvature, beginning at K. A. 150°, N. dec. 7°, and ending
&
t
E\f 149*°> N - dec -

3°. He adds the notes :-Brighter
than Venus

; very curved path ; somewhat spiral and short

;

left a tram which placed itself at right angles with the path,
and lasted 650 seconds.

• paths belong to the same body, but are not quite

The want of conformability of the Palisades track
may be due to the curvature of the track There is indicated,
however, a parallax of about 6°, which represents a vertical al-

titude of 51 miles. The smallness of the base line and of the
parallax, makes the result uncertain If there were two prin-
cipal currents in the atmosphere, one above from the South,
and one below from the North, as seems to be proved by the
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1* 12 ra meteor, this meteor must have reached the surface, di-
viding the two currents, and its train have been acted upon in
the same manner as the train of the earlier meteor.

Meteor of 2h 48m, N. Y. time, at Fern Lodge Observatory,
Palisades.—A fine meteor, half-way between IViaiis and H -.',••

liftjorig. No description of the meteor recorded. The view of
the train near the point of disappearance, by means of a 4 inch
glass, a power of 40, and a field of view of 43' in diameter, is

'a plate II. The train was double, (as often observed
during the evening,) and terminated in an oval cloud,
right angles to the direction of the meteor's flight.

At Stamford, Conn. (lat. 41° 2' 45", long. 73° 35').—Up
chart sent by Mr. E. A. Fuertes, who was assisted i

observations by Mr. F. G. Wheeler, is the following position
for the track of this meteor :—Beginning, R. A. 136°, N. P. D.
19 J

; end, R. A. 9°, N. P. D. 7°. The two tracks correspond
very well with each other, though the base line is small. The
parallax is about 14° for the end, which gives an elevation of
52 miles for the end of the track, and 65 for the beginning,
with a length of path of 27 miles.

The distance from Palisades to the end of the path is 70
miles. The field of view at that distance had a diameter of

seven-eighths of a mile. As the course of the meteor was in-
clined 80° to the line of vision, the lengths of the portion of the
cloud included in the field of view was 0*89 of a mile.

I think the double train of this and the other meteors is due
to actual duality in the meteor itself. The same double or

multiple character is common among the detonating and stone-

producing meteors.

Meteor of 3h 51«* 303
, Portland time.—Vxot Rockwood, of

Bowdoin College, saw a meteor of a bright green color pass in
a direction parallel to a line joining @ and « Aurigae, and
about 5° north of those stars. It left a bright train, 5° or 6° in

length, which gradually curled up, and floated northward as it

Mr. Tuttle reports the same meteor as seen at Boston
; very

bright between @ and Y Ursas Minoris ; train visible 3 minutes.
The latitude and longitude of Brunswick, (place of observa-
tion,) are 43" 54' 32", and 69= 57' 24"

; and those of Boston,
(State House,) are 42° 21' 28", and 71° 3' 30".

These observations give a parallax of 53° upon the base line

of 121 miles. The altitude of the meteor when it crossed the
line joining § and y TJrsae Minoris, as seen from Boston, was
77 miles. This was near the beginning of the path, since the
point corresponds upon the Brunswick path to a point 4° or 5=

toward the radiant from opposite (? Aurigae. The cloud mu ; t

have been ten miles long.
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Meteor of 5h 6
m

, Portland *me.—This was * very bright
green meteor, seen by Prof. Rockwood to pass directly across
d Leoms in the direction toward 6 Hydra. It disappeared af-
ter having crossed about two-thirds of the distance between
these stars. It became visible about midway between 9 and
Leoms. It left a long train, which assumed the serpentine
form before it disappeared.

Mr. Tuttle, at Boston, saw the body near v Ursje Majoris.
The altitude of this meteor at disappearance was about 48
miles Its first appearance, if Prof. Rockwood's observation
be taken literally, was at a height of nearly 150 miles. But
the track was so near to the radiant, that a difference of three
or tour degrees in the apparent length, would reduce the first
altitude below 100 miles.

Meteor of 5h 6"> 45 s
, New Haven time.—This meteor passed

one degree south of £ Geminorum as seen by me at New Haven,
lhe central part of the train floated north, and the upper

part south. The amount of the northward motion was three
degrees m three minutes. At first the lower or western end
floated south—or at least fell behind the rest, but this part ap-
pears soon to have vanished, for in my representations of the
shape of the train it is only presented in the earlier diagrams.
At New York City Prof. Twining saw the same meteor, and

by a careful reference to the stars in the neighborhood he lo-
cates the beginning and end of the track as in K. A., 176°, N.
dec 47 ,

and R. A., 191°, N. dec, 54°. The train moved a
little to the east of north five degrees in three minutes, and
continued visible six minutes.
The altitude of the beginning, and end of the visible path

of the meteor is, from these observations, 85 and 60 miles, re-
spectively. The motions of the train seem to indicate an
upper current from the north, above that from the south,

t IM^L
88 shown bF the motions of the train of the meteor

Meteor of 5h 30™ 30s
, Boston time.—Mr Tuttle saw a very

bright meteor at this instant which passed above Cor. Caroli,
downward to a point below n Ursa3 Majoris, leaving a train
visible for seven minutes. But for daylight it might have
oeen seen longer. Immediately after the meteor disappeared" *Wy *? shorten and widen, and take a serpentine
form. It finally became a cloudy mass, oblong in form, and

way northward under 9 tfrsie Majoris

snwW ? •
P
°!i

ti0U °f thi8 track and tQe description, I feel

TWh« m
1S

•

Same as the one described by a writer in

in the New Bedford Standard as follows.
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At twenty-three minutes past five, a most superb meteor

burst from the region of Ursa Major, and went toward Ursa
Minor, leaving a bright trail. For two full minutes it re-

mained unchanged. He then drove a stake in a direct line from
the top of a tree, to the meteor. At this stage the trail had

contracted in length and widened in breadth, presenting a ser-

pentine aspect. It was a pale cloud, nearly circular, and

larger than the full moon. It was now waning away, and
soon became extinct, having been visible and stationary nearly

five minutes. The two stars in Ursa Minor, known as the

Guards, pointed directly toward it in a S. E. direction, about

took the altitude and azimuth

of the line from the stake to the tree, and found the direction

of the meteor to be N. 38° 30' E., alt. 32° 40' 51". The lati-

tude and longitude of the place is 41° 38' 6" N. lat., and 70'

53' 51" W. long.

One of the young ladies in Miss Mitchell's class at Vassar

J res a diagram of the path of a meteor at 5h 21m 15 s
.

I think it is the same body, notwithstanding a slight discrep-

ancy in the observed times. She places it between Arcturns

and Corona Borealis. The reference to the stars in Ursa

Minor shows the Fairhaven azimuth to have been the magnetic

azimuth. The Poughkeepsie path is not drawn so as to be

quite conformable. Changing it as little as is possible to make
it conformable, and the three observed paths agree very well

with necessary conditions, and w ' about _59

miles for the lower part of the cloud. The northward motion

of the cloud showed that it did not penetrate through the

upper into the lower current, which sw<

lower part of the train of the meteor at

outhward the

Art. XLIII.—A Proposed Arrangement for Observing the

Corona, and Searching for intra-Mercurial Planets during

a Total Eclipse of the Sun; by Simon Newcomb.

It is a fact of universal observation that, during a total

eclipse of the sun, the dark body of the moon is surrounded by

a brilliant crown of light, commonly likened to the "glory'

represented by painters as surrounding the heads of saints.

But, of the form and extent of this " corona," nothing definite

seems to be certainly known. It is commonly represented as

being not uniformly luminous at equal distances from the

*r, but as radially striated, and extending out into rays m
-i observer has gone so tar as
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The search for intra-Mercurial planets will be facilitated by
the use of similar screens of a larger size. The Following pro-
position is laid down as one hardly admitting of doubt. If the
great motion of the perihelion of Mercury deduced by Le
Verrier from the observations of transits of that planet is

caused by the attraction of matter in the solid or liquid state,

that matter can be seen during a total eclipse if the direct
light of the corona and protuberances is shut off from the eye.

This is founded on the following propositions :

The masses of matter in question cannot be more than half
of Mercury's distance from the sun.

Hence, taking equal surfaces of them and of Mercury, they
will shine with more than four times the brilliancy of that
planet.

If they are not smaller than the second magnitude they will

be visible to the naked eye, properly prepared by being kept in

previous darkness and shaded by the screen.

If they are smaller than the second magnitude, they must
be a hundred or more in number. Some of them will then be
easily detected with a telescope of large field of view unless
they are below the fifth magnitude.

If they are below the fifth magnitude, they must number
thousands, and they will then be visible to the naked eye as a
continuous diffused light.

The screen for this search should be large enough to pro-

tect the telescope from the sun during the entire period of the

total phase.
It is hoped that these arrangements and observations will

be found to merit the attention of a share of the observers

during the total eclipse of August next.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

I. On th ' brilliant yellow ray of the ntnU

re.—The fact that the yellow ray seen in the spectrum
of the protuberances from the sun's photosphere does not corres-

pond with the lines D of the solar spectrum was first obfl

. HerseheL, then by Mr. Lockyer, by Secchi, and finally by
Janssen. Rayer has now determ i i

a spectroscope of high dispersive power mm u

or. Taking the distance between the two lines D
as unity the author found for the distance of the yellow line from

the more refrangible rayD the number 2'49, with a probable r—*-

of less than 0'03. Taking the wave lengths of the two line
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rtajiectively as 590-53 and 589-88, that of the yellow line is 588-27

in millionths of a millimeter ; it corresponds to the division 1016-8

of Kirchhoff's scale.— Comptes Rendus, lxviii, 320, Feb. 1869.

observing the regions i . i in* to the large solar spots with a

spectroscope of hiu-h dispersive power, Secchi has frequently no-

ticed :i series of equidistant nebulous lines or bands in the red

and orange near the ray 809-5 oi Kirchhoff and 864 of Kirchhoff.

These bands differ in im •

i ,-i!y; they appear to consist of very

fine rays enveloped in nebulosity and are seen in the jm

and in'thc group of small sj»>ts "recently visible, but u-

pear in the sun's full disc and are wanting in the interior of the

large spots where the rays never have the form of the bands.

On'the 6th January the bands were seen upon the full disc of the

sun, but were found to arise from a cirrhus in front of the tele-

scope and disappeared with the cirrhus itself. Secchi remarked

that under these circumstances the bands due to the neighborhood

of the solar spots were sensibly increased in intensity. By K aw-
ing the region near D with a spectroscope of nine prisms the

author found that the yellow ray of the protuberances really ex-

ists in the sun and may be recognized far from the border, I he

author then sought for the yellow ray in the spectra of the stars

which most resemble the sun and found it in Aldebaran, « Ononis

and Pollux. Sirius presents a bright region in the correspond-

ing place. In the red stars of tho^4th type bright yellow rays

may be seen like threads of gold, but it is difficult to fix their po-

sitions. Secchi concludes from his observations that the vapor ot

"

l the solar atmosphere in the neighborhood of the

:»!-<' s|.<.f<.

The author
nine whether there is any displacement of the hydrogen lines uuo

ent of the star, a question already"examined by

lined the spectrum of Sirius
' "he hydrog—

l already €

With a spectroscope of four prisms the ray F "*

observed to be sensibly displaced, the displacement of the center

being sensibly equal to the breadth of the rays D' D" of sodium

% toward the less refrangible side. With a spectroscope

of two prisms the displacement ' of tl e hydrogen rays « andy
with respect to the rays C and F of Sirius was also observed and

in the same direction. It is now well known that the bright lines

in the nebulae are due to hydrogen and nitrogen, but as nitrogen

presents spectra of two different orders it was interesting to de-

termine to which of them the bright green line belongs. By di-

rect comparison Secchi found that the line in question corresponds

the spectrum of the second order. As the

E
reduction of this line requires a considerable electric force and a

^
lgher temperature it is evident that the matter of the nebate is

in the more advanced state of dissociation which corresponds to

the second spectrum,— Comptes Kendm, lxviii, 358. • G*
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3. Spectral observations of the star F, in Gemini—Secchi has
also examined the spectrum of the variable star R Gemini (R. A.
8' oO") 22- 8 22° 54') which star obtained :

-

with a magnitude of 6 -5 in February last. The spectrum "of this

hydrogen ray (which of the four known
to ]l long to bydr gen is not mentioned). It also presents other

incipal correspond to dark kinds
hi -j trmn .-I' u Orionis intermediate between b and D.
From this it appears that the spectrum of this star is analogous
to that of the variabh star in (

'« rona Borealis which appeared in

1866.— Comptes Rendus, lxviii, 361. w. g.

4. On absorr ti<n< li.,,s ,.,;„/» -, ,/ b,/ //„ passage of the solar
U'jio* tln-'nojJt rhlnrinr.— MoiiiiKN has found thai by employing a

<>f live prisms of highly dispersive flint glass, ab-

i lines are di -mectrum of light which
has traversed a tube filled with chlorine
The Hues begin to be visible in the part
They vary in intensity, fineness and m<Aiiey varv m intensity, fineness and mode ot grouping ami ex-

hibit some slight free spaces. They have no regular order and ex-
tend beyond the ray F toward the ray 2110 of KirchhoiFs scale.

they are very numerous and almost equ
tant. The so! r s] eti i proper continues vbihl, is far as 2210,
but after that the light is completely absorbed. Chlorine there-
fore alisoi-bs tl e < olored portion at the so .,/trum where the chem-
ical rays are most abundant.— Comptes fiendus, lxviii, 376.

5. On hydrogen in its relations to palladium.—Geaham has
shown that palladium absorbs 800 or 900 times its own volume
of hydrogen, its density being sensibly diminished. When a
^'ir. of pal idium is charged wit 1 h\ lro-cn b\ being made the

negative pole of a battery, it increases in length and volume. By
measuring this incr • volume and weight
of hydrogen absorbed, Graham found for the constituent of the
alloy, palladium 95-32, hydrogen 468, and for the density of the

sioil in the metal numbers varying
from 1-708 to 2-055, the mean of the numbers accepted being
1'951. The author considers the hydrogen under these circum-

stances to be in the met - it hydrogenium. The
tenacity and electric couductibility of palla bum an
ished by the absorption of hydrogen, the former in the ratio of
100 to 81-29

; the latter in the ratio of 8'10 to 5*99 ; on the other

hand the p, fcer of the metal is decide. by in-

1 i" as,.,! i,\ its association with hydrogen which must be classed

among the magnetic eli i kel, cobalt, chromium
ranese. At a high temperature hydrogen passes with

The greatest rate of

passage observed was four liters of gas per minute through a

plate of palladium one millimeter in thickness and one square

meter of sut: being a little below the melt-

ing point of gold. From the above it appears that hydrogenium
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is a soli,! white metal of density about 2, magnetic, conducting
electricity a ;r iou f ne
atom to one atom, the aU<>\ p..*s.-SM>s the properties of gaseous
hydrogen intensified. It reduces mercury and calomel from
mercuric chlond and j, ,^

l
.^,.- ;,, Mineral :1 r,,nsiderable degree of

reducing power.— Comptes Mendus, lxviii, 101. w. o.

6. Production of an artificial spc-ctrion with a sinal Frann-
<.—When the discharges of a Holtz machine aided oya
r of about one foot of internal coated surface and short
listance are made to pass through a Geissler tube placed
f the slit of a spectroscope, the spectrum of the gas in

the tube is first seen. Wiillner finds that if the striking distance
be slightly increased the sodium line makes its appearance, and
with an appi -ranee is so bright as to far exceed

-ry the lines of the gas-spectrum. When the striking
di-tai

. i. a-ain -li^Iitl; i > ,- 1 1 1,. . bright lines ,»f the calcium
spectrum* make their appearance with a" brant v and sharpness
which can scarcely be attained in any other way. By attain in-

i he striking distance the line ,., li u Kr in the tube becomes
extremely brilliant and then exhibits a bright continuous spec-

ver, the sodium line appears perfectly dark.
nation of this phenomenon is found in the fact that fine

glassan ton £ fch< in i side of the tube. These
become inten<el\ i-nii d mi 1 their light gives the continuous
spectrum. The ignition of these particles takes place in an at-

mosphere of the vapor of sodium from the glass so that the same

and the absorbing
ne not seen inverted it is probable that the

density ot the calcium atmosphere is not sufficient to produce in-

version.-Pogg. Ann., exxxv, 174. W. G.

7. On the analysis of different varieties of carbon.—B
has communicated to the Academy of Sciences a very elaborate
and detailed memoir on the different varieties of carbon, showing
that the number of modifications of this elem
than had hitherto been supposed and as seems to us at la
interest. Ti lace recallg the thrce ,.

varieties under the heads of diamond, amorphous carbons derived
trom organ i-

;m<l a ,titi(
.
i;l] . The

method of study employed was based upon Brodie's method of
oxydmng graphites by means of nitric acid and potassic chh r ite.

By these reagents diamond is not sensibly oxydized ; the differ-
ent varieties of amorpl

3 of a yellowish brown ™w .«i"K?Sr«i« •wish brown color soluble in water and vary-
r of carbon analyzed, while the graph-

^rteduitog th the nature
pnites which furnish them Bertheh.r <<-ives the name
itic oxyds to the black powders which remain when the
•xyds are heated. They also contain oxygen and hvdro-

«himh„ •

as
1

car
5
0a

- Native Plumbago, or as Berthelot terms it,

ptu,nba<jme, already examined by Brodle, yields a graphitic oxyd
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hi pale yellow micaceous scales insoluble in all reagents. Dried
even at ordinary temperatures it n<__

icture has disappeared.
This character is essential and invariably reappears after all the
transformations of the oxyd. Iodhydric acid at 2sn Converts

.

y.l into a new substance which Berthelot calls hydro-
.

brown, amorphous and insoluble in all solvents. The new oxyd is

not decomposed with deflagration and intumescence by heat.

is a Mack, light flaky powder which according to Brodie has
the formula -G22H 2 2 . Nitric acid and potassic chlorate dissolve

it almost wholly like the amorphous carbons, but a small quantity
of graphitic oxyd is always regenerated.
The graphitic oxvd from graphite of cast-iron presents greenish

agglomerating .luring d.sieeation. This character which is con-

stant readily distinguishes the oxyd from that obtained from
plumbagine. The hydrographitic oxyd from this graphitic owl
intumescee when submitted to heat, giving off a considerable

quantity of iodine. By oxydation it reproduces graphitic oxyd
which dot - not agglutiuate"by drying. Tin- corr. ^ponding pyro-

oxyd dissolves in a mixture of nitric acid and potassic
:

: a much more complete manner than that front plumha-

gine. Some scales of I tic oxyd are however
always formed with their distinctive properties.

Kraphitie oxvd from electric graphite—carbon points from a

large battery—is a maroon colored powder which does not ag-

glomerate during desiccation. This character is also constant.

01 yd does not intumesce when heated, and
lized reproduces the original oxyd.

<

This form of gra-

phitic oxyd is also decomposed by heat with deflagration hut

yields a heavy powder which is not flaky. By oxydation the

, , leaving some grains

of graphitic o properties.

All the pyrographitic oxyds wh. '; • acid in

solution at 280° C. yield hydrogen containing al.out 6 per cent of

inar-di <•-.-. having however a con-nderaMe quantity of a black

1Vvidii The nuth..r cmpar.-s , _i phites, amor-

bons and their derivatives with the hydrates of carbon

ai ! ulmic matters, and believes that the *.•:- .<[' amorphous

carbon represent polymeric states of the true carbon which is not

yet known in the free or uncondensed form. In studying the

arboo, Berthelot has arrived at the

i
• hlition to those related above. Coke recently calcined is

riving a soluble compound of an intense color.

rbon, deposited from hydrocarbon vapors heated in a por-

, is dissolved with very _ ompletely.

The same is true for gas-retort carbon and some substances called
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artificial graphites. Anthracite, animal charcoal and the carbon-
after from the Orgueil meteorite were also <•<

:i k l.-ft a trace «,f graphitic oxyd. The in-
heat produced by combustion in oxygen converts n small
n "t'u':iN-ivtort carbdn into graphite. Ii'-rthelut su-j-. st* thai

that

- carbon, being more oxydizable at a low tern]

!

! y dissolved. This view derives some support
presence of a trace of graphite in lamp black. Electri-

eiry also converts amorphous ca . the carbon
carried oyer to t } ]0 ,

,

;i (
.

( , 1!s ;,p

entity of the latter, whil, the i....:t\,. ,„,]«. ... ..; j
., 1

only a trace. The actual transference of the carbon is not how-

•

pairs being i

graphite in large proportion. Carbon sepa
hydrocarbon- b\ tie u , „ , ,„ h< r does n t « .main a trac< of

whfle that which is separated by h<
or chlorid of carbon or by chlorine from bc/n >

.

able quantity.— Comptes Bendus, lxviii, pp. 183,259,331, 392,

8. 0« the direct synthesis of Cyanhydric acid.—Berthelot
nnds that when a stream of sparks from an inductorium is passed

•h a mixture of acetylene and nitrogen the

M acid. To prevent tl, Irion of the
acetylene it is well to add to the mixture a quantity of hydrogen
equal to about ten times the volume of the acetylene. The re-
action is expressed by the equation

€2H 2+N" 2=2-GNH.
The reaction in this case begins rapidly but soon slackens. A

l;.me of acetylene may be made to disappear com-
pletely by putting a drop of a solution of potash into the vessel

-smg the stream of sparks. The cyanhydric acid is

then absorbed as fast as formed, and about five sixths of the
acetylene is converted into cyanhydric acid, the other sixth being
decomposed into carbonic acid and oxyd by the vapor of water
present. The effect of < , eventing the action in
this case is due to the fact that a mixture of cyanhydric acid and
hydrogen gives under the influence of the stream of sparks acety-

«!™T+f
™a?tlon the inverse of that first described. Having «.b-

! all hydrocarbons are decomposed by the spark with

MirboS,«idtbkw«

tWemPn?! ?yeXperiment - In the presence of potash two or

tnthff^Z *• PassMe °f the spark suffices to give the reaction due
lormation of Prussian blue.— Comptes Bendus, lxvii, 1141.

of
9

exn^W fTl0nium-<ima^am--L^^ has made Tseries

amaSam fi
ascertain the composition of the ammonium-

amalgam. It was prepared from a solution of ammonic chlorid by
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electrolysis in the ordinary way, the negative electrode being con-
nected with mercury contained in a porous cup filled with the

cury in an outer glass vessel, also filled with the solution of chlo-
rid of ammonium. When the current from 6 to*10 Grove's cells

was employed, the positive electrode became covered with a Layer
of calomel, v. ple< trode
slowly increased in bulk, evolving no gas until the point of satura-

tion was reached. Landolt first determined the ratio of the ammo-
nia gas evolved to the hydrogen, by placing the amalgam in dilute

ric acid of known streng: be hydrogen
evolved. The ammonia was then calculated from the quantity of
tin' arid which it saturated. To free the amalgam from the ammo-
nia contained in the solution, it was washed with water; but as the

decomposition continued and only the hydrogen escaped., it was
evident that the ammonia thus n tinned mii.-t give too high a result.

The first experiment gave 1 : 2*15 as the ratio between the hydro-
gen and the ammonia by volume. The second,—in which the

: - ;

.

These results, winch entirely confirm tho-e of Davy, establish, as

1 a 1 .It 1 lieves tl conclusion that tin < ompound NH 4 is taken

up as a whole by the mercury. This is proved by the above ratio,

because, were the gases separately absorbed, they would be set free

again in very different proportions. In the second place, Landolt

attempt* d a'determination of the amount of the ammonium thus

[ with the mercury. The amalgam was placed in a stan-

-
: efore ; the ammonium was calcu-

tn the quantity of acid neutralized and the mercury

determined bi mgh. The results varied f

NH4 ,

determined by collecting and weighing il— + o the rapid decomposition
.urn result is nearest the

truth : and if 100 parts of mercury take up 0-09 parts of XII
4 , the

being should yield for each volume of mercury

l.Vj \Ydumes u m mia and 7'6 volumes hydrogen ; numbers which

hold good for the compound prepared at ordinary temperatures.

ire of ammonium, too, Landolt made some ex-
• that potassium or

-odium-amaliram will throw down most metals from solutions of

their >alts, lw argues that the ammonium-amalgam, if analogous,

should do 'tin - . 1 -'
J
prq)are(l ammonium-amalgam was

1'laeed in the metallic solution, the separated mercury was washed

with water, dissolved in nitric acid and examined for the metal

whose solution had heen used. The result with oupric sulphate,

-

semployed. Wbflf

therefore NH 4
combines as such ;•- metallic

is doubtful ; further rese I its nature.

—Ann. Chem. Pharm., Suppl. Bd. vi, Heft 3, p. 346, Dec. 1868.
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denbueg ha uumuuuiiCMieu to tne unenncal Society <

tu-w method fur the preparation of carbonylic sulphid gas. From
theoretical

,,fl coniain.

lug the -roup €0*, thinking the atoms might be differently ai>
om that in Than's compound. He finds thai

tniacetic ac* ;rs, is decom-
electrolysis, by heat, or by the action of bromine. The
most certain in its results, but it requires a large quan-

tity of material. The action of bromine he had nut vet f';;liv

studied The action of heat on thiacetic acid had alreadv \«vn
studied by S observed

-li-m uf II,S. J^d-ul.m- employs a temperature of

Alter the absorption of these a small quantity of a combustible "as
remained, which was not accurately analyzed. In the till
coaly mass is left which shows that the decomposition is one not
'/ ' 'M;'— ; '• - e .i il equation.—Bcr. d. deuts
Ges. zu Berlin, n, 53, Feb. 1869. G F. B.n

; °l
l(

'

! -Bejtdeb has studied the deport-
ment of carbonylic sulphid with alcoholic solution of potauu
Hydrate This gas, prepared according to the method of Than,*
and purified by passing through a U tube filled with um

nereed in a freezing mixture ofpounde
hydrochloric acid—was conducted into a cooled concent r

issic hydrate in alcohol. It was completely absorbed
:l, "l "iter a time the fluid solidified to a crvWlIine mass The

jreplacedonafilteivdr ,„er and re-

1 from alcohol. Win- <als were
obtained which closely resembled potassic xanthate an !

• H§KSe . This* I
-. mih soluble in

I .water—though not 3 insoluble in
>' 170 C. it decomposes into carbonylic sul id ii I

sulphid, an, | accordine to the eauation

:

In aqueous solution the decomposition is as follows:

(«^.rae,),4KH1e)1^}»+«j ^B.|e
j
i+5eR

«n^Swr
e ^apparently, was obtained by Debus by decompo-

sing ethylic sulphocarbonate with alcoholic potash, thus:
€br0(€

3H 5 )2+HKe=€SO2(€2H 5
)K+H(€2H§

)S;
and by Chancel by passing carbonic gas into an alcoholic solution

™<ZZ*
U

> €e<f|A €e<oe2Hs .

* TMa Journal, n, xLy, 251, March, 1868.
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Its formation from carbonic dioxyd and potassium men-apt id. as

;
its decomposition also, both by

heat and in watery solution, prove that it contain- tin- radical Oh
But while its d< id by the ;

!»„-* u j.. 5_j:„_x_ xL.x *!.„ _._i_i.._. .-_•.. jur was united with the
iulphid when heated in aque

suggests that the sulphur and potassium are united.

ethyl, its yielding potassic sulphid when heated in aqueous solution

render it improbable that the sulphur is held to the car-

bon by both ion. Between the two formulas

€e<SK
2H&

and €0<|li
H&

future researches must decide.—

Ann. Ch. Pharm., cxlviii, 137, Nov. 1868. g. f. b.

12. On carh, >,/;/l •<• chh >,;',/, and a new compound of this sub-
i-t, !,,,•< ),-;t/, platuona.—Schutzenberger, in attempting the direct

synthesis of carbonylic chlorid by passing a mixture of dry car-

bonous oxyd and chlorine gases over heated platinum sponge,

noticed that beside the phosgene gas thus formed, there was pro-

duced a large quantity of a solid platinum compound which mil
1

H.-dted in the cooler portions of the tuhe, f-nnintr either a fused

lowish-brown ring—which crystallized on solidifying—near the

ted part, or being carried on and deposited all along the tubeheal

l again solidities on cooling to a reacusn-yeliow crys-

By varying the conditions a second product was ob-

tained which melted at 130°. The former substance on being

heated nearly to redness, is decomposed into metallic platinum

and a mixture of carbonylic chlorid and carbonous oxyd gases,

a portion is at the same time sublimed and is deposited

again as a dark yellow liquid which solidifies to a nearly colorless

crystalline mass. Exposed to moist air it is blackened in a few

minutes. Water decomposes it with effervescence, evolving car-

honk- dioxyd and carbonous oxyd gases, precipitating finely di-

vided platinum, and ho i1 i on. The
crude product yielded on analysis from 61-57 to 62-3 per cent Pt
22-7 to 23-8 CI, and 5-22 € ; and after crystallizing it from solu-

tion in carbonic tetrachlorid—dried over sodium—it gave 63-5 to

63-7 per cent Pt, 22-9 to 23-4 per cent CI, 4-55 to 5 -3 per cent €,

beinff nearly identical with the former. This analysis yields the

formula (€0) 3
Pt3

Cl4 , and not -COPtCl2 which Schiitzenberger

-r proposed. Its chemical constitution is very easily and
:-

ted by three links of bivalent carbonyl into a closed elm;

four free bonds, which are saturated by chlorine. It is hence a
11 be pla-

tino-carbonylic dichlorid. Possibly on heating the former com-

pound it may evolve CO and yield the latter, thus :—

(-CO) 3Pt a
Cl4=(€OPtCl3 )2+€0.

Schiitzenberger gives also the following syntheses of phosgene

;

(1.) By heating an excess of carbonic tetrachlorid with zincic oxyd
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7° ni°° ™a S6ale
?
tub

,

e for several hours
- «Cl4+ZnO=€OCLZ

?Vi
2 "

• • Proc
J
uct

'
however, is mostly destroyed bv the act!

of the zincic oxyd thus
: €OCl2+ZnO=ZnCl2+€e;.

(2.) bypassing a mixture of carbonic tetraohl >rid vapor a
carbonous oxyd gas over pumice heated to about 400°

(€Cl4 ) 2+€e=€OCl -f€2 Cl4 .

Jtl fJ
si^Tll tTe^S a mixture of carbonic tetrachlorid v

I
an~ carb°mc dioxyd. _-eci4 -f-ee2=(€oci2 )2 .

(4.)

«»a+(ciae),=(secia ) +€eci.
^«a &>c. CA., n, x, 188, Sept. 1868.

13. On the relation between

hyd:
i certainty, Schorlem

The saturated hydrocarbons w]

mips The members of each group show a
ce of boiling-point. (1 The first group comprised hydroeai
which the carbon atoms 1,

those fc-no carbon atom is united to more than two others. Beside the first

]'! ", "'" - 'li th>
1

v
, I ! fioni suberic'"

,

;

' •:-.'
.

'.- ^'^
:
: ..

:

: >

group, since their^oifing-points
mere, it being a tact that compounds wh„se r;,,-l,o U atoms are thus

: -

y of the carbon atoms ar.
, t wo others.

Moreover, the formation of these

tne splitting up of opmj % the hydro.

shnnle^con^nr^ "*J*W m»st Possess asimple constitution. The different , , !,,ili,^ , , Mw. „ t
1

-,

•;t this group is 31° C. T from suberic

:-'':- '

•
-

-•.-
' : i

.

i

hydrfd {f^. ^ boiling at 30°, ethyl-butyl
j f^.). .t

62% ethyl-amyl
{

^€H3) 2 ^^ and^^ ,

|
H^H,£

twicV/i=^
(

!i ,

l;

;,:,
i

:

i

.

n
i

1

f<2 —* the ^^1 gi^p>g
each of which is unitedt^^™£ffi£ ĥ 3£
point in this group is 25° C. It includes di-isopropyl j

™
[gQj

boHing at 58°, di-butyl-amyl-isopropyl 1 |3£^'boiling *
(€H(^H

g )a
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( €H (-GHA,
109°, (the second member being wanting) amyl-butyl ) -G 3H6

( -GH (-GHA 2
( €H(€H 3 ) 2

3 2

at 132°, and di-amyl
j
-G4H 8 at 158°. (4) The fourth group

( -GH (<3H 3 ) 2
inch I'- hydroeaih u> in which one carbon atom is united with
four others. Thus far only one member of this group is known
tlu? carbo-diniethvl-diothvl ..f Friedel and Ladenbiu-v C((H )'

(€ 2H 5 ) 2 , which b .ii- lV.»'n s . to 87° C* /2

From this classification it is easy to see that in the marsh-gas, as
in the benzol series of hydrocarbons, conclusions as to the constitu-
tion of the bodies may be draw n i bits.

—

Ann
Gh. Pharm., cxlvii, 214, Aug. 1808. a. f. b.

14. On a new source of octylic alcohol.—Silva has examined j u
the laboratory of Professor Wurtz, a sample of fixed oil, derive. 1,

like castor and croton oil, from the family of the euphorbiacea;,'
the plant yielding it having been described" by Adanson about the
middle of'the last century under the name C)tr<;ix jut/njans. This
plant e\i-t- in ± <

. ab in 1 in v in cert do j. ir - <>t Africa, and es-

pecially i n the Capo deY". rd id:, ids; and from the fruit, conside-
rabh <juantiti soft he fix. 1 oil are obtained, tin physiological pro-
perties of which ar . nab .--mis to t!c ,,f ea-tur ..i'l, though it is

more ictive. Thi sh i
]

> a i an i _ •- p rties of this
and castor oil suggested its distill:," . had been

H-6-H

ing propylic (tritylic) hydrid as a representative of the first H-C-H, the second

-isopropyl, and the fourth by
H

9 9 l"^ carbo-dimethyl-diethyL In
H

H-A-H
"

H-6-H

saturated by carbon.—G. r. B.

Am Joub.Sci.-> Mat, 1869.
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done with the latter by Bonis. The sample of oil—obtained from
l"' I- '

+ '.'> - <•« niKMonorar th. Paris '

on and distillation it yielded a com;

:

180 was a colorless, slightly ol,

in alcohol and ether, and is turned
vt'H»u l>\ light. \u attempt was made to determine its ,.

,M t ,i-
'

'."
'

;

!

,: \" I

;
-.

i

n
;

it . The " purgueira " oil—by which name the
oil is known ,, th. 1 ' t ,u . |,„ s . , ,,,./, . ,

-

t ])er cent of
solved as ammonia on distillation.—Bull. Soc.

U>. Tritylic (propylic) alcohol produced byfermentation.--Some

alcohol m the ordinary alcoholic fermentation of beet
root Isadore Pierre and Ptjchot have prepared in this way

-suVtance remarkably pure. T
IfMsityuf (1 -82., im dit l.„il..,, 9 s V. Pr ,

U has a density of P784 and boils at 104V. The
acetate^bods between 104° and l^.-Bull. Soc. Ch., II, jM*

16. On the reduction of acetic oxyd to ethylic alcohol—Linne-mavn has succeeded in effecting this reduction by acth

An energetic action takes place, evolving if moisture be , >:

: .rand continuing the aet I:.!'..'

a2£-^WSfc^^ and ethylic alcoho1 -

w %S:S }^^l:g:l!(^)i:i
:

|}+H^Ag(),

-4»w. Ch. Pha;
9, Nov.

TfeV'„ •
alcohol obtained by the saponification of castor oil.

( 'ohol is produced by

' ^-asobtaii.,,1 in th, usual uav bv di^till-

w?«, nffi an excess of potassic hvdrate. Tin* d

to^kS»rpV
8

-S*
3tlfied from f««A Potash so long as a

?o'
t}

i

e

t

,23 P "" beHCOnstant for a considerable time at

us and iodine, the alcohol was converted into iodid, and

=a* Sftsa?:principally oetylene, boiling a
unsaturated hydrocarbons,
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boiling below 160°'ami mt ivli, iodid M -, 1(ls ,. ,,

was 210° to 215°. No heptylic alcohol was present in >

erefore, which consisted entirely of ,,,-t- In
To ascertain rhe character of

this alcohol, it was oxydized with sulphuric acid and potassic di-
Vtt.|rth,a

:

-,...„n, l .nl.tl .lluid wa.di.tilLl u,d,|
neutralized with sodic carbonate. An oily layer Hoar, ]

"! l th " ^uv which was neutral in its reaction, possessed the
r
iic odor of methyl-cenanthyl, and united readilv win,

ilphite to form a crystallized compound. This substance,
f ween folds of paper and dried, yielded, when distilled

hydrate, the pure ketone, boiling between 170° and
172 . By continuing the action of the oxydizino- ao-ent the m<

-

thyl-fcnanthyl was converted into a mixture' of sodic caproate and
sodic acetate. The above facts prove conclusively the truth c

: fhe alcohol olu.'iined from (..,,.,.
"il is a secondary alcohol, since it yields a ketone on ,,

Which ketont by fi . ii,,n. fills apart into ,. ;l , ,,,„ ,

acetic^acids. Its constitution is represented by the formula

j SS0H '
{t is metbyl-hexyl iso-octylic alcohol. The constitution

of the radical hexyl € 6H 13 , is next discussed by Schorlemmer.

mylic cyanid, and both eon-espon
with that obtained above by the oxydation of the iso-oct
hoi. And as, according to Erienmever, ti;

have the following arrangement,

the secondary alcohol from which
it was obtained. To establish this point, Schorlemmer prepared
from the alcohol the hydrocarbon €J

8H I8 , by convert:;
the iodid, and reducing this with zinc turnings. From i

•h was 124°C., he shows that ir^ constitution must be

\ S^H
011^ 2

- Hence, the iso-octyl alcohol from castor oil has the

formula
* €H

3£!H 3

<Y

CHeH

—Ann. Ch. JPharm., cxlvii, 222, Aug. ]
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1 8. On Sulpho-carbamid.—Reykolds lias succeeded i \
•

< -<-iii pound corresponding to urea, by heating amnio-

nic sulphocyanate to 170° C. in an oil bath for two hours. On so-

lutiou in water and crystallization, orthorhornbie {.rising were ob-

tained which were not deliquescent, were very soluble in alcohol

v
.

formula of suiohur-mvu, \\ NH4N 2 ; its derivatives est:.

rational constitution.

—

J. Ch. Soc, Dec. 1868. G. F. b.

1. On a Mineral Phosphatefn„, "'«, IV. f.;

by Charles Upham Sheparix—This sul»tane< has hitch been

brought to my notice by receiving through Messrs,

Chisolm of this city, a few pounds of it, sent them by Mr. Crich-

ton of Baltimore, the proprietor of the island.

Its mineralogical characters, equally w ill! it s elu mical composi-

tion, place it strongly in contrast with the pyroclasite or stone-

guanos of the West Indies and of South Carolina, to which it

was supposed to be related; and on the ground of these differ-

ences, 1 have thought it worthy of notice.

Miiiir«li>'fu:<d <l>x<-<-;, ton,.— Missive, amorphous, minutely v< sie-

uiar, or snb-.-mn glaloidal ; r. seiublino ailopl ano or an earthy o|>aL

The cavities | u...t alw a\ s present | are not much above the size oi

nuistar<l seeds. They are nearly spherical, and have a white

.jao ue lining, in consequence of which they contrast with the

npa< t m t^ < i tin stone, ml up tat' 1 • f< i'< '- u

oolitic bodies, imbedded therein. Ti nslucent (lik< flint or horn-

stone) to opaque, color gra\ ish or y< lk>\\ ish v, hit* ,—rarek milk-

white in spots. If :•;•.- -4, sp* ur. 1 'in'i-2-nT. Fracture even, sub-coii-

ehoidal to earthy, brittle, luster dull. The white and earthy va-

ried adheres strongly to the t« nu'ue like c rtai i altered chalced-

onies ; but emits ho ar-'illaceoiis od- >r on being wetted.
Chthn'cul ihs'-riptimu—Uvfom the blow pipe, turns white at

tirst, and then becomes nisi v, without nicltino;. The flame be-

comes yellow, even after the mass is moistened with sulphuric

n tints are occasionally \ i-ible. With so-

ted : i ass becomes deep blue.
It contains no carbonic acid md only traces of sulphuric acid

• i's .,,;
, on Is « >ih i 1 "cted in the strong acids;

and the solutions are turbid with flocculent silica. Ammonia
throws ii . ,,; ,!,,. phogphates
a n •

I i iom
j ves additional strong

- with either the ehlorid of calcium or chlorid of ba-

rium
;

in the former case, of the phosphate of lime, and the latter,

of the phosphate < f baryta,

—

bowing the mineral to be unusually

miiys



Phosphoric acid, - - - - 43-20

Alumina, 10 -60
Water, 24-00

S,Na, CI, Mg, ---!." trace's

I detect in the mineral in a few in

croscopo, minute plumbago-like scah
t appear to be plu

•
. :

ilaable source of phosphoric acid c

itself. How it can be utilized in agricultui

Charleston, South Carolina, I

ith 108 photographic engi -. and six

- ling four
large colored maps in mkh shot's, i' u-n.ithe <>i rli. (\t i>t . .

the Azoic, Paleozoic, Triassic, Cn tace -a- an-1 T< rt'uv. ,

formations in the State, forming a mni] let*.- geologi, ;1 | m .ap draw: ;

to a scale of half an inch to the mile. Also four other maps in
five sheets showing, ( 1 ) the group of iron mines in Morris County,
printed in two sheets colored and drawn to a scale of three in. -In-

to the mile, (2) the Kingwood Iron Mine, (3) the Oxford Furnace
Iron ore veins, and (4) the Sussex County Zinc Mines, the last
'! Irawn to a scale of 8 inches to the mile. This volume i-

the final report of Prof. Cook of the survey authorized by tin-

State in 1864. It also embodies in it much of the material con-
tained in the annual reports of the survey of Dr. Kitchell made in

1854-6, but interrupted in 1857, by failure of appropriation

A brief sketch of the general geography of the State

3 geology,

is devoted to economic geology.

forms the introduction, followed by some 300 pages devoted 1

"

gy, while rdetailed and historic geology, while more than one half the book
"b devoted to economic geology.

Confining our observations exclusively in this notice to the
"economic" part of the work, we are pleased to see a r

of the well established fact that soil analyses are of but little

benefit to farmers, although a few analyses are very prop
to show tin- J

' ^°il s ot tho State.

on limestones and lime gives many valuable facts and analyses,

and this is followed by a discussion of the chemical character-
greensand marl, which

of late years has assumed gr.-ai < m i ivial importance as a fer-

tilizer, no less than 134,000 tons of this material having been
transported on the New Jersey railroads during the past year.

Not only " green " sand but " white " sand is very extensively



pitted" in New Jersey, nearly 20,000 tons of the latter being

annually produced for glass making, and consumed by some forty

glass houses in the southern part of the state.

The clays of New Jersey are also of great economic impor-

tance ; the fire clay of Perth Amboy, South Amboy, Woodstock,
and other places in Middlesex County, is shipped to all parts of

Idle States, and thousands of tons of it are an-

:ule into fire-brick.

We are glad to see so large a space devoted to the considera-

tion of the Iron ores and the description of the iron mine-; thil

chapter together with the admirable detailed map of the 'Wmn-
I «m1 v, Kingwood and Oxford Iron Mines, forms an exceedingly

g feature of the book. Prof. Cook gives the product of
~-

adiile in thethe iron mines of the state as 300,000 tons i

furnaces 36,919 tons of anthracite pig-iron, 9,000 tons of charcoal

pig-iron, and 5,980 tons of bar iron from bloomeries and forges

vrere produced the same year. Of zinc-ore, Sussex County pro-

duces 25,000 tons per annum, which is manufactured into white

3xyd and spelter, vielding 7,000 tons of oxyd, and 500 tons ofme-

tallic zinc. Prof. Cook estimates the total amount of zinc-oxyd

produced yearly in the Cuited States to be 10,000 tons and spel-

ter 2,300 tons. Our space permits us to touch on but a few impor-

tant points. The book is made accessible to almost every one, as

it is furnished to those who desire to purchase it at the mere cost

"
, all the expense of preparation and illustra-

brataof the Cretaceous and Eocene formation- «
;' N't w J< "-> }'< "

5

"

T. A. Conrad ; of the . by Prof.E.

D. Cope; of the Minerals, h .- K< \ . ]]. Sevm .in ; and of the living

Vertebrate of the State, by Dr. C. C. Abbott.

III. ZOOLOGY.

1. Are £"///".< * /->/'•< /., i:.jht.J by Isaac Lea. (In a letter to

<n of this Journal.)—In the March No. of this Journal,

i
}

'. A- White heads an article with " Are Um»s * >/*«-

;'- ' H</ht/n He then gives some experiments which lie institu-

ted on the rabjeet, and he seems to be under the impression that his

- were entirely new.
If your '''

togs of the Acad. Nat-

:. they « ill find a communication
from me where the subject of touch, hearing and sight in th>> Cni-

is pretty fully stated. It will !>< nmnd in' my paper that

I experimented on varum- specie pointed out
some which gave no indication a- to sensitiveness to
others were particularly sensitive, especially the Unio ra.liatu*

Lam. I there stated that the visual organs were placed on the

the siphonal opening. That "with a good lens the

• tentacula may be observed to be rounded
and furnished with at least the appearance of an eye and that it
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would prove to be a true eye, however imperfect, there can he
I left the Bubject to i

believing that "he would be able to make out the complete'

sensitive to light than the males.
Subsequently in the introduction to my vol. 6 " Observations on

the Genus Unio," &c, I mentioned the subject again, and stated
that I had found that the Unio rubiginosus Lea, XI. Cyl
Say, and An. imleciUis Say, were all'sensitive to light.

i made since the above mentioned pub-
£ the years 1858, '59, '60, I found the

,
ru-> " very >i-iiMtiv«- r<> liu'ht,"" viz., !'„;„ .«,,/.mt //,„/„.«<

Lea, XI. pyramidatus Lea, XI. obscurus Lea, XI. pustuloses Lea,
XI. ^Jsopus Green. The further investigation of the sul.jret is

well worthy the attention of malacologists who are so situated as
have all the conveniences of exploration, investigation and time.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. On the use of sodium in explosive powders.—Dr. H. Fleck
of Dresden has made an extended series of experiments on the
use of -odium as an ingredient of various explosive and inflamma-
ble mixtures, mainly with the purpose of replaeii _r p] .m^ n;- i n
the match manufacture. In his car :] \j added

-

and thus destroyed its efficacy. The sulphur was then omitted
from the compound, which was formed of 8£ grams saltpeter, 2
grams sodium, and 1 gram charcoal (mixture A) ; it was a gray
mac. -r^;„i. fl„„^„;i uu „„™~«r^™.™, i™;^~ +~..„u„;i —

:

Ai °- r

* a tube with gunpowder, placing a lit-

:op, and throwing the whole into water,
n took place. This mixture, however,

5 which flashed bike gunpowder on being touched with
ened glass rod. On filling

tie of this powder on the tc

an instantaneous explosion" took place. This mixture, however^
burned too rapidly to ignite sulphured wood ; the charcoal was
therefore replaced by antimonous sulphid and a mixture made of
66 grams saltpeter, 36 -5 antimonous sulphid, and 5 grams sodium
(mixture B). This is preferable to the former one because it con-
tains less sodium, the reaction being :

3KON04
+Na+SbS 3

=NaOSb0
5+3KOS0 3+3X.

The next point was the preservation of the sodium. T
has succeeded in doing by means of paraffine, under which the so-
dium is melted, and then very finely divided by violent;

the flask for five or ten minutes. A granular powder of a m
ter is thus obtained, which when removed fawn

affine, does not tarnish, being perfectly protected by a thin coat-
iiiLT of this hydrocarbon which it retains, and which increases its

weight from 30 to 35 per cent. 6*6 grams of this sodium are sub-

r the 5 grams of ordinary sodium in the above mixture B.
To remove all traces of moisture from the other ingredients, they
are well dried and then moistened with petroleum ; the sodium is

now added and the whole is well mixed together in a metallic
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inflammable, communicating the & the mixta «

B on a piece of sulphured wood. For the purposes of the match

. tl.i -i- mixtures are made into a past; with ca.mtrhoue

cImbo1v< I
may be read-

crated with the powder, without injuring the inflamma-

1 dily of the latter.

Experiments were then made on the preparation of a Buital U

nat< i
I ... one v inch -1 ild act when opened. A bi ss > -

whose cover was made to fly open with a spring, was filled in its

ied* asbestus ; in tinlower part with moistened asbestus ; in the upper portion, two

compartments were arranged, separated hy a spring slide. The

upper one contained the spontaneously inflami inble pellets ( ''

pellets fa" '

and then*

of chalk n.l tin - i' it in paste; this is then

dipped m a mixture of 3 parts potassic chlorate and one part

•;>i* they \vv -hakcfi willi th-- <

mixture B, and placed in the upper part of the match-*

out 2 mm. in diameter. All who
have seen this match-box in use have been surprised at the ease

:, ! , .
• int \ uf it - an j „, •

: . n ,i were it possible to make the slide

ral use.

Another purpose for which this mixture has been used is the

preparation of primers, which are ignited when pierced by a moist

needle, whose point carries an eye in which the water is Lodged.

It has also been employ
w% torpedoes. And -

3 its applicability .for

or above water. For

i'i.
1 m I

: is < ontained in a glass tube whose mouth
ia closed with melted sodic hyposulphite. On immersing the tube

in the \r- the whole in

water, the explosion follows so soon as the h\-p<>*uMute is lis-

Fen milligrams of the powder is sufficient to -

-• charges.— 7>ni</l>rs l\<bjt, Jovri"'L cxe,

2. Decrease in the Production of £o&7.—Blake in his late "Re-

port on the Precious Metals," has the following remarks on the

- .: ;•.. • .. .

•' ,:.:;-.;.
-

,g and the

I
hereafter.

o the exhaustion of I

the maximum product was attained in the year 1853, when the
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ts were about $55,000,000, and the produ
t #60,000,000 to $05,000,000 in value. It

f of that :imount. In Australia, in tin- s;

ines have not been t'rw to
nTsons have been engaged
s unfavorable to rapid and

region by new i.li : ven t<» the Pacific coast, an

the gold supply of 1'ussia may he for a long time maintained s

'The existence of very am-i, i,i w.rxin^ in t! • Altai is si-nin-

jures."

*. I>,inu\< Syshm o/'J// asand of Dana's
i >ralo<r V ha\ inn been dispo-; ,1 of hv tin p i

1
lis! < rs, a new issue

< recently been made, with some corrections, of which the fol-

1 Calculated at $19 per o
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for e ', e, e", and in both 441 and 442, 22 for 12 ; p. 551, after Bindheimite, 5b, Pb,£
: -

lUP for REUNITE GROUP; p. 812, 806

added after Cumengite.

Obituary.—J. Nickles.—Through a letter from Mr. Achilles

se, dated Paris, April 7th, we have intelligence of the death

r correspondent, Mr. Xickles. Professor in the University at

Nancy. Prof. Ni abort illness, from a

aggravated by breathing an atmosphere containing i

fluoric acid. He had been experimenting for some time upon cer-

tain fluorids.

Wilijak Mitchell, a well known mathematician and astrono-

mer, died of general debility at the Vassar College, near Pough-

keepsie, on the 2nd ot' A] 'ii. .-._, .1 «i venty-six years. He lived in

h his daughter, Miss Maria Mitchell, the as-

tronomer. V. ?

,

w as a member of the Society of

Friends, and in all relations of life a most esteemed man.

V. MISCELLANEOUS

Secretary of the S rical Society. Second edition,

"
, pp. 371. Edinburgh, 1868. (William Blackwood.)—This is,

title declares, a very h<in<.b/ manual of meteorology, carefully

down to the times by a painstaking digest of the recent

of the subject. Ir h*as Wen a pr.'.min. nt object with the author

to present hi* I behalf

x wide spread interest in the general mind." The work
;.:••: •

•
;

printed in colors in an extremely satisfactory manner. He Iki*

availed himself of the results of American investigators with fair-

ness and good judgment for the most part. The work is on sale

by Chas. Scribner & Co., 654 Broadway, New York.
2. Aiui'ixl «f ^-ienfp'r />;*r„,.,;y, *d.v., for 1-69. '

Samuel Km;! iwo, AJL, M.D., &c. 12mo, pp. 377. Boston,

1869. (Gould & Lincoln.)—This old acquaintance is always an

agreeable reminder of its predecessors of former years, as well as

of numerous discoveries, facts and principles in various depart-

ments with which we are, as fellow laborers in

or less familiar, but which it is always pleasant to find

in an orderly and compact manner, under their appropriate heads.

i review of the year must of necessity be imperfect and

unequal as an exposition of all that has been done, but even a

cursory gla
3 Annual will show any fa

rea i -r the vast variety of topics which now engage the attention

fcists and the painstaking care with which the editor has

endeavored to present the most important results. The notes by

the editor forming an introduction to the volume give an inter-

esting summary of the progress of science for 1868. .

A portrait (a better fforts usually) of Prof.

James D. Dana is a pleasant frontispiece to the volume.
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First Principle* of Chemical Philosophy; by J. P. Cooke,
Cambridge, 1868. 12mo.—This important manual of instruc-ge, I8b8. l2mo.— ihis important manual of mstruc-

ly be said to be published in the ordinary sense of
t has been prepared especially to present the philos-

ophy of chemistry in such a form that it can be made with profit
the subject of college recitations, and to furnish the teacher with

that term.

of testing th. -indent's I'm i ill fulness and ability.

Prof. Cooke more than to any American, is due the credit of hav-
ing made chemistry an exact and disciplinary >tndy in our colleges.
The present work has grown out of his "Problems," prepared
several years since to elucidate his methods, and is designed to in-
culcate these methods by the use of the unitary system of chemical
notation and philosophy. It is a logical analysis and deduct ion of
the subject which will command the careful attention of chemists
whose duties require them to instruct in this difficult department.

4. Outlines of Physiology, Human and Com',
Marshall, F.R.S., with additions by the An
Smith, M.D. 1042 pages. 8vo. Philadelphia. (He
1868.—This work treats of physiology as connected ^

"^ :
stry and physics, on which ^

ngs the reader to the level (

n is a work of vast labor e

ability and research. So f

concerned this book is pi I, and perhaps
equalled by any treatise on physiology in the English lan>_nui'_:>

This is more than we can say for the i

ecution of the work. It is surprising that wit

cellence the publishers contented themselves \

trations inferior to those in some other works of much less i

It is to be hoped that in the next edition they will give attention

to arranging the material in conspicuous paragraphs with appro-
priate headings, and also introduce illustrations in k.

the style of modern art, and more recent investigations.

5. The Ornithological Collection of John Cassin.—It will be
seen by the advertisement that the very valuable collection of

birds belong] ba Cassin, is

now offered for sale. This collection includes the types of many
new >|k c'e> .h M-ribed by him, as well as numerous very rare and.

beautiful forms, seldom offered for sale, and would be a very im-
1";: ; .r addition to any museum. We learn through Dr. George

I e was incorrectly given in our last

number. He was born in Upper Providence township, Delaware
county, Pa., September 6th, 1813.

6. Catalogue of the Orthoptera of North America,

to 1861 ; by S. H. Scfddeb. Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections, 1868.—This work, although intended only as a compi-

latkm. cannot fail to be of great value to working entomologists.

Every name under whi escribed is entered,

i the works in which it occurs and the local-

ity from which it was stated to have come, but no attempt has

been made to give the actual synonymy. It is accompanied by a
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full list of authorities _aml at the end is a tab
of the genera » ->ears to us u^^ .

the systems usually adopted. T.

1. JJnnoirs nf '//„ /', ,',
, ij {,.,„/ ,„,, of Science, Vol. I, No.

1, royal 8vo. Press of the Essex Institute, Salem, Ma-. - Tt i-

new serial makes its appearance in a style that will < ompare favor-
a
if
y

i.

Wlt
i

l th< '" M l1 °" s
' '

%
'
th( '

1 v
*

{ ''

whether foreign or American. The typography is l>oa<
the paper of excellent quality. Th . ,t ed for the
1 " ! ,'^ •

T!l !' J-1 ii "V i<su< 1 contains a v< v < muplete mono-
- '" "i tl Large S -. a i-,l, i

a. bcudder, illustrated by an excellent plate, giving details of the
wings and fore logs of most of the >p.,e'u-
the species usi u

}
,1 , lt e<i ,s MulM n,-k<.t>. th.

into two genera, <, njUnhd,,,, :m ,l Sm^u-r^cs. Tlie latter in-
cludes eight species, of which four are new; the former fifteen
species, two ot which are new. Xeariv all the kn
have been carefully redescribed, with full tables of im
and localities. v

8. Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. I, Nos. 1 and 2. Salem,
lass 8vo. Jan. and Feb., 1869.—This new monthly serial is
nt ended to replace, h, part, the " Proceedings of the Essex Insti-
ute, which will be discontinued at the end of Vol. VI. It will
ontam the reports of the meeting of t! e Society, lists of dona-
10ns to the museum and library, etc., together with the shorter
naies« technical c ,, the historical and sei-
ntinc departments. It is furnished at the very low price of one

-- r - — «, Notes on Birds ou .Ki)«. ^ .

ibeptj also ou Bin!- n • \ . - '

and at Richmond,

'

•uperoma

Alsiuidondron, Platydesma, and Brighamia,

iana, between June 3d and 10th; J.
7. Notes on Hesperomannia, a new genus of Hawaiian Compc"'*W. T. Brigha;

tion of theHr— ''

:

Proceedings Portland

lull nf t.Tis Eo-o-nf tl

Me -*j"w.d7>v;
' 1'

J

,"
''' M lr w<""!—V '>'> Fossil Plants

-p.'l27,Catat, ^uareLake; S. J

Packard, Jr.—v, 1M Pe^7 Noctuidte
;
A

:: i :

Aborigines of MainT- v £ £ ' "
^ 7V"'-— I

•
J *

"•• M "• "• ' - "' '

, .
i raj J. Del

the coast ofS- nr £ ^
Ung1

' * and n 5 ^ C- CwA-«.-p. 185, Clioboreahsme
'
w

- w°oa.~v . 194, Portland Soc. Nat. Hist, from 1866 to 18
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